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8008 truths
Each channel is capable of delivering all the power your AC line can provide.
But you probably can't use it n'
All the 8008's power can be delivered from 20,000 Hz down to 5 Hz without phase shift.
But your speakers probably con riepfouuce
The few amplifiers that exist with the 8008's power and build quality cost over $7,000.
But due to its price, demand will excede the handcrafted production.
All this may make the Aragon 8008 sound like overkill.
But instead, it makes the 8008 sound just fie
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LISTENING TO THE CRAZIES!

I

n common with the mood of our
times, there seems to be an increasing amount of bad temper in the
High End. There are more people around
who, in Jonathan Scull's timeless phrase,
have a"level of audiophile rage very close
to the surface." Witness, for example, the
"cancel my subscription" letter from Professor Daniel H. Wiegand in this issue:
he obviously feels aline has been crossed.
Professor Wiegand was pushed over
the edge by Jack English's recent article
on system tweaks (May '95, p.69). But
why the anger? That tweaks in general
can have an effect is agiven. It also seems
to be agiven that any explanation offered for the effect of atweak is most
probably wrong. It is also true that you
only know which crazy-sounding tweaks
are valid and which aren't with 20/20
hindsight. But, as Harry Pearson of The
Absolute Sound once said to me in aslightly different context, "You have to know
when to listen to the crazies!"
Those driven crazy by crazy-sounding
tweaks seem to assume that magazines
have apriori knowledge about what is
valid. But we don't have any more access
to such knowledge than you do. All we
can do is inform our readers of the sonic
differences we have found tweaks to
make, and how much readers would have
to pay for those differences. Readers must
listen for themselves. Jonathan Scull, for
example, may enthusiastically endorse
Mpingo discs and Combak Harmonix
Room-Tuning dots in my pages, but
what is important to those who read him
is whether or not they hear any improvement. If they don't, fine. But if they do, it
is up to those individuals to decide
whether the price is too high, or if the
explanation is offensive BS... or not.
Perhaps most tweaks simply aren't
crazy enough to be true. A recent issue of
Science News discussed the phenomenon of
sonolurninescence. 1 It has been known
for decades that if you blast abeaker of
water with high-frequency sound, under
some conditions gas bubbles in the liquid emit flashes of light. Only recently,
however, has someone wondered how
1Scknee News, April 19, 1995, Vol.147 No.1Z p.266.
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MPEG-2 video plus some kind of datareduced digital audio. Even to refer to the
new disc as a"video" disc reveals amindset governed by the past. The paradigm at
work should not be the laserdisc or the
CD, but the humble floppy diskette. To
develop competing but incompatible
DVD standards is to echo acomputer
industry that might have required users
to buy one kind of diskette to store
Microsoft Word files, another for WordPerfect files, and even another for Lotus
1-2-3 files.
The genius of the floppy-disk paradigm is that the medium is in no way
connected to the messages it carries. The
ASCII text file representing this "As We
See It," for example, currently shares diskette space with acouple of short *.WAV
music data files, binary Audio Precision
..TST files for the measurements accompanying my Krell review in this issue,
and a compressed. ".GIF image file.
Whether Iwant to read words, test an
amplifier, listen to music, or look at apicture depends only on the programs and
It's dangerous to be dismissive, therehardware options resident on my PC.
fore, of observations and explanations that
As Iproposed in May's "As We See It,"
offend what we would regard as common
the same paradigm should hold for the
sense. In the late Richard Heysees words,
DVD. Instead of competing groups argu"I no longer regard as fruitcakes people
who say they can hear something and I ing about how much data space should be
allocated to a movie soundtrack, or
can't measure it—there may be something
whether a fixed higher-quality audio
there!" Itake seriously all tweaks that
someone, somewhere has found to result
standard should be two-channel, fivechannel, or Ambisonics-encoded, the
in asonic improvement. Some will turn
debate should be about byte- and dataout to be bogus, but there are those
block size, data addresses, and—most
magic few whose effects are real. The
important—the equivalent of aFile Alloabsence of rational explanations for these
cation Table or header so that, whatever is
effects shouldn't prevent audiophiles
stored on the disc, users will be able to
from appreciating their sonic benefits.
extract the data and correctly play it back.
The alternative to such an• openSETTING STANDARDS
ended philosophy is to have amarketThis month's Stereophile carries much displace bombarded with competing, incussion about the potential for the new
compatible higher-density video and
"Digital Video Discs" (Toshiba/rime-Waraudio media. In the same way that the
ner) or "Multimedia CDs" (Sony/Philips)
to be used as carriers for higher-qi.lity
half-century—old, 1950s-quality NTSC
TV standard is still what we are wátching
digital audio. As much as Iwelcome this,
today, this will undoubtedly mean that
Iam alarmed by the pace at which the
the quality-limited Compact Disc will
hardware standards are being set in
remain the dominant commercial music
stone.
carrier well into the next century. That is
The current corporate thinking about
DVD is to regard it as inseparably tied to
something Iregard as crazy! ,
—John Atkinson
the format of the software it carries:

hot those gas bubbles get.
It turns out that the more conservative
scientists think the bubbles are as hot as
the surface of the Sun. Some scientists
estimate the temperature as being as
high as 100,000°C. And some even calculate that the acoustic pressure transforms the gas into aplasma and fusion
«cure Fusion!?! From aloudspeaker and
ajar of water?
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Sacrifice Nothing.
B&W's Matrix HTM Home Theater
Speaker resolves the movies versus
music debate once and for all.
COREY GREENBERG, Home Theater Technology
GREENBERG: "The main reason the HTMs

of them would even do agreat job as

are so superior to any movie speakers I've

mains in amusic-only system. I'd be

heard is solely because these are music

proud to own one."

speakers first and foremost."
GREENBERG: "This is the best sound I've
NOUSAINE: "This speaker is accurate.

ever had in my home theater, bar none.

Dialogue and vocals are always intelli-

Whether Iplayed movie LDs or music

gible and natural. Music sounds sweet

CDs, the sound of the B&W Matrix HTM

and clean."

was honest, accurate, and the very defini-

GREENBERG: "The sound of the B&W

speaker system you'll want to live with

Matrix HTMs is so much better than any

for along, long time."

tion of the term 'high fidelity.' It's a

of the movie speakers I've heard, even
systems costing many times the price of

What else can we say?

the HTMs, that it's ajoke."

For the name of aB&W dealer near
you, call 1-800-370-3740. And hear

NOUSAINE: "The Matrix HTM is a

why the critics' choice in music

tremendous performer. It makes a

speakers is the critics' choice in

terrific center speaker and apair

movie speakers.
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Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in
every loudspeaker we make. B& W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in
Sussex, England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue
the quest for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over
25 years ago. The B&W HTM Home Theater Speaker is aproduct of this relentless effort.
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SETTING THE SUPER— CD STANDARD
Full details of the Acoustic Renaissancefor Audio proposal to set the standardfor ahigher-quality CD.
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Hi —Fi '95

Richardf Rosen and Lonnie Brownell take you on aday-by-day virtual-reality trip through Hi-Fi
'95, Stereophile's High-End Hi-Fi Show in Los Angeles, with additional contributionsfrom
Michael Fremer, Robert Harley,Jack English, Robert Deutsch, Guy Lemcoe,Jonathan Scull,
Shannon Dickson, Wes Phillips, ThomasJ. Norton, Peter W Mitchell,J. Gordon Holt, and
Steven Stone.
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THE BEST SOUND IN LOS ANGELES

John Atkinson tabulates the votesfor the best sound at Hi-Fi '95.
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The Metropolitan Opera's music director talks with Peter Catalano.
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John Atkinson discusses the world of tweaks, and expresses
dismay over the speed at which fixed hardware standards
are being set for the DVD.
LETTERS
Topics this month: "Pompetus of love," nudity and

loudspeaker ads, comments and questions on the DVD, vim
and venom from readers, thoughts on cables, the audio
gmupiejonathan Scull's listening room as audio porn,
exceptional customer service, more on potty talk, debate on
KW's "Getting Real," Rubber Soul vs Revolver,
critiques of Hi-Fi '95, Home Theater Sound, and requests
for different amplifier tests.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end news, including the dealer-promoted manufacturer seminars taking place in August, plus: more on the
Super-CD; Stereophile introduces two new writers;
THX guru Tomlinson Holman starts anew company; the
1995 Golden Note Awards winners named; newsfrom
Germany's High End Society; PWM reports on Cello
soundfrom L.A.; and Robert 'Harley visits Audio Research.
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Stephen Francis Vasta recommends recordings of
Bruckner's Symphony No.7.

New rockfrom Elvis Costello, The 6ths, Terence Trent
D'Arby, King Crimson, The Band, Little Feat, the
Allman Bros., and Stevie Wonder. In Jazz, 10 new CDs
from Art Pepper, plus Carmen McRae, Classic's reissue of
classic Ella, new McCoy Tyner, and the return of the
Hammond 8-3. Classical: Giulini's Beethoven, terrific
triosfrom Korngold and Zernlinsky, two new Merry
Widows, the best Mahler 10th yet, Purcell's Fairy
Queen, Detyck Cooke's intro to Wagner's Ring, Eduardo
Mata 's recorded legacy, and aquartet of very contemporary
composers on ECM and New Albion. Recording of the
Month: Arvo Part's austere Fratres on Telarc.
MANUFACTURERS ' COMMENTS

Letters offact, fury, andfavor.
THE FINAL WORD

Larry Archibald offers some thoughts on the recent CES
Specialty Audio & Home Theater show.
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CAD-300SEI
11 Watt/Channel Pure Class A Single-Ended Stereo
Integrated Amplifier
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CAD-300SE
12 Watt/Channel Pure Class A Single-Ended Mono Blocks

A timeless classic that revolutionized high-end
audio starting in 1990. From the black anodized
face plate to the brilliant chrome chassis, from
the parts selection to the circuit topologies. ..
Our attention to detail ensures your
maximum listening enjoyment.

Evolutionary... Revolutionary. Experience
the perfect blend of a

and technology that

brings a new level of ex "tement, passion and
intimacy to the listening

perience.

Please audition a Cary ampl ifier at your favorite
authorized Cary Audio dealer.

R1

dO Oesign

Cary Au *o Design Inc.
"A Worldwide State4lent in Audio Amplification"

111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919.481.4494 Fax: 919.460.3828
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8 Critics' Choice Awards' and
5 Product of the Year Awards in the past year alone,
and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

"Stunning.'

"Awesome!"

The Inner Ear Report on the Esprit/BP

Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are
an engineering and sonic marvel! With
years of design expertise and our highly
advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers
and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless
of cost!

THE ULTIMATE IN BIPOLAR
SPEAKERS START AT AN
INCREDIBLE $499/EA.
These astonishing state-of-the-art bipolar
speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbrel balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
staggering realism!

The Paradigm Advantage
Boss/Midrange Drive Units:
Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
O (A VS") air-flow ventilation system
0 Ventilated Apical formers
0 Symmetrically-focused-field magnet geometry

Combine any of our bipolars with our
Ultra-Clear' center channels, amazing
ADP surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the absolute
finest in home theater!

High Frequency Drive Units:
0 (PAL") pure-aluminum convex domes
0 Critically coupled diecast chassis
0 Oversized damping chambers
O Oversized magnetic structures
Cascade' Enclosures:
0 Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full
perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
O 1" thick MDF front and back baffles
0 High velocity, low turbulence ports
Apra' oatrademark of DuPont

The Critics Agree...
Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen to
these sensational speakers today!
ENGINEERED

FOR

BETTER

SOUND

AUDIOS' REAM. MPO BOX 2410. NIAGARA FALLS. NY 14102 (955) 632-0180
IN CANADA: PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC.. 101 HANLAR RD

WOODBRIDGE. ON 141 3P5 (905) 60-2889
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POMPETUS!

Editor:
In regard to Wes Phillips's footnote to
Michael Fremer (June'95, p.179): you,
sir, are wrong. On aphone radio show
afew months ago, Steve Miller himself
said that the word in question is "pornpetus," and that it was aword he made
up to fit in his song "The Joker." Maybe
Wes should pitch his Linn.
STEVE DUDLEY
Vandalia, OH

POSSIBILITIES

Editor:
Ihad to laugh to myself when Isaw the
ad for Energy loudspeakers in the May
issue of Stereophile. You know: big picture—naked lady; little picture—loudspeaker. Could this be the beginning
of anew phase in advertising speakers,
amps, etc.? The possibilities of incorporating female (or male, if you prefer—
hey, everybody is welcome) nudes in
advertising high-fidelity components
could create anew market.
As amatter of fact, I'm thinking of
publishing my own magazine, which
will be called The Sensual Sound. See what
one ad can do? HARVEY FLEISCHMAN
Boynton Beach, FL
The ad campaign tun by Audio Products International, the manufacturers of Energy loudspeakers, has indeedfeatured male nudes as well
asfemales. Will it be asuccessful campaign?
We can only wait to find out.
—JA

PROMPT
Editor:
Icongratulate Stereophile on its prompt
coverage of the new high-density CD
formats. As acomputer professional, I
follow the local Silicon Valley biweekly
publications religiously. Iwas amazed
that it was Stereophile that provided me
with the first mention of this exciting
development rather than the trend-crazy
Compucurrents or Microtimes.
CHARLES GORDON
San Francisco, CA
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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POTENTIAL
Editor:

Stereophile's reports on the forthcoming
Digital Video Disc in the April '95 issue
—specifically regarding its potential for
high-quality audio-only applications—
have raised acouple of questions:
1) Assuming Iown aseparate CD
transport and D/A converter, in order to
take advantage of this new format, would
Ineed to replace both components, or
perhaps just one? (My rather limited
understanding of the existing CD standard leads me to believe that neither
component would be capable of handling these "Super-CDs,", since the
transport would require at least adifferent laser assembly while the DAC will
likely need to be able to decode data with
both an increased bit rate and ahigher
sampling frequency.)
2) Do you envision that these "nextgeneration" players/transports/DACs
will probably be able to play all formats
based on the original CD standard
(DVD, Super-CD, 16-bit/44.1kHz CD,
etc.) in much the same way that turntables routinely played at 33, 45, 78, and
even 16rpm in the 1950s and 1960s?
JIM BRANTFORD
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

PROBLEMS

Editor:
I've been impressed so far with what I've
heard of the upcoming DVD format, but

We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication. Please
note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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Ihave concerns about how the future
audio-only version will be dealt with.
Clearly this format has the potential to
replace most of the current audio formats
—especially when arecordable version
becomes available; but I'm afraid that we
will be limited to very few standardized
formats. In particular, I've heard it will
be possible to fit around two hours of
uncompressed 20-bit, five-channel discrete audio per side or layer (depending
on which competitor gets the rights), but
one could also have five hours of 20-bit,
two-channel sound; or 30 minutes of20bit, 96kHz-sampled, five-channel; or 2/
2
1
hours of the same in two-channel format. Also possible are even longer 16bit options (possibly HDCDce-encoded),
or even compressed 20-bit audio-only
applications that could fit alarge boxset onto one DCD disc!
The only problem is one similar to
what the CD experienced with putting
titling information or other data/graphics
onto the disc. It wasn't standardized upon
release and so never came into any real
significant use. Clearly what is needed
is to make sure the above options and any
other useful configurations are standardized upon release of the "Super-CD"
format. It could become even more important as arecordable version becomes
available so as not to limit the options for
live recordings. ..
Iwould like to see Stereophile magazine
take an active part in making sure that the
future audio version of this new format
will contain all the necessary standards
to make it the best audio format available. Thank you.
GORDON GILBERT
Massillon, OH
In response to the issues raised by Mr. Brantford, the new discs will require new transports.
However, it's possible that current highperformance processors will be capable of being
upgraded to run at ahigher sampling rate—
though, of course, they only offer two replay
hannels. Ihope very much that playersfor the
new discs will be able to replay all 5" media.
As to Mr Gilbert's concerns about the influence
11

Stereophile can bring to bear, we are publishing in this issue theformal proposal, made by
the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio, for the
form the new higher-definition audio CDs
should take. It's essential readingfor all those
concerned that we will be stuck with amultiplicity of incompatible audio standards or, even
worse, no standard at allfor ahigher-quality
digital-replayformat. As Iproposed in the May
'95 "As We See It," Iwould like to see every
high-density disc carry auniversal header that
would tell the decoder what it is. Cheap decoders
would only decode one format; high-end
decoders would do everything—MPEG-2
video, Red Book (existing) CD, Multimedia
CD, and the ARA-standard high-quality
audio discs (or their equivalent).
-JA

ENJ
OYING THE MAGAZINE
Editor:
Ienjoy Stereophile very much. I'm disabled totally with muscular dystrophy,
and music is one thing Ican still enjoy.
I'm 48 years old and have made alot
of friends through audio, and your magnine has given me many hours of enjoyment. Keep up the good work. Some of
us really do appreciate what you're doing.
RANDALL KEMP
Huntingburg, IN

DON'T UNDERSTAND MUCH
Editor:
Idon't understand much in Stereophile,
but the little that is clear appears to be
total BS.
W ILLIAM B. ADAMS
Annadale, VA

DON'T LIKE THE MAGAZINE
Editor:
You guaranteed that Iwould like Stereophile, but Idon't. Ikeep thinking that
the high prices you bandy about must
procure something wonderful—more
wonderful than merely justifying the
sobriquet "High End."
All my life I've drunk jug wines; driven
Fords, VWs, and now aSubaru; assembled Heathkits and Dynacos; and currently I'm rejoicing that CDs have
replaced my noisy vinyl LPs.
Ican scarcely contain my bile when
I'm told that oxygen-free Litz-wire
cables sound wonderfully better than 16gauge zipcord—after the cables have
been properly aged, of course. My BSEE
in 1949 never prepared me for such nonsense. Please send no more issues. Refund
half my remittance, keep the other half
for your Test CD 3.
DAVID OHDE
Weaverville, CA

No MAGAZINE—NO VOODOO
Editor:
To judge from Jack English's article in the
May issue (p.69), Stereophile appears to
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

be alexicon of hoaxes:
•totally outlandish audio interconnect
and loudspeaker cable endorsements;
•exotic AC cords;
•off-the-floor cable suspensions;
•special feet for equipment support;
•one CD track to "burn-in" equipment
and another to degauss the audio signal
path.
The list progresses ad infinitum. With
such voodoo betwixt the covers, how
can Ihave any respect for your judgments in other articles?
Please cancel my subscription.
DANIEL H. W IEGAND, PROF. EMERITUS
Cloverdale, CA

STIX'N'STONES
Editor:
In JA's June '95 "As We See It," Ibelieve
he answered his own question, "What
Idon't understand is why responsible
engineers would dismiss any of them out
of hand." The answer, of course, is that
they are "responsible" and he is not.
TONY SCIMEMI
O'Fallon, MO

PUZZLED

Editor:
While Idon't dismiss the possibility of
some cables sounding different with some
speakers, Ido take issue with what JA
wrote in the June 1995 "As We See It"—
specifically the line, "Yet the improveConsider it canceled, Professor Wiegand (and
ment in low-frequency definition offered
Mr. Ohde—glad you liked Test CD 3, at
by Sterling is so large that it might also
least). But please take the time to read this
be audible in ablind test."
issue's "As We See It."
-JA
The key words Ihave aproblem with
are "so large" and "almost audible." You
W IRED
see, there are those of us out here who
Editor:
believe the difference in cables should be
Enjoyed JA's "As We See It" on cables in
attributed to what we hear, not what we
the June issue. For what it's worth, here
see or know. In this case, if you have seen
are afew thoughts:
or you know that the cable you are listenBased on abunch of DIY experiments
ing to is AudioQuest Sterling and not
and observations, Ihave to agree that the
AudioQuest Clear, then you are not heardielectric is amajor component in cable
ing adifference at all! If something is
performance; the other is the construc"almost audible," that means it is not
tion. The wire per se doesn't seem to do
audible!
that much: one of the better DIY interSo how can one have "so large" adifconnects is Belden 89269 coax, which
ference if it is not audible! Ah, but you
is all Teflon and air with awire that is
said in ablind test! So am Ito understand
copper-coated steel. Went toe-to-toe with
some $300 Cardas interconnects on a that you can "hear" adifference in atest
where the only difference is that you are
Classé system at adealer friend's.
Along the way Ithink I've hit on a allowed to see the cable you are hearing???
I'm sorry, but that is complete and utter
"theory" that seems to work: If awire
nonsense in the purest form. Either you
is good enough for the people that make
hear adifference or you don't; you don't
the recordings to use, then it ought to be
almost hear something.
pretty good at getting the sound back.
So while Ifreely admit some cables can
The result, for me, has been to equip my
affect the sound—although this may not
whole system with Canare wire. Iuse the
necessarily be in agood way—I don't
StarQuad (L-4E65) microphone cable
think "almost audible" cables fit into this
for interconnects (with the incredible
category. Or was your example meant
Canare F-10 RCA plug) and Canare 4S8
to be one that would fit into the "almost
speaker cable in a"shotgun" configunonexistent" category you mentioned
ration.
in the same paragraph?
This might not be good enough for
GORDON GILBERT
your reviewers with $30,000 amps and
Massillon, OH
$50,000 speakers; but with my Bryston
BP-20, Bryston 4B NRB, and Thiel
PRIME TARGETS
CS3.6es, it has given me the best results
Editor:
of anything I've tried. Displaced AudioIt appears that Stereophile magazine no
Quest and Kimber.
longer has any interest in appealing to the
The good news is that the Canare is
serious listener. Much more profitable
cheap, cheap, cheap; the bad news is that
you have to make the cables yourself. I it is to appeal to the audio groupie, who
is insecure to trust his own ears: those
made and sold afew sets to others along
are, by and large, the prime targets for
the way and no returns so far—and some
Stereophile's advertisers, and the editorial
have had pretty good high-end stuff,
content more and more is groupiealso.
JAMES A. COBBS
oriented.
Upper Marlboro, MD
•Robert Harley endorsed in the May
jacewrlcvm
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ing to make. Because, as sure as eggs is eggs,
the electrical signal is not the same as electron
motion in aconductor, but is sustained by it.
If your eyebrows are still raised, think of it this
way: Sound is carried by air molecules banging
into one another. The sonic compression wave
travels through amedium that is made upfrom
air molecules. However, that does not mean that
the sound is the air, merely that it is sustained
by it.
Similarly with an electrical signal: being
unbound, the conduction electrons in awire
don't move very fast at room temperature—
maybe afew tens of meters/second. Apply
an electrical signal at one end of the wire,
however, and ashock wave rips through the
conduction-electron gas at aspeed more than
amillion times greater, approaching the velocity
oflight depending on the surrounding dielectric.
With an AC signal, the electrons can be considered as staying in place, just oscillating
backwards andforwards a&di, but this doesn't
prevent signal transmission from one end of the
wire to the other. In fact, if you arrange the
physical and electrical parameters correctly, you
can even do away with the wire, allowing the
signal to propagate through the dielectric
unaided by any electrical conductor! This is
called "wireless," or "radio." ((I)ops, there's that
darned irony again!) My point was that, as the
dielectric plays an important role in signal conduction, as opposed to electron motion, it
shouldn't be ignored. And high-end audio
designers generally don't ignore it.
Finishing up with responses to Mr. Guilbert's minor points:Jonathan Scull's system
and room soundsfabulous, in my opinion, and
if it takes apparently mystical tweaksfor it to
reach that condition, so be it (see this issue's "As
We See It"forfurther discussion). Next, fa
respected engineer and talented listener like
Spectral's KeithJohnsonfinds that the sound
of asystem can be improved by arranging the
cables just so—RH's exact wording was, "A
slight layer ofgrain was removed just by running the interconnects across the middle of the
listening room and draping them over thefront
of the power amplifier."—I don't think it's up
to Robert Harley or even Tom Guilbert to
second-guess him. Yes, apower amplifier's
To respondfirst to the point made by both Mr.
transformer does emit apowerful electromagGilbert and Mr. Guilbert: My comment about
neticfield, but thatfield is not omnidirectional.
the sonic difference between Audio Quest Clear
Iimagine Keith Johnson dressed the cable
and AudioQuest Sterling speaker cables being
"so large that it might almost be audible in a where it was least affected by stray fields.
Regarding Dr. Forsell's statements about
blind test" was apathetic attempt at humor.
crossover distortion, he was, of course, wrong,
At irony. It was aJ
OKE! You see, as almost
as proved by ThomasJ. Norton's measurements
nothing has beenfound to be significantly audiincluded in the same review, which Iassume
ble in blind tests, the obvious conclusion to
everyone read. But we allow our interviewees
draw—at least if you, like me, have atwisted
the courtesy of being allowed to say what they
mind—is that only the really BIG, real sonic
want, right or wrong. They can then be judged
differences will be audible under blind condiaccordingly.
-JA
tions. Okay, now you can all laugh—or at least
lighten up alittle.
A BIG GRIN
Regarding Mr. Guilbert's quote from my
Editor:
June "As We See It" about signal transmisIreally enjoyed the June '95 Stereophile.
sion in cables, I'm not sure what point he is try-

1995 issue the "tweak" of Spectral's
installers routing interconnects across the
top of avery powerful power amplifier
that generates alarge electromagnetic
field (p.87).
•In the June 1995 issue, Jonathan Scull,
who previously has waxed enthusiastic
about Shun Mook discs (very expensive
drink coasters), discusses his own listening room, "tuned" with 34 Harmonix
Tuning Devices (very expensive fake
coins, or slugs). The total arca of the
listening room's surfaces affected by the
discs: maybe 50 square inches. Meanwhile, the photos accompanying the
article show afloor (maybe 300 square
feet) that is reflective (hard vinyl tile?), with
athrow rug that looks as if it belongs
outside the shower in the bathroom in
front of the listening chair.
•In his June "As We See It" column, John
Atkinson makes the following statement:
"Yet the improvement in low-frequency
definition offered by Sterling is so large
that it might almost be audible in ablind
test" (italics mine). Comment: What
meaning is a"large improvement" that
"might almost be audible"?
•In the same column, John Atkinson
states that ". ..
the audio signal represents
avarying clectricalfie/d [that] must travel
in the dielectric medium surrounding the
conductor.. .." But "the electrical signal
is maintained by the flow of electrons in
the conductor.. .." (italics mine)
•In his review ofForsell's The Statement
amplifierjonathan Scull repeats uncritically a statement by the Swedish
designer that one can overcome the
crossover distortion of bipolar output
transistors running at low bias by feeding
them with asignal from driver MOSFETS that run at high bias (June, p.94).
Ponder that one for awhile.
Do not look to Stereophile for serious
discussion of issues concerning audio.
Tom GUILBERT
Via the Internet
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Right off the bat the "Wired" article got
my attention, and got me thinking: of
course we don't know everything about
the transmission of audio signal through
cables; we are still learning an awful lot
about matter and energy, and anyone
who uses the old canard about the "immutable laws of physics" isn't reading
Scientific American much. Itook the liberty of posting anote about it in Craig
Andcrton's forum on America Online,
since he recently invited debate on the
cable issue.
But the most surprising and enjoyable
article was the one by Jonathan Scull
in his Manhattan loft. Ican't explain
why, but Ireally enjoyed reading it. Iwas
delighted to discover the pains he has
taken to make his listening experience
right for him; he is atrue enthusiast,
one who obviously relishes his work.
Perhaps the fact of his labor of love is
enough for me to relate, even though I'd
do everything differently (but then, my
listening room is also the control room
of my recording studio, though I'm just
as obsessive). Iwas happy for the guy,
and Ihave never met him. A big grin for
articles like that.
Last, Imust confess that I'm not aStereophile subscriber anymore, because I
really like going to Barnes & Noble for
my magazines. Yeah, Iknow, subscribing's cheaper, but where else can you run
into friends (every time Igo!), have coffee, find the magazines you went for, discover interesting odds and ends (this
month they had the UK pro-audio mag
Studio Sound), and shop for interesting
music?
LESLIE SCHEFMAN
74604.2171@Compuserve.com
GREAT!!
Editor:
Ireally enjoyed Jonathan Scull's "Matter
of Taste" in June. Would it be possible to
have something like that once amonth
from each of the reviewers? The pictures
of the actual rooms and equipment used
were great!!
TODD REITZ
toddr1234@aol.com
REFRESHING?
Editor:
I've been reading Stereophile for about
four years now, and Iwould like to say
it's about time you guys and girls let us
see what kind of equipment setup and
the types of settings you are evaluating
the equipment with. Ifound Jonathan
Scull's "A Matter ofTaste" (June'95) very
refreshing. He has anice and neat setup.
It's also good to see Mr. Scull using some
of the same tweaks that Ihave in my system. How about doing this more often?
Iam sure other readers would enjoy this.
15
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE

How To Upgrade Your Audio

AWARD WINNING DESIGN

System to Wireless Remote

At the 1994 Summer Consumer
Electronics show in Chicago, the RLC-1
won the Design and Engineering Award
for being one of the best and most
innovative new products of 1994. This

Control For Just $119

award-winning designfrom Chase
Technologies is abreakthrough for it's

The award winning Chase Technologies RLC-1 Remote Line

ease of use, affordability and

Controller adds remote control to your classic, older audio

outstanding pedormance.
.

components or your powered stab-woofer.
By Bob Rapoport
II

FA

Ibought my stereo system back in the early
1980's before wireless remote control was
offered as afeature in high quality audio systems. I'd saved up for acouple of years to
buy the best sounding separate components
available, and even today, it still sounds better than most of the new equipment available
on the the market.
Over the years, Ihave always had to get up to
change the volume and input selection on my
stereo. While that quickly became frustrating, I
just didn't have the money to replace
my existing system with something
comparable, just to get remote control. Alot
of my friends own classic stereo components
from Macintosh, Maranta, Dynaco and
Adcom. Those systems still sound great, but
they do not have remote control either.
'FI IF SOLUTION
From 1968 to 1985, about 40 million stereo
systems were sold in the USA. About 35 million of those systems did not corne with
remote control and of those, more than 30
million are in use today. This is atrue testimonial to the quality craftsmanship of those
components built before all the gimmicky
features stared to appear in the late 1980's.

EASY TO USE
The RLC-1 connects into your stereo receiver
or preamp at the tape input, instantly giving
you remote control over the audio functions
such as mute, volume level, and balance.
Plus, the RLC-1 has four line-level inputs, so
you can plug in virtually any source: TV, cassette deck, Laserdisc player, CD player, computer, VCR, portable cassette player, or even
your cable box. Now you can switch between
sources without making atrip to your stereo.
You can even raise and lower bass and treble
because the RLC-1 has its own tone controls,
and can turn the whole system on and off
with the touch of abutton. The multi-function LED array tells you the volume level,
what function is on, if the balance is cenTHE CRITICS LOVE IT!
Some of the best audio
U.S.A. have raved about the new Chase
system:
"INGENIOUS AND IN-EXPENSIVE....
THE MEASUREMENTS SUGGEST THAT THE
RLC-1 IS VERY UNLIKELY TO INTRODUCE

fect solution. The RLC-1 lets you add the
convenience of remote control, save alot of
money and retain the high-quality sound
your existing stereo system offers.

We watch alot of movies at our house, so I
was really interested in the RLC-1 for controlling the volume of those movies. It seems
that when Iget the volume level just right, an
intense scene follows, and it gets too loud.
Then aquiet scene follows and Ican't hear
the voices. Ireally needed the RLC-1 so I
could make adjustments to the volume while
the movie played, without the hassle of getting up and down to do it. Owners of powered sub-woofers take note: now you can
adjust the output of your sub-woofer from
your listening position, and turn it off at
night by remote control.
THENKING ABOUT IION ¶
ITi WA ¡FR .
'

If your system does not have remote control,
it's likely that it does not have surround
sound either. The critically acclaimed Chase
HTS-1 Home Theater Decoder is afive channel passive matrix decoder which will outperform virtually every active prologic type system made.

ANY AUDIBLE ARTIFACTS INTO ANY HI El
SYSTEM....AND IT WILL EXTRACT A LOT

HTS-1 Flame Therder Decoder Juit 898

MORE VERSATILITY FROM YOUR OLDER

30 DAY HOME AUDITION. All Chase

COMPONENTS"

products are backed by a30 day total satisfaction guarantee. Try the system, and if

Stereo Review, Jan '95
"ELIMINATES THE CONSTANT UP-AND-

If you are one of the millions of people who
love their older, classic systems, anew product manufactured by Chase Technologies
called the Remote Line Controller is the per-

FROM ABANG TO A WHISPER

DOWN REQUIRED IN TWEAKING YOUR
SYSTEM'S BALANCES IN EVERY DIRECTION....I'D BE CURIOUS TO ASK THE
DESIGNER OF MY $3500 REFERENCE PREAMP HOW CHASE CAN GIVI US DECENT

your not satisfied for any reason, return them
for afull refund.
'Please refer to key code STP 311 when ordering.
RLC-1 Remote Line Controller
$119
S8H
FITS-1 Decoder
S99, Sin S&H

TONE CONTROLS PLUS REMOTE CONTROL
FOR JUST S119 WHEN HE WASN'T ABLE

58

TO INCLUDE EITHER IN HIS PERFECTIONIST

TO ORDER PLEASE CALL:

COMPONENT?"
John Sunier
Audiophile Audition, June '95

1-800-531-0631
r

La__J

"or, pay by check right over the phone"
tered, and if the bass and treble are up, down
or flat. You still have access to the phono and

Please allow 21 daysfor delivery.
FL residents add 7% sales tax
CA residents add 8.25% sales tax

tuner section of your existing receiver, and
full tape monitoring and recording from any
source. The RLC-1 can even serve as astand
RLC-1 Remote Line Controller
updates classic older stereo receivers

alone preamp with 105 dB S/N ratio and
.05% THD.
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now know where you stand on the subject of
racism!—Ed.]
3) Olsher's murderous review of a
loudspeaker that no one cares about
except the poor guy who builds it.
4) The technobabble ofJonathan Scull,
which proves he should stick to suckbutt reviews ofJadis products.
5) Twelve pages, including measurements, devoted to three cheap little loudspeakers designed for spaces "too small
for atypical system?' Who cares!?
As apurveyor of your magazine, Ifind
AUDIO PORN!
it difficult to justify asking a thirdEditor:
worlder to fork over his hard-earned
I've just read my first issue of Stereophile,
colones for 130 pages of advertisements
and it has some of the filmiest material
I've come across in ages. It's adelight! I with practically nothing in between.
Except for Martin Colloms' "The 16particularly enjoyed Jonathan Scull's "A
Bit Window article" the June Stereophile
Matter of Taste?' The marvelous photo
ofJ-10 standing over his collection of contained no useful hi-fi information,
hardly any hi-fi entertainment, and litClamp Tables reminds me of Captain
tle hope that future issues will not be
Nemo played by James Mason in 20,000
more of the same (see Larry Archibald's
Leagues Under the Sea. It really is the per"Final Word"). Worst of all, without the
fect image of Audiophilia nervosa. The
letters, which Ipresume were written by
obsessive pursuit of the thwack of one
outsiders—they had to have been; they
kickdrum does really point up the capawere less incoherent than the editorial
bility of the human psyche to be truly
replies—your June issue was devoid
bizarre. The image of ICiuchi-san floating
of wit.
R. H. Liccerr
lightly from amp to preamp depositing
San Pedro, Costa Rica
his little dampers was absolutely marvelous.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Jonathan's system must have cost
Editor:
enough to feed asmall town for ayear.
These days, when you call up companies
Holy cow! Just rent the musicians live
and all you get is voice mail, it's psychiand put them up at your house!
cally rewarding to just be speaking to a
But really, in the end it's soft-core
human being, not to mention have someaudio porn, with Scull breathing hard,
thing actually happen. It used to be known
with goosebumps and waves of someas Customer Service.
thing washing over him. It made me
Well, at Roksan it still is Customer
blush! I hope his wife doesn't feel
Service, with acapital "C"!
inadequate.
About six years ago Iwas lucky
Thanks for the laughs, and don't
enough to purchase aRoksan Xerxes
expect me to subscribe. Icouldn't take
turntable at aliquidation price; opened
any more. I'm too old and my pension
box but new-looking unit, with no arm.
is too small.
LEONARD SHERMAN
Hard times hit our family; food, clothMontréal, Canada
ing, rent, and an occasional movie took
precedence over the purchase of an arm
AUDIO BABBLE?
suitable to the Xerxes. The turntable
Editor:
went into the attic and only emerged
Thank goodness Stereophile has Martin
recently with an upturn in our situation.
Colloms' informative writings to
Upon plugging the unit in, it turns
counter Jonathan Scull's groveling bab(pun intended) out that the platter was
ble. Iwould like to give Mr. Scull adianot clearing the base but scraping the
gram of where he can put his magic dots.
wood, rendering the unit inoperable.
CARL ORTHOEFER
Assistance from the people at May
Memphis, TN
Audio Marketing over the phone
couldn't solve the problem, so they sugToo MUCH COFFEE?
gested sending it UPS to headquarters
Editor:
and they'd look at it.
In my opinion, the June issue of StereoLook at it, indeed! Roksan replaced the
phik was aripoff. Icite:
collars securing the motor to the base,
1) The technobabble of J. Gordon
updated the motor, and set up the unit
Holt, which proves he should retire and
so that it was perfectly aligned out of the
stay there.
2) Dick Olsher's suck-butt review of box upon receipt back here in Connecticut from Champlain, New York. All this
high-priced Nippotrash. [I guess we all

Also, Mr. Scull mentioned the excellent Mango Power Cord (I, too, have
these) in his review of the Forsell The
Statement amplifier. Mango does not
manufacture aGeneration 3power cord.
Their top-of-the-line power cord is
called RMX Reference B, which is outstanding, and which is amake-a-difference-you-can-hear power cord! Keep up
the good work!
CURBIE HARRIS
Dumont, NJ
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at no charge—not even return shipping
—for aunit that's New In Box but really
six years old. Amazing! As the saying
goes: "It doesn't get much better than
this!"
My hat's off to Jim Brunner and the
people at May Audio who care that their
customers really enjoy their music and
the role Roksan plays in the enjoyment.
How refreshing that they have real people who do this kinda stuff—and answer
the phones to boot. It bodes well for the
future of high-end audio to have quality people committed to the pursuit.
Please give these folks the recognition
they deserve. Thanks.
WALTER E. BERND, III
Fairfield, CT

SERVICE WITH ASMILE
Editor:
Last week Ifaxed arequest to Kristen
Weitz to remove alisting from the June
Dealer Bulletin Board. Isuspected that
my request was too late and that Iwould
find this out when Ireceived the magazine
As it turns out Iwas correct about
being late, but to my pleasant surprise I
found this out in amost gratifying manner. Immediately upon returning from
Hi-Fi '95, Ms. Weitz called to notify
me personally that the issue had already
gone to press.
In an era when the concept of service
has been devalued almost beyond recognition, Iam more than alittle impressed
that Ms. Weitz took the time to make that
call. My hat's off to Ms. Weitz and to
Stereophile for employing her.
SCOTT SOLOWAY
Manager, Audio Consultants

POTTY TALK?

Editor:
First, let me tell you that Ienjoy Stereophile immensely. Ihave been asubscriber
for over five years, and unless things
change drastically, Iintend to continue
to subscribe. Ido, however, wish to add
my voice to what appears to be agrowing group of individuals who seek to
encourage you to revise your editorial
policy toward coarse or vulgar language
Irealize that it is (sadly) the trend in
our society to express strong feeling with
four-letter words, and that many seem
to need less and less provocation to elicit
such language from them. Still, Iwould
encourage you to consider the fact that
your publication does not exist primarily
to reflect social change, political correctness, or the lack thereof. Now, Iam not
amagazine editor, so Iwill not presume
to lecture you as to what your job should
entail. Iwould, however, offer the opinion that amagazine that is devoted pri17
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marily to the enjoyment of music and the
equipment used in its reproduction is
under no requirement to also be areflection of trends in our society.
While Ialways enjoyed Corey Greenberg's reviews, Ialways came away wondering why such an apparently intelligent
young man had such an impoverished
vocabulary when it came to expressing
any kind of strong reaction that he found
himself repeatedly reduced to either vulgarity or profanity. Ihated to see him go,
but Idid not miss the street language he
used. Ifind that in his new employ at
Home Theater Technology, he seems quite
capable of expressing himself well without such language, and Ifind myself
wondering why you sought to defend
it so? What purpose did it serve given the
raison d'être of Stereophile?
Now, sadly, Kristen Weitz seems to
feel she must pick up where Corey left
off. Please, Mr. Atkinson ...
encourage
your writers to express themselves in a
manner that is true to their writing style,
but challenge them to do it in away that
does not offend or insult agrowing portion of your readers.
ROBERT AHLBERG
Savage, MN
RAhlberg@aol.com
WRITING FOR THE
WRONG MAGAZINE?
Editor:
With regard to Kristen Weitz, Idon't
understand what she's doing writing for
Stereophile. It seems fallacious to me to
believe that you are going to "grow the
High End" internally. People who are at
Kristen's level of interest, comprehension, and involvement with audio do
not read Stereophile. They read Consumer Reports and (God save the mark)
Stereo Review.
People gravitate to the High End as
their interests, expertisçs, and incomes
grow. If my experience is any indication
of the progression of "the disease," I
began my interest in audio in the mid1970s by reading Stereo Review. Ithen
graduated to Audio, then finally to Stereophile in the early 1980s. The people
who would find Kristen's insights helpful own complete systems that arc worth
about $700 to $1000 and arc quite satisfied with the sound. I'm sorry, Kristen,
but it seems to me that you're writing for
the wrong magazine.
FREDERIC A. CASTELLANO
Frazer, PA
GETTING REAL
Editor:
Icould give arat's ass what aneophyte
like Kristen Weitz thinks about anything,
S
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much less audio. Getting Real is having
someone who knows what they're talking about talk about inexpensive equipment. God, Imiss Sam Tellig.
E. WOOD
Denver, CO
CONCERNED
Editor:
While I, too, am concerned about the loss
of Corey Greenberg and Sam Tellig, Iam
more concerned with the reactions to
those occurrences by people like Mr.
Craig Villamor ("Letters," May 1995).
Mr. Villamor attacks Kristen Weitz as if
she has no business writing for such a
journal as Stereophile. His attack of her
writing is unfounded, especially the
comment: "What is the purpose of
employing acolumnist who has no point
of reference outside the latest Sony rack
system?"
How does he know what her reference
system was before writing for Stereophile?
Not to mention that everyone involved
in this insane hobby started at the lower
reaches of the audiophile spectrum. (So
what's the big deal?) I'm fairly certain
there are very few people (if any) out
there who write for Stereophile or other
audio-related magazines who started
with some state-of-the-art rig. Ifind that
the most enjoyable part of this audio
hobby is the pursuit of the perfect sound
—and within that pursuit, the most perfect sound for the budget you have.
So, to Mr. Villamor Iask, what sort of
rig do you have? And is it that rig that
makes you feel somehow more knowledgeable than Kristen Weitz when it
COMCS to audio?
M ATTHEW SCHNUR
Park Ridge, IL
75231.2640 (a Compuserve.com
GETTING IT RIGHT
Editor:
When Kristen Weitz informs the readers
in her "Getting Real" column (May
1995, Vol.18 No.5, p.43): "On The Beatles' What Goes On,' both CD players
did an excellent job of revealing the beautiful castanet and maraca details.. ."
Huh? What is she listening to? What
she hears is Ringo tapping the hi-hat
throughout the song. Have her listen to
"Dr. Robert" either on Yesterday and Today
vinyl or on the Revolver CD so she will
know what maracas sound like. Stereophile's readers expect the people who do
equipment reviews to be familiar with
what each instrument sounds like, solo,
as well as when joined with other instruments.
ALAN S.ALOUPIS
Revere, MA
Oops! Thanks, Alan, for pointing out the
WorldRadioHistory

error Imade in my writing in the May
"Getting Real"—the song Iwas listening
to was not "What Goes On." Since we
received your letter Ihave re-listened to the
CD, but, as Idid my review 41/2 months
ago, Iwas unable to recall which song it
was. But you're right—there are no maracas
or castanets in "What Goes On" (how embarrassing).
With this issue 1regret having to announce
my resignation from the "Getting Real" column. My primary responsibility at Stereophile at this time is as Copy Editor of the magazine, and that, coupled with the two million
other things I'm doing in my life, has forced
me to place my features writing on the back
bumerfor now. Thanks to everyonefor writing
in, and good luck in your pursuit of musical
nirvana!
—KW
AN UNSUNG HERO?
Editor:
Since Ihaven't recently seen Richard
Lehnert praised in your pages, let me do
so now—his perceptive, articulate reviews
are one of the features of Stereophile I
appreciate most each month. It is asure
bet that the recordings he raves about are
truly excellent—and not coincidentally
the ones that Ieither end up buying or
adding to my list of future acquisitions
in numbers disproportionate to the selections described by your other reviewers.
Nevertheless, 1must take exception
with Richard's observation in his April
1995 review of Mighty Sam McClain's
Keep On Movin': that saying Keep On
Movin' isn't quite as good as Give It Up
to Love is "like saying the Beatles' Revolver
isn't as good as Rubber Soul." And while
Iappreciate Richard's advice not to
"waste time arguing when you can actually listen to such great recordings," let
me offer just afew opposing words—not
about the relative merits of Mighty Sam
McClain's recent releases, but rather
about those two classic contributions of
the Beatles, now more than (Rubber Soul)
and almost (Revolver) 30 years old.
At the outset, Iquite agree, and Idoubt
anyone seriously could disagree, with
Richard's baseline proposition—that
both Rubber Soul and Revolver arc great
albums. To me, however, Rubber Soul was
the culmination of the first stage of the
Beatles' development as songwriters and
performers, whereas Revolver was nothing short ola radical, evolutionary explosion.
Rubber Soul, of course, contained many,
many good songs (in the sense that certain Beatles songs could be considered
merely "good" in relation to other Beatles songs), and also some great ones
("Norwegian Wood" and "In My Life,"
in particular). But great songs excepted,
Rubber Soul, with its perceived "folk
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We Get Letters...
634-34th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121
May 17, 1995
XL0 Electric Company
9480 Utica Avenue, Ste. 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

To Whom It May Concern;
Irecently purchased a4-meter run of your Reference Series Type 2 interconnect
cable. Without even breaking them in, they have to be the finest cables that Ihave
never heard. (Sounds like anew slogan- "The finest cable you have never heard".)
It seems as though every other cable that Ihave tried invariably shines in one or
two areas as one runs down the usual audiophile checklist (i.e. sound staging, tonal
balance, focus, etc....), but somehow always leaves one thinking that something is
missing or that there is too much of something. Ialways thought that Ihad
assembled areasonably good system, but it wasn't until Iinserted the Type 2that
Irealized Ihave never heard it the way it should sound. At times, Ican actually sit
back and listen to real musicians playing in real space.
Ithink my next move is to slowly replace all of the cable and wire in my system
with XL0. The wire tangle presently includes Monster Cable, Straightwire, MIT, and
OS. Anyway, kudos, hosannas, yippee, and thanks for making "The Best In The World."
Sincerely,

Mike Kanai

.S.: Present system, F.Y.I.
Versa Dynamics 1.2
Immedia RPM 1
Graham 1.5t
Clavis
Genesis 2000
Vendetta Phono Section
Audio Research LS-2
Mark Levinson 23
Apogee Duetta Signatures

XL0 Electric Company, Inc. •9480 Utica Avenue, Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone (909) 466-0382 •Fax (909) 466-3662
WorldRadioHistory
Distributed in Canada by May Audio Marketing (514) 651-5707
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ELECTAIC

In Revolver there was an honesty only
rock" emphasis,' also was decidedly
briefly glimpsed in Rubber Soul. And if
musically and intellectually light.
the variety of musical styles and themes
Indeed, some of Rubber Soul's cuts,
in Revolver perhaps made the album flow
although polished and highly refined
less smoothly than its predecessor, this
pop songs, clearly had been tried and
was afunction not only of the diverse
bettered before, like "Michelle" ("And
musical influences evidenced—from
ILove Her,""I'll Follow the Sun"), or
seemed like charming repackagings of Motown ("Got To Get You Into My
Life") to baroque ("Eleanor Rigby," posearlier formulas already perfected by the
time of the release of Help! ("You Won't sibly the greatest classical rock song of
See Mer "The Word," "Girl," and "Run all time)—but also of the fact that the end
For Your Life"). One could not deny the of touring, and 1966, gave the Beatles
and their remarkable producer, George
mop-tops' ever-maturing viewpoint,
particularly as expressed by John Len- Martin, achance to explore the possibilnon in his painfully poignant "In My ities of the studio and the technical side
Life" and cruelly indirect "Norwegian of making an album, and to really exWood!' But with the exception of those perience what the studio and available
two songs, the remainder of Rubber Soul production techniques had to offer a
could be generically categorized as rock'n'roll band that found itself stifled
"boy/girl puppy-love pop songs!' Cute, by its prior idiom—and its success. It
and relatively satisfying, but not alto- may be cliché, but without Revolver there
would have been no Sgt. Pepper's. But,
gether filling.
more importantly, and speculation aside,
Revolver, by comparison, was startlingly different, and transported the with Revolver—and not before—the
music of the Beatles would never be the
listener into aworld that neither the Beasame again.
tles nor anyone else (except perhaps
Ioffer this letter with the thought that
Dylan) had ever described before: bitultimately it is the music, and not just the
ingly satiric politics ("Taxman"), fantasy
equipment, that is important, and that
("Yellow Submarine"), middle-class pillpopping drug abuse ("Dr. Robert"), love both are worthy of analysis, disagreement, and debate. Richard Lehnert's
(of course) ("Here, There and Everyprior reviews—including, for example,
Where"), the death of love ("For No
his memorable and powerful review of
One"), life and death without love
Dylan's The Bootleg Series, Vols.1-3—
("Eleanor Rigby"). more death ("She
convince me Ihave asympathetic ear.
Said, She Said"), and, unequivocally,
W ILLIAM R. W EINSTEIN
more life and love ("Good Day SunPark Slope, Brooklyn, NY
shine").
Perhaps aby-product of the incredible
Thanksfor the encouraging words, Mr. Weinburnout of the Beatles' virtually uninterrupted touring and the hysteria of their stein. As you suspected, my mention of the
lives since 1963, and perhaps simply a Rubber Soul/Revolver "dilemma" was,
indeed, to point out its inherent ridiculousness.
by-product of their growing up, these
Like the two Mighty Sam discs, myfavorite
were not just pretty "boy/girl puppyof those two Beatles albums is whichever one
love pop songs" anymore. Instead we got
Ihappen to be listening to.
—RL
melancholy ("I'm Only Sleeping"); cynicism ("Love You To"); inhibition and
anxiety ("I Want to Tell You"); and
unabashedly psychedelic, backwardsdriven, Lennon-speak Tibetan Book of
the Dead philosophy ("Tomorrow Never
Knows").
Before Revolver it would have been unthinkable that anow obviously matured
George Harrison would contribute three
songs to an album, let alone the opening number (with "Taxman," which
foretold the great British rock-star tax
exodus of the '60s)!
1For a"folk rock" album, Rubber Soul relied on aconsiderable amount of harmonium. Hammond organ, and
electric guitar, and even afew distinctly non-"folkrock" di gressions, including the raucous "Drive My
Car," the Carl Perkins-like "What Goes OW' and the
album's sin gle, "Nowhere Man"—none of which ever
made it to the American release of Rubber Soul but had
to await the baby-butcherless American release of Yesterday and Today.
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GREAT SHOW!
Editor:
Great Show! Hi-Fi '95 was the best of
the four Stereophile Shows I've been to.
It was great to see Larry Archibald walking the length of the line for the Taj
Mahal concert offering tickets to anyone who needed one! BERNIE KEPKE
San Francisco, CA
REALLY A GREAT SHOW!
Editor:
Wow! Really agreat Show! The best I've
been to. And I've been attending audio
shows since the '50s. DENNIS DURRE
Long Beach, CA
WHAT LIQUIDITY!
Editor:
This year's Stereophile High End Show
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was the best yet! There's something
about aharmony of electrified audiophiles intensely connecting under one
roof that promotes interest and encourages debate.
In May's "As We See It," John Atkinson mused, "... if we actually heard
perfect sound quality, would we even
recognize it for what it was?" This ageold question was facetiously brought to
light by the comment of afellow Show
attendee vigorously washing his hands
while critiquing the sound of the rushing
water. "Too much bass, not enough
treble! What liquidity!" Obviously, a
great example of "being there."
Great Show, guys!
TODD BROWN
Diamond Bar, CA

No SILVER BULLETS
Editor:
Hi-Fi '95 made me realize, once again,
that there is no silver-bullet solution to
getting great sound. Throwing amound
of money at the problem and changing
gear will not necessarily result in asonic
revelation. Nothing Iheard at the Show
knocked my socks off—everything had
major compromises regardless of price.
CHRIS ZELL
Los Alamos, NM
EXQUISITE REMINDERS
Editor:
As much as Ienjoyed the equipment
demonstrations, the real highlights of
Hi-Fi '95 were the live musical events.
Performances by artists as varied as
Robert Silverman and Sara K. were
exquisite reminders of what our hobby
is all about: music.
STEVE SZUMSKI
Sierra Vista, AZ
THE BEST & WORST
Editor:
Some thoughts on Hi-Fi '95:
•Earliest publication of the Show dates:
in Tower Records' Pulse magazine.
• Best video demonstration: Audio
Excellence in the Dulles room [Thiel
CS7s for the left/right fronts, MartinLogans for the center and surrounds,
with other components from Classé,
Velodyne, Runco, and WireWorld].
•Best demonstration music: None. All
the pieces chosen for both audio and
video demos were incredibly unimaginative. Iwould also like to discourage
exhibitors from using "wait-in-line," set
presentations.
•Best new haircut: John Atkinson.
•Worst old haircut: Fabio.
•Best Live Music: the Water Lily Gospel
Trio. The live-music picks have been
consistently uninspiring at all your West
Coast Shows. How about an electric
21

blues band? Why not consider AudioQuest Music's Robert Lucas or Sam
McClain?
Nitpicking aside, as always, agreat
Show!
ROBERT CASNER
Venice, CA

and baroque—all.
Ifound myself going back to the simple setup they had in this room. Perhaps
what impressed me the most was that I
couldn't get it to sound anything but
wonderful regardless of what type of
music. Very unusual, Iwould say. Can't
wait 'til it becomes available. Spookily
realistic.
Isuspect Mr. Bruzzese has heard
enough good things and accolades about
his speakers, but Iwould certainly appreciate your passing this on to him.
DIXON ROSAS
Huntington Beach, CA

HIGHS & LOWS
Editor:
Some observations on Hi-Fi '95:
•In anutshell, best Show yet, by awide
margin.
•Great hotel layout. Obviously lessons
have been learned.
•Excellent security.
•Parking well-managed.
SHOW JOTTINGS
•Signs legible, well-placed.
Editor:
•Good fringe events. Rosen and Silverman were high spots. TARA Labs con- Just back from Stereophile's Show at the
Doubletree in L.A. and thought Iwould
cert too loud.
•Voice reinforcement in seminars was jot down afew observations. Having
adisgrace at ahigh-end audio show. Few read so much in these pages on HDCD,®
Iwas quite anxious to hear what all the
sibilants for intelligibility; absent or
inoperative gain control for untrained stirring was about. Ihave tried unsuccessfully over the past couple of years to
speakers.
get digital to sound good in my system.
•Demo music was consistently awful.
Sadly, Ihave been largely unsuccessful
Could Stereophile make acheap, short CD
at accomplishing this goal. By and large,
having just afew (four, maybe?) oneminute selections of abroad range of CDs sound hard, harsh, edgy, and unmusic? Make the discs available to willing musical to me, with Cheskys and afew
others being exceptions. Would HDCD
vendors, then broadcast that visitors may
request hearing these selections, which be the holy grail?
Try as Imight, Ionly heard an HDCD
are the same from room to room. "Bring
your own disc" benefits only one or two recording in one room! Iforget what
room it was (there were so many that
people.
•Location was great for those of us who they became ablur), but aLevinson
transport fed an all-Spectral system that
flew in.
•Rooms too small, but not much choice included their new DAC, with WATTs/
Puppys being the speakers. [It was one of
about that.
Ireally wonder if my appreciation of the two Wilson Audio Video rooms.—Ed.]
well-reproduced music is important Was it better? Yes. Was it aquantum leap
forward in digital reproduction? Hardly.
enough to endure the New York cessIt was smoother and less harsh than what
pool. I've been to the Waldorf. Good
Ihave come to expect from CD, but it
luck.
FRED JOHNSON
still falls far short of the best analog.
Sachse, Texas
Needless to say, Iwill not be running out
to buy the latest HDCD-equipped DAC
DIFFERENT VOTES
anytime soon. Too bad.
FOR DIFFERENT FOLKS
As far as overall impressions of the
Editor:
Show (this being my fourth Stereophile
Good Show, but next time break up the
Show), all forms of expensive equipment
voting for the best sound into three price
could be found in room after room.
ranges. A lot of good cheap sound was
Good sound, however, was much harder
not given its due. M ICHAEL T DANIS
to come by. A lot of megabuck stuff
Leona Valley, CA
sounded mediocre to downright bad. I
know that hotel rooms are not conducive
NATURAL SOUND
to proper setup, but Ican't imagine alot
Editor:
Ifound nothing at Hi-Fi '95 that came of this stuff being magically transformed
even close to the Totem folks—particu- into audio nirvana in someone's living
larly their new speaker, which Iunder- room. Many CD-based systems sounded
stand had not been named as of the just as hard, harsh, and edgy as mine,
Show. This speaker totally involved me with the difference being that they cost
with the music—I have never heard a ahell ola lot more than mine. One aspect
more natural-sounding speaker. Choral/ of alot of systems that was phrticularly
chorale music was eerily realistic. So was annoying was fat, bloated, overdone
the piano, brass, chamber, symphonic, bass. It seemed as though everybody was
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995
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trying to out-thump each other. Don't
get me wrong—I love bass, but what I
heard in many rooms was definitely over
the edge.
There were some rooms putting out
exceptional sound. My vote for Best
Sound of the Show goes to the Genesis
II/Manley suite. CD-based, the sound
was strong, full, and natural, without the
usual strident highs that characterize
digital. A close second goes to Wilson's
room, featuring WATTs/Puppys driven
by Krell Audio Standard amps, an Audio
Research LS2/PH2 combination, Mark
Levinson Nos31/30.5 digital front-end,
and aWell Tempered Turntable.
Another good-sounding digital-based
system was in the PopeMusic room. An
all-Cello system playing Pope's CDs
rivaled the best analog Ihave heard.
The room that housed big Hales
speakers and being fed LPs sounded particularly impressive from the hallway.
There was aline to get in, and Ihave an
aversion to waiting in line, so Inever
actually got into the room. Based on
what Iheard in the hallway, this system
might have been best of the Show—it
sounded that good from outside.
The strangest award is atie between
Yamamura and Shoreline. The Yamamura looked like asingle 6" or 8" papercone speaker with awhizzer cone in the
center, housed in abaffle the size of an
Infinity IRS tower. Imust say that they
sounded quite good. You just don't
expect that amount and quality of sound
to emanate from asingle driver.
The Shoreline 800 was, by far, the biggest amplifier Ihave ever seen! They are
big enough to be buried in when your
wife shoots you for bringing them home
in the first place. Imust say that they
tamed the digital nasties quite well and
sounded gorgeous. Liquid, natural—
the way music sounds live. There must
be away to get digital to sound this good
without owning equipment the size of
asingle-car garage.
Other products that made good music
were the LAMM amps. Very musical.
Didn't call attention to themselves, just
let the music through. The Alón 5s and
Dahlquist DQ-32s both sounded rather
nice and strikingly similar. Must be the
common lineage. YBA was making
beautiful music with their electronics
feeding an amorphous-shaped speaker
named after Don Quixote's donkey [the
Rosinanté—Ed.]. Incredibly deep but tight
bottom end from asmallish floorstanding speaker. If there was asub in the
room, Icouldn't find it.
Some of the smoothest midrange and
highs Ihave ever heard from digital were
delivered by Meridian's digital speaker
23
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system. The bass, however, was so overblown and bloated that it drove me right
out of the room. My head pounded for
the next 10 minutes.
Other disappointments were in the
Apogee room. Owning Stages, Iwas
particularly interested in hearing the Studio Grands. All Iended up hearing was
some guy's diatribe on tubes vs transistors. I'm sick to death of that argument.
My impatience got the better of me, and
Ileft without hearing the big Apogees.
Said hello to Jason Bloom, so it wasn't
atotal loss. Nice vest, Jason.
This was the first Show where Iheard
Infinities that actually sounded pretty
good. The Epsilons—though not in the
same league as the Genesis Hs, in my
judgment—made nice music without the
drive-a-spike-through-your-head upper
mids and highs other Infinities have
exhibited in the past. Bass was particularly deep and full without the bloated
one-note drone that plagued many other
systems.
Isaw alot of Tube Traps and Michael
Green stuff scattered throughout, but not
so many of the discs, bricks, cable lifters,
and other otherwise supernatural tweaks
I've read about in the past. Idid catch the
TeknaSonic demo. I'll leave the relative
merits of these electromechanical subquantum-level devices to the snake-oil
salespersons to argue over. As far as software goes, Stargate for video and The
Eagles' latest for audio were the choices.
Why these two? Beats the *&°/0# out of
me! Nothing special there.
Based on what Iheard, Iguess my
search for digital nirvana will continue.
All Iwant is the mids and highs of the
Meridians with the power and majesty
of the Genesis Ils, the natural, liquid presentation of the Shoreline 800s and the
look and feel of Krell in a$5000 package. That's not asking too much, is it?
M ARK M ORSE
Palm Beach, CA

W OMEN AT THE SHOW
Editor:
Iattended your Hi-Fi Show in Los
Angeles. Ican say that Ihave been through
worse—trips to the oral surgeon usually
come to mind—but certainly Ihave been
through nothing louder than any of the
Home Theater demos.
Overall, Idid enjoy most of the Show.
One thing Inoticed, however, that Ihope
will have disappeared by the time we
attend the 1996 Show, was the way
women are treated. Just because we are
not in the majority when it comes to
being stereo-junkies does not mean we
do not influence sales.
Think of it this way: One of the disSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

play reps at the Show was rather rude
to me while my husband was looking
around. If my husband is interested in
getting an item from this company, Iwill
remember this. Iwill use my womanly
ways to persuade him not to buy from
that company—"Buy it and it's sofa city
for you!"
One last thing: How do Iget into the
business of ripping off neurotic audiophiles by selling them $400 hockey
pucks made from real rosewood? My
father and Icould make akilling and pay
for my education.
JULIE ENGLERT
Mountain View, CA

EITHER/OR?

Editor:
How about giving adiscount to Show
exhibitors who take two rooms side by
side, one clearly labeled "Pop" and one
"Classical"? Some of us know that if we
asked for our favorite music to be played,
we would drive other listeners away.
No NAME OR ADDRESS GIVEN

A FEW THOUGHTS

Editor:
Just returned from the Stereophile Hi-Fi
Show. Ihave attended all four Shows you
have had in Los Angeles, and each one
has been bigger and better than the one(s)
before. I'm sending in my ballot and also
enclosing afew thoughts Ihad about the
Show, positive and negative, and in no
particular order.
A lot of Home Theater. Didn't like that
at first, but it is the wave of the future for
audio. So great, let's sec and hear it as
long as it is audio-centered. The only
videos Isaw were True Lies, The Mask,
and The Shadow. Somebody must have
offered everybody adeal. It was redundant, but at least Igot to compare the
sound from room to room.
Attended two seminars. "The Guide
to Critical Listening" was nothing more
than an infomercial for The Ultimate
Demonstration Disc, from Chesky Records.
All they talked about was how great their
disc was, but they had no sound system
for demonstration. Many people got up
and left. Istayed, but Iwish Ihadn't.
My favorite seminar is always "Ask the
Editors." Sat through two sessions. My
only complaint is that, in every Show,
somebody asks avery technical question
that takes up alot of time. While it may
be of great interest to aspecial few, the
rest of the audience is lost and could
care less.
Every time Iheard good sound from
the hallway that demanded Icheck out
the room, it came from asmall speaker
system. There was not any large speaker
that sounded good in those small rooms.
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If amanufacturer is going to demo their
large system, they should pop for the big
bucks and get one of the larger rooms.
Idid not stand in any lines to hear a
scheduled demonstration. Ionly had one
day at the Show, and there wasn't time.
It may be very prestigious to have a
"special show," but Idon't want to spend
my time standing or sitting in the hallway for 20-30 minutes. There were
rooms such as the Genesis room and the
Meridian room that had continuous
demonstrations that people could walk
into at any time. That's the way to go.
By the same token, in many rooms I
walked into, arep was giving aspeech
about the equipment and the company.
If they didn't get to music within a
minute or two, Ileft and maybe returned
later. In acouple of rooms Ireturned
because Ireally did want to hear the
system but never did—somebody was
always speaking.
The best music used for demos seemed
to be uptempo jazz. It sounded best and
got the most attention. The few rooms
that played classical were populated by
only avery small group of two or three
listeners. And, Corey, if you read this,
sorry, but every time somebody put on
arock CD, it suuuucked.
Kudos to Mel from Audio Haven. He
was using aCD changer and changed
the music every few minutes. It held
everyone's attention, and the room was
always full. The CD changer, the Nakamichi 1000 MB Transport that goes
for $6000, was no slouch. Yes, Mel, you
have my vote for the Fastest DJ at the
Show.
It seemed to me that Isaw more ladies
at this Show, and they were as interested
as the guys—not just tagging along with
their husbands or boyfriends.
The 1995 Hi-Fi Show was another
great success for Stereophile. Ireally
enjoyed it. It was also good to see J. Gordon Holt looking so well and find his
sharp sense of humor has not dulled.
STAN DAVIS
Buena Park, CA

HOME THEATER AT THE SHOW
Editor:
Iwas at Hi-Fi '95 all three days and
enjoyed it immensely (other than the
outrageous concession prices). However,
due to the large number of exhibits, Iwas
unable to see all of them. Short of limiting the number of exhibitors to, say, 100,
perhaps you could put all the Home
Theater exhibits on one floor.
CHUCK BLOOM
Loveland, CA
The reason we spread the Home Theater
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A Tough Act To Follow.
Accolades keep pouring in for the Proceed line of products. The PAV
audio-video preamplifier, the PRE stereo preamplifier, and the AMP 2 and
AMP 3 multi-monaural power amplifiers have all won critical acclaim the
world over. The question on everyone's minds: what's next?

The Best of Two Worlds
Accuracy knows no difference between music and movies: it benefits both
equally. Yet even experienced audiophiles are amazed by the improvement
offered in surround sound performance when using the DAP digital audio
processor with laserdiscs. And when coupled with the CDD compact disc
drive's unique Closed-Loop Jitter Reduction - system, compact disc performance reaches levels normally reserved only for components costing thousands of dollars more.

Quality Counts
Attention to detail shines from every facet of these outstanding additions to
the Proceed family, right down to the slim, elegant, machined aluminum
drawer used for loading compact discs into the COD. Discover the difference outstanding design and advanced engineering makes at your local
Proceed dealer. (If you would like to add your name to our mailing list,
please write or fax us at the address at right.*)
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PROCEED
*A donation to support AIDS research will be
made for every name added to our mailing list.
Mark Levinson and Proceed °products are
designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL
AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781,
Middletown, CT 06457 FM (203) 346-1540

exhibits throughout the audio rooms is that we
think asigneicant number of non-audiophiles
come to the Show to see the Home Theater
rooms. If we segregated Home Theater, those
people would not have the opportunity to hear
really good sound in the audio exhibit rooms.
--JA
RESPECT THE SOURCE
Editor:
Hardly an issue goes by without somebody—staff and/or subscriber—advising
me that Ineed separate music and Home
Theater systems, because if Ireally want
to hear Home Theater right, Ihave to
distort the sound.
Oh! Really? And to make it even more
enjoyable, should Ialso distort the picture: you know, throw it out of focus,
make it jiggle, induce ghosts?
Of course not.
I've been involved in enough soundtrack sessions to know that everybody
works like hell to carry out the creative
wishes of the producer, director, composer, et al. Iremember one session at
Disney about 45 years ago (I was an
observer, not aparticipant) in which they
spent one whole afternoon trying to get
less than aminute of sound exactly right.
Years later, here in Washington, in anotunusual situation, we spent over an hour
trying to get the sound ola computer
keyboard right for atraining videotape
Iwas producing. Iwould get very irked
if somebody told me that too much clarity was undesirable and viewers should
distort the sound.
And yet it happens. In one theater in
England, when Shane was showing, the
projectionist—a seasoned veteran—rode
the gain control for episodes involving
gunshots because he claimed that they
had been overdriven into distortion. He
was right; the problem is that it had been
deliberately done for emotional effect.
My position is that we should honor
the wishes of the creators by seeing and
hearing their productions in as close
accordance to their wishes as possible.
This obviates the need for separate systems, because the system that will do that
for Home Theater will do the same for
music. Respect the source—even when
it sometimes doesn't deserve it.
PAUL A. ALTER
Hyattsville, MD
MORE TESTS, PLEASE
Editor:
First of all, Iwould like to compliment
you on the barrage of lab tests Stereophile
performs on equipment. They provide
anice supplement to your listening impressions.
However, Iwould like to suggest
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

some additional testing for amplifiers.
It would be interesting to see the lkHz
and 10kHz squarewave performance of
an amplifier into areal loudspeaker load
rather than astandard 8ohm resistance.
Ibelieve such "real-life" testing would
be much more appropriate than apurely
resistive load. Using different cables
would make it even more interesting.
Impulse testing may also show up
some idiosyncrasies that do not show up
in squarewave tests—like low-frequency
performance.
You could also test for dynamic output
impedance. Drive the output of the
amplifier under test with another amplifier through an 8ohm resistor and measure
the output glitches. A perfect amplifier
would keep its output solidly at OV.
Of course, these tests could never
replace your extensive listening tests. I
noticed that your recent review of the
Carver Lightstar found no objectionable
audible problems, yet the 10kHz squarewave output was nothing short of horrible—a complete mess.
JIM HAGERMAN
San Diego, CA
72230.1704(a Compuserve.com
DIFFERENT TESTS, PLEASE
Editor:
"Objectivists" insist that amplifiers that
measure the same must sound the same.
"Subjectiviste of course, disagree. Ihave
in mind aseries of tests that may show
both camps to be at least partially correct.
Amplifiers are ordinarily tested with
resistors as the load, but they are subjectively evaluated with aloudspeaker as the
load. Changing the characteristic of the
amplifier's load (from aresistor to a
complex impedance, as in connecting a
speaker in place of the test resistor)
changes the amplifier's transfer function
and, therefore, its behavior relative to
its behavior when loaded by a pure
resistance.
From this, it's clear that two things
must be done: we must "listen" to various amplifiers when resistance-loaded, and
we must measure those amplifiers when
loaded with various speakers. As to "listening" to amplifiers when resistanceloaded, Irefer you to Eric Benjamin's
AES paper "Audio Power Amplifiers for
Loudspeaker Loads," preprint 3432. This
paper shows that the KEF R104/2
speaker has an almost purely resistive
load, and therefore it is the ideal candidate for "listening" to an amplifier with
aresistive load.
The Objectivists can now argue, with
greater reason, that amplifiers that measure the same must sound the same. My
personal feeling is that subjective evaluWorldRadioHistory

ation will show them to be correct. In the
second series of experiments, we should
measure the squarewave behavior of each
"identical" amplifier when it's loaded
with avariety of speakers. (The paper
referred to gives the impedance function
of anumber of speakers that are much
less well-behaved than the KEF.)
My personal feeling is that these tests
will show, for example, that any one
amplifier's squarewave performance will
vary with the nature of aparticular
speaker's complex impedance; this will
give, perhaps for the first time, an objective basis to the Subjectivists' contention
that they can hear differences among
nominally identical amplifiers.
DAVID J. M ERANER
Scotia, NY
See the amplifier reviews in this issuefor our
first tentative steps in the directions proposed
in Mr. Meraner's and Mr. Hagerman's letters.
—JA
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Every day, so ewhere
in the world, another
lucky customer learns
what music can sound
like without RFI.

Guaranteed
improvement for.,
every HIFI systerh
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Nothing polishes aperformancelike
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laying music for aquarter-century.
After 25 years you learn to do
certain things very well. Like
how to refine the resolution of
recorded information without
sacrificing the musicality that
binds the listener to the music. Or
how to expertly wield different
technologies to meet the widely different system needs (and budgets)
of music lovers around the world.
The Audio Research product line
shows how many startling answers
there can be to the question of how
to best render life to recorded
music played back in the home.
From the flagship vacuum-

tube LS5 Mark linestage and
VT 150 SE mon -block amplifiers to our mo taffordable
LS7 and VT60 il-tube combiline remains
nation, the bl
pure Audio Res arch. There
are even sophi icated new
solid-state com onents to
carry the exper ence of multichannel music nd soundtrack
reproduction t unheard-of
heights of resoltion.
Yet what sets udio Research
apart is more tan aversatile
array of produ s. It is aphilosophy committe to continuing
parts and servi eavailability for
every model w 've ever sold,
reaching back quarter-century.
So you can ha continuing pride
of ownership. nd peace of mind.
You'll be glad t know, too, that we
still hand-asse ble and listen to
each and every model before it
goes out the d or. (We can't help
ourselves,)
If all this sounds like arefreshing
approach to audio. just wait
until you arrange an audition
at your nearest
authorized retailer.

audio research'.
HIGH

DEFINITIO N'
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Welcome to the real world.
Increasingly people are turning to a place NHT has

That's why increasingly people are turning to NHT.

always called home, the real world. Where performance

From the legendary SuperZero, with performance totally

is paramount -and so are aesthetics, function and value.

out of proportion for its size, to the breakthrough Model 3.3,

Where our design philosophy addresses the challenges

the ultimate speaker. If great audio is your whole world.

of your daily life, not those of an audio laboratory.

explore NHT's comer of it.
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NUR

HERD.

Now Hear This, 535 Getty Court, Bldg. A. Benicia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest your (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448
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INDUSTRY
US: Kristen Weitz

U PDATE

973-3283 for location and more information.
The Speaker Exchange is proud to
announce that they are the exclusive
dealers in Tampa, Sarasota, and Clearwater for Threshold, Forte, and PS
Audio. National Sales Manager Mark
Owen and factory representative Steve
Mattana, from Step Above Marketing,
will be at the Tampa store (1250 E.
Hillsborough Ave.) on August 8for a
special demonstration of the products.
This event is free, but reservations are
required. Call Jack at (813) 237-4800.
On Wednesday August 9, ThreshCalifornia: Pro Home Systems (383
40th St., Oakland) invites you to attend old's Mark Owen will be at Sound
anew-product extravaganza, to be held Ideas Stereo (3215 NW 13th St.,
Gainesville). A reception with live
on July 21 and 22. Bob Carver will
entertainment will follow the seminar.
show his new Sunfire amplifier and talk
about his forthcoming "mini-sub- Sound Ideas Stereo has been aThreshold dealer since 1987. Call (904) 378woofer" (release date of October 6,
1995). In addition, Bob Grost of Unity 0192 for more information.
The following night, Thursday AuLoudspeakers will personally introduce
his company's new ceramic—drive-unit gust 10, Mr. Owen will demonstrate
Threshold's latest products from
speakers. Space is limited, so call (510)
653-4300 for areservation. Some lucky 7:30pm to 9pm at Audio by Caruso
(13831 S. Dixie Hwy., Miami). Audio
attendee will win aSunfire amplifier.
On Saturday August 26, from llam by Caruso, the exclusive dealer in Mito 1pm, Richard Vandersteen of Van- ami for Threshold, Porté, and PS Audersteen Audio will hold aseminar at dio, reintroduces Threshold to its line
Performance Audio (2847 California of products. Seating will be limited, so
call (305) 253-4433 for reservations
St., San Francisco). Call (415) 441-0287
and more information.
for more information.
On Friday August 11, Mark Owen
and Steve Mattana will next appear at
Florida: On August 4, from 4pm to
Stereo Shoppe (5446 W. Sample Rd.,
7pm, Audio Center (120 N. Federal
Highway, Deerfield Beach) will present Margate) for aseminar about all-digiTheta's Neil Sinclair, who will highlight tal products, the future of Home
Theater, and new products. This semthe latest developments in digital audio.
inar is free, but call (305) 969-2550 for
A question-and-answer session will folreservations.
low, and refreshments will be served.
Misters Owen and Mattana will then
Seating will be reserved, so call (305)
travel to Stereo Shoppe's Boca Raton
574-9200 for aseat assignment.
store (279 N. Federal Hwy). The date is
The South Florida Audio Society's
Saturday August 12, the time 12pm to
August meeting will be held Friday
August 25 at 7:30pm. The special guest 4pm. Call Christine at (407) 391-0552
at this meeting will be NHTs Ken for more information.
Kantor. Call Michael Breiter at (305)
Illinois: On Saturday July 22, N.E.W.'s
752-9877 or Max Maximov at pos)

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars shouldfax me (don't call) the
when, where and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event—ie, if you're putting on something in
November 1995, you should get the information to me by September 1, 1995. Mark
thefax cover sheet "For the attention ofKristen Weitz—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
me the details as soon as possible.
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Mitch Friedman will be at Elite Audio
(2225 W Roscoe), where he will demonstrate the N.E.W. DC-powered
amps and tube preamp. Reservations
are suggested. Call (312) 327-5652 for
more information.
On Wednesday August 9, from noon
to 6pm, Audio Consultants' Hinsdale
store (110 E. Ogden) will host their
23rd annual McIntosh clinic, featuring
Mike Zimmer. Mt Zimmer will test
your amplifier, preamplifier, or receiver regardless of its brand or place
of purchase. Power amplifiers will be
tested for power output, frequency response, and harmonic distortion, and a
"spectral fidelity intermodulation-distortion test" will determine how your
amplifier reacts to the exacting demands of wide—dynamic-range material such as CDs. Preamplifiers will
be tested for distortion, frequency response, and noise. Components will be
handled on a first-come, first-served
basis; you must be present when your
equipment is being tested. This clinic
is open to the public—no reservations
are necessary. Later that evening, from
7pm to 9pm, McIntosh president Ron
Fosse will discuss the McIntosh philosophy and present new McIntosh
components. Seating will be limited for
this event, so call (708) 789-1990 for
reservations and more information.
On Friday August 11, the McIntosh
clinic mentioned above will be held at
Audio Consultants' Chicago store (839
N. Clark St). Call (312) 642-5950 for
more information.
On Tuesday August 22, from 7pm
to 9pm, Audio Consultants' Hinsdale
store will host aseminar featuring Proton Corporation's Bill Tovatt, who will
examine a number of television-related issues, including: the TV of the
future; what we will watch on it
HDTV; when it will be available; and
whether it will be compatible with
formats. Seating will be limited, so call
31

(708) 789-1990 for areservation.
Mr. Tovatt will present the same seminar the next evening—Wednesday August 23, from 7pm to 9pm—at Audio
Consultants' Libertyville store (757 N.
Milwaukee Ave.). Again, seating will be
limited, so call (708) 362-5594 for reservations and more information.
New York: On Saturday July 22, Select Sound (6314 Northern Blvd., East
Norwich) will hold their summer seminar, during which they will premier
new audio and Home Theater components introduced at the Summer
CES. Designers and representatives will
be on hand from B&W, Krell, Krell
Audio Video, Meridian, Naim, Pioneer
Elite, Rotel, and WireWorld. Select
Sound is located on Long Island's
North Shore at Oyster Bay. Call store
owner Rich Martinelli at (516) 6242124 for more information.
On Friday September 8, The Musical Audiophile Society will host aChinese banquet/presentation featuring
Gallo Acoustics' Anthonys Chiarefla
and Gallo, who will demonstrate the
NucleusTm loudspeaker system and
Bassballs Auxiliary Woofer Module.
Particular attention will be devoted to
Gab's new driver, enclosure, and materials concepts. The meeting will be
held at 7pm at Triple Eight Palace, 88
E. Broadway, New York City. Call
(718) 237-1094/1000 for information.
On August 3, from 5:30pm to 7:15pm,
Altair Audio (1980 Central Ave., Albany) will sponsor aseminar featuring
Bill VanderMarel, who will discuss Paradigm speaker systems and powered
subwoofers.
The following week, on August 10,
from 5:30pm to 7:15pm, Altair Audio
will host Richard Vandersteen, who
will discuss Vandersteen Audio Home
Theater speaker systems.

US: John Atkinson

In aceremony held on June 3in Santa
Fe, in front of about 250 friends, relatives, Stereophile colleagues, and members of the high-end audio industry,
this magazine's Publisher and President, Larry Archibald, was joined in
matrimony to Laura Chancellor, who
was given away by her father, John
Chancellor. The happy couple "minimooned" in Utah and Northern Arizona. Way to go, LA and LC!

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In the Meridian room at Hi-Fi '95, Bob
Stuart demonstrated wonderfully spa32

cious surround-sound by extracting
ambience from stereo CDs and reproducing it through asix-channel system.
The Hogwood recording of HandePs
Messiah, one of the earliest CDs issued
adozen years ago, sounded remarkably
true-to-life with the ambience of the
stone church in St John's Wood (North
London) reverberating around the listener. On the first day of the Show,
Stuart flew up to San Francisco to attend discussions of Digital Video Disc
(DVD) technology at a Philips/Sony
World CD Licensing conference. Stuart is already involved in the development of proposed standards for a
new audio-only Super-CD format that
would be based on the high-density
DVD—see the Acoustic Renaissance for
Audio proposal elsewhere in this issue.
Many audio critics believe that the
Super-CD is the Holy Grail of audio: it
would offer multiple channels of highresolution (20-bit) audio at ahigh sampling rate (approaching 100kHz), without using perceptual coding for data
reduction.

THE MOST DRAMATIC
UPGRADE TO CD SOUND
WILL COME FROM
DOUBLING OR TRIPLING
THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS.
It's an ideal, yes, but should you wait
for it? It would be an entirely new
medium, requiring the purchase of new
players, and record companies would
need to issue their recordings in yet
another format. This is fine for audiophiles, but will it ever have broad
enough appeal to reach a mass-market—as it must, in order for alarge population of recordings to be available in
this form? Isuspect that the Super-CD,
similar to new LP pressings, might
reach only aniche market Most people are already content with the sound
quality of stereo CDs, which are progressively improving because of
processes such as HDCD®, Super Bit
Mapping, Apogee's UV-22, and better
mastering. The most dramatic upgrade
to CD sound won't come from ahigher sampling rate or from greater resolution, Ifeel, but from doubling or
tripling the number of channels.
That breakthrough is available today—the DTS Coherent Acoustics
multichannel CD, offering up to six
WorldRadioHistory

discrete channels of audio with up to
20-bit resolution—and it plays on
everybody's existing CD player with
the addition of aplug-in decoder. You
don't need to replace your existing
hardware, just add the decoder and
more playback channels. My best guess
is that the Super-CD, when it finally
arrives around the turn of the century,
will sound only slightly better than a
DTS disc. So if you think you'll want to
upgrade to Super-CD someday when
it comes, the most logical upgrade
route is via the DTS path: step up to
discrete surround-sound now. Hear the
future today.

US: John Atkinson

This issue of Stereophile sees two new
writers, Lonnie Brownell and Richard
J. Rosen, making their debuts with a
blow-by-blow report from Hi-Fi '95.
Lonnie also contributes areview of the
new Audio Alchemy 0M-150 power
amplifier. In future issues of the magazine, Richard will be interviewing musicians and miscellaneous media maestros on why they chose the audio systems they did. To introduce them to
you, I asked Rick'n'Lonnie each to
write a(short) biography. Lonnie first:
"I began reading Stereo Review at a
tender age, mostly for the music reviews; but Isoon became fascinated
with the pictures of the equipment
Eventually this led to my actually reading
the reviews, until Isaw an ad for aperiodical pamphlet called Stereophile, which
changed everything.
'Since then, Ihave become aregular
on The Audiophile Network computer bulletin board, and had written a
few pieces for Positive Feedback before
that fateful day when JA popped the
question: Well, are you ready to ruin
your life?'
'This brings us to the present and
my new gig as Stereophde's Joe Audio'—
not Joe as in Snoopy's Joe Cool,' but
Joe as in 'Average Joe.' Iwill be concentrating on mo' affordable componentry. Ispend my days either writing computer software (mostly) or
surfing (not enough)."
-LB
"Music has always been important
to me. Iremember the Beatles from
before Icould speak. Iwas introduced
to audiophilia in my mid-teens. It made
the music better, so be it. I've lived in
New York City for half my life—you got
aproblem with that?—where Ico-run a
computer software corporation. When
Ifind atown with as much access to
jazz LPs—or when I have them all
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Rotel Report
Balanced Design applied
to Rotel CD Players.
So how does Balanced Design
affect the performance of critical source components like
CD players? All you have to
do is listen.
With Rotel CD players,
you hear the
difference
Balanced
Design makes
as sharper
focus on musiThe RCD-.970BX: priced under $600, apremiere
example of affordable an? accurate musicality.

BALANCED

DESIGN

We call it Balanced Design: Your ears and
your checkbook will agree.
Choosing audio components that perform up to your expectations and standards isn't easy. Particularly when you live
in the real world and have real world concerns.
Like, should you plunk down your entire month's pay on
that new CD player you've been coveting? Or pay the rent?
Tough choice. But it's one you won't have to make.
Thanks to the finicky engineers here at Rotel.
For over thirty years, our esteemed audio fanatics have
been making high performance electronics that serious music
lovers like you can afford. How do we do it?
Our secret is something called Balanced Design. Simply,
we don't put anything into our audio products unless it

Of course, you'd expect
that of aplayer with ahigh
resolution digital filter, dual
18 bit DACs and amirrorimage analog stage incorporating premium "Black Gate"
capacitors.
However, Rotel's $600
RCD-970BX really stole
the show with
absolutely
effortless bass

Rotegi RCD-930AX- tuneful and
rhythmic beyond expectation.
And priced under $3001

cal details and asubtle sense
of air around the instruments.
The very affordable
RCD-930AX, with dual Pulse
Width Modulation DACs and
Delta-Sigma noise shaping,
displayed exceptional rhythmic integrity and bass
authority. In
fact, David
Wiggs of
Sounds Like
Music in
Phoenix said,

1

breathtaking imaging.
Perhaps this was due to the
superb CDM-9 transport
with single-beam laser
assembly. Or maybe it was
Rotel's implementation of
Continuous Calibration.
Most likely, it was the
fact that these
premium
components

The RCD940BX: just under
$400, apeifect combination of
sophistication and affordability.

"The 930's musical presentation is remarkably smooth
with excellent spatial qualities." Notice that he didn't say
"excellent.., for the price."
The more sophisticated
RCD-940BX added an
impressive sense of depth and
delineation to the 930's tuneful presentation.

reproduction,
superb
detailing and

were carefully
chosen and
matched to

give you far better sound
than you might otherwise
expect. That's the beauty of
Rotel's Balanced Design.
You don't have to know any
buzzwords or abstract
theories. You just have to
remember the name Rotel.
After that, the music just
comes naturally.

We're looking for feedback—Yours.

results in ameaningful improvement in sound. Hey, if you
can't hear it, why spend money on it?
Rotel shops the world for premium component parts
used in some of the most expensive electronic equipment
made. Then we spend time deciding which parts sound best
together. We're uniquely experienced in getting the absolute
last bit of performance out of every transistor, toroidal transformer, DIA converter and PC board.

Naturally, we work hard to eliminate feedback in our circuit designs. But we're hoping for alot of it in this column.
Your ideas are important to us. So if you have aquestion or asuggestion, share it with us by writing to Rotel
Feedback at the address below. And don't be surprised to
see your ideas and questions in print. We'll be using some
of your responses as inspiration for future columns.

Balanced Design not only gives us the flexibility to pick

Rotel of America

whatever we need for aparticular application, it gives you

54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864-2699

better music.

tel 1-800-370-3741
ROTEZ,
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fax 508-664-4109

AMERICA
Rotel of America.
All rights reserved.

when Isat in the producer's chair behind
the console where the sound should be
most accurate.
The old adage still holds true: when
you buy a recording, the sound you
hear is the inverse of the response of
the monitor speakers and room, because the engineer probably equalized
the recording to sound good in his control room. Ihave heard dramatic nightand-day improvements in studios
when acalibrated SigTech DSP processor was installed to correct speaker/
room problems, but that's not auniversally available solution.
Obviously recording engineers need
an "objective" playback system, one that
will permit them to evaluate the sound
of their recordings without being inUS: Peter W. Mitchell
fluenced by the listening room. This is
A few days before Hi-Fi '95, the Stereothe aim of the first product from TMH
phile High-End Hi-Fi Show in Los
Corp.: aplayback system that will be
Angeles, Ireceived aphone call from
conveniently transportable (so that it
an East-coast colleague. He wanted me
can be moved from job to job) and that
to confirm or disprove arumor: that
will provide the same quality of sound
THX guru Tomlinson Holman had
the listener's chair, it still sounds differ- wherever it is used, independent of the
been fired by George Lucas because
size and acoustics of the environment.
Lucas was upset that Holman had been ent. (To confirm this discovery, Holman had to measure the sound with a Such asystem will provide any recordworking only half-time at THX ining engineer, with either music or
dummy head whose built-in microstead of devoting himself to the job
movies, aconsistent and stable referphones "hear" sound the way people
full-time.
ence by which to evaluate the sound of
do.) This is the basis of the re-equalizaI hadn't heard the rumor, but it
tion feature in Home TI-DC: when a his or her own recordings.
seemed an unlikely story. Holman has
Objective playback (my phrase, not
soundtrack is engineered to sound
indeed been working in the THX ofHolman's) may seem an arrogant goal.
good in alarge theater, it sounds bright
fices only two or three days each week
It may provide aquality of sound that
and aggressive at home.
during school terms. During the other
At Widescreen Review, editor Gary you wouldn't listen to for musical pleahalf of each week Holman has been
Reber has argued that with the rise of sure, but that's not really the point. The
commuting to L.A., where he teaches
Home Theater, many more people hear aim is to ensure that recording engiaudio engineering courses in the film
neers will hear exactly what they are
movies at home than in theaters. So
school at USC. But Lucas wouldn't fire
capturing on tape and disc, for better
Hollywood engineers should no longer
Holman over this; the arrangement was
already part of his employment contract be tailoring their soundtracks mainly for or worse. Then it will remain to be
seen whether recordings made with
theatrical playback, forcing consumers
with Lucasfilm, and has been for several
at home to apply re-equalization as a the aid of this playback tool will sound
years.
wonderful when heard through the
When Iencountered Holman at Hi- Band-Aid. Just as music recordings are
finest audiophile systems. If the TMH
mixed in control rooms of living-room
Fi '95, he explained the situation. He
system is widely accepted as areference
size, movies also should be mixed in
has been Lucasfilm's Technical Direcstandard, at least we can expect the qualhomelike listening environments, and
tor since 1980, and his latest five-year
contract was about to expire. Now that that's the version of the soundtrack that ity of recordings to become more consistent.
should be used in home video formats.
the THX program is well-launched
(If producers also want to do an equaland running smoothly, Holman wanted
US: John Atkinson
ized soundtrack for theaters, that's
to be free to engage in abroader range
okay as long as they don't use that ver- At a well-attended banquet held in
of audio research. So he and Lucas negoMarina del Rey the day before Hi-Fi
sion in laserdiscs and TV broadcasts.)
tiated an amicable end to his employ'95 opened, the Academy for the
Even among regular music recordment.
Advancement of High-End Audio aning studios, the sound is affected by the
Holman will continue to provide his
nounced its 1995 Golden Note Awards.
size and acoustics of the control room
expertise to the THX program, but as
(eg, the use of live-end/dead-end treat- The complete list of nominees, chosen
afreelance consultant rather than as an
employee. He and acomputer engineer ment). When Ihave visited recording by an international panel of knowledgeable journalists from the hi-fi
named Fritz Koenig have founded a studios around the country, both mainstream and high-end, I have been press, including Stereophile's Robert
consulting company, TMH Corp.,
Harley as well as me, appeared in our
amazed and appalled by the variability
whose largest client will be the THX
of their sound. Familiar recordings that April '95 issue (pp28-31). The winners,
program. When Holman isn't busy
chosen by votes from the Academy's
Iknow intimately have been nearly
working at THX or teaching at USC,
members (but not including press memunrecognizable in some studios, even
TMH Corp. will be developing novel

(whichever comes first)—I'll move there.
"I listen to all varieties of music,
though; or, to paraphrase Duke Ellington, 'There are two kinds of music:
Good Music and Bad Music.' Iused to
swear I'd never become arecord collector like so many of my nutty friends,
until it became apparent that the old
vinyl is often more musical. Record
Hunting: It's What IDo.
"These days, Iwonder why everyone who loves music isn't an audiophile. To me, an Audiophile is someone who has their priorities straight.
After Food and Sex, what could be
more important? 'If music be the Food
of Love...Play on, MacDuff.'" -RJR
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hardware and software solutions to special problems in sound recording and
reproduction. The first product from
TMH will be adesign for anew multichannel playback system intended for
recording engineers.
One of Holman's early discoveries at
THX was that the perceived timbre of
aplayback system depends on the size
and acoustics of the room. Even if the
same playback system is moved from a
big theater to asmall one (or to aliving
room), and equalizers are used to
deliver the same measured response at

W HEN ASOUNDTRACK
IS ENGINEERED
TO SOUND GOOD
IN A
LARGE THEATER,
IT SOUNDS BRIGHT AND
AGGRESSIVE AT HOME.
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Won't affect
your picture?

The knot won't. But, of course, the cable will.

XLO/VDO' cables, on the other hand, are

The cables in your home entertainment

performance-certified by Lucasfilm TM('

system are the vital link from one compo-

in every cable category for which there is

nent to another that affects everything

a THX standard. That's why you need

you see or hear.

XLO/VDO, the complete line of cables for

Many cables—especially the ones that you

home entertainment- from XL0 Electric

get "free" with your equipment—add noise,

Company, Inc., whose products are

distortion or phase shift,

recognized everywhere as "The Best

and can dull color, lower

in the World."

THX

resolution, smear details,

To learn how XLO/VDO cables can make

and, in general, undo many

big improvements to your system's sound

of the system performance

and picture, at prices that won't tie up all

gains you paid extra for when you told your

your cash, call or visit your authorized

dealer or installer that you wanted "the best."

XLO/VDO dealer today!

CERTIFIED

COMPATIBLE WITH
DOLBY PRO LOGIC «
ALL OTHER SYSTEMS

MA/VDO
XL0 Electric Company, Inc. •9480 Utica Avenue, Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 •Phone (909) 466-0382. Fax (909) 466-3662
1
1-11 ,sareg.slered eadernarir ol LucasIllm LTD Dolby and Pro Leg.c are repslared trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Uceneng Corporahon.
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bers), were as follows:
Best Analog Source: Rockport
Technologies System II Sirius turntable,
designed by Andy Payor.
Best Digital Source: Mark Levinson No.31 CD transport from the Madrigal design team.
Best Digital/Analog Converter
Design: Mark Levinson No.30.5,
from the Madrigal design team.
Best Signal Processor Design: Proceed PAV surround processor/preamplifier, from the Madrigal design team.
Best Solid-State Electronics Design: Pass Laboratories Aleph 0monoblock power amplifier, designed by Nelson Pass.
Best Tube Electronics: Audio Research VT150 monoblock power amplifier, designed by William Zane Johnson.
Best Loudspeaker Design: Wilson Audio X-1/Grand SLAMM, designed by David Wilson.
Best Loudspeaker Value: Vandersteen 2Ce, designed by Richard Vandersteen.
Best Cable Design: AudioQuest
Diamond x3, designed by Bill Low.
Best Peripherals Design: Grado
Labs SR80 headphones, designed by
John Grado and John Chaipis.
Best Aesthetic Design: Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeaker, designed by Franco Serblin.
Best Reissue Recording: Muddy
Waters, Folk Singer (Mobile Fidelity
Sound Labs MFSL 1-201, LP; UDCD
593, CD).
Best Original Recording: Dick
Hyman, From the Age of Swing (Reference RR-59CD).
Best New Company: Ayre Acoustics, incorporated in May 1992, with
principals Charles Hansen, Peter Bohacek, and Kathryn Lehr.
Most Innovative Technology:
Pacific
Microsonics'
HDCDe
encode/decode digital processing technology and PMD-100 HDCD chip,
designed by Keith O. Johnson and
Michael "Pflash" Pflaumer.
In addition, the following individuals were inducted into the Academy's
Hall of Fame: John Bowers, the
founder of B&W Loudspeakers; Emory
Cook, the first person to make astereo
LP recording; Avery Fisher, the founder
of Fisher, who made an unprecedented
series of donations to music and musicians; David Hailer, founder of Dynaco
and the company that bears his name;
Akio Morita, the co-founder and recently retired President of Sony; guiSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

tarist Les Paul, who pioneered the art
of multitrack recording; Sidney Smith,
chief engineer for the original Marantz
company; and digital pioneer Tom
Stockham, of the University of Utah,
who also founded the Soundstream company.
Our congratulations to all the
awardees and inductees, and to the Academy both for its successful organization of the banquet and for coming up
with anomination process that resulted
in awell-deserved list of nominees. Audiophiles who would like to know
more about the activities of the Academy for the Advancement of HighEnd Audio should contact Sue Regan
at P.O. Box 373, Dana Point, CA
92629.

US: John Atkinson

The election for the next President of
the Audio Engineering Society (AES)
offers a tough choice. The two candidates are Elizabeth (Betsy) Cohen
and Richard Small. Dr. Cohen is one of
the country's leading acousticians, having done design consultancy for the
Hollywood Bowl, the Aspen Music Festival, Paramount Walt Disney, Sony,
Dolby, the Los Angeles Chamber Music
Festival, and Costa Mesa's Pacific
Amphitheatre. She is also astrong advocate for as open astandard as possible for the audio uses of the DVD,
including the idea that it feature a
header section to tell the player what
kind of data it carries.
Richard Small, of course, is one of
the two inspired engineers (the other
Germany: Markus Sauer being Neville Thiele) who worked out
the formal mathematical model for the
The High End Society, the German
bass-reflex loudspeaker and the equiassociation of most high-end manufacturers and importers, is offering a valent electrical circuits for the driveunits. Credit for the general improvenew service: It intends to act as a(nonment in the sound quality of loudprofit) broker between German imspeakers since Small and Thiele pubporters and sales agents and companies
lished their analysis can be laid squarely
from abroad seeking to establish Gerat their feet. After working for KEF in
man distribution. Interested parties
the UK for awhile, Dr. Small moved
should contact Branko Glisovic, c/o
to the US to work for Harman AutoHigh End Sodety, Hatzfelder Str. 161motive.
163, 42281 Wuppertal, Germany. Tel:
(49) 0202-702022. Fax: (49) 0202US: Peter W. Mitchell
703700.
My visit to the Cello room during the
The Society is also willing to help
Stereophile High-End Show in Los
establish communication between foreign distributors and German manu- Angeles last April produced experifacturers. So if you're adistributor and ences both remarkable and disappointwould like to find aGerman company ing. For the disappointing part, Ineed
to begin with abit of background.
whose products would fit into your
Several years ago, an article in Studio
product lineup, give Branko acall.
Sound made the point that when an
The High End Society has also anorchestral recording is multimiked, mixnounced that the 14th annual Franking together the outputs of several
furt high-end show will be held from
August 10 to 13, 1995, with the first microphones in each channel, the dytwo days being trade-only days. About namics tend to become compressed,
because transients arrive at slightly dif110 exhibitors representing 350-400
ferent times at the various mikes,
brands will present their products, inrounding off the peaks in the mix.
cluding world premieres by companies
PopeMusic's widely praised Unlikely
from Europe and abroad.
Silhouettes disc of music by Shchedrin
This year will see aseparate floor
devoted to accessories, magazines, and and Shostakovitch is asplendid example of the vivid dynamics that can be
new and used CDs and records. There
captured when arecording employs just
will also be discussion groups and lecone microphone per channel. When I
tures on audio topics. Admission price
hear this disc at home, its peaks have a
will be DM 20, while the useful catalog will cost DM 15. For more infor- whip-cracking intensity that validates
PopeMusic's "dynamic fidelity" slogan.
mation, contact Branko Glisovic at the
But when it was played in the Cello
address or phone/fax numbers listed
room at the Show (through Cello's
above.
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new, small Serafm monitor speakers,
equipped with built-in amplifiers), it
seemed tame. The sound of the speakers was nice at modest levels, but the
dynamics apparently were limited by
the amplifiers. This impression was reinforced by a recording that Mark
Levinson made with trumpeter Wynton Marsalis, in which the trumpet had
abuzzy quality that Isuspect was due
to severe amplifier clipping.
Iheard the same Marsalis tape the
next day, through the Reference system at Cello's showroom in Beverly
Hills (7' tower speakers and astack of
amplifiers). The sound was glorious in
its realism and power. The trumpet,
reproduced with dynamic peaks in the
neighborhood of 110dB, seemed to
have aphysical presence. Few hi-fi systems could reproduce that recording at
that true-to-life level. So if you heard
this tape only through the small speakers at the Show, you really haven't
heard the recording.
Mark Levinson has been afamiliar
name in high-end audio for two decades; but Levinson is actually amusician, not an engineen Many musicians
respond so acutely to musical values
(tempo, phrasing, expression) that they
may not notice differences in the actual sound itself (its timbre and stereo
imaging). Levinson evidently does not
suffer from that handicap. He first became known to audiophiles as arecordist. Twenty years ago, when most recordings were multimiked and most
microphones had severe colorations, Levinson used a single pair of the most
accurate microphones available—omnidirectional Brüel & Kjaer measuring
mikes.
Issuing those LPs led Levinson into
a quest for improved playback. He
hired John Curl and other engineers to
modify tape recorders, develop bettersounding phono preamps, et a4 which
became the Mark Levinson electronics.
A dozen years ago, Madrigal Audio
Labs took over the Levinson brand and
has continued to develop its own costno-object products, while Levinson
launched the Cello brand.
The playback signal from an analog
tape head is like that from aphono
pickup, ranging in size from microvolts
to millivolts and needing agreat deal of
equalization to restore flat response.
Sadly, the preamp circuits in most tape
recorders (including professional studio decks) are considerably less sophisticated than ahigh-end phono preamp.
So one of the most successful Cello proS
TEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

ducts has been its package of electronics
for tape recorders, used in many of the
country's leading mastering studios.
For much of my life as an audiophile, I've had the luxury of being able
to listen to master tapes rather than
being limited to store-bought records.
So when the CD was introduced, Iwas
especially intrigued by the promise that
the digital disc would give everyone
access to the original sound of every
master tape, without the difficulties
and limitations inherent in the LP format. Of course, the CD has often failed
to live up to its promise, in part for the
reasons explained by Martin Colloms
in June (Vol.18 No.6)—in particular, the
fact that, during the first decade of the
digital era, many "16-bit" recordings
exhibited an effective resolution of
only 14 or 15 bits, because the majority of digital recorders and editors
lacked the proper dithering required to
achieve 16-bit resolution.

recording of Reiner's and the Chicago
Symphony's performance of Richard
Strauss's "Dance of the Seven Veils,"
from Salome. This 40-year-old recording sounded satisfyingly modern, with
gorgeously lifelike midrange timbres
and asurprisingly low level of tape hiss.
On apossibly related point, the top
octave seemed rolled-off, as the cymbals lacked sheen. When Imentioned
this to Levinson, he replied that his
mental model is the orchestra of the
Metropolitan Opera, which plays in a
pit. My mental image of an orchestra,
on the other hand, is the BSO in
Boston's Symphony Hall, where the
sound of cymbals, reflected by stage
paneling, floats in the air above the
orchestra.
Aside from this small reservation,
this recording was agenuine pleasure
to hear, and Ihope that RCA will allow
Levinson to remaster all of its taped
treasures from the golden age of early
stereo. RCA may be reluctant, because
it was only acouple of years ago that
they put out their own series of CD
reissues under the "Living Stereo" banner; but those CDs were disappointingly unspecific in their documentation, and have not won the critical
praise for their sound that Mercury's
"Living Presence" series from the same
era did. Happily, RCA has been willing
With 20-bit A/D conversion folto allow more than one company to
lowed by re-quantization to 16 bits
reissue new LP versions of its classic
with noise-shaped dithering, a"16-bit"
treasures. If RCA will adopt that same
CD can deliver 18-bit effective reso- policy with respect to remastering for
lution. When Ivisited Mark Levinson
CD, this can only improve the odds
at the Cello showroom in Beverly Hills,
that some of those reissues will do full
he demonstrated how he has been re- justice to the quality of RCA's original
mastering recordings in this fashion for master tapes. The result would be new
eventual reissue on CD, using the 20buyers and new admirers for those
bit AID and UV-22 processor from
recordings.
Apogee Electronics. He begins by
Mark Levinson mentioned another
using Cello tape electronics to extract interesting project: the Cello Cafe,
the best signal from the original analog opening soon in New York. It will be
master tape, and uses the Cello Audio
an amplifier-free nightclub featuring
Palette equalizer to correct for micro- all-acoustic performances of many
phone colorations and fine-tune musi- kinds of music (from jazz and blues to
cal timbres for maximum realism.
classical). Concerts will be recorded
Levinson recently remastered his
"live," and, after aconcert, interested
own 1970-era LPs for transfer to CD,
listeners will be able to go upstairs and
and the CDs sound very good, indeed.
hear an immediate playback of the
Some of Levinson's remastering projects
recording. Selected recordings will also
involve older recordings—for example, a be issued on CD.
series of live nightclub recordings from
Levinson has also launched the
the '50s featuring jazz performers for Music Maker Relief and Recording
the Blue Note label. (A tape featuring
Foundation—a joint project with reStan Getz on sax and Chet Baker on cordist Tim Duffy to record authentic
trumpet sounded remarkably fresh and
blues performers who are elderly and
dynamic, marred only by tape hiss.)
destitute in the rural South. Income
Iwas particularly impressed by Lev- from a$100 sampler CD will provide
inson's remastering of the classic RCA medicine, housing, and further record-

M ARK LEVINSON
HAS BEEN A
FAMILIAR NAME
IN HIGH-END AUDIO
FOR TWO DECADES.
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"...Regardless of where
we stood, the presentation
of voices and instruments
remained stable and the
tonal balance correct...
(with the SS-M7ES, Sony)
has achieved an unqualified
success...".
Barry Willis, Stereophile°
*Vol. 17, No. 8, Aug. 1994
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ing opportunities for these artists.
For information about any of these
projects, contact Cello at 41 E. 62nd
St., New York, NY 10021. Tel: (212)
472-5016.

US: John Atkinson

OTL amplifier manufacturer Fourier
Components has moved. Their new
address is 116 Main Street, St. Peters,
MO 63376-3916. Tel: (314) 946-4232.
Fax: (314) 925-0800.
Loudspeaker manufacturer Polk Audio announced in June that it will be
marketing anew speaker brand in the
spring of 1996: Eosone, to be sold
exclusively by the Best Buy chain. The
high-end interest is that the Eosone
speakers are to be designed by Genesis
Technologies' Arnie Nudell, one of the
founders of Infinity.
We unfortunately published the
wrong telephone number in the June
"Letters" column (p.11) for analog and
LP store Chandler's Wmdup, 347 W.
Highland Ave., San Bernardino, CA
92405. The correct telephone number
is (909) 882-2998. The fax number is
(909) 882-2175.
We also made acouple of editing
errors in Shannon Dickson's debut review for Stereophile in July, both on
p.149. Ron Sutherland was inadvertently referred to as Ryan Sutherland, and
dropped and garbled numerals led to
Shannon's discussion of the BurrBrown OPA-206 op-amp chip, which
doesn't exist. He was, of course, referring to the Burr-Brown OPA-2604, the
same op-amp used in the Mark Levinson No.38S and in the input stage of
the Jeff Rowland Model 2 amplifier
reviewed in this issue by Robert
Deutsch. Our apologies.

US: Robert Harley

Audio Research, one of the founders of
American high-end audio and the first
company to build tubed equipment in
the transistor age, recently moved to a
new, 62,000ft2 facility. The move
roughly coincided with Audio Research's 25th anniversary (1970-1995).
In early June, Ivisited the Audio
Research factory, located in apark-like
setting about 20 minutes from downtown Minneapolis, for afirsthand look
at how the company's products are designed and manufactured.
During the tour of the office and
administrative area, US Sales Manager
Mike Harvey and I walked unannounced into the office of Audio Research's founder and president, William
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

front of me, Icould switch between
Z. Johnson. One might expect the
conventional two-channel stereo and
president of agood-sized corporation
four-channel surround playback. The
to be poring over financial statements
surround effect was so subtle that I
or sales projections. Not Bill; he was
couldn't hear any sound emanating
engrossed in anew circuit design on his
from behind me. When the SDP was
Macintosh computer screen. This emswitched out of the circuit, however,
phasis on product development—rather
the soundstage collapsed toward the
than churning out more boxes—was evifront, the music lost some of its hardent throughout every phase of the
design and construction process at monic richness, and the presentation
didn't have the same sense of bloom
ARC.
and air. Interestingly, Ifelt that the
Although Bill Johnson largely designs
the tubed products, Audio Research em- presence of the surround channels
seemed to affect the sound of the front
phasizes that the final products are the
result of ateam effort. Audio Research loudspeakers rather than create asurhas alarge staff of engineers, some of round "effect." J. Gordon Holes full
review of this interesting product apwhom have been with the company
for nearly 20 years. 1 The engineers I pears elsewhere in this issue.
spoke with suggested that roughly 50%
US: John Atkinson
of agiven product's design is completed on paper, with the other 50% influ- The "Ask the Editors" sessions at Stereophile's High-End Hi-Fi Shows—comenced by listening.
monly nicknamed "reviewer roasts"—are
Although all the engineers listen, Auperennially popular. So popular, in fact,
dio Research employs afull-time person, Jack Hjelm, who does nothing but that we are often asked why we don't
critical listening. He's had that job at sell recordings of them to readers who
couldn't make it to the Show. So, we
Audio Research for the past 17 years. In
recorded all eight hour-long sessions at
addition to evaluating design changes,
Hi-Fi '95 and will release them on anaJack auditions every single unit that
log cassette in the very near future.
comes off the production line before
Watch this space for details on how to
the product is boxed for shipment. Jack
order the tapes.
also listens to every repair and factory
update, and has to remember what a
1972-vintage SP-3 preamp sounded
TRUE SUBWOOFER
like. Loudspeakers in Jack's listening
With phenomenal
true deep bass
room include the Genesis II, Thiel
extending below
CS5, and the Martin-Logan CLS.
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
On the shop floor Isaw assemblers
affordable price.
hand-stuffing printed circuit boards,
The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
then building the products one unit at
of your stereo or
a time. Incoming vacuum tubes are
video system for
that "air shaking all
burned-in, then tested and sorted. A
around you effect.
HSU %much HRSWI2V
second area tests and matches transisHere's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
tors. The finished products are burned"Prodigious bass that shakes the walls"..."one heck
of athunder buster."
in, then checked by quality control.
John E. Johnson, Jr., Secrets of Home Theater
A large area of the factory floor is
and High Fidelity, May 1995
"...this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
consumed by spare parts, kept on hand
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
for repairs and upgrades. ARC boasts
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer."
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 18 No. 1, January 1995
that they can repair any of the more
"has developed an enviable reputation in its few
than 65,000 units they've built over the
short years of existence"
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Guide to Home
past 25 years, and even have enough
Theater Vol. 1No.1, 1995
spare parts to create an SP-3 preamp
"Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwoofer. It's good
looking
and simple to use, and its performance invites
from scratch.
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price"
In ARC's second listening room, I
Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image, February/March 1995
got ademonstration of their SDP1—a
"...all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging bass
energy was coming from asingle 12-inch powered
surround decoder that doesn't use
subwoofer..."
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994
active decoding like Dolby Pro Logic.
Send for complete information on the HRSW12V.
The loudspeakers were Alón IVs and
Write or call:
Vs driven by an ARC SDA-1 fourHSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave. Unit L
channel amplifier. With the SPD1 in
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1When visiting high-end equipment manufacturers, I
make amental note of the ratio of engineers to sales
staff. This number speaks volumes about whether the
company is marketing-driven or performance-driven.
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eBest Volume Control lo The World?
Introducing The Melos PHO-TENTIOMETER:m
The World's First Totally Remote Controlled,
Totally Passive, Optical Volume control.

ll volume controls and stepped

fi attenuators, regardless of price, introduce

frequency response variation and contact
distortion due to continuously changing
internal capacitance and the rectification
effects of even the finest electrical contacts.
Electronic volume controls introduce adifferent, active type of coloration emanating
from the devices they use.

T

he Melos PHO-TENTIOMETERTm
eliminates all of these anomalies by
controlling both volume and balance with
only one resistor (Vishay).
The ultimate fulltime bypass mode!

I

naddition, aconstant, corrected capacitance and no physical contacts insures
identical performance at any setting!

I

lhe veritable flood of effortless detail
and lack of coloration has to be heard
to be believed.

The Best Volume Control
ln the World...11'thud question.
The Helos P110-TENTINETER.T"
*
Available exclusively in the Melos
SHA-GOLD and the ALL NEW MA-333
REFERENCE line preamp.
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figure two categories of nonanalog-owning audiophiles are
reading this column' —younger
ones who've never heard good or any
pure analog; and older audiophiles who
may have been pushed out by the bad
advice regularly spewing from the pages
of "mainstream" stereo magazines in the
days just before CD.
Their prescription for playback perfection? Track lightly on aPLL directdrive turntable (and since all turntables
sound the same, any one will do). Iswallowed alarge dose of that myself during
the early '70s, marginalizing my listening
enjoyment and ruining many of my
favorite records in the process.
A direct-drive turntable is great for a
disco—it's up to speed in aquarter revolution, and it takes adumbbell to stop.
Unfortunately, with the motor part of
the platter, it's very difficult to isolate the
bad vibes from the ones in the grooves.
With aPLL circuit always hunting for
and never finding 33 1/
3,
the system is
always making speed adjustments—the
small, fast, herky-jerky kind that bother
the cars the most.
That's why, with the exception of the
now-discontinued Goldmund Reference, every turntable with audiophile
pretensions features belt drive. Speed
"drifts," but it does so sl00000wly and
imperceptibly.
Light tracking seemed like agood idea
when it was in fashion: don't press down
too heavily and the vertical modulations
won't be sheared from the grooves. Unfortunately, track too lightly and it's like
overinflating your tires: the rubber can't
grip the road, and you careen all over the
highway. Every time the stylus hits the
vinyl guardrail, it rips out achunk.
You didn't need measurements or
particularly good ears to hear this stuff
back then, you just needed to listen—
something not enough audiophiles were
doing. They read. They believed. They

followed. Iknow-1 was one of them.
Fortunately, Igot my front end
straightened out before CD. In 1982, a
high-performance, belt-drive turntable
properly set up easily outperformed a
first-generation CD player. Today's
better 'tables continue to beat CDs. And
that doesn't mean you have to spend
$2000 on aphono cartridge or $5000 on
aturntable.

START-UP

Let's start from scratch. Oops—unfortunate choice of words for this column.
Let's start from the beginning. If1 did my
job in last month's column, you've now
got the analog bug and you want in,
but you don't want to spend big bucks.
Maybe you hit afew garage sales since
we last spoke, and you lucked out.
Idid afew days ago. Ifound aDual
1229Q with aShure V-15 Type III for
$5. That top-of-the-line (early '70s) Dual
has afull 12" platter, adjustable VTA
(two positions: manual and auto play),
and adual-gimbal arm (dual bearings in
both the horizontal and vertical axes).
The 1219 Iowned in the '70s took good
care of my records and didn't sound bad
at all.
Ialso found some LPs: Steve Reich's
Drumming and other works (Deutsche

IWe apologize to Michael for the omission of his byline
from his July "Analog Corner" column.
—JA
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Grammophon 2740 106, 3 LPs), and
Tehillim (ECM 1-1215); Keith Jarrett's
Solo Concerts: Bremen and Lausanne (Japanese ECM PA 3031-3); You're the Guy
IWant to Share My Money With (GPS 020021), with Laurie Anderson, John Giomo,
and William S. Burroughs; The Best of
Chicago Blues, aVanguard twofer (VSD
1/2) with Otis Spann, Junior Wells,
Buddy Guy, Big Walter Horton, J.B.
Hutto, and others; another early Laurie
Anderson (plus other composers) on
Arch Records; and aJapanese LP of some
cat playing ashakuhachi. All of these
mint-condition LPs for ten bucks.
The stuff is out there; so again, for
those of you still hesitating, get up off
your audiophile butts and hit the analog
trail-r-unless your idea of agood time is
listening to "audiophile" CDs of thirdrate talent while measuring soundstage
penetration. The thought leaves me limp.
Much of what follows will be painfully obvious to some of you analog vets.
All Ikeep flashing on are the idiotic
manuals that come with computer equipment. The dweebs who write them are
so into the stuff that they bypass the most
basic questions that those of us who
don't have computers on the brain want
answered. For example, the manual for
my printer tells you everything but how

Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box
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Rot& RP 900 turntable

to load the g**damned papen
Let's not even get into the non-directions that came with my idiot modem.
So, yes, what follows is like the haberdashery equivalent of don't-forget-tobutton-your-shirt-and-zip-your-fly. If
you've never worn pants, you'd like to
know. If you've never owned aturntable,
there are equivalent basics you need to
know. And if you're aline-section-only
audiophile, we've taken care of that, too.
So zip your fly and read on.

DUAL PURPOSE
If you've found, or you're going to go
out looking for, aDual turntable on the
cheap, you're likely to find a1218, 1219,
or (less, likely) 1229Q (the Q stands for
quad). There were less-expensive Duals
available (the 1214, for example), some
older ones, like the 1009SK, and some
more plastic-laden later models—some
of which were belt-driven and actually
quite desirable. You may find the later CS
models or models in the 5, 6, 7, or 8
series. Whichever you find, you should
be able to get it for (with some later
exceptions) 50 bucks or less?
This isn't the appropriate place for a
tutorial on Dual 'tables, their care, or
maintenance, but afew quick points to
start you in the right direction: the 1218,
1219, 1229, and others of that vintage
were idler-wheel driven. If you find one
2For five bucks you can order the service manual for
any Dual turntable (and alot of other vintage audio gear)
from A.G. Tannenbaum Electronic Service Data. Tel,
(516) 887-0057. Fax: (516) 599-6523.
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of these, clean the drive wheel with glass/
chrome cleaner, lift off the platter by
removing the "C" clip around the spindle hole, and clean the inside rim of the
platter and the rubber idler wheel with
ethyl alcohol or 99%-pure rubbing alcohol. A fluid specially designed for taperecorder pinch wheels, such as Intraclean
S-711, is preferable, because it won't dry
out the rubber; but alcohol will do—I
used it for many years on my Dual 1219
without problem. Also, dean the stepped
brass capstan that drives the wheel.
Replace the platter and start up the
'table. If you don't get good torque from
the system (le, you can easily stop the
platter with your finger), either the wheel
or the motor is shot. Remove the platter and start the motor by moving the
arm toward the center. Try stopping the
capstan with your fingers. Ifthere's good
torque there, the problem's with the
wheel. Sometimes you can "refresh" it
by rubbing its circumference lightly with
emery cloth (be careful to collect the fallout). Replace the platter and "C" clip,
and you're ready to install acartridge.
On aDual, the cartridge mounts in an
insert that's released from under the
headshell by pushing the finger lift
straight back. Once you've done this
you'll see four contact points in the headshell and four spring-mounted pins on
the insert. Clean both with alcohol,
Kontak (better), or some other cleaner.
Also, with most Duals you can replace
the RCA cords that plug-in to jacks
under the chassis and replace the ribbed
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(for greater pleasure—so they thought
at the time) turntable mat with one of
your choosing.

ALIGNMENT
Whether you resurrect aDual or start
with anew 'table, you'll need to have certain tools and supplies on hand if you're
going to mount the cartridge yourself—
and at this point in analog time, it's better
to be self-reliant. You'll need an alignment device to set the overhang—the
specific place where the cartridge tracks
across the record with the least amount
of geometric error relative to the cutter
head's straight travel across the original
lacquer used to manufacture an LP. Finding that arc is critical to both the sound
and the longevity of your records. Again,
the point of this column is to get you
going, not to engage in along-winded
discussion of overhang theory—yes,
controversy exists here, too.
Mobile Fidelity is once again manufacturing its "Geo-disc" ($24.95) alignment disc; and Lyle Cartridges, aLong
Island supplier of analog products and
aregular Stereophile advertiser, makes its
own inexpensive grid. Dennesen still
makes the metal version of the "Soundtracktor"—an alignment compass that
is, to my mind, the best gadget available.
If you find one used, snap it up. A new
one, available through Sumiko, unfortunately costs $195. DB Systems' Protrac
($35) is another device worth checking
out.
You can also try to find aused copy of
45

Clear, naturally detailed sound
with outstanding dynamics from
superbly styled cabinets. These
exceptional floor standing
loudspeakers continue Spendor's
adherence to neutrality -our
hallmark for 25 years.
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For further information on the range of Spendor
loudspeaker systems, contact our US distributor:

QS&D, 33 McWhin Loop, #108
Fredericksburg V.A. 22406 USA
Phone: 800-659-3711 Fax: 703-372-3713
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Spendor Audio Systems Ltd, Hailsham,
England, BN27 2ER. Fax +44 1323 442254

Telarc's "Omni-Disc"—a two-disc set
with both music and test tones plus an
alignment gauge etched right into the
vinyl. Telarc ought to put it back into
production, but don't hold your breath.
You'll need astylus-pressure gauge:
the only commercially available one I
know of is Shure's SFG-2, which is an
inexpensive, fairly accurate fulcrum
device. Technics used to make asexylooking electronic gauge, but those go
for big bucks on the used market; and,
as with the Shure, some of its metal parts
may be attracted to the cartridge magnet,
making it less than completely accurate.
When using the Shure, try to position
the cartridge body as far away from the
metal platform as possible. AR used to
make aplastic seesaw gauge, but excessive friction kept it from being accurate.
In addition, in areprise of acruel, adolescent, locker-room taunt, you'll need
tweezers and amagnifying glass—and
abubble level.
Now you're ready to mount your cartridge. My goal for this column was to
assemble acredible, under-$1000 analog
front-end. What do Imean by credible?
Imean one Icould live with; one on
which Iwould play my most valued
records; and one that, despite its modest cost, could do what analog does best
and match digital at what it does well.
Ichose the Rotd's $500, UK-made RP
900 belt-drive turntable, which uses
Rega-supplied components. The OEM
version of Rega's RB 250 arm is asolidly
built, medium-mass, tapered tube design
with built-in anti-skating and damped
cueing. Rega also supplies Rotel with the
main bearing, the central hub and glass
platter, and the felt mat.
The plinth, on which the arm and
platter are mounted, sits on four sprung
rubber feet. Plinth/motor isolation is
accomplished via athree-point spring
suspension. If you've got shaky floors,
you'll be unhappy with this setup; however, my experience has been that if you
have bouncy floors, you're not going to
be happy with any turntable that's not
mechanically grounded to awall or
physically attached thereto. So let's
assume you've got afirm tabletop and
afirm floor.
If you don't, hopefully the thing you
choose to place your turntable on will be
close to awall—and aload-bearing one
at that. If you do experience the bouncies, ground the furniture to the wall by
wedging wood between it and the wall,
or get acouple of turnbuckles at ahardware store and turn the screws to expand
them until the looped ends press firmly
against the wall and your "stand." That
usually does it.
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CREDIBLE ANALOG

FRONT-END IS ONE /
COULD LIVE WITH, ONE
ON WHICH IWOULD
PLAY MY MOST VALUED
RECORDS, AND ONE THAT
COULD DO WHAT
ANALOG DOES BEST AND
MATCH DIGITAL AT WHAT
IT DOES WELL.

Let's get the cartridge mounted. I
chose what tconsider to be abudget
"reference"—Sumiko's $195 Blue Point
high-output moving-coil. Other choices
are available at this price point, and some
very fine cartridges are priced lower, but
Ifind the Blue Point's overall resolution,
speed, and portrayal of dynamics an
attractive combination—even if it does
have abit of zip on top. If you want
something mellower, try aGrado or
Audio-Technica moving-magnet model.
The $200 Grado 8MZ is sweet- and
smooth-sounding, with a"warm zone"
in the lower midbass. The Rotel can play
78s (you have to change the motor pulley, which is simple), so if you're into the
really old technology, consider aGrado,
which can be fitted with an easily interchangeable 78rpm stylus.
If you're doing aDual, the fact that the
cartridge mounting insert comes out
makes initial mounting easy. In the Rega
and other fixed-head arms, installation
is abit more difficult. Work slowly, be
patient, and remember: You can't replace
the stylus on amoving-coil cartridge, so
be careful, and always keep the stylus
guard down.
First, slip the four color-coded wires
over the cartridge pins (usually red is
right "hot," white is left "hot," green is

Sumiko Blue Point cartridge
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right "ground," blue is left "ground").
Here's where tweezers or small needlenosed pliers come in: don't use your
fingers, or you're liable to break off the
connector. Be sure to grasp the connector
by the end tab, where the wire is soldered
on. If you squeeze the hollow receptacle, you'll likely narrow the diameter of
the opening, making it much more difficult to slip over the cartridge pin. Force
it and you'll probably break off the connector, or you'll slip and lunch the
stylus—or both! Such fun. Whatever you
do, don't solder the wire back to the connector while it's attached to the pin—
you'll destroy the cartridge.
Sometimes the diameter of the cartridge pin is too small for the connector
and the fit is too loose. (You'd think the
industry would standardize such things,
but it hasn't.) In that case, you'll have to
squeeze the connector slightly (off the
pin) until the pin/connector interface is
secure. Once you've got the connector
partially on the pin, you can grasp it by
the tubular part.
Most moderately priced new cartridges
come with mounting hardware—none
of which is really of adequate quality.
Buy aset of high-quality screws and nuts
if possible when you order your cartridge.
With aDual you'll have to mount the
cartridge with the screw heads on top so
there's sufficient clearance to reinstall the
insert, which fits snugly against the
headshell. Otherwise you can install the
screws from the bottom up—which is
easier, and which makes their length less
critical. Be sure to install anylon washer
on the screw before fitting it through the
cartridge body. Tighten the screws so the
cartridge doesn't slide around, but not
so tight that you can't move it easily
along the mounting slots.
On your Dual insert the mounted cartridge holder at a45° angle first, then
rotate the front end up until it's flush
with the headshell. Carefully push the
finger lift forward until it's perpendicular
to the headshell. It should be securely
locked in place. Don't force the fingerlift!
If it doesn't swing easily, the cartridge
assembly isn't properly aligned under the
headshell.
Now the fun begins. First, rotate the
counterweight on the arm until it barely
floats over the record. Set the antiskating to zero. On some Duals the entire counterweight assembly slides on a
shaft held in by aknurled nut mounted
on the side. Start by screwing the counterweight in all the way. Then loosen the
nut and slide the entire shaft out until the
arm just begins to float. Tighten the nut
and make fine adjustments by rotating
47

the counterweight until the arm floats
over the platter.
On the Dual you dial-in the tracking
force with abuilt-in gauge. Most other
arms require the use of an external gauge.
For now, set the tracking force to the
lower limits suggested by the manufacturer by tuning-in the counterweight.
Following the directions on the alignment device you've obtained, carefully
set the overhang by sliding the cartridge
back and forth, making sure the stylus
tip is precisely centered in the dimple or
circle that indicates proper overhang.
Also be certain the body of the cartridge
(or, better yet, the cantilever itself) is
squared with the hashmarks on the
gauge. With the Dual, you're going to
have to remove the headshell insert each
time you reposition the cartridge. Take
your time with this part of the setup—
don't lose patience, and don't be under
the influence of substances, legal or
otherwise, while you're doing this!
If the screws are too loose for the cartridge to hold its position, tighten them.
If they're too tight, loosen them. This
part of the setup is probably the most
critical for obtaining good analog sound.
Once you're certain the overhang is
correct, tighten the screws. How tight?
Not too tight, but tight enough that the
cartridge can't move around. Now, carefully set the tracking force to the upper
limit suggested by the manufacturer.
Don't track too lightly!
Check the overhang again. Increasing
tracking force will deflect the cantilever
and possibly change the overhang adjustment. Yes, this is apain in the butt, but

once you're done, you shouldn't have to
do it again for avery long time.
Now set the anti-skating to the same
value as the tracking force. There are test
records available to help you precisely
dial-in the anti-skating; but in my experience, at this basic level of performance,
unless you hear distortion on the inner
grooves, matching tracking force and
anti-skating should do the trick.

WHATEVER 'TABLE YOU

CHOOSE, MAKE SURE
IT PLAYS AT THE CORRECT
SPEED AND/OR HAS SOME
KIND OF PROVISION
FOR ADJ
USTMENT.
Neither the Duals nor the Rotel allow
you to adjust vertical tracking angle
(VTA). Putting spacers under the headshell to raise the front end of the arm does
more damage than good, so forget about
VTA for now.

PHONO AMPS

Wow! We're almost ready to play records.
If your preamp includes aphono section,
plug your 'table in and be sure to attach
the ground wire to the grounding screw
located next to the phono jacks on most
preamps. If your electronics are strictly
"line-in," don't worry: there are more
analog "black boxes" available today
than there were digital ones once high-

enders had heard how bad off-the-shelf
CD players sounded at the dawn of the
digital error. ..
era.
Two black boxes worth considering
are Creek's $199 OBH-8 and Audio
Alchemy's $259 VAC-in-the-Box. The
moving-magnet/high-output, movingcoil step-up Creek is abasic plug-inand-play unit; the Audio Alchemy allows
you to set loading and gain, and offers
the flexibility of acircus contortionist
and enough gain for low-output movingcoil cartridges. A load impedance of 47k
ohms and about 32dB gain are correct
for the Blue Point. Plug your 'table in to
the black box of your choice, and, using
apair of good-quality interconnects,
plug the black box in to aline-in input
on your preamp. Now you're ready to
play records.
But not without these six accessories:
LAST extra-strength record-cleaning
solution #1, LAST record preservative
#2, LAST regular record-cleaning solution #3, LAST stylus cleaner #4, aHunt
EDA Mk.6 brush, and astrobe disc
(either buy it, or find aused Audio Fidelity record, which has one on the label).
Use #1 on old garage-sale records,
then use #2 to prevent wear. Use #3 on
new records before you play them, followed by #2. Before playing cleaned and
treated records, always use the Hunt
brush. And clean the stylus with #4
before each play. Use the strobe disc to
adjust turntable speed.
Now, as they say in the biz, enjoy yourself—and break astylus. Just remember:
both the Blue Point and all the phono
sections mentioned here need about 20

THE ANALOG EXPERIENCE
There are times when I'm listening
to LPs—like The Modern Jazz Quartet's Blues at Carnegie Hall (Mobile
Fidelity MFSL 1-206), which is on
my reference turntable as Iwrite this
—that Ifind myself saying to no one
in particular, "No CD can do that!"
Iput on the CD version to make sure,
and I'm correct. The space the MJQ
occupies, the air, the absolute liquidity
and lucidity of Milt Jackson's vibes
on the LP, cannot be duplicated on
CD—I don't care what transport/
processor or player you use.
We've reached the point where the
opposite also holds true: MCA's new
gold-CD Steely Dan compilation
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gave me amuch different but equally
valid take on "Bodhisattva:' But the
LP begins to convince me I'm listening to real music—every time.
Iplayed Reference Recordings'
Ebony Concerto (RR-55) on LP and
HDCDILdecoded CD for aclarinetplaying cousin of mine who's been
teaching the instrument for more
than 20 years. She's also amajor CD
enthusiast who hasn't played arecord since the early days of digital. It
was no contest to her ears (and to her
surprise): the record's rendering of the
clarinet was much closer to the sound
of the real thing.
Idon't care if it's due to head bumps,
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harmonic distortion, low-frequency
resonances, rolloff, L-R additives,
sunspots, or herpes—the clarinet
sounded more like aclarinet on the
LP. Mel Tormé sounds more like
Mel Tonné on vinyl. So do Coltrane,
Jerry Garcia, and Mickey Katz. Ditto
Muddy Waters and Roy Orbison.
Okay, so Inever saw Mickey Katz or
Muddy live. My loss. But Isaw the
others—including Orbison urunilced
from about 20'. "Live" sounds more
"live" on vinyl, and it's not because
I"like" distortion, or because of any
of the other insulting reasons digital
snobs pass under my nose.
—Michael Reiner
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gear like this.
Bass control was particularly outstanding for a'table priced this low,
PERFORMANCE: ROTEL RP 900/ though it didn't extend as far down; nor
was it as texturally sophisticated as my
SUMIKO BLUE POINT COMBO
reference analog or digital systems; nor
There's not enough room in an overview
was it capable of providing the wide
piece like this for afull review Stereophile
dynamic swings of either of the muchstyle. Suffice it to say, for $500 you get
higher-priced combos. Nonetheless, the
genuine high-end performance from the
Rotel. My sample ran 2% fast, which I Rotel/Blue Point combo offered the sense
of top-to-bottom authority and overconsider unacceptable. Iwas able to corall balance one usually associates with far
rect the problem by snapping awide, flat
more expensive gear.
rubber band around the drive hub. The
The Rotel/Blue Point combo couldn't
extra thickness got the speed dead on.
provide the low-level resolution, the rich
Whatever 'table you choose, make sure
three-dimensionality, or image solidity
it plays at the correct speed and/or has
of my TNT/Clavis D.C./Rockport arm
some kind of provision for adjustment.
combo, nor could it compete in providSpeed stability was well within accepting the latter's sense of spatial volume
able limits—wow and flutter were below
and harmonic "rightness"; but consider
what is inherent in off-center LPs (which,
the price difference: $700 vs $12,000! On
unfortunately, is most of them). Icomrecordings that contain agreat deal of
pared the LP and CD of Wilson Audio's
inner detail and musical complexity, the
Fantasies Finesse (W-9432)—a fine, closeperspective recording of acello/piano
budget front-end extracted far more
duo. David Wilson used aspaced pair of information than I'd expected to get.
The biggest problem with inexpenomni Schoeps microphones—I was dissive analog front-ends is noise (rumble),
turbed by the LP's.image wander on the
cello until Iheard it on the CD, too. This
and that spelled the biggest difference
between the Rotel and my reference. The
is the result of the miking technique used.
reference brought music out of dead
While the LP had abit more backsilence. The Rotel revealed low-level
ground noise, it also portrayed the duo
noise—until the music started.
in amuch bigger space, with better focus
and a richer harmonic palette. Even
As between the two phono stages,
though this is abudget analog system,
both are reasonably priced and wellbuilt, accomplished designs. Neither
the "believability factor:' compared with
does anything particularly wrong, but
avery expensive and fine digital system,
was far greater on the LP—as it always
each offers different strengths and weakis—despite residual imperfections. The
nesses. The Audio Alchemy VAC-insense that musicians are playing in your
the-Box offered amore refined sonic
room, or that you're in the space with the
picture, with better focus, better-defined
musicians, is always greater in the anabass, less glare, and amore nuanced portrayal of high frequencies. It presented
log domain—and that goes for budget

hours of break-in play before they start
to sound right.

Creek OBH-8 MM phono preamp
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the entire sonic picture farther back in
space—closer to what you get with far
more expensive electronics. The Creek
excelled in presenting an airier stage, with
more lower-midrange warmth and bloom
and more three-dimensional images. The
Audio Alchemy was drier and more analytical by comparison—closer to the
sound Iassociate with PS Audio gear.
The differences between the two phono
sections held even when Iswitched to
Creek's optional power supply ($100),
which, while improving the OBH-8's
top-to-bottom control, didn't bring the
focus, detail, and high-frequency resolution—all of which were impressive
regardless of price—up to the level of the
Audio Alchemy.
As with the differences between the
Blue Point and some of the warmer, mellower cartridges, which phono section
you prefer depends on your taste and
your choice of cartridge and associated
equipment.
Given that the Audio Alchemy offers
three gain settings—enough to drive
all but the lowest-output moving-coil
cartridges—features resistive loading for
moving-coils and capacitive loading for
moving-magnets, and costs only $60
more than the Creek, it's abetter value
for the money; though, because of its
high noise-floor at the maximum gain
setting, Iwouldn't use it with very-lowoutput moving-coil cartridges.
Looking at the build quality and parts
layout of the Creek, its price is more than
reasonable Looking at the Audio Alchemy
board—densely packed with high-quality parts ingeniously laid out—it's hard
to understand how the company can sell
the unit for what it does and still make
aprofit.
Ten years ago Ilived, loved, and listened to music on an analog front-end
that wasn't as accomplished as the Rotel/
Blue Point/Audio Alchemy combo. My
records survived; Isurvived; the recordings Ithought were spectacular then
proved to be so when played on aluxury
system; and while Iwouldn't want to go
back, Iwould if Ihad to, and I'd enjoy
listening to music as much as Ido on the
expensive spread.
You can get into afine analog system
for agrand—this system proves it. Other
worthy 'tables are also available; eg,
Rega's Planar 2, SCrIA's Moonbeam, and
Sumiko's Project 1—all of which will
also get you there for less than agrand
complete. You can get in for alot less if
you go with aused Dual or some other
older 'table. A world of great music—
along with the sonic thrills only analog
can provide—will be opened up to you.
So now what are you waiting for? S
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WE PLAY TO

"The PSB Alphas are
simply one of the greatest
buys in audio, providing a
musicany satisfying sound for
apaltry $200 ... For their price,
the PSB Alphas are asensational
audio bargain. Now get out those
checkbooks!"

Jack English, Stereophile,
Vol. 15, No. 7(July, 1992)
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S
ETTING THE
SUPER-CD
S
TANDARD
A PROPOSAL

FOR HOW TO USE THE NEW HIGHER—DENSITY CD
AS A REFERENCE—QUALITY AUDIO MEDIUM

T

he announcements earlier this year about anew compact-disc
format that could carry high-quality video caught the attention not just of video enthusiasts, but of audiophiles. The
next-generation CD's ultrahigh storage capacity offers the possibility
that the new disc could be acarrier of much-higher-quality digital
audio, notjust video. For example, the new disc has plenty of room
for 20-bit digital audio sampled at 96kHz. If realized, such adisc
would revolutionize consumer digital audio.
However, two derent high-density CD formats have been
announced: one by Toshiba (along with Time/Warner and Matsushita), called SD; and the second by Sony and Philips, called "MultiMedia CD," or MMCD. The Toshibaformat is adouble-sided CD
that holdsfive gigabytes (GB) of data per disc side. For comparison,
today's CD contains amaximum of about 750 megabytes (MB)—
about one-thirteenth the storage capacity of the Toshiba format.
(Toshiba recently announced awhole suite ofpermutations on itsformat, including adouble-layered, double-sided CD that could hold
up to 18GB.)
The Sony/Philipsformat is asingle-sided disc identical in size and
shape to astandard CD, but with adata capacity of 3.7GB. Both
formats use asmaller pit size and closer track spacing to achieve these
very high densities. Although single-sided, the Sony/Philipsformat
has the ability to store two layers ofpits, with the playback laser beam
able to read the layers independently simply by focusing on different depths in the polycarbonate substrate. Consequently, adual-layer
MMCD can contain 7.4GB.
What these numbers mean for audiophiles is that we're no longer constrained by a44.1kHz sampling rate and 16-bit word length
for home playback of digital audio. With the proposed CD's massive capacity, audio could be encoded with any practical resolution
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

and sampling rate, with room on the disc to spare. The CDformat
would no longer be the limitingfactor in digital-audio resolution. Moreover, the proposed disc obviates the possibility of beingforced to listen to data-compressed music in the future.
The issue of how to use this massive data capacity is not atrivial
one. Should the "Super CD" encode multichannel surround-sound?
Ifso, in whatformat? And with how many channels? Or is ultrahigh-quality two-channel audio abetter use of the increased capacity?
Or acombination of both? These issues are now being wrestled with,
and the outcome will have profound consequencesfor music listeners
for at least the next 15 years.
At the World CD Conference in San Francisco last Apri128, Sony
and Philips jointly demonstrated adual-layer MMCD that contained
alayer of standard-density digital audio as well as asecond layer of
high-density data. Thisformat, which was shown to be technically
feasible, would be backward-compatible with the world's existing CD
players, yet would also play high-density audio or video if you have
ahigh-density player. Record stores would thus have asingle inventory,
and consumers wouldn't befaced with choosing between standard or
high-density formats. Moreover, Sony and Philips have announced
that every high-density player they make—from thefirst model—will
play both layers of the dual-layer discs. Consequently, your existing
CD library will coexist with new high-density CDs.
Although the video applications ofhigh-density compact discs are
well along in the development process, an audio-onlyformat has yet
to be announced, much less tweed. This lag between digital video
discs and ahigh-quality audioformat may be agood thing in the long
run: it gives some room for reflection on how best to use the massive
data capacity available. Although the technologyfor delivering highquality digital audio may be defined, there's still plenty offiexibil-
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ity in defining the content andformat of that digital audio.
Digital-video-disc developers have calledfor outside proposals suggesting what to do with all that data capacity. Fortunately, some of
the best minds in audio have organized agroup called 'Acoustic Renaissancefor Audio" (ARA) to do just that. The group's goal is to make
sure that the next-generation CDformat produces the highest possible
fidelity in the home, as well as to make sure theformat can accommodate multichannel audio in thefuture. The ARA technical subcommittee includes Bob Stuart (Meridian), Professor Malcolm Hawksford
(University of Esser), David Meares (BBC Radio R&D), and Tony

Griffiths (Decca Recording Company).
At Stereophile, wefeel that their recommendation, called "A Proposalfor the High-Quality Audio Application of High-Density CD
Carriers," is important enough that we asked permission to publish
it. It spells out in detail how best to use the available data capacity.
Though we doubt that every proposal in this document will be
implemented, its briefdescription of all thefactors that need to be considered are essential reading for anyone concerned with improving
digital sound quality. As far as we are aware, it is the onlyformal
proposal that so far exists.
—Robert Harley &John Atkinson

A Proposal for the High-Quality Audio Application
of High-Density CD Carriers
This document has been prepared as astudy by the Technical Subcommittee of Acoustic Renaissancefor Audio. The ARA
intends this document to increase awareness of the issues
involved in developing astandard for high-quality audio
applications of high-density CD carriers. ..The ARA Technical Subcommittee will be pleased to answer any questions,
clarify issues or proposals raised, and is fully prepared to offer
further assistance in forming astandard.
Correspondence should be addressed to either: J.R. Stuart,
Chairman ARA, c/o the Secretariat: e-mail: jrs@meridian.co.uk; or, Hirokazu Negishi, Founder ARA, do Research
& Development Headquarters, Canon Inc., Shinjuku Office,
7-1 Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 163-07
Japan. Tel: (81) 3-3344-8409. Fax: (81)3-3349-1399. e-mail:
negishi@gcds.canon.co.jp

SUMMARY

This document has been prepared as aserious proposal to
all concerned in the future of high-density CD formats
applied to pure audio.
Its authors present here some consensus views and arguments leading to three important outcomes.
The first is aproposal for anew data type for the compression layer in the MPEG system stream encoded on the highdensity discs. [MPEG stands for "Motion Picture Experts
Group."—Ed.] This data type carries losslessly compressed linear
PCM (packed) audio,' and is quite distinct from the currently
recognized streams carrying lossy-compressed (data-reduced)
channels such as MUSICAM, MPEG Audio, PASC, or AC-3.
The second is aworking proposal for adisc format, which
in its essentials is:
•That lossy data-reduction techniques such as MUSICAM,
MPEG Audio, PASC, or AC-3 should not be used in any form
[other than backup] for the high-quality sound application.
•That higher quality should be based on surround sound
and use linear PCM with more channels and ahigher data
rate than current CD -DA [CD-Digital Audio, today's "Red
Book," 44.1kHz, 16-bit CD standard—Ed.].
•That our proposal does not add significant cost to any currently proposed video players, and is structured in such away
that only the more advanced applications will require extra
hardware.
1Lossless compression and decompression is aprocess that returns the original
input data exactly. Its advantage is that in the compressed form, the data occupies
less space on the disc, reducing the maximum data rate. The degree of compression is very high at high sampling frequencies. Lossless compression is quite unlike
lossy psychoacoustic-based compression, which does sot return the original data
intact. For more details, see the glossary in section IS.
For ease in distinguishing between lossless and lossy compression in this document, we have adopted the term "packed" to describe losslessly compressed linear
PCM audio.

Our proposed format allows up to eight channels of highquality linear PCM audio, each of up to 24-bit at 48kHz or
16-bit at 96kHz sampling rates or acombination of both.2
The proposed format gives the disc producer the flexibility
to make tradeoffs between the number of active channels,
their bandwidth, their precision, and overall playing time.
Compatibility for two-speaker stereo is provided by always
assigning two of the eight channels to atwo-channel mix.
For more advanced applications, the remaining six channels
can be used for surround-sound mixes—including those carrying Ambisonics information. In this way record producers
can simultaneously issue their preferred mixes for two to six
channels.
We recognize that there arc several benefits to including
the lossy-compressed version of the audio on the disc alongside the high-quality audio versions. In particular, this
approach allows minimum changes in the player architecture
and gives very good compatibility for budget systems.
Some suggestions are made about using the high-quality
packed (losslessly compressed) audio with MPEG2 video
for some applications—such as high-quality music-videos—
or with other data such as text and graphics. In essence, we
see no reason why the disc format should not permit four
types of data simultaneously in the compression layer, namely
high-quality audio, lossy-compressed audio, MPEG1/2 video,
and associated data.
The final outcome is an expression throughout the document of concerns, items we considered and items we recommend be incorporated into any resulting standard.

PART I: BACKGROUND

1. Introduction
In January 1995 two syndicates released information about
high-density CD formats under development. Both the
Sony/Philips [MMCD] and Toshiba/WEA [SD] syndicates propose aCD carrier for movie delivery based on MPEG2
variable-rate picture coding and amultichannel/multilingual
compressed audio code, probably either Dolby AC-3, MUSICAM, or MPEG.
Both syndicates have indicated that they are willing to discuss other applications of the disc with interested parties;
these applications include broadcast, multimedia and pure
audio.
This document has been written to appeal to both syn2We actually propose that the MPEG-compatible stream should have complementary fields for carrying both 48kHz and 96kHz components of the signal. The record
producer may then set either field to "no content," or indeed, provide acombination of these components that offers more flexible upwards and downwards compatibility.
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When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design and music recording,
charged its most talented engineers to create arange of cost-no-object components, clearly the goal
was not for immediate sales. Instead, Denon applied the most advanced technologies to improve the
resolution, integrity and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate, transparent sound
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is that the Company shares the same dedication
to music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources

combine parallel, complementary bipolar

The intensive research and design that has gone into the very limited edition of S-Series componuts could never be recouped through sales, even at their seemingly lofty prices. Instead, Denon, in
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full 20 bits of data integrity from any co

BOTTOM: The PO4-SI Monoblocks

high-end or mainstream audio manufacturer can make this claim.

Der, Electronms DIvIston of Denon Cofporallon (USA) 222 New Road. Parswpany. NJ 07054 (201) 575-1810

transmission with DenonS exclusive
ALPHA Converter System to achieve a
or other riigital audio source. $7,000.

gained through 83 years of recording music and building record/playback components. No other

advances in future Denon components. But, for those of you who can afford not to wait...

mechanical and acme isolation and
ahigh resolution iPser system to deriver
ultra stable, jitter-xne data. $8,000.
MIDDLE.The DA-S1 D/A Converter
employs ST-Genlack clock and data

reproduction and pure musicality.

keeping with its "Design Integrity" philosophy, will exp'ore ways to incorporate many of these

TOP: /he DP-$1 CD Transport is
constructed using iiiree levels of

power supplies with afull differential
power WS-EFT amplifier design to
deriver more than 1,400 Watts into a
1Ohm load $20.009 each.

DENON

dicates on the subject of ahigh-quality pure-audio application of high-density CD, and to raise awareness in the audio
community of the issues involved. We refer to these formats
as HQAD (High Quality Audio Disc) to distinguish them
from the current Red Book CD-DA standard.
2. Purpose of this Document
The purpose of this document is to present the consensus
opinion ola sector of the audio industry on suitable format(s)
for ahigh-density CD intended to deliver sound only
(HQAD).
The following were important starting points in our
thinking:
•There is areal possibility that carriers such as this HQAD
will become the de facto standard over adecade, effectively
replacing CD-DA.
•The audio community will not be content with acarrier
that uses psychoacoustically-based data-reduction schemes
such as AC-3 or MUSICAM alone.
•There is arapidly growing interest in multichannel music
systems. A carrier with adata capacity higher than that of
CD would make such systems possible.
•Recently audio engineers have begun to explore methods
of enhancing CD resolution because it is increasingly understood that the existing CD-DA 16-bit/44.1kHz channel is
inadequate.
3. Extent of discussion and authorship
This document is aconsensus proposal from the Technical
Subcommittee of Acoustic Renaissancejor Audio, afree body
dedicated to advancing audio quality.
The members of this committee, their advisors and all affiliations are appended in section 13. In particular, opinions have
been obtained from these industry sectors:
•Recording and record publishing
•Broadcast
•Audio engineering academics
•CD player manufacturing
•Virtual Reality developers
4. Requirements of software producers
Indications from the audio-recording community are:
•Playing time for an audio disc need be no longer than for
CD-DA (officially 74 minutes; in later practice, 84 minutes).
•Only one editing session can be afforded for any given
session (disc). A two-stage mixdown, first to surround
and then to two-channel, may be the preferred method, as
shown in fig.l.
•Mastering should be astraightforward process, preferably consisting of only one pass with the minimum opportunity for operator error.

Fig. IGeneral production scheme of HQAD Master.
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•The disc specification should take realistic account of currently installed hardware. This last point firmly suggests a
specification rooted in sampling frequencies based on 48kHz.
5. Requirements of HQAD player makers
Indications from the player-manufacturing community arc:
•Proposals that allow improved sound quality, whether by
increasing resolution, frequency range or the number of channels, should not impose asignificant cost penalty on the
lowest-common-denominator DVD player, primarily envisaged for movie application.
•Proposals for improved sound-quality delivery should be
such that the lowest-common-denominator player can play
some part of the audio disc.
•The structure of the disc should be hierarchical, so that only
those products that access more advanced or sophisticated
features need to use more silicon or signal processing.
•The system should be designed so that high-quality or full
implementation can be made using the "transport" plus "decoder" architecture This means that an interface will be needed
to transfer data from the player and should be planned for.
•The system should be designed to give maximum flexibility in developing the signal-processing and coding techniques through the lifetime of the format, giving avery wide
set of options and opportunities for manufacturing and
recording companies to satisfy niche markets.
•All players should be obliged to access basic two-channel
stereo, and all discs should carry this at aminimum.
6. Requirements of the audio community
The audio community is putting considerable effort into
pushing the limits of resolution of the current CD-DA channel, using techniques such as noise-shaping, pre-emphasis
and buried-data techniques. [10] [2] [15] [21] [1] [24] [25]
[22] [27]
An overwhelming requirement of the audio community
is to have acarrier that does not use data-reduction methods
which essentially throw away those parts of the audio data
that arc argued to be inaudible, such as MPEG, PASC, or AC3. The HQAD should use linear PCM encoding as abasis.
There is ageneral consensus that 16-bit 44.1kHz linear
PCM is inadequate. The question is, how do we balance
pushing the envelope outwards?
It would seem to be reasonable to design the channel
according to the capabilities of the human receiver, and an
obvious set of parameters would accurately encode the entire
auditory range of the listener, namely:
1. Full spherical recording
2. Frequency range from DC to at least 25kHz in air
3. Dynamic range from inaudible to 120dB spl.
6.1 Precision: Here are some relevant factors.
•Stuart has shown in [25] that alinear PCM channel requires
21.5 bits resolution without noise-shaping to encode noiselessly from the average human hearing threshold to 120dB.
•The 1% percentile on threshold for young listeners is up
to 15dB lower, although room or recording-venue noise
rarely is, and there is little prospect in the lifetime of this carrier
of designing associated electronics with an overall dynamic
range greater than the equivalent of 22-bit.
•Stuart and Wilson have shown that with psychoacoustically
optimized noise-shaping achannel could obtain two bits'
extra effective resolution and subjective dynamic range. This
subjective advantage can be extended to three bits by combining noise-shaping with pre-emphasis. [24]
•Recordings using noise-shaping arc highly vulnerable to
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corruption by carelessly or inadvertently applied digital filtering, or by other DSP operations in the mastering or replay
stages.
•The same problem applies to recordings using buried-data
techniques to optimize the channel (XtraBits, HDCD,
Pioneer, etc.). [10] [15] [21]
•Fielder has argued that 120dB spl is not an adequately high
limit; he proposes 129dB. [4]
•Current-day converter technology has converged on 20-bit,
with limited prospects of significant real progress in terms
of dynamic range in the next five years.
•Current-day DSP machinery is progressively moving to
24-bit basic precision.
6.2 Frequency range: There is arequirement to sample at
ahigher rate than CD-DA, justified as follows:
•The main body of psychoacoustics literature shows that
the audible frequency range of steady tones for young adults
extends from below 10Hz to 18kHz mean, with 1% able to
hear 25kHz tones. On the face of it, therefore, achannel capable of conveying all the sounds people can hear with their
ears should be able to convey 25kHz.
•There is abody of opinion, based largely on anecdotal evidence, that spl in the supersonic region has an effect on perception. [19] [20]
•The audio community is in general agreement that achannel
limited by 44.1kHz sampling is too tight, leading to 20kHz
restriction with anarrow transition band. This tight specification has led to significant implementation difficulties.
In addition, we have to remember that the major investment in recording, production and broadcast is in machinery
sampling at 48kHz.

6.3 Full spherical recording: While there may be some disagreement about the desirable frequency or dynamic ranges
of an audio carrier, no-one can be in any doubt that there arc
considerable and immediately obvious benefits to reproducing sound from more than just the frontal horizontal quadrant.
There is an increasing awareness of and demand for the
increased realism that results from taking "stereo" beyond
two speakers. There is currently considerable interest in
surround-sound techniques, and this is fueled by the better source in CD-DA and DSP. [26]
•A very satisfactory core technology exists, in the form of
Ambisonics, that permits an open approach to recording, conveying and reproducing asoundfield. At the heart of the
Ambisonic approach is the concept that the soundfield can be
described by four hierarchical signals, namely W (mono),
X (Left-Right velocity), Y (Front-Back velocity) and Z
(Up-Down velocity). From W, X, Y, Z any speaker array
can be fed optimum signals. [6] [12] [7] [26]
•By far the largest consumer-installed base of surround
sound is in home cinema systems. The more demanding
DVD customer is expected to have loudspeaker arrays correspondingto the cinema 5.1 arrangement of Left, Center,
Right, Surround Right, Surround Left and Bass Effects (hereafter called the 5.1 layout and abbreviated and paired as L,
R; C, E; Ls, Rs). Alternatively in the future, afull bandwidth
Echannel may be allocated to height information in cinema
applications.
•The digital soundtracks for movie and TV will be broadcast
or recorded as speaker feeds for these arrays?
6.4 Dynamic Range Control: One of the aims of this proposal is to provide afull-dynamic-range option for those
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

consumers who are in aposition to exploit it. However there
arc circumstances in which, due to high levels of background
noise or restricted loudness, the dynamic range may usefully
be reduced. Under these circumstances the decoding equipment could control the dynamic range in amanner sympathetic to the program material.
It has been shown in [13] and [14] that such acontrol can
be provided by analyzing the audio during the production
process. The full dynamic range is conveyed on the disc, along
with control data which can be used to apply dynamic-range
reduction when required. This broadcast technique also has
advantages in the HQAD application:
•The full dynamics are preserved unchanged on the HQAD.
•The signal analysis, which can be complex, becomes
integrated in the mastering process.
•Relatively simple signal processing is needed to implement
this feature in the player/decoder.
Such aprocess has already been developed and included
in the specification of the EU147 Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) system.

PART 2: SUGGESTIONS &POSSIBLE STRATEGIES
7. Number of channels
The following DVD audio features are assumed:
•The basic movie player will provide outputs for two speaker
feeds (Dolby Surround encoded as Lt and Re).
•More advanced player/decoder combinations will use the
5.1 layout fed from a384kb/s AC-3, MUSICAM, or similar lossy-encoded data stream.
7.1 Minimum requirement: The pure audio disc (HQAD)
needs to be able to work simply with these speaker layouts.
We suggest that five full-bandwidth channels are the minimum required.
7.2 Subwoofer feeds: We strongly recommend that music
should not be recorded to layouts with amono subwoofer,
since single-subwoofer replay is very inferior in terms of
energy response and spaciousness. The subwoofer feed
should be generated by the end-user's equipment in the
equivalent of the surround decoder function. This function
will be present in equipment capable of decoding Dolby Surround and should be user-selectable according to customer
preference or the capabilities of the loudspeakers.
7.3 Ambisonic process: We have determined that it is possible to take an Ambisonic W, X, Y (and Zif necessary) set and
to "decode" these to provide signals for recording onto the
HQAD, and therefore, for reproduction via astandardized
five-speaker arrangement.
By this method asoundfield recording or mix can be
played simply on astandard 5.1 speaker layout.
For more advanced or higher-performance installations,
the five feeds can be decoded back to W, X, Y (and Z) for reoperation into other layouts.
7.4 Effects channel: In the current cinema 5.1 systems, five
full-bandwidth channels arc augmented by a0.1 (200Hz
bandwidth) bass-effects channel. We suggest that this be used
3Note: There is an important distinction between the signal called "speaker feeds'
L. R; C, E; Ls, Rs, and the hierarchical signals W. X, Y. Z in Ambisonk s, which
require decoding to aspeaker layout. The advantage of the hierarchical signals is
that they can be decoded to installations using any number of speakers, starting
with one.
4Lt and Rt are the recognized symbols for the Left Total and Right Total twochannel-compatible downmix of surround material. In Dolby terminology, Lt and
Rs may be encoded as Dolby Surround as well as forming a2-channel compatible feed.
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as achannel which adds low-frequency power-handling for
special contemporary or experimental material. (It is not
required for normal acoustic recordings.)
This sixth channel should be defined as afull-bandwidth
channel. It could then be flagged in associated data/subcode
as an Effects channel, to be used:
•for low frequency effects,
•as achannel conveying height information, for example
the Z component of Ambisonics, or
•as an unassigned channel for special applications.
In the event that this channel is unused, or carries only lowfrequency information, the data rate on the disc will automatically be reduced by the packing method proposed.
Therefore, on material not requiring height information, longer playing times or higher resolution can be chosen at the
producer's discretion.
7.5 Two-channel compatibility: In all audio systems there
is an issue of down-compatibility.
In considering how two-speaker systems will play surround recordings, we see anumber of options and pointers.
One less desirable option for two-speaker listening is to use
the CD-DA version of the recordine We feel that this option
penalizes the two-speaker listener, who does not gain access
to the highest sound quality. In any event, producers will need
to provide aLt, Rt mixdown for the CD-DA release, and we
have examined alternative methods for making this available along with the high-quality surround mix.
We have considered the following options for providing
atwo-speaker feed:
1. Convey six channels as L, R, C, E, Ls, Rs. Provide DSP
downmixing in all players to matrix to two channels in amanner analogous to the AC-3 downmix of 5.1 to 2. This method
is not favored, as it would add signal-processing to all players
and disadvantage the two-channel downmix from an artistic
point of view.
2. Arrange amatrix such that six channels conveyed on
the disc are not speaker feeds as L, R, C, E, Ls, Rs, but Lt,
Rt, C, E, Ls, Rs. The Lt and Rt would be downmixed 5to
2before mastering in such away that asophisticated decoder
could extract the original Land R. This method requires either
known matrices or asubcode to describe the matrices. If the
latter approach is taken, then there is aproblem designing
and fitting out new downmixing equipment that is able to
write the associated mix data. A further problem with this
scheme arises in processing and reissuing original twochannel mixes for surround. [11] [8]
3. Convey eight channels as L, R, C, E, Ls, Rs, with Lt and
Rt in addition. This method has the considerable advantage
of simplicity for recording companies, mastering houses and
hardware makers. There is no real requirement for the Lt and
Rt channels to be time-aligned with the surround mix,
although that may prove to be beneficial to compression
ratios.
We are firmly in favor of option 3, so long as packing (lossless
compression) is used and the options for full surround are
not ignored. Although many sophisticated schemes can be
considered for downmixing matrices operating in the players,
this strategy will always lead to more working difficulties
in production and in replay-hardware design.
5We envisage aproposal in the lishiba/WEA format, aimed at single inventory,
to release HQAD discs with high-density information on one side and aconventional CD-DA on the other. It is not clear how this can be made to work reliably
with all Red Book players, since the optical layer will be 0.6mm nearer to the objective, or how the optics designed for 0.6mm can play CD-DA. We also imagine that
Philips/Sony may propose single inventory, placing the CD-DA on the back layer
and the HQAD on the front, lower-reflectivity layer of atwo-layer disc.
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However, option 2remains useful when minimizing audio
data rate is paramount, as in the case of sending three or five
high-quality audio channels with MPEG-2 video.
8. Sampling frequency
Although on the face of it 55kHz is the minimum sampling
rate necessary to encode all audible sounds, we recommend
aspecification that is based on multiples of the 48kHz rate
found to be standard in professional audio and in AC-3. We
see an advantage in permitting the development of quality
improvements that higher sampling rates would bring, and
suggest that 48kHz and 96kHz are the only options required.
Although at first sight 96kHz may appear to be grossly
wasteful of data rate, this is not the case if packing (lossless
compression) is used. In section 10.2 we point out that the
packed data rate for 96kHz sampling may typically be only
30% greater than that for the same material sampled at
48kHz, and can be less if the full 40kHz bandwidth offered
by 96kHz sampling is reduced.
Having carefully considered all the factors, and assuming lossless packing to be used, we conclude that it is not necessary to cater for compromise sample rates such as 60kHz,
66.15kHz, 72kHz or 88.2kHz.
We further propose that MPEG packed-audio streams be
defined for 48kHz and 96kHz and that these are both always
present on the disc. In the majority of cases, one or the other
will be sent null data, but there are circumstances in which
both may be required and this structure allows for more flexible evolution to 96kHz operation on the part of hardware
and software providers.
9. Precision
In view of the known dynamic range of human hearing,
recording spaces and analog electronics, we feel comfortable in recommending channels that can obtain the audible
equivalent of 21.5-bit precision when noise-shaping or a
combination of noise-shaping with pre- and de-emphasis
is used.
As aguideline, this would imply arequirement of:
•20-bit precision for channels sampled at 48kHz.
•14-bit [minimum] precision for channels sampled at 96kHz.
Because pre-emphasis is not helpful to packed audio channels, and because a14-bit specification is unlikely to find
favor, 16 bits at 96kHz is the practical alternative—one which
fits in well with existing machinery and interfaces.
10. Channel coding
In the end decisions about numbers of channels, precision
and sampling frequency converge on a"bit budget."
10.1 Signal processing: Linear and psychoacoustically correct coding methods are known which can improve the performance of linear-PCM channels. The two principal methods
are noise-shaping and pre-/de-emphasis. [10] [2] [1] [24]
Noise shaping can be made open-choice at the discretion
of the recording producer.
Pre-/de-emphasis requires standardization. Although them
arc better choices, the standard CD-DA 50/15ps will have
to be provided by any player capable of playing CD-DA as
well, and so should not be ruled out as an option.6
10.2 Lossless coding: We strongly recommend that the highquality audio channels be losslessly coded (packed). Signal
processing has advanced to the state where the data-reduction
6It should be noted that the optimum pre-/de-emphasis for 96kHz sampling is
different from those optimized at lower sampling rates.
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benefits of such coding are too good to pass by. Unlike
perceptual or lossy data reduction, lossless coding does not
alter the final decoded transmitted signal in any way, but
merely "packs" the audio data more efficiently into asmaller
data rate.
Existing lossless audio data compression systems are
optimized for reducing average data rate, but not for reduction
of peak data rate or for optimum results at high sampling
rates such as 96kHz. We have determined simple-to-decode
methods optimized for these latter requirements.
The process of packing PCM becomes more efficient as
sampling rate is increased. For example, packed 96kHz audio
does not double the data rate of packed 48kHz as you would
expect; the increase is more like 30%.
10.3 Lossless coding guidelines: We are aware of relatively
simple-to-decode packing and unpacking techniques that
should allow the lossless data compression shown in Table
1for five or more associated channels. We anticipate that
higher compression rates can be obtained with development
over arelatively short period. (Compression is shown as the
saving in bits per sample per channel.)

20- or 24-bit. In addition, the standard can be arranged so
that choices regarding input wordlength, number of active
channels and bandwidth are automatically handled by the
coding, without manual intervention by producer or end-user.
10.7 High-quality audio with MPEG-2 video: Consideration should also be given to using the proposed high-quality
packed audio alongside MPEG2 video data and the compressed audio AC-3/MUSICAM.
It seems likely that there are anumber of applications possible that will benefit from compromises between audio quality, video quality and playing time different from those made
in the movie versions of the discs.
For example, slowly-moving or graphical video data could
accompany high-quality surround recordings. Alternatively,
for some types of music, such as opera, MPEG-2 pictures
could accompany ahigh-quality sound track using two chan-

Table I Data-rate reduction: bitslsamplelchannel
Sampling kHz

Peak

Average

48

0

6

96

5

8

10.4 Pre-emphasis and lossless coding: We have determined that, for packed channels, the use of pre- and deemphasis gives no advantage in coded-data rate for agiven
noise performance. Therefore, pre- and de-emphasis are only
of benefit when used with linear PCM channels that are not
losslessly coded, and should not be used with losslessly coded
channels.

Fig .2 General decoding scheme of DVD video player.

10.5 Noise-shaping and lossless coding: Psychoacoustic
noise-shaping of the PCM audio channels may be used, along
with lossless coding, to create apacked channel with perceptual improvements of about 3bits at 48kHz and 5.5 bits
at 96kHz.
For 96kHz recordings some noise-shaping is encouraged,
in order to optimize the subjective dynamic range and overall
data rate.
10.6 Lossless coding for flexible wordlength: It is possible to design the lossless-coding specification in such away
that at the mastering stage the record producer can make a
personal tradeoff between playing time, frequency range,
number of active channels and precision. The packed channel
can convey this choice implicitly in its control data, and the
system operation will be transparent to the user.
This scenario has the following benefits:
•A producer mastering at 48kHz can control the incoming
precision and trade playing time or channels (eg, with or without data in E) for noise-floor.
•A producer mastering at 96kHz can also trade bandwidth
for playing time, active channels and precision.
By way of examples:
a) playing time or precision may be extended by prefiltering information above 30kHz
b) playing time or precision may be extended by only supplying a2, 3or 4-channel mix.
The technical standard for lossless coding can specify the
maximum input and output wordlength, possibly as either

Fig.3 General decoding scheme of HQAD player, showing possibility of
the high-quality audio decoder being implemented as an outboard unit.

nels of packed audio (eg Lt and Rt at 48kHz and 20-bit
nominal)?
Within acommon standard, producers could choose
between anumber of viable high-quality options.
10.8 HQAD player concept: Figs.2 and 3show outline
player architectures.

PART 3: PROPOSALS

11. The HQAD bit budget

7In these cases, where minimizing audio data rate is paramount, the Lt and Rt mix
could be matrix-encoded with amethod such as Dolby Surround, or alternatively
the standard could be extended to allow asmaller number of high-quality sound
channels in addition to Lt and Rt, along with more advanced matrix-decoding information, to enable adecoder to play to 5speakers.
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Table 2estimates the bit budget for HQAD and compares
it to CD-DA. Within the constraints of 9MB/s peak data rate
for SD (11MB/s for MMCD) and close to 74 minutes' playing
time, several options exist, including those shown.
We have allocated eight channels to audio, 384kb/s to aparallel lossy-compressed AC-3 or MUSICAM channel, and
a48kb/s channel to aparallel data or subcode channel.
In Table 2, there are three columns describing data rate in
MB/s. The first, labeled "Input' is the worst-case rate of data
in the uncompressed recording being fed to the mastering
process. The second column, labeled "Ch Peak," gives the
expected maximum data rate in the packed channel-ie, on
the disc. The last column shows the average disc data rate
and is used to compute playing time.
These figures assume alossless packing scheme optimized
for peak rate reduction. They also assume 48kHz 20-bit or
96kHz 16-bit signals having relatively moderate compressibility and the compression ratios given in Table 1.
If one or more of the channels is unmodulated, eg, if the
C channel or the Echannel or the Ls and Rs channels are not
used, or is modulated with ahighly compressible signal such
as abass-effects channel, then the data rates will be smaller
than those shown, and playing times will be longer.
Table 2
fa

Audio

Precision AC-3 or Subcode
Musitam

kbls

Data Rate Mbls

kHz Channels

Bits

44.1

2

16

ToshibalWEA 48
(SD)
96

8
8

20
16

384
384

176
176

Phillips/Sony 48

8

20

384

176

8.24

8

16

384

176

14 38

Play Capacity

Input Ch Peak Ch Ave mina

GByte

1.41

1.41

1.41

74

0.78

8.24
I2.8S

8.24
9.01

5.94
6.70

112
99

5.00
5.00

8.24

5.94

83

3.7

10.54

8.24
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3.7

HQAD

(MMCD1

12.5 MPEG type audio data stream: It is recommended
that the MPEG-compatible packed audio stream should have,
in all eight channels, separate fields for 48kHz-sampled and
96kHz-sampled signal components. These fields may be set
to zero or to null status if not used, and will then occupy virtually no data rate in packed form. hi the basic use, as described
in section 8, either one or other of the fields would be null.
12.6 Pre- and de-emphasis: Not permitted for packed
channels.
12.7 Two-channel compatibility: By provision of Lt and
Rt at high precision.
12.8 Budget player compatibility: By provision of alossycompressed AC-3, MUSICAM or similar mix.

Outline Calculations of HCD-DA
Lossless compression on all 8channels

CD-DA

1. 48kHz, 24-bit maximum, or
2. 96kHz, 20-bit maximum
Normally only 20 bits would be used at 48kHz and 16 bits
at 96kHz, however, the producer has the option to use more
data with material that compresses well, or when some channels are not used. (Obviously, limited by the maximum
allowed data rate in the packed channel.)
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12. Specification keypoints for High-Quality Audio Disc
12.1 Mandatory:
•All players for video must play Lt and Rt channels from the
audio disc (HQAD), using either the lossy or the lossless
compressed versions.
12.2 Channels:
1. Eight full bandwidth (ie, DC to half-Nyquist) channels
of high-quality sound. The basic data shall be at the disc
producer's discretion.
2. Two speaker feeds Lt, Rt, of any origin but including
amixdown from the surround, and either:
•Six speaker feeds of any origin and paired as L, R: C, E; Ls,
Rs, or
•Six channels, including five speaker feeds L, R; C; Ls, Rs
suited for five-speaker reproduction coded in astandardized way from Ambisonic sources so as to be decodable back
to Ambisonic format, with Z carried in the Echannel, or
•Six speaker feeds of any origin and re-directable by subcode
These options shall be recognizable in co-temporal subcode
and/or in aheader at the start of the disc. (There are significant
advantages to having both.)
12.3 Channel coding:
1. Linear PCM
2. Lossless compression (packing) applied to all eight
channels.
12.4 Precision and sampling frequency:
Two disc-maker options permitted:
8This method might be advantageous if the standard finally adopted included the
non-preferred option of having Lt and Rt be 48kHz non-compressed audio.
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12.9 Digital outputs: Several requirements are highlighted:
•A high-speed interface to pass what is effectively the
"video" datastream from the CD decoder IC to an outboard
decoder.9
•For players using on-board decoding, amultichannel serial
interface capable of running at the higher speeds, say up to
96kHz. This serial interface should also carry channel status
information; for example, on pre-emphasis and use of channels (Lt, Rt, L, R, C, E, Ls, Rs, Z, bass effects, Ambisonics etc.).
We further recommend that the serial interface be coded in
such away that correlated jitter distortions are not generated by using the interface.
•For players using on-board decoding, there may be aneed
to down-sample 96kHz material to 48kHz to provide astandard S/PDIF interface.
12.10 Additional data channels:
•Some kind of header to determine use of subcode and identify use of channels, including E as bass effects, height or
other, in addition to pre-emphasis flags.
•Additional data packets conveying copyright details, additional track information such as title, lyrics or musical score
information, and multimedia or other applications may be
inserted between audio data packets.
•Additional data packets conveying data for dynamic range
control.
12.11 3-speaker support: To allow asimple standard method
of downmixing the surrounds (Ls and Rs) into three front
speakers, additional support is suggested in the data channels
or header of 12.10 as follows:
•Coefficients or tables for the preferred mixing level and
stereo width of Ls, Rs channels into Land R. These mixing
coefficients may be standardized values or chosen by the producer for optimum artistic effect.
12.12 Absolute sound level datum: The header information
9Any standards for amultichannel audio data stream should be compatible with
equipment handling MPEG-2 data streams, since MPEG-stream digital recorders
and interfaces will be widely available and will be aconvenient format for transferring recordings for mastering.
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of section 12.10 should include an indicator of the reproduced
sound-pressure level by defining the acoustic gain required
in the playback system. A code should be present that indicates "not known." 1°
It is possible that players could use this information to
"level" loudness on successive recordings.
PART 4: SUPPORTING INFORMATION
13. Who is taking part in this discussion?
Discussion-group members, with their relevant affiliations,
arc as follows.
13.1 Technical Subcommittee, Acoustic Renaissance for
Audio: Tony Griffiths. Technical Director Decca Recording
Company. Fellow Audio Engineering Society, Member Acoustic
Renaissancefor Audio, Chairman Technical Subcommittee National
Sound Archive, Member IEE, Member Royal Television Society.
Professor Malcolm Hawksford. University of Essex. Fellow Audio Engineering Society, Fellow Institute ifAcoustics, Fellow IEE, Member Acoustic Renaissancefin' Audio.
David Meares. R&D Manager (Audio & Acoustics), BBC
Radio Research & Development Department. Fellow Institute
ofAcoustics, Member Audio Engineering Society, Member Acoustic
Renaissancefor Audio, Member IEE.
Bob Stuart. Chairman and Technical Director, Meridian
Audio Ltd. Visiting Fellow Essex University, Fellow Audio
Engineering Society, Member Acoustical Society ofAmerica, Chairman Acoustic Renaissancefor Audio, Member XtraBits, Member
Technical Subcommittee National Sound Archive, Member IEE
and IEEE.
13.2 Advisors: Peter Craven. Consultant. Member Audio
Engineering Society, Member XtraBits.
Michael Gerzon. Consultant. Gold Medalist and Fellow
Audio Engineering Society, Member XtraBits, Member Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio.
Hiro Negishi. Director D&D Centre, Canon Inc. Member Audio Engineering Society, Member Institute of Acoustics,
Founder Acoustic Renaissance for Audio.
Francis Rurnsey. University of Guildford. Member Audio
Engineering Society, Member Acoustic Renaissancefor Audio.
Chris 'fravis. Division Ltd. Member Audio Engineering Society.
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RICHARD J. ROSEN AND LONNIE BROWNELL
TAKE YOU ON ADAY-BY-DAY
VIRTUAL-REALITY TRIP THROUGH HI-FI '95,
THE

STEREOPHILE

HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW,

WITH ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
M ICHAEL FREMER, ROBERT HARLEY,
JACK ENGLISH, ROBERT DEUTSCH,
GUY LEMCOE, JONATHAN SCULL,
SHANNON DICKSON, W ES PHILLIPS,
THOMAS J. NORTON, PETER W .M ITCHELL,
J. GORDON HOLT, STEVEN STONE,
AND JOHN ATKINSON.

T

ired of the same ol' show reports? Ready for a"new
school" show report? No? Read this anyway. If you
couldn't make it to Hi-Fi '95—or even if you did—
we're your ears, eyes, and, most importantly, your feet, and
we'll take you on arollercoaster ride through the funzonc
rooms of smoke and mirrors that were The Show.
When this is all over, you'll feel like you were there.
(According to my calculations, approximately one out often
Stereophile readers turned out, so maybe you were there) You'll
swear that you, too, were acub reporter for Stereophile—
with all the rights, responsibilities, and fallen arches pertaining
thereto—combing the hallways, trying to find the essence
of The Show (and maybe some free CDs). Heck, you'll be
ready to write ashow report! But, lucky you, we've already
done it. So put that typewriter away, strap on the VR helmet, and get ready to float down the Stream of Consciousness
with us. ..
which brings us to. ..

Thompson's Rumor & Sigh LP (British pressing at that), Matthew Sweet's Girlfriend LP, and the following CDs: James
Carter's Jurassic Classics, Phil Alvin's County Fair 2000, Al
Kooper's Releooperation, Mose Allison's The Earth Wants You,
Junior Brown's Guit With It, The Whitstine Brothers' Sing
the Gospel Hits of the Louvins, Dave Alvin's King of Caltfornia,
and Mickey Hart's Planet Drum. You can employ these items
yourself; where they're used in the report, to make it just that
much more realistic.
Furthermore, you can start this project well-rested, but
you should read only one day's report per day, stay up late,
get up early, and sleep fitfully in the short time you're in bed.
This will greatly enhance the "you-are-there" effect. You
can use your own system (or systems, if you have more than
one) in place of the Show systems we describe; it probably
won't sound even close, but just pretend, for God's sake—
okay?

PREP TIME

DISCLAIMERS, WAIVERS,
NOTICES OF INDEMNIFICATION

In order to enjoy this ride to the fullest, you should have a
number of items on hand: agood-quality cigar, some fine,
single-malt scotch whiskey, lunches, dinners, Richard
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The following are our highly impressionable impressions,
based upon one- or two-cut auditions in often-crowded
rooms. It should be noted that shows are tough places to get
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it together sound-wise (some of the reasons for which will
become apparent as you read on). Setting up in asmall and
unfamiliar hotel room can be like trying to stuff 10 lbs of
sound into a5-lb bag.
By the same token, good sound at ashow is something
ola minor miracle that may or may not be achieved elsewhere
—though it's most likely avery.promising sign. Remember
at all times that show conditions are not ideal for conclusively
evaluating equipment. So, if we rag on the sound produced
in agiven room, it's not agiven that such stuff is doomed
to alife of mediocrity. Far from it!

ONE LAST THING

We—Richard & Lonnie—are writing this, but from now on
it's all me. That is, we'll both be writing, with no indication
of who's saying what, both in the first-person singular and
in the first-person plural—just because I(we) can. You may
find it abit confusing, but you'll get used to it—trust me.
And me, too. Ready? Here we go ...
Ti-IURSDAY: DAY ONE
Even if you did make it to The Show, you probably didn't
make it in on Thursday. Thursday was the newfangled
"industry-only" day—kind ola one-day CES-style thing
where dealers, distributors, pressfolk, and other assorted
insiders could see each other, try to do some biz, and dryrun their setups in arelatively uncrowded atmosphere. Good
thing, too; Iand Iran into Chris Jensen of Sonic Frontiers
in one of the hallways right as The Show was opening. Chris
looked just ever-so-slightly ruffled.
"What's wrong, Chris?" "Well, someone stole abox from
the airport loading dock containing all our tubes, including
some 1940s-vintage 211s!" Thinking quickly for such an
early hour, Isuggested he point his rental car toward Van
Nuys tube guys, ARS. "Good idea!" ser Chris, who exited
excitedly and did just that.
As it turns out, Iheard of some "security" cam videotape
of the unloaders unloading the Sonic Frontiers stuff There's
agap in the footage where someone might have turned off
or unplugged the camera, and, like magic, the box is gone!
Who would want abunch of old 211s, anyway? State and
federal authorities are on the lookout for any suspicious
characters in the greater Metropolitan LA area who may have
aB-17 bomber.'
Having done my good deed for the day, Isettled into
Showgoing mode: guidebook open, heavy-duty literature
bag slung over my shoulder, head casting about for interesting-looking stuff. First stop was the downstairs concourses, filled with booths populated mainly by people selling
LPs and CDs, cables, accessories, and the like. Iwas pleased
to immediately find Brian Hartsell's The Analog Room,
Jim's Hot Vinyl, and Quality Rare Records within catswinging range of each other. There's nothing like flipping
through old LPs to make me feel at home.
A very popular destination was the combination HeadRoom/Sennheiser booth, which also served as the communications base for Show visitors who are fellow members
of The Audiophile Network, or TAN. HeadRoom's HeadGuy Tyll Hertsens and his business and life partner, Veronica,
had an amazing setup, with vinyl and CD playback avail1Imay have spotted some suspects recently while surfing at Pipes in Encinita.e.
aB-17 was flying south, low along the coast. Probably trying to make it to Mexico.

Headroom's Tyll Hertsens offered Showgoers the chance to A/B his
headphone amplifier with aKrell, aMcCormack, and this gorgeous
tubed Cary.

able through every combination of HeadRoom product and
headphone you could imagine. They also had aheadphoneamp blind shootout using the following four 'phone amps:
aHome HeadRoom, aCary tube amp (used as aheadphone
amp!), aKrell, and aMcCormack.
I'm ahappy owner of aHeadRoom Supreme—and so am
I. While groovin' to "After the Lights Go Down Low," from
Al Kooper's Rekooperation, Ipicked the Krell and the Cary
as my favorites, while Iliked the HeadRoom and the Cary.
Interesting, eh?
Ialso stopped briefly at the Kimber Kable/Illuminati
booth, where Ray ICimber's elves seemed to be making up
cables 'round the clock—perhaps to help out unfortunate
exhibitors who came up short alcable or two. Ialso said hello
to Mr. Illuminati, Chris Sonunovigo; he had his new flexible
Data Flex Studio cable prominently on display, which looks
like it'll be useable in many more systems than was his "stiffie"
cable. Time to go check out the main part of The Show peppered about eight floors of hallways upstairs. But where do
I/we begin?
Why not at the top?! Ihit the elevator's 12th-floor button, and before Iknew it Iwas wandering into the Sony suite,
where an impressive (and generally unavailable Stateside)
array of gold-faced Sony gear was driving their new SS-M9
speakers (which are, or will be, available in the US of A). These
are the biggest brothers in the line that includes the SS-M3
and SS-M7 speakers, the latter of which Barry Willis dug
at the Miami Stereophile Show last year.
We spun what was to become our main demo disc ofThe
Show:Jurassic Classics, by 25-year-old, jazzy, reed-playin'
phenom James Carter. This kid can take you on awild,
honlcin' ride through standards while managing to draw from
blues to free jazz and everywhere in between. "This is afantastic album," said John Holmes, the Sony rep. "What label
is it on?" Why, DIW/Columbia. It's aSony! Perhaps you've
heard of them? Playing "Sandu," Sony was, in fact, getting
some damned fine sound: clean, extended, with nothing
edgy—which was agratifying thing to experience in the very
first room of the Show! Could things get better?
Not immediately. We popped next door into the Audio
Note room. My guess is that things were still settling in a
bit; I've heard the Audio Note gear with roughly the same
setup sound anywhere from alow of "damn fine" to ahigh
of"so seductively good it oughtta be illegal," so Iwas expect-

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE FLIPPING THROUGH OLD LPS TO MAKE ME FEEL AT HOME.
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PLUS IT TOO!

The Goldmund Mimesis 12 D/A Converter may now be updated with the Mimesis 12+ new Digital Interface.

If you buy anew Goldmund Mimesis 12+, you now have
3switchable inputs, both equipped with balanced XLR
and coaxial RCA connectors.
•
The Mimesis 12+ uses the new Goldmund "Plus" technology
introduced last year by Goldmund in the Mimesis 10+.
The new "Plus" technology considerably improves the Digital
Interface jitter cancellation, allowing amore linear D/A conversion,
with less-than-ever "digital" sound.
•
To help the numerous owners of a Mimesis 12, Goldmund offers
an upgrade kit, providing your Mimesis 12 with all the sonic
advantages of a Mimesis 12+.
•

o

For the owner of aGoldmund Mimesis 12, accessing to the Mimesis
"Plus" technology is as easy as plugging anew Dif12 module to
replace the original Dif1 module.
•

Find more details on the first Hi-End Audio Internet Server at
Http://Nexus.TheNetch/-Goldmund
Call 1-800-430 30 32 for the Goldmund Dealer near you.

GOLDMUND
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ing alot. Iasked our host, Leonard Norwitz, to put on the
one LP Iwas carting around: Richard Thompson's Rumor
& Sigh. The song in question, "1952 Vincent Black Lightning!' is one that can raise goosebumps on acorpse, given
the proper conditions, but, ah ...
it wasn't doing it. Emotionally muted is the phrase that popped into my mind. In
all fairness, it was later confirmed that this wasn't all that hot
ola pressing; but still, Iexpected more. Leonard also sensed
that things weren't swinging, so he pulled it. His Jose
Feliciano cut had alittle more life to it, but it still wasn't up
to the usual magical standards I'd come to expect. Ah, show
conditions. ..
BNS van den Berghe is anew kid in town, by way of the
Netherlands, and Mr. Frans van den Berghe came all the way
to L.A. to show his loudspeakers to folks like us. They're
interfaced to the bases by way of asubstantial "lazy-Susan"
swivel bearing arrangement, which oughtta make toe-in
adjustments abreeze (and mark these as some truly swingin'
speakers). The natural wood top and face pieces are removable, with astyle and finish certain to match the many moods
of most of us.
Just when I'm about to give 'em alisten, apower glitch
cripples the system. "You gentleman will come back, won't
you?" Let's find out, shall we? We have been granted virtually
absolute power over time and space, after all. Isee one—
no, two—days into the future. ..
the picture's still alittle
hazy. ..
(I control the horizontal, he controls the vertical.)
Ahh, yes. Ihear one of the classical Classic Records releases
being played on the Townshend turntable, and it sounds like
music!
We sauntered into the Cardas/Convergent Audio Technology/Hales room, apparently oblivious to some kind of
early setup woes busily being attended to by CAT's George
Cardas and Ken Stevens. Actually, Idid notice that everyone looked alittle dour, as if they had breakfasted on lemons.
lust let us know when we can spin some of our material!'
George sullenly leaned down very close and spake but asingle

word: "to-mo-rrow. .." Uhhh ...00ps. That's okay, let's
not wait. We'll come back, alright? Thanks.
Next stop: Telma Sonic, makers of vibration-absorbing
bricks. Iasked them to play "After the Lights Go Down Low,"
and they did. ..
one speaker at atime. As the music was
switched to and fro between the speaker without treatment
and the one with the absorber mounted on the back, the tight
organ soul-funk piece sounded decidedly tighter coming
from the "fro" source. And they're not just for speakers
anymore—they also come integrated into stands and equipment shelves. The updated, positive-locking magnetic
mounting seemed more than secure enough to not set you
aworryin' they're gonna plop off the back of your speaks.
Iwonder if anyone's tried putting them on both speakers.
Nakarnichi was sporting their Dragon transport, power
supply/remote control, and DAC units. These are elegant,
gloss-black aluminum chassis suspended from rosewood
blocks and viscously (Viciously!) damped. Even the remote
is sandwiched 'twixt little rosewood slabs, and the transport
is hermetically gasket-sealed against airborne vibration and
other nastiness. Combined with Mark Levinson electronics
and Sonus Faber speakers, the system was making some
clean and detailed, slightly bottom-light sound on James
Carter's "Sandu."
DTS offered up afive-way surround setup that had some
bizarre ping-pong effects. They're playing abig-band cut,
and look! The trumpet player is dashing around the room
without pausing for breath. How'd he do that? Perhaps I
didn't find the sweet spot. Duck!
Yet another surround-sound system surrounded me in the
Meridian suite. The main room was assembled around a
comfy couch—a choice seat, and the only spot not behind
the side-firing rear channels. Icouldn't get near it, so the thing
to do was to sneak into the back room, conveniently empty.
We were soon joined by ahelpful fellow who cued up Junior
Brown's "My Wife Thinks You're Dead!' from Guit With
It, and manned the space-age remote. Utilizing their DSP

NAKAMICHI'S DRAGON SYSTEM WAS MAKING SOME
CLEAN AND DETAILED, SLIGHTLY BOTTOM-LIGHT SOUND.

4
Single-ended scores big time: AudioNote's $83,000
Ongaku amplifier.

-'10.lelearmià:See

New at the Show: the Hales Concept 8.

New sounds from Sony—the SS-M9 speaker.
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Surround-sound maestros: DMP's Tom Jung (I) and Meridian's Bob
Stuart.

5000 active digital speakers, this was aslightly more modest
system than the one in the main room, and could be built up
from atwo-channel setup with the modular addition of preamp/control/processor units and speakers. "Hmm ...
let's
make it wider and put him in abigger hall. And move that
wall back some more!' Hey, it works. I(well, the other I)
thought Leo Kottke might be agood choice for this rig.
"Alrighty, let's narrow that stage and move him forward.
Make it more intimate. ..
and fix his collar while we're at
it. That oughtta improve his image!' Man, that was fun! I
was offered achance to man the controls myself, but Iwasn't
ready to wield that kind of power. In fact, if Ihad this gear
at home, I'd never wanna stop playing with that cool remote
thing.
We wandered into the Optimal Enchantment/Audible
Illusions room, where they were listening to avinyl testpressing of apiano piece from M•A Recordings. Sounded
wonderful, so Ifigured it was time to try "1952 Vincent Black
Lightning" again. The 'table was from VPI, the speakers
were Vandersteen 3s, and the electronics ...
Audible Illusions, of course. At this point we came to the conclusion that
it's true, this isn't such agreat pressing? Even so, when james,
the young man in the ballad, was called away by angels (in
leather and chrome), that old black magic brought out those
telltale chills. Too bad about the pressing, as the piece can
be quite ayardstick for emotional involvement. This system delivered admirably in spite of it.
To our good fortune, who should we bump into in the hall
but Mary Cardas of Classic Records! Mary was playing
Johnny Vinylseed, spreading joy and freshly minted batches
of new releases to those in need. Just in the nick of time, too.
Ifollowed the lure of virgin wax into the Joseph Audio
room, where Iwas able to play Matthew Sweet's 180gm Girlfriend,3unveiled that very day. This is one killer pop record
featuring two of the finest guitar players in the world of rock:
Robert Quine and Richard Lloyd.
I'd literally scoured the globe for nigh on two years in a
vain attempt to locate avinyl version of this album. Nonexistent until right now. We played the title cut, and it was good.
JeffJoseph, with his small RM7sis, consistently gives good
Show. Perhaps Peter Mitchell put it best: "Jeepers, these are
good speakers!"
My reverie was cut short near the end of the track when
the phono stage gave out. Perhaps it was too good. No, seriously, we found out that the AC voltage had dropped too
2If you're wondering how it is that Ibrought apoor pressing as ademo disc, the
answer is that Ibought this to give to someone and hadn't heard it. Ifigured it might
make good demo material, as I'm very familiar with the song (me too), both live
and from the CD (me too), and had very high hopes for the LP. Shucks.
3180gm girlfriend? Hmmm ... must be the Kate Moss type.
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low—a problem that headed its ugly rear all weekend, given
the unusual demands made of the hotel's electrical system.
Iwas able to find the new suite of Classic offerings in most
of the LP-ready rooms for the rest of the weekend, thereby
solving my vinyl-demo dilemma.
Attracted by the dark and quiet serenity of Home Theater, Iglided into the Christopher Hansen 2/Proceed/Thiel
room. A-h0000-gah! Wubba-wubba-wubba! What an eyeopener. A manic clip from The Mask was involving enough
to elicit some genuine chuckles, even though I've seen this
sequence time and again. Replete with large-as-life gunshots,
this segment could be the perfect homey touch for the L.A.
locals at The Show. In aword ...
Sssmokin'!
Audiodyne featured their Omni-Flex speakers, which
looked kinda like adown-firing tweeter/midrange unit sitting
atop a3x-scale bowling ball nestled in alarge, oak-finished,
cylindrical, up-firing, low-frequency enclosure. The literature
promises Sonic Virtual Reality, but in the small hotel room,
the soundstage was skewed. The left speaker was situated
in the left corner, and Matthew Sweet's voice ("Evangeline")
was trapped in that corner with it.
In keeping with the round speaker theme were the Gallo
Acoustics Nucleus (Nuclei?), found in aroom run by
Ambrosia. These look like granite-finish basketballs, made
from polyethylene, with amid-/low driver on the, uhh ...
front?, and topped with cylindrical membrane tweets. I'd
heard 'em at the WCES and was impressed with the appropriately round soundstage they threw (what? only 330°?),
though they leaned alittle to the tizzy side. They mighta
looked good on giant golf tees. Here they added woofer
globes under the other units on asteel frame, configured to
hold as many drivers as you need. No need to put on my disc,
the Neil Young Unplugged already in progress sounded just
fine—even better than last time. Gallo still got their "we don't
need no stinking sweet spot" wide and deep soundstage in
the Shun Mook'd room, with more authority than with the
top units alone. Incredible potential here, and worth alisten.
But still, they could use more balls.
Into the Paradigm room we went. Phil Alvin's "Blue
Line" sounded pretty damn good on those big, bipolar Paradigm Eclipse/BP speakers driven by Audio Research electronics and transport and an Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0
DAC and DTI•Pro. Hey! He sounded good from the other
side of the speakers as well. Groovy. They were offering an
HDCD® demo here, too. The problem Ihad with these
demos so far wag that, while they may have sounded nice,
the material wasn't always up my alley. Do you have anything
besides church music? It always makes me squirm and check
my watch. The gentleman told me that the new Dick Hyman
disc just won an award at the previous night's AAHEA
dinner. Looks like timeless jazz veteran tenor-man Frank Wess
is on acoupla cuts. Just the ticket: Safe Sax. Sounded mighty
sweet'n'smooth. At $1799, these speakers appealed to be contenders in the price:performance ratio derby.
Timbre/Fourier/Sound Labs were to be found in two
rooms. The first had the smaller Sound Labs Quantum
hybrids, with the Timbre digital directly feeding aFourier
Triomphe stereo tube amp. It seemed like an appropriate place
to play more Richard Thompson—this time alive acousticguitar rendition of "Two Left Feet," with Danny Thompson on upright bass. It sounded very full, very natural, and
very live, with remarkable image depth for avery "independent" DAT-to-CD recording.
Our host, David Goldstein of Timbre, escorted us next
door so Iand myself could eye the exquisite Nagra-D portable open-reel digital tape recorder. Iwas ready to hear what
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The jewel-like Sutherland electronics made musical sounds with Wilson
WATT/Puppies, thought JA.
The Award for the Biggest Soundstagé at the Show goes to the Gallo Nucleus
and Baseball combination in one of the Ambrosia rooms.

aworld-class live digital recording might da Hell, Iwas born
ready! He found the closest thing he had to my request for
some jazz: afemale French folk singer with acoustic guitar.
Okay, so it wasn't even close to jazz, but who cared? Istood
slack-jawed and contented as the 20-bit/48kHz signal fed
through the Timbre DAC, into the Fourier Sans Pareils
(there's nothin' like 'em), and out the gargantuan Sound Labs
A-ls. The presentation was crystal-clear, big, deep, and warm,
the singer communicating eloquently and emotionally without benefit of foreign-language translation. Quite asurprise
to hear one of the biggest speakers at The Show in one of
the smaller rooms play virtually sans resonance problems.
Should Icheck out the Yamaha DSP 7Channel Home
Theater setup? Iwas of four minds about it. Oh well, why
not? There seemed to bé acommon thread running through
many of these demos, and this one was no exception. The
"salesman" insists on delivering athoroughly rehearsed pitch.
But can we hear it? As soon as we've heard all about what
makes it better than all of the other multichannel schemes.
Uhh, but can we hear it? First we had to be told exactly what
we were about to hear. Finally we can hear it. Sounded okay.
It was that clip from The Mask again. Iknew when there was
gonna be awhole mess of gunshots coming up. We used this
as adiversion, and slipped out during the confusion.
Sutherland Engineering. This marque was new to me.
Ron Sutherland (that must be where they got the name),
noticing the ribbon attached to my badge bearing the title
"Panel Speaker," asked, "Are you bipolar?" Gee that's kind
of apersonal question, isn't it? While Ron blushed, Iformed
an instant attachment to his Instrument Grade power and
preamps, housed in 1"-thick aluminum chassis. These elegant
and extremely attractive pieces with simple stainless-steel
and aluminum faceplates and loving attention to detail trade
width for depth.
STEREOPHILE, AUCUST 195

Ron told me everything is designed with but two goals
in mind: tonal balance and effortless dynamics. From listening
at low levels, it appeared he's achieved some success in these
areas, as everything that's supposed to be there was there,
without instilling the impulse to crank it. While listening to
"Blue Line," from Phil Alvin's County Fair 2000, coming
across smooth and detailed from the WATTs/Puppies, Iwas
drawn to the little matching rounded-edge aluminum remote
with (huh?) two buttons—the perfect thing to carry in your
aluminum Zero Haliburton briefcase. Ron promised that if
Iand Icame back, he'd explain how it works. From the way
his eyes lit up when he talked about it, my interest was piqued.
Besides, Huei-Chi, Ron's wife and partner, had come prepared with exquisite, custom, handmade chocolates—the
hands down winner for the Best Sweet of Show award.
Hey! Looka the way-cool clock in the Musical Surroundings/Benz/Graham/Harbeth room! The face was an LP
accented with phono cartridges to mark the hours. What time
is it? Time to draw up achair and give alisten! Once again
Ifound acopy of Gireietul waiting to be spun. Ahhh ...vinyl
heaven pouring out of those diminutive Harbeth speaks.
Musical Surroundings' Garth Leerer pointed out apair of
ears mounted on the wall, suggesting Iput apair of my own
ears next to 'em. This way to the sweet spot. It's true what
they say: the walls have ears. It worked, too; and lucky for
me, it seemed set at just my height.
Want your batteries recharged? Check out the N.E.W./
Forsell/Diapason rig. Junior Brown's guit-steel sound on
"My Wife Thinks You're Dead" is loaded with body, detail,
and 3D d-d-depth. In aword: great! Dr. Forsell's transport—
reminiscent of an autoclave, fittingly enough—sounded anything but sterile, matched here with his companion DAC.
The N.E.W. 20W class-A solid-state amp and, that's right,
tubed preamp are battery-powered, so they had adecided
advantage under Show conditions, where the power is
notoriously flaky.
They might work for you, too, if you live where the power
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isn't so hot or is full of grunge—like the city or the country
...or maybe the suburbs. The cabinets of the two-way
Diapason Adamantes are the essence of fine Italian woodworking, and their sound is commensurate with their beauty.
Did Imention this system sounded great? If you didn't, Iwill.
It did!
From the Sublime to the Ridiculous: Without adoubt,
the one room that managed to put more question marks over
more liàteners' heads was the Yatnarnura room. Iwas lured
in by the siren sounds of Miles Davis playing "Freddie the
Freeloader!' Once inside, Iwas confronted with two corkfaced speakers slightly taller than the average man and about
as wide as his armspan. Mounted in the center of each is a
single driver. The speakers were spaced well more than 20'
apart in a38'-wide room. Gives new meaning to the term
"dual mono!' Hmm ...
Kind of Blue? Kinda blah.
Ikept backing up in attempt to find some center-fill. "Sit
right up front:' Iwas told, "this is how Be Yamamura likes
it set up!' Iturned to face myself and let slip asimultaneous
(in our best Scooby Doo voice) "Wrr000ehhh??" I'd heard
their smaller system before and was quite impressed by the
sense of serenity it engendered; but this? Color me confused.
Perhaps this was one of those paradigm-shifting setups that
makes us rethink exactly how we perceive stereo.
Or. ..
maybe not. In any event, the electronics looked gorgeous, with aretro, bird's-eye maple finish. Also of interest
was aprototype turntable in wood, Bakelite, and metal with
many strange and wonderful features, like aplatterless platter
(it holds the LP both at the label and at the edge via long legs),
atall tonearm pillar that results in the arm pointing down
at roughly the same angle as the cantilever, and afree-floating
pivoting headshell! To see it is to marvel.
Okay, that's it, Show's over for today. But wait, we weren't
done yet. Next we headed off to the Exhibitors' Party in the
Ballroom downstairs. As usual, LA had procured afine
assortment of wines for our sipping pleasure, and everyone
was in fine spirits. We found ourselves hanging around asmall
group of good pals when Mary Cardas came by. "C'mon
you guys, mingle, for crying out loud!" Yes, yes, but my feet
are killin' me!
loHN ATKINSON

Back to our own hotel, we collapsed exhausted to the beat
of Mickey Hart's Planet Drum emanating from our own transportable Creek/Audio Alchemy/IllurninatiMadio Shack
system—a shoe-in for the Best Sound at The Hilton award.

FRIDAY: DAY TWO

Oh my gawd! Where did all these people come from! After
Thursday's uncrowded conditions, where you could, on
occasion, stare down ahallway lined with exhibit rooms and
see not asoul, Friday's zoo-like atmosphere came as ashock.
Iknew it was coming, but Istill wasn't prepared for it. There
was aline leading from the bottom of the escalator to the
mezzanine (where Show check-in took place) and out into
the parking area. It was an hour before the start of The Show.
And it was Friday! Didn't these people have to work?
Membership has its privileges, as the commercial says. A
small cadre of Stereophile writers got abefore-the-Show-opens
listen to the Spectral/Avalon/MIT setup. An excerpt from
James Carter's "Sandu" showed that the system did indeed
provide adeep and spacious soundstage; we also got to hear
acut from the system-stretching David Murray CD that Wild
Wes Phillips brought; it also served up some hair-raising
excitement. To top it all off, we were furnished with aspecial
bonus light show, as the dynamic peaks were dimming the
room lights. Thanks, guys, that was great; but now Iand I
gotta go join the crush of humanity that waits out in those
hallow(een)ed halls.
Ipopped briefly into the Manley/Langevin suite, where
apair of the big, BIG Genesis Is were being used to massive
effect. David Manley seemed quite into DJ-ing, so Ididn't
ask for any requests. After ashort listen to the percussionheavy audiophile spectacular that was making the crowd
wave like sea grass in ajacuzzi, Imoved on to next door,
where Steve McCormack had an interesting setup: in one
end of abig room was asmall system consisting of McCormack's cute Micro electronics and speakers from Signet,
and in the other end was avideo system. Ipositioned myselves
behind the chairs in the audio-only section exactly at the
moment he'd finished and was beginning to direct the crowd
over to the video side of the room. Dong! Too bad—the same
setup at WCES '95 was mighty impressive, in spite of its size
and price Istarted to watch the video,
but it was the Eagles concert, and, uh,
well. ..
let's just say that neither of
me is abig Eagles fan.
JOHN ATKINSON

While the Yamamura speakers
didn't gain any fans, the prototype
Yamamura turntable hidden in a
corner of the room looked the
business!

Joint Best Sound at the Show: the Genesis Hs driven by
Manley electronics.

The Italian Diapason minimonitors sounded
effortless driven by battery-powered N.E W
electronics.
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eventually uses 'em, so you'd end up seeing most of the exhibitors and Showgoers. The elevator carpet said "Have aPleasant Friday!' Must have been amagic carpet.
Not unlike amagic carpet, it whisked me up to the fourth
floor, where Istrolled purposefully into the Alpha-Core
room, where prez Ulrich Poulsen was demonstrating via his
unique test-box how his Goertz flat speaker cable was measurably mo' better than acouple of other well-known cables.
The Brand X cables rounded off the leading edge of asquarewave pretty dramatically—but not the Goertz cable! The
Goertz cables have some neat-looking rhodium-plated terminations. Ulrich says that many people ask him for "your
cables with the beautiful chrome-plated connectors:' and
he has to set them straight. I'm reminded of Patton talking
about his ivory-handled Colts: "Pearl-handled? Only apimp
in aNew Orleans whorehouse would wear pearl-handled
revolvers!" Very cool stuff, and available at Real World prices
(like $3.75/foot). I'm hoping to get aset in to try m'self pretty
soon.
Just down the hall was adarkened doorway that led into
an equally darkened room filled with dark boxes and dark
wires. The tall man in dark clothing with long, dark (but
blond-streaked) hair was Michael Green of (surprise!)
Michael Green Designs and Ultra Systems. He was showing his dark (as in "black") Chameleon loudspeakers, driven
by absofrigginlutely enormous (dark blue) Symphonic Line
amps, with some very large (black) Purist Audio Design
Dominus speaker cables set up on trellises that gave the place
alook like amodel raceway. All it needed were little Hot
Wheels zooming around on the cables to complete the scene.
Apparently, Michael is aproponent of "The Rule of TwoThirds," where the speakers are set out two-thirds of the way
into the room. The darkness made for avery soothing, relaxing atmosphere, and Isettled in for alisten to James Carter's
"Oleo." Icoulda stayed much longer, as the sound had all
the right stuff going on, with good extension in anon-

Another of the big rooms featured Artemis EOS speakers
driven by Gryphon amplification and aWadia digital frontend. Junior Brown took on agood-gracious-it's-spacious
in-the-hall glow here. Not only that, but the imaging was
so tangible Icould actually see people walking around behind
and next to the speakers! Oh, wait—those are people walking
around the speakers. Never mind. This was the most readily
apparent difference in the vibe Friday. While you were listening to music, there was bound to be someone else microinspecting speaker drivers or squatting by the equipment,
pointing and chatting. It's just apart of participating in the
wondrous audiophile melting pot.
The big change from room to room for these large rooms
on the second and third floors was enhanced by the fact that
they were each named for an airport—so, departing National,
my next destination was O'Hare, where the best-knownfor-their-pro-monitors Westlake Audio folks were showing
what seemed to be their whole line of consumer products,
capped by apair of absolutely huge rosewood-finished, quadamped Tower SM-1 speakers driven by Boulder's smooth'n
'clean-looking electronics.
How did they sound? Massive! If you like the feel of each
note hitting you in the chest, you might like these monstets.
In the picture JA took of one of these brutes with me on one
side and me on the other, I'm the tall one. No, the speaker is
the tall one—I'm the middle one. Hey, I'm no shrimp either,
pal. The price of these mammoths is also large, as you'd
expect: $99,000/pair as shown; various lower-priced options
are available, such as finishes and different active/passive
crossovers—none of which ever bring the price down into
the "budget" category, I'm afraid.
You could have agreat, informative, and mildly arousing
time (all those bodies pressed tightly together) by simply
doing nothing but riding the elevators all day; everyone

JOHN ATKINSoN

Richard J. Rosen (I) and Lonnie Brownell rest from their labors by the mighty
Westlakes!

According to our intrepid duo, Junior Brown took on agood-gracious-it'sspacious in-the-hall glow via the Artemis EOS speakers driven by Gryphon
and Wadia components.
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fatiguing way and awhoops, there-it-is image. Michael
offered to give me ademo of the tuneable aspect of the
Chameleons—there are bolts on the sides that one can tighten
or loosen to change the nature of the sound—if! came back
toward the end of the day. This idea resonated with me.
Istumbled out into the bright light of the hallway and into
aroom shared by Purist Audio Design, makers of waterjacketed cables and the PAD break-in CD-R; Arcici, who
were showing their magical Levitation component racks;
Mavrick Speakers; and Melos Audio electronics. Jim And
of Purist played my request, Richard Thompson's "Two Left
Feet:' and Ienjoyed the sounds until the scene became reminiscent of aMonty Python sketch. Was this the right room for
an argument? Two of the exhibitors in the room started having abit of an intellectual debate about maybe changing some
of the equipment: "Yes, it'll work!" "No, it won't!" "Yes,
it will!" "No, it won't!" Iwouldn't have changed athing.

when faced with several million of their own kind in an area
the size of ashoebox. Oh, but Imust dwell for aminute on
the Joly folks. Let me quote their literature:
"The Best Speaker System in the World (Many Shops dare
not exhibit it to avoid their stocks to fail to be sold out)
"JOLY Patentend Worldwide mactc DIAPHRAGM Fine sounds
may help in upgrading intelligence, health & aestheticism
"World Invention Medals Awarded in Germany & The
U.S. also $40,000 and $10,000 available for your export in
participating in events worldwide to overcome this No. 1
Mystery in the world by using the HI-END Logo sticker on
the top speaker system in the world. Written description for
participation in the jury: conventional speaker systems supper
from distortion, interference leading to damage in your nervous system while one world be driven worried, and, violent
and even nears and the product does not come with the
depicts!'

THE SOUND IN THE MICHAEL GREEN
SYSTEMS ROOM HAD ALL
THE RIGHT STUFF GOING ON, WITH GO ODDESIGNS/ULTRA
EXTENSION
IN
NON-FATIGUING WAY
AND A
WHOOPS, THERE-IT-IS IMAGE.A
Wow, it was just about lunchtime! Idecided to try to drag
my butts into one more room before taking abreak, and
popped into the one run by area dealer Evolution Audio
Video, featuring aBarco projector, AMC electronics, Iliad
speakers, and aStewart screen. They were showing 72.
Whoa, it's the scene where the security guard gets amorphed
spike from an evil twin right through his eye and back out the other
side ofhis head! O000h, gross! Maybe lunch can wait abit. Evil
twin, huh? Iand Iregarded each other warily. I'm keeping
an eye out.
Gotta check out that Symphonic Line room—after all,
their giant amps sounded mighty nice with the Green
Chameleons. Iducked my head in; the place was packed. But
what was that music? Okay, obviously this room, also very
dark, was up for the Soothing Atmosphere award, but did
the music have to be so. ..
so. ..uh, "soothing"? What Iwas
faced with was asinewave-pure female singer inspirationally
intoning that "music is my life. ..
without my music Iwould
die. .." Yechhh. So die, already! Let's come back when she's
6' under. And when Icome back, I'm playin' my own music,
'cause if! can't have my music, I'll just die.
Zigzagging through the crowds, Istumbled into aroom
dominated by the ESP Harp loudspeakers, these being the
smaller of the two ESP designs. The pre- and power amplification was provided by RE Designs, the digital processing
by McCormack. Igave it awhirl with some ofJC's "Oleo!'
Man, that's sweet—so sweet Itried out Dave Alvin doin'
"Barn Burning." The guy running the room was ESP's
cabinetmaker, who, judging from the look of these samples,
does great work. He's ahappy, smiling guy; Iwould be, too,
if Ihad to run aroom that sounded this good.
Quickly, like animble little bunny, Ihopped into the May
Audio/QuadrIkrget/Arcici room, where they had all Quad
electronics running apair ofQuad speakers. The room was
crowded, and I'm an impatient sort, so Ijust as quickly
hopped back out. This in'n'out approach was also applied,
in quick succession, to another May Audio room, this one
featuring Totem speakers, and then the Joly room. Apparently the crowds were starting to wear me down; this was
anormal reaction—similar to how lab mice will stress out
80

Good golly, Miss Joly! Apparently they were offering a
$40,000 reward if you could prove that another speaker
sounded better than theirs. Ihaven't done aproof since my
college calculus classes, so Ididn't try. Their speakers certainly looked unassuming, simple two- and three-way
designs that they were, but each proudly bore, somewhere
on the front batik, the telltale sticker that said HI-END—proof
that you're dealing with The Real Stuff.
Ah ...
this was more like it. Not so crowded. We had here
some small lbtem speakers with Celeste electronics and EAD
digital. Phil Alvin singing "Blue Line" sounded like his swinging self, and the guys running the room were properly
appreciative "May we play you one Ithink you'll like?" Sure,
I'm always in the market for some ginchy new tunes. The
choice was acut from the album ILove MyJob, by percussion
wizard Vmx. Idon't know if they used any special spatial effects
on this disc, but it imaged like they did! Stuff was all over the
room. Maybe it was the system, too. Gotta make anote to pick
that one up next trip to the record shop. Thanks, gents!
I'd better get some nourishment in my stomachs pretty
darn soon. I've gotta remember that I'm eating for two. Iwas
joined by Audio Power Industries head honcho Les Edelberg, making it acozy threesome. Upon finishing, who
should we bump into but Bright Star Audio's Barry Kohan,
wrists stretched clear down to his knees from carting around
his Little Rocks to favored exhibitors. Les and Barry compared notes, trying to determine if more exhibits were being
improved by Les's Power Wedges or by Barry's Big/Little
Rocks and stands. Figuring this would probably keep them busy
all day, as it seemed as though every other room had aproduct
from one or the other of them—or both—I and Iducked out
before they started using our fingers and toes, too.
Sated, slaked, gassed up, and ready to go, we hopped the
elevator and elevated ourselves to the Esoteric Audio/Tiff
room, where Museatex digitalstuff was feeding aCAT SL-1
Signature preamp hooked up to aMesa Baron tube amp
driving apair of Aerial Acoustic 10T speakers. Naturally,
Esoteric wharr was everywharr, and Tiff power-conditioning
was employed. They were playing some Muddy Waters, and
yes, it was—a little muddy, that is. Damned show conditions.
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Other than the low-end heaviness, things were rockin'. And
that Baron amp. ..
to see it is to love it.
Strolling by Krell's room Icouldn't help but notice the
long line Check back later to see if the wait gets any shorter.
Mission was showing their Cyrus lineup ofspeakers and
electronics in avery large room. The electronics have avery
high-tech, Starfleet look to them, with LED displays and
pushbutton everything. For such alarge room there sure
weren't many people there. Oh, yeah, thanks, Iwould like

to hear something—like JC's "Oleo." Yeah, this stutTsure
looks great!
Just enough time to pop into one more room. How about
this one? It was being run by Orange County dealer Audio
Video Today, and the featured items were by Sonic Frontiers and Apogee. The place was packed, and thejoint was
jumpin'—not so much with music but with excited, happy,
interested Showgoers. We asked Chris Jensen if he'd managed
to get those replacement tubes—check.

ANALOG TAKES OFF AT THE AIRPORT SHOW: M ICHAEL FREMER
„

H

ow many of you still
play records?" It was a
Stereophi/e-sponsored
"Ask the Editors" seminar, but, at my
request, John Atkinson had turned
the tables on the audience At this and
the two other magazine-sponsored
panels in which Iparticipated, the
hands revealed that about 80% of the
audience is still spinning vinyl. Surprised the hell out of me Even though
these were the "hard-core Ifigured
a minority—maybe 35%—would
answer in the affirmative. This time,
the analog geeks carried the vote for
achange.
Yet another missed opportunity, I
thought to myself, counting on two
hands the number of turntables I'd
seen in the rooms upstairs. The other
missed opportunity, of course, was
the dearth of well-set-up "budget"
($3000) systems on display. But I'll
leave that blunder to others covering
the Show.
Unlike this past Winter CES's
needle-park surprise, here the scarcity
of turntables was predictable: CES
is amanufacturer's venue; the Stereophile Show is dealer-driven, and most
dealers don't like analog. It takes
work to sell analog and set it up
properly. How much easier to sell a
DAC in abox. Plug it in and play.
Perfect every time.
Idon't mean to rag on dealers—
especially those who bucked the
trend and kept analog alive during the
lean years—but turntables, tonearms,
cartridges, and accessories are once
again viable products. The modest
turnout of turntables contrasted with
the number of raised hands tells me

that many dealers are behind the
curve. So far so, that all who were
offered use oía high-quality 'table at
the Show by one manufacturer (who
shall remain nameless) refused. Duh.
Still, there was more interest and
support in analog—and more genuine excitement and optimism about
its future—at this Show than at
Stereophile's San Francisco '93 exposition. Thanks to continuing dissatisfaction with digital sound among
many audiophiles and the newly
charged "vinyly hip" alternative
rockers—and, most importantly,
thanks to the recent software explosion—the future looks black, indeed.
For those interested in ahighquality "out-of-box" analog experience, VPI introduced its "Easy
Analog" system: an HW-19 Jr. that's
fitted with aVPI TA-2 arm/Clearaudio Alpha MM cartridge combo
and an internally mounted Gold
Aero dB-45 phono stage The 'table,
aimed at audiophiles with line-levelonly systems, is ready to play for
$1500. The '19 Jr. can be upgraded to
afull-blown '19 Mk.Ill for atotal
price equal to that of a new '19
Mk.III. The Gold Aero phono stage
is also upgradeable to the Signature
Model. VPI's TNT Mk.III with outboard motor and flywheel ($6500)
was the most popular high-priced
'table at the Show.
The Left Coast's Immedia demo'd
its sleek RPM-2 'table ($4995$5995)/RPM-2 arm ($2300) combo,
which sat on the company's new
Noise Block—a laboratory-grade,
compressorless pneumatic base Not
an air bladder, the base (a modified

version of the kind used for lasers and
electron microscopy) isolates both
horizontally and vertically. The tank
—it can either be filled with acompressor or afoot pump—holds an "air
charge" lasting about three weeks.
Townshend Audio showed a
more refined version of its zerotracking-error pivoted arm, the prototype of which Max Townshend
introduced at the Winter CES. Townshend demo'd the arm on its Rock
Reference 'table, which is going back
into production after ahiatus of several years. New production for the
$5800 turntable will be Stateside
rather than in the UK.
At this point, the arm, which varies
overhang as it plays via aseries of
belt-driven idler wheels and acam,
is more of an engineering exercise (an
expensive one) than a consumer
product, but that will change Same
with aproposed 'table, the Rock
Reference Master (price not yet established), whose split platter centers the
record much as the old Nakamichi
did. The Townshend Rock Mk.III
($1599)/modified Rega RB 300
($825) with viscous damping trough
was also spinning at the Show.
Rega, seeing abright future for
analog, introduced the new 9—a
premium-priced, suspensionkss 'table
($3000 with power supply and tonearm) featuring aceramic platter, 24V
synchronous motor, adual-drive belt
system with anew bearing design,
and many other new features. The
arm, based on the RB 300, is also
new: new bearing, cable, counterweight, and finish (nude aluminum).
The arm/'table combo features amas-
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URNTABLES, TONEARMS, CARTRIDGES,
AND ACCESSORIES ARE ONCE AGAIN VIABLE PRODUCTS.
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And wait, who's this? Why, it's Jonathan Scull, putting
afinger in my lapel buttonhole and dragging me down to
the Ballroom, where it was time for one of the "Flay the Editors" sessions. Ihad to be dragged (and drugged wouldn't
have been abad idea, either), 'cause Ihad to actually be on
this panel. One inquisitor complained that he lost his SOTA
turntable during the LA quake, and outright laid the blame
at the "feet" of the press. After all, wasn't it our fault, since
we recommended things hice pointy cone feet? He figured

that maybe if he hadn't used them his 'table might have just
gently hopped around instead of being violently tossed to
its death. We panelists almost felt bad enough to take up a
collection to buy him anew 'table—almost.
But he raised agood point, which is that the readers need
to remember to exercise caution and common sense in applying tweaks to their systems. If you live in an earthquake-prone
area, maybe you should put everything on the floor. Then
again, if you live in an earthquake-prone flood zone, you may

-11,-11111- 1111111111F
sive dual-regulated outboard power
supply with digital speed control.
Also on display was the classic Rega
3'table ($649) with optional Naim
power supply ($1000), which can also
be used on any turntable with a60Hz
motor.
Basis Audio showed its highmass, silicone-damped-suspension,
synchronous-motor Debut Gold
Standard 'table ($8200). Both Slovenian-made (part of the former Yugoslavia) Kuzma turntables were on
display at the Show: the Stabi ($2200),
which features a damped, solidaluminum platter, afour-point silicone-damped suspension, and outboard power supply; and the Stabi
Reference ($6325), which offers an
aluminum/acrylic-sandwiched plinth
and adual motor drive, among other
refinements. Also on display were a
number of Well Tempered turntables, with their unique siliconedamped nylon-strand bearings, and
at least one Voyd.
Among the missing (at least I
didn't see them) were Rockport
Technologies, Linn, SME, Project
(Sumiko), Oracle, and SOTA.
The pickup-arm race heated up
with the introduction at the Show of
VPI's new entry, manufactured at the
company's New Joisey factory. Solidand silky-looking, the completely
upgradeable unipivot arm is priced
from $900 to $2000, depending on
options (le, micrometer-adjustable
VTA during play). Looks like awinner, and it could provide stiff competition for the more expensive Graham 1.5-T ($2750) and Wheaton
Triplanar ($2400)—neither of which
is upgradeable from such amodest
starting price-point. Look for an arm
shootout by yrs trly soon.
With fine pivoted arms also available from AudioQuest, SME, Reg-a,
Linn, Naim, Mórch, SPJ, and Well
Tempered, and linear-trackers from
Airtangent, Rockport, Souther
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and Eminent Technology (most of
which were no-shows), there's no
shortage of choices for analog fans—
especially well-heeled ones.
No new cartridges were tracking
at the Show—just the usual suspects
from Benz Micro, Dynavector,
Lyra, Clearaudio, AudioQuest, and
van den Hul (now distributed by
McCormack Audio). Plenty of
choice at every price point. Cartridge
no-shows included Sumiko, Spectral,
Linn, Symphonic Line, and most
of the American moving-magnet
manufacturers.
All of this is meaningless without
the software; here the news was really
good: along with many purveyors of
fine used LPs—lifetimes' worth of

listening pleasure was available at
prices ranging from cheap to obscene
—was enough new vinyl to empty
the pockets of even the wealthiest of
audiophiles. Vinyl is here to stay.
However. ..
the most impressive
sound Iheard at the Show came from
digital, Ihave to report, and from the
most unlikely of sources. Ididn't
know whether music was gonna
come out, or whether they'd crawl
away and leave aslime trail; but,
driven with agabillion dollars' worth
of Mark Levinson gear, B&W's
Nautilus speakers produced some of
the finest, most coherent and believable reproduced music I've ever
heard. Now, if they'd only had aturntable in the room ...
—Michael Fremer

THE MOST IMPRESSIVE SOUND
I
HEARD AT THE SHOW
CAME FROM DIGITAL.

Vinyl lives—Rega's new Planar 9turntable.
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THE NEW VANDERSTEEN MODEL 5LOOKS AND SOUNDS LIKE
NO OTHER VANDERSTEEN YOU'VE EVER SEEN OR HEARD.
have to find yet another alternative. Thinkaboutit. Another
guy offered up his own homemade Home Depot-sourced
component footers, these consisting of furniture caster-cups
stuffed with Blu-Tack. Cool! He passed 'em up to the panel
for consideration. Ithink Jonathan's trying 'em right now.
Flaying completed, yet with hide remarkably intact, Ithrew
myselves back into the hunt for good sound at Show prices.
Remember that new-wave hit that went "New York, London, Paris, Munich /Everybody talk about ...popemusic!"?
Well, okay, so it was pop, not pope, but at this Show, it was
PopeMusic that everyone was talking about. Mr. Gene Pope
is making recordings that are second to none sonically—
and musically appealing to boot. His Show system was certainly rather special: all Cello, with aNagra 18-bit recorder
supplying the musical information, and heavily treated with
natty stylin' custom flying-buttress RPG Diffusors with bass
traps on the bottom end. His tape of aCivil War-era song
being sung by an African American diva (not yet released)
put the shivers in me timbers.
Arriving at the Dzurko/Muse suite, Iwas ready for a
pleasant experience. This was easily the most soothing room
so far. Ihadn't realized how fatiguing the usual supermarket
display lighting and windows open to the bright California sun could become. Here the wall behind and around the
speakers was enveloped in floor-tb-ceiling black curtains,
and afew potted plants were tastefully arranged. Ahhh. The
Dzurko Virtual Line Source (VLS) speakers were brand-new,
of the planar variety, narrow and about 7' tall, and paired
with amatching Muse 18 subwoofer—all finished, appropriately enough, in cherry.
But how did they sound? Playing Girlfriend, it was apparent
that something was out of balance. Afterward, Iwas called
back from the doorway by "Wynona," another of my favorite
tracks from the Matthew Sweet album. This time it sounded
seductively musical. Go forth and figure. During alater visit,
Iplayed "Certified Senior Citizen," by Mose Allison, and
it was mostly good; but there was afunny "hollow" sound
to Mose's voice.
Enter Nick, er, Mike Hobson and Mary Cardas of Classic
Records with atest pressing of their all-new jazz recording!
That's right, it ain't are-ish—it's abrand-newie of asession
led by bass player Art Davis, featuring Ravi Coltrane (John

Black lacquer and brushed aluminum—the Cello system in the PopeMusic
room attracted alot of votes for Best Sound at the Show.

and Alice's son), "Srnitty" Smith, and Herbie Hancock. They
came to play, so we sat tight and dug it. Moody, smoky,
sultry, noirish ...
oh yeah, gotta get me one-a these.
Let's recap: twice we heard two tracks here. Each time, one
sang, the other didn't. It didn't add up! Later it became known
to Iand Ithat the problems stemmed from the fact that the
MDF material used to clamp the drivers was replaced just
prior to Showtime with phenolic block, asturdier material
that just wouldn't relax, holding those poor ribbons in adeath
grip that resulted in some serious exaggerations at certain
frequencies. How they sounded depended on how the source
material excited the problem areas. Dismantling and retensioning would have been impossible right there, of course.
You know, I've heard rumors that there are actual live musical performances at this Show. Hey! Robert "Bob" Silverman
is s'posed to be pounding the keys right now! Let's go! Iand
Isnuck into the theater late and waited quietly at the entrance
so as not to disturb the concert patrons. During listening sessions in the rooms, it's been normal for me to switch listening
positions with myself so that Ican each get agood listen in
the sweet spot; just from force of habit, Ichanged seats here,
too—during abreak in the action—but the balance was about
the same. Mr. Silverman's performance was masterful, playing
Chopin Scherzos just so, and it sounded so darned real! Just
like an actual piano. Maybe we should all take up instruments
and learn to play them instead of trying to get our hi-fis to
sound good. Nah ...
too much work.
LA-area dealer Brooks Bercbn had one hard-to-get-into
room—no, not hard to get into as in, "Man, I
just can't get
into that"; Imean physically hard to get into, because it was
always packed. He had the new, production version of the
Vandersteen Model 5, which looks and sounds like no other
Vandersteen you've ever seen or heard. These suckers are
pricey (like around $8k), but you get alot for that: they have
bass equalization built in, and part of the price includes avisit
by your dealer, who'll tune 'em so that LF irregularities are
smoothed out, thereby allowing you to place 'em pretty much
wherever they work for you, and not as dictated by bass
response.
Brooks also had some other high-pedigree items, such as
Jadis electronics, aVPI 'table, and that even-the-adjustments-have-adjustments tonearm, the SPJ from Holland.
Brooks is known far and wide as amasterful setter-upper.
His room rendered Phil Alvin's "Blue Line" in aparticularly
lifelike manner, didn't you think? Oh yeah, it sounded s0000
fine.
Wh0000000! That was the official whistle marking closing
time for today, so off we went to dine in style with agaggle
of folks—JS, Parasound's Richard Schram, Robert "FriendBob" Schaffer, and TAN pals Kal Rubinson and Stuart Ross.
In classic high-spirited audiofunloving fashion, we closed
the place. No, really—we closed the place. They told us midmeal that it was the restaurant's last night. Well! We're certainly never coming here again. Can we pick 'em, or what?
Later that night, at asecret rendezvous, there was aclandestine meeting for TAN members that had four main agenda
items: to smoke quality cigars; to sip rare single-malt scotch
(provided by Illuminati main man Chris Sommovigo, who
also provided some of the cigars); to tell tall tales; and to watch
Tyll Hertsens, Mr. HeadRoom, as he illustrated acharming
tale of Biblical proportions using aMarlboro box as an
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unlikely but stunningly effective prop. At one point, someone
counted 14 TAN members (augmented by afew nonmembers), but Icoulda sworn there were 28—then again, Ihad
alittle more scotch than some.

SATURDAY: DAY THREE

Saturday, like mast days here, started too damned early. I
wandered through the hotel restaurant all alone looking for
someone to dine with while at that very moment Iwas
attending apress breakfast given by Ftotel/B&W. How do

Ido it? It's my split personality. Even my head was splitting!
Who should Ispy but Max Townshend waiting for his straggling breakfast partner to show? Perfect. Iknew if Icould
get him started he'd regale me with fascinating audio stories
while Iwaited for the coffee, granola, and fresh fruit to
permeate my nervous system and replenish my speech and
thought faculties. "Max, I've been hearing about some interesting turntable prototypes lately. .."
That's all it took. Ilistened gratefully while he explained
in his charming Australian accent the basic principles of

ROBERT HARLEY ON DIGITAL

T

he annual Stereophile Show
has become an important
showcase for manufacturers
introducing new products. This year's
event marked the debut of many
cutting-edge high-end digital components in all price categories.
At the affordable end of the scale,
Rotel showed a$599 CD transport,
the RDD-980, which features a
Philips CDM-9 mechanism; and a
matching $599 digital processor, the
RDP-980, which uses Crystal DAC
and input receiver chips and alarge
(for the price) power supply_ Rotel
also introduced the RCD-975 CD
player ($750), which is based on a
Philips chipset. All three units had
nice cosmetics, and asturdy feel that
belied their affordable prices.
In the April issue's Winter CES
report (Vol. [8 No.4) Itold you about

Classé's promising $2995 DAC-1
digital processor. In the interim, the
DAC-1 has been redesigned to include the HDCD® decoder as an
integral part of the unit rather than
an add-on. While they were at it,
Classé gave the DAC-1 an UltraAnalog AES21 low-jitter input receiver,
and the Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs
were replaced by dual UltraAnalog
stereo DACs for hilly balanced operation. The analog section now has a
passive filter along with adiscrete,
class-A output stage. The retail price
has increased to $3495, with availability expected in June. San Francisco
retailer Audio Excellence played the
prototype DAC-1 in their demonstration room.
David and EveAnna Manley of
Manley Laboratories presented the

The "Meet the Designers" sessions attracted capacity crowds; Kevin Voec l's (Snell) is seen here
discussing the special loudspeaker needs of Home Theater, with Gayle Sanders (Martin -Logan) and
Moderator Robert Harley listening attentively.

first view of their new HDCD digital
processor, the Reference DAC. The
$8800 unit uses dual UltraAnalog
DACs, the HDCD decoder/filter
chip, and, of course, atubed output
stage. The Reference DAC was used
to good effect at the front end of
Manley amplifiers (Manley 440
power amplifiers, no preamplifier)
and Genesis II loudspeakers. The
digital source was aC.E.C. TL I
transport, with the Genesis Digital
Lens between the transport and processor.
Also on the tubed side, Cary
Audio demonstrated their $1995
CD-300 CD player. The CD-300 is
based on the Pioneer Stable Platter
mechanism, Burr-Brown PCM63
DACs, and adirect-coupled analog
output stage that uses three 12AX7
tubes. The CD-300 sounded sweet
in front of Cary's acclaimed CAD
805 single-ended triode amplifiers.
Iwas enthralled by the stunning
sound in the Audio Note room.
They played their new DAC 4tubed
processor (driven by aPioneer PD65
transport) through three of their
amplifiers ranging from the $2895
Meishu integrated amplifier to the
$83,000 Ongaku flagship driving
Audio Note Model 2loudspeakers.
The DAC 4uses Burr-Brown PCM63
DACs and a6922-based output stage
that reportedly has no loop feedback.
The sound was so good Ifelt glued
to the listening seat, despite the hectic
Show schedule.
Timbre Uchnology has followed
up their TT-1 DAC (reviewed by JS
in Vol.17 No.4) with the TT-2 CD
transport. The $2995 TT-2 uses the
Philips CDM-12 mechanism with
extensive modifications made to the
mechanical system and control electronics. The TT-2 is housed in the
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physics regarding record playing and tonearms and why those
basics must be taken into account so as not to reinvent the
wheel. Ilove this guy! Idropped him off at the Ambrosial
Audio Lab/Dunlavy/Excalibur/J. Allaerts/Jeff Rowland/
Magro/Townshend Audio room. (It was abig room.) He
took the time to demonstrate and describe his Rock Reference
'table, which continually adjusts the pivot point of the arm,
straightening the arc of the cartridge to correct the stylus/
groove interface. It makes sense and it makes music.
Revitalized and reunited, we stepped into the Reference

3A/PliniusaadislHarmonix room to hear my day's first
dose ofJames Carter, this time "Oleo." A very musical setup.
Victor Goldstein told us that none of us Stereophile people
ever come visit his room. Oh, I'll bet you say that to all the
reviewers. Later, Iran his comment by aflock of other Stereophile Contributing Editors (or Con Eds, as we're known on
the East Coast) and was greeted by achorus of "What? Of
course we visit Veektor!" I've called the Enquirer, who'll be
looking into this whole sordid affair. Would we like to hear
the piece again with aHamionix Tuning Sheet applied? Sure!

50% more computing horsepower
same distinctive curved chassis as the
impressed by the Avalon Radian HC
than the DTI Pro and will doubleTT-1 DAC.
loudspeakers driven by aSpectral
lock to awider range of CD transports.
Parasound showed aslew of new,
DMA-180 power amplifier, their
PS Audio introduced their new
new DMC-20 Series 2 Reference
very affordable HDCD-based digital
$1295 SL3 processor, which uses a preamp, and an SDR-2000 Pro digital
processors. The line ranges from the
pair of Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs,
$595 D/AC 850HD (based on the
processor fed from aTheta Data 3
the PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter
transport. Cables were MIT MHPCM67 hybrid DAC) to the $1495
chip, and adiscrete analog output
850; interconnects included MIT 350
D/AC 1600HD, which uses four
Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs. Bestage. The SL3 is an upgraded version
Reference. The system also used the
of their SuperLink series of digital
tween the two is the D/AC 1100HD,
entire MIT Z power-conditioning
a$950 processor with two PCM63
processors.
system. The transparency, timbral
Canada's Sonic Frontiers has
DACs and three separate power suprightness, and soundstaging were
plies (including transformers). A
added atransport, the SFT-1, to com- fabulous.
fourth processor, the D/AC 2000,
In the large Meridian suite Iheard
plement their range of digital proceswasn't on display at the Show, but
sors. The SFT-1 uses the new Philips
the best spatial presentation I've ever
was described as Parasound's most
CDM-12.4 mechanism and will sell heard from recorded music. Meridian
ambitious digital effort to date. The
for $2295. It should be available by had set up aseven-loudspeaker array
entire Parasound line, even the $595
of three DSP6000 loudspeakers
the time you read this.
D/AC 850HD, uses the Pacific MicroTheta Digital has added HDCD
across the front, two DSP5000s at the
sonics PMD100 HDCD decoder/
decoding to thei- DS Pro Generation sides, and another pair of '5000s at
filter.
V, which was demonstrated at this the rear. The front end was a565 preA new jitter-buster from Camelot
Show. The Gen.V uses Theta's soft- amp/processor and 500 transport.
Technology called "The Dragon"
ware-based digital filter for standard The soundstage, rather than seeming
was unveiled at the Show. The $1195
CDs but switch= to the Pacific Micro- awindow with defined boundaries
box daims to offer resolution enhancesonics PMD100 HDCD decoder/ Icould hear through, was aconment; however, unlike Audio Alfilter for those few HDCD-encoded tinuum that extended around the
chemy's resolution-enhancement
discs available. HDCD decoding is sides and rear of the room. Icould
technology, which recalculates each
a$459 option on the Generation V.
clearly hear the hall's side and rear
digital sample, The Dragon dithers
Owners of the Generation III or stan- walls wrap around me, providing an
bits 17-20 (user-selectable). The unit
dard V can have their units retrofitted amazingly lifelike impression of actualso removes jitter-inducing subcode
with the HDCD chip for the same ally being in the acoustic.
data and has adual PLL input receiver
price. Theta plans to add the HDCD
On the more affordable side,
fot low jitter.
option to the rest of their product line, really enjoyed the sound of Aerial's
Speaking of resolution enhancestarting with the Pro Basic III. It's
10T loudspeakers driven by the new
ment, Audio Alchemy conducted
amazing that an original Theta DS Mesa Engineering Baron tubed
the first public demonstrations of
Pro can be upgraded to Generation amplifier and aCAT SL-1 Signature
their new DTI•Pro 32 jitter reducer
V performance—with HDCD depreamp. The source was the Ed
and resolution-enhancement procescoding—in 1995.
Meitner-designed B1DAT processor
sor. The $1595 DT1•Pro 32 is similar
There was so much good sound at
($1995) and Melior CD Transport.
to the DTI Pro Ireviewed in Novemthe Show that it's hard to single out
Cables and interconnects were by
ber '94 (Vol.17 No.11) but uses a the few best-sounding rooms Iheard. Esoteric Audio, and power-line
Texas Instruments 32-bit floating
There were, however, a few real
conditioning was provided by Tiff
point DSP chip instead of the no- standouts. In addition to the Audio Electronics.
longer-available Star Semiconductor
Note room and Manley/Genesis sysSee you in New York.
device. The new Pro 32 is said to have
tem mentioned earlier, Iwas greatly
—Robert Harley

THE MERIDIAN SUITE OFFERED THE BEST SPATIAL PRESENTATION
I'VE EVER HEARD FROM RECORDED MUSIC.
WorldRadioHistory
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Adcom's new GFA-5500 continues the legend.

The Adcom GFA-555II power amplifier has

for improved sound. And the really good news

been legendary among audiophiles and serious

is that while providing all the punch and

music listeners. It set the standard for high end

muscle of MOSFETS, they have aremarkable

sound at reasonable cost, consistently being

ability to sound as sweet as tubes.

compared to amplifiers costing two and three

So while audiophiles the world over may be

times as much. Now, after years of evolution-

sad to see the end of the legendary GFA-555II,

ary development, its successor is available.

music lovers everywhere can look forward

The new GFA-5500 provides 200 watts-

to hearing the sweet power of the GFA-5500.

per-channel continuous at any frequency from

Visit your Adcom dealer and listen. You will

20 Hz to 20 kHz at 8ohms. It continues the

hear the details that make adifference.

Adcom tradition of delivering high current into
low impedance loads that results in extraordinarly pure, clean, musical sound reproduction.
But the big news is its use of the newest hybrid
MOSFET transistors, HEXFETS. These allnew devices permit amore efficient circuit
board design that leads to shorter power paths

ADCOM®
details you can hear

I1Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montréal,
Québec (514) 344-1226
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ACK ENGLISH ON UNDER-$5000 LOUDSPEAKERS

F

abio. ..
Ice-T. ..
plastic surgeons ...
investment bankers
...
maybe even afew lawyers
working the O.J. case. After all, we
were in Los Angeles, and the crowds
in the rooms with the monster speakers
were huge. But maybe, just maybe,
some of those jeans-and-T-shirtclad folks were only wannabe lottery
winners or wishful long-lost heirs
and heiresses. Maybe some people,
once the voyeurism and dreaming
faded away, indeed had some interest
in less expensive speakers.
That would be great, because
wonderfully musical sounds were
coming from both the Signet/
McCormack and System Audio/
Densen/Nordost rooms, where the
featured speakers cost less than $400!'
Signet's new just-under-1-cubic-foot
SL256 ($360) features a3/4" dome
tweeter and 61/
2" polypropylene-,
cone woofer, 88dB sensitivity, a
nominal &ohm load, and astated frequency response of 47Hz-20kHz.
Powered by aMcCormack Micro
system with Signet cabling throughout, the sound was much larger than
seemed possible from such amodestly
sized and priced setup. It was surprisingly extended in the lows and sufficiently musical to satisfy almost any
audiophile.
Not to be outdone, newcomer
System Audio, from Denmark, was
getting equally incredible sound
from their diminutive model 905s
($399) powered by Densen electronics and connected via Nordost
Flatline cables. The 905 combines a
19mm "texdome" tweeter with a5"
coated woofer to give asensitivity of
89dB, a nominal impedance of 8
ohms, and a specified frequency
response of 60Hz-22kHz. The im-

mediacy and rhythmic drive in this
room was so arresting on the wonderful European rock and blues we
were listening to that Ihad avery
hard time not playing the air guitar.
The Signet SL256 and System Audio
905 ended in adead heat in the contest for Biggest Bang for the Buck at
the Show.
But low price alone wasn't the only
good news. PSB announced adecrease
in the already attractive prices of their
very popular subwoofers. The Alpha
Sonic, Subsonic II, and Subsonic III
were reduced to $249,2 $599, and
$799, respectively. Alón was equally
pleased to report that they were now
in full production of the $995 Petite,
which was ahit at the 1995 Winter
CES. While this small minimonitor
was proudly on display, it was the
impressive-sounding Alón V Mk.II,
which maintains its price at $4995,
that was reproducing the music.
Joseph Audio's RM7si minimonitor ($1299) also sounded very
impressive with or without the bevy
of strategically placed M&Ms. The
'7 combines a1" silk-dome tweeter
with a61/
2"glass-fiber woofer; its
bass performance at the Show belied
the specified 45Hz, -3dB point.
Companies best known for their
minimonitors were making all sorts
of news; two of them get my nod for
Best New-Speaker Introductions
at the Show. The first was Totem's
Model 2($2995). Since Totem has
yet to produce anything other than
musically faithful speakers, Iwasn't
suprised to find the stand-mounted
2sounding wonderful powered by
AudioPristn electronics. The second
was Epos's floorstanding (yes, floorstanding) ES 25 ($3495), driven by
amodestly priced Creek setup. The

IAll prices listed are retail prices per pair of loudspeakers; the price given for asubwoofer is for a
single speaker.

2The three-piece PSB Alpha satellite/Alpha Sonic
subwoofer system is now reduced in price to an
amazingly low $448.

Inever get tired of hearing that disc. Darned if it didn't sound
just slightly smoother up top the second time 'round. No
need to unpeel it, I'll wear it home. Ibought apack for each
of mc and whistled on my way.
Let's hear some Real World high-end in the Rotel room.
Michael Bartlett was only too happy to indulge me by playing
Dave Alvin. Another nice-for-the-price setup, and their

sound may well be ground-breaking
for Epos, who, like Totem, have a
superlative track record in providing
wonderful performance relative to
cost.
A growing number of audiophiles
are captivated by the sound of lowpowered, single-ended triode amplifiers, but it is hard to find loudspeakers to use with such amplifiers
that have both ahigh sensitivity and
abenign impedance load. At the
heart of this burgeoning approach to
high-end sound is the ever-gracious
Dr. Bruce Edgar. Unlike most speaker
designers. Edgar publishes complete
plans for his speakers for DIY devotees. He sells plans, parts, complete
kits, or fully assembled Edgarhorns
for $3500.
At the Show, the Edgarhorns were
doing all the great things typical of
horns—eg, effortless dynamics (no
doubt due to the specified sensitivity
of 103-105dB!) and revelatory detail
presentation—while significantly
minimizing many of the things, such
as ragged frequency response and
honky midrange colorations, that
have prevented the popularity of
horns. For the hobbyist, the marvelous Edgarhom could offer multiple levels of involvement for years
to come. Unfortunately, its 3dBdown point of 100Hz means you'd
need to add aseparate subwoofer for
true full-range performance.
Bipolar designs, once considered
radical, are now commonplace Leading the way at the Show was Paradigm's Eclipse/BP ($1799). The
speaker—which uses two each of
Paradigm's 1" pure-aluminum dome
tweeters and 8" polypropylene cone
woofers in aheavily braced bassreflex box—sounded noteworthy in
its deep-bass extension and overall
spaciousness.
Another now-accepted design

squatty little RIVIB100 monoblock cube amps (with balanced
inputs!) are as intriguing as they are cute. In keeping with
the theme of something going wrong for just about every
exhibitor at The Show, he'd lost all of his racks and furniture
What to do? Why, he went to Ikea, of course. Not bad-looking
stuff, either. How many people ask you for literature about
your audio racks? "Funny you should mention it ..." Ha!
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Dr. Bruce Edgar's Edgarhorns kept the high sensitivity flame alive, but Showgoers had
mixed reactions to their sound.

mates adynamic woofer with apanel
midrange and/or tweeter. Following
in the footsteps of Martin-Logan
and Apogee, Sound-Lab entered
this hybrid arena at the Show with
the $2250 Dynastat, which sounded
quite promising. The 6r-high, 17"wide Dynastat was far less roomdominating than other, larger SoundLab speakers.
Another entrant in the less typical
category was the latest offering from
Gallo Acoustics. Let's face facts: It's
hard to overlook aesthetics when
your speakers look like acouple of
basketballs with black beer cans sitting atop them. Others have apparently echoed the same sentiment, so
Gallo introduced the $500 Space
Frame stands. Each metal-framework
stand can be covered by adoth cover
(various colors are available), resulting
in amore typical rectangular shape.
Sitting inside the frame can be the
$2500 Nucleus with or without the
new $1450 Bassball subwoofer. With
the addition of the subs, the sound
was musical and inviting but still less
than subterranean.
One of the more satisfying-sounding rooms at the Show was the Digital Ear Audio/Video room, where

"Impress ye," thought Jack English of the Audio
Physic Virgo I: loudspeakers driven by the
Wavelength tube amps, MFA preamp, and
ImmediaiRPM/Clavis D LP player.

apair of Thiel CS1.5s ($1990) were
connected with Tiansparent Audio
cables to an Ayre amplifier. Other
impressive traditimal speakers included
the Harbeth HL Compact 7($2200);
the Paragon Regent ($3200); the
still-to-be-priced Margulies Al from
Mexico via Gold Aero; the Chameleon III ($4450) from Michael
Green; and the Audio Physic Virgo
($5000).
But great sound and reasonable
prices often aren't good enough anymore For many audiophiles, speakers
have to look as good as they sound;
Hi-Fi '95 had acouple of real stunners in the Rosinanté Evolution
($2500) and Diapason Adamante
($3998). The Evolutions, from Kansas,
blew Guy Lemcoe away. who was
trying to find away to get the Show
pair home with him. Their curvaceous, single-piece cabinets were
molded from ahighly densified polymer. The sound wasn't particularly
impressive, but the were Show conditions.
Iwas also unimpressed by the
sound in the Diapason room, which
Ivisited anumber of times. Powered
by N.E.W. electronics, the sound was
way too loud and never musically
involving (for me). Late in the Show,
when che room was empty, Igave a

Nailed it. And he was only too happy to give out the Ikea
info, too. Quality guy, friendly stuff, and vice versa, too.
Next up, Resolution Audio/Balanced Audio Technology. A likely pairing, as balanced operation figures
prominently in both. The Cesium transport splits the S/PDIF
datastream into dual-mono digital for feeding two DACs.
The BAT stuff is analog-balanced clear through, natch. Their

The Rosinanté Evolution loudspeaker features a
cabinet molded from ahighly densified
polymer.

much better listen to these truly beautiful minirnonitors from Italy and was
duly impressed. Other speakers in the
line include the Micra ($1298) and
Prelude ($1898).
But it really didn't matter what any
of the aforementioned speaker manufacturers had accomplished if you
could believe the aggressive promotional claims of Joly Electronics
Products. They immodestly claimed
to offer "the best speaker system in
the world." More specifically, they
claimed their $1500 J501 and $5000
J801 offered sound worth the respective equivalent of any $13,000 or
$80,000 speaker currently on the
market.
They went on to offer a$10,000
reward to anyone who mild disprove
their daims. While cultural differences might account for some of this
hype, Icouldn't help but wonder if
anyone from Joly had bothered to
walk around and listen to any of the
other speakers I've mentioned. The
Joly sound, often just asingle centerchannel speaker, was far from competitive.
—Jack English

VK-60 tube amp was the most visually appealing of all things
tubular Isaw—modern in style with the top down, four squat
Russian 6C33Cs warmly glowing, and all finished in sort
of amatte gunmetal with ablue LED in front. One more time
fix James Carter's "Oleo?' Here Ifinally got to hear the Aerial
10-Ts sound as good as I've heard them described.
Man, oh man! Looka that humongous thing in the Para-
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Available at these and other fine dealers.
Audible Difference
Simsbury, Connecticut
12031 651-7945

Audio Connection
Verona, New Jersey
1201) 239-1799
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Audio Den
Lake Grove, New York
1516) 360-1990

Stereo Shoppe
Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania
1717) 374-0150

The Art of Audio
Beaverton, Oregon
1403) 483-2537

Target HiFi
London, Ontario
1519) 434-6135

THE

ULTIMATE

TIMEPIECE.

The Sonic Frontiers
new SFT- 1 Transport.

Keeping time, in the musical sense, is imperative to the the flow and rhythm of apiece of
music. The same holds true in the retrieving and
handling of digital data from your CDs. The new
Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 Transport excels in these
areas, accurately retrieving the digital information and delivering data with extremely low word
clock jitter -making it the ultimate timepiece.
Delivering data with extremely low jitter
requires meticulous electrical design, component
selection and circuit layout. Unfortunately, many
transports suffer from poor jitter performance
because they fail to satisfy the digital interface
standards. The digital output signals from these
transports may have the wrong output impedance, improper voltage levels, or may simply be
contaminated due to crosstalk caused by poor
circuit layout. In some cases, the limited bandwidth of isolation transformers used in the
AES/EBU interface causes added jitter.'

The Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 optimally satisfies the
industry standard specifications for the various
digital interfaces including the Sony/Philips
Digital Interface Format (S/PDIF) and the Audio
Engineering Society/European Broadcast Union
(AES/EBU). Basic clock function is performed by
a16.9344 MHz crystal oscillator designed for
extremely low jitter -approximately 2picoseconds (from 100 Hz to 40 kHz). This master clock
is used to generate the S/PDIF and AES/EBU
digital outputs that are provided on Hewlett
Packard ST optical, BNC coaxial, RCA coaxial
and XLR connectors. When the digital signals
reach the outputs, the jitter typically measures an
incredibly low 10 picoseconds; independently
verified with UltraAnalog's latest Jitter Analyzer.
Another outstanding feature of the SFT-1 is the
drive mechanism. The Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 utilizes the all new Philips CDM12.4 mechanism
which far surpasses the performance of the popu-

lar CDM9 Pro. The CDM12.4 uses high-efficiency,
long life motors for disc rotation and radial positioning. The integrated circuits and filters provide a
very low power requirement with no adjustments,
ensuring fang term calibration.
The Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 offers an exceptional
level of performance for this price range. Its low
jitter performance and outstanding reading
mechanism make the SFT-1 Transport the clock to
beat. Call, write or fax for more information on
Sonic Frontiers' complete line of products.
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton

Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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Telephone (905) 829-3838

•See Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 10, "Jitter & The Digital Interface," by Rémy Fourré, V.P. Engineering at UltraAnalog, Inc.

Facsimile

(905) 829-3033

sound/Spica room! If that isn't the Great Mother of All Subwoofers! And sure enough, it was. Said so right on it:
"GMAS-18." It was doing its duty filling in the 10-40Hz
range. By this time, Iand Ihad perfected our mil-spec precision chair-switching drill—just the thing for Mr. Right
Brain and Mr. Left Brain (or is that Mr. Wrong Brain?) to
time-share the sweet spot of the Spica TC-60s. Iwas beside
myself! The C.E.C. TL 0transport was squeezing some
extraordinary detail from our fave James Carter track,
"Sandu." Richard Schram offered to play that monster cut
again on the li'l-brother TL 2for comparison. Cool! Not
quite as incisive, more restrained, and eminently musical. Do
some people still believe that transports don't make adifference? Isay pick your favorite flavor and enjoy!
Monitor Audio was featuring their $2300/pair MAG 903,
aroughly 3'-high rosewood-finished speaker driven by

Micromega transport, Sonic Frontiers DAC, and LA
Audio amplification—all connected with silver Kimber. A
prime example here of how some not-so-expensive components, particularly in the realm of smaller speakers, can
really shine within the constraints of these rooms. Phil Alvin's
voice and the rest of the Blasters came across rich and musical.
As Iaudition Ioften try to imagine I'm sitting in my own
living room to help gauge how Ifeel about asystem. This
is asound Icould see living with.
Imet up with Jonathan Scull to attend the Chesky
Records "How to Listen Critically" seminar. "Analog
George" Stanwick started off, relating to the near-capacity
crowd by drawing from his years of experience as NYC's
most (only?) user-friendly audio salesman and explaining
how to employ Chesky's new Ultimate Demo Disc to become
amore informed listener. The disc comprises narrated expla-

qua,
ROBERT DEUTSCH ON EXPENSIVE LOUDSPEAKERS

jr

fspeakers are to be placed into
just two categories—expensive
and inexpensive—what should
be the borderline between these categories? Jack English and Iwanted to
divide the writing chores equally, so
we somewhat arbitrarily decided that
he would write about speakers costing less than $5000/pair, and Iwould
tackle those above $5000. (We'd flip
acoin about who would write up
speakers that cost exactly $5000.)
However, Idid conduct alimited and
completely unscientific survey of
industry people, asking them about
the line that separates expensive and
inexpensive speakers. Their responses
ranged from $1000 to $10,000—the
former from arepresentative of a
company that sells $299 CD players,
the latter from the distributor of
$3000 phono cartridges. Kinda makes
sense, doesn't it?
At $100,000 (all prices per pair), the
Westlake Audio SM-1VT has to be
an expensive speaker even by Donald
Trump's standards. This 975-lb behemoth uses ahorn-loaded midrange,
tweeter, and supertweeter, with a
12" cone midbass and 18" woofer.
Driven by Boulder electronics, the
SM-1Vs sounded effortlessly dynamic,
with only fairly mild horn coloration.
(I don't know about Donald, but for
$100,000, I'd want no colorations
whatsoever.)
JMIab, the speaker-system division of French speaker driver manufacturer Focal, premiered the $65,000
Grande Utopia, to be available in the
third quarter of 1995. The Grande

Utopia is athree-way, five-driver
system with aclaimed sensitivity of
95dB. Although the room and setup
were hardly ideal, the Grande Utopias (with Pass Aleph 0amp/Aleph
Ppreamp, and SOTA/SME/Monster analog source) sounded quite
promising.
Quintessence Acoustics is a
company whose products Ihaven't
encountered before; their $35,000
Stealth is another sensitivity champ:
97dB. With Accuphase electronics and
Transparent cable, the Stealth (supplemented by a$5000 Stealth subwoofer) had abig, spacious sound.
The B&W Nautilus, one of the
stars of the Miami Stereophile Show,
also made an appearance at the Los
Angeles Show. These were in silver
rather than glossy black, and there
apparently have been some crossover
changes. Idon't know whether it was
these changes or something to do
with associated equipment (Mark
Levinson rather than Krell), the
room, or the setup, but this pair
sounded less forward, not quite as
"ruthlessly revealing," as the pair
in Miami. Maybe it was the silver
paint...
Dunlavy Audio Labs' speakers
have always sounded superb at Shows;
Hi-Fi '95 was no exception. Krell
was using the big SC-VI (with Krell
Audio Standard and other topof-the-line Krell goodies); retailer
Ambrosia Audio had the SC-V
(Rowland Model 6amp and Coherence preamp, Encore D/A processor);
and Balanced Audio Technologies

was using the "baby" (a 6', 180-lb
baby!) SC-IV. Iwas particularly
impressed by BAT's setup, which
featured their VK-5 preamp, VK-60
amp, and, again, the Encore D/A processor. With the exception of the
D/A processor, this is the system I'm
listening to at home right now, so
you'll be reading my more detailed
report about it before too long.
Cello introduced what was, for
them, a"budget" speaker: the $10,000
Serafin—a powered, stand-mounted
two-way that's part of the new Cello
Angel "compact reference" system.
At the levels they were playing, it
sounded as if it was being pushed to
do abit too much.
Strictly in the "I Don't Get It"
category were the speakers from
Yamamura. The Palladio MLR
($11,750) has alarge, cork-covered
baffle with a single cone driver
mounted in the center and the baffle
open in the back. "Narrow bandwidth, colored midrange" is what I
wrote in my notebook when Ifirst
heard the system (Yamamura electronics and cable); listening again on
the second and third days of the Show
did little to change my impression. I
understand they have acertain following, but I
just don't get it.
Iwas also disappointed—although
much less so—by the $12,500 Dzurko
VLS Tower. This speaker features a
72"-tall magnetic planar driver and
is normally sold with the Muse 18 or
the Muse 16 subwoofer, which adds
$4000-$9500 to the price. It may
have been aroom interaction (planais
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nations of various audio terms often used in reviews to
describe qualities of sound/music.
"How many people in this audience don't understand what
these terms mean?" Whoa-ah!!! And the ballroom was like
unto asea of hands upraised to the sky in unashaméd proclamation. Hallelujah! Food for thought, brothers and sisters.
Steve Guttenberg took over to describe the process that makes
aquality recording and the "less is better" approach; he then
passed the baton to David Chesky, who explained the company's philosophy. A lively Q&A session with the knowledge-hungry attendees soon ensued.
Did someone say hungry? We were joined by Laura, my
better half, my better quarter, and we rounded up as many

stray pals as we could and adjourned to the restaurant to break
bread—literally. Robert Deutsch arrived late, but the evergallant Jonathan Scull divided and shared his sandwich without missing abeat. Now, that's the kind of heartwarming
camaraderie extant in the world of audio that no one talks
enough about.
Iwondered how things had shaped up in the Audio Note
room. The buzz around The Show was that the magic was
back. Why not have another listen there and say hello to our
old friend and jazz buddy Kathy Quock, LA's new Audio
Note dealer? Yow!! It was positively packed with happy pilgrims seeking the way to sonic nirvana, and all Icould do
to get my faces in the door and wave. Gaku-On, Kathy!
Who's that waving at us? Why, it's JeffJoseph, beckoning us to come back to the Joseph Audio room and hear
some surfin' sounds he's recently discovered. Sure, why not?

pressions from a quick listen arc
anything to go by, Vandersteen fans
should start saving up now. (Vandersteen was using Jadis electronics and
digital processor/transport, so those
who want exactly the same sound
had better have ahuge piggy bank.)
A prototype of Hales' Concept 8
(price expected around $16,000) was
present at the Show, with awoodcomposite front baffle rather than the
glass-fiber-reinforced cement that
will be used in the production version. Apart from what sounded like
aroom-resonance drone, the Concept 8sounded excellent, especially
Mike Dzurko proudly shows off his new VLS
Many, many drive-units: Bill Dudleston explains
when Ken Stevens of Convergent
what makes his new Legacy Whisper speaker
Tower, which features a72" magnetic planar
Audio Technology put on Muddy
work.
driver.
Waters' original 1962 Folk Singer LP
(CAT SL-1 Signature Preamp, JL-1
are notoriously difficult to set up), but
for their preamps and power amps,
amps, Kuzma/Cardas Heart analog
the sound seemed to me to lack top- but the company is obviously no
front-end).
end air, and Iwasn't convinced that
slouch in the speaker department.
Boston-area retailer Goodwin's
the integration with the sub was ideal.
The $16,000 Bel Canto (with SymHigh End had ademo of asystem
The Whisper ($12,500), which is
phonic Line electronics, Timbre D/A
they call the "Sonic Hologram,"
the top of an extensive line from
processor and transport) had one of
featuring the new Avalon Radian
Legacy Audio available only by
the best sounds at the Show: superb
HC ($12,500), Spectral digital source
imaging and, perhaps taking acue
mail-order, is afour-way system with
and electronics, with cables and AC
10 drivers in adipole configuration and
from that processor, very natural
treatment by MIT This was another
features ahigh-directivity approach
timbres.
contender for the Best Sound sweepRichard Vandersteen has been
to dealing with room effects. Given
stakes: clean and dynamic, with a
working on ano-holds-barred speaker
the quality of construction and the
huge soundstage.
number and quality of drivers (infor some time, and it's just about
If Icould have just one of these
cluding four 15" woofers), the price
ready to enter the fray. The Model
speakers, which would Ichoose?
5 ($8900) maintains the general
seems very reasonable, and the sound
There's no doubt in my mind, it
(with Pioneer Elite CD player, Coda
design approach of the line but adds
would have to be the. .oops, sorry,
preamp, and Legacy amp) was open
abuilt-in powered subwoofer that
and dynamic.
has variable Q and multiband low- Ijust ran out of my allotted space.
Bye.
—Robert Deutsch
Symphonic Line is best known
frequency compensation. If my im-

STRICTLY IN THE "I DON'T GET IT" CATEGORY WERE THE
SPEAKERS FROM YAMAMURA.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995
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the sound „the vision
new jazz from Audio Quest Music
Charles Fambrough
Keeper Of The Spirit
AQCD 1033
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Bassist and composer
extraordinaire Charles
Fambrough returns to the scene
with this stunning debut for
AQM. Charles is joined by some
very special friends (including
Grover Washington Jr. and
Lenny White)
on this
beautiful and
compelling
program of
contemporary
jazz at its
finest!
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Joey

e4r4parig

Calderazzo

Secrets AQCD 1036
AQM is proud
to welcome
this power house
of modern mainstream piano to
its roster. Secrets
(featuring
the brilliant
arrangements
of Bob Belden)
marks amighty
turning point
in Joey's career.
Joined by bassist James Genus,
drummer Clarence Penn and a
large supporting cast (including
such notables as Tim Hagans
and Fareed Hague) Joey has
created amodern masterpiece!

AVAILABLE AT ALL
10111111BECOROSIVIIIIII
Nikirto

auchoquest.
.AUSIC

State of the Art Music/State of the Art Sound

TO ORDER
BY PHONE OR
RECEIVE AFREE
CATALOG CALL
800 .474 .1977
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Iand Idrop in, pull off ahigh-G bottom turn, smack the lip
hard, drive down the line, fade into acutback, get set up just
in time for ashort tube'n'comeout, and wind it up with a
gnarly floater. When we do surf music, we do surf music. Jeff
has three plain-chocolate resonators on each speaker, courtesy
of M&M/Mars, Corp. (Don't try this with the peanut
types—they have atendency to roll off the top end.) Purely
in the interest of Science, Iscoop them off of one speaker and
pop them into my mouth. "Now how does it sound? [burp]"
In the Waveform room we saw apair of the big MACH
13 speakers; abanner behind them claimed them to be "The
Intellectual's Choicer Also featured was asmaller sign
proclaiming the Show special: normally $10,500, today only
$8800. My intuition and my intellect listened together to
James Carter; intuition wasn't convinced that these were the
speakers for us, and intellect decided we didn't have the
money anyway, so we moved on.
Our third try at Symphonic Line was acharm. We sauntered by just as agroup shuffled out. Now we needed only to
wait for the gentleman in plaid Sansabelts and white shoes with
his significant other to vacate the prime seats. After afew more
cuts and some friendly persuasion, we were properly situated.
This may have had the edge for that coveted Most Soothing
Room award: dark curtains all around and alittle mood lighting to accent the great white fridgelooking Symphonic Line speakers and
RG 4amps (more modest in size than the
massive Kraft 250s in the Michael Green
room—in other words, they looked like
normal amps).

Klaus Bunge also had the Timbre transport on top of its
sister DAC situated tastefully to the side. Klaus obliged us
by cueing up "Sande What bliss! JC's tenor was presented
with exceptional body. Icould "feel" the presence of breath
and brass and subtle movement, while the rapid transitions
from wail to wonk just about stopped my heart. Also, for the
first time the cymbals quit hanging right on the speakers and
floated near them—the classic disappearing-speakers trick.
Perhaps Laura put it best: "The music hugged me." For me,
this was to be the best sax Ihad all weekend.
We entered one of the two Acoustic Image rooms, eager
to hear the big ESP Concert Grands. They were fronted by
Forsell 'table/ transport/ DAC and VAC amplification. It's
gotta be great, right? Hmm
.
there's some Showgoer
already playing some awful audiophile dreck. It brought to
mind Dan Aykroyd as Leonard Pinth-Garnell bringing you
another edition of Bad Music. "Now, that wasn't so good,
was it?" Ifinally got to hear some Junior Brown, but Ihadda
take the boomy sound with agrain of salt, as many of the
big speaker systems seemed to be difficult to set up in these
hotel rooms. The little ESPs we'd heard earlier sounded far
better to me—and me, too.
So we tried their other room next door. This one had a
more moderate setup: Well Tempered/Grado 'table with

The Esoteric Speaker Products Concert Grand speakers driven by VAC tube amps and
aFcrsell CD player sounded great, thought JA.

As well as having one of the few rooms to use LPs exclusively, Jeff Joseph was
concerned that we realized the great sound he was getting from the Joseph
Audio RM7sis was due to his strategic placement of M&Ms.
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Guitar amplifier manufacturer Mesa launched their first hi-fi amplifier, the
impressive Baron, at Hi -Fi '95.
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Gold Aero phono stage, Micromega transport, Dodson
DAC and Joule Electra preamp with the new, drool-inducing
Mesa Baron multitubed amp from the folks who put the
"Boogie" in guitar amplification. All this stuff was pumping
music through the Swans Batons speakers. Did Isay music?
Arrrgghhh! It's those same folks from that last room putting on the same revolting audiophile track, this time on cp.
We sweated it out once again until we could hear James Carter
make it all right. Sounded migh-tee fine. "This is great:'

said our host and ride operator. "I have another record by
the sáme guy. Wanna hear some?" The gentleman played a
cut fromJC On the Set, released prior toJurassic Classics. It's
got that same virtuosic, uptempo, honkin' vibe, and it really
worked well here. Alright, new blood for my CD short list.
This system proved abig fan favorite, according to the talk
around The Show. And with good reason.
NHT was pretty much packed with folks rockin' to the
big 3.3s, so we planted in the back row. As our requested

GIN LEMCOE ON INEXPENSIVE TUBE PRE- &POWER AMPS

B

esides offering ample opportunities to hear live performances of wide varieties of
music and to attend stimulating,
issue-oriented seminars, this year's
High-End Show offered the insatiable audiophile an excellent chance to
catch up on the latest, greatest hi-fi
products. No one, not even the "casual" audiophile, should have been
disappointed. Icertainly wasn't and,
judging from the several conversations Ihad with attendees, neither
were they.
My assignment was to cover inexpensive tube pre- and power amps.
To me, "inexpensive" means something Ican actually alibi-d, not something for which I'll have to shuffle
funds in my bank account or feel
guilty about spending money on after
the "newness" wears off. Something
in the $750-$1500 price range, for
instance. My enthusiasm over finding
products that met my cost criteria
dwindled after aquick perusal of
the exhibitors' rooms on Trade Day.
There just wasn't much available at
that price point to make note of. It
soon became obvious that, for this
report, I'd have to redefine "inexpensive."
At Thursday afternoon's press
luncheon—where Igorged on the
best chocolate-chip cookies I've ever
eaten—I looked for my alter ego,
Jonathan Scull, who, Iwas told,
would be covering expensive tube
amps and preamps. Spotting him
noshing on asub sandwich, Ibeat feet
in his direction like an ant toward
sugar. After an animated conversation, we agreed that Iwould be
responsible for gear costing $5500 or
less. After devouring acouple more
of those cookies, Iwas off to roam the
halls of the Doubletree.
Three years in development, Air

Tight's ATM-4 stereo power amplifier ($4795) utilizes the latest version
(6L6-GC) of the 6L6 vacuum tube.
It provides 24Wpc into 8ohms or,
bridged for mono, 48W into 8ohms.
As with other Air Tight amps, all
internal wiring is hard-wired, pointto-point, using ". ..differing and
appropriate materials," according to
their literature. Fit'n'finish are superb
(as I've come to expect from all Air
Tight products).
In addition to its $89,200 Ongaku
SE amplifier (27Wpc at 8 ohms),
Audio Note was showing the realworld Meishu-Phono SE integrated
amp ($6195; I'm grazing into Scull
country here), which provides
8.5Wpc of pure triode power into 8
ohms. The Meishu-Line SE, alinelevel-only version, is available for
$5295 (my territory, but this model
wasn't at the Show).
AudioPrism introduced its Mantissa Silver Signature Series line-level
preamp ($3095). A significant upgrade from the Mantissa, the Silver
Signature Series sports Holco resistors, MIT capacitors, Kimber AG
wire and Kimber RCAs, all held
together with Cardas eutectic solder.
Don't fret if you already own aMantissa preamp—you can upgrade to the
Silver Signature Series for $1400. In
the wings at AudioPrism is the Mantissa Phono Preamplifier ($3700?).
It's aclass-A, all-tube design with
enough gain, I'm told, for even the
lowest-output MC cartridge. Among
its features is front-panel selection of
RIAA contouring. Keep your eyes
and ears open for this one!
In the Ambrosia Audio 8c Video
room, apair of Balanced Audio
Technology VK-60 stereo power
amps ($4495), bridged for mono
operation, along with aVK-5 linestage preamplifier ($3995), were

coaxing some great sound out of a
pair of Dunlavy loudspeakers. The
all-triode, zero-feedback, fully balanced VK-60 amplifier delivers
60Wpc into 8ohms, or 120W into 8
ohms in monoblock configuration.
It's areal eye-catcher with its rugged
good looks and round transformers.
The VK-5 preamplifier was, according to BAT's Steve Bednarski, "designed to be areference standard in
line-stage preamplification." It features zero feedback, fully balanced
topology, dual-mono construction,
and vacuum-tube voltage regulation.
It provides five line-level inputs and
three outputs (two main and one
tape). BAT also sells some of the
neatest single-ended/balanced adapters I've seen.
Convergent Audio Technology's Jerry Skolnik told me that current production units of their highly
regarded SL-1 Signature preamp
($4950) have had the gain lowered by
4dB. Other than that, the product is
the same. Mr. Scull will cover the JL1triode mono power amps ($15,980/
pair). Single-ended amp mavens
Cary Audio Designs introduced
their modestly priced, pure-class-A
SLP 74 preamplifier ($1495—SE, of
course!), which boasts four line-level
inputs, tape monitor, two outputs, and
a1W headphone amp. Modular by
design, the SLP 74 will accept aplugin MM phono board ($399) and an
infrared remote control for volume
and mute.
OTL proponents Fourier Components, Inc. introduced their new
Triomphe stereo power amp ($2195)
and the Sans Pareil Mk.III Plus
($4950). The former delivers 45Wpc
of triode power into an 8ohm load
(30Wpc at 4ohms) using eight 6080
output tubes. The Mkill Plus monoblocks add ahigh-current inductor
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portion ofJC's "Sandu" finished, leaving us hungry for more,
NHT's Ken Kantor rang alittle bell and we all turned our
chairs around to face the 2.5s and the Meridian electronics—
instant front-row seats! We were doin' just fine/groovin' to
"Blue Line," by Phil Alvin. The 2.5s don't have the slam of
their big brothers, but they perform most admirably in a
smaller size at afraction of the price. Did Isay fraction? A
pair of 3.3s are about 4kilobucks; the 25s will run you $1100.
That $2900 difference will buy you alot of CDs.

If you wanna talk big speakers, go no further than another
Ambrosia Audio room sporting the big, big Dunlavys and
the fully balanced system consisting of C.E.C. TL 2transport
(balanced atop three Shun Mook Diamond Resonators, no
less), Encore DACs, and Balanced Audio Thchnology preand power amps. The comfortable black leather swivel chairs
were amost welcome touch while waiting to hear our own
musical selection. Another tasteful room. There's just something about those blue LEDs on the BAT stuff, and they

T

HIS YEAR'S HIGH-END SHOW OFFERED THE INSATIABLE AUDIOPHILE AN

EXCELLENT CHANCE TO CATCH UP ON THE LATEST, GREATEST HI-FI PRODUCTS.
to the Mk.IIIs. which, Iwas told,
improves filtering and regulation in
the power supply. Iwas also told that
one of the sonic benefits of this mod
was better control of the low end.
Power output, however, drops from
250W at 8ohms to 190W at 8ohms.
From Denmark came the LA
Audio line of tube electronics. Importer Jay Bertrand, who also distributes Forsell products, intends to pursue an aggressive marketing program
to increase LA Audio's profile in this
country. Ithink he should, judging
from what Isaw at the Show. Nestled in asturdy rack were acouple
of gorgeous P-3 200W-at-8-ohms
monoblocks ($9000/pair). The C-3
dual-mono, all-tube, class-A preamplifier ($5000) located nearby included an MC phono stage. Among
its features are separate power supplies for the line and phono stages. I'd
like to see and hear more of these
products.
New from Mexico came the Margules U280-SC stereo power amplifier ($2500). In triode mode it delivers
25Wpc at 8ohms. Operation in Ultralinear mode doubles this rating. The
U280-SC can also be bridged for
mono operation. Distribution and
availability are questionable at this
time, but I've got agut feeling this
product is worth watching.
Mesa Engineering, with 25 years
of vacuum-tube amplifier-manufacturing experience, is known primarily
for its extensive line of pro gear. (Ever
hear of Mesa Boogie?) With the
introduction of the Baron stereo
power amp, they want to be known
as makers of high-end home-audio
equipment as well. The Baron is a
true dual-mono design all the way
down to its separate transformers and
power cords. Power output is switch-

able between 150Wpc into 8ohms
(pentode), 100Wpc into 8ohms (triode/pentode), or 50Wpc into 8ohms
(triode). The two large VU meters
(switchable for bias adjustment)
adorning the Baron's massive front
panel allow you to easily monitor the
amp's performance, even from across
the room. Its rugged, no-nonsense
appearance reflects its heritage. So did
its sound. The Baron driving apair
of Swans Baton loudspeakers got a
vise-like grip on Les Claypool's bass
on Primus's Pork Soda and wouldn't
let go.
Close to my turf in San Diego is
N.E.W., who offer two different
types of single-ended, class-A, triode
tube preamplification: with or without batteries! The AC-powered P-3
($1298) provides five inputs and three
outputs. The DCP-33 ($2498) has

the same specs as the P-3 but comes
with the DCB-1 docking base, which
provides 100% DC operation. Both
units feature complete point-to-point
wiring and are PCB-free. Also available is the LP-3 all-tube, class-A
phono stage ($498).
Sonic Frontiers showed the new
Anthem line of easily affordable,
value-oriented, all-tube electronics.
The Anthem Integrated 1($1195)
delivers 30Wpc into 8 ohms and
offers 24dB of line-stage gain. To
keep vinyl-lovers happy, an all-tube,
MM phono stage with 36dB of gain
is available for $200. The two-chassis
Anthem Pre 1($1495) features dualmono topology and phono and line
capability. With switchable gain, both
MM and MC cartridges (with at least
0.4mV output) can be accommodated.
—Guy Lemcoe

Les Claypool, eat your heart out' Platinum Audio's Phil Jones took time off
from demonstrating his new speakers to boogie alittle on the bass, courtesy
of Mesa Boogie.
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match the blue lights atop the pyramidal Encore dual DACs.
All they need is an eye floating over 'em.
When James Carter came on, he came on strong—too
strong. The music was oppressively loud, yet no one did anything about it—us included. When the assault had subsided,
the exhibitor said nervously, "Well, that shows that they have
plenty of get up and go." You betcha. A buncha people got
up and went! Ikinda dug it, though, but it was by no means
afair test. "Now I'll play something more soothing": afolksy
chanteuse with afarfield diffuse piano (and the gain turned
down just atad) revealed the belle side of this previously bête
system.
Once again Ipassed Krell, and once again Ipassed, as substantial numbers of Showgoers were already queued up in
the hallway. Gotta try again later.
Ready for another shot at Home Theater, and some relief
from an advanced case of "hall vision:' we sidestepped into
adarkened space occupied in part by an Arnpro HD 3300
projector throwing visuals on an acoustically transparent
Stewart filmscreen; sound by M&K. Stargate and True Lies
looked especially sm00000th with the aid ola Faroudja VP
400 line-quadrupler—definitely one of those "if you have to
ask what it costs" items.
This was easily the best-looking homestyle widescreen
projection image these I's had ever seen. Until. ..
their HDTV
demo. Wow! They played on aJVC W-VHS machine an undoubled or quadrupled helicopter-flyover montage of San
Francisco, produced by one of the local SF television stations.
Now this is almost as good as film—maybe as good. Maybe
better. Easier to load the projector, anyway. The detail and
the subtle color gradation on faraway buildings was staggering.

If you've ever looked out awindow. ..
you get the picture. Look! There's Cass and Kyle's house! Hell0000. ..
I
hope we have aformally adopted Hi Def standard soon. If
this is what Ican expect to see coming to aliving room near
me, consider me jazzed. And Idon't get too awfully excited
about Tee Vee, but I'm stoked about this, too! Don't miss it
if you can. Really, if you see ademo like this, you'll probably end up writing your congressperson, or at least yelling at your current TV, "I'm mad as hell, and I'm not going
to watch you anymore!"
What's in this room? The "Imager" Concept. These are
two '70s, retro-looking, wood-grain boxes leaned back just
off the floor on metal stands and spaced wüide apart, with
some cabling running between them in addition to the usual
speaker wire. Iwas ready to hear some guit-steel from ol'
Junior Brown. A sign invited me to close my eyes and experience the sound. The hideous throw rug—a study in brown,
bright orange, and black, perhaps arefugee from an unfortunate dryer episode—haphazardly tacked to the bare wall
between the speakers was incentive enough, thank you.
The sound was amazingly not unlike what one would
expect from two non-toed-in speakers far apart and far away.
"Could you turn it up, please?" Our host begrudgingly
turned the volume one barely appreciable notch, from the
"barely perceptible background" level to the "okay for polite
conversation" setting. If this was awall of sound, then the
music was still on the other side of the wall. "Uhh ..
alittle
more. Pretty please?" Same again with that knob. Better, but
all Iheard was dual-mono appearing to emanate directly from
each speaker.
Each of me thanked our host for the audition, but he asked
us if we had time for one more. Being polite to afault, we
agreed. This must have been his favorite tune, because he
cranked that volume control past 10, past 11, up to 12, and
suddenly, the place is rocking to. ..what? How should Idescribe
this? It was some sort of symphony for percussion section
and dumptruck with boldly proclaiming drums, purposefully
blaring trumpets, shattering glass, and grinding gears. Or
something. Yes, thank you, that was most interesting. The
image was frightening—which was, Ibelieve, the desired
effect.
Audio Research/Mirage/Transparent Audio was one
of the best of the controlled demos at The Show. The emcee,
Transparent's Doug Blackwell, prepped us for what to listen
Mirage MIs offered surround-sound courtesy of Audi.; Research electronics,
including the new SDPI processor.

The Show experience: at the Mirage surround-sound demo.
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heard earlier. As best as Icould tell from the directions, we'd
pulled into the correct spot. On the far side of the lot were
abunch ofjunked-out old automobiles pushed up against
the chairdink fence: some old Buicks, aWoody, a'40s Packard, and what appeared to be aNash Metropolitan.
Hey! These are Classic Wreckers! Are you sure we've got
the right place? Yep. There was Mike Hobson, ready to escort
us into Classic's new Hollywood digs. Mike told me this is,

course! There were less-camouflaged
examples of the glass art in several
other rooms. Jadis was front-ending
Brooks Berdan's system, making fine
sounds with aJP-80MC/JS1/J1 preamp/processor/transport combo with
the new, veddy upscale Vandersteen
5s. Jadis (and Plinius) electronics
were powering Reference 3As and
AE speakers in importer Victor
Goldstein's Fanfare International
room and in Frank Garbie's Northstar Leading The Way setup. Smiling Mr. Kiuchi of Combalc Corporation did his best to politely deal
with the milling throngs in importer
Goldstein's Harmonix emporium.
Scott Frankland of Wavestream
was making sweet sounds on Audio
Physic Virgo speakers with his V8Triode 300 watters (the Franldanddubbed "Tube Temples"), oft-cited
for resembling nouvelle vogue NASCAR V8s. (I've got to bring him my
copy of Sounds of Sebring next time I
see him!) Getting back to basic black,
Iwas much impressed with the analog merriment provided by new boys
Aesthetix, with their line-level preamp ($7995) and phono preamp
($4995) on Harbeths in Garth Leerer's

by sheer happenstance, the site where Ami Hadani mastered,
some 34 years ago, many of the selfsame Verve records Classic
is reissuing today. Ikeep an eye out for ghosts.
Once inside Ihad an opportunity to hear the happenin'
new jazz thing again, and even to chat with bassist Art Davis
himself. Or should Isay Dr. Art Davis, as he holds aPh.D.
in clinical psychology—a subject he has taught, along with
the subject of music, and which he continues to practice. What
(Continued on p.108)

Musical Surroundings rooms Mike
Hobson of Classic Records stopped
in and played atest-pressing of Art
Davis's A Time Remembered on the
Basis/Graham/Ruby while coyly
soundbiting me, "Destined to be a
classic!" In this case, he's not exaggerating. Ihad the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Davis later in the evening at the
Classic Records do, and he impressed
the hell out of me as being amost
soulful guy.
A cute Audio Research factoid:
Mike Harvey told me that the meters
on the VT150 Special Edition were
made by the same guy who'd made
them for the D79. "Hey, got 'em right
here, Mike—been waiting 13 years
for another order!" Ialso spent an
interesting few moments with Charles
Gray of Svedana (pronounced "Sevetlana") Electron Devices. We talked
about the true provenance of certain
allegedly Russian tubes that also
show atendency to drift their bias,
and generally tube-gossiped dish-wise.
ARS Electronics' staff shamelessly proffered a wide range of
vacuum tubes from the mundane to
4 5856 College Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA
95618. Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.

the wild, no doubt enjoying the
zombie-eyed drooling countenances
evoked among the tubular who
passed their display. Ibelieve Imyself
am pictured casting lascivious glances
at their Lionel-scaled 1 kilowatt
single-ended 8166, usually found
arrayed in AM radio stations: $800
each to enhance your tube collection.
That's it. Inote with particular
pleasure that Shun Mook seem to be
almost mainstream now. Amused
bumping into Larry Archibald walking arm-in-arm with Fabio. Having
great success with Purist Audio
Cryo-Cones—$275 for three cryogenically treated Gabon Ebony pyramids. The new Illuminati digital
cable Ibrought home from the Show
sounds great. As does The Little Version HeadiRoom amplifier Ibrought
back to power my Grado SR80/CD3400 combo. Helps me concentrate
while Iwrite! Iuse three Sorbothane
feet under the CD-3400, one Harmonix RF-66 Tuning Foot on top,
and put the HeadRoom on aShakti
stone! Loved meeting so many of
you—thanks for your support. Ilook
forward to seeing you all at the Waldorf next year!
—Jonathan Scull

The fiery furnace that is the $100k Shoreline 800 amplifier.
Now, isn't that the biggest tube Jonathan Scull has ever seen?
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Building Blocks
for aBetter System

MIT

AGood System is Thought Out Completely
and Then Built From the Ground Up.
FOR YOUR POWER:
Clean Up Your AC Supply
MIT's updated Z-Series — is the ultimate
foundation for your system. The building
block approach used by MIT's engineers
allows you to build an AC power treatment system to supply your system with
the clean power it needs to reproduce
the details that allow you to
suspend disbelief.
"I'm convinced that, no matter the
stature of your front end, the Ztreatment
will open your ears to its sonic potential.
Ican't imagine ever listening again to a
digital source without this caliber of
AC-line conditioning."
Dick Olsher, Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 12, December 1994

Acomponent
of the

o

System

Z-Series by MIT
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For more information or the dealer nearest you Call MIT at (916) 888-0394
MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA

MIT

Building Blocks
for aBetter System
Building aSystem Capable of
Delivering the Goods isn't Child's Play.

FOR YOUR SPEAKERS:
Unlock the Potential of Your Multi-Wire Speaker System.
MIT's engineers looked at the opportunities and challenges created by bi-wiring, and the
limitations imposed by ordinary wire, and started with afresh approach: Separate, optimized signal
paths for the high and low frequency inputs. Using MIT's patented Terminator" networks allows the
speaker to deliver deeper ,tighter bass, more focused midrange and smoother highs.
Multi-Bandwidth" Terminator technology at arange of prices from the affordable to the exotic.

For more infonnation or the dealer nearest you call MIT at (916) 888-0394
MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn,
1St
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More Than Just Cable!'

SHANNON DICKSON ON EXPENSIVE SOLID-STATE THAT RATES

W

es Phillips in his following report cogently
laments the paucity of
affordable solid-state amps and preamps on display at Hi-Fi '95. The
opposite was true of their more pricey
counterparts. Indeed, abasic laundry
list would be necessary to cover in
this brief allotted space all the deserving "expensive" solid-state gear
shown. Since I'm not getting paid to
simply copy most of the Show guide,
I'll look at ahandful that, in my mind,
offer exceptional promise.' Apologies
to those who could have, but didn't,
catch my eye during the whirlwind
four days of fun in the California sun.
(Actually, since my only venture outdoors during the Show was at night,
Ican't vouch for the sun; but thefun
was non-stop.)
It's no secret that divining the
inherent character of aloudspeaker
with certainty in aShow environment is acrapshoot at best; for electronic collaborators, it's anear impossibility. Mediocre sound under these
conditions often says little about the
true merit of any component. However, exceptional all-around sound in
agiven room is agood indicator that
contributing elements warrant a
closer look. With this view in mind,
here are afew transistor items that
pushed my button:
1Overall, in spite ola nasty rnidbass resonance that
plagued many rooms, this Show had the best sound
and accommodations of any Ihave had the pleasure
to attend. The live music was even better, naturally;
and, combined with anear seamless coordination
by the unsung Santa Fe crew, it all added up to four
days that slid by way too fast. I'm already looking
forward to New York in '96.

Several exhibitors at this Show
touted the benefits of a"total system"
approach to Hi-Fi Nirvana. None
was more effective than the Spectral/Avalon/MIT combo shown by
retailer Massachusetts retailer Goodwin's High End. Wes Phillips and I
enjoyed acoherent, holographic, and
rhythmically stimulating session
courtesy of Theta's Data III transport
feeding aSpectral lineup including
their SDR-2000 HDCD® processor
($8895), improved DMC-20 series
2preamp ($6595), and DMA-180
stereo amplifier ($7495). A collaborative effort between MIT and Avalon
Acoustics, using the output characteristics of the Spectral amp as areference, led to the development of the
low-pass filter found in the new triwired MIT 850 Terminator speaker
cable, which sells for aheart-skipping
S8995/8' pair, and which in turn is
matched both to the amplifier and to
anew crossover design in aspecial
version of the Avalon Radian called
the HC ($12,500). By treating the
amp, cable, and speaker crossover as
known elements in anetwork during the development of each component, the designers attempted to
optimize phase linearity and power
transfer throughout this critical interface. A rather restrictive approach
concerning component flexibility, yet
the results speak for themselves. One
of the best sounds at the Show, if you
discount aparticularly aggressive bass
resonance in the room.

Another "system" approach that
was working well made its debut in
the Cello suite. Named the Angel,
this concept is composed of Cello's
Encore line preamplifier ($8000) and
exciting new Seraphin active, biamplified speaker ($10,000). Ireally
think this idea is good; marrying great
amplifier quality directly to outstanding speaker design while removing
the reactive elements of apassive
crossover. The catch here is having
the expertise in both speaker and
amplifier design. Cello apparently has
it, because the Angel sounded almost
heavenly with Joe Cali working the
Encore's adjustable controls.
Madrigal showed off their beautiful new Mark Levinson amplifier
line, ranging from the monster, workstation-sized, 300W monoblock model
No33 rekrence ($32,000) to the
following three stereo models: the
300W No.333 ($8495), the 200W
No332 ($6495), and the 100W No331
($6495). The sum of these amps
together with aB&W four-way electronic crossover provided spectacular
control and clarity for the "not from
this world" B&W Nautilus speaker
($35000). A No38S preamp ($6495)
and the Nos.31/30.5 digital rig
($8495 and $15,950, respectively)
provided the front-end honors.
Krell was well-represented, as
usual, with adisplay of the impressive, 200W KAS-2 monoblocks
($18,500). An updated top-of-theline preamp, the KRC-HR ($6900),
and anew entry-level remote preamp,
the KRC-3 ($2950), were also on

-

What, me worry? Cello's Joseph Cali.
Krell's Dan D'Agostino explains to Show visitor Fabio why there are no tubes
in Krell components.
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(Continuedfrom p.103)
apleasure! What akick to think this well-spoken gentleman
has played on too many of the greatest jazz sessions to count,
including Coltrane's Africa Brass, to name just one of my alltime laves. And he digs talking music with aregular Joe like
me. Far out.
Meanwhile, Iwas checking on what'd been happening
with fellow Con Eds Shannon Dickson and Wes Phillips,
when Mary Cardas reminded me again that Ishould mix
alittle! Mary was wearing afabulous gold vintage dress.
Vintage? Hey, with this crowd, you never know; I'll bet it's
areissue! Whatever, she was stylin' in aserious way.
And just look at these drink coasters. Why. ..
they're. ..
record labels attached to alabel-sized chunk of vinyl! The cutout
label area from recycled pressings makes atotally bitchen
coaster! When Idecorate my listening room, I'm calling the
Classic folks in to accessorize, dahling. Just as things were
getting going, we had to get going; we had adinner engage-

ment on the other side of town. Sigh.

SUNDAY: DAY FOUR
Omigod, omigod. .what time is it? Ahhhh!! Sunday's
stream of consciousness started with ascream of consciousness,
due to alittle later start than I'd hoped, because the hotel
radio/alarm clock in our room bit the dust sometime during
the night.
Even so, Imade it to The Show before the starting whistle
blew, and ran into fellow Contributing Editor Steven Stone,
who was on his way to give aquick listen to the Apogee
Studio Grands driven by asolid-state McCormack DNA-1
for the LF and the Sonic Frontiers 211 PP Reference Mono
tube monsters for the mids and up. The two of me decided
to tag along. Steven played away cool cut of avocal performance that really shows off depth and, surprisingly, dynamic
headroom, 'cause at one point this far-forward male voice

TEN THOUSAND M ANIACS:
W ES PHILLIPS SEARCHES FOR AFFORDABLE SOLID-STATE

T

en thousand happy, excited
audiophiles milling about
the halls and rooms of the
Doubletree—ain't FPO way you could
call that anything but asuccess. Yet,
one of my most resounding impressions of Hi-Fi '95 was of missed
opportunities. Scant attention was
paid to the budding, casual, or impecunious audiophile; room after
room featured $100,000 fantasy systems. Don't get me wrong—I know
that people want to hear them; /want
to hear them. And the long, long lines
outside the B&W/Mark Levinson,
Cello, and Genesis rooms demonstrated that achance to hear these
out-of-reach systems is an irresistible
draw. Hell, Ionce waited in line for
35 minutes at aNew York Auto show
just to place my butt in the driver's
seat ola Lamborghini (no, they don't
make them in my size).
Yet Ireckon that some folks at the
Show were no more than idly curious about the wacky, way-out world
of high-end audio—people who
came to the Show wondering if there
was something to this stuff after all.
To them, the domination of megabuck systems must have seemed like
adeclaration: You can't afford this hobby.

And that puzzles me, because,
unlike CES, the Hi-Fi Shows revolve
around dealer participation, and I
would imagine that expanding the
market would be ahuge priority. If/
were adealer with acouple of rooms,
I'd make one of them astatement
room, showcasing the finest equipment set up as best Iknew how. But
I'd also put together a"real world"
system, and I'd work that room
relentlessly, making sure that attendees understood that they, too, could
have sound to be proud of.
Of course, maybe we all need to
acknowledge that this real-world
market is crucial to the Show, the
public, the industry. Maybe Stereophile
has some complicity in this state of
affairs. After all, the Show Guide ballot doesn't even list categories for best
affordable system or give any real
weight to a superlative demo of
modest equipment. Who can blame
dealers and manufacturers for focusing on the Best Sound of Show
award? In fact, as Ilamented at one
of the "Ask the Editors" forums
the paucity of real-world gear, an
audience member asked whether we
had heard any great affordable systems. Iresponded by describing two

setups that totaled more than $10k
each, leaving him gasping in shock.
There Iwas excoriating exhibitors for
forgetting to consider real people and
real budgets, while Iwas busily doing
the same thing myself.
There were some great-sounding
systems that didn't sport ridiculous
price tags, though. The easiest to
find was in the McCormack suite,
located at the top of the lobby escalator, where Signet's astounding SC256 loudspeakers ($360/pair) were
making real music teamed with
McCormack's Micro Power Amp
($895), Micro Line Drive ($595), and
SST Transport/DAC-1 ($1495/$995)
front end. A much costlier system
featuring McCormack's full-priced
line and larger Signets was located at
the other end of the room; they alternated them for demonstrations.
"We'd get confused at times," Signet's
Jim Richards confided. "Even we
couldn't tell which system was playing without checking!' Icertainly
couldn't believe how good the sound
was from the cheaper system—and
even McCormack's full-priced gear
offers alot of bang for the buck.
Reference Audio-Video, of Gardena, California, showed one of the

TOTHE IDLY CURIOUS, THE DOMINATION OF MEGABUCK SYSTEMS
MUST HAVE SEEMED LIKE ADECLARATION: YOU CAN'T AFFORD THIS HOBBY.
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booms while the female voice slowly approaches from waaay
back.
How'd it work out? Well, there was asense of depth, no
doubt, but that booming-voice thing was noticeably distorted. Ialso played some Junior Brown, and that too was
less involving than I'd hoped for. Ithink this may have been
the first time this particular group of equipment had been
put together in this way, and this was the amp that had had
its tubes pilfered, so it was running on replacements. Isaw
they had asmaller system here, too—maybe we'd get achance
to listen to it later.
And now for something completely different—and right
next door! In one corner, weighing in at hardly anything at
all, we had amodest-looking system featuring N.EX's cute
preamp and 20W class-A amp (batteries included) and
Michael Green's (that guy again!) Revolution Series speakers.
Oh, the system wasn't all modest—the CD spinner and DAC
were from Forsell! The Revolution Series speakers include

gutsiest systems at the show: NHT
SuperZeros ($199/pair) and PSW-1
($299), and California Audio Labs'
DX-1 ($895)—all driven by an Audio
Innovations 35Wpc integrated Alto
($500). This system—the least expensive Isaw displayed—presented
music in amost appealing manner.
While the satellites weren't perfectly
integrated with the subs, all of the
rooms had resonance problems at
about 100Hz—which made aseamless blend unobtainable, even in the
$100,000 systems.
Rotel also showed some great
budget stuff. Ilistened to 01' Blue
Eyes himself and felt that the swing,
the faultless phrasing, and the articulation came through intact—that's
alot of pluses! The RD P980 transport and DAC ($599 each), the
RC-995 preamp ($995)—featuring
remote control and single-ended or
balanced output—and the monoblock RMB 100 ($699 each), rated at
125Wpc, are all brand-new. Driving
B&W's 803s ($3000/pair), they brought
me back twice—I just couldn't get
enough.
Music Hall, demonstrating Creek,
was as always producing great sound.
The new Epos ES-25s were done
proud by the DS42 CD player ($1095),
P42M preamp ($595), and apair of
Creek 1.2 power amps ($595 each)
running as 150Wpc monoblocks. The
system was dynamic, detailed, and
had awarm expressiveness that I
really fell in love with. Roy Hall also
showed a new budget-priced CD
player with aMusic Hall badge on it:
the CD-32 ($325).
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Home Theater was ahot topic at Hi -Fi 95: listening to THX's Tony Grimani
help Showgoers are (I -r): renowned acoustician Elizabeth Cohen, Michael
Elliott (Counterpoint), and Tony Federici (Mondial/Aragon/Acurus).

"We source it from China and it
sounds bloody good—we modify it
by putting our label on it," Roy Hall
explained.
"You're pretty up-front about it."
"What am Igoing to do, make up
astory?" he asked. "It's agood, cheap
CD player. Iwouldn't bring it in if!
didn't think it was worth the money.
I'm quite chuffed with it."
Oh, me too. Substituting it for the
much more expensive Creek, Iwas
stunned at how good it sounded. I
could definitely live with this affordable CD player—and how many can
you say that about?
R.E. Designs had apair of products that were new to me: the LNPA
150 monoblock Power Amplifiers
($2700/pair) and the LNLSA-1 Line
Stage Preamplifier ($1200). In concert
with ESP's Harp loudspeakers, they
were generating slam aplenty. Ican't
wait to hear more from all three.
N.E.W. showed anew, bigger, battery-powered amplifier: the DCA66 ($2995). At $3k, it may push the
envelope of affordable solid-state, but
you're getting alot of technology for
the money. They also debuted anew
tubed, battery-powered preamp: the
DCP-33 ($2498). Completing this
refined-sounding system were the
C.E.C. TLC transport, the Timbre
TT-1 DAC (or the EAD DSP-9000
for HDCD®), and the Diapason
Adamante loudspeakers. Imust have
fallen in love, because Ican't read a
word of my notes—well, Ican spot
words like "transparency!' "impressive and "depth," and the prevalence
of exclamation points reveals that I
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found alot to like. There was alittle
confusion when the system was
pushed, but all the rooms sounded
worse when the music got loud.
Joseph Audio's fine-sounding
RIv1-7si speakers ($1299/pair), driven
by the Audio Research D-200
($2495), were really singing. Imentioned to JeffJoseph that I, too, had
been listening to the D-200 and was
quite impressed with it. "Their solidstate gear just hasn't gotten much
recognition," he concurred. "But
it's very dynamic and alot of fun to
listen to!'
You gotta admire Audio Alchemy
—nobody considers the audiophile
on abudget like they do. They were
getting big, beefy sound out of the
Dahlquist DQ-32s ($2590/pair). The
Dahlquists aren't the speakers I'd
build my system around, but they
were doing alot of things right, and
I'd recommend the electronics without question. The DIT•Pro 32 ($1595),
DDS Pro transport (aproximately
$1500), DDE v3.0 HDCD-ready
DAC ($799; reviewed by RH last
month), the nifty little DLC line-level
preamp ($495), and the dual-mono
version of the 0M-150 power amp
($1545), as well as the 0M-50A (approximately $1500) class-A power
amp, really sailed through my torturous demo disc: David Murray's
Shakill's Warrior (Sony/DIW CK48963). Maybe it wasn't fair to ask
any system to play that—but it sure
was fun.
And that's agood description ofthe
Show in general: It sure wasfin.
—Wes Phillips
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Limited audiophile edition, 180g superior quality
vinyl—carefully Mastered by Decca from the
original master tapes. Plus more to come.

S'eelV"\*
EspanaVArgenta/LSO
LP =MIEC 2020 535

Bartock/lhe Miraculous Mandarin/LSO

ASR

LP=ADEC6111

535

DvoraktSIVAN
Kertesz
MIN «MU
SIIMIETY 5At «w11.11

Grieg, Peer Gynt, fieldstad/LSO
LP =ADEC 2012
$35

MOM

MESHY

Tchaikovsky/Piano Concerto #1
LP =ADEC 2114
$35
Mozart/Le Noire Di
Figardo/Kleiber/VPO
LP =ADEC 2087 $110 (4LPs set)
Bizet/Saint-Saens/lbert/leux
d'Enfants/Danse Macabre/
Divertissement, Martinon, PCO
LP =ADEC 2252
$35

Stravinsky, Petrushka, Ansermet/LOSR
LP =ADEC 2011 $35

Rossini/Overtures; Gamba, LSO
LP =ADEC 2266
$35

Dvorak/Symphony #9/Kertesz/VP0
LP =ADEC 2289 $35 ASR

Ravel/Daphnis Et Chloe/Monteux/LSO
LP =OR 2164 $35

Brahms/Dvorak/Hungarian Dances/
Slavonic Dances/Reiner &VP()
LP AMC 2249 535

OBBUSSV
LA BOITE A JOUJOUX-....

Mozart/Fine Kleine Nachtmusik Mit
Munchinger
LP =ADEC 2270
$35
Handel/Water Music/Royal
Fireworks Music
LP =ADEC 2302

Adom/Giselle with Martinon
LP =ADEC 2128 $35

k
,ANTE MPS -.v..

$35

Strauss/Philharmonic Ball/VPO
LP =ADEC 2198
$35

4

Searle/Seiber/Symphony #1/Elegy
LP =ADEC 2232
$35

Debussy/Boite AJoujoux/Ansermet,
Orch. de la Suisse Romande
LP =ADEC 2136 $35

I
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ç
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Schubert/Trout Quintet/Curzon,
Members of Vienna Octet
LP =ARC 2110 535

Stravirsky/The Fire Bird/Anserme /
[Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
IP AMC 2017 535

Beethoven/Piano Concerto
#5/Curzon/VP0
LP =ADEC 2002 535

For Vol. 5(328 page) Catalog containing all
audiophile LPs and CDs, send $5 in the USA,
$10 elsewhere. Refundable coupon with catalog.
L/11

P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, KS 67402 1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609 •FAX (913) 825-0155

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553

SHIPPING:
$4.95 UPS Ground -$7.95 Airborne.
Any size order in continental USA.
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NEW
Dix &Merle Watson: Pickin' The Blues.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.P=AAPF 026 $30
Gold limited edition CD.CAPFG 026 $30

Dizzy Gillespie: Dizzy Gillespie's Big 4.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 024 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 024 $30

LI

NEW

Count Basie: Farmers Market Barbecue.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 023 $30
Gold limird edition CD.CAP1h 023 $30

Count Basic: Basic Jam.
180 glom vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 022 $30
Gold limited edition CO=CAPJG 022 530
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
Ilte Guitar Artistry of Charlie Byrd.
Itle gram vinyl pre3ingl.PrA411 025 $30
&In
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Miles Davis Winter Cookin .
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.1=AAP1 021 53('

Chico Freeman: Spirit Sensitive.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 020 $30
Gold Isniped editiai CD=CAPJG 020 $30

Don Ewell Quartet: Yellow Dog Blues.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1019 $30

Ralph Sutton: Partners in Crime.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.1=tifil 018 90
Gold limited edition CD=CAR1G 018 90

Chet Baker: Chet.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.P=AAP1 016 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 016 $30

Uuke Ellington:This One's For Blanton.
'
80 gram vinyl oressing LP=AAP1 OIS $30
Golo halted edition CD=CAP1G 015 $30

Lightnin' Hopkins: Gain Away.
180 gram vinyl pressmg LP=AAP8 014 $30

Benny Carter: Jon Giant
180 pal vinyl pressing LP=AAP1013 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAP16 013 $30

Art Pepper: +11.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 017 530
Gold limited edinon CD=CAP1G 017 $30

Art Pepper Quintet: Smock Up.
180 groin vinyl pressing1.1=AA11012 S30
Gold limited edition CD=CAP1G 012 S30

SONNY
ROLLINS

,..›4
GOeS

Ben Webster: At the Renaissance.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.1=AAP1 011 $30
Gold limited edition CD =CMG 011 $30

Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section.
160 glom vinyl pressing 1.1=W1 010 $30
Gold limited edinon (MAR'S 010 $30
1111: ‘1i

VEIlS

Bill Beam Trio: Waltz for Debbie.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.1=014P1 009 $30
Gold Iii ,ted edition CD=CAP1G 009 530
ORAIM

Arti_44_
Soney Rollins: Way Out West.
180.grem vinyl pressingl.P.M11 008 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAP15 008 $30

Ravel: Works for Orchestra.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.P=AAPC 007 530
Aluminum CD ,CAPC 007 $16

Gould: Latin American Symphonene,
Gottschalk: night in me Tropics.
LP AAPC 003 $25

Jimmy Rogers: Blue Bird.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.1=AAPO 2001 525
Aluminum
2001 $16

Wait PM
•11101,11•11•1

•••

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise.
Aluminum CD-CAP( 006 $16

Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.P=AAPFLE 5$30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPFG 005 $30

For our new Vol. 5 (328 page) Catalog
send $5 U.S. /$10 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog

Copland: Fanfare lar the Common Man/Rodeo,
Ives: The 4th of July/Thanksgiving.
I.P=AAPC 004 $25
CD =UPC 004 $16

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
19131 825-8609 •FAX (913) 825-0156

several models, the priciest of which is right around a
kilobuck.
And now for the good news, as we played "Sandu": this
system made some real music! It wasn't long until Ifully realized how fully realized the sound was. The Revs marked $995
produced asaxophone with gorgeous body, approaching
what Iheard from the Symphonic Line system. These
speakers are also tuneable, like the big Chameleons, and a
quick demo of funeability was given. Yes, yes—the sound
was warmer that way, but less tight. Veddy interesting.
O000h ...Wilson Audio. ..
Xls. ..0000h. Yes, they
were showing the Xis—but only if you signed up for aroad
trip to adealer way across town. It would take two hours
out of the day, minimum, so Ihad to bag that. As aconsolation prize, they were showing aWATTs/Puppies setup, and
this, too, was very popular, with standing room only (again).
They were playing some very entertaining demo material,
which included some pressure-to-the-body drum whacks
that were quite convincing and some wacky Rebecca Pidgeon
tune about agirl who's not agirl but maybe awoman-girl
growing older into awoman growing older into an old
woman. (1 know, it doesn't sound so wacky when Isay it, but

trust me, it had people giggling softly.) Oh, and it sounded
v.fine, too.
Hey, you know, Ihadn't made it back up to the Cardas/
CAT/Hales room. Maybe Ishould give that atry. Oh, cool!
No line! But there was agroup in there already, so Ihad to
wait. Ifinally made my way in and got afront-row-center
seat. Uh-oh, it's Mr. CAT, Ken Stevens, asking me to move.
Why? Uh, you want someone else to have alisten here? Who?
What, him? I'm not moving for that guy!
Ken now looked confused and worried, but was soon
relieved to find out that Mr. Scull, the guy he'd offered my
seat to, and Iactually know each other. The difficulty factor
of my seat-swapping drill was heightened by the necessity
of a challenging three-way/double-row musical-chairs
exchange between Jonathan and myselves. We quickly
worked out the logistics for the maneuvers to take place middemo and settled in for the show.
Apparently, whatever problems they had on Thursday had
been thoroughly exorcised, because the resulting sound was

Steven Stone wants to be buried in the Dunlavy SC-V1 speakers.

THOMAS J. NORTON ON HOME THEATER AND ACCESSORIES

j

urassic Parle was out. True Lie was
in. At least that was my impression of the prevailing hot-ticket
Home Theater demo material as
Iprowled the halls of the Doubletree.
It was almost as if everyone had conspired together to use True Lies, with
its exciting, splashy, but ultimately inyour-face soundtrack. Isuppose the
use of True Lies was inevitable, as it's
one of the few available Dolby AC-3
laserdiscs. At least afew AC-3 exhibitors were also using Stargate—a much
better soundtrack, in my opinion. But
almost no exhibitor seemed aware
that the AC-3 version of Forrest
Gump—which has a few demoworthy sequences of its own and far
more subtlety than either of the
above—was in the stores on the first
day of the Show.
And alot of exhibitors were demonstrating Dolby AC-3 discrete digital surround; all of the available AC-3
playback equipment in the world
must have been at the Doubletree that
April weekend. Sound quality was all
over the map in the AC-3 demos I
heard, but two setups stood out for
me: the ArnPro/ADA/M&K and the
Faroudja/Mcintosh/Vidikron. In
the first, the new M&K S-150 front
loudspeakers (about $750 each,
August availability, THX-certification pending) caught my ear. Used
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with M&K's existing SS-500 THX
dipole surrounds ($1595/pair) and a
pair of their MX-5000 THX subwoofers ($2495 each), the system was
just aggressive enough to catch the
excitement of punchy, over-the-top
soundtracks without itself going over
the top—a difficult balance to achieve
ADA (Audio Design Associates)
provided the electronics here, including their new FTM-6150 six-channel
amplifier ($2000) and aprototype of
anew 5.1-channel THX processor.
The AmPro 3300 projector also produced astunning picture, especially
on the HDTV material periodically
featured.
In the Faroudja/McIntosh/Vidikron room, the new Faroudja linequadrupler ($20,000) was the featured
attraction. The picture and sound
here were exceptional, but the choice
of program material also deserves
special mention: an excerpt from the
Eagles' Hell Freezes Over concert, a
clip from The Mask, and, inevitably,
something from True Lies. Despite my
earlier comment, they did pick
the best-sounding scene from the last:
the "tango" scene in the opening
sequence. All three of these clips had
strong musical elements, though they
naturally wrapped up the demo by
letting True Lies run past the tango
scene into the expecte shoot-'em-
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up for an appropriate dosing flourish.
DTS Technology—the "other"
potential competitor for your 5.1,
discrete-digital surround-sound dollars—also made some ripples at the
Show with what they now refer to as
their Coherent Acoustics' system.
With two rooms they demonstrated
both audio/video and—courtesy of
Brad Miller of Mobile Fidelity International—discrete multichannel,
audio-only applications of their
format. Both were very impressive
though seriously hampered by very
small rooms. They badly needed
about four times the space.
The best-sounding DTS audio/
video demo, however, was to be
found in the Genesis Audio and
Video room (not to be confused with
Genesis Technology, the loudspeaker
company). They demoed both the
Dolby AC-3 and ETS formats, using
most of the big Snell Music and
Cinema Reference system (see my
review last month), though substituting the Towers from Snell's Music
Reference System for the M&C left
and right front towers.
Iwas rather disappointed to note,
however, that, although they had the
same clip available from The Mask on
both Dolby AC-3 and DTS Coherent Acoustics demonstration discs,
they chose not to take advantage of
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The Show
2C-3D''' Two-Channel Three-Dimensional
The 2C-3D" system was the hit of the '95 Stereophile Show. Each component has been engineered to match perfectly with the other system
components. The result is a virtual re-creation of the recording space
and artists, with an astounding three-dimensional holographic image.

AVALO It
ACOUSTICS

The all new and remarkable Radian HC loudspeaker system has been designed
to reveal the musical subtleties of the associated components. In combination
with Spectral and MIT, the Radians present atrue 2C-3D- holographic soundstage. These speakers provide incredible low frequency drive, tonal purity,
low level resolution, top to bottom coherence and seemingly unlimited
dynamic range with complete freedom from cabinet colorations. In addition,
their beauty of finish and design allows the Radian HC to fit into any decor.

sPectral
Spectral electronics are the foundation of the
2C-3D -

system.

The

Spectral

SDR

2000

Professional Processor with HDCD, DMC 20
Series 2Reference Pre-Amp and DMA 180 highcurrent Reference Amplifier are featured. MIT
and Avalon Acoustics have engineered component and
speaker interfaces and loudspeakers to match and fully exploit
Spectral's

high resolution performance capability. This approach has yielded

remarkable results. Spectral's musical resolution, stunning clarity and sheer musicality are
in full evidence in the 2C-3D system. The 2C-3D total system approach contributes significantly to
advancing the art of musical reproduction.
WorldRadioHistory

Stopper!
Hologram from Spectral, MIT and Avalon

Using the Spectral and Avalon
products as building blocks,
Bruce

Brisson

designed

an

interface to complete a system
capable of creating a two-channel,
three-dimensional hologram. The result is
the MIT MH-850 CVTerminator."Tri-Wire (Avalon version), with multiple Terminator networks, each specific to a particular frequency range.
Paired with MI-350- Reference interconnect throughout, this set-up is
the ultimate in linearity and phase coherence - MIT calls it "Stable
Image Technology— . Beneath it all, MIT's Z-Series"' provides the AC
line treatment that is the foundation of this remarkable system. Even
the most experienced listeners will be unprepared for the level of sonic
Di=

improvement these MIT Reference level components bring to an already
excellent system.

Overture invites you to hear the system that was the talk of the 695
Stereophile Show. Experience the "Reach Out and Touch It" image of
2C-3D.

OVERTURE
ULTIMATE

ALIMIO/ \./I0E0

2423 Concord Pike (Route 202)
Wilmington, DE 19803
(Orders Only) (800) 838-1812
(302) 478-6050
No Sales Tax.
2C-3D*. & Stable Image Technology. are trademarks of MIT
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absolutely stunning. They ran through aset of stuff, including
acut from Sheryl Crow's Grammy-award-winning CD,
Tuesday Night Music Club, and Cardas explained that the entire
recording chain was tubular from the get-go at the mikes
and all wired with Cardas cable! Suddenly it occurred to me
that we had tubes and Cardas wire all the way from Pasadena
(where the album was recorded) to LAX (at The Show, where
this room was all Cardaswired, of course). That's alot of
Cardascable! It was playing through an Audio Alchemy
DDS 1transport and Audio Note DAC in aroom wellMpingo'd, with the amps on both Shun Mook Butcher
Blocks and Townshend Seismic Sinks.
They switched to vinyl for the rest of the demo, and all
heaven broke loose. George played an Art Pepper cut that
quite literally moved me to tears—it was that beautiful. It
was communion. (You'd get all misty, too, if you'd read
Straight Life, Art's autobiography.) Most amazing was that
we learned that the Hales speakers were prototypes, put
together literally hours before The Show. The real ones
should be killer.
Tweak Alert! We were gently accosted by Purist Audio
Design's Jim Aud in the hallway so that he could lay some
new little ebony pyramid feet on Jonathan. We'll be waiting with bad breath to find out how they compare to the
homemade jobs Mr. Scull was handed at Friday's panel.

Icrossed paths with Guy Lemcoe, who was just itchin'
to subject the Yamamura room to amajor dose of Primus.
I'd have to declare the system the winner here, as it managed to subdue and even gentilify Les Claypool's monster
bass. Igot the feeling it could calm the most savage of
beasts.
The final Flay the Editors session had started, this one
in the big, plush theater where Isaw Robert Silverman.
There was an open seat on the stage. I've already been on
two of these grilling sessions, but Ihaven't, so Iheaded
on up and took my place at the end. Somebody asked
if AC-power cords make adifference; Michael Fremer
responded that indeed they do—without them your system
won't make any sound at all, so he highly recommends them.
Another Showgoer asked what the panel members look
for in a$2000 speaker. Without hesitation, myself answered, "That it sound like a$5000 speaker:' not really
kidding.
Hey, it's Roy Hall of Music Hall giving me that comehither-and-have-a-sip-of-Macallan-18 look. Icouldn't resist.
As usual, Roy was showing off his cute Creek and Epos
systems—and playing real music to boot. He had four of
those Creek A42 amps driving the Epos ES 25 speakers—
when I'd peeked in earlier, he was using only two—and
things were much improved and the sound suitably engaging.

ROY HALL WAS SHOWING OFF HIS CUTE CREEK AND EPOS SYSTEMSAND PLAYING REAL MUSIC TO BOOT.

PETER W .M ITCHELL ON NEW TECHNOLOGIES

M

yfocus in this section is on
of Pm Logic surrounds. And Dynamic
new technologies that are
Decorrelation circuits will detect
just emerging from the
when surround signals are substandevelopment lab but have not yet
tially monophonic and will automatappeared in commercial products. Of ically apply decorrelation to sparialire
course, the most widely discussed
them, disengaging whenever the two
new technology is Dolby AC-3 codsurround channels are different.
ing for discrete digital 5.1-channel
New bass-management options
surround-sound. By this fall's shopprovide flexible muting of bass power
ping season, AC-3 decoders will be
from any input channel to asingle
included in adozen brands of sursubwoofer, to stereo subs, or to
round processors, and nearly two
individual subs in all five channels.
dozen laserdisc titles with AC-3
For developers who want to perform
soundtracks will be available in stores.
THX processing in the digital domain,
Since plans for this development were
THX will provide programming
announced more than ayear ago, I'll
code for use in Motorola 56000leave it to my colleagues to report on
series DSP processors. The bad news
the many AC-3 exhibits at the Show.
for your wallet is that the enhanceYou may have heard rumors that
ments for 5.1 have been thoroughly
discrete surround (AC-3 or DTS)
thought out; so if you already have
would make TIDC obsolete; but
aTHX-based Home Theater, you
enhancements already developed
definitely will want to trade up to a
will make new THX controllers 5.1- new 5.1-ready THX controller when
ready. Some changes are obvious—
you upgrade from Pro Logic matrix
for example, modifying timbre-matchdecoding to discrete 5.1 surround.
ing circuits to handle the full 20kHz
A local Home Theater installer,
bandwidth of discrete surround sigGenesis Audio tiz Video, provided
nals rather than the 7kHz bandwidth
superb demonstrations of AC-3 and
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DTS (showing that both can provide
very impressive sound) through
Madrigal Proceed electronics and
the Snell Music & Cinema Reference
system. DTS's own Home Theater
demo was unsatisfactory because of
poor speaker placement. But asecond
DTS room showed off the genuinely
exciting future of DTS coding: discrete-surround CDs of music, playable through any CD player whose
digital output is connected to aDTS
decoder. Brad Miller's Mobile Fidelity International "High Definition
Surround" sampler CD illustrated
the remarkable you-are-there realism of coincident quad rniking. And
Tom Jung of DMP produced an
exciting new big-band jazz recording in five-channel discrete surround;
the players wrap around the listener's
position in afull 180° hemisphere,
while the space behind the listener is
filled with spacious ambience.
DTS Technology has discontinued the "Zeta" name for its encode/
decode process. Henceforth the ITTS
signal in laserdiscs and discrete-
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It also looked like amore equitable matchup on paper, with
more than $2k of amplification driving $3500 worth of
speakers. We played The Whitstine Brothers, and everyone
sang along with the last couple of choruses of"! Like the
Christian Life"—which was pretty funny, considering that
all but one or two in the room were Jewish (and all on our
way to being half Scotch).
We'd popped in briefly before to the Audio Alchemy/
Dahlquist room and felt it was time to pay amore proper
visit and to reconfirm that, yes, this system did offer afull,
rich sound. Phil Alvin's "Blue Line" proved it. They were
using the Dahlquist DQ32s and all-Alchemy electronics,
including the 0M-150 amp with dual power supplies on the
low-end and the new 50W-of-class-A-power 0M-50A for
the top—all being fed by the soon-to-be-released DDS Pro
transport, DTI•Pro 32, DDE v3.0 DAC, and DLC preamp.
Before we left, we learned that the Alchemists are hoping
to record adrum album with amajor, major drum talent—
kind of a'90s update of the Sheffield Drum Record. Keep
your eyes peeled for that. Also, just as we were leaving, they
played aMapleshade CD: Electric Blues Doctor, by afellow
named Drink Small. Sounded really real. ..
say, aren't they
selling those downstairs in the. ..
...
Audio Video Today/Sonic Frontiers/Apogee room?
Yes they are! Iand Ieach paid good cash-money for acopy,
and Chris Jensen took abreak from Show duties to play the
two of me atune and to listen to one of mine/ours. This time
we listened to the more manageably sized Apogee Slant Six

surround CDs will be known as
"Coherent Acoustics" code, reflecting the fact that its six channels are
independent, phase-coherent, and
decoded using asingle master clock
circuit for the six 20-bit Burr-Brown
DACs in the prototype decoder. A
dedicated Motorola IC, available this
fall, will handle the decoding in consumer products.
Some new technologies burst fully
flowered onto the market. Others,
such as the digital amplifier, gestate
with great difficulty. Engineers have
been experimenting with digital
amplification (also known as classD) for nearly 20 years—including
John Ulrick, one of the co-founders
of Infinity. Many class-D amplifiers
were developed but not brought to
market, and some that were launched
were quickly withdrawn because of
problems with unsatisfactory sound
or ahigh failure rate. In the new
Spectron amplifier, which operates
by pulse-width modulation (PWM),

speakers driven by aSonic Frontiers SFS-80. Chris played
me atune titled "Yoyomama," by Don Ross, an acousticguitar virtuoso whirlwind with astyle he's dubbed "Heavy
Wood." There was avividness of the strings and guitar body
that was right there. Icountered with my favorite track, JC
doin'"Sandu," and Chris bopped and bobbed along. It's just
this kind of music exchange that's really the best part of meeting fellow audiophiles. Chris leaned over and whispered, "Got
that window behind the speakers ...
not the best setup ...
damned Show conditions!" Icountered with "I've heard worse'
and it was true. This actually sounded compellingly musical.
Better, much better, than the big system in this same room.
There was still quite await at the Krell room, and we were
feeling the pressure of so many exhibits and so little time—
like agiant Tice dock looming before us. We had to press on ...
The sign said Sfax. That means "killer headphones," and,
ready to be killed, Igo in to check 'em out. Iwas totally
unprepared for what Ifound, though: some tiny in-the-ear
electrostatics! They have asmall, short tube that fits into your
ear canal with alarger disc on the back that contains the
driver. But that's not all—they also come with alittle amp
that's about the size of acassette box and runs off of two AA
batteries! All ears, Ieagerly plugged all four of them with
these tiny devices. How'd it sound? Killer! They slayed me!
Just like Iwanted! When this pre-production setup does
become available, stick it in your ear!
Yet again, it's time for another spotting of the ubiquitous
Mary "can't you guys mix it up alittle?" Cardas. Gosh, Mary,

Ulrick appears to have solved the
reliability problem and also achieved
good sound.
Arguably the most important
development in two-channel stereo
is the arrival of the High-Definition
Compatible Digital (HDCD) process, from Pacific Microsonics. A
dozen companies are including
HDCD filter/decoder chips in new
D/A processors, and several record
companies plan to purchase HDCD
encoders when they become available
this summer. The unanswered question is: Why? Except for RH and
JA, most audio critics have never
heard avalid demonstration of what
HDCD does.
If HDCD is agenuinely compatible process, and if it really does provide better sound, the Stereophile
Show would have been the perfect
venue for comparative demonstrations that showed off its superiority
—and an ideal opportunity to generate widespread word-of-mouth

publicity for HDCD. When Iasked
about Pacific Microsonics' repeated
failure to provide such demonstrations at either CES or the Stereophile
Show, company president Michael
Ritter replied that they didn't need to:
when commercial HDCD encoders
become available this summer, reviewers will be able to evaluate the
entire code/decode process with test
signals and their own recordings.
But Istill think it's sad that you'll
have to take our word for the result.
If there simply existed anon-HDCD
version of the Reference Recordings
HDCD sampler disc, you and Icould
have compared the conventional
16-bit sound against the decoded
HDCD at the Show, and everyone
could have judged for themselves the
improvement that HDCD is alleged
to provide We also could repeat those
comparisons at home or in astore, if
only we had access to encoded and
non-encoded versions of the same
recordings.
—Peter W. Mitchell
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It's not just single-ended, it's MOSFET Solid State
Zero Feed Back Single-Ended!

4

called SET-II. We call

it great music.
When we developed the SET-H,
we had more years of experience
designing and manufacturing
single-ended triode vacuum tube
amplifiers than any of the "me
too" copy cat audio companies

AE-2
Single-Ended MOSFET
Preamplifier with Phono Stage
$499, Kit Form
$599, Factory Built

now following our musical beat.
We have even amazed ourselves
with the musical enjoyment of
listening to music with the SET-II
and the companion music mate
AE-2

single-ended

preamplifier.

MOSFET

You will enjoy hour

after hour of musical involvement
without one minute of typical
solid state glare and fatigue.
Heard anything great lately?
Order your new SET-II amplifier
and matching AE-2 preamplifier
and your family will say "Wow. ..
now finally. .we have great music
to share and enjoy!"
Call today for ordering information

SET-II
Single-Ended Class A Solid State
20 Watt/Channel Stereo Amplifier
(40 Watt Mono)
$799, Kit Form
$899, Factory Built

and your free AES catalog.

Export Distributorships
Now Available.

ELECTRONIC

SUPPLY

A Subsidiary of Cary Audio Design

0

VISA

111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court • Cary, NC 27511 • I'd: 919-460-6461 Fax: 919-460-3828
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J. GORDON HOLT ON FORMAT WARS

W

hat has come to be called
the bit-reduction "sound
wars"—between DTS
and Dolby AC-3—has heated up to
beyond harsh words and is starting
to make its mark in software. While
AC-3 seems secure, for better or for
worse, as the standard for discrete 5.1
surround from laserdisc, DTS appears
to be preempting the music stage.
Two exhibitors at Hi-Fi '95 were
using aDTS-encoded CDR to demonstrate that system's prowess with
music-only material. The results
were impressive, indeed. It never
sounded like really good analog, but
then neither does CD. But it didn't
sound any worse than good CD,
either. Iwas so impressed by the improvement over derived surroundsound, though, that Imight well have
overlooked some minor problems
that were there.

drop with aloud splash in the very
near future, it's hard to take them seriously, because they're Band-Aids.
After all our efforts since the coming of CD to find better ways of
squeezing more blood from an
increasingly anemic turnip, it has
finally become abundantly clear that
the real problem wkh CD is the format itself. It's based on 20-year-old
digital technology, and those who
have looked into upgrading their
antique computers know what a
difference just afew years can make
in that rapidly evolving field.
Now that recording equipment
capable of encoding music at up to
24-bit resolution and at 96kHz is
available off the dealer's shelf for anyone to hear, it becomes increasingly
difficult to maintain that 16 bits at
44.1kHz is "good enough" and just
needs abit more refining in order to

Whoever triumphs, though, is
much less important to us than either
new system's ability to deliver multichannel sound that's not only no
worse than CD, but is substantially
better. Without the video, and without even the double layering or backto-back pairing, either of the new
"digital video discs" would allow five
discrete channels of CD -quality
audio. With double that rapacity, we
could use ahigher bit rate and higher
sampling frequency than CD—
enough higher, in fact, that digital
audio may finally be equal in quality
to the best we've ever gotten from
analog.
All this, of course, is in the future,
but how far in the future? A Sony
spokesman told me to expect aprototype audio-only high-density CD
late this year or maybe just alittle
after.

CDIS DUE FOR RETIREMENT, AND ANEW, HIGH-DENSITY DIGITAL DISC
IS GOING TO REPLACE IT.

HDCD® demos were in abundance, and it was clear to these ears
that the quality, even heard through
the unfamiliar equipment, was well
above average for CD. But what's
"average" for CD, anyway? There's
mounting evidence that many of the
deficiencies we hear from CDs aren't
aresult of the system itself but are duc
instead to sloppy practices in the
production chain. The CDs used at
shows to promote various new systems are carefully shepherded through
the treacherous production waters to
ensure that they present the best possible impression, and are thus hardly
of "average" quality. (I wonder how
much better they would sound than
aLondon or RCA or DG that had
received the same TLC in processing?)
All of these new systems—HDCD
for stereo music, AC-3 and DTS for
discrete surround-sound—are unquestionably breakthrough technologies in the sense that they deliver
higher levels of realism and accuracy
than were hitherto possible. But with
the prospect of anew high-density
CD hanging over them, and likely to
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sound perfect. The CD is just about
as refined as it's gonna get. It's due for
retirement, and anew, high-density
digital disc is going to replace it.
Two such systems, originally proposed by Sony/Philips and Toshiba/
Warner as vehicles for high-quality
video on aCD-sized disc, offer more
than five times the storage density of
CD, and both can provide twice that
by doubling-up on space. But here's
where they differ: Sony/Philips wants
to use double-depth recording, in
which one layer of pits and then
asecond layer under it is read by
changing the system's optical focus.
Toshiba/Warner wants to glue two
skinny CDs back to back, like a
laserdisc.
Rather than initiate aformat war,
they're currently trying to hammer
out a"compromise" system. But how
much can they compromise? One
side of double-depth pits backed by
half of another side with single-depth
is hardly asolution. My guess is that
double-depth will win out, simply
because it should be cheaper to manufacture.
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But what about home video? We
already have alaseroptical medium
for movies that has over five times the
data capacity of aCD: the 12" laserdisc. With the MPEG-2 video data
reduction featured on either of the
DVD systems, it would have 10 times
its present capacity—a whopping
60GB of it. Imagine the picture and
sound quality that could deliver! Even
with its current FM video track.
horizontal resolution could be extended to 2000 lines, which is higher
than any proposed HDTV standard
and very close to 70mm film. And a
bit-reduced digital video track could
provide the same resolution along
with far fewer of the noise and interference problems than FM analog. All
this plus five channels of super-digital
audio. The mind's eye boggles at the
thought!
One thing's for damn sure: Big
things are happening to the laseroptical disc, they're happening fast,
and high-end audiophiles will be
among the first to benefit from them.
My mouth's watering!
—J. Gordon Holt
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KIMBERKABLE AG series silver cables are recommended components and top rated around the world.

800•229•0644

AGDL digital link RCA Silver Cable
between transport &D/A Converter.
.5m
$100
lm
$175

Home Theater
hookup experts.
World's largest
selection of needles
and cartridges.
Established 1979.

KCAG Une Level interconnect uses
3silver VariStrand conductors.
.5m pr
$200 1m pr
$350
KCTG Une Level Interconnect uses
6silver VariStrand conductors.
.5m pr
$350 1m pr
$650

Literature Requests & Technical Advice 612-378-0543 Fax 612-378-9024
419 14th Ave. S.E. •Minneapolis, MN 55414

oudioquest

KIMBER KABLE
%woo,

D

•

G

SOO

Kimber's entry level interconnect exhibits simple, elegant
construction. This product really demonstrates the adage,
"less is more". A lean, mean,
stripped-down interconnect
that offers hotrod performance
at Mo-ped prices. PBJ uses
the same braid geometry as
the esteemed KCAG but with
VariStrandTm copper conductors. The connectors are in
fact identical to those found on
our most expensive interconnects. PBJ-real world performance in a"no frills" package.
And like the other PBJ (Peanut Butter & Jelly) Mom says,
"Just eat it (and shush up,) it's
good for you!"
68

SPEAKER CABLES
17 AWG

0 CC)
F14,

F18,

PVC Jacket

White

$1.95 /foot

17 AWG

PP Filler

5m pr..$85

1m pr..$ 80 1.5m pr.$95

.5m..$40

20 awg LGC Copper Conductors

Primary PVC Insulation

KC-1
OPT

000'

20 awg LGC Copper Conductors

1m pr..$

15m pr..$74

pr..$ 66

1.5m pr.$74

1M..$ 50

1.5m..$60

1m

9546 /foot

14 AWG

5m pr..$58

pr..$58

PVC Jacket

White or Blue

0000

PBJ

pBJsLR.5m

20 awg LGC Copper Conductors

2m

pr..$

Mylar Binder

82

PVC Jacket (UL C12)

2m pr
2m pr. .$ 82
2m $ 70

Type 2,

$1.50/toot

Burgundy

15 AWG
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

A AQ Double Direct-Gold Banana
B AQ Single Direct-Gold Banana
C AQ #P-814 OFHC Spade
D KimberKable Post Master
E Phoenix Flexi-Connect Pins
F Phoenix Crimp on Banana
G Raskin Deluxe Banana
H Raskin Silver Satin R.C.A.
I Phoenix Crimp on Pins
J Phoenix Gold Dual Banana
K AC) Direct Gold Spade
L AO Turquoise R.C.A.

$30 /2pc set
$18 /4pc set
$15 /4pc set
$14 /2pc set
$9/ 4pc set
$7 /4pc set
$7 /2pc set
$3 ea.
$4/4 pc set
$7 ea.
700 ea.
$25 /4 pc set

audioquest
INTERCONNECTS
QUARTZ x 3

Type 4,

13 AWG
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors

çdv
Its

Primary PE Insulation

KIMBER KABLE

PP Filler

Kimber's legendary 4TC and 8TC loudspeaker cables continually receive rave reviews and recommendation, ranking as one of the best "high end
audio" values of all,time. TC cables deliver correct
harmonic and speWral content of recordings with
breathtaking, pinpoint accuracy. The basic building block of each TX and LPC model is the Teflon TM jacketed VariStrandTm conductor. The conductor strands are formed from our advanced alloy, primarily consisting of ultra-high purity copper.

MY
PVC
larJa
Bc
ink
d
ee
tr(UL

Type 6, Slate Gray

22 awg FPC-6 Copper Conductors
Primary Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)
Duarte

.5m or $132

1m pr..$185 1.5m pr..$198

2m pr.$ 231

Ruby

5m pr.$ 84

1m pr$ 98 1.5m pr..$112

2m pr .$126

Topaz

.5m pr..$ 53

1m pr..$ 60 1.5m pr..$ 67

2m pr..5 74

Torooise .5m pr..$ 35

1m pr..$ 39 1.5m pr..5 33

2m pr..$ 47

Jade

.5m pc.$ 22.1m pr..$ 25 1.5m pr..$ 27. 2m pr..$ 30

Video 1 .5m pc.$ 22.1m pr..$ 25 1.5m pr..$ 27. 2m pr..$ 30
Video % .5m pr..$ 40

1m pc.$ 45 1.5m pr..$ 50

2m pr..$ 55

INSTALLATION SPEAKER CABLES
AudioQuest SR-1604" uses four 26 strand LGC
conductors coded with 4colors. When used with
2 conductors for positive
and 2for negative, the superior 4conductor geometry greatly improves sound
quality. In this configuration
SR-1604 is a13 awg cable.
SR-1604 /SR-1602

$1.75 /ft./

Video Z .5m pr..$ 72.1m pr..$ 85 1.5m pr..$ 97. 2m pr..$110

PHOENIX GOLD SPEAKER CABLE

Vid/Pro .5m pr. $125

18awg/16awg/12awg

1m pr$165 1.5m pr..$205

2m pr..$245
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$3.50 /foot

Single Biwire Capable
13 AWG
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Indigo 2,

$5.00

Dark Blue

/foot

Single Biwire Capable
12 AWG
20 awg FPC Copper Conductors
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler

sse /ft

15c/ft./3.5c/ft /60c/ft.

CL2)

20 awg FPC Copper Conductors

8TC/ 4TC/ 4PR ......... $9 /ft./ $5 /ft./ $1/ ft.
22 awg LGC Copper Drainwire

$2.50 /foot

Light Blue

Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Crystal,

Slate Gray

$7.50 /foot

SOTA

DENON

industries

Comet w/ ADC Series 4 Cartridge

$579

DP-47F w/ ADC Sermon 4Cartridge

$619

Comet ,A,/ Ortofon Xi-MG Cartridge

$650

DP-23F w/ ADC Sedes 4 Cartridge

$419

Moonbeam erl ADC Series 4 Cartridge

$379

DP-7F

$319

orrofon
X5-MC
MC-3 Turbo
MC-1 Turbo
X3-MC/X1-MO

$185
$150
$125
$145/$90

Record
Clamps
THE PIG RECORD GRIP
EMFIRE STABILIZER
SOTA ICLAMP
SOTA REFLEX RECORD
CLAMP

w/ Stanton L720EE Cartridge

ge MICRO

audio-technica.

BENZ

OC -9
Re-Tip
AT-ML150
AT-440ML

Glider/Trade
Gold or Silver

SOTA
industrie

$285
$250
$285
$99

S225
$150

Blue Point Special
Re-Tip

$225
$185

Blue Point
Oyster

$150
$40

Queer -The Game
John Hatt- Bring The Family
Traffic- Lome Spur*

$10

M.J.Q. -Blues At Carnegie Hall
Alan Parsons -Teirs of Myarty
Muddy Waters- Folk Sege.
Fink Floyd -Atom Hear

k.,
-

oudioquest
TONEARNI CABLES
5450 Z
$95
EMERAW
5195
$850 FIL-5 Headshell leads
515

Phono
$249

Hun EDA Raced BfIRII.....
520 Q.E.D. MCA.1 Moving Coil PreA.G. Carbon Rb..- wish.— $10 amplifier
$150
Nifty Gritty rewire Bash.... .$12
usy s,„„ e,„ ....................... _$2 Q.E.D. Discsaver Moving Magnet Pre-amplifier ...
,
),,,cw. heriyiEk..,.. sy..., _ Sir Moving Magnet Pre-amp Wier

e) RECORD PRESERVATIVE
(2 oz.) ...$24

(18 oz.) ...$145

ist RECORD CLEANER

$15

e•t STYLUS (1/4 oz-)

$13

eli STY1AST (114 oz.)

$21

SCRUB BRUSH

$2

STYLUS BRUSH

$2

GRÜV-GLIDE

$89
$30

MODEL 1.0 Mutual application of
fled, manual brushing & rotating
durirg vacuuming
$195

POWER CLEANER (1/2 OZ.)

maw Ram

$20

Creek OSH-8 M.M. Phono
Cartridge Amplifier
$199

Hunt

Getz& Glbsto -Gre h

(priced in quantities of 50)

Prices subject to change
withoct notice.

$14

Ortofon Static Force Gauge (Plastic)

Creek OBH-9 M.C.
Cartridge Ampfifier

ELF.- Trilogy

12 Feed poly outer
$5
le Fitted out reuseable
$10
1? Paper /poly inner .
$15
T Vehete paper outer
$4
7*
Paper /poly outer
53
VRP Record Sleeves (10)
$7
(60)
$33
$53
Ido.Fi. Rice Sleeves (10)
le
($3)
$38 (100)---... $70

STANTON
Collector's series 100 .... $200

Phono Pre-amplifiers

Jean Michel Jarre -

D4 Brush System
SC-2 Stylus Banal
SC-2 Stylus Ruid

$135
$165

DL -110
DL-160

Raskin 101-learn-I-Wrap

Allman Brothers -Brmhem & SiAtem

SORBOTHANE
$2.50
$60
$7.50 Eno FEET (up to 32 LBS)
839
$14.50 CD FEET (up to 16 LBS)
$15
$17 Sett Stick Sheet (65e)
$14 each
$7.50 CO Stoplight
$12 each
$2.50 3& rnore

$695

MOBILE FIDELITY

Duke Ellington -Anatomy OÍA Munk'

04 025 oz.)
04 (6
)
04 116oz)

$495

6 eil Oyster Cartridge

Shure Stylus Force Gauge

CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT TOOLS
$100
$10 SOTA SUPERMAT
original matter noodle
MOBILE FIDELITY
$35 AUDIOOUEST SORBOTHANE
RIO
$60 Vinyl records....$15 eadi....or 3for $65 GEO -DISC
$49 RECORD MAT
BENZ tirip; MICRO
DISC WASHER OR STANTON
ESC Clapton -Eric Clarion
Mina.- Gauge
$18
TONEARMS
$10
$179 ANTI-STATIC MAT
PT-6
Cans Cray &Copeland -Sereiken"
Raskin
PT-7 w/Z Cable
Dave Brubeck
Ail Timether
PaPmr Tool
PT-8 w/ Emesad
Moody Blues -Threshold OÍA Dream

disc washer oudioquest

$395

DENON

$750/$600
$350

Trade-in
MC 20E11

1.2 vit Oyster Cartridge
1.2 Eve/ Oyster. w/ Lift

e24

MODEL 1.5 Fi Auto fluid application, auto scrub, auto rotation, Vinyl Woodgrain
$380

tarry storm

_de .4de

RECORD MASTER cleans 45s,
78s & LPs manually with built-in
adapter which allows cleaning of
all size raconis
$210

TECHNICAL ADVICE 8 LITERATURE REQUESTS • 612 •378 •0543 • FAX 612 •378 •9024
419 14' AVE. S.E. • MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55414 • HOURS: N1-SAT 10-7 SUN 12-5 (C.T.)

CIP...
411EIEDLIE DOCTOR

zéinENEE 800 •229 •0644
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we're already about as mixed up as aguy can get! While
otherwise occupied, Itook the opportunity to slip in and
catch asong or two from Sara K., already in progress.,Good
timing, as she'd just decided to go "unplugged." A good
acoustic-guitar-and-vocal reference reality check is always
in order, and the performance was cozy and intimate.
Look at those speakers! Those were the Quintessence
Stealth jobbies, and the only stealthy thing about them
visually is that they're black; they're also huge, and you
couldn't miss 'cm, looking rather like sleek modern sculpture.
They do it their way: Stax President Takeshi Hayashi (r) and Professor Keith
Johnson, of Reference Recordings and Pacific Microsonics, share athought on
the new Stax in-the-ear electrostatics.

STEVEN STONE ON PARTIES

T

he primary goal for any selfrespecting journalist is to
spend as little of his own
money at aShow as possible. A free
shuttle from LAX airport to the
Doubletree Hotel was agood start.
During the ride Ithought about the
Middle-Eastern businessman who
had sat next to me on the plane. He
pointed down at the area around the
Doubletree Hotel and told his female
traveling companion, "That is areally
bad area." How very comforting.
After checking in and receiving a
complimentary chocolate-chip cookie,
Ibegan to roam the halls.
The hotel was resoundingly quiet
Wednesday night—probably because
most industry folks were attending
the Academy for the Advancement of High-End Audio awards
dinner. Ididn't attend because I'm not
amember, and $125-a-plate awards
dinners are alittle rich for my blood.
Besides, nobody ever gives me any
awards. Iwas told that the dinner
started at 5pm and wrapped up abit
after midnight. At slightly less than
$18 an hour, it was apretty good
entertainment value, featuring Michael
Fremer as Kato Greenberg and Fabio
as himself (Yes, the Fabio—Silhouette
Romance cover boy who happens to
own abunch of Krell gear. He's the
only person Ican think of who can
actually carry around aKrell Reference amp without help.) Sallie Reynolds got the evening's Mikey award
for longest speech. Attendees had
enough time while she was at the

podium to go back to their hotels,
versary cake with banana icing. This
change clothes, and still get back in
seemingly endless repast could be
time for her wrap-up.
washed down with either wine or
The first press function Thursday
soft drinks. Unfortunately, there
—a luncheon hosted by Stereophile for
wasn't any beer—there never is when
starving journalists covering the
you really need it.
Show—was held in the Ballroom, site
After an interminable period in
of such fringe events as "Flummox
purgatory, my group was ushered up
the Editors?' Victuals included multo the demo room, where we had to
timeat (including fileted reviewer)
sit through almost 10 minutes of corsandwiches, three kinds of salads, and
porate philosophy. JGH inquired if
atasty barley soup. Humongous oatwe were getting the right demo, after
meal cookies completed the repast.
being subjected to info bits like "PioJS wandered in near the end of mealneer Elite has the best dealer distritime, asking how we knew about the
bution system" and "Pioneer Elite is
feed. This brings me to Hip Journalist
easy to sell!' The demo featured snipTip #1: Always check out the press
pets of True Lies and Forrest Gump, first
room—it's usually good for afew free
in Dolby surround and then in AC-3.
meals.
AC-3 did sound better, but not
LucasfilmiTHX hosted apress
much. At the end of the demo, each
conference at 5pm that contained
journalist was given adeluxe-edition
little in the way of earthshaking
laserdisc of Forrest Gump. Now Ifeel
news—even with subwoofers; just
guilty—it's hard to write negative
promises of "exciting" things to
stuff about acompany that gives you
Forrest Gump.
come. They did announce that Esoteric cables are now THX-certified.
Next up on Thursday's agenda was
Some people will jump at any excuse
the Stereophile cocktail party. As usual,
to drink wine and eat cheese squares.
it was crowded enough to give the
Next, journalists were herded into
term "rubbing elbows" even deeper
abus by Bryan Stanton, ofJ.B. Stanmeanings. If you positioned yourself
ton Communications, and whisked just right, you could eavesdrop on
off to the LAX Marriott hotel for a four conversations at once. Choice
Pioneer Elite press conference and
tidbits included: "See? Even Fabio
AC-3 demo. Since Iwas amember of needs agood stereo system to score!"
the second group, Igot to kill time
and "You ate their food and drank
looking at gear et up downstairs
their wine; now you have to sit
while munching breaded chicken,
through their spiel. There's no such
mini quiches, egg rolls, meatballs,
thing as afree lunch?' At 9:30, Iknew
carrots, celery, cheese squares (they're
the party was winding down when
everywhere), and yellow 10th-anniIoverheard Ken Kessler waxing

THE PRIMARY GOAL FOR ANY SELF-RESPECTING JOURNALIST
IS TO SPEND AS LITTLE OF HIS OWN MONEY AS POSSIBLE.
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The amplification was provided by Accuphase, and the
power was being tamed by the new Tice dual-power Powerblock III, which has twin AC cords, twin circuit breakers,
twin everything—all in one package. The twin concept is
one Iand Ifind intriguing.
This room won the award for Best Overall Decor; they
had an Eastern Antiquities theme going on, and it was all
very tasteful and elegant. Iasked for acut: our old fave,
"Sandu." Being tasteful took its toll, as the cheerful exhibitor
accepted the request but warned the assembled crowd that
he wouldn't be responsible if this unfamiliar disc sounded
bad. "But Wit sounds good, you can thank me:' ioffered. "No,
if it sounds good, I'll take the credit!" he playfully retorted.

poetic on the joys of boiled parsnips.
The friendly folks at Nicoll Public
Relations arranged breakfasts with
manufacturers for Friday and Saturday. On Friday, Alpha-Core Wires'
Ulrik Poulsen was the host. On
Saturday, Rotel's Michael Bartlett
picked up the tab. Hip Journalist Tip
#2: If you sit at atable with at least
three other journalists, manufacturers
and PR guys will never get aword in
edgewise.
After my first "Grill the Editors"
session Iaccompanied J. Gordon
Holt out for asmoke and lucked into
TARA Labs' pre-concert cocktail
party. Matthew Bond and Merrill
Bergs from TARA Labs looked on as
if nothing were amiss as we savaged
what remained of the hors d'oeuvres.
Their All-Star concert Friday night,
starring keyboardist David Benoit
and guitarist Larry Carlton, was a
sellout. The waiting line for ticket
holders was longer than 200 yards.
It didn't look like everyone would get
in, but with the help of Maura Rieland, Stereophile's Show Coordinator,
those in line did get aseat. Iskipped
the concert, since Ididn't want to steal
aspot from apaying customer. Even
freeloading journalists have to draw
the line somewhere.
Saturday's gastronomic high point
was the dinner for Stereophile staff
and writers hosted by our "Fearless
Leader:' Stereophile Publisher Larry
Archibald. A busload of us were
taken for the late meal (it started about
lOpm) to aplace called Chin Chin in
Marina Del Rey. The food was Chinese/Tex-Mex hybrid. The best parts
of the meal were the wine chosen by
LA and the white-chocolate-covered
fortune cookies. Mine read "You are
fortunate to work for agenerous
man."
—Steven Stone

Isettled into the prime listening chair, and what achair! This
was clearly thefinest chair of The Show: big, plush, upholstered in fine leather—not unlike acomfy, giant-scale
catcher's mitt. It embraced me warmly and put me in agood
mood before the song began. (The only drawback was that
this was the only chair of this caliber in the room; the other
chairs were just your average showchairs.) Ah ...
sounded
fabulous, too, with abig, bold, vibrant presentation. Sure
enough, the exhibitor took the credit, offering around the
disc case for those jotting in their software Wish Lists.
Why do Isense theJeopardy theme playing in the back of
my mind? The record-buying clock is ticking! Izoomed up
to the Better Records suite to snag an import vinyl copy

THE CONCERTS
During the "Grill the Editors" session on Saturday, JA asked each of us
to describe the best sound we heard
at the Show. Larry Archibald beat me
to aclever line when he put Nathaniel
Rosen's cello at the top of his list. For
most of the Show Ibird-dogged
Peter McGrath, assisting him as he
recorded all the acoustic concerts in
the Doubletree Hotel's Theater. Peter
used his Schoeps KFM-6 (bowling
ball) microphone along with apair of
Schoeps MK-21s with cardioid and
hyper-cardioid patterns connected
via 100' of custom-made Itansparent Audio microphone cable to the
built-in mike preamp on his fourchannel, 20-bit Nagra D open-reel
digital tape recorder. Igot feeds to my
Sony TCD-D7 portable DAT recorder
through aMeridian 618 digital mastering device (to transform the 20-bit
signal to 16-bit, 44.1kHz). Ah, bliss.
Peter and Ialso had the opportunity
to listen to a prototype version
of the Stax Omega electrostatic
headphones. In Peter's words, it
sounded "like your ears are where the
mike is."
Live music on tap included the
Water Lily Gospel Trio—courtesy
ofWater Lily—who sang in the lobby
amplified by Bose speakers, which
they needed like Satan's horns. In the
theater, Nathaniel Rosen performed
(courtesy ofJolm Marks Records) the
first four Bach Suites for Unaccompanied Cello on his 1738 Montagnana
cello. (This instrument had been
originally owned by Adrien-Francois
Servais—the inventor of the cello
endpin.) Pianist Robert Silverman
played only on Friday, performing all
the Chopin Scherzos with verve.
Sara K., accompanied just by her

four-string guitar, did sets on all three
days courtesy of Chesky Records.
Reference Recordings' Mike Garson did both solo piano sets and a
special performance with 14-year-old
soprano Jessica Tivens. Her voice
was so big it nearly clipped the
Nagra. Classical-guitar duo Laura
Ottman and Michael Newman
performed material from their newly
recorded Sheffield Lab album. Their
encore was aDowland piece for two
guitarists played on one guitar. Ya
shoulda been there.
Lynne Arriale's jazz trio performed on Saturday, courtesy of
DMP Records. Unfortunately, I
missed their set because Iwas interviewing Sara K. for an upcoming
Stereophile article. AudioQuest
Music arranged for Doug McLeod
to demonstrate his finger-picking
virtuosity, encyclopaedic knowledge
of different blues styles, and gift of
gab during his sets on Friday and
Saturday. Too bad he wasn't around
on Sunday to join Taj Mahal on stage
in Ballroom B for the show-closing
concert. Itook afeed off the mixing
board to make aDAT recording of
that event. Ballroom B was such an
acoustical nightmare that the recording actually sounds much better than
the live concert did.
Monday morning, the lobby of the
Doubletree Hotel was transformed
from aswirling mass of friendly,
familiar faces to just another impersonal public space full ofstrangers.
How depressing. Ican't wait 'til next
year, when the Waldorf Astoria
(located in the city that can "Kick
Your City's Ass") will be full of
friends, music, and afew really good
parties.
—Steven Stone
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DLC
0M150

Affordable Analog Excellence
Fully micro-processor controlled line level pre-amp
Digitally controlled volume, balance,
input and mute via Remote Wand
All functions programmable in software
Rear panel expansion port for communication
with future audio and video components
Outstanding performance with
incredible convenience

_A/cherny

AUDK)

Digital Line Controller

tr,ce.

•461.
150 watt per channel power amplifier, produces
275V /pS slew rate and 40 amps of peak current
Dual-differential and fully complimentary from input to output
Standard with nested, outboard power supply PSU150 shown
Upgradeable to true dual-mono operation with optional add-on PSU150M
Competes on any level with power amplifiers costing two to three times as much

AUDIO

chemy

31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, 0A91362 • vox 818707.8504 • FAX 818707.2610
C) 1995 Audio Alchemy, Inc.
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of Talking Titnbuktu, by Ali FarkaToure and Ry Cooder. Now
Ifelt, well, better.
Around the corner we popped into aroom shared by
Mobile Fidelity and awhole host of others; the system they
had set up in one corner (a large room, by the way) featured
larger-than-life JMIab speakers, Pass Labs Aleph 1monoblocks and preamp, and ascaA 'table. This was the MoFi
room, so we looked through the stack of MoFi LPs and
picked Bob Marley and the Wailers' Exodus. We gave alisten
to "Three Little Birds," one of my favorite Marley tunes. We
be skankin' in our seats, mon, enjoying the finely arrayed chorus telling Iand Ithat "Every little thing /Gonna be alright."

That's some speaker! The $65,000 JMIab Grande Utopia with its designer,
Jacques Mahul of Focal.

One of me didn't get to hear the B&W Nautilus/Mark
Levinson setup (during aprevious, clandestine pre-Show
session), so let's go check it out now, since The Show's
about ...
What? The Show's about over?!?!? Uh oh! Step on it!
Pent pant pant ...
okay, here we are; it was another one of
those controlled demo things, and we waited for the next
showing. They played snippets of several different types of
music, and it was all rendered quite convincingly; but it also
struck me as kinda hi-fi more than musical, if you know what
Imean (and if you have to ask). Iwas struck by acello piece
rendered with incredible presence, but with asubtle kind of
"super-real" or "live-y" edge. Love to hear 'em in another
place. Maybe it was the room.
Whoa! The Show is over! But not quite—I had one more
thing going on, which was that Ron Sutherland, of Sutherland Engineering, had promised to Show me how that twobutton remote handles all the functions on his C-1000 preamp. So Jonathan Scull and I—tbat's right, The Fab Three—
headed up to his suite. Ron proceeded to demonstrate how
the remote will cycle you through the various functions with

A mound of Mark Levinson amps drove the B&W Nautilus speakers with such
aplomb that analogophile Michael Fremer was moved to mutter, Some of
the finest, most coherent, and believable reproduced music I've ever heard."

GuYLEMCOE'S BEST OF THE SHOW AWARDS

B

eavis & Butt-Head Award:
Joly Electronics Products
Co., Ltd. for launching the
Joly Magic Diaphragm loudspeakers
into the turbulent waters of the High
End. What Iheard sounded like
Metallica whether it was chamber
music, jazz, or rock. Iwas informed
by the in-your-face reps that the
evaluative power of these speakers is
such that critical listening reveals few
qualified records. Qualified for what?

Listening? Ialso learned that peace,
cleverness, and clarity of thought
reward the Joly listener. Heaven
help us!
Most Auspicious Debut of an Expensive Loudspeaker: The Stealth, from
Quintessence Acoustics.
Most Auspicious Debut ofan Inexpensive Loudspeaker: The Rev 60, from
Michael Green Designs.
Oddest-Looking Good-Sounding Inexpensive Loudspeaker: Gallo Acous-

tics' Nucleus.
Oddest-Looking Good-Sounding Expensive Loudspeaker: B&W's Nautilus.
Best Disappearing Act Performed by a
Loudspeaker: Chameleon III, from
Michael Green Designs.
Best Sound at the Show: Symphonic
Line. Icould listen to this system 24
hours aday without fatigue.
Best Food at the Show: Doubletree
chocolate-chip cookies.
—Guy Lemcoe
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hundreds of people who have the same passion for music and
its reproduction as you do. It's like acontact high, but now
Ihave to start coming down. Damn. Have to wait until next
year for my next dose. See you in New York!

This led to the development of his nifty protection circuit.
Man, Ican't believe it's really over. Ron, Huei-Chi, Jonathan, and the both of me breathed acollective sigh of relief,
finally able to relax abit. Iwas exhausted, but still, Icould
keep going. The best part is finding yourselfsurrounded by

overall votes for Best Sound but,
unlike the other two rooms, also got
asignificant number ofvotes for Worst
Sound, knocking back their total.
Certainly when Ipoked my head in
on the first day. the good things the
system was doing were offset by a
wildly exaggerated bass.
If you've read the rest of this
report, it should come as no surprise
that two rooms received alarge number of votes for being the Worst
Sound at the Show: both the Joly and
the Yamamura rooms featured loudspeakers so far off the beaten track
regarding tonal balance, coloration
levels, and imaging abilities that it
would be astonishing for the voting
to be any different. The question is:
Do these idiosyncratic designs excel
sufficiently in at least one area of performance that their obvious shortcomings can be overlooked? As far as
I'm concerned, the answer must be
"No." However, as Yamamura did get
two votes for Best Sound at the Show
to put against the 66 for Worst Sound,
there might be something there.
Regarding the voting for Best
Demonstration Music, many attendees complained about the incessant
diet of audiophile demonstration
recordings, one emphatically voting
for "My own!" This highlights the
dilemma exhibitors face: Should they
pperate astrict playlist, or should they
allow visitors to play their own
recordings, thus losing control of the
demonstration with apossibly unknown outcome? One fan did comment on "Room 350's willingness to
play avariety of visitors' CDs": well
done, Valve Amplification Company,
Hovland, ASC, and Esoteric Speaker
products.
As well as commenting on the way
the Stereophile staff took time off from
their day jobs at the magazine to run
the Show so efficiently, I'll take this
opportunity to thank: all the record
companies who sponsored the live
music; Robert Harley for chairing the

—Lonnie Brownell 0ie Richard J. Rosen

"Meet the Designers" sessions; all the
high-end celebrities who graciously
agreed to take part in the seminars;
the Stereophile writers who were put
in the hot seat for the "Ask the Editors" sessions (tapes will soon be
available); Maura Rieland for her

superb organization talents; and
Larry Archibald for having the killer
idea of getting Taj Mahal to play the
Show's closing concert.
See you all next June at Manhattan's Waldorf Astoria Hotel!
—John Atkinson

THE BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
Exhibitor

Brands1Components demonstrated

Wilson Audio Specialties

Wilson WATT/Puppy 5/POW-WHOW. ARC L.521PH2,
Krell Audio Standard. Mar* Levinson Nos.31130.5,
Well Tempered Turntable, Audio-Technica ML-170,
Transparent Cable Reference
Dunlavy SC-V, Rowland Model &es/Coherence,
Townshend Rock Reference, Encore DIA processor
Genesis II/Digital Lens, Manley Refererue HDCD
DAC/440 monoblocks. C.E.0 TL I, Transparent
Vandersteen S, Jadis, VPI, SPJ tonearm
Dunlavy SC-IV, Balanced Audio Technologies, C.E.C.
TL 2, Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, Encore DAC,
Transparent Cable Ultra
B&W Nautilus, Mark Levinson Na33 121 Na333 x2,
Mark Levinson Nos.385/31/30.5
Cello Angel system (Encore and Serafml
Dunlavy SC-VI, Krell Audio Standard/ KRC2/KPS20i
Hales Concept Eight, CAT SL-1/1L-1 monoblocks,
Cardas Heart/Golden Cross cables/Kuzma Stabi/Ref.
Avalon Radiar, Spectral IDMA-180IDMC-20, Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro, Theta Data 3, MIT
ESP Concert Grand, VAC, Forsell, ASC
NHT 3.3, Haller, Meridian CD,. Tice
Audio Research LSS/VTISO/SDP-I, Mirage M-I, Well
Tempered, Michael Baskin Company, Transparent
Cable Super
Gallo Nucleus/Baseball, Encore DAC, Shun Mook
Quintessence Stealth, Accuphase, Transparent
Joseph RM7si, Audio Research LS5
VPI
Audio Note Ongaku/MeishulMbdel 2speakers, Audio
Note DAC 4, Pioneer PD-6S transport
Swans Baton, Mesa Baron, Joule-Electra, Micromega
ProAc Response 3.5, Cary 805/CD300. Monster
Sound Lab A-I. Timbre 17-1/TT-2, Nagra, Four.er San
Pareil
NHT Superara Audio Innovations, Tice, California
Audio Labs CD
Symphonic Line Bel Canto/RG-4IRG-3. Groneberg,
Timbre TT-IITT-2
Sonic Frontiers 211/SED-2, Apogee Studio Grands,
McCormack DNA-I, Wondedink, van den Hul
NEW. DCA-66IDCP-33, Diapason Adamante.
Timbre TT-I, C.E.C. 11 0, Luminous
Wilson WATT/Puppy 5, Spectral, MIT
Michael Green Chameleon, Symphonic Line 250, CAT
SL-I Signature
Martin-Logart
Classé CP50/CA300. Cardas,
Nakamichi Dragon
Cello, Forsell, Nagra, Apogee DAC, RPG
ESP Harp, RE Designs LNPAISOANLSA-1, McCormack
CD

Ambrosia Audio &Video
Genesis, Manley
Brooks Berdan
Ambrosia Audio 8, Video

B&W Loudspeakers
Cello Music &Film
Krell Industries
Cardas. Convergent Audio
Technology, Hales
Goodwins High End
Acoustic Image
Reference Audio Video
Audio Research, API,
Transparent Audio
Ambrosia Audio &Video
Audio Video Mart
Joseph Audio
Audio Note
Acoustic Image
Cary Audio Design
Sound Lab
Reference Audio Video
Symphonic Line
Audio Video Today
NEW., Diapason
Wilson Audio Video
Convergent Audio Tech.,
Ultra Systems
Audio Haven
PopeMusic
Esoteric Speaker Products,
RE Designs

Percentage
5.75%

5.75%
5.75%
5.2%
4.6%

4.2%
3.9%
3.2%
3.1%
3.0%
3.0%
2.8%
2.0%

1.8%
1.75%
1.6%
1.5%

All other exhibitors each scored less than 1% of the total votes cast.
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Over the past seven years, more than 100,000 audiophiles from over 160 countries
got hi-end audio &video gear at low, mail-order-direct prices from Audio Advisor. We offer
ahuge selection of highly recommended gear and accessories, and everything is backed by our
exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for
low prices and friendly, expert audio advice.
"Dial-In" Your Home Theater System
With The Reference Video Standard Disc
Ilroadcosters and video lechnidons
from Hollywood Is Hong
Kong use Reference
Recording's Video Standard
loser disc to optimize frontrind direct view video proleston systems. Easy to use, wilh
clear instructions .
Reference
Recordings Video Standard
loser disc only 569.95
Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers
Reduce digital noise and RF
iiderference with Blacken
noise absorbers. For audio
iiderconneds, digital
rubles, 1( power cords.
Blathers: S14.95/pr;
3+ 12.95/r

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design
The world's first total system born-in treatment,
System Enhancer was designed as a
cable burn-in (D—unlil open
discovered it improves the whole
system. "Everyone I
know who's tried the
disc has heard obig difference," reports Sam
Tellig. PAD System
Enhancer OR $149.95

Tune Up Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only S14.95!

Improve Digital Systems 8, Reduce System
Background Noise With Elf la Polarity Tester

Chesky Records Ultimote
Demo Disc will dramatically
improve your listening
skills. Cued by the
announcer, you'll dictasen
what reviewers mean by
transparency, depth, resolution, midrange purity, and
more Chesky Ultimote
Demo CD S14.95

The Elfin elemronicaily senses correct electronic grounding,
so you con easily lino tone your system's
grounding for less noise P. cleaner
sound. Recom-mended by
Stereophilesl. Gordon
Holt! Elfin
polarity
tester 52995

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphone

"The clarity and power of
these budget Cantos is lust
totally unheare
of in this price range,"
reports Siereophile's Corey
Greenberg. "Win mom
mended!" Grado SR-60 stereo headphones
with 6ft cord and mini-plug denier, only S69.00

Groda's SR80 sounds
features alarger, more
comfortable ear piece,
than SR-60 for bener
boss and smoother
overall sound. Great for
both ponobles or home stereo pekoe.
Grado SR-80 headphones with aft cord. oily 595.00

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD580s
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed
upen back dynamic feadphones
with lull, extended low frequencies, reports Stereophile,
"they're Jahn Atkinson's reference." Sennheiser HD580
headphones, reg $349, now
only 529995' •

Monster X-terminator locking Bananas

Michael Green AudioPoint Cone Isolators

AudioCluest Energy Absorbing CD Feet.

Best Value Audio0uest Big Feet Isolators.

Ughten loose speaker
cable connections with
Monster Cable's
rotor expanding/ linking
speaker sable banana
connector. Monster Xterminators: One pair: 529.95;
Two pairs: S55.00; Four pairs: 599.90

Solid milled brass wiM geometry to ,
maximize energy hosier characteristics. Points come with special das to
protect wood or tile sudases.
AudioPoints for Elettronics:
549.95/set of 3, Two sets: S90.00

The perfect upgrade for CD Oilcan, and D/A converters,
AudiolThest sorbothme, 2" by 518"
CD Feet improve loser lows,
and promote butt imaging
and bass by keeping harmful
brations out of the cameorent chassis. Audietuest CD
Feet 539.00/set al Thur.

Isolate digital, upend power amp, and loser disc players
horn image-distoning vibrations with AudioDuesti Big
Feet These large, 25" by 7/8" feet
have twice the eneroy-obsorb.
ing sorbolhone as CH Feet
yet cost only 50% more!
AudioQuest Big
Feet, 559.95/set
of four.

Our "Bis Problem" Electronic
Connection Cleaner/Enhancer.
ProGold cleans 8enhances metal conductivity
of RCAs 8. speaker cables, and is used in high:need computers, pro-space gear, oven by
NASA. Our problem? It's not expenue
enough for oudiaphiles to take seriously—
'though it's probably the best dean-enhancer
is the wodd! ProGold GS spray SI 4.95

Sumiko Reference CD Stabilizer Bands

CD Stoplight Green Point Pen

Mode of energy absorbing
Havcom, Suiniko's Reference
bands stabilize CDs while
they spin improving readability and sound quality.
Reference Bands
12-pack 517 95;
50-pock S75 00

au

Save With Premium "No-Name" Rice»
Paper Record Sleeves
Last year we discovered these
1- 11111111.1111..
high quality 3-ply anti-static rice
paper LP/laser disc record
sleeves which look like copies
of the famous Disonsher V.R.P
sleeves. Knock-olfs' We're not
sure. No-name rice paper
sleeves, 50 pas. 519.95

Bin-Tack Speaker-toSpeaker Stand Coupling
Compound
'Inky Blu-Tock is ore-usable adhesive compound found to do an excellent job of coupling speakers to
stands. One 2/5" by 4.5" slob treats
one piral speakers. Blu-Tack, ono
stob 59.95, two slabs 517.00

Demagnetize CDs With ISedini CD
Clarifier—And Save $40!

EVERYTHING you need to know about buying 8,
enjoying high end audio gear—for beginners
texperienced Obtenons alike
Robert Harley, Editor of
Stereophile, tells you what you
need to know lo become abetter
listener and better buyer of quality
high-fidelity gear Discover how to
gel the best sound for your money;
identify weak links in your system,
and upgrade where il will do you the
rest good; ond how to get maximum
prformonce from equipment you
already own. The Complete Guide
lo High-End Audio, by Robert Harley,
coperbosk, 480 pages, 529.95; hardcover 39.95

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Audio
Point
Protein

AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
579.95/sel of 4; Two sets: $149.90

On(

An easy-to-apply, scat effeotive way
to improve (D sound by reducing loser legit leakage.
Simply apply Stoplight to the edge of all your (Ds.
Recommended by lauding audiophile map.
CD Stoplight Pen 514.95 no, 3+- 512.95 ea

CD Clarifier removes he electrostatic charge
that builds up between the (D's metal foi
8, plastic layers. "Does il work?" In o
word, yes," reports Mike McColl in
Positive Feed back "I find the results
quite appealing." Bedini CD
Clarifier was 575, now 34.95
Good Sound by Laura Dearborn. An easy-to-read
non-technical introduction to nigh-end audio with valuable
information on choosing the right equipment, system setup, maintenorce instruction, emulsive section on analog
,gear, and much more. 412 pages, paperback, 51195
The Audio Glossary by J.
Gordon Holt, hthis datenary/glossary, Stereophde's
founder and chief editor,
Gordon Hut, explains more
than 1,900 technical audio
terms. Paperback, 152 pages
51295, limited edition hardcover, 152 pages, $29.95

Exorcise Your System's
Magnetic Demons With
Gryphon Exorcist
Gryphon Exorcist system enhcmcer send, o
34-second pulse through the synem removing degrading residual magnefism "When
you listen ofterward, you'll be sl ocked" says
Srereophile's JohnoMon Std. Gryphoe
Exorcist system enhancer $149.95
The Master Handbook of Acoustics. Everything you
wonted to know about acoustics—but d-dn't know who to
ask This classic source back covers every
thing from the bocios of
sound to Me latest in room
treatments. Paperback, 366
pages, 52195
Handbook For Sound
Engineers. Everything you
ever wonted to know about
pdio—and more! Acomplet,
encyclopedia on the technology
al sound for he designer,
reviewer, engineer or pdiopkile
who want asingle reference
book. Hardcover, 1,506 pages. 599.95

German-Made Locking Bananas Now Cost
Less Than X-Terminators!
These premium Sermon-mode WBT
0645 gold-plated expanding, locking
angled banana plugs now cost less than
Monster (able's K-ierminolors!
Accepts speaker cables up to 10 go.
WET 0645 angled banana plug, set
of four, woo S70, now 549.95/set

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories
In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.>'
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New "Build Your Own Home Theater" Rook. The
do-it-yourselfer's guide to the ultimate audio/video experience with everything you need to know about building
your own home theater system including
designing the system,
fining your room,
pnar.11
,04e
Dolby vs THX—covering systems from 51,500
to 515,000. Find out
where to pul ahome theater system w/o buying o
new house learn tips,
techniques, and baying
strategies for turMng ordinary systems into something
extraordinary. Pope-back,
200 pages, 516.95

u
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NEW AUDIO &VIDEO C
OMPONENT I
SOLATION PLATFORMS

New Low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.9 5

Save $30 On New Missior IsoPlat Isolation Plutform

Bright Star Audio Big Rock 3 Isolation Platform

Reviewers report aSeismic Sink is
equivalent to the "full upgrade
of ocomponent.' New low
priced CD Sink, fentures the
silicone-fluid 8air-filled isolation bladders isolation as the more expensive Sinks-for (0 players, tronc ports, 0/As, etc. New Sting( 'CD Sink, for gear under 25 lb, 5149 95"

Abest-selling Golotron platform Irl Ergland, IsoPlal has a17" wide by 115'
deep vinyl covered platform made ol non-resonont MDF material, &4energyabsorbing Sorbothane feet.
Holds up to 30 lbs
Imported from England
Mission IsoPlat reg
5100, now only 69 95"

Bright Star Big Rock 3is acompact isolation plotform
designed to lit inside most Target, Stondesign,
and other metal audio rocks-only 18.5' ,
by 15' by 2' toll. The most highly recommended component isolation shelf on the
market! Bright Star Big Rock 3dark
granite finish, only 12590'

mom

Best Selling Digital Converters 8, Digital Fhters From Audio Alchemy

NEW DTI•Plus Digital Filter, Only $249.95
New
DTlePlus
anti-litter
fiher n
designed
for audiophiles who wont advanced jitter reduction for
CD players, but don't need fancy AES/EBLI or AT&T ins or
out, Some specs as the new OfIv2.0-at 1/2 the price!
Audio Alchemy DTI•Plus digital anti-jitter filien,or CO
players only, regular 5295, now 24935
NEW DTI v2.0 Digital Filter Only $4991
4sr
.
,10chemy

Experience the remorkoble anti-jitter performance of
the DflePro-at ofraction of the price! New DTI 02.0 o
similar anrrhiner circuit, but with/out DflePro's LISP chip.
3inputs-coax, AES/EBL1, and optical, and 4outputs.
Alchemy DTI v2.0 jitter fiber, reg 5599, now 499"
SAVE On DT1•Pro 32 Anti-Jitter Filter

NEW DACeMan D/A $30
Off, Only $129!

NEW HDCD D/A Converter Only $699!

The world's lowest
price outboard
0/A-with built 7n
TARA Labs cableshm specs 8performance
better than 5400 D/As of three
years ago Features advanced new Crystol Semiconductor
#4330 D/A chip. Alchemy DAC•Mon D/A converter,
regular S159, now 129.00
DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $1991
Alchemy's
DAC-in.
97/11chemy
the-box
(DIT8) hos
I8-bit ladder-DAC processor with both coaxial and opticol digital
inputs, 8outboard power supply. Recommended for CD
player, video loser ass, 8coble DM% upgrades Audio
Akhemy 8118 D/A convener, reg 5259, now 5199 00'
Save $60 On Advanced DDEv1.1
4.
4
.
...4
Alchemy

Next generation jitter correction with DTI•Pro 32's incredible two-stoge digital filler 14 32-bit 05P data enhancer.
Coaxial, ABS/911, Toslink &glass inputs; coax, AES/EB11,
AT&T outputs. DTI•Pro 32, reg. SI 595 now SI 499 95"

The DOEvI.1 has budt-in DTI-type anti-jitter stoge. world".
first Passive DAC/Integrolor stage, hybrid op-amps/(loss A
discrete output stage, 2digitol inputs &outboard power supply. Alchemy DDEv1.1 D/A. reg 5459 now S399 00"

Unbeatable 'Alchemy D/A+DTI Combo Deals
rel. Audio Alchemy Wei D/A processor with Audio
Mchemy DD•Plus digital anti-jitter filter, regular 5790,
now 59995"

New DDEv3.0 takes digital technology one step furiser,
with the Pacific Microsonia HOLD digital filter for HOD
discs! Anew duel-mess output offers unmatched clarity &
locus. Coax &optical inputs, digital 8analog outputs
more! Alchemy DDiv3.0 D/A. reg 5799, now 5699'•
.
..
$99 Off New DDS111 CD Transport

#2. Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor with Audio
Alchemy D11v2.0 digital anti titter fiher, regular 51,398,
now 51,098'
#3. Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor with Audio
Alchemy DrIePro 32 digital anti-jitter filter 632-bit DSP
enhancer, reg. 52,394, now 51,995.00'
•
Unbeatable 'Alchemy Drive Package Deals

this outstanding
new (D
transport
from Audio
Alchemy
features a
highly intelligent Sony laser dunes assembly ond on itter output stage sho-.1, mourned in osteel chassis. Radio
Alchemy 005111 LI ,transport, reg. 5699, now 599.95"

CI. Audis Alchemy Digital Drive Ill CO transport with
Aucho alchemy 008v1.1 0/A processor, regular
51,194.00, now 949.95'

Upgrade DTI•Pro, DDEv1.1 it v3.0 With
Power Station 3

Upgrade Your DDEv1.0, DDE+, or DITB
D/A With 'Alchemy PS-1 Power Supply

Improve the clarity,
focus, &imaging of the
Dil•Pro, DDFv1.1 ot
000v3.0 with the nee
Power Station 3(PS'S) high current power supply. '53 has
many Ames the current of the regular power supply 8
extra filters to remove RE 8Agitai line noise PSI reg
5259 now 169 95

Improve the bass and imaging of the
DOE-series or DITE D/As with
Alchemy's PS-1 high current
upgrade power supply. Som Tel hg
says "the separate power supply
makes the [DM] sound more
dynamic." Audio Alchemy PS1hrgh current upgrade power sup
ply, regular 579, now 59.95

#2. Audio Alchemy Digital Once Ill CD transport with
Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor, regular S1,498,
now SI,195.00'
#3. Audio Alchemy Digital Drive III CD transpon with
Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor, and DT1v2 Odigital onti-jitter filler, reg 52,191, now S1,695 00'

Save On Best-Selling Audio, Video, And Digital Cables/Connectors
SAVE On New TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects. Excellent choice for
budget systems, or wherever you need along, low-price sable Phase-coherent
with natural harmonics. Gold RCAs Pair, 0.6M S24 95; IOM 29.95; I.5M
37.95; 2.0M 45.00; 3.0M 62 50; 4OM 79 00; 5.0M 95 00
SAVE $49 On New TARA Quantum 66 Interconneds1 Outstanding new
unshielded solid core audio interconnect ideal for CD players, omp-to-preamp
connections, tube equipment-and more. Delivers prerise detail and natural
harmonic, Gold 11(As. Pairs: 0.6M reg 589, now 45.00; 1.0M reg 598, now
4995; I.5M reg 5109, now 59.95; 2.0M reg S119, now 6995
Stroightwire Elexconnect 11 Audio Interconnects. Unique coaxial design
with Teflon insulation ores on OFC copper inner braided shield lor extremely
quiet background with outstanding depth. Gold phono plugs installed with silver
solder. Pair, 0.5M 529.95; I9M 3395; I.5M 3995; 2.0M 43.95; 3.0M 5195
Stroightwire Loser-Link II Audio Interconnects. Based on Maestro technology, Loser Link has asymmetrical coaxial design with coated OFHC copper,
and Teflon foam insulation for aW111,11, engaging, musical sound. Pairs: 95M
549.95; I9M 59.95; 1.5M 1495; 2.0M 8895; 3OM 113.95; 5.0M 163.95
Cordes Audio 300B Micro Twin Interconnects Sole. The sweetest 8
smoothest cable near the price; highly recommended for (D players 8amps or
preamps from Japan or Adcom. Pairs: 95M reg 5100, now 79.95; 1.0M reg
5116, now 99.95; I.5M reg SI 46, new 129.95; 3.0M reg 5336, now 299.95
TARA Quantum IV audio interconnect-the sonic replacement for the
legendary 8highly recommended TARA Pandora 'S'-with solid core Spore 8
Time conductors, now at low, low closeout prices! Poir, 0.6M WM $155, now
89.95; 19M wos 5175, now 9995; I.5M was 5232, now 119.95
Straightwire Rhapsody It Audio Interconnects. Unique helicallyentwined twin-coaxial design for both balanced 8unbalanced usage-Teflon
insulation, polymer-cooted OFHC copper, and more. Robust, 3-D sound. Pairs:
0.5M 5107.95; 1.0M 129.95; 1.5M 159.95; 2.0M 188.95; 3.0M 242.95
TARA Quantum Stuck »din interconnect-the sonic upgrade for the
legendary 8highly recommended TARA Pondoro "S"-with solid core Space &
Time conductors. Abest seller in the Far East, now at low closeout prices! Pairs:
0.6M was S275, now 149.95; 1.0M was 5295, now 169 95; 1.5M now 22995
Highly Recommended Cordes Quadlink-5 Interconnects. New, improved
edition of adossre cable offering outstanding smoothness 8harmonic balance,
plus exceptional bas, Terminated with world% finest Cordes gold Ms. Pairs:
0.5M 5159.95; 1OM 199.95, I.5M 249.95; 10M 299 95, 3.0M 399.95
Straightwire Maestro 11 Audio Interconnects. Top-rated Maestro is one
cl the finest coaxial cables. Each copper strand is polymer insulated to control
signol flow end deliver details 8music subtleties that ore normally missed.
Pairs. 0.5M S19590; 190 275.00; I.5M 355.00; 2.0M 435.90; 39M 595.00
We ship to all 50
states and around
the world by air
parcel post and
air freight.

The Latest Deals In High End Speaker Cables

Monster Cable Premium TV Sphtters

New TARA ROC Prime 500 Speaker Coble. New low prim highly nunsparent 8neutral sounding cable with RS( conductor, Excellent for both b•
wired and non-le-wired applications. 'Prices indiroted Regular price/Our price.
length Single-Wited
Bi-Mired
length SingluWired

The weakest link in home theater systems is the
spinier that divides video signol from cable or sorti
lite, Monster's new premium splitters measurably
lower video loss for superior video performance.

6h
10ft

Monster Cable SS2RF one-to-Gro way cable Pi!
.„..gb,r1( 552R f
spline! 51195
Monster Coble SS3RF one-to-three way
*th's• s
44
,
cable TV spliner, 51395
Monster Cable SS4RF one-to-four woy
14( SSA RE
coble IV spline, 51495

5116/9500
S170/135.00

5236/169.95
5340/249.95

gt
12ft

S144/115.00 52E18/199.95
5196/15590 5391/29995

New TARA ROC Prirne1000 Speaker Cable. Remarkable new RS( noble
cleverly engineered for single-cable hi-wined terminations. Extrunely transparent, neutral,
8superb bass

Recommended Digital Data Cables
'Prices indicated: Regular price/Our price.
length Single•Ifired
Siuglea-Wired length Single-Wired
6h
let

5147/127.50
5219/199.95

5167/14995
5239/219 95

Eft
12h

Singleeleed

5184/161.50 S204/1115.00
5245/21995 5265/249.95

TARA Phase 11/TIA Speaker Cable Closeout. The only cable that's been
continuously on Stereophile's 'Recommended Components' list since 1988.
'Class Asound for abudget price,' say Ssereophik's Dick Olsher "This her to
be the greatest bargain in cable I
{now of." •Poirs: 6ft woo 5130, now 59.95;
(ift vms 5160, now 6935; 1291 was 5225, now 79.95; 15fl now 99.95

'Pikes ore for stereo pairs with wade or pin terminations. For bananas oddS20
per set of four All sables covered by our exclusive 30-doy satisfaction guinentee.
High Performance Video Cables.

Cordes High Speed Video Cable. Aunique design featuring multi-stranded
Golden-Section conductors, Teflon insulation, 100% braided shield, 8solid
milled Cordes gold/rhodium Kits. 95M reg 558, now 49.95; 19M reg 578,
now 569.95, ISM reg 598, now 89.95; 3.0M reg 5158, 149.95
Monster Cable Saver Video Cables. Featuring polished center silver condeter, 11 7 injection polyethylene irnulation, double-layer shieln &premarn
Monster Cable 24K gold Turbine or SVHS connectors.
Monster Coble MI000V Silver Video--with Monster Turbase R(As, 3.50
S2995; IM 39.95; 1.5M 49.95; 2M 64.95; 4M 99.95; 6M 139.95; BM i
69.95
Monster Cable M1000SV SVHS Video--with Monster SVhS DIN. 0.5M
S39.95; IM 5A95; 1,50 69.95; 2M 84.95; 4M 14935; 60199.95

Low Price Toslink Fiber Optic Cable, from Audio Alchemy, 1.0M, 519.95
Monster Cable Lightspeed 100 Tosliok Fiber Optic Cable. Om favorite
Todini fiber opti«able with premium gloss fiber, excellent shielding, and goldplate.: Monster Cable ends, 1.0M 3995; 2.0M 49.95, 2091 74.95
Cardin High Speed Coaxial Digital Data Cable. Exceptionally smooth
sounding digital sou, with gold/rhodium Cards, RCAs, 1.0M only 6995
New, Improved TARA Prism Coaxial Digital Cable. Stereophile raved
'5xcellent resolution of soundstoge depth. Smooth treble adds to pleasing onolog-lihe warmth,' about on early edition of this cable New improved-it's
more flexible 8sounds better! 19M, originally was 5195, now only 59590
Altis Audio AT&T Glass Fiber Optic Coble. 'Four stars,' raved
Sterenphile, 'Wide, deep soundstage and asmoothly liquid midrange.'
Designer Howard Mandell says "the secret's using pure fiber" 1.0M 5149.95
New, TARA ROC Digital 75 Coaxial Digital Cable. New single conductor
RS( design With AERO-PE insulation and tinned copper braided shield, RS(
Digital 75 is highly flexible 8works great in longer runs. Very smooth &analog-lie sounding! 1OM 5195.00; 1.5M 25590; 29M 29995; 3.0M 399.95
Cordes Cross Lightning High Speed Digital Cable. featuring new Cordes
Golden Section 5-( conductors in aunique configuration, (rocs Digital offers a
remakably anologlike digitol performance. I9M 5229.95; I.5M 245.00
TAR# ROC Digital Generation 2Coaxial Digital Coble. The best of
everything from TARA, including two patented RSC ultra-wide bandwidth ose.
doctors, Teflon insulation, superior shielding, etc. 1.06I 529590; 15M 39/00
Audio Alchemy Powered DST Digital Transmission Coble. Uses computer PC network technology to actively tronsmit digital signals between audio
components. DST system includes Tronsminer, Receiver, 1.0M cable, 8outboard
power supply. kcepts Todink, BNC, ABS/IRA 8RCA digital inputs. Outputs to
RCA, INC, or AES/EBU. Audio Alchemy Dg system, reg 5259, now 16995

Call 1-800-942-0220

More stuff on
next two
Pages
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Save On Hard-To-Find Audio/Video Racks 8t Amp Stands
New Justarack "Junior"
Rack As Low As $135!
New Junior racks have infinitely
adjustable 24' wide, 16" deep,
3/4" thick black shelves rigidly
held by 1/2" diameter steel
rock/nuts. Useable space between
rods is 19.5". Cone point feet ore
included. Same assembly required.
JUSTARACK Junior 30-4,
30-toll with 4shelves, reg 5160, now 135.00t
JUSTARACK kmior 36-5, 5shelves, 36" tall, reg $200,
now only 169 95t

Target USA Racks As Low As $149.95

Ultra-Rigid TT Rocks, As Low As $229.95

Standesign Audio & Video Racks Sale

Special low priced audio racks
improve audio gear performonce.

Strong, one-piece welded steel frame
for maximum rigidity.

Target TT2SA: 20" loll with IS
between the 2shelves, regular
5170, now 149.95'

Target 113: 32-tall with 121
between the 3shelves, regular
$260, now 229.95'

Target TT3SA: 32-tall with
12.8 -benveen the 3shelves,
regular $230, now 199.959

Target ITS: 3T toll with 6.1"
between the 5shelves, regular
$350, now 299.95t

SAVE 569-$79 On
Standesign big screen TV
racks with 20" tall onepiece welded steel
frames, composite wood
shelves, and caster feet.
7.5" hat between shelves.

Target TTSTSA: 39" tall with
8.I" between the $shelves,
regular $335, now 299.95t

Target TTST:39-tall with 8.1'
between the 5shelves, regular
5395, now 345.00t

Bell'Oggetti Italian Audio/Video Racks
RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs

We're excited to offer these elegant Ration-made metal and
gloss audio/video home theater racks. Ratks hove polished
steel frames, tempered glass, metal or MIN shelves to hold
large TVs, audio, 8video gear beautifully.

Sturdy rocks wish 3/4" suPPon
rods 8adjustable 23.75 -wide by
15.75" deep by 3/4 "thick composite wood shelves. Standard fin.
ish is Marmot black. Cone point
feet ore supplied.

$200 Off Alto Area Audio Rack:
Beautiful 60" toll rack, five 23" wide by
70" deep glass shelves with 14" between
the shelves. Reg. $800, now 599.95t

JUSTARACK 30-3CrioII with 4
shelves, reg $349, esse. .799.955

1WRIEAte

1USTARACK 36, 5shelves, 36" toll, reg 5399, now 349.951
ILISTARACK 42, 6shelves, 42° tall, reg 5449, now 399.95t
JUSTARACK 48, 7shelves 4r tall, reg $499, now 449.00t

$100 Off Area TV Rack: 22.5" tall Arco
holds 32-35" Pis on top
and A/V gear on the
noo lower 28" Wby
19.5" Dglass shelves.
Reg $480, now 379.95t
Arco IV

Alto Arco

Standesir D1V32, tos 2-32"
1r
TVs; three 32" Wx
20" Dshe ves, 7.5" rag $299, now 229.95t

$100 Off Davide A/V Rack. Cleverly
designed rack with 4perforated metal
shelves holds turntables or up to 30" TVs on
the 30" Wby 193" Dtop shelf. Lower
shelves are 19" Wby 15" Dwith 7'
between shelves. New "cable managemenrsystem hides audio cables. Reg.
Az.
v,
rd 5400, now 299.95t
Maltea A/V Cart Only
$199.950: Mobilize A/V gear with the
Ranee rods Tap MDF shell holds up to
a20" IV, mid-shelf is 18" Why 12.5" D,
low shelf is 13" Wby 14.5" D.
Shipped assembled with castors.
Reg. $300, now 199.951'
Moneo

01112, 32" rotk

Standesign DTV28, For 25"-28" TVs, 3shelves, 2cvw
x20'D, reg 5299, now 229.95t

Stondesign DIV35, For 35" TVs; three 35" wide by
22" deep shelves, regular $349, now 269.95t
Ultra-modern Standesign
Audio Rocks lecture oonepiece "tilted-bock" welded steel
frame with le x18" shelves,
and spiked cane point feet. A
super-strong 2.x3" beam supports all shelves.
Design 5Rack. 5shelves, 34"
tall with 6.5" between shelves.
Regular 5399, now 349.95t

Desm 5Ado Rork

4lirosk

Design 4Rock. 4shelves, 34"
tall with 9.5" between the
shelves. Reg 5349, now 299.95t

Low Price Audiophile Speaker Stands
New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

New Target "XL" Stands As Low As $79.95

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95

New Standesign BB speaker stands feature rigid, one-piece
welded steel construction with urethane pods on top and
spikes on bottom.

New low price Target SP stands deliver good sound alabar
gainhasement price. SP stands feature one-piere welded
steel frames with two support tubes,
steel top plate, stable-12" wide by R'
deep- °T"-shaped base and cone
point feet Regular price 580/poi,

New Target XL Series stands feature one center support leg
bolted too wide and stable I
0" wide by 17' deep "y"
shaped base and aflot steel lop plate.
Spikes 8cone point feet are standard.

New Target TSeries stands feature 3support legs welded to
on extra wide and stable 14.35 -wide by 12-deep Tshaped base with aflat steel top
plate. Both top spikes and bottom
tone point feet included.

Standesign BBSO:
6.5 -by 6.5" top plate;
choose 12-,16 -,or 20"
heights, 549.95/pr'

Srundettga
88/5

Stondesign BB75:
7.5' by 7.5" top
plate; choose from
I
2
-,
16 -,20 -,or
14" heights,
$69.95/pr

Target SP40 stands: 16 -tall, 7.5
x7.5 -top plate, S69.95/pr"

Target T-40:16" tall with 7.5" by
7.5" top plate, reg 5130, now 115.00"

Target XL-40:16" toll with 7.5" x
7.5" tap plate, reg $100, now 79.95'

Target SPSO stands: 20 -tall, 6.5 x6.5" top plate, 569.95/pr"
Standese
8850

Target XL-30: IT tall with 9.5" x
9.5" top elute, reg $100, now 79.95'

Target XL-50:2r tall vdth 7.5" x
7.5 -top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target SP60 stands: 24" loll, 6"
by 6
-top plate, 569.95/pr"

Target
01•60

Target XL-60: 74 -toll with 7.5" x
7.5" top plate, reg SI 00, now 79.95'

Target T-50: 20" toll with 7.5" by
7.5 -top plate, reg 5130, noto115.00 Target T-60: 24" tall with 7.5 -by
7.5 -top plate, reg $140, now 119.95'
Target T-70: 28" tall with 63" by
6.3 -top plate, reg 5140, now 119.95'
115.00"

largo r60

World's Largest Selection Of Premium Vacuum Tubes, 8. Tube Life Extended,.
Save On Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes

Tube Coolers Increase Tube Life!
Specially treated capper fins remove excess heal to double
or triple tube lile! Cooler tubes last longer, 8sound better.

Developed by British audiophiles and
engineers formerly w/tube greats M-0
Valve, Mullord, etc, all models have special features to make them sound great.
Now available with gold pins for improved performance. "LW" =ultra-low
noise tube for phono applications.
"wr= matched pair.
lobe

Power Amp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
1-9 S11.25 each, 10, 9.95ea
Preamp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, I2AX7, etc. tubes.
1.9 5530 each; 104 4.99 mull

Standard M/P Gold Pin Gold Pia MOP

12076/12AT7/12AU7 16.00
111120//126T7/1261.1725.00
617.111
19.95
60.1131N
34.95

39.95
59.95
59.95
89 95

19.95
29.95
29.00
39.95

49.95
75.00
69.95
99.95

Other Golden Dragon Audio Tubes:1281U S19.95/es;
549.95/MP; 5AR4 523.00; 651.701 519.95/ea; 6911GT
519,95/es, 549.95/MP, 11.34 S55.00/MP; KTBB 5119.95/MP;
939.95/MO; 5881 549.95/MP; 5109.95/M0; 3008
S349.95/MP; 5699.95/M0.

Ensemble Tubesox kevlor tube
coolers: 558/pr; 5110/quad
Dynaclear Tube Socket Cleaning Brushes. Socket
Savers nylon-bristled wire brushes ore specially designed for
safe 8, easy (leaning of tube seen. Includes 2brushes
-one for preomp-size and another for amp-size sockets.
Socket Sayers tube socket cleaning brushes, S14.95/set

0.-------woo--wsmwmworowwomummuseum
Socket Savers Set

Rugged US -, Tesla-, And

Precision-Tested RAM Tubes

Russian-Made Power Tubes
While supplies lost gel these highest
prude US GE-, Russion Sovtek-, and
Czech-made power amp tubes. All tubes
ore precision tested in the US. Pairs and
quads are closely matched. Russian tubes
are copies of early British designs-many
no longer available in the West.
Tube
Manufacture,
Sutgles Poo

-

Far many years obehind-the-scene supplier to
the industry's tube monufacturer, RAM Labs
offers the most complete line of high quality,
precision-test audio tubes on the market.
Tubes ore computer tested then graded for
performance, reliability, 8sound.

auks

65508
Sodom,
29.95 59.90 119.95
6550
GE
3995 99,95 199.95
01.34
Testa
14.95 39.95 59.95
61.34
Sowek
29.95 69.95 125.00
5881/616WG( Sowek
12.95 29.95
--5AR4/GZ34
Sawa
14 95
J.-6922
See RAM Labs Tubes, Next Column Over._
7199
Sovtek
29.95 49.95 79.95
1
24X7WXT
Sovtek
14.9$ 29.95 49.95

Preomp
Tube

Standard
Tube

low
Noise

"

Ultra Low
Noise

69228
25.00
12AX7A
9.95
16.95
12A17A
9.95
19.95
I2AU7A
9.95
19.95
575IA
19.95 29.95
Misr 12BH7 17.95; SAR4 25.00;

45.00
4200
45.00
45.00
55.00
6F0/U1 27.00; 59656 19.95

Power Amp tubes

Singles

Pees

Quads

8417
1134 Chinese
01.34 Siemens
6L6C

35.00
25.00
39.95
29.95

77.50
49.95
79.95
77.50

159.95
99.95
149.95
155.00

Hard-To-Find Analog LP Accessories
The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over
Hunt IDA MK6
brush from England
has two types of
(leaning bristles
-long and short-to
clean records twice with just one pass. The finest record
brush vée con find! Hunt FDA MK6, reg 525, now 19.95

Save On Discwasher
V.R.P. Record Sleeves
have on the most recognized name
in LP 8loser dia protection. V.R.P.
sleeves are 3-ply, anti-static rke
paper sleeves. Set of 20 514.95;
Set of 60: 534.95; Set of 100:
555.00; Set of 200: 599.90

Align Cartridges Like A Pro
w/ DB Protrac

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gauge

DB Systems Protroc lets any amateur
do professional phono cartridge alignments. Highly accurate with any
standard cartridges and radial tonearms.
DB Protroc, reg 53$, now 29.95

Shure 510-2 stylus force gauge morosely
measures the stylus force for optimum
sound and increased stylus life.
The last stylus fade gouge on
the market' Hurry'
Shure gauge 51.155
New Alchemy MM/MC Phono Stage $199!
Great
sounding
compact
outboard
phone singe with adjustable impedante, resistance O. gain
for matching with MM or MC phono cartridges. 5/N: >90
do THEI: <0.1%. R1AA: ±0.1 dB Output: 2.55. Audio
Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box reg 5259, now 5199.00"

New, Improved QR/DNM Ringmat

New AudioQuest Record Mat

New Creek Phono Stage, oidy $1991

Imported from England, the
new Ringmot 330 Mk11 is top
rated for improving transients and boss-says Robert
Deutsch in Stereophile.
OR/DHM Ringmot Mk 11
turntable mot, 574.95

Quiet record noise, and reduce
record warpage with the
Audiothest Retard Mot made
from tacky, energy-absorbing
sorbothone. AO Record
Mat 559.95

New from England, is agood
sounding compact MM phono
stage, model MIA, featuring
high grade discrete components, 8outboard power supply. Gain: 37 dB. S/N: 05 de
Creek Audio OBH-8 MM
phono stage, reg 5229, now 199.95

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has over 100,000 satisfied customers in 160 countries around the world!
AUDIO"'
ADVISOR'

In US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100

International
FAX

Line:

975-6111
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Unbeatable Analog Bargains! argallar
Best VPI Turntable Deal EVER?

Half Price Sale On Audio.Technica Professional Tone Arm.

Save $370 On Rega/Blue Point Special Combo

Horny et VPi has done it again! This time Harry teamed up vdth Gold Am and
Clear Audio to put together aturntable package including the highly rated VPI
HW-19.1r turntable, new VPI
tonearm, Clear Audio Aurum moving magnet
phono cartridge and-now here's the surprise-a built-in Gold Am c1145-series
phono stage! This package includes everything on oudiophile
needs for great sounding LPs, at o
fraction al the normal price.
Purchased seperately these
items sell for 51,875-you
save $375! VPI MW-19 Jr
turntable with arm, cartridge, and
phono stone, now 51,499.95"

Don't miss this fantastic closeout from Audiolechnica Model ATP-121 professional
stereo tone arm features infinitely adjustable tonearm height, sealed horizontal 8
vertical ball bearing pivots, dmoupled counterweight shaft for arm resonance control, arm lift 8arm rest supplied, detachable universal heodshell, easy to adjust
stylus force, 8more! Audio-Technica ATP-12T arm, was $265, now 129.95 -

You've probably heard about Rego's highly recommended Planar 3turntable
Planar 3includes the excellent RB300
arm which offers "very good
detail, depth, midrange
neutrality, ambience, 8
precision imaging" Stereophile. We add the
superb Blue Point Special phono cartridge,
which Corey Greenberg says "comes within shouting
distance of the very best". This deal that can't be beat-by onyone-for the pace ,
Rego Planar 3?minable complete with 118300 arm, and Blue Paint Special
high output MC phoro ,ortridge, wos 51,070, now only 5699.95'

ATP•I 2T Specifications: Length: 14.06". Max tracking error -I;
55. Tracking forte range: 0-5 g. Cartridge weight 3-13
u
g. Mounting board thickness .
.
0.1"-1". Detachable cable
46" Mounting hardware 8 emplee supplied

Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Sigi
u ra
l.
Save $100 On VPI ""Professional" Cleaner.

Save On The "Recommended" Record
Doctor II, Now Only S169.95!

API 11W-17 fully automatic cleaning machine nthe worlds
most thorough LP cleaner with outornatit fluid °phaeton, sod
bi-directional LP cleaning-to insure every bit of dust 8dirt n
removed! HM -ti is fully enclosed-no splashing and no mess.
All parts ore extra-heovy duty, professional grade The model
HW-17"F" includes acooling for for tontinuous cleaning of
hundreds 8hundred of Lfbs-a LP collector's dream machine!
VPI HW-17F cleaning mahine, reg 5900, new 799.95'

w

Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine
Save now on the vtorldb best selling record cleaning
machine, the VP1115V-16.5. Critics praise 11W-16.5's roger'
build and superb cleaning power. Apowerful motor spins
1.Ps while the self-leveling suction tube deep-cleans the
record grooves--your records never sounded so sweet!
The VPI HW-16.5, reg $450, but order now and we'll
include 50 high quality anti-static 3-ply rice paper record
sleeves-in all o5490 value-yours for only 5399.95!

VPI Hie tif
-shown without rover

VPI HW-16.5 w/bonus sleeves, only $399.95f

ee

Ninny Griny
Army I5

Save $70 On Nitty Gritty 1.5 Machine.
Record cleaning is foster 8easier with the semi-automatic
Niny Gritty 1.5 machine. The unique Capstan Record Drive
automatitolly rotates and scrubs the record during luid
application and votuum suction-for less mess and cleaner
records! Kit includes 20 az cleaning fluid, applicator brush,
sed retord cleaning machine.
Ninny Gritty 1.5 Cleaning Kit, reg $431, now 359 95'

Record Data, II
deans like the
bel ‘
expensive
machines with fluid application 8vacuum suctionbut costs less
because you turn
records by hand.
Record 00(les st
And the new,
improved Record Doctor II is recommended by leading
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M AESTRO JAMES LEVINE
TALKS WITH PETER CATALANO
ABOUT MUSIC, THE MET,
AND THE FOURTH ESTATE

S

ince the death of Leonard Bernstein, James Levine has
assumed the role ofAmerica's preeminent maestro. Though
his home base remains the Metropolitan Opera in New York,
where he has been music directorfor 20 years, Levine has long been
associated with the most elite podiums in the world: the Bayreuth and
Salzburg Festivals with opera; and, in the symphonic repertoire, the
Vienna and Berlin Philharmonics, and the Chicago Symphony.
Since his Met debut 24 years ago, Levine has led more than 1500
performances of 60 operas there, recording these performancesfor worldwide broadcast as The Metropolitan Opera Presents. Off the
podium, Levine is aversatile keyboard artist, having accompanied
many of the century's most renowned vocalists and instrumentalists.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Honored as thefirst recipient of New York's annual cultural award,
Levine has been featured on the covers of Time and Musical
America, and has been the subject of aPBS documentary. Peter
Catalano spoke with the conductor at his Metropolitan Opera office
not long before the September start of the Met's year-long celebration of Maestro Levine's 25 years at the opera house.
Peter Catalano: Does your career path presume an indefinite tenure
at the Met, or do you plan to move on after you've achieved certain
goals?
James Levine: Even though by current standards Isuppose
I've been here quite along time, for me there's still alot more
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to accomplish. Historically speaking, 25 years used to be
much more common atenure than it seems to be today—
sometimes only the midpoint in atenure such as Mengelberg's, Mravinsky's, or Ormandy's. You develop this resource,
and the more it develops, the more can be done with it. When
you guest-conduct, you can only accomplish half of what
you can where they know you so deeply and you know them
the same way.
What usually happens is that each year my contract has
ayear added on to it, to keep asort of four-year planning
time. The current plan is that Iwould stay into the next century in order to complete alot of large structural things, and
that somewhere around the turn of the century—or ayear
or two after, when I'm approaching my 60th birthday—it
will become apparent that either it's natural to continue, or
it's natural that somebody else does it.
Catalano: Among your various enterprises, Iwould guess that the
Met orchestra is most strongly imprinted with the Levine stamp.
Levine: The explosion of possibilities—for the orchestra to
learn asymphonic repertoire and achamber repertoire, and
to record both operas and non-operatic works—is perhaps
one of the most important tools in artistic development: to
learn from those possibilities and to bring them to bear on
one's day-to-day work. It's an old ideal that orchestras like
Dresden and Vienna have had for along time. This was
always the model that made most sense to me; for us to have
begun doing this has been asource of tremendous stimulation and excitement.

Iwas trying to develop the Met.
Catalano: Your managerial style does seem to pre-date the days of
compulsive conductor jet-setting.
Levine: I'm by nature anester and builder. That syndrome
ofjust aweek of rehearsals and just acouple of concerts means
you're forced to work to achieve something presentable rather
than something fully detailed. With the very best orchestras, if you work with them very regularly, you can get further,
sometimes much further—but not often.
Catalano: Many maestros can't resist the temptation to accept every
Levine: Ihave colleagues who work relatively short seasons
with their home bases, then guest-conduct alot. For me,
that's just not aproductive way to work. Ifind what's productive for me, for example, is [how we] just now rehearsed
Parsifal again with the orchestra and chorus. It's been two
or three years since we recorded it and did the new production. But sure enough, we take that score out again, and,
because of our collective experience with it, it's possible to
work on certain aspects of it that weren't fully realized before.
This you cannot do if you expect to do five or six performances after ahandful of rehearsals and throw it away. The
psychological climate isn't the same.
[My hope is to] get back to the time when conductors were
trained in away in which everything was focused on how
it sounded, nothing was focused on how it looked. Karajan
and Lenny came at atime, and had the kinds of personalities, that changed people's perceptions of this alot. Ithink

MY
IDEA OF ORCHESTRA SOUND IS INFLUENCED BY
THE HUGE RANGE OF GREAT ORCHESTRAL RESULTS I'VE HEARD IN MY LIFE.
Catalano: Does an orchestra that'sfirquently in the opera pit listen
derentlyfrom one that exclusively plays the symphonic repertoire?
Levine: Ithink they must, because their circumstances are
totally different. Two things Inotice that our orchestra and
Vienna and Dresden have in common is that their expressive vocabulary has been influenced by listening to singing,
and by aconcept of dynamics in which they have to be able
to hear and pay attention to each other. If you grow up
ignorant of the content of vocal music, then instrumental
music looks different to you. A symphony orchestra is used
to the idea that they're playing the whole piece. An opera
orchestra gets used to the idea that very often the Hauptstimme
is standing on the stage; they're conscious of being part of
something larger.
Catalano: In some ways you were Herbert von Karajan's artistic
protégé. Do you think that if you had gotten the directorship of the
Berlin Philharmonic, where you were acandidate, your past relationship with him would have made it amore naturalfit?
Levine: Ihave to correct two little things. One is that Iwas
never aprotégé of Karajan. He was very good to me—he
invited me to Salzburg and Berlin, and he wanted me to stay
there to work in continuity. But Karajan invited many talented
young conductors to work there: Muti, Claudio [Abbado],
Seiji [Ozawa], for example.
Karajan was always available to talk with me about something musical, something important to me. Our meetings
were very stimulating, very wonderful, but very rare. It was
inevitable that people would guess that Iwas acandidate for
Berlin, because Iwas very actively guest-conducting at the
time. But the fact is, Iwould never have agreed, then or
now—I told the orchestra committee that—to take on a
responsibility for another large artistic resource as long as
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Lenny in his outward, volatile way and Karajan in his more
yoga-like, telepathic way gave people the idea that it should
be interesting or enlightening for the layman—not just for
the orchestra players—to see the front of the conductor. But
when the Toscanini videos came out and people could see
what the orchestra could see, they discovered that Toscanini
maintained aclassical demeanor as aconductor—as had Szell,
Reiner, and Walter, to name afew. One or two physically idiosyncratic conductors—like Furtwângler or Mitropolous,
who were such phenomenal musicians—were, in my opinion,
able to use acertain technical roughness to the advantage of
the result.
Catalano: Many conductors are now doing recordings by splicing
together live performances. Do you still mostly do studio recordings?
Levine: Ido all kinds. Ido live, Ido edited live, and Ido
studio.
Catalano: Aren't your DG discs mostly studio recordings?
Levine: It depends. We just embarked on aBrahms cycle from
Vienna; it's live. Md Vlast and the Salzburg Missa Solemnis.
And in Berlin, we've often recorded live in recent years: the
Sibelius Second, Verkliirte Nacht and Metamorphosen, the
Mozart and Haydn masses, anew Das Lied von der Erde—
and Sony, too, for their new Elgar/Debussy disc.
Catalano: Do you think the results come out better?
Levine: Not as agenerality. I've heard and done live performances that don't convince me [as recordings], and I've
had things that don't convince me in the studio. When you're
in astudio, if the acoustics and your relationships to your
colleagues and to the music are very strong, you don't feel
that you're in an arid atmosphere. You're playing for the people on the other end of the microphone; you're playing for
each other. You don't have the feeling [that] this is unnat-
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ural. When you're making alive performance, sometimes
the fact that you have to play the piece from beginning to
end can result in having to live with whatever the weaknesses
of that single traversal are.
Catalano: Aren't you making decisions in the heat of alive performance that make it sound spontaneous andfresh?
Levine: Yes, but you make the same decisions in arecording
take. It has to do with the way the thing is recorded. In the
end, no matter which way you record, good or bad is possible. It's like "good" fast and "bad" fast, "good" slow and
"bad" slow. In Wagner operas, for example: Which is better?
The way Biihm does Tristan, or the way Furtwângler does
it? I, for instance, find the slow approach intrinsically better, because Ibelieve that, judging from the correlation in
the early works between tempo indication and metronome
marks, it's closer to the tensions and checks and balances in
the harmonic and rhythmic tensions that the composer
wanted.
Catalano: You beat according to the tempo markings?
Levine: No. My point is, because in early works of Wagner
we can study tempo indications and their relationship to his
own metronome marks, that tells us something about what
the conceptual tempo range was. Which does tend to favor
the slower versions over the faster ones.
Catalano: Would you say your concept oforchestral sound is in the
von Karajan school?

Our problem nowadays is not whether people have personality or great instruments. What we need to keep developing is full-scaled-enough training and voice teaching.
This is much more difficult in the long run in the heavy
repertoire than in the lighter repertoire, because the lighter
repertoire can very often be mastered by ayounger singer.
The singers on the horizon today are remarkable—I don't
know if it's acyclic phenomenon or aresult of their observation of singers of the previous generation or two. Isee the
future of singing as much brighter than Idid 10 years ago.
Catalano: You've spoken about the great advantages ofdoing Wagner
in asmall house, such as Bayreuth.
Levine: Not just Wagner, not even primarily Wagner. Many
other composers' works would benefit even more. We'd love
to solve the problem and get out to asmall space that was
near enough to the Met.
Catalano: The "piccolo Met" idea?
Levine: Yes. We haven't given up on that, but in New York
it's very difficult. My guess is that this won't happen very
soon, but it will happen—there's such astrong wish on everybody's part for it.
Catalano: Is it your ultimate ambition to do aRing in aBayreuthsized house in New York?
Levine: No, no. Idon't have an "ultimate ambition."
Catalano: Did working in a1500-seat house like Bayreuth spoil
you?

THERE'S NOT A
STANDARD IN ARTS JOURNALISM ANYMORE THERE'S SO LITTLE RESPECT, SO LITTLE QUALITY. IT'S REACHED A
POINT
WHERE SO MUCH OF IT SEEMS SILLY TO ME.
Levine: No. My idea of orchestral sound is influenced by
the huge range of great orchestral results I've heard in my
life. Ifind Karajan's sort of sound idea—to the extent it's possible to generalize about such athing, which it really isn't—
exceptionally successful in certain kinds of music. Orchestral
sound is practically never useful as an end; it's always got to
be the expressive means. We use the sound the same way a
singer uses her sound, but the end result has to do with how
this sound component relates to the expression, the idea, what
one is trying to communicate—not how the sound can be
described in abstract terms.
Catalano: Who would you predict to be the emerging Wagnerian
soprano tofill the niche kfi by Flagstad and Nilsson, or the Verdi tenor
to replace Domingo and Pavarotti after they retire?
Levine: Itend never to do that. Ithink that one of the most
fascinating and fragile things about artists [is what occurs]
when the music world first becomes aware of them, when
suddenly there's alot of notice taken of them by people who
will advise or second-guess or shoot from the hip. In that
moment ayoung artist can get seriously derailed from the
artistic direction that only his or her own individuality really
knows.
The kiss of death is for me to say, "Nothing stands in the
way of so-and-so." This does not allow for that artist's
emotional life, or that artist's opportunities, or what turns
out to be easy or difficult for that artist to learn. If you talk
about it too much, it interferes with that inner process. It gets
too much verbal exercise, and not enough exercise in the
intrinsic language of music. At least for the moment, it would
be fair to say that we do see now some very significant large
voices; the question is, what will happen to them as they
develop?
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Levine: It's atotally different experience because of the
history and the unique physical properties of it. It's a30performance-a-year Wagner festival, where the way the artists
interact in it in these works from one summer to another
simply doesn't happen anywhere else. The way the theater
was imagined by Wagner and the way it was executed—but
especially the unique sound and sightlines and the way, in
aconcentrated summer, you can work on those things—
are enormously fulfilling and stimulating. A lot of things
that Ido, learn, and am aware of there come back with me
here, and vice versa.
Catalano: Is there apsychological effect on the singes when they're
in asmall house such as Bayreuth, as opposed to the temptation to
over-sing to fill a4000-seat theater?
Levine: Some singers look at the Met [auditorium] and think
they must do something [extraordinary with their voice].
Smart singers don't. Smart singers—and there are an enormous number of them—understand that the nature of good
vocal technique doesn't require but the subtlest adaptation
from one acoustic to the other.
Catalano: How does an international maestro go about talentscouting?
Levine: You do it every way. First of all, you hear as much
as you can. Second, you have your artistic administration
hear as much as they can. But then you're always open to one
of your colleagues: adirector, ateacher, amanager, aconductor, asinger may mention someone. Nowadays the opera
world is so interconnected that if somebody makes adebut
or is heard virtually anywhere, the news whistles around
everywhere.
Catalano: How do you scout for composers?
Levine: We look at ascore whenever anyone sends us one;
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we look at all the scores that are sent to us. Other times Ican
get aconductor or another member of the music staff to do
apreliminary look, since one doesn't have unlimited time.
But there's an awful lot of good work out there, and some
of it for various reasons we can't produce here, our situation
being unique in alot of obvious respects.
Catalano: Congliano's Ghosts of Versailles was abreakthrone
at the Met—a complete vocal, visual, libretto packagefor this particular house. Will that set the standardfor new opera on your home
base?
Levine: Ghosts is avery important thing for us [because of]
the gaps [now] occurring in large-scale symphonic and
operatic music between composer, performing artist, and
audience. Ididn't want acommission for the Met until we

had done alarge number of the 20th-century classics that
were missing from our repertoire. And then, Ithought, there
was away—in one fell swoop—to get the company and the
audience to see why one is dying to do new work frequently,
and what kind of an artistic experience this is which is not
like anything else. On opening night, for the first time in a
great number of years in Met history, there was actual live
contact between anew piece, acompany, and an audience.
They were connected. Although the musical idiom of Ghosts
was not particularly complicated—and though surely the
conception of the piece, theatrically and verbally, is not hard
to grasp—that was still avery important step. Inoticed that
it changed the way the company dealt with new production
styles, and it changed the way the company thought of doing

JAMES LEVINE: SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY

BABBITE Correspondences
CAGE: Atlas Eclipticalis
CARTER: Variations for Orchestra
SCHULLER: Spectra
Chicago Symphony
Deutsche (;rammophon 431 698-2
BACH: Brapdenburg Concertos 2& 5, Cantata 202
Battle, Chicago Symphony
RCA 61635-2
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra; Music
for Strings, Percussion & Celeste
Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 429 747-2
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5
Brendel, Chicago Symphony
Philips 411 189-2 (3 CDs)
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3
SCHUBERT; Symphony 8.
MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 439 862-2
BELLINI: Norma
Scotto, Troyanos, Giacomini, Plishka, National
Philharmonic
Sony Classical SM2K 35902 (2 CDs; to be
reissued)
BERG: Three Pieces for Orchestra, Op.6
SCHOENBERG: Five Pieces for Orchestra,
Op.16
WEBERN: Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op.6
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 419 781-2
BERG: Violin Concerto
RIHM: Gesungene Zeit
Mutter, Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 437 093-2
BERLIOZ: Requiem
Pavarotti, Berlin Philharmonie
Deutsche Grammophon 429 724-2
BERLIOZ: Romeo et Juliette, Les nuits d'été
von Otter, Langridge, Morris, Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Gramenoplion 427 665-2
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 431 624-2
BRAHMS: Ein deutsches Requiem
Battle, Ilagegard, Chicago Symphony & Chorus
RCA 61349-2
BRAHMS: Symphony 1
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Graminoplion (available fall 1995)
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BRAHMS: Symphony 3, Alto Rhapsody,
Tragic Overture
von Otter, Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Graminophon 439 887-2
BRUCH: Kol Nidrei
Haimovitz, Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 427 323-2
CILEA: Adriana Lecouvreur
Scotto, Domingo, Mikes, Philharmonia
Sony Classical M2K 34588 (2 CDs)
DONIZETTI: L'Elisir d'Amore
Battle, Pavarotti, Nucci, Dara, MET Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammoplion 429 744-2
DVORAK: Symphonies 8et 9
Dresden Staatskapelle
Deutsche Grammophon (available 1996)
DVORÁK: Cello Concerto
SCHUBERT: "Arpeggione" Sonata
Harrell, London Symphony
RCA 6531-2
DVORÁK: Violin Concerto
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto
Mintz, Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Graminophon 419 618-2
GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue, American in
Paris, Cuban Overture, Catfish Ron ,Suite
Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grannimphon 431 625-2
GIORDANO: Andrea Chénier
Domingo, Scotto, Milnes, National Philharmonic
RCA 2046-2 (2 CDs)
HAYDN: The Creation
Battle, Winbergh, Moll, Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammoplion 427 629-2
HAYDN: Mass in Time of War
MOZART Coronation Mass
McNair, Ziegler, 13lochwitz, Schmidt, Berlin
Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 435 853-2
HOLS11 The Planets
Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 429 730-2
MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Normanjerusalern, Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon (available 1996)
MAHLER: Symphony 3
Horne, Chicago Symphony
RCA Red Seal RC2D-1757 (2 CDs)
MAHLER: Symphony 4
Blegen, Chicago Symphony
RCA (to be reissued)
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MAHLER: Symphony 5
Philadelphia Orchestra
RCA (to be reissued)
MAHLER: Symphony 6
London Symphony
RCA (to be reissued)
MAHLER: Symphony 9
Philadelphia Orchestra
RCA (to be reissued)
MASCAGNI: Cavalleria Rusticana
Scotto, Domingo, National Philharmonic
RCA RCD1-3091
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3& 4
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 427 670-2
MOZART; Arias
Battle, MET Orchestra
Deutsche Graminophon (availabk 1996)
MOZART Cosifan tutte
Te Kanawa, Murray, McLaughlin. 13lochwitz,
Hampson, Furlanetto, Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Graminoplion 423 897-2
MOZART: Great Mass in c
Battle, Cuberli, Seiffert, Moll, Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 423 664-2
MOZART Idomeneo
Domingo, Bartoli, Vaness, Murphy. Hampson,
MET Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammophon (available 1996)
MOZART Le Nozze di Figaro
Te Kanawa, Upshaw, von Otter, Furlanetto,
Hampson. I'lishka, MET Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammophon 431 619-2 (3 CDs)
MOZART Symphonies 1-41
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Graminophon 435 360-2 (11 CDs)
MOZART Violin Concertos 1-5
Perlman, Vienna l'hilharmonic
Deutsche Granintophon 445 535-2 (2 CDs)
MOZART: Die Zauberflâte
Cotrubas, Tappy, Talvela, Boesch, Vienna Philharmonic
RCA 4586-2 (3 CDs)
MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL: Picture at an Exhibition
STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring
MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 437 531-2
ORFF: Carmina Burana
Anderson, Creech, Weikl, Chicago Symphony ,
Deutsche Grammophon 415 136-2
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new works.
Catalano: Have you announced acommission fromJohn Harbison?
Levine: No, but we will in September.
Catalano: Have you agreed on alibretto?
Levine: We've agreed on asubject, and we're working now
on alibretto. Inever want to talk about things before they're
finished because it's the kiss of death. [Sources say the libretto
is based on The Great Gatsby.—PC]
Catalano: Is the audience expecting more new works?
Levine: Ithink so, and Ifervently hope so. We can't do ahasty
turnover, because we won't have achance to revive the piece,
re-study it, develop the production past its opening series,
and eventually televise it so that it can reach more people.
I'm sure that in the new millennium this lifeblood of new

works will increase proportionately.
Catalano: 1994-95 seems to be amilestone in your career. I've never
seen so many superb reviews, disc after disc, performance after performance, some coming from your harshest antagonists in the New
York press. Do you feel that this was aspecial year?
Levine: Every year is, but this year was certainly. Ithink
artists are rarely lucky enough to improve in astraight line.
What happens is you make some improvements, and some
things counterbalance it that aren't as good. But you can't
use other people's perceptions very much because each person
is in the midst of his own evolution of perception. So it may
be that Iwill be very happy with some concert or performance that's only important to me because it overcomes some
artistic difficulty Iperceived.

11111111,
POULENC: Chamber Music
Wien-Berlin Ensemble
Deutsche Grammophon 427 639-2
PROKOFIEV: Symphonies 1& 5
Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 439 912-2 (available
November 1995)
PUCCINI: La Bohème
Scotto, Kraus, Mihies. Neblett, Plishka, National
Philharmonic
Classics for Pleasure CFPCDCFP 4708 (2 CDs)
PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut
Freni, Bartoli, Pavarotti, Croft, Taddei, MET
Orchestra & Chorus
London 440 200-2 (2 CDs)
PUCCINI: Tosca
Scotto, Domingo, Baum, Philhannimia Orchestra
Angel CDCB 49364 (2 CDs)
SAINT-SANS: Symphony 3
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 419 617-2
SCHOENBERG: Erivartung, Brettl-Lieder
Norman, MET Orchestra
Philips 423 321-2
SCHOENBERG: Verklarte Nacht
STRAUSS: Metamorphosen
WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 435 883-2
SCHUBERT: Die schane Müllerin
Hellmann
Decca 440 354-2
SCHUBERT "Trout" Quintet
Quartet in G for Flute, Viola, Guitar & Cello,
D96
Hetzel, Christ, Faust, Posch
Deutsche Grammophon 431 783-2
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
Ludwig
Deutsche Granunophon 445 521-2 (available
September 1995)
SCHUMANN: Symphonies 1& 4, Manfred
Overture
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 435 856-2
SCHUMANN: Symphonies 2& 3
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 423 625-2
SCHUBERT1 String Quintet
SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet
LaSalle Quartet, Harrell
Deutsche Grammophon 431 783-2
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2, Valse triste, Finlandia
Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Graininophon 437 828-2
SIBELIUS: Symphonies 48c 5
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Berlin Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 445 865-2 (available
fall 1995)
SMETANA: Ma Vlast
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 431 652-2
R. STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos
Tomovva-Sintow, Battle, Baltsa, Lakes, Prey,
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grarnin.phon 419 225-2 (2 CDs)
R. STRAUSS: Dim Quixote, Tod und Verielarung
MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon (available 1995-96)
R. STRAUSS: Four Last Songs
WAGNER: Wesendonck Songs
Norman, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips (available 1995-96)
STRAVINSKY: Oedipus Rex
Langridge, Quivar, Morris, Bastin, Chicago
Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 435 872-2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Ballet Suites
Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, Nutcracker
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 437 806-2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Eugene Onegin
Allen, Freni, Shicoff, von Otter, Dresden
Staatskapelle
Deutsche Grammophon 423 959-2 (2 CDs)
VERDI: Aida
Mills,. Zajick, Domingo, Morris, Ramey, MET
Orchestra & Chorus
Sony Classical S3K 45973 (3 CDs)
VERDI: Don Carlo
Sylvester, Millo, Zajick, Battle, Chernov,
Furlanetto, Ramey, MET Orchestra & Chorus
Sony Classical S3K 52500 (3 CDs)
VERDI: La forza del destino
L. Price, Domingo, Milnes, Bacquicr, Giaiotti,
London Symphony
RCA RCD3-1864 (3 CDs)
VERDI: Giovanna d'Arco
Caballé, Domingo, Manes, London Symphony
Angel CDMB 63226 (2 CDs)
VERDI: Luisa Miller
Millo, Quivar, Doniingo, Chernov, Rootering,
Plishka, MET Orchestra & Chorus
Sony Classical S2K 48073 (2 CDs)
VERDI: Otello
Domingo, Scotto, Milnes, National Philharmonic
RCA RCD2-2951 (2 CDs)
VERDI: Rigoletto
Chernov, Studer. Pavarotti, Scandiuzzi, MET
Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammophon (available 1996)
VERDI: La Tarviata
Studer, Pavarotti, Pons, MET Orchestra &
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orus
Deutsche Grammophon 435 797-2 (2 CDs)
VERDI: II Tirovatore
Domingo, Millo, Zajick, Chernov, Morris,
MET Orchestra & Chorus
Sony Classical S2K 48070 (2 CDs)
WAGNER: Der Fliegende Hollander
Morris, Voigt, Svenden, Heppner, Groves,
Rootering, MET Orchestra & Chorus
Sony Classical S3K 66342 (3 CDs; available
September 1995)
WAGNER: Gatterdiimmerung
Behrens, Studer, Goldberg, Weikl, Salminen,
MET Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammophon 429 8385-2 (4 CDs)
WAGNER: Parsifal
Hofmann, Meier, Sotin, Estes, Bayreuth Festival 1985
Philips 434 616-2
WAGNER: Parsifal
Domingo, Norman, Moll, Morris, Wiaschiha,
MET Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammophon 437 501-2 (4 CDs)
WAGNER: Das Rheingold
Morris, Ludwigjerusalem, Zednik, Wlaschiha,
MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 427 607-2 (3 CDs)
WAGNER: Siegfried
Behrens, Battle, Goldberg, Zednik, Morris,
Moll, MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 429 407-2 (4 CDs)
WAGNER: Die Walküre
Behrens, Norman, Ludwig, Lakes, Morris,
Moll, MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 423 389-2 (4 CDs)

RECITALS

KATHLEEN BATTLE: Salzburg Recital
1984
Works of Fauré, Handel, Mendelssohn, Mozart,
Purcell, R. Strauss, Spirituals
Deutsche Grammophon 445 524-2
BATTLE & DOMINGO: Live in Tokyo 1988
MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon (available October
1995)
BATTLE & NORMAN: Spirituals in Concert
Deutsche Grammophon 429 790-2
ANNE SOPHIE MUTTER: Carmen Fantasy
Works of Fauré, Massenet, Ravel, Sarasate, Tartini, Wienlawski
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 437 544-2
BRYN TERFEL: Arias
MET Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon (available 1996)
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akind of disrespect that doesn't connect with any enthusiasm.
Isn't it odd that [former Met manager Rudolph] Bing had
afiery relation with the press, and then when he was gone
they called his period the "good old days"? [Pierre] Boulez
was constantly put down when he was with the Philharmonic, and then he was agrand old man—he comes back
and people are interested. Lenny told me in the year before
he died that he thought perhaps the single most unnecessarily aggravating thing in his whole life was that he would
conduct aPhilharmonic concert on Thursday night and read
avicious and irrelevant pan the next morning before he left
to conduct the matinee of the same program. Once they'd
pegged him as "flamboyant," everything was seen through
those glasses. Isaw alot of that with respect to Glenn Gould.
Iwish Ididn't have the feeling that so much of what happens nowadays has to do with pointing out whatever it
doesn't have—when, in fact, everything hasn't got something.
Isaw an article recently that raved about some work I'd done
years ago that was panned by the very same writer when I
did it [then], without his acknowledging that.
What Ideplore is opinion predicated on wrong data: where
the material is just wrong, or is trying to justify objectively
asubjective difference; the tone of voice where the critics
imply that they're expert in what they write about. Everyone
is sort ola silent expert on everything, even if the whole article
is full of simple nonsense.
You asked whether it's personalized. Often the artists don't
even know the people. Ihave never felt generally misused
by the press. When you consider what kind of exposure I've
had to have in this city in order to build the ensemble of this
company—when you consider the litanies that usually go,
"Oh, he's too nice"—it seems to me that goes with the territory.

It happens because you're fusing experience with perception, with knowledge. For example, if you conduct apiece
you've known all your life and it interacts with anew piece
you've studied in the last few years, this comes out not only
in the new piece but in the other [as well].
Catalano: The New York press has always been hard on its artists;
there's almost an adversarial climate. Do you read the reviews yoursee
Levine: It never bothers me if someone doesn't like the way
we play such and such apiece. The concept of acritic expressing dislike of artistic results is more than fine with me, and
has along tradition. But something has changed over the
years. There's not astandard in arts journalism anymore;
there's so little respect and so little quality. Ifind that apity.
Isuppose it's reached apoint where so much of it seems
silly to me.
Catalano: Do you think it's the personalization?
Levine: Partly it has to do with no healthy competition. The
New York Igrew up with had seven daily newspapers, which
meant atalented person had achance of being astaff person somewhere. I'm just sad that Iscarcely can read apiece
of critical writing about music that doesn't seem loaded with
the writer's personal baggage, with apoint of view that
excuses any nonsense. Now you can read unattributed quotes
in anewspaper; you can read column after column of what
acritic says about what an opera production looks like, with
simple factual errors in it—things that are said that are just
not true. Icould write alarge book of stories. If the public
is taking them seriously, then they're being misinformed.
If the public isn't taking them seriously, then what function
do they serve? My impression of the Met audience is that at
the moment they're very plugged-in to the reality of what
we're doing at the Met, and not much plugged-in to general
commentary—at least judging by the mail Iget. Now there's

Pure, Sweet and Precise
The Benz Glider
Pure Alpine air, rich chocolate and accurate timepieces.
The Benz Glider moving coil cartridge embodies the best of
Switzerland at an affordable price.
The open, free floating design eliminates body resonances for sonic
purity. The Glider's lmV medium output, solid boron cantilever and
Microedge stylus all contribute to its harmonic sweetness.
Precision manufacture and hand assembly at our Swiss factory
ensure alifetime of musical enjoyment.

Benz Micro

a Switzerland

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
Representing Benz Micro, Graham tonearms, Basis turntables, Harbeth speakers and Aesthetix preamplifiers
5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland, California 94618 510 420-0379 Fax 510 420-0392
Benz Micro is available in Canada from Tri-Cell Enterprises 416 748-8300

Koetsu owners: contact us regarding re-tipping your cartridge in Switzerland
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nce every generation
or so, science
amazes us
all by revealin
anew method for
determining the truth.
And so it is with the
WireWorld Interconnect
Comparator,* the truth serum
for audio cables.
Finally, all the old
nagging controversies can b
put to rest. "Which
interconnect tells more of the musical
truth?" Settled. "Is there any difference at
all between interconnect cables?"
Obviously. "Can the value of cables be
proven under double-blind test conditions?"
Certainly!
The WireWorld Interconnect
Comparatorun is an audiophile-grade
switching device which facilitates
double-blind comparisons between
two pairs of interconnect cables or
*patent
pending
between one pair of cables and a
reference bypass. It provides the shortest,

cleanest signal path possible, maximizing
your ability to hear even the most subtle
cable differences. The design is so elegant
and direct that even the bypass utilizes
less than asingle inch of ultra-pure
copper wire. You'll prove as never
before that all interconnects degrade
music signals, and
that the better acable,
the closer it sounds to
the incomparable purity of
adirect connection.
The WireWorld
Comparatortm is ascientific tool, essential to
clear assessments of interconnect performance
which lead to the advancement of music
reproduction. We're confident that our:
Comparators will lead to better decisions,
including many in favor of our own
critically-acclaimed WireWorld cables.
Audition the Interconnect Comparator and our other new device,
the Powercord Comparator*, at your kcal WireWorld Dealer.
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Reference Standard Audio •Digital •Powercord •Video, S-Video and RGB Video Cables
International Distributor of PROGOLD advanced contact conditioning treatment
3230 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312 305-962-2650 •Fax 305-962-2603
Canada: Pro-Acoustics, 145 Barr # 11, Montreal, Quebec H4T 1W6 •514-344-1226 •Fax 514-344-4760
Mexico: Sismex S.A. de C.V., Universidad 613,WorldRadioHistory
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AUDIO RESEARCH SDP 1
MULTICHANNEL MUSIC PROCESSOR
J. Gordon Holt
L-R ambience extractor. Inputs: one pair, balanced or unbalanced. Input impedance: I.5Megohms unbalanced, 3M ohms balanced. Gain: 12dB maximum (6d8
balanced into unbalanced out, 10dB unbalanced into balanced out). Frequency response:
2Hz-400kHz +0, -3d13. Distortion: <0.01% at 2V out. Noise: <30µV RMS, IHFweighted, center channel. Maximum output: I8V balanced. Controls: two surround
level, one center level, surround delay (22, 28, 32, 38, and 45 milliseconds), Mute,
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, or those of us who have succumbed to the enticements of
surround-sound for music, Audio
Research's SDP1 is both vindication and
cause for rejoicing: vindication because
surround-sound's acceptance by such an
ultraconservative, uncompromising company as ARC will give it arespectability in the high-end community that it
never enjoyed before, and cause for
rejoicing because someone has finally
done music surround right.
High-end audio has along history of
minimalism—the view that, when it
comes to active circuitry, less is definitely
better than more. Tone controls disappeared from the high-end scene when it
became apparent that no one could make
them good enough to disappear when
they were set to Flat. (Even the switching
that allowed them to be bypassed introduced ameasure of signal degradation
that was audible under certain conditions.) Direct-coupled circuitry became
popular when it was realized that every
capacitor, no matter what its dielectric
material, degraded the sound to some
extent. Even the lowly resistor, the most
boringly passive of all passive components, introduces artifacts that become
audible in ahigh-resolution system.
Surround-sound decoders did not
spring from the minimalist roots of the
High End. Because they were aimed
originally at movie buffs and not musicSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Power. Outputs: one pair surround, one pair pass-through Land R, one center, all
balanced and unbalanced. Power consumption: 40W. Dimensions: 19" W by II),"
D by
H. Weight: 11.5 lbs. Serial numbers of units reviewed: 55080008/10.
Price: $2495. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufatturer. Audio REse_arch
Corporation, 5740 Green Circle Dr., Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424. Tel: (612)
939-0600. Fax: (612) 939-0604.
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listeners, Home Theater surround decoders use the same Dolby Logic steered
system that movie theaters use. It works
fine for soundtracks, and it's an absolute
necessity in movie theaters, where 99.9%
of the audience listens from everywhere
but the sweet spot. But it's adisaster with
most music recordings.
In order to work properly, logic steering needs unambiguous center and surround signals to latch onto. During

soundtrack production, these are provided
by panning mono signals into the stereo
mix: an L+R sum for the center channel,
and an L-R difference (a pair of anti-phase
signals) for the surrounds. When the
decoder detects either, it steers it to the
center speaker or the surrounds, respectively, and cancels it from the adjacent
channels to improve apparent separation.
Music recordings that aren't specifically surround-encoded lack these un-

Audio Research SDPI Multichannel Music Processor with the SDA Ifour-channel amplifier
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ambiguous signals for the steering to
latch onto. The L+R component is not
amono signal; it's the sum of the components of the stereo signal that are
more or less correlated between the
channels. The L-R component is roughly
half—the uncorrelated half—the reverberant energy from the recording space.
A steered system cannot steer to more
than one channel at atime, so it must
make continuous decisions as to where
it should steer. When the center and surround signals are vaguely defined, the
steering flails out in all directions, sending sounds here, then there, then somewhere else. The result can be impressively conducive to motion sickness.
Many surround decoders don't offer
unsteered surround as an option for
music listening. Those that do usually
mess everything up in adifferent way, by
digitally synthesizing asurround signal
—usually with aselection of simulated
"room" types, from "night club" to
"stadium"—from the front-channel L
and R components. These effects can be
fun to play with until the novelty wears
off, but they have nothing to do with
realism, because they don't reproduce the
hall sound that's on the recording. And
all these decoders are flawed in yet
another way: They don't treat the critical front channels very kindly.
All of them have active circuitry in the
front channels that's absent from conventional stereo systems. Even decoders
that offer unsteered L-R music modes
usually have at least one stage of amplification in each front channel, plus an output buffer to allow them to feed long
interconnects. And no matter how sonically benign these may be, they're not
as benign as no active stages at all. Audio
Research is, to my knowledge, the first
company to offer completely distortionless stereo channels in asurround decoder.

I
T'S ALL DOWN TO DELAY

The Audio Research SDP1 is designed
to connect between the power amplifiers
and aconventional preamp or line controller so that the latter's volume control
will affect all channels simultaneously.
It provides a hard-wired, straightthrough path for the front left and right
signals; they don't even have avolume
control. The surround signal is derived
by tapping off the Land R signals and
subtracting one from the other. (This was
how the so-called Hafler "Dynaquad"
surround decoder of 20 years ago
worked, except that that operated at
speaker level.) The derived signal is
passed through adigital delay and then
split into two paths, each of which feeds
alevel control and aseparate output. The
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delay—the lack of which was the Dyna- delay of 30ms will do the trick.
quad's major shortcoming—is to keep
The value used isn't critical, but it
front sounds that leak through to the rear should provide atotal delay at your ears
speakers localized at the front.
of between 15 and 30ms. Substantially
For reasons Iwon't go into now a longer times will exceed the fusion zone,
derived surround system has very high causing the surround signal to become
separation (about 40dB) between the left audible as adiscrete, rear-arriving echo.
and right channels and between the cenThe SDP1 has five delay settings rangter and surround channels, but very poor ing from 25 to 45ms, which strike me as
(3dB) separation between adjacent odd choices. In fact, those settings, plus
channels—left and center, left and surAudio Research's advice in the manual
round, and so on. Putting ashort delay
on selecting from them, seem to suggest
into the surround channel doesn't actusome confusion about what the delay is
ally improve front/back separation, it just
supposed to be for. Twenty-five milliinvokes apsychoacoustical phenomenon
seconds isn't quite short enough to cope
called the precedence effect.
with situations where the surrounds arc
Here's how it works: It takes our
very close-in, as when dipoles arc placed
ear/brain system about 5to 10 millisecat the sides of the listening arca. And to
onds to determine the direction from
need 45ms you'd have to be sitting right
which asound reaches us. If two sounds
in front of the surrounds, with the fronts
arrive from different directions during
40' away from you. As for setting the
this lock-on period, we'll hear them
delay, Audio Research recommends an
come from different directions; we would
"initial trial setting of 10 digits higher
hear the very poor separation between
than the distance between the front and
the front and surround channels. After
the surround speakers." Huh?
that there's a25ms lockout period (called
The SDP1 does not have built-in
the "fusion zone") during which no
crossover networks for satellite/subother directional cues can be processed.
woofer speaker systems—it is apparently
If afront-coming sound is followed durdesigned only for use with full-range
ing the lockout period by asecond sound
speakers in all channels. This strikes me
coming from somewhere else, the secas unnecessarily restrictive, particularly
ond sound is masked by the first, meansince most high-end speakers arc baling that we still hear the sound coming
anced to produce full, rich bass from two
from the front. The effect is most prochannels, and become bass-heavy, in my
nounced with transient information and
experience, when similar surround speakasymmetric waveforms and disappears
ers are added. And satellites designed for
at lower frequencies, which is why the
use with asubwoofer often have limited
delay keeps voices and instrumental
LF-handling capability.
sounds up front while the predominantly
low-frequency hall reverberation seems
THE SOUND OF MY SYSTEM
to come from all directions.
All the electronics used for this review
The ideal delay time is 20ms, which
were loaned by Audio Research, because
is right in the middle of the fusion interthey wanted me to hear the SDP1 under
val. But that's 20ms at our ears; the actual
"the best possible conditions' (While I
rear-channel delay that's needed will
appreciated the thought, it wasn't really
depend on the relative distances between
necessary, because Iwas less concerned
our ears and the front and rear speakers.
about how the SDP1 sounded than
If both sets of speakers are the same disabout how little it messed up the front
tance from us, 20ms is the proper setting.
channels.) The products loaned included
If they're not, the delay should be adaCDT1 CD transport, DAC3 D/A conjusted according to their differences,
verter, aBL2 unbalanced-to-balanced
figuring lms/foot. For example, if your input controller, an LS5 Mk.II line-stage
front speakers are 10' from you and the
amplifier, and two SDA1 four-channel
rears are 20' behind you, the rear-coming power amplifiers. Also used were aSony
path length is 10' longer than that from
SDP-2000ES DAT recorder, aPioneer
the fronts, so the delay will already be LD-97 laserdisc player, aSOTA Cosmos
10ms. An additional 10' is all that's
turntable with vacuum hold-down, The
needed. (Most surround decoders don't
Well Tempered Arm, an Ortofon MCprovide for less than 20ms, but atotal of 3000 cartridge and its mating step-up
30ms is still within the fusion zone.) If transformer, a Vidikron DPF4OHD
you're 20' from the front speakers and
front projector and LD40 line-doubler,
the rears are 10' behind, the length of the and aStewart projection screen.
rear-coming path will be 10' shorter than
Program material included recent CD
that of the front-coming path; thefronts and laserdisc releases, several Classic
rather than the surrounds will be
Records/RCA LPs, and some livedelayed—by 10ms. In this case, adecoder performance DAT recordings (symWorldRadioHistory
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phonic and chamber works) made locally
by Steven Stone and me. Microphones
used for our recordings were by Sennheiser (MKH-30 and 40), AKG (BlueLine bodies with CK-91 capsules), and
Schoeps Colettes (with MK-4 and MK21 capsules), the last of which Ipurchased. The mike preamp was an Audio
Engineering Associates MS380TX.

THE SOUND OF SURROUND

My first sample SDP1 had audible hiss
and acontinuous whistle of maybe 3kHz
in the surround channels. A second sample had alower level of hiss, and the
whistle was much quieter and was
now at around 11kHz. The noise level
depended on the surround level and was
faintly audible during quiet program
passages when the level was appropriately set.'

THE SOUND OF NOTHING
Iwasn't surprised to find the SDP1 the
best-sounding surround decoder I've
ever heard—or, rather, not heard. It did
nothing more to the front-channel signals than what might be expected from
the addition of one pair of interconnects
to the system, because that's all it added
electrically. There's no question here of
tube sound vs solid-state sound. Icould
hear no "sound" from the decoder whatsoever. You might if you have abetter ear
for interconnects than Ihave, but Iguarantee you won't find another surround
decoder that has any less effect on the
front channels than this one.
The center channel was of negligible
value, though. When it was loud enough
to stabilize center images for off-center
listening positions, there was amarked
loss of soundstage width and spaciousness (remember that 3dB adjacentchannel separation). Ifound myself leaving it off all the time, even for movies.
Otherwise, the SDP1 did everything it
was supposed to do—and did it without
any audible degradation of the frontchannel signals.
What does surround-sound do for
music? I've described it before, but I'll
reiterate: What it does, basically, is put
the ambient space of the recording
around you instead of in front of you. If
there's any spatial information on the
recording—and there is on every recording miked in real stereo—it wraps around
you the way it does in areal acoustical
space Instruments sound more solid and
three-dimensional and less like cardILogistical problems meant that it was not possible to
include measurements within the body of this review.
The SDP1's noise and overall measured performance
can be found at the end of this month's Follow-Ups section.
—JA
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it would seem, is rather less important
board cutouts, and bass takes on arichness and bloom that are much more like
in atypical living room than it is in a
the real things than stereo bass. And
movie theater.
surround-sound seems louder than the
same measured sound-pressure level in
CONCLUSIONS
If you have any misgivings about getstereo—by as much as 3dB.
That's what surround-sound is supting into surround-sound for your music
listening, the Audio Research SDP1
posed to do. Iwas puzzled, then, by how
should dispel them. It passes the alllittle surround-sound via the SDP1 was
important front channels completely
enhancing the bass—until Igot aphone
unscathed, it does as good ajob as any
call from Audio Research's Mike Hardecoder can with the surround channels
vey, who suggested Itry reversing polar(despite their rather high noise level), and
ity on the L surround output. That
its all-solid-state design should reassure
solved the bass problem, but introduced
anyone who has learned the hard way
another: now the ambient surround field
how often tubes fail in use and the damwasn't nearly as spacious as it had been.
age they can do when they da I
just wish
The reason, of course, is that the surit had asingle level control for the surround was now monophonic—both
rounds; since they're mono, separate
speakers were now getting the same
controls are an unnecessary bother.
signal.
The SDP1 has done nothing to sully
That's why the ARC-recommended
Audio Research's enviable reputation for
surround-speaker connection is with
sonic excellence, but the surround chanthem out of phase; having one speaker
reproducing the L-R information and
nels need more work. Their spurious
the other the R-L information gives a noise isn't high enough to impair listening enjoyment, but the fact that it's audivery wide, spacious surround. (Frontto-surround phasing is irrelevant, beble at all ill befits aproduct from so
venerable and venerated acompany. $
cause the rear-channel delay causes several cycles of phase rotation.) But
antiphase connection also causes the low
end from the surrounds to cancel to some
extent. THX processors assume the surrounds are connected in phase and use
"decorrelation" to widen the ambient
field; but the minimalist SDP1 has no
such provision. So, what's the best way
of connecting the SDP1's surrounds?
Tube Integrated Amplifiers
There is no best way. ARC recommends
trying both and going with the one you
from Italy
prefer, and Iconcur.

M OVIES

How did the unsteered SDP1 handle
movie soundtracks? Surprisingly well,
considering. Recent film soundtracks are
alot cleaner and more transparent than
you might guess. Audiophiles who dismiss Hollywood as ahotbed of deaf
philistines should take along listen to the
best audio that's coming from LaLa Land
these days. With the center turned off,
phantom images tracked their visuals
across the screen with stunning accuracy,
and surround effects were clearly coming
from the rear rather than the front. There
was considerable leakage from hardpanned left and right signals into the surrounds, but the delay kept them resolutely up front as long as they contained
enough transient energy for the precedence effect to work on. Sustained sounds
like rain and rumbles of thunder appeared
almost equally at the front and in the
surrounds—differing in level by only
about 3dB—but it was no big problem;
they're supposed to be all around. Steering,
WorldRadioHistory
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ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS
DSP-9000 PRO SERIES III
HDCD D/A PROCESSOR
Robert Harley
Digital processor with HDCD® decoding. Frequency response: DC-20kHz ±0.1dB.
Signal/noise ratio: > II3dB minimum, II9dB typical. Phase linearity: ±0.1° at 20kHz.
Oversampling: 8x- or 4x-, user-selectable. Digital filter Pacific Microsonics PMD100
HDCD decoder/filter. Inputs: two ST-type optical, two TosLink optical, two AES/EBU,
two S/PDIF on RCA jacks. Digital outputs: AES/EBU, S/PDIF on RCA jack. Analog
output: single-ended on RCA jacks (50 ohms output impedance), balanced outputs

optional. Dimensions: 17" W by 11" Dby 2.5" H. each chassis. Net weight: 32 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed: D9581-1006. Price: $5950 in black or silver (balanced
outputs add $1000, 24k gold faceplate adds $400). Approximate number of dealers:
67. Manufacturer Enlightened Audio Designs, 300 West Lowe, Fairfield, IA 52556.
Tel: (515) 472-4312. Fax: (515) 472-3566.

A

necessary part of reviewing
high-end audio equipment is
expressing an opinion of a
product that you know will offend the
product's adherents. This happened back
in the September 1992 Stereophile (Vol.15
No.9), in which Icriticized the Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 processor. My opinion was at odds with a
vociferous contingent of the readership
(and that of afew reviewers) who dearly
loved the sound of their DSP-7000s and
didn't hesitate to excoriate me in the
"Letters" section?
Despite the potential of being drawn
into unwanted controversy, audio reviewers must nonetheless be true to their
ears and honestly report their listening
impressions and opinions. This is no job
for the faint of heart. If areviewer is ever
tempted to take the easy way out and
pander to the prevailing opinion, he or
she should look for another line of work.
John Atkinson's cardinal rule is that a
Stereophile reader should never be encouraged to buy aproduct that the reviewer
wouldn't recommend to afamily member or buy for him- or herself.
So it was with the EAD DSP-7000.
How will the subject of this review,
EAD's DSP-9000 Pro Series IN, fare?
TECHNOLOGY
The $5950 DSP-9000 Pro Series HI
($6950 with balanced outputs) is the
statement product from Enlightened
Audio Designs of Iowa. The Series III
reviewed here differs from the earlier
Series II version in two respects: the
inclusion of the Pacific Microsonics
PMD100 HDCD® filter/decoder chip,
1The current version of the '7000, the Series Ill, which
incorporates the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD
decoder/digital filter, costs between $2450 and $3049,
depending on options, and is highly recommended by
Stereophile reviewer Steven Stone; see the May '95 issue,
Vol.18 No.5, p.165.
—JA
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Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-9000 Pro Series III HDCD D/A processor

and ajitter-reduction circuit EAD calls
the "Digital Flywheel!' An upgrade
from Series II to Series III costs $495.
The DSP-9000 Pro is split into two
identically sized chassis: one contains a
power supply, the other houses the digital and analog circuits. The short (14")
and sharply bent umbilical cord that
carries DC from the power supply to the
processor necessitates stacking the two
units atop one another. A supplied set of
four feet and three cones sit underneath
the power supply and between the two
chassis, respectively. The DSP-9000
Pro's two chassis make an attractive pair,
with nicely machined front panels afull
/ "thick. The review sample was fin2
1
ished in silver, but black is also available,
with 24k gold-plating offered as a$400
option.
The DSP-9000 Pro has eight digital
WorldRadioHistory

inputs, two each of AES/EBU, coaxial
(on RCA jacks), TosLink optical, and STtype optical. In addition, digital output
is provided via AES/EBU and coaxial
jacks.
The DSP-9000 Pro's eight inputs are
selected by two rows of small pushbuttons on the front panel. An LED accompanies each button to let you know
which input is chosen. Additional LEDs
let you know when the unit is locked to
asource and if that signal is HDCDencoded. The front panel also has a
polarity-inversion button, which does
double duty as aprogramming and display control to access the DSP-9000
Pro's unusual features. For example, the
DSP-9000 Pro's digital filter can run at
the standard 8x-oversampling rate or
at 4x-oversampling, switchable with
this button. In addition, the front-panel
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

LEDs accompanying the input-selector
buttons are converted to "Status Mode"
indicators by double-clicking the polarity-inversion switch. In the status mode,
the LEDs indicate the sampling frequency; whether the selected input is
receiving atrue AES/EBU signal; if the
Digital Flywheel jitter-reduction circuit
is engaged; and three types of errors that
may be present in the digital input signal.
The input-selector buttons also serve a
secondary use: duplicating the remote's
functions in case you need to control the
DSP-9000 Pro from the front panel.
It's much easier, however, to control
the DSP-9000 Pro's volume, input selection, phase inversion, and 4x-/8x-oversampling switching from the supplied
remote control, which is beautifully
machined and has asolid, comfortable
feel. As I've discussed in previous reviews,
digital processors with volume controls
usually attenuate the signal in the digital
domain. Unfortunately, digital-domain
attenuation degrades the sound by
reducing resolution at the rate of 1bit/
6dB of attenuation. The greater the
attenuation, the worse the potential sonic
degradation. EAD avoids this problem
by providing analog-domain attenuation (accomplished by switching-in a
single Vishay resistor) in 6dB steps, then
using digital-domain attenuation for fine
adjustments between the 6dB steps.
Consequently, the DSP-9000 Pro never
invokes more than 5.9dB of digitaldomain attenuation. If you're lowering
the volume, you'll hit spots where there's
no digital-domain attenuation, and will
consequently get the best sound. These
points are accompanied by the sound of
arelay clicking inside the processor. You
can also dial-in aspecific amount of
attenuation from the remote control's
numeric keypad. With OdB, 6dB, 12dB,
or 18dB of attenuation, the digital volume control is defeated?
The ability to select the oversampling
rate is an unusual feature that is, Ibelieve,
unique to EAD. With 8x-oversampling,
processing ahead of the digital filter
creates (interpolates) seven new samples
for each audio sample read from the CD.
[These new samples are almost always set to
zero value, aprocess known as "zero stuffing."—Ed.] This increases the effective
sampling rate by eight times, from
44.1kHz to 352.8kHz. In other words,
after the data have been digitally filtered,
we now have 352,800 samples/second
that must be converted to an analog
2 This technique is similar to that used by Audio
Alchemy in their DDE v3.0 processor reviewed last
month. In the DDE v3.0, however, you have to move
jumpers inside the unit to roughly set the appropriate
analog output level.
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output signal by the digital-to-analog
ter. EAD claims ajitter-attenuation
converter (DAC) chip. The clock that
cutoff frequency (the frequency above
controls the timing of when those samwhich jitter is attenuated) of 35Hz?
ples are loaded into the DAC, and when
Note that the DSP-9000 Pro may not
they are converted to an analog output
double-lock to all transports; if the transsignal, has afrequency of 352.81(Hz. This
port's output frequency is too far out of
is the "word clock" that, if corrupted by
spec, the DSP-9000 Pro will lock to the
timing variations called jitter, degrades
signal with the first PLL but not the
sound quality. At the 8x-oversampling
second. The status mode mentioned
frequency of 352.8kHz, everything is
earlier lets you see if the DSP-9000 Pro
happening very quickly. But at 4xhas double-locked. The DSP-9000 Pro
oversampling, the DACs must convert
double-locked to every source Iused,
only half the number of samples per secexcept the Audio Precision System One's
ond into an analog output signal. The
48kHz output.
DACs can perform better at this slower
A Motorola microprocessor handles
speed: linearity improves, the potential
volume adjustment, soft and hard mutfor transient intermodulation distortion
ing, programming of the PMD100 filter/
is reduced, and jitter on the clock condecoder, and other housekeeping chores.
trolling when the DAC converts the
The software controlling the microprosamples to analog has less of an effect on
cessor can be updated by connecting a
the sound. The disadvantage of 4xPC to the DSP-9000 Pro's RS-232 port
oversampling is aslightly greater roll(mounted on the digital board) and
off at 20kHz. You can easily decide for
downloading new software. If you're a
yourself which sounds better simply by
computer head, EAD can download new
listening to the DSP-9000 Pro in 8x- and
software into your DSP-9000 Pro via
4x-oversampling modes.
modem.
The DSP-9000 Pro features separate,
EAD uses the programmable dither
massive toroidal transformers for the
mode on the PMD100, adding dither to
analog and digital circuits, encased in
the digital filter output to improve DAC
shields and located on either side of the
performance. The 6dB of attenuation
power-supply chassis. Down the cenwhen playing non-HDCD-encoded
ter of this chassis runs acircuit board
discs mandated by the HDCD license is
containing the rectifier diodes (which
performed in the analog domain. The
convert AC into DC), filter capacitors
first DSP-9000 Pros produced used
(twelve 22,000µF electrolytics, for a the less-good-sounding digital-domain
whopping 264,000µF), and three reguattenuation. Fortunately, the DSP-9000
lators. Two regulators are three-pin, TOcan be configured for either analog- or
220 types; the third is ahigh-current
digital-domain attenuation. Contact
TO-3 type (a large metal can) attached
your dealer if you bought an early DSPto ahuge heatsink. This supplies +5V
9000 Pro to make sure yours has analogto the digital circuits.
domain attenuation.
Once inside the processor, the ±20V
The analog stage is mounted on asepDC analog supply is re-regulated by
arate Teflon circuit board that runs the
three-pin regulators down to ±15V on
depth of the chassis. The balanced output
the analog boards. Additional filter capaoption ($1000) adds asecond analog
citors are distributed throughout the anaboard stacked atop the first analog board.
log and digital boards.
With four DACs and four analog outThe DSP-9000's digital section conput stages, the balanced DSP-9000 is a
sumes most of the chassis and holds the
truly balanced design. Note that the
input-switching circuitry, microprocessingle-ended outputs don't benefit from
sor, Crystal CS8411 input receiver,
the balanced circuit. If you use the singlePMD100 HDCD decoder/filter, and the
ended outputs with abalanced DSPDigital Flywheel jitter-reduction circuit.
9000 Pro, the RCA jacks are merely
The term "Digital Flywheel" is EAD's
connected to one phase of the balanced
term for adual Phase-Locked Loop cirsignal.
cuit, in which the clock recovered by the
Digital-to-analog conversion is hanPLL in the Crystal CS8411 is followed
dled by the ubiquitous Burr-Brown
by asecond, tighter-bandwidth PLL
PCM63 DAC, with only the highest PK
implemented with aVoltage Controlled
Crystal Oscillator (VCXO). EAD claims
3There have been repeated claims on computer bulletin
an order of magnitude lower jitter with
boards that jitter is eliminated by DM processor datareceiver
circuits. This is not true: as jitter is an additive
the Digital Flywheel circuit compared
process, it can only be filtered, not removed (unless the
to the Crystal receiver alone.
entire datastream is recorded without any jitter on astorage medium). The EAD's very low 35Hz jitterLow jitter was ahigh design priority;
attenuation cutoff frequency means that only wordthe resolution provided by HDCD is
clock timing variations below that frequency will be
reportedly more revealing of clock jittransmitted through to the DAC.
—JA
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grade used in the DSP-9000 Pro. The
DACs arc followed by acircuit that is
EAD's claim to fame: the "Acculincar"
current-to-voltage (1/V) conversion
stage. This circuit reportedly offers the
best of both discrete and monolithic
worlds, with no slew-induced distortion.
I/V converters often get into trouble
because they're not fast enough to handle
the rectangular pulses output by the
DAC. Consequently, I/V converters
often produce slew-induced distortion.
EAD uses amonolithic device (the identity of which remains asecret—the identifying markings on the parts have been
sanded off and painted over) that reportedly was never intended for audio, but
which has just the right combination of
attributes for current-to-voltage conversion. The second-order output filter was
designed for best phase response in the
audio band. EAD claims aphase linearity
of less than 0.1° at 20kHz. Note that the
analog filter was designed to accommodate both the 4x- and 8x-oversampling
rates.
The analog stage is identical to that
used in EAD's DSP-7000 processor: a
direct-coupled circuit based on an Analog Devices AD841 op-amp. Rather than
use aDC servo, the DC offset at each
DAC is hand-nulled with apair of trimmer potentiometers.
The DSP-9000's build quality and finish arc first-rate. Moreover, the unit
appears well-thought-out: the remote
volume control's combination of analog and digital attenuation is brilliant, for
example. Finally, the owner's manual is
among the best-written and -organized
I've seen. It lucidly explains the unit's
functions and controls and has just the
right depth of technical background.

SYSTEM

With aretail price of $6995 with the
balanced option included, the DSP-9000
Pro review sample faces some tough
competition near its price range, including the $5295 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.II and the $8195 Spectral SDR-2000
Pro.
The balanced outputs from the processors under audition fed an Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II preamp through
AudioQuest Diamond x3 interconnect.
Single-ended interconnects were also
Diamond, to make the balanced/unbalanced comparisons more valid. The LS5
Mk.II fed a pair of Audio Research
VT150 tubed monoblocks via a20' run
of AudioQuest Lapis. Loudspeakers were
Genesis 11.5 ribbon/dynamic hybrids
with servo-driven woofers and an integral 800W bass amplifier. A short run
of AudioQuest Dragon II loudspeaker
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cable connected the VT150s to the Genesis II.5s.
The main CD transport was the
incomparable Mark Levinson No.31,
with aTheta Data Basic used to assess
how the DSP-9000 Pro sounded with
amore affordable transport. Most of the
auditioning was through the AES/EBU
interface, although Idid try ST-type
optical and coax.

LISTENING

.

The DSP-9000 Pro's sonic signature was
appealing on first listen. The tonal balance was on the warm side, with agenerous bass and somewhat soft treble—the
kind of sound that makes you sink down
into your listening chair and put your feet
up. The bottom end and midbass were
full and rich, giving bass guitar apleasant
purring quality. The music had anice
weight and warmth without sounding
bloated or plodding.
Processors with an overly ripe bass
tend to obscure pitch, particularly in
fast-walking acoustic bass lines—John
Patitucci's playing on Kei Akagi's Playroom (Blue Moon R2 79342), for example. Despite the DSP-9000 Pro's bass
fullness, its low-frequency pitch definition was excellent, with good extension
and excellent bass dynamics. For comparison, the leaner-sounding Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro was tighter, and even
better defined, in the bass, with superior
pitch resolution. Conversely, the Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II had abigger bottom end than did the DSP-9000 Pro.
The DSP-9000 Pro's warmth extended
into the mids and treble. Midrange
textures lacked hardness, glare, and
stridency, instead sounding smooth
and velvety. Moreover, the DSP-9000
Pro had aremarkable absence of grain
through the midrange and treble. Textures were clean and pure, making listening unfatiguing. In fact, the solid-state
DSP-9000 Pro had less grain than did
the tubed SFD-2 Mk.II. The DSP-9000
Pro's lack of grain and somewhat soft
treble was the antithesis of the forward,
etched, and aggressive sound heard
from some digital processors. Further
contributing to the DSP-9000 Pro's
"sound," the overall perspective was
more laid-back than both the SFD-2
Mk.II and the SDR-2000 Pro, with a
slightly "dark" quality.
Although the DSP-9000 Pro's presentation may be appealing to many
listeners, Inever felt the same degree of
involvement with the music as produced
by the SDR-2000 Pro or, to alesser
extent, the SFD-2 Mk.II. Specifically, the
DSP-9000 Pro's presentation had somewhat oían opacity that obscured lowWorldRadioHistory

level detail and reduced the impression
of hearing the music through atransparent picture window.
A good example of this was A Meeting by the River (Water Lily Acoustics
WLA-CS-29-CD)—a recording with an
amazing sense of presence and immediacy. Through the DSP-9000 Pro, Igot
less of an impression of instruments
existing in my listening room. The
transient edge of the guitar sound was
reduced, the recorded acoustic was
smaller, and the presentation lacked topoctave air and extension by comparison
with the other two processors. Similarly,
the percussion on Pat Metheny's Still Ljfe
(Talking) (Geffen 24145-2) was muted
and rounded—in contrast with the SDR2000 Pro's and SFD-2 Mk.II's presentations, which resolved more of the transient attack and made the percussion
more vibrant and alive. The flip side is
that, by trading ultimate resolution for
smoothness and case, the DSP-9000 Pro
made aggressive-sounding commercial
recordings more palatable.
Note that these impressions were
formed by conducting matched-level
comparisons with some of the best digital processors extant. Considering the
DSP-9000 Pro's $6995 price, Ithought
it fair that the unit be judged by the
highest standards.
On the plus side, the DSP-9000 Pro's
combination of analog and digital attenuation worked well: Iheard very little
audible degradation from using the
remote volume control. Consequently,
Icould drive the VT150 power amplifiers directly from the DSP-9000 Pro
and realize again in sound quality by
removing the preamplifier (even the
excellent Audio Research LS5 Mk.II)
from the signal path.
The single-ended outputs were very
close in sound quality to the balanced
outputs. In some ways—image focus and
soundstage depth—I thought the unbalanced outputs sounded better than the
balanced outputs. Try to listen to both
outputs before spending an additional
$1000 for the balanced option.

M EASUREMENTS
With the DSP-9000 Pro's output level
set at maximum (no attenuation) and
with alkHz, full-scale sinewave digital
input, Imeasured an output voltage of
4.2V RMS from the balanced outputs.
The single-ended outputs produced
exactly half that voltage (as expected),
measuring 2.1V. From both the balanced
and single-ended outputs, channel balance was perfect, with not even amillivolt difference in output level between
the left and right channels. Output
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

impedance measured alow 50 ohms
from the unbalanced outputs and 600
ohms from the balanced jacks (600 ohms
is a standard output impedance for
professional audio equipment). Incidentally, the output impedance remained
constant regardless of the amount of
attenuation selected via the DSP-9000
Pro's remote control. The high output
level and low output impedance suggest
that the DSP-9000 Pro is an optimal
choice for driving any power amplifier
directly.
The DSP-9000 Pro doesn't invert
absolute polarity from the single-ended
jacks, and the XLR connectors are wired
with pin 3hot. Icould measure no trace
of DC at the balanced or unbalanced
outputs.
Fig.1 is the DSP-9000 Pro's frequency
response and de-emphasis error—no
surprises here, although the 0.3dB of
attenuation at 20kHz is greater than the
specified 0.1dB. The crosstalk plot (fig.2)
showed excellent channel separation,
measuring nearly 110dB at lkHz and
better than 100dB at all audio frequencies.
Now that processors with the ability
to receive, filter, and decode 20-bit data
are becoming widespread, we've increased the word length on our test
signals to 20 bits. The resultant graphs
more accurately reflect the intrinsic performance of the processor under test and
aren't limited by the dithered, 16-bit
words previously used. In any test using
20-bit input words, the legend "(20-bit)"
will appear on the description line in the
graph.

Fig3 is aspectral analysis of the DSPDSP-9000 Pro's good performance at
9000 Pro's output when decoding a low signal levels.
lkHz, -90dB, 20-bit dithered sinewavc
The DSP-9000 Pro's noise-modulaNotice the new scaling, from -70dB to
tion plot (fig.8) was also superb, with
-140dB (rather than -60dB to -120dB),
tight trace groupings and low noise level.
which better reveals the processor's true
This plot suggests that the DSP-9000
noise-floor. In the DSP-9000's plot, we
Pro's noise floor doesn't change in level
can see that the right channel (dotted
or spectral balance as afunction of input
trace) is quieter than the left channel
level.
An FFT of the DSP-9000 Pro's output
(solid trace). Commendably, the DSP9000 Pro has acomplete absence of when decoding a full-scale mix of
19kHz and 20kHz tones (fig.9) showed
power-supply noise in the audio circuits.
(I had been concerned about the close
very low levels of intermodulation disproximity of the large power transtortion. The spectrum shows very few
IMD products, and those that are visiformers in the power-supply chassis and
audio circuits in the processor chassis
when the units are stacked as intended.)
Notice the slight trace of second-harmonic distortion, seen as the blip in the
traces at 2kHz. We can also see arapid
rise in the noise level in the top octave—a
feature better seen in fig.4, awider-band
spectral analysis made with an input signal of all zeros. The rise is the result of
ahigh amount of dither just above the
audioband, seen as the peak centered at
55kHz. This dither is generated by the Fig.5 EAD DSP-9000, departure from linearity
PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter.
(right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
Fig.5 is the DSP-9000 Pro's linearity,
which is among the best I've measured.
I!!
The unit is essentially perfect to below
-100dBFS, with very little noise intruding on the measurement.
Figs.6 and 7show the DSP-9000 Pro's
reproduction of a 1
kHz, -90dB undithered sinewave with 16-bit and 20bit resolution, respectively. These waveforms look excellent and confirm the
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Fig.6 EAD DSP-9000, waveform of undithered
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Fig.1 EAD DSP-9000, frequency response (top)
and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 EAD DSP-9000, spectrum of dithered
'kHz tone at -90.3IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae (20-bit data, 'A-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).

Fig.7 EAD DSP-9000, waveform of undithered
'kHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS (20-bit data).
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Fig.2 EAD DSP-9000, crosstalk R-L (L-R
dashed, I
OdB/vertical div.).
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Fig .4 EAD DSP-9000, spectrum of digital silence
(20-bit data, !-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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Fig.8 EAD DSP-9000, noise modulation, -60 to
-100dBFS (I0dB/vertical div.).
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ble are very low in level. This is avery
clean plot.
EAD's Digital Flywheel jitter-reduction circuit apparently works superbly:
the DSP-9000 Pro had excellent jitter
performance, particularly regarding its
freedom from periodic jitter components. Fig.10, for example, shows the
DSP-9000 Pro's clock-jitter spectrum
in the 8x-oversampling mode when
locked to alkHz, full-scale sinewave
sourced from the CBS Test Disc and a
PS Audio Lambda transport. Note the
absence of signal-correlated jitter, which
would otherwise show up as spikes at
lkHz intervals in the trace. The plot is
much cleaner than that of most processors I've measured. The RIV1S jitter level,
measured over a400Hz-20kHz bandwidth, was 150 picoseconds.
A more difficult test signal is alkHz,
-90dB sinewave; there are more bit transitions at alow level, which induces more
jitter in the interface. The DSP-9000
Pro's clock-jitter spectrum with this test
signal is shown in fig.11. We can see some
signal-correlated jitter (the spikes at
lkHz and multiples of lkHz), but these
are still low in level, and the spectrum is
otherwise very clean. The RMS level
actually dropped slightly, to 140ps, with
this signal.
Finally, the DSP-9000 Pro's jitter
spectrum with an input signal of all zeros
(fig.12) shows that the DSP-9000 Pro's
intrinsic jitter is more random than periemcee. rwoormoruero.“«...
o.o

IM)

II*

odic. The spike at 735kHz is the S/PDIF
subcode data rate, but there is also,
peculiarly, jitter energy present at 19kHz
(also seen in the previous graph). The
RIV1S jitter level was 130ps. Note, however, that the clock-jitter spectrum
remains clean, and the RMS jitter level
stays relatively constant, regardless of
input level.
Overall, the DSP-9000 Pro exhibited
excellent bench performance: no powersupply noise in the audio, alow noisefloor, superb low-level linearity, good
noise-modulation performance, aclean
IMD spectrum, and ajitter spectrum
relatively free from periodic jitter.

CONCLUSION

EAD's DSP-9000 Pro Series III HDCD
digital processor is the kind of product that
will likely garner many fans. The DSP9000 sounded exceptionally smooth and
warm and had aremarkable absence of
grain, glare, and hardness. The full and
rich bass, soft treble, and liquid midrange
will captivate many listeners seeking
relief from years of digital hash and noise
No doubt about it—the DSP-9000 Pro
is easy on the ears, particularly with badsounding mainstream CDs.
For my tastes, however, the DSP-9000
Pro just didn't have enough of the transparency and resolution Ifind important
to connect me with the music. Ifelt
that the DSP-9000 Pro imposed itself
between me and the music, reducing the

sense of palpability, immediacy, and
involvement in what the musicians were
doing.
Imust, however, commend EAD for
the design and execution of the remote
volume control, as well as for the unit's
advanced features and functions. The
DSP-9000 Pro was ajoy to use.
As always, you should audition the
DSP-9000 Pro for yourself rather than
rely solely on my opinion of it—you
may be one of the many who like the
DSP-9000 Pro's sound. Remember, a
review is nothing more than one person's
opinion, however informed that opinion may be. The criterion for judging the
value of areview is not whether you
agree with it, but its thoroughness and
honesty. The purchase decision is yours
alone.
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Fig.11 EAD DSP-9000, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
IkHz sinewave at —90dBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
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to virtual reality
and time travel
known to me ...
'94 Summer CES
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Fig. 10 EAD DSP-9000, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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Fig.I 2EAD DSP-9000, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence; PS Audio Lambda
transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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PARAGON REGENT LOUDSPEAKER
Martin Colloms
Two-way, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: two 6.5" PHA-cone
basslmidrange units, Y," fabric-dome tweeter. Measured crossover frequency3.3kHz. Frequency range: 36Hz-20kHz, no limits given. Sensitivity: 91dB/2V/m.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms (3.2 ohms minimum). Amplifier requirements: 25W
recommended minimum. Dimensions: 10" (254mm) W by 15" (38Imm) Dby

47" (I195mm) H. Weight: 145 lbs (66kg) each. Serial numbers of units reviewed:
not known. Finishes available: Red Walnut, Black Oak, Natural Cherry, Ribbon
Mahogany. Price: $3200/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 10. Manufacturer
Paragon Acoustics, 2966 North Cleveland Ave., Roseville, MN 55113. Tel: (800)
224-7599. Fax: (612) 631-2192.
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oudspeaker design remains a
wonderfully open field. Individual designers continue to
express themselves through an extraordinarily wide range of creations, even
though seemingly different models actually share common roots such as driveunits or fundamental working parts.
The visual appearance of aspeaker has
apowerful effect. In reality, aloudspeaker is apiece of furniture: When
choosing furniture, you make decisions
based on such aspects as durability,
strength, style, and size The finish is also
very important—whether color or wood
veneer—and there's afurther bewildering range of shade, wood type, and
figuring to consider. So it's hardly surprising that these points are also important
when it comes to assessing aloudspeaker.
Nevertheless, within the constraints of
agiven acoustic recipe, it's still possible
for aspeaker designer to achieve an
individualistic appearance.
Take Paragon's Regent, for example.
It's styled to have ageometric "waist"
to the upper third of the cabinet, which
almost gives the appearance of ahead and
shoulders mounted on apillar. Fortunately, this anthropomorphism does
not border on the grotesque; rather, it
adds visual interest. Another important
consideration is the height. The Regent
stands 48" tall on its machined cone/
spiked feet—significantly taller than a
Wilson WATT/Puppy 5(41.5"). Its extra
height adds gravitas to its presentation.
And if you try to pick up aRegent, you'll
appreciate the relationship between the
earth's gravitational field and pure mass!
The Regent's 145 lbs are definitely atwoperson lift for all but the strongest and
fittest among us. However, you can slide
the speaker on its unspiked base to
experiment with optimum room placement before screwing-in its brass stabilizing cone feet. These are milled from
solid stock; the weight of the speaker is
sufficient to bed their apexes firmly into
acarpeted floor. With caution, finetuning of speaker position is still possible
by carefully "walking" the speaker, alterSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

dome at ear height for most seated
listeners, this averaging about 36" above
the floor.

DESIGN

Paragon Regent loudspeaker

nating it from one cone to the other.
The biwirable Paragon's two sets of
rear connectors are of top quality, made
by Cardas. They accept bare wire (if
well-dressed), spades, or bananas. Spades
are the preferred connection, and the
Cardas metal binders have ahex nut,
allowing for ahigh tightening torque.
The hand-rubbed cabinet surfaces (on
all sides save for the inset base) are coated
with acatalyzed satin lacquer that's quite
hard and relatively scratch-resistant. The
Paragon's height emphasizes its slim
proportions. It also places the tweeter
WorldRadioHistory

In the introduction Inoted the fascinating diversity of speaker forms that could
still share so much common ground. In
the Paragon's case, the "root" is the socalled D'Appolito configuration, whereby
apair of midrange or bass/midrange
drivers closely flanks acentral tweeter.
With the array forming avertical line, it
achieves some of the desirable axial symmetry ola concentric driver. Although
Joe D'Appolito published apaper on this
subject in October 1983 (AES Convention Reprint 2000), back in 1979 in the
UK, Bob Stuart of Meridian had in fact
launched his M2 with this basic configuration. Famous examples of loudspeakers featuring such an array include
the best-selling KEF R104/2, the Hales
Signature, several Duntcch models, and
the Acoustic Energy AE-2.'
In aconventional two-way design,
when asingle midrange driver is crossed
over to atweeter, their physical offset and
associated time delay tend to tilt the
energy profile away from the direct axis.
Compensation of the inter-unit delay
may be achieved by electrical means
(ideally by using an active crossover), or
physically by sloping or stepping the
front panel. In some two-unit designs,
the tweeter is placed below the midrange
unit, which can provide useful inter-unit
delay relative to the usual listener position.
Designers may also use their best skills
to choose an optimum crossover frequency where phase responses are sufficiently skewed so that agood time relationship can be achieved between the
drivers through the crossover range
without the need for delay compensation.
By contrast, the D'Appolito array's
vertical symmetry delivers asmooth,
forward-directed shape for the speaker's
main energy lobe in the transition through
1Well, almost: the AE-2's tweeter is, in fact, mildly offset from the vertical center line.
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THE [HUSTON ST SERIES AMPLIFIERS
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and Experience the Music
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the crossover range to the tweeter. This
can perhaps result in greater design freedom to optimize the speaker's frequency
response and timbre. In addition, both
the response and the sound will be the
same above and below the optimum axis.
As aresult, the speaker's interaction with
the room acoustic will be more predictable and more consistent. However, the
D'Appolito form only optimizes the
shape of the vertical lobe and gives auniform axial response if the crossover features odd-order slopes, where the phase
difference between the individual driveunit outputs is 90° through the crossover range.
For the Paragon Regent's array, the
centrally mounted tweeter is avariant of
Dynaudio's long-established and wellregarded D21. Often overshadowed by
the larger-diameter D28 series and
Dynaudio's luxury Esotar tweeters, the
smaller D21 is an excellent piece of
acoustic design in its own right. Built on
a low-vibration alloy plate, this 3/4"
precision-crafted fabric-dome unit features acritical edge termination and high
peak-power capacity, as well as avented,
damped pole piece leading to an absorptive rear cavity. With aresponse extending up to ahigh 25kHz, the D21 also has
abetter low-frequency capability than
many atweeter with alarger dome.
Immediately above and below the
tweeter are two Dynaudio 17W75
drivers. The 17W75 is ahigh-powerhandling 6.5" unit; though it's built on
apressed-steel frame, this potential weakness is addressed by provision for six bolt
fixings. The woofer uses an unconventional central magnet system to energize
an oversize, 3"-diameter voice-coil. The
center section of the "cone" is actually
arigid dome 3" in diameter. With adiaphragm measuring just 4.5" in diameter,
no part is farther than 3/4"from the driving point. There is every chance that such
adiaphragm—vacuum-molded from
"PHA:' aproprietary mineral-filled hard
polypropylene—will be free from spurious resonances or breakup over its
operating range.
Breakup-free pistonic behavior implies asuperior transient or impulse
response, lower levels of coloration, and
asmoother frequency response. In addition, the shallow nature of this Dynaudio
diaphragm minimizes the delay path to
the tweeter plane, aiding the design of
the crossover.
In the Regent, this driver covers the
nominal range from 25Hz to 3kHz. It
has a natural cliff-like rolloff above
3kHz, approximating 36dB/octave once
the influence ola simple low-pass filter
is taken into account.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Both 6.5" drivers share the same
damped acoustic volume of approximately 50 liters, and they're wired in parallel. The Regent is abass-reflex design
tuned to alow 29Hz by aducted slot
located near the base. The slot measures
1" high by 8" wide, offering aradiating
area equivalent to a2.9"-diameter circular port.
All the Regent drivers are flushmounted to minimize diffraction problems, though there is still opportunity
for diffraction at the ledge occurring
between the driver baffle and the main
enclosure when the grille is detached.
The grille frame itself is fairly poor
acoustically—its 0.5-0.75" edges do the
Regent's grazing-angle frequency responses no favors at all—and serves
mainly for static protection/decoration.
Fortunately, with its all-black working
elements, the Regent still looks pretty
tidy with its grille discarded.
The enclosure's construction is complex, heavily braced and damped. The
laminated MDF rear wall is 2" thick, the
front 2.25", and the sides 1". Discrete
panel-mode absorption is achieved with
multiple mass loadings of Ye lead plates.
The enclosure is highly rigid and inert,
meeting the designer's claim for effective
acoustic energy control and dissipation.
Unusually, and echoing the KEF
R104/2, the black driver baffle is partially
decoupled from the main enclosure. The
gap is small, only V32", but sufficient to
reduce transmission of driver frame
energy to the larger enclosure panel areas.
Though such &coupling reduces colorations due to enclosure vibrations, on
the other hand the drivers are denied the
benefit of direct-coupling to ahigh mass,
which is often afactor in good subjective dynamics and pace.
Electrically, the Regent is hard-wired
with selected Cardas cable, while its
crossover employs Solen polypropylene
capacitors and the new copper-foil, aircore inductors. These have an inductance
value almost wholly independent of frequency, which isn't usually true.
Built on asubassembly, the crossover
is rigidly potted in acast resin and mounted
on adecoupled base to prevent residual
enclosure vibration from disturbing it.
Microphony may be aminor problem
in loudspeakers, but it does have an effect.
Its minimization is one of those small
quality factors that, together with attention to other details such as wiring and
connectors, all help to enhance the art.

REVIEW

SYSTEM & SETUP
Despite its high specified voltage sensitivity, the Regent is emphatically not
suited to low-powered single-ended tube
WorldRadioHistory

amplifiers, as it presents afairly demanding load to the partnering amplifier.
Weak tube amps clipped prematurely,
showing softened bass lines; this speaker
definitely needs aload-tolerant power
amp. Of the solid-state amplifiers Ihad
available—the Naim NAP-250, Meridian 605, and Krell KSA-200S—the last
provided the best kick in the bass with
apleasant overall balance. Ihave also
heard the Regent perform credibly with
the Conrad-Johnson Premier 12, though
not at my home.
CD sources included the Wadia 16 and
Krell KPS-20i players and the Mark
Levinson No36 HDCD® processor.
When the digital components were not
run direct into the power amplifier,
source control was via aConrad-Johnson
PV12 or an Audio Synthesis Vishayed
Passion passive unit. LP replay was from
aLingo'd Linn LP12 sitting on afourtier Mana table and fitted with aNaim
Aro tonearm and van den Hul GLA IV
cartridge.
Interconnects were van den Hul The
Second (carbon-fiber, balanced) and The
First (carbon-fiber, unbalanced). Speaker
cables included Transparent Reference,
van den Hul SnowTrack (budget biwire)
and Revelation, as well as Siltech silver.
Reference loudspeakers included the
Apogee Stage, Quad ESL-63 (with and
without aB&W 800ASV subwoofer),
Spendor SP9/1, and Wilson WATT/
Puppy 5.
The Regent's low impedance almost
mandates biwiring with heavy-duty
cable: when the speaker was biwired, the
delicacy possible from this fine tweeter
found full expression. Cable choice
might help achieve the desired tonal balance of the system, thus helping to balance the whole.
Use of the brass stabilizing cones is
essential if both the full bass weight and
the overall focus and precision are to be
properly heard from the Regent. In my
room, placing the speaker 4.5' from the
rear wall and 3.5' from the sides was
optimum with amild toe-in of perhaps
5-10°. (I could easily see the inside edges
of the speaker from my listening seat.)
In sonic terms, the grille was awful!
Paragon recommends its removal for
serious listening. It roughened and deadened the response, impairing stereo
focus, dynamics, and clarity.

SOUND QUALITY
Ididn't know what to expect from the
Regent. Sometimes speakers of this size
with multiple small bass drivers disappoint by sounding out of scale—small
and mean—leading one to wonder what
all the fuss is about. There's also the dan153
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ger that floorstanding models, with their
closer coupling to the floor boundary,
may sound lumpy and uneven in the bass.
Listening to the Regent quickly dispelled all such concerns. It sounded as big
as it looked, yet the bass was welldeveloped, extended, and respectably
even. Timbre was nicely judged, the bass,
mid-, and treble ranges all well-proportioned. The overall effect was remarkably even-tempered, well-balanced, and
even self-effacing.
In aperiod when the sound of many
loudspeakers is skewed to help their
designers make apoint about music
reproduction, it was something of arelief
to find one where modesty and understatement was the rule, asystem where
the designer preferred to let the music
speak for itself while working from a
solid platform of acoustic engineering.
The Regent sound was smooth, almost
creamy at times, and in general it was singularly lacking in bite or aggression.
Occasionally you could catch it out, but
more of this later.
What Idid discover was the synergy
the Regent has for larger spaces. At a710' listening distance, it sounded more
closed-in and colored and less detailed
than Iwould like. But almost as if someone had waved amagic wand, the sound
opened up, fleshed out, and gained articulation at a13-16' distance. If you have
to sit closer than this to the Regent,
it's better placed farther from the side
walls than usual—even if this results in
reduced image width and spaciousness.
At the longer distance, however, the
spacing can be opened out, and the
speaker feels more comfortable in the
room environment.
The Regent sounded relaxed and generally unfatiguing. Specifically, the treble
was very smooth, particularly in its
upper register, and continued seamlessly
to beyond audibility. Here the Regent
showed an advantage over the run-ofthe-mill 1" metal-dome tweeters in
helping to make some digital sources
sound less breathy, less spikey, and less
grainy than usual. The shadings of cymbal work, vocal sibilance, and the like
were rendered with great precision by
the Regent's 3/4"soft-dome Dynaudio,
which does have very good transparency.
Over the broad midrange, this speaker
sounded respectably smooth. It was a
shade lightweight in absolute terms, but
it neatly avoided chesty or thickened
effects in the lower rnids. In my room,
the bass was well-balanced down to
50Hz. While the 40Hz region was alittle
rich, it was not unduly so. Solid, quitelow-distortion output was available
down to 30Hz; by 25Hz, the power had
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

fallen away. The two 6.5" bass drivers
pressive on percussion sounds located in
seemed comfortable with their designed
the upper midrange. Wood block, small
loading, and little increase in distortion
drums, and the like sounded somewhat
was heard at peak levels of 150W, using
softened and dulled, with a hint of
program of wide spectral content.
"boxy" coloration to the sound.
The Regents' stereo was very fine,
Ithink this latter characteristic was
well-focused, and had good stage width.
partly associated with another aspect of
The speakers excelled in matters of perthe Regent, namely its lust satisfactory"
spective. The frontal image didn't leap
ability to portray dynamics. The Regent
out at me. Instead, it was placed naturally
had akind of "quiet" quality, one where
in the plane of the speakers, while the
the leading edges of transients, the attack
depth was very well-delineated in staand the impact, were dulled and blunted.
ble layers, extending well behind the
While the Regent often compared well
speakers. Hall ambience was captured
with good electrostatics on general balnicely, as was the subtle relationship
ance and smoothness, it didn't fully conbetween performers and their recording
vey their ability to portray dynamic
environments.
expression. On dynamics, and the assoTransparency wasn't in the Wilson
ciated quality of rhythm, the Regent fell
class—not that one would °pea it to be
back from its advanced placement to a
at this price However, there was enough
ranking more consistent with its price.
transparency to convey much of the
If dynamics and rhythm are paramount
quality of high-class sources. In general,
to your enjoyment of recorded music,
the Regent behaved like amore expensive
then the Regent may well disappoint
speaker, offering unexpected subtlety—
you—particularly if the partnering sysalthough in one respect at least this could
tem is also unexceptional in this respect.
be counted aweakness rather than a
positive strength. If fed from middleLAB REPORT
grade sources with an average, mediumParagon's specifications for the Regent
power amplifier, it could sound too retiinclude a4ohm load impedance (3.2
cent, even atouch boring.
ohms minimum) and ahigh 91dB senGiven high-quality ancillaries, howsitivity, this specified at 1m for a2V input
ever, the Paragon thrived. A valid comvoltage (equivalent to 05W into 8ohms,
bination proved to be aWadia 16 direct1W into 4ohms). If aligned to the usual
coupled to aKrell KSA-200S. This really 2.83V "watt:' the Regent would qualify
took hold of the Regent, thanks to the as a 94dB/W speaker, which is an
elimination of the preamplifier, the top- improbably high sensitivity in view of
class performance of the CD source, and the tweeter fitted. Isuspect this is probthe clean, tight, high-current delivery of ably amisprint, as the Regent turned in
the Krell amplifier. Iimagine the latest avalue of 90.5dB for an 8ohm, 2.83V
versions of the Muse and Classé power
"watt." This is still ausefully high senamplifiers would also work well.
sitivity, although it has been achieved at
Image height was portrayed well by
the expense of amplifier loading. Fig.1
this loudspeaker. Its presentation was
reveals the Regent to be a4ohm speaker
well clear of the floor, and standing
system, with aminimum value of 2.8
vocalists really did sound as if they were
ohms. The bass-reflex tuning can be seen
standing. Big, spacious stereo images
at 29Hz and is of moderate Q.
came easily to this design.
Reactive components were moderate,
Enclosure coloration was very wellthe impedance phase angle not exceeding
controlled, definitely in the class of 40°. Nevertheless, apowerful amplifier
super-build cabinets enjoying minimal
will be required to drive the Regent to
audible panel sound. No recognizable
the full rated level—one capable of 20A
wood-panel sounds were apparent. Conpeak output or preferably more. Only
versely—and inevitably—there were
tube amplifiers of 100W or higher ratsome residual colorations present, due
to the choice of bass driver and the final
alignment of the system response.
There was ahint of "cupped-hands"
hollowness in the midrange, evident on
some piano tracks, and occasionally an
H
older orchestral recording or amodem,
hyper-mix rock track would expose
some unevenness in the 5kHz range—a
harshness in the lower treble that was out
of character with the general balance.
Even at the preferred, farther listening
Fig.l Paragon Regent, electrical impedance (2
position, the Regent was not fully exohms/vertical div.).
•..g.
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For more information on the full line of Audiolab Amps, Preamps and
CD Transport or for the dealer nearest you please call or write.

Artech Ectronics Ltd.
P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919

(514) 631-6448 Fax 631-1212

We're proud to announce that Audio Alchemy products
are now available at Harvey Electronics.

9mait
AUDIO

chemy + HARVEY

geAeolenvy
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NEW YORK CITY NY
•2 West 45th Street — (212) 575-5000
•28 West 8th Street — (212) 982-7191
•88813'oadway & 19th St — (212) 228-5354
•119 West 57th Street — (212) 489-0800

WESTBURY, NY
•485 Old Country Road — (516) 334-3443
WHITE PLAINS, NY
•236 East Post Road — (914) 948-5050
PARAMUS, NJ
•556 Route 17 North — (201) 652-2882
SECAUCUS, NJ
•600 Secaucus Road — (201) 865-7349

AUDIO ALCHEMY, INC.
31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818707.8504 • FAX 818 707.2610
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ing need be considered, while highercurrent solid-state designs of 50W
upward will be compatible, depending
on how loud you need to go. Flat out at
200Wpc, you'll raise aserious in-room
maximum sound level of 109dBA, while
50Wpc still gets you 103dBA—loud
enough for most purposes.
The specification suggests an "overall"
frequency range of 25Hz-25kHz, with
a "tighter" (but still untoleranced)
32Hz-20kHz range. The response trace
shown in the brochure defines ±2.5dB
limits for 60Hz-20kHz. Checking out
the reference response (fig.2, top trace)
on the tweeter axis, the response is wide
and fairly flat, but +4dB limits are
needed to cover the response from 50Hz
to 25kHz. Below 60Hz, the output falls
gradually to the 30Hz, -6dB limit at the
bass-enclosure resonance. Such atrend
is close to ideal for afloorstanding design
if agood match to the local boundaries
is to be attained.
Specific response features include a
mild rise through the midrange (to
+3dB), with atrough of2-3dB centered
on 2.5kHz and aslightly peaky region
above the crossover region. Above
10kHz, order is restored and the treble
extends smoothly beyond 25kHz with
no ultrasonic peaks or resonances apparent. If anything, the treble balance was
ashade subdued overall, shelving down
by an average of -0.75dB.
The acoustic responses of the individual drive-units are also shown in fig.2,
these revealing the crossover behavior.
The moderate roughness in the lower
treble is likely to be due to local diffraction at the baffle "step" and the local
cavities formed by the bass/midrange
drivers. The treble rolls away at approximately 20dB/octave below the crossover
point, this probably acombination of a
second-order final electrical slope plus
the driver's second-order slope. The initial high-pass rolloff of the woofer is
30dB/octave. The crossover design has
had to take account of the natural driver
responses—the treble slope has been
skewed to help out the woofer in its weak

region from 2kHz to 5kHz.
Averaged over a30° horizontal angle,
the basic response character was preserved
(fig.3), while the small tweeter showed
hardly any loss over a60° solid angle:
The lower trace in fig,3 reveals the damaging effect of the grille: severe ±6dB
aberrations that have been introduced—
technically, an acoustic disaster.
With the tweeter-axis output normalized to astraight line for clarity, the
responses 10°-above (dotted), 30°-lateral
Trensfer host's., Me elude - dB volts/volts

(short dashes), and 45°-lateral (long
dashes) are plotted in fig.4. The lower
treble fills in fairly well to the speaker's
sides, while the output in the 20°-30°
range is very good indeed, being most
uniform. This speaker doesn't need to be
toed-in very much for the best sound.
Above the tweeter axis, the uppermidrange trough deepens in the crossover range, falling by 8dB at 10° above
and by 12dB 15° off-axis. The tweeter
should be at ear level for the best result.
The Regent's room-averaged response
is shown in fig.5, confirming the uniform
bass drive down to 30Hz, albeit with
some prominence at 50Hz. That uppermidrange dip seen on the axial response
does exist in energy terms—it will
modify the timbre of the room reverber;nest

Function Il.pltw. - dl veltsholtz

Ion Frequency - I.

Fig.3 Paragon Regent, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 1m averaged across 30°
horizontal window (top), and effect on
anechoic response of adding the grille
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Paragon Regent, room-averaged response
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Paragon Regent, off-axis responses,
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from bottom to top at 3kHz: difference in
response 10° above tweeter axis (dotted);
difference in response 45° laterally offaxis (long dashes); difference in response
30° laterally off-axis (short dashes);
reference response.
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Fig.6 Paragon Regent, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 1m (8ms time window).
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Fig.2 Paragon Regent, acoustic crossover and
on-axis response on tweeter axis at Im
without grille, with nearfield response
plotted below 300Hz (5dB/vertical div.).
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ation excited by the Regent. (This dip is
afeature often associated with the D'Appolito configuration.) By 5kHz, the treble has recovered its composure and has
anatural, gradual "house-curve" rolloff extending to 20kHz.
This speaker has afast, tidy transient
response, as the MLSSA impulse (fig.6)
shows. There is little inter-unit delay and
the units don't ring much. The cumulative spectral decay, or waterfall, plot
(fig.7) reveals the Regent's transient
speed, as shown by the rapid clearing at
the back of the graph. That prominence
at 4kHz, associated with the tweeter and
its local environment, does run on for a
few milliseconds—but not as apure tone,
just aflattened ridge.
Since the front baffle is decoupled
from the rest of the enclosure, Icompared the vibrational energy on the
driver section (the dotted trace in fig.8)
with the enclosure section immediately
adjacent (solid trace). Aside Limn amild
panel resonance at 1.1kHz, the decoupiing affords atypical reduction of 15dB.
There is still 10dB of isolation at 300Hz.
The curve for the driver panel suggests
that the baffle section is still held quite
firmly, although it's mildly resonant in
the 550Hz region. Other than alow-Q
resonance at 450Hz detected on the
worst-behaving enclosure side panel, in

B EYOND

fier, but it's also quite sensitive and can
achieve high sound levels without fuss
or drama. Distortion is low and the
sound well-balanced, smooth, and unexaggerated. The frequency response is
wide; Iappreciated the Regent's clean
high-frequency extension, while only the
most demanding bass freak would
demand asubwoofer for use with this
I., Fre.veacv - Ilz
speaker.
Fig.8 Paragon Regent, comparison of vibrational
The longer Ilived with the Regent the
energy in isolated front baffle (dotted)
with local enclosure panel (solid)
more Iappreciated its long-term listen(5dB/vertical div.).
ability; its consistently kind character was
easy to have around, and the speaker is,
vibration terms the Regent features a Ibelieve, more suited to folk and classical
very quiet enclosure indeed.
material than rock or jazz. The Regent
may not be everyone's cup of tea, but it
CONCLUSION
has considerable merit. There's astrong
In general, the Paragon Regent has the
vein of honesty and integrity running
credibility, the finish, the engineering,
through this design.
and the sound quality of amodel above
its price point. It's not without flaws; but
then, what speaker is? Isuspect that the
reticence Inoted in the speaker's dynamics and dynamic expression may have
something to do with the decoupled
drive-unit panel. Conversely, that structural aspect may well be the very factor
responsible for the excellently low
enclosure coloration Ifound.
Technically, the Regent measured well,
its engineering to ahigh standard. It
presents afairly tough load for an ampli-
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, February

1995

Vol. 18, No. 2

du, McCORMACK

Mr. Norton's other comments:

POVVEn MIVE

"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"... superb throughout the midrange"
"...bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... [it] did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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Contact us for the name of your
local dealer and acopy of the
complete review.

McCORMACK
AUDIO

(619) 436 -7666
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AUDIO ALCHEMY'S DIGITAL LINE CONTROLLER
Wes Phillips reviews another champion for the fiscally challenged

DLC: Remote-controlled line-level preamp with outboard power supply. Frequency
response: 5Hz-200kHz ±0.1dB. THD+noise: ±0.005%. Signal/noise ratio: 105dB.
Input impedance: 10k ohms. Output impedance: 75 ohms. Gain: +32dB. Attenuation: up to 96d13. Maximum output voltage: 3.75V. Inputs: four pairs. Outputs: two
pairs. Dimensions: DLC: 8.5" W by 6.25" Dby 2.5" H; Remote Wand 1remote: 2"
W by 7" Dby I" H. Weight: DLC: 4lbs; RWI: y, lb. Serial number of unit reviewed:
022630. Price: $495.
Power Supply One: Power output: ±15V at 250mA. Filter capacitance: 2000µF.
Dimensions: 3" W by 2.5" Dby 2.25" H. Weight: 1IL Price: included in price

of DLC, but dealers frequently offer $59 credit toward punhase of Power Supply
Three.
Power Supply Three: Voltage outputs: ±I2V, digital; ±24V. analog. Current outputs:
620mA, digital: 360mA, analog. Filter capacitance: 10,000µF. Dimensions: 6.25"
W by 4.25" Dby 2" H. Weight: 3lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: P72I357.
Price: $259 (frequently discounted to $199).
Common to all Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer Audio Akherrry,
Inc., 31133 Via Colinas, Suite III, Wes:lake Village, CA 91362. Tel: (818) 707 8504.
Fax: (818) TO7-2610.
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ilson Audio Specialties' Mark
Goldman looked aghast.
He'd come to install the
WATT/Puppy 5s and had expected to
find asystem commensurate with the
status of those $16,000 purebreds.
"What's that?" he demanded, pointing
to Audio Alchemy's $495 DLC, which
Iwas using as apreamplifier.
"It's the best preamp Ihave at the
Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controlle- remote-controlled preamplifier
moment," Iresponded, feeling alittle
defensive—after all, during the lengthy
negotiations that led to my acquiring the
Rightly so. If you haven't heard the
The remote features six large buttons
Wilsons for review, the subject of high- buzz, let me alert you right now: this is a on its control panel, allowing you to
end ancillary equipment had come up
righteous little line stage—inexpensive,
control balance, loudness, and input (see
repeatedly. Each time Iassured them of
expandable, and incredibly transparent.
the sidebar). Along the right side is a
the products that were on their way to
If you've been wondering why high-end
three-position switch that didn't seem
the Phillips/Manes Archive of Recorded
gear has to cost so much, Audio Alchemy
to have any discernible function. When
Music—none of which had arrived by
—like McCormack, PSB, and NHT—
Iasked Mark Schifter about this, he
the time the Wilsons did. In fact, my
have agratifying response fiar you: It explained the expandability options:
longtime faithful companion, the EVdon't.
"There are three products that are almost
20SE, had just been carried back to ol'
to market that can be added to the
Virginny.
SIMPLICITIES EMERGE
DLC—and controlled by the same
"It is cute," Mark responded dubiFROM COMPLEXITIES
remote. One is afour-input video conously. "You are getting some of those
The DLC doesn't look like much—just troller; using the DLC's microprocesother pi-camps you promised, aren't you?"
ateensy little black box with two large sor and expansion port, it can switch and
"Suuurrre."
LED readouts that give the loudness level dub four different video inputs—both
"Well, as long as I'm here. ..
Let's set
numerically.' You can adjust the chan- S-VHS and composite. We envision a
the speakers up," he said resignedly.
nels to have different output levels, and retail price of $250.
Several hours later, setup completed
they will track maintaining that dif"The second product is the HPA pro,"
and afine lunch mellowing us out, we
ference. Four line-level inputs are accom- he continued. "A 2.5Wfull-class-A power
leaned back contentedly on my sofa,
modated, and avertical row of four amplifier that we affectionately call a
listening to the system and jumping up
LEDs displays which input is in use. headphone amp. What's really neat about
repeatedly to play the Have you ever heard
There are two pairs of outputs but no it is, again using the intelligence from the
this one? game. After listening to aCDR
tape loops or headphone jacks—add- DLC and its remote control, we have a
of Cheryl Lee Wilson that he'd heard
on modules have been designed for variable image and spatial control that
recorded, Mark turned to me and allowed,
taping, video-switching, and headphone can move the soundstage in your head
"This little preamp really kicks some
accommodation.
and infront of your head. Nifty stuff for
butt! How much did you say it costs?"
$399. The last item will add two tape
Two months later, Mark Schifter of
loops and three more line-level inputs—
IWell, they really give the amount of attmuation. The
Audio Alchemy called to thank me for
at acost of $199 or so."
readout is calibrated in I
dB increments, lift tr isn't givdemonstrating the DLC to Mr. Golding you adB reading. It's telfing the amount of attenuaThen there's the whole power-supply
tion (-) or the amount of gain above unity gain (+), with
man. "Yeah, he just ordered one, mutissue.
At its base price, the DLC ships
zero representing unity gain. The range is -96dB to
tering about how it really shouldn't
with aPower Station One, an outboard
+315dB. When responding to the remote., the readout
sound this good for the money we're
brightens perceptibly; after afew seconds without asigwall-wart power supply that supplies
nal. the display dims. Both volume and balance arc
charging. But that's what everybody's
±16V and is rated at 250mA. For $199,
specific to each input so that you can adjust for major
saying."
loudness/balance discrepancies.
the Power Station Three, which is rated
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995
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DISCOVER THE BREAKTHROUGH S
PEAKERS
THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT!
"
MORE THAN I
MPRESSIVE..."
"The name Joseph Audio may not be the most well known in audio,
but if the sound they were getting at the show is an indication, then
their profile is bound to grow. Using aunique and patented crossover
pattern (something like a120 dB per octave!) the two Joseph Audio
speakers being demonstrated were more than impressive."
—The Audio Observatory
30339 Abelia Rd. Canyon Country,CA 91351

JosephAudio
EFFORTLESS MUSICALITY •EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY''

2Pineridge Road White Plains New York 10603
Can 1(800) 474 HIFI for afree White Paper and adealer near you
Dealer &Export Inquiries: R&G Audio (914) 783-6674
Produced under license from Modaffen Acoustical Labs US Patent #4771466
The RM201i Reference Standard $2099/pan

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode
possible to deliver the most natural
reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier
from Pass Laboratories.
21555 Limestone Way, Foresthill
California 95631
(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193
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at about 21
2 times that, can be substituted
/
(more on this later). Istarted out with the
PS One—the one Mark Goldman was
impressed by—later adding the brawnier
PS Three.

attacks and languorous decay of the
instruments. Along with the thunder of
the hand drums, the slowly dying reverberations were rendered with an almost
preternatural clarity—am Icrazy, or
could Ihear which direction the dust
I
FICOULD BE ANYTHING
motes were swirling?
IWANTED, WHY WOULD I
Whenever I'm trying to assess acomWANT TO BE REALISTIC?
ponent's ability to pass through musiInever did get real with the DLC by putcal communication, Iend up worshiping
ting it into an "appropriate" system for
at the altar of the immortal Ludwig van.
a$400 preamp; it was just too darn good
M AYBE Idon't LIKE MUSIC—
It probably has something to do with my
at playing out of its league. Iused the
BUT II
OW THE NOISE IT MAKES
childhood, but his music conveys more
WATT/Puppy 5s and the Alón Petites
Transparent and dynamic—those are the
in afour-note motif than Ihear from
(another gem oían affordable product)
descriptors that repeatedly grace my
other composers in entire works. Think
as speakers. Amps included the Pass
listening notes. Ilistened to record after
I'm kidding? Contrast the opening two
Aleph Os, Audio Research D-200, VAC
record yadda yadda yadda. Well, of course
measures of Beethoven's Fifth SymPA 80/80, and Conrad-Johnson Premier
Idid. That's my job. And because Iwrite
phony with, say, Idon't know, Karlheinz
Eleven A. Iused tons of wires—from
"Quarter Notes," Ireally do listen to one
Stockhausen's lifetime output. So ineviTransparent, MIT, Magnan, Esoteric, and
after another for weeks on end? Imust
tably, Islapped Ivan Moravec's disc of
WireWorld. Digital front-ends included
have listened to several hundred records
the big-gun piano sonatas (VAI 1069
the McCormack SST/DAC Icombo and
and CDs—all claiming to be audiophile
CD) into the player. Lordy, lordy—this
the Audio Research CD-1. Records were
quality, or better—through the DLC.
is the most natural-sounding recording
spun on aWell Tempered Reference and,
M*A's remarkable The Splendour ofAloía piano I've ever heard. But more than
of course, my Linn LP12/Ittok/Sumiko Andalus by Calamus (M026A CD) is a the pleasure of good sound, Moravec's
SHO rig. Magro 24 Component stands,
tough act to reproduce. Begoña Olainsights into "Appassionata," "MoonSirnms/Navcom pucks, Michael Green's
vide's rich contralto is highly expressive
light," and "Pathétique" come through.
Audio Points, and DJ. Casser's The Shelf and has to contend with psalteries, lutes,
If Iever respond to Sonata 26 with dry
were all auditioned under the DLC.
and ouds, as well as averitable battery
eyes, just plant me. I'mgone. The nobility,
of percussion—all rendered in the highly
resignation, and despair resonate resoundM R. FOREMAN,
reverberant acoustic of a13th-century
ingly in this performance. And the DLC
MAY WE HAVE ...
abbey. The Audio Alchemy reproduced just stood back and let it speak for itself.
The verdict? Mag-NI:fa-cent! The Audio
her vocals with the passion intact, but
At the other end of the kukher scale lies
Alchemy was so much fun to play with
not at the expense of all of the crisp
Sweetman's Austin Backalley Blue (Wildyou just wouldn't believe it. First off,
child! 02752 CD)—an audio-purist
it's affordable—so affordable that Ican
recording of asleazy stripclub stage
2Not that I'm complaining, mind you. In fact, the only
afford it. No months of scrimping, no
band. We're definitely talking raunchy
way this job could get better is if we added acolumn on
record trade-ins, no convoluted pyramid
beer—yeah, that's the ticket! Oh, Johhnnn .
here—this is the music you're going to
hear in areal dive. All of that atmosphere
is inherent in this recording, the rough
burr on the sax tone in "Night Train:'
THAT VERKLEMPT REMOTE
the driving bump'n'grind electric geetar on "Angela's Strut," and the cloying
The infrared remote of Audio Alguorously waving the remote in its
romanticism—as sweet as cheap wine—
chemy's Digital Line Controller is
ofJohnny Otis's "Harlem Nocturne!'
direction while frantically fingering
made of sheet metal, is built like a
the appropriate button. Success rarely
And the DLC lets you hear so far into the
bunker, and sits in your hand like a
took more than one prolonged atsoundstage that you can tell that this joint
brick. Much of what makes the DLC
tempt. Two almost always did it.
has blue lights turned way down low.
versatile is the amount of microproHardly ever more than three.
cessing power that can be controlled
EVEN IF IT'S NOT ASUCCESS,
One day, in frustration, Iset it
by the RWI (Remote Wand 1—don't
head-to-head with an old Denon
IT WOULD STILL BE A
blame me, I'm just reporting this).
RC-605 learning remote. Vi-ola! Now
SENSATION
The RW1 is quite impressive—not
we couldn't miss. We could comIn very-high-quality company, the
least that with an extremely basic
Audio Alchemy was marvelous at revealmand the DLC from anywhere in the
control array, it can access so many
room—hell, we could bounce coming telling details and interpretive diffunctions. So everything's copacetic,
mands off the walls from the kitchen.
ferences, and reconstructing different
right? Not really. For all of its mass and
(Hint: This works really well if you've
acoustics—ofjust getting out of the way
potential for expandability, the RW1
got something made out of glass,
and letting me enjoy the music. When I
is enormously frustrating to use.
such as aTV screen, to bounce the IR
switched to the Power Station Three,
How come? Because it projects a signal off of.) Yep, that's the ticket;
things just got better. Most people will
ridiculously narrow beam—point it
just jettison that expensive, powerprobably comment first on the difference
at the DLC at an angle greater than
ful, overbuilt remote for something
in the bass—and it is profound: tighter,
30° and you'll get no response whatmass-market and programmable.
more controlled, with better pitch defisoever. It got so we wound up sendWelcome to the High End.
nition. But equally remarkable, to me,
ing commands to the preamp by Ianwere the changes in the highs. They
—Wes Phillips
sounded sweeter, with less graininess
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

financing schemes. Don't get me wrong,
Ilove the expensive stuff, and Icertainly
have no qualms about letting manufacturers send it to me—expensive hi-fi is
something that Ilike to consider myself
worthy of. But ain't it nice to have the
sound you deserve at aprice you really can
part with? That's what the DLC is—the
kind of sound that Ideserve. You.too,
I'm sure.
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Most Power Conditioners Make aDifference.
Only One Makes aDramatic Improvement.
Although most AC power conditioners have an impact on audio system
performance, that effect is not always an improvement.
But there is an exception. API's power management system—including
the famous Power Wedge—profoundly improves every aspect of
musical quality ... and sacrifices nothing.
If you haven't been convinced by three years of favorable
reviews, audition the Power Wedge, Power Enhancer
and Power Link at your Audio Power dealer now.
You'll hear more than just a difference.

AUDIO
PowEr
INDUSTRIES

Tel: 714.545.9495

2624 S. Rousselle St., Santa Ana, CA 92707

Fax: 714.545.4607

nimmumminglille
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BEST Not ompANy:

ACADEMY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF HIGH END AUDIO

PEOPLE

WHO

VOTE

ON

THIS

AWARD

ARE THE BACKBONE OF THE INDUSTRY —
DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, REVIEWERS AND
OTHER MANUFACTURERS. PEOPLE WHOSE
KNOWLEDGE AND JUDGEMENT WE RESPECT.
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO HELPED
MAKE THIS HAPPEN.

303 442.7300

C.) 1995. Ayre Acousfics. Inc.
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and, Ithink—although some may dispute this—less of that sssing on sibilant
phonemes. That makes it sound like the
stock DLC/PS One is not very good; in
fact, Iwas delighted with the stock unit.
Only when Iactually installed the PS
Three and heard the changes did Iperceive the potential for improvement.
Does that mean that the DLC is audio
perfection in a$400 package ($700 with
the PS Three)? Well, we all know it's not
that easy, don't we? Compared to $2k$3k preamps, such as the Audio Research
SP-9 Mk.III that Ihad on hand, it isn't
as open, nor does it have the effortless
liquidity that we demand in more expensive units. And if you want options like
aphono stage or tape loops, you have
to buy add-on units—which starts to
change the pricing dynamic, albeit not
too radically at these rates.
So how did it stack up against other
affordable overachievers, such as the
McCormack Micro Line Drive Ireviewed
in June (Vol.18 No.6)? They are similarly
priced, if you compare the PS One version and add the $199 tape-loop module. Man, that's atough one—made
tougher by the McCormack's flexibility.
If you don't require additional gain and
therefore use the MLD as apassive unitygain preainp, it's mighty hard to beat. As
good as the DLC is, I'm not sure that it
gets the nod over the McCormack—
quite. On the other hand, the DLC has
remote control—an option that has alot
going for it. Ditto the ability to store
different reference levels for each input.
And you can improve the power supply,
which turns the equation slightly in the
other direction—especially if you require
additional gain. Whew! When was the last
time cost-conscious audiophiles had two
preamps this good to choose from? What
adelightful dilemma!

which will give excessive distortion with
the DLC unless padded down.
The DLC's input impedance was lowish at ameasured 8.8k ohms (1kHz).
Components with ahigh output impedance, like some of the California Audio
Labs and Sonic Frontiers tubed processors, will sound too lean with the DLC.
Its output impedance was higher than
specified at 218 ohms, rising slightly to
221 ohms at 20kHz. This is still low
enough not to be fazed by long or
capacitive cables. The DLC was noninverting, apositive-going pulse being
reproduced correctly. Its maximum gain
into a100k load measured 31.3dB; the
volume-control steps were an accurate
0.5dB.
The preamp was perfectly flat in the
audio band, its frequency response (fig.1)
only dropping by 0.3dB at 200kHz! Its
channel separation was less good, as can
be seen in fig.2. Reaching amaximum
value of 74dB in the low treble, it decreases
above that region due to capacitive coupling between the channels, and below it
duc to the higher-than-usual source
impedance of the Power Supply One.
Regarding the DLC's distortion, it
behaved somewhat differently depending on whether Iwanted to give gain or
not. This Janus-faced behavior is shown
in fig3, which graphs the distortion and
noise content against frequency for a
constant output level of 2.75V RIVIS
(below clipping) into ahigh 100k load
and alow 600 ohm one The lowest plots
were taken with the DLC set to unity
gain (volume control set to "0.0") and
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Fig.3 Audio Alchemy DLC, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at 2.75V output level (from top
to bottom): with volume control set to
#0.0 into 100k ohms and 600 ohms; with
volume control set to #31.5 into 100k
ohms and 600 ohms (right channel dashed).

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

All the measurements were done with
the Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controller powered from the Power Supply
One. The optional Power Supply Three
arrived in Santa Fe DIB (Dead In Box),
so Icouldn't use it.
For any preamplifier with an active
volume control, the most important
question is, how bombproof is it? As
long as it's not preceded by abuffer or
amplification stage, a conventional
passive volume control is inherently
immune from overload. The DLC's
input started to overload at around 4V
RMS. This is above the maximum output of almost all FM tuners, CD players,
and digital processors, so it won't be a
problem. The exceptions are models
from Theta Digital and Kinergetics,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

driven by a2.75V signal; the uppermost
plots were taken with the volume control
set to its maximum ("31.5"), and the
drive signal reduced to 75mV to give the
same output level. Set to unity-gain, the
DLC is astonishingly linear into either
load—at least below lkHz. Above that
frequency, the distortion rises rapidly,
particularly into 600 ohms, though it
remains well below 0.1% in the audioband. With the gain set to maximum, the
distortion and noise content is 10 times
greater, rising above 0.1% at high frequencies into the lower load.
This difference in behavior depending on how much gain the DLC was
being asked to deliver can also be seen
in the spectrum of alow-frequency tone.
Fig.4 shows the spectrum of the DLC's
output while it was set to unity-gain,
driving 50Hz at 1V into 600 ohms. A
handful of odd-order harmonics can be
seen, but they're very low in level, even
the third harmonic at 150Hz lying at
-94dB (0.002%). Setting the volume
control to its maximum and reducing the
input level to give the same 1V output
level gave the spectrum shown in fig.5.
The odd harmonics haven't increased in
level, but now harmonics of the 60Hz
power supply dominate. These are still
low in level, however, the second harmonic at 120Hz reachingjust -72dB. I

•1 000
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Fig.I Audio Alchemy DLC, frequency response
at IV into 100k ohms (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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•
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Fig.2 Audio Alchemy DLC, crosstalk
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Audio Alchemy DLC, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at IV into 600 ohms
with volume control set for unity gain
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, 94dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.002%).
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would imagine aworking Power Supply Three would eliminate this small
problem.
The DLC's maximum output level is
shown in fig.6, this graph taken with the
volume control set to its maximum to
avoid the possibility of overloading the
input. Into 100k ohms, the DLC clips
(reaches a1% THD+ noise content) at
3.6V; into the demanding 600 ohms
loading, it clips at about 2.3V. Both are
sufficient to drive almost any power
amplifier to hill output. The shape of the
curve below the "knee" voltage reveals
that the THD+N figure is dominated by
noise: as the output voltage rises, the

difference between it and aconstant level
of noise increases, hence the downwardfalling shape of the curve.
Apart from the lower-frequency channel separation and power-supply noise,
both of which Iwould expect to improve
with the heftier power supply, Audio
Alchemy's DLC turned in an impressive
set of measurements, belying its modest price.
—John Atkinson

W PCONCLUDES
If your control needs are basic, or if
the seemingly infinite expandability of
this system appeals to you, then Audio
Alchemy's Digital Line Controller must
be on your audition short-list. Ifound
it an astounding performer—a thoroughbred at any price, but asteal at its

typical street-price of $399.
There's some stiff competition these
days in the affordable-preamp market,
but who says that only the rich kids
should have choices? The DLC is dependable, transparent, and dynamic—all
qualities /value highly. And, hey, if
you're not all that concerned with sound,
if you're just basically cheap and lazy,
well. ..
Ibet they'll let you buy one
anyway!
Enjoy!
—Wes Phillips

Nir
The
• • • Stereophile • • •
RECORD-REVIEW INDEX

Fig.5 Audio Alchemy DLC, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at IV into 600 ohms
with volume control set to #3I.5 (linear
frequency scale). Note that the powersupply component at 120Hz is the highest
in level, 72dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.025%).

Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 (1987)
through this issue Also includes
indices to "Building A Library" and musician
interviews. Available on 53
/ "or 3½'
4
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
Fig.6 Audio Alchemy DLC, distortion (%) vs
output voltage with volume control set to
#3I.5 (from bottom to top at 3V): into
100k ohms; into 600 ohms.

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate disk si2:4

We finally
made it
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Introducing the amazing ES25.
The new floor standing speaker from Epos.
For more information visit your nearest Epos dealer or call 516-487-3663.

EPOS. WE JUST SOUND BETTER.
IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC HALL 108 STATION ROAD GREAT NECK NY 11023 516487.3663 FAX 516.773.3891
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KRELL KSA-50S
SOLID-STATE STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
John Atkinson
Specified output power 50W into 8ohms (17d13W), doubles with each halving of

19" W by 14.25" Dby 8.5" H. VVeight 52 lbs (net). VVarranty: 5years, parts and labor.

load impedance down to Iohm. Maximum output voltage: 75.8V peak to peak, 26.8V

Serial number of unit reviewed: 31->0530. Price: $3300. Approximate number of dealers:

RMS. Maximum output current: 60A. Frequency response: not specified. Distor-

43. Manufacturer Krell Industries, 45 Connair Dr., Orange, CT 06477-0533. Tel: (203)
799-9954. Fax: (203) 799-9796.

tion: <0.018% at lkHr, <0.18% at 20kHz, full power. Signal/noise rabo: >100da
Input sensitivity: I.34V RMS. Gain: 26dB. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Dimensions:

I

nthe fall of 1982, Ihad just become
the Editor of the English magazine
Hi-Fi News & Record Review. Hi-fi
was in astate of flux. The Compact Disc
had just made its debut in Japan, but the
British and American launches were six
months and ayear away, respectively.
The Linn orthodoxy prevailed about the
role of the source in system performance,
but there was no agreement about what
was and was not important when it came
to enhancing the musical experience.
"Objectivists" insisted that amplifiers
and even loudspeakers had pretty much
reached adesign plateau where no further improvement was necessary or even
desirable, while "subjectivists" were
fragmented. All Iwas aware of was that
my system, based on Celestion SL6 loudspeakers, needed more oían undefinable
something.
Then Itried amodestly powered, hotrunning class-A amplifier, the KSA-50,
from anew US company: Krell Industries (The company was modestly named
after the legendary super race in the classic 1956 SF movie, Forbidden Planet: "You
fool! To think that your ape-brain can
contain the full knowledge of the Krell!"
exclaimed the marooned Dr. Morbius
when he found one of his human intruders dying after trying the Krell mind
amplifier.)
Now that was what I'd been looking
for, without knowing it. Yes, the amplifier had tremendous dynamic range,
coupled with awesomely deep bass, even
on the little Celestions. But it was the
ICSA-50's imaging capability that opened
my eyes—and ears—to something that
Ihad not been particularly aware of: the
transformation of atraditional stereo
image into afully dimensioned "soundstager As Iwrote in my 1983 HFNIRR
review' of the Krell KSA-50: "The
beginning of Andreas Vollenweider's
1The KSA-50 was reviewed in Stereophik by Anthony
H. Cordesman in September 1985 (Vol.8 No..5, p.84).
He liked it too, though he thought it expensive at
nineteen-hundred 1985 dollars.
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electronic harp LP (CBS FM 37793), for
example, consists of immaculately and
naturally recorded woodland birdsong.
With the Krell, Iwas in the wood, with
apheasant squawking some 60' ahead of
me. The crapgame in the Decca Porgy and
Bess sounded as though the dice were
actually rolling across the floor of alarge
bare room adjoining mine, and at the end
of Act One of the Colin Davis Tosca ...
the wall behind the speakers disappeared,
putting me in the church almost close
enough to smell the wax on Scarpia's
moustache as he twizzled the ends. And
as for the cannon from the castle of Sant'
Angelo, they were in the next village! ...
And to play the sadly neglected
Checkmates' version of 'Proud Mary'
was to discover anew the genius of Phil
Spector in the way he had captured, in
mono, the atmosphere and acoustic oía
large hall revivalist meeting!"
A paradigm shift of the finest kind. I
bought the review sample of the amplifier with money I'd been saving for acar.
Fast-forward exactly 12 years into the
future from that August 1983 review.
Sitting between my B&W Silver Signa-

tures is the subject of this August 1995
review: the Krell KSA-50S.
ThE "S"

The KSA-50S is the smallest member of
Krell's "Sustained Plateau Biasing" range
of power amplifiers, launched in 1993.
The other members of the family are the
$9500, 300Wpc KSA-300S (reviewed by
TJN in Vol.17 No.1, p.92); the $7500,
200Wpc KSA-200S (reviewed by MC in
Vol.17 No.6, p.113); and the $5500,
100Wpc KSA-100S (reviewed by RD in
Vol.17 No.9, p.98). The KSA-50S looks
almost identical to the other S-series
Krell amplifiers, but is less deep. The
amplifier's rear panel has one pair ofbrass
binding posts against the bigger amplifiers' two pairs. Input sockets are XLRs
(balanced) and RCAs (unbalanced). When
the amp is used unbalanced, Krell recommends shunting the "cold-polarity"
XLR pins to ground with the supplied
jumpers to avoid excessive noise pickup.
The "Sustained Plateau Biasing" concept is apatent-pending way for Krell to
have its class-A output-stage cake and
eat it too, without paying the penalty of

Krell KSA-50S stereo power amplifier
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FOURIER

COMPONENTS PRESENTS ...

The SANS PAREIL
MK III
OIL TUBE AMPLIFIER

"Here was a clear-cut case of having to abandon the
usual spatial descriptors.
Stuff 'holographic' and
'palpable' in your mouth and blow them out your
nasopharnyx. Instead, pack a lunch and get yourself
ready for a hike! Walk among the performers, reach
out and touch someone... This was as close as I've
gotten to accepting the {gestalt} of breathing
musicians in the confines of any listening room."
"... 'SANS PAREIL' is the French equivalent of
'Without Equal'. As far as Iam concerned, the SANS
PAREIL has earned that moniker."
— Dick Olsher
STEREOPHILE Vol. 15 No. 6June 1992

250 WATTS PER CHANNEL
@ 8 OHMS

FOURIER COMPONENTS
P.O. Box 31661
Des Peres, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 946-4232
Fax: (314) 925-0800

W HY ARE
REVIEWERS
REQUESTING
THIS SPEAKER?
LISTEN...
THE BATON

SWANS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

RR# 1Mason Rd., Charlottetown PLI., Canada CM 7J6 •Tel 902 -569-5520 •Fax 902 -569-5123
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wasting large amounts of wall power as
heat. A fast "anticipator" circuit, one for
each channel, looks at the incoming signal and increases the output stage's bias
current if the level would be likely to turn
off one half of the transistor array on
half-cycle peaks. In this manner, when
there's little or no signal, the amplifier
is not being asked to pass alarge standing
bias current with the concomitant radiation of heat. If the signal level allows it,
the amplifier's output bias progressively
drops back to the lower levels after 20
seconds or so. If continuous high powers
are required that would lead to overheating, the amplifier reverts to classic classAB operation.
Whereas the larger Krell S-series amplifiers have five bias levels, the '50S has
three, indicated by first ared LED lighting for each channel, then ablue one at
the third, highest bias level. A central
blue LED remains on all the time to indicate that the amp is powered. These
LEDs are carried on the central black
vertical styling strip on the dark-gray
front panel; the KSA-50S doesn't have
the glass window of the more expensive
Krells.
The KSA-50S is specified at 50Wpc
into 8ohms, but, like Krell amplifiers
since time immemorial, it offers considerably more than its specified power.

The original paradigm-shifting KSA-50
cost $1800 in 1983; the '50S costs $3300,
which is actually cheaper in real terms
than its illustrious ancestor.

SYSTEM

100S, and an original Krell KSA-50 that
Ipurchased in 1983 and had updated to
Mk.II status in 1986?
Loudspeakers were primarily B&W
Silver Signatures connected via their
integral silver cables and weighed down
by lead-shot-filled Audio Ballast bags.
Interconnects were AudioQuest balanced AudioTruth Diamond from processor to preamp, and balanced AudioTruth Lapis from preamp to power amps.
Other than the No30.5, all the front-end
components were plugged-in to aPower
Wedge 116 AC conditioner fitted with
the Power Enhancer meter option, itself
plugged-in to one of the two AC lines
dedicated to audio that serve my listening
room. All the power amplifiers were
plugged-in to the other line and were
well warmed-up before Idid any serious listening comparisons.

My digital front-end consisted ola Mark
Levinson No.31 CD transport and an
Aiwa portable DAT recorder, both driving an HDCDeLequipped Mark Levinson No30.5 via either aSonic Frontiers
UltraJitterbug or an Audio Alchemy
Dll•Pro (original Star psp veràion with
v2.7 software)? My real-world digital
source was aParts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 processor. Digital clatalinks
included Madrigal, AudioQuest, and
Illuminati AES/EBU cables and ASM
Labs Mamba ST optical fiber.
The phono front-end consisted of a
Linn Lingo'd LP12 fitted with an Ekos
arm and Arkiv cartridge amplified via
aMod Squad Phono Drive EPS. PreamSOUND
plifier was the remote-controlled Mark
The first thing Inoticed even before I
Levinson No.38S; comparison power
listened to any music was that, despite
amplifiers included Mark Levinson
its "Sustained Plateau Biasing:' the KSANo.20.6 monoblocks, the Krell KSA50S runs quite hot. A couple of hours of
2The sonic difference between these two jitter attenuators is interesting. The Sonic Frontiers has amore forward presentation, taking the Levinson setup in the
direction of the SFD-2 Mk.II, while the Audio Alchemy
makes the sound more laid-back but with alarger
soundstage. Which Iprefer depends on the music playing, with aslight nod given to the DTI.

3One comparison Ihad wished to do for this review
was to hear how the $3300 KSA-50S sounded against
the tubed Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A power
amplifier ($3495) that Wes Phillips likes so much. (See
his Follow-Up elsewhere in this issue.) Time constraints
meant that this comparison was not possible; it will follow next month.

rez' Vinyl reproduction ?
Here it is, the most amazing improvement
in record preamplification in decades!
To find out how to extract the treasures
hidden in record grooves, contact us
with details on your cartridge -tonearm
-turntable -preamplifier combination.

The ultimate for
less than 11$ 5K.
FM ACOUSTICS LTD.
Seestrasse 5A
8810 Horgen/Switzerland
Tel.: ..41/1/725 77 77
Fax: ..41/1/725 77 90
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operation at the highest bias setting
(which came on at apeak sound-pressure
level of exactly 90dB at the listening position with the 86.5dB-sensitive B&Ws),
and the enclosure became too hot for me
to keep my hand on for more than afew
seconds.
Compared with the Stereophile-owned
pair of Mark Levinson No.20.6es that
reside in my listening room, the Krell
'50S had anoticeably less extended,
weighty bass. This is hardly surprising,
considering the Levinson monoblocks
have fully regulated output-stage power

supplies and cost five times as much.
What did surprise me was that the KSA50S had amore liquid-sounding midrange. Eric Clapton's rather dead-sounding vocal on "Motherless Child," from
From the Cradle (Reprise 45735-2), was
more palpable, more solid. The difference was analogous to that between, say,
Kodak Tri-X film and Ilford FP-4: the
Levinsonfrri-X has acoarser grain structure but sounds/looks more dramatic; the
Krell/FP-4 is less dramatic but has both
afiner grain and asuperior rendition of
tonal dynamic range. With the KSA-50S,

however, the B&Ws sounded more like
the smallish speakers they really are.
Though the Krell sounded more polite
than the Levinsons, this was not significant on well-recorded percussiondominant tracks. "Waiting for the Buzz,"
for example, from Keith Tmy & Crosspulse
(Redwood RR 9401), mixes asteel-drum
lead into apercussive soup consisting of
congas, maracas/gourd, claves, and some
kind of struck stringed instrument.
Everything was audible via the KSA50S, yet was neither exaggerated nor
pushed unnaturally forward in the mix.

REAL-LIFE M EASUREMENTS
As mentioned by two readers in this
month's "Letters," amplifiers are used
to drive loudspeakers but are almost
exclusively measured into resistive
loads. The reasons for this are twofold: 1) real loudspeakers both produce neighbor-annoying sound levels
and tend to break when driven with
typical amplifier test signals; and 2)
the question as to which "standard"
loudspeaker should be used is impossible to answer—at least the conventional resistive loads are consistent
and repeatable.
However, the general point that an
amplifier should be measured into a
load similar to that of areal loudspeaker is avalid one. Loudspeakers
can be much more demanding than
resistive loads, as evidenced by Eric
Benjamin's 1993 paper, "Audio
Power Amplifiers for Loudspeaker
Loads," mentioned by Mr. Meraner
(p.27). We had been thinking about
how to implement this for some time,
when, as aresult of achance conversation, Ken Kantor of NHT and
Inteniationallensen sent us aspeaker
simulator he had been using.

Its circuit diagram is shown in fig.l.
Combinations of resistors, inductors,
and capacitors produce aload with
an impedance magnitude and phase
plot (fig.2) intended to represent a
typical two-way, sealed-box, 8ohm
loudspeaker. (The small-value resistors shown are the measured series
resistances of the coils.) The impedance peak in the bass is the equivalent
of the woofer's enclosure resonance;
the peakin the low treble is identical to that produced by acrossover
filter. The phase angles are also typical; note that the worst-case phase
never coincides with the lowest magnitude.
However, the rising impedance
above 5kHz, coupled with apositive
phase angle—intended, Iassume, to
be equivalent to the tweeter voice-coil
inductance—is almost never found in
areal speaker. Imodified the Kantor
circuit by adding aZobel network—a
resistor and capacitor in series—
across the input terminals (fig3). The
impedance magnitude and phase of
the modified simulator are shown in
fig.4—the load is now moderately

Fig.l Circuit of Ken Kantor loudspeaker simulator, intended to
represent atwo-way, sealed-box minimonitor with anominal
impedance of 8ohms.

I

demanding but not untypical. All Stereophile amplifier reviews will now
include measurements made with this
load. We shall see if significant differences emerge.
—John Atkinson
1,.....2101200.• Ph, .2, 00.

Fig.2 Kantor speaker simulator, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
10.112,

20, .0•02.2•0000

• 100, re 2,

20 000
10000

Fig.4 Modified Kantor speaker simulator,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Circuit of Ken Kantor loudspeaker simulator, modified to
include Zobel impedance compensation in the treble.
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were not as visceral as Iwas expecting—
particularly when compared with the
much-more-expensive Levinson No.20.6es.
In addition, while the '100S's upper bass
bloomed satisfyingly, this was perhaps
too much in absolute terms. The bass
guitar on "She Just Wants to Dance,"
from Keb' Mo's superb eponymous
debut album (Okeh/Epic EK 57863),
sounded rather indistinct, even considering that the B&W Silver Signatures are
themselves rather ripe in this region. The
synth bass line on Us3's "It's Like That:'
with its intriguing harmonic turn at the
top of the riff, sounded alittle behind the
beat, too boomy, with the '100S driving
the Silver Signatures.
Through its balanced inputs, the '50S
was 0.21dB less sensitive than the '100S.
Itherefore matched levels by always
KSA-50S VS. KSA-IOOS
increasing the Levinson preamp's outWhen Iauditioned the Krell KSA-100S
put by 0.2dB when the '50 was driving
before publishing Bob Deutsch's review
the B&Ws. In adirect comparison with
last September, Ifound, as did RD, that
the '100S, the '50S actually sounded
the '100S had aslight lack of dynamic
sweeter in the midrange. The smaller
drive. Ifelt this primarily to be afuncKrell, for example, made Barbara Hention of the amplifier's having arather
lightweight bass register—something I dricks' voice sound more delicate, less
forceful, as she navigated the tricky ornafound surprising in view of the reputaments and graces in the solo soprano part
tion of Krell amplifiers for powerful low
frequencies.
in the "Et incarnatus est," from Mozart's
Listening again to the KSA-100S after
unfinished C-Minor Mass (Peter Schreier,
an interval of several months, Iwas struck
Dresden Staatskapelle, Philips 426 273by the same signatura The extreme lows
2). The bigger amp, however, had more
Image depth was also excellent. Jim
Keltner's very natural-sounding drums
on Clapton's From the Cradle CD (a nice
engineering job on the band by Alan
Douglas) were set well back in the image,
with agood sense of space around them.
And the intro to Andreas Vollenweider's
Behind the Gardens—Behind the Wall—
Under the Tree. ..CD (CBS MK 37793)
was as wide, deep, and enveloping as I
have heard. All the little fetishistic sonic
details—the different characters of the
reverberation chambers used on the harp
and the percussion instruments, the differences between the bird sounds—were all
laid bare for inspection by the Krell's
combination of transparency and midrange sweetness.

• Not
• Not
• No
• No
• Not
• Not
• Not
• No

ola sense of ambient bloom around the
orchestra—perhaps due to its more expansive upper-bass balance.
The '50S did have abetter sense of
pace, however. The "fat potato" synth
line in the Us3 track mentioned earlier
boogied abit better via the more leansounding '50S. However, the persistent
hi-hat cymbal riff on this track sounded
more like real cymbals via the more
expensive amplifier. Other than in the
areas noted, these two amplifiers are very
close in their overall presentations.

KSA-50S VS. KSA-50

The original KSA-50 has only unbalanced inputs, so for the comparisons I
hooked it up with 10' lengths of unbalanced AudioTruth Lapis fitted-with RCA
jacks. The '50S was auditioned in balanced
mode so Iwouldn't have to plug and unplug RCA connections, with all the potential for blowing up speakers and amps
that that entails—hey, Iown the B&Ws
and one of the amplifiers, okay? The balanced 'S was 3.8dB more sensitive than
the unbalanced '50; again, levels were
matched to well within 0.01dB at 11(Hz.
Listening to the original '50, which I
haven't fired up in almost six years,
brought the memories flooding back.
The soundstage was wicked big; the bass
was wicked deep; the amp was wicked

fat
coloured
matching problems
unwanted filters (terminators or add-on boxes)
inflexible (no strain on receptables)
sensitive to interference
just "pseudo" -balar ced
hum, no noise, no grounding problems
You've never heard it so good!
Interface cables from
,9k4ee,7of Switzerland

Marketed worldwide by:
FM ACOUSTICS LTD., Seestr. 5A, CH-8810 Horgen/Switzerland, Tel: 41-1-725 7777; Fax: 41-1-725 7790
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GOOD! In the "Christe Eleison," from
the Mozart C-Minor Mass's "Kyrie,"
Barbara Hendricks soars to aglorious
climax. The old Krell allowed me to hear
her voice lighting up the surrounding
acoustic in adelightfully unambiguous
way. And in the opening of the "Kyrie,"
the pulse of the dotted rhythm pushed
the pace along.
The new Krell was significantly better
than its predecessor in one important
way: that gloriously liquid quality I
noted earlier made the earlier Krell sound
alittle "electronic" by comparison. Hendricks' voice acquired arather phlegmy
edge via the older amplifier; the '50S presented it with asignificantly more natural
character. The original KSA-50's high
frequencies were also grainier compared
with the KSA-50S, and slightly sibilant.
The new amplifier had altogether amore
civilized, more neutral sound, Ifound.
But when it came to the soundstage, the
Dresden walls weren't illuminated to
the same extent as they had been with the
old amp.
And the new amp lost something of
the sense of pace It wasn't that it couldn't
boogie at all, but when it did so, it was
definitely in a more mannered way.
Despite the more natural, less grainy presentation of the vocal, the combination
of bass guitar and kickdrum on "Tell

Discounted

Recordings!
We stock a comprehensive
list of 5,500+ jazz titles.
From imports to out of print
recordings, new releases
and reissues -we carry
everything that is Jazz!
Discounted prices on every
title! Special this month is
35 Limited Edition Blue
Note Collectors Classics
titles, $13.95. $2.00 off list.

Everybody IKnow," from the killer Keb'
Mo' album, for example, could officially
be classified as "polite" through the '50S.
Perhaps as Krell designer Dan D'Agostino and the rest of us baby boomers get
older, so does the sonic character of Krell
amplifiers keep pace with our shifting
desires.

M EASUREMENTS

Iprimarily measured the Krell KSA-50S
in its balanced mode. Unusually but
gratifyingly, Krell provided afull set
of Audio Precision measurements for
the review sample. (I wish more manufacturers did this!) The '50S's two bias
LEDs came on at 8ohm output power
levels of 765mW (red) and 25.2W (blue).
Though the KSA-505's heatsinks were
hot following the 1/
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, Icould still keep
my hand on them.
The KSA-50S's input impedance measured 49k ohms unbalanced, the same
for each leg of the balanced input; its output impedance was highish for asolidstate design at acalculated 0.28 ohms.
This was the same at 20kHz as it was at
20Hz, however. Voltage gain into 8ohms
measured 25.75dB, balanced or unbalanced. The KSA-50S is non-inverting
in the unbalanced mode; in the balanced, pin 2is the positive leg, pin 3the
negative. The S/N ratios measured an
excellent 94-95dB (unweighted, 22Hz22kHz, inputs shorted, ref. 1W into 8
ohms), these figures improving by another 5dB when A-weighted.
Its frequency response (fig.1) was wide,
dropping by just over 1c1B at 200kHz.
Fig.1 also shows the measured frequency
response into our standard dummy load
(see sidebar). The slight (+0.08dB,
-0.16dB) variation is due to the interaction between the '50S's output impedance and the load. Not surprisingly, the
shapes of lkHz and 10kHz squarewaves
(not shown) were textbook-perfect. The
Krell's channel separation (fig.2) was also
superb, that from Left to Right dropping
into the amplifier's noise floor at low fre*Meal RIMMOMM.
12811

quencies. It was alittle asymmetrical
between channels, however.
The Krell's distortion performance
was somewhat dependent on the bias
level selected: fig3 shows the manner in
which the THD +noise changes with
frequency at avoltage level of 2.83V into
8, 4, and 2ohms, and into our dummy
load. Though it does rise into the lower
impedances, it remains below 0.04%
across the audioband. As shown in fig.4,
the distortion content was predominantly
third-harmonic, though other odd-order
components were present, as shown in
fig.5. Again, the exact mix of harmonics
was somewhat dependent on signal and
bias level, and on load impedance. The
1
kHz difference component resulting
from the amplifier being fed an equal mix
of 19 and 20kHz tones remained below
-68dB, even when the apparently
bombproof amp was about to clip into
a4ohm load (not shown). Impressive.
Though the graphs supplied by Krell
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Fig.2 Krell KSA-505, crosstalk (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): balanced R—L and L—R
(10dB/vertical div.).
lame. wommAamoad(%).....o.....ne

Fig.3 Krell KSA-50S, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 20Hz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V into
dummy load, and I
W into 8ohms in
balanced mode (right channel dashed).
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Fig.I Krell KSA-50S, frequency response at IW
into 8ohms, in balanced mode (top), 2W
into 4ohms (bottom), and into dummy
load (top at 2kHz) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Krell KSA-50S, 'kHz waveform at 50W
into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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revealed asmooth increase in distortion
with increasing output power, my curves
(fig.6) featured some discontinuities,
these coincident with the points where
the bias switched. (The exact shapes of
these curves were very dependent on the
recent signal history and the resultant
heatsink temperature.) The distortion
content does rise to afew tenths of apercent when the amplifier is working hard
into low impedances, but the actual clipping power—defined as 1% THD+ N—
is well above specification, as revealed in
Table 1. My AC line voltage was rather
low when Itook these measurements; it
is quite possible that with ahigher line
voltage, you will be able to squeak afull
100W into 8 ohms from this "50W"
Kromeambourforadimmemmoomorr•••••

amplifier.
Apart from the rather high static distortion levels into lower impedances, the
KSA-50S features an impressive set of
measurements. It's alittle powerhouse
of an amp!

C ONCLUSION
While the Krell KSA-50S's bass is not
quite as awesomely kick-ass deep as the
earlier KSA-50, its midrange is one of the
best Ihave heard from a solid-state
design. Its imaging and soundstaging are
also both first-rate. The KSA-50S is one
civilized-sounding amplifier. And perhaps that's also my only real criticism:
that it has lost some of the slam, the
"Wham, Bam, thank you, Dan!," that
characterized the original KSA-50.
The KSA-50S is undoubtedly aconONI.D..4.1162Mou
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Fig.5 Krell KSA-50S, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 66W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, at -50.5dB (0.3%).

(Pk THD+N at IkHz)
Both Channels
Load
ohms
8

411.0

U

Table I Krell KSA-50S Clipping

(line)
4

W (dBW)

(19.4)

II2V
146

(line)

Driven

W (dBW)
(L)
87

One Channel

Driven

(18.6)

I11
V

(R)
86

(L)

(19.4)

91.7 (19.6)
II 3V

II
2V
145

(18.6)

160

(19.0)
II3V

IIIV
235

2

(17.7)
II 2V

(line)

tender, but its sonic character makes it
essential for you to audition it in the context of your own system. Recommended
—but news we've just received from
Krell could make this moot. Apparently
the KSA-50S might be discontinued in
September, duc to lack of demand: Krell
customers appear to be more prepared
to spend the big bucks for the bigger
amplifiers. Given the '50S's sweet sound
and massive power delivery, Ifeel that
this is apity.

erii11111111111111111!MM1111111111111111

Fig.6 Krell KSA-50S, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IOW):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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AUDIO ALCHEMY 0M -150 POWER AMPLIFIER
Lonnie Brownell
Solid-state stereo power amplifier with class-A/AB output stage and external power
supply (with opcional additional power-supply upgrade). Rated output power 150Wpc
into 8ohms (2I.8dBW), 250Wpc into 4ohms (2IdBW). Frequency response: 20Hz20kHz ±0.05d Slew rate: 275VIps. Maximum output current: 40A peak with optional
additional power supply, 80A peak. Dynamic headroom: I.5dB. THD: <0.08%.
Signal/noise ratio: 100dB, A-weighted. Overall negative feedback: 20dB. Weight: 35

lbs. Dimensions: 0M-150: 13.5" W by 14.5" Dby 3.5" H; PSU-150, PSU-150M: 4.5"
W by 14.5" I) by 3.5" H. Warranty: 2years limited. Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0M-150: 422139: optional additional power supply PSU-150M: 421168. Prices: 0M-150:
$1195; PSU-150M: $349. Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer. Audio
Alchemy, Inc.. 31133 Via Colinas, Suite Ill, Westlake Village, CA 91362. Tel: (818) 707-8504.
Fax: (818) 707-2610.

T

he alchemists at Audio Alchemy
have been putting together
unusual combinations of ideas
like "outboard digital converter" and
"affordable" for some time. Almost all
of their products have been in the realm
of the digital front-end, with DACs,
transports, and digital cables, but recently
they've started to dip their corporate toes
into analog waters with aphono preamplifier (!), aline-level preamp, and the
product I've been auditioning, the 0M150—a stereo power amplifier. The
0M-150—rated at 150W into 8ohms
and priced at $1195—appears to follow
in the Alchemy tradition of offering
good bang for your buck. Let's hook it
up to the "bang-o-meter" and see just
how much bang you do get.

Audio Archemy 0M-150 power amplifier

...
ah, well, you'll see.
Iused the single PSU for comparisons
with other amps. The standard PSU
connects via adedicated umbilical cord
to ajack on the back of the amp. The
PSU-150M upgrade has two of these
dedicated cables coming out of its backside; you plug the first PSU's cable into
ajack hanging off one of these, then plug
the other cable into the back of the amp.
This reroutes the lines that supplied both
channels in the one PSU setup to supply just one channel in the twin PSU
configuration. Each PSU has its own
On/Off switch and detachable power
cord.
The front panel is pretty low-key, with
the company name in the upper left corner, product model in the upper right
corner, agreen power LED and ared
clipping LED per channel low in the
middle, and the aforementioned muting
switch to the LEDs' left. The front panels
of the three boxes are curved on the ends
in such away that they nest with each
other, giving acool "jigsaw-puzzle" flair
to the setup. On the sides are heatsinks,
but they're actually covered down each
side, with holes on the top and bottom
for flow-through convection cooling.
The outside of the case runs warm but
not hot; stick your fingers down those
holes, though, and you'll pull them out
pretty quickly. And you can get the
amplifier in any color you want, so long
as you want black.

THE THING ITSELF
The 0M-150 is atwo- or three-box
item. Confused? Here's the scoop: When
you buy the amp, you get two boxes: a
little one that contains the power supply (PSU) and abig one that contains the
amp proper. Pop the top of the big box
and you'll see amirror-imaged layout,
with two separate circuit boards—one
on each side. The only connections
between them are apair of wires that
provide control for the front-panel
muting switch, ajumper that connects
the grounds, and awire that links the
thermal-protection circuits; so it's almost
like two amps in one box. If you want
true dual-mono, you can go get y'self a
second power supply, the PSU-150M,
for $349, and voilà, you're there—with
three boxes!
Audio Alchemy claims that this makes
the 0M-150 the first upgradeable power
amp; maybe so, in this exact way, but
other "upgradeable" amps exist, such as
some tube amps that can accept different
tube types or some recent solid-state
designs that can be converted to battery
power. Whatever, this may be the easiestto-upgrade amp on the market. As I TECH TALK
know you'll want to know, Itried it in
The folks at Audio Alchemy tell me to
both configurations—well, Itried to try
tell you that the circuit topology of the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995
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0M-150 provides an all-discrete, alldifferential signal path that's fully complementary from input to output, and
uses 20dB of negative feedback. The
output stage is run in class-AB, while the
preceding stages are run fully in classA. That output stage is biased high—
Alchemy's Peter Madnick says it'll stay
in class-A up to 15W, depending on the
load impedance.
Safe amplification (aka protection)
comes in the form of an active servo loop
that deals with DC offset, and acurrent
limiter that monitors the output for clipping or ashort-circuit condition, in
which case the bias is lowered; but there
are no fuses or relays to get in the way of
the signal. That power supply uses more
than 30,000g of capacitance divided
into three stages of regulation, and allows
the 0M-150 to produce 40 amperes of
peak current.
TRUSTED ASSOCIATES
LPs were spun on aLinn Axis 'table with
Basik Plus arm (with the stock Linn cable
to the preamp) holding on tightly to a
Shure V-15 Type 5MR cartridge. The
'table sits atop aBright Star Audio Big
Rock isolation device (with my homemade poured-resin feet in between),
which itself (and all other components,
save the amps) rests on an Arcici Superstand.
CDs were fed at an alarming rate to
my trusty old Magnavox CDB-560
player, used as atransport. Digital signals passed through an Illuminati Data/
Video Flex digital cable to an Audio
Alchemy DTI, then via an Illuminati
173

Data Flex Studio digital cable to an
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box, the
analog result passing to the preamp—an
Audible Illusions Modulus 2A—via
Aural Symphonies As-One interconnect.
The other power amps in my life were
by PSE: avintage Studio II and acurrentmodel Studio IV, this the actual sample
reviewed by TJN in May (Vol.18 No.5,
p.111).
Signals ran to the selected amp via
a longish run of AudioQuest Ruby.
Speaker cable? Phoenix Gold 12awg or
Goertz MI 1, neither biwired. Speakers
de la casa were apair of Vanderstecn 2Cs
on Super Vanderstands and apair of
Thiel CS.5s. Everything was plugged-in
to an Audio Power Industries Power
Wedge 116. Ilet the amps cook for about
aweek before Idid any serious listening.

TAKE I
The first sample Igot was dead in one
channel right outra the box. This was
okay, 'cause it allowed me to call the everhelpful service folks at Alchemy, who've
always been sweet to deal with, even in
my civilian past. "Dusty:' Iwhined, "this
amp you guys sent me—it's dead in one
channel. Great for mono, but tough for
stereo."
"Oh, that's not good. We'll send you
another one that only has one channel,
then you'll have stereo!"
"HAHAHAHA!"
"HAHAHAHA!"
The problem had to do with those two
leerle wires that connect the two boards
together for the muting function; actually, the wires were fine, but the connector that said wires attached to was flaky;
the result was permanent muting in one
channel. In any event, anew unit was in
my hands within acouple of days.

TAKE 2
I'll start with aconclusion and work my
way backward: The 0M-150 struck me
as being more tube-like than solidstate-ish. The midrange was lush, with
ahint of that 3-D roundness voodoo that
tubes do so well. Notice Isaid "hint"—
the 0M-150 didn't quite get all the way
there, but it was in the 'hood.
It also produced agood sense of depth,
arraying instruments at various levels
from front to back. These qualities combined to keep instruments well-focused
and delineated from one another. Nothing from the upper-mids on up stuck out
as being too forward, but neither were
they rolled off—like Goldilocks said,
they were just right.
The bass was warm and full; perhaps
too full—at least with the Vandersteens,
which Iused for most of my listening.
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It was actually rather pleasant and, well,
seductive, and it helped to give anice
sense of bloom and room ambience to
classical recordings. For example, on the
Classic Records LP reissue of Reiner and
the Chicago Symphony performing
Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra, when
the basses and cellos pluck asingle note
together, the sound rolled around the
room like abig cloud, defining the space.
Also, the 0M-150 gave baritone rocker/
folk-singer Dave Alvin, on his excellent
King of Cagornia album (Hightone
HCD-8054), an altogether appropriate
weight and body.
However, in another example of
plucked string bass—that on "lord, lord,
lord," from Cyrus Chestnut's Revelation
(Atlantic Jazz 82518-2)—the attack, the
initial snap of the string, was tight and
taut; but the note that followed was alittle too much in bloom and seemed disconnected from the twang that started
it. The result of this lag was that uptempo
tunes felt disjointed, as if the drummer
and bass player were groggy—the pace
was alittle off.'
Ispent some time comparing the
0M-150 with the PSE Studio II. The
differences between these two amps were
dramatic: the Studio II exhibited classic
solid-state stylings, while the 0M-150's
presentation was lush. The Studio II flattened perspective and bathed everything
in an electronic mist; the 0M-150 presented the instruments in amost clearly
defined, well-differentiated manner. For
example, on the Telarc recording of Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky with Previn and
the Los Angeles Philharmonic (Telarc
CD-80143), there's an oboe in the opening movement that carries amournful
tune; when the strings came up to join
it, with the Studio II the oboe lost its
identity among the strings. When played
through the 0M-150, Mr. Oboe continued to stand out as aunique voice.
But hey, kids, even better is what the
0M-150 does for crunchy, congested
rock. "Live Forever," from Oasis's Definitely Maybe CD (Epic EK 66431),
sounded just like asolid blur with the
Studio II; but with the 0M-150 in the
chain, it suddenly became clear that this
really is arecording ola band, composed
of different people playing different
instruments! Wow! Cool!
Some of this difference in clarity and
focus between the amps could be attributed to—or described by—the seem-

Go FOR TWO
So what's up with the second power
supply? The one-page (but doublesided) user's guide says that if the clipping lights come on frequently, perhaps
you should consider getting the second
PSU. Well, maybe, but 40 amps (which
the amp is specified as being capable of
with the single PSU) is alot of current!
Itried alittle experiment where, using
arecording of asingle bass-drum ka-boom
(on the Delos recording of the Seattle
Symphony performing Hovhaness' Mt.
St. Helens Symphony), Ifound the lowest
volume setting at which clipping would
occur; 2it was the same setting with one
or two PSUs. In most (but not all) cases,
the extra current isn't going to help when
clipping is aproblem. No, the reason
you'd want to get that second PSU is to
go "dual-mono."
And what about the dual-mono thing?
True, when you add in the second PSU,
there are two power cords, two on-off
switches, and the left'n'right circuit
boards hardly even look at each other. So
doesn't that mean that you have, like, two
mono amps in one box? Okay, three
boxes. Well, dontcha?
Itried another experiment-1 turned
off one power supply. The power light
went out on one channel, and so did the
sound. In both channels. Itried it the
other way and got the same effect—one

IWhen Ivisited Lonnie to audition the Audio Alchemy,
Ifound his description of its character right on. In fact,
its rather slow, rather weighty bass was exactly what
afriend of mine refers to as a"fat potato" sound. While
Iinstinctively knew what this weird phrase meant the
first time Iheard it, Ihave no idea of the derivation. —JA

2My Radio Shack digital sound-pressure-level meter,
set to hold the highest reading, told me Iwas getting
a101dB peak for that whack, and that Iwas bubbling
up to about 103dB during the later part of the third
movement—which, with its ongoing drumming, must
qualify as the "In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" of modern
orchestral music.
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ingly different spectral emphasis of each
amp. The Studio II was forward, aggressive, lean, and quick, with atonal balance
that seemed shifted toward the upper frequencies. The 0M-150 was none of
these things: alittle bit laid-back, warm,
with atonal balance that seemed shifted
toward the lower frequencies and, in
comparison at least, slow.
In fact, that's the one area in which the
Studio II consistently showed up the
0M-150: rhythmic drive. When Ilistened to Green Day's "Longview," from
their Dookie LP (Reprise 45529-1), with
the Studio II, Idid the seated mosh; with
the 0M-150, Isure dug the roomful of
toms and the righteous presentation of
Billy Joe's vocals, but I
just couldn't find
the beat. Later, listening only to the 0M150, Inoticed myself unconsciously getting into the rhythm (but not with total,
arm-pumping, leg-bouncing, headbanging abandon). However, when the two
amps were played side by side, the difference was not subtle.
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light on, no sound from either channel.
This seemed odd, so Icalled up AA's
Peter Madnick and asked him about it.
Uh oh ...
it would appear that the connecting cord in the second PSU was miswired, resulting in the plus and minus
supplies from each PSU going to a
different channel.
The result is afunctional amp but
without the benefits of true dual-mono
operation. This may explain why my
comparisons with one vs two power supplies yielded little difference: Iexpected
the largest benefits to be those accrued
from having two separate power supplies, which this setup didn't provide.
Yes, Virginia, there will be aFollow-Up;
but for now, we'll stick with just one
PSU.
One other thing. The power supplies,
one or two, hum. Mechanically. On
occasion Icould hear them from the
listening position—a good 8' or so
away—but only when it was dead silent
in the room (and again, only on occasion;
they seem to "sing" at different levels at
different times). This may prove problematic if you're planning on using the
0M-150 as ahigh-tech listening-room
hassock—or if your listening position is
otherwise unusually close to your amp.
THE RELATIVES DROP IN
Just then, the PSE Studio IV showed up.
Sure looks familiar: the endcaps arc tie'n
'tails black lacquer instead of the downhome chunks of wood on the Studio II;
but other than that you can tell they came
from the same gene pool. After letting
it cook for just afew hours Ifigured I'd
give aquick listen to see if it was functional. It was. And. ..well ...
it sounded
much more like the 0M-150 than like
the Studio II! It had that warm'n'round
thing going on—just like the 0M-150.
Maybe this is atrend in Modern, Affordable, Quality Solid-State Amp Design.
It certainly shows that PSE was welljustified in changing the model name
from the Studio II to the Studio IV. Time
to hunker down and do some real comparisons—again.
Yeah, it's true, the Studio IV is closer
to the 0M-150 than to its cousin, the
Studio II; but it's still got some of the
family temperament. On Billie Holiday's
"Day In/Day Out," from her Songfor Distingue Lovers LP (a French Verve), the
0M-150 was darker and again showed
more front-to-back layering; those drums
weren't just quieter, they were actually
farther back.
When Iswitched to the Studio IV, the
band picked up their instruments and
moved into asingle line across the stage;
it was also as if someone turned the lights
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

62702-2) he'd borrowed' The case was
pretty much fragged, and the CD itself
had skidded across the pavement and had
afew nicks in it. Tim was begging forgiveness and offering to buy me anew
copy. "Eh, don't worry," Ireassured him.
"The case can be replaced. Let me see if
it plays; I'll let you know."
Iput it on and read while listening.
Sinead O'Connor singing "The Foggy
Dew" drew my attention away from the
paper, her voice floating between the
speakers like afeather on abreeze, the
Chieftains' accompaniment dark and
ominous. As O'Connor sang the lament
of the Irish patriots who died in the
Easter uprising of 1916, Ifelt myself
MATCHMAKING
getting all worked up, and, well. ..
let's
So now I'm thinking maybe the Vandersteens aren't the best match up for the leave it at that. No, really, that was just
something in my eye. It was ahelluva
0M-150. The 'steens tend to be on the
dark side themselves, and they can be a performance—by both the musicians
and the system. Whew.—Lonnie Brownell
little "woofy"; Iwonder if something
alittle lighter, alittle tighter, mightn't
MEASUREMENTS FROM TJN
be amore synergistic partner for the
Following the 1/
3-power, one-hour pre0M-150?
Just as these thoughts were forming conditioning test, the Audio Alchemy
0M-150's heatsinks were very warm to
behind my furrowed brow, the Fed-Ex
the touch, but they could still be comfairy bestowed upon me apair of Thiel
fortably touched for an extended period.
CS.5s.3 How fortuitous! The CS.5, the
The 0M-150's input impedance meaitty-bitty guy in Titiel's lineup of floorsured just over 40k ohms. Its output
standing speakers, is aported two-way
design with a6.5" woofer and 1" metal- impedance was on the low side at around
dome tweeter. Thiels are known for 0.085 ohms through the bass and midbeing quick and airy, which is just what range, increasing to 0.12 ohms at 20kHz.
The 0M-150 is non-inverting, apositiveIwas looking for.
Without further ado, this was abetter going input resulting in apositive-going
match. The basic character of the amp output.
The voltage gain of the 0M-150 meadidn't change, and its intrinsic warmth
worked well with the little Thiels. In sured 29dB into 8ohms. Its DC offset
fluctuated considerably but was still quite
direct comparison, the 0M-150 still
seemed just awee bit slower than the low at its maximum: approximately
Studio IV, but not by much. On loud, 3.6mV in the left channel, 4.2mV in
bright, and aggressive (but nice!) rock— the right. Signal/noise (ref. 1W into 8
ohms) measured 86.9dB over a22Hzsuch as "Car Song" and "Connection,"
from Elastica's eponymous album (DGC 22kHz bandwidth unweighted (91dB
24728)—the duskier character of the A-weighted), and 78dB with awider,
10Hz-50kHz, window unweighted
0M-150 was awelcome relief, as the IV
proved alittle too forward with the (90.7dB A-weighted).
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
Thiels. And on that Cyrus Chestnut cut,
the attack of the bass and the following
4Worth getting for the Ry Cooder cuts alone. —JA
note were back together again, arm in
arm like old buddies.
CRASH! "DANGIT! Owwwww!"
Uh oh ...
that didn't sound so good
(it came from outside, not from the system). Rushing out, Ifound my 16-yearold neighbor, Tim (we refer to him as
"son," since he spends alot of time here),
dusting himself off and muttering various
unhappy things. Tim's an accomplished
skateboarder, and he'd just done someFig.I Audio Alchemy 0M-150, frequency
thing he rarely does: he fell. He was on
response at IW into 8ohms (top at
his way over to our place to return The
50kHz), at 2W into 4ohms (bottom at
Chieftains' The Long Black Veil CD (RCA
50kHz), and into simulated amplifier load

on—a lighter presentation. On "Barn
Burning," from King of Cahfornia, there
was just atouch of dryness to the cymbals, harp, and Dave's vocals via the IV;
the same was not evident through the
0M-150.
As for the pace thing, the 0M-150
seemed just ahair slow compared to the
IV, which is itselfjust alittle relaxed—at
least compared to the "chihuahua after
adouble latte" speed-warp of the Studio
II. The bass presentation of the IV was
tighter and better defined than that of the
0M-150 and fuller than that of the II,
providing the best of both worlds.
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3Review forthcoming—you bet!
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Find out
how good
your
system
REALLY
is...with
the new
Test CD 3
from Stereophile!
The completely new Test CD 3is the audiophile's essential companion:
Groove to great performances in natural

Check for colorations and resonances.

audiophile sound from Airto Mordra and the
Gods of Jazz, Robert Silverman, Dean Peer,

Experience aFormula 1Grand Prix in U-R-There
binaural sound.

Doug MacLeod, Jimmy Rogers, Sara K., Dick
Hyman, and the Empire Brass Quintet!

See if you can hear the effects of microphone
"shuffling."

Home in on your Home Theater's balance.

Try out HDCD® and surround-sound—encoded

Set up your stereo speakers by ear.

music tracks.

Settle on your system's soundstaging.
Burn-in your components with aunique

Does noise-shaping make digital sound better?
Does data reduction make digital sound worse?

noise signal.

And more...

Test CD 3is Stereophile's best yet—you needed it yesterday!

Reserve your copy of Test CD 3!
Name
Address

City

Please send me

copy(ies) of Test CD 3

(+)

Shipping &Handling

(=)

Total this order

El

Charge my:

(x)

$3.50/order U.S. and Canada

State

Zip

$9.95 each
$8/order Foreign (airmail)

III Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
D MasterCard
D Visa
D Am Ex

Credit Card Number

Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereophile

PO. Box 5960

Santa Fe, NM 87502
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Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

the 0M-150. Note that, with our new
test load, which simulates areal loudspeaker impedance (see more on this in
JA's Krell KSA-50S review elsewhere in
this issue), the change in the response is
minimal—a slight dip at 5kHz and a
barely perceptible rise at 10kHz. The
low-output impedance of the 0M-150
keeps such load-dependent frequencyresponse variations to aminimum. The
10kHz squarewave shown in fig.2 indicates agood risetime with only asmall,
damped overshoot. A very small, almost
invisible overshoot was also seen in the
otherwise excellent lkHz squarewave
(not shown).
The crosstalk shown in fig3 (with one
power supply) indicates good performance, with only asmall, inconsequential difference between the channels.
The THD +noise vs frequency curves
are plotted in fig.4. The distortion is low,
though with the commonly seen rise at
higher frequencies. The distortion with
our simulated loudspeaker load is very

similar to the 8ohm result. The lkHz
distortion waveform into 2ohms (fig.5)
is primarily second-harmonic, some
noise, and smaller high-order content.
The waveforms into 8and 4ohm loads
are essentially the same, but with a
greater proportion of noise.
The Audio Alchemy's output spectrum while reproducing 50Hz into 4
ohms at 167W (2/3 rated power into this
load) is shown in fig.6. This is an excellent
result. Only the second harmonic—at
-71dB, or about 0.03%—is greater than
-80dB. Fig.7 shows asimilar spectrum
but at 100W (2/3 the rated 8ohm power)
into our simulated loudspeaker load. The
artifacts into the simulated load are
higher than into apure resistance—even
at the lower power. The highest-level
artifact is now the third harmonic at
150Hz—at -59dB, or just over 0.1%.
Fig.8 shows the intermodulation
products resulting from acombined
19+ 20kHz signal at 145W into 4ohms
Aullo Newsy IN: INN Num. e 0k*/ Into 2MIMS

fine In

Fig.2 Audio Alchemy 0M-150, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into resistive load.
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Fig.5 Audio Alchemy 0M-150, 'kHz waveform
at 4W into 2ohms (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.3 Audio Alchemy 0M-150, crosstalk: R-L
(bottom), L-R (I OdB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Audio Alchemy 0M-150, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 167W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Audio Alchemy 0M-150, THD+noise (%)
vs frequency at (from bottom to top at
2kHz): 2.83V intaa simulated loudspeaker
load, IW into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
4W into 2ohms.
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Fig.7 Audio Alchemy 0M-150, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 100W into
simulated loudspeaker load (linear
frequency scale).
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—the closest Icould get to 2/3 rated
power before visible signs of clipping
appeared with this input signal. Most of
the artifacts are clustered around -80dB,
with only the lkHz artifact noticeably
higher (-69.5dB, or about 0.03%). At
86W into 8ohms (not shown), the only
artifact above -80dB is also at lIcHz, this
time at -76dB, or about 0.015%.
The 1
kHz, THD+N percentage vs
output power curve is shown in fig.9.
The only point worth noting here is that
the 0M-150's power capabilities decrease significantly with aload of less
than 4ohms. It still has auseable output
into 2ohms, however, so would likely
perform satisfactorily driving loudspeakers that dip close to 2ohms over
limited portions of the frequency range

The 0M-150's discrete clipping levels
(at 1% THD+N) are shown in Table 1.
The 0M-150, with the single exception of its decreasing output capabilities
into loads of under 4ohms, turned in a
first-rate set of measurements—measurements that would certainly be considered good ones even in afar more
expensive amplifier. —Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSION FROM LB

Audio Alchemy's 0M-150 power amplifier has agood thing going from the
midrange on up, with outstanding spatial
presentation, asultry film-noir ambience,
and ageneral lack of glare or harshness.
It also packs ample punch and power
into an attractive package.
The downside is in the bass, which
struck me as alittle too much ola good

thing, and which can, given the right (or
wrong) system, put adrag on the flow
of the music. If the bass and the pace
were tighter, I'd be doing the printed
equivalent of howling from the rooftops
that this is the amp of your dreams, whoever you may be.
But, because they are the way they are,
I'll say that if your setup is already on the
warm and woolly side, the 0M-150 may
not be your first choice. If you find your
system admirably neutral in the lower
regions, and you'd like something tubelike that ain't tubes, then the Audio Alchemy 0M-150 might work for you—
it's worth alisten. Finally, if you've been
wondering how to add agolden glow to
atoo-lean setup—hey, man, here ya go!
—Lonnie Brownell

Table I Audio

Alchemy 0M-150 Clipping

(1% THD+N at I
kHz)

Load
ohms

Fig. 8Audio Alchemy 0M-150. HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 145W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig. 9Audio Alchemy 0M0-150, distortion (% vs
output power (W) into (from bottom to
top at 100W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

Both Channels
Driven
W (d8VV)
(L)
(R)

8
169.6 (22.3) 169.8 (22.3)
(line)
I
I9V
I
I9V
4
259.5 (21.1) 264.2 (21.1)
(line)
121V
I
I
9V
2
(line)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
195.9 (22.9)
12IV
325 (22.1)
121V
172.6 (16.4)
I
I9V
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WANTED

FOR NEW BUSINESS/VENTURE
We are a successful consumer electronics manufacturing group in
Hong Kong. Publicly listed in1991, it has enjoyed continuous growth
through a diversified product base. Backed by the group's ample
resources, it is expanding into the field of high fidelity audio.
We are seeking design engineer/proprietor as partner to
jointly develop the business. To compete internationally innovative
thinking in product and marketing will be afeature of the relationship.
Focus is on high fidelity home entertainment audio, amarket of large
growth potential. As such traditional analog and digital
surround audio expertise are highly desirable.
If you are an experienced design engineer with good industry
experience, or an innovative audiophile company looking to expand
your business, we very much like to talk to you. Interested parties
please write to :The Director, Concept Marketing Consultant
Ltd.,Room
101A, 1/F, Valley Centre, 80-82 Morrison Hill Road, Hong Kong.
Tel :(852) 27742888
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Fix: (852) 23631663
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Falcon House
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Sheffield, S6 INJ
England
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Fax: 1142852657

o
Distributed in
the U.S. by
Pro Audio Ltd.
Tel.: (708) 526-1646
Fax: (7081 526-1669
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JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP
MODEL 2POWER AMPLIFIER
Robert Deutsch

Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Power output: 75W into 8ohms (18.75dBW), 150W
into 4ohms (18.75dBVV). Power bandwidth: 0.5Hz-160kHz -3dB. THD+noise: <0.05%
at rated power. Damping factor >100, 20Hz-20kHz, 8ohms, equivalent to an output
impedance of less than 0.08 ohms. Output current: 20A continuous, 35A pealt. Overall
gain and sensitivity: 26dB or 32dB; 141mV or 72mV (1W, 8ohms). Input impedance:

consumption: 25W standby; 225W idle; 400W maximum. Dimensions: 17.5" W by
14.15" Dby 5.25" H. Weight 47 lbs. VVarranty: 5years, parts and labor. Serial number
of unit reviewed: A20150. Price: S5800. Approximate number of dealers: 29. Manufacturer Jeff Rowland Design Group, Inc., P.O. Box 7231, Colorado Springs, CO 80933.
Tel: (719) 473-1181. Fax: (719) 633-4158.

36k ohms or 600 ohms. Common-mode rejection ratio: >60dB 20Hz-20kHa. Power

I

remember having aconversation
with an audiophile some time ago
about the thorny subject of choosing an amplifier. He was convinced, on
the basis of an article he had read in Stereo
Review, that all amplifiers of agiven
power rating sound pretty much the
same. Although he was sufficiently well
off to buy just about anything on the
market, he didn't want to waste his
money. He chose the amplifier for his
system by going through the Audio
Andual Directory Issue, calculating the
price:watt ratio for each amplifier that
was listed, and then bought the amplifier
with the lowest price/watt figure that had
enough power to drive his speakers. He
didn't do any comparative listening and
didn't consider buying anything that cost
more for the same power, because he
knew already that it wouldn't sound any
different.
The memory of that conversation
came back to me after arecent chat with
another audiophile, who had heard that
Ihad aRowlancil Model 2for review and
asked me if Ididn't think the Rowland
was too expensive for its power output.
The Stereophile Reviewer's Oath made me
bite my tongue—the Oath has been
responsible for a lot of chewed-up
tongues—and Itold him that he'd just
have to wait for the published review to
find out what Ithink of the Rowland
Model 2.
How do you define value in an audio
component? For an amplifier, power
output is obviously important, but it's
not the only criterion; otherwise, we'd
all be selecting our amplifiers strictly by
price:watt ratios. The Rowland Model
2's $5800 for 75W puts it above the 95th
percentile of amplifier price:watt ratios,2
although it's the least expensive amplifier
from Rowland. Is it worth the money?
IThankfully, the Rowland Design Group is still headed
by Jeff Rowland, so we don't have to go through that
"Are we talking about the Man or the Corporation"
nonsense (cf Mark Levinson, Carver).
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Can you get sound that's as good or better from amplifiers that cost much less?
Is this review going to provide the answers,
or are these merely rhetorical questions?

DESCRIPTION &DESIGN
Smallish, very heavy for its size, with
classic proportions, and impeccably finished. Beauty, of course, is in the eye of
the beholder, but in this beholder's eye,
the Rowland Model 2is one beautiful
piece of equipment. Everything about
it says quality. All chassis components,
including the 3/
4"-thick front panel, are
made of machined aluminum alloy; fit'n'finish are second to none. Dimensional
accuracies are said to be held to within
0.005" tolerance; dimensional ratios are
designed to be "golden mean" nondivisible, and the size of each cooling fin is nonharmonically related to the adjacent fin.
The construction of the Model 2
2The percentile estimate is just aguess. Ididn't plot a
frequency distribution of price:watt ratios. After all, this
is just an intro. Anyway, price:dBW ratios would be
more meaningful but still misleading.

reveals an almost fanatical devotion to
resonance control. The two toroidal
power transformers are enclosed within
amachined-aluminum tube, which is
physically isolated via large Neoprene
0-rings and sandwiched between two
machined subchassis structures spanning
the entire length of the amplifier. Powersupply capacitors are rigidly clamped to
the subchassis. The critical audio circuitry is contained in plug-in potted
modules, which are themselves clamped
in place by aluminum bars. The top panel
fits the chassis exactly and is held firmly
in place by aset of bolts/washers.
Finally, Rowland provides both machined metal cones and Sorbothane discs
for achoice of coupling or decoupling
support. (I used the metal cones.) The
effect of all this resonance control is obvious when you tap or knock on the
amplifier: all you get is avery dull thud
(and sore knuckles).
Both the front and the rear of the
amplifier have clear, uncluttered layouts.
The front panel has only an illumi-

Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 2power amplifier
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NEW 2- CD SET FROM Stereophile!
ENJOY A FULL-LENGTH RECITAL IN YOUR LISTENING ROOM —
CAPTURED IN RICH, NATURALLY REVERBERANT SOUND!

Robert Silverman
Works by Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach

I

PROGRAM
Schumann: Sonata No. 3in f, Op. 14
J.S. Bach: from The Well-Tempered Clavier,
Book One
Prelude in E-flat Minor
Fugue in D-sharp Minor
Prelude in E-flat Major
Fugue in E-flat Major
Schubert: Six Moments Musicaux, D. 780
Chopin: Barcarolle, Op.60

es stunning—the new 2-CD set from Stereophile
featuring famed Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman. Enjoy afull-length recital, including
Schumann's seldom-recorded Sonata No. 3in f,
Op. 14—the so-called "Concerto without
Orchestra."
Piano recordings are among the hardest
to get right—but thrilling when they are!
Produced, engineered, and edited by
StereophihisJohn Atkinson, with Robert
Harley, this recording captures these
magical performances in stunningly
lifelike sound—rich, warm, natural
timbres and plenty of ambience.
The release includes aBonus
Track— "Mapping the Soundstage" —
to help you check your system's
soundstaging and ability to reproduce image depth. Best of all, the
price is just $15.95 for two CDs.

Li Yes! Iwant Robert Silverman to play in my listening room!
(The recording is THAT good—guaranteed!)
Please send me
copy(ies) of Concert
$15.95 each = $
Shipping & Handling ($3 per order, U.S. and Canada; $8 per order foreign airmail)

s/h = $
Total: $

Check payable to Stereophile in U.S. dollars.
Charge my:

CI Visa

CI MasterCard

AmEx

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Name

(Please Print)

Name
Address

City
State
Zip
Mail this coupon to: Silverman Concert, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Please allow up to 6weeks for shipment—we'll try to ship sooner!
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nated power button—no meters or flashing LEDs, thank you very much—which
switches between Operate and Standby.
The rear is dominated by a1.5"-diameter
fitting that looks as though it's for hooking up acentral vac. In fact, it's the socket
for the cable that will connect the Model
2to the optional battery power supply
(to be available this summer). The Model
2 has XLR balanced inputs only, but
Rowland provides aneat pair of XLRto-RCA adaptors; the Model 2can be
driven balanced or unbalanced. (Rowland follows the convention of having
pin 3on the XLR connector as positive
so that comparisons with equipment
having the more common, ANSI-standard, pin-2-positive assignment involved
reversing the absolute phase to compensate.)
One toggle switch allows for selection
of low-impedance (600 ohm) or highimpedance (36k ohm) operation; another
the choice of 26dB or 32dB gain. Iused
the Model 2with the high-impedance,
low-gain settings. The rest of the space
on the rear panel is taken up by asingle
pair of Cardas binding posts (they have
enough clearance to allow biwiring), a
socket for the optional remote control,
an LEC 320 socket (for aheavy-duty 20
amp power cord), and an AC fuse.
Jeff Rowland was one of the first audio
designers to tout the benefits of fully
balanced (differential) circuitry; needless
to say, the Model 2is not one of those
amps that has balanced inputs but whose
circuit topology is actually unbalanced.
A fully balanced design like Rowland's
requires essentially double the components of an unbalanced design; this is
undoubtedly part of the reason for the
Model 2's cost. The circuit topology is
of the current-feedback rather than the
more common voltage-feedback type—
an approach that, according to Rowland,
offers wider bandwidth, very fast settling
time, and low distortion at all frequencies.
The output section features four individually selected bipolar transistors per
phase per channel, totaling 16 transistors
overall. A sophisticated temperature
sensing circuit optimizes bias. The Model
2's output stage operates in class-AB
rather than class-A. jeffRowland believes
that awell-designed class-AB design can
perform as well as aclass-A, without the
penalty of high power consumption and
heat generation. In common with many
high-end amplifiers, the Model 2has no
overall loop feedback.
All amplifiers have transformers in the
power supply, and tube amplifiers have
transformers on the output side (except,
of course, if they're the output-transformer-less variety); the Rowland Model
STEREOPMLE, AUGUST 1995

2is unusual in having transformers in the
signal path on the input side. The input
transformer features proprietary winding
techniques and high-percentage nickel
core materials. The claimed advantages
of using an input signal transformer
include total isolation of ground currents,
effective RFI filtering, pure resistive loading, response bandwidth to 200kHz, a
common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR)
greater than 60dB at 20kHz, extremely
low distortion (<0.01% at 20Hz), and
insensitivity to awide range of source
impedances.
The power supply itself features toroidal transformers with lower flux density
than conventional designs (1.5 Tesla at
50Hz, if you must know); 260,000uF
capacitance; and separate regulated positive/negative supplies for input, output,
and "housekeeping" functions. Rowland
points out that the advantages of balanced
operation include a50% reduction in
power-supply voltage, which permits
more reliable high-speed operation.

strategically placed RoomTunes and Tube
Traps, with some sound-absorbing
material covering the wall behind the
listening seat.

SOUND

One of the problems in reviewing audio
equipment is that it's sometimes difficult to be sure of the extent to which the
"sound" of aparticular component represents an interaction between the component and the rest of the system, rather
than being the sound of the component
per se. To guard against errors of this sort,
it's important to use matching components that are as neutral and accurate as
possible so that deviations from the
absolute sound can be attributed to the
Device Under Test.
Still, if an amplifier being tested is disappointing, one wonders if it would have
performed better with adifferent set of
associated equipment 3or if one found the
right tweak that would allow it to sing.
Of course, if an unfavorable interaction
is suspected, the reviewer will try swapping components, changing cables, and
SYSTEM
tweaking the setup, but there's apracAnalog fans may consider me atraitor
tical limit to this, and one can question
to the Cause, but most of my listening
whether the typical consumer should be
to the Rowland Model 2was done with
expected to follow this path. (Actually,
digital sources. Because of Rowland's
commitment to balanced operation, I my feeling is that, if acomponent needs
to have everything tweaked to afarewanted to listen to it in the context of
thee-well, there's something wrong with
other balanced components, and Ididn't
the design.)
have on hand any phono preamp with
From the reviewer's perspective, the
abalanced output. The line-stage prebest situation is one in which the comamps Iused—both fully balanced—were
ponent sounds so good right off the bat
the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 and the Balthat there's little or no need for tweakanced Audio Technology VK-5 (review
ing or substitution of components. This
in the works). Idid spend abit of time
was the case with the Rowland Model
listening to unbalanced phono (fully
2. Listening to track 3of the first Chesky
updated Linn LP12, Ittok, AudioQuest
AQ 700Onsx) through the Convergent Jazz Sampler with the Model 2in the
system for the first time (after afew
Technology SL-1 Signature and found
that this combination worked well, withhours' warm-up), my immediate impression was of alevel of detail and transout any noise problems or other negaparency that went beyond anything I
tive side-effects attributable to the mixhad heard previously in my system. It
ing of unbalanced and balanced operation.
was an impression that was to persist
Digital source was aPS Audio Lambda
throughout the extended evaluation
transport and Sonic Frontiers UltraJitperiod.
terbug feeding aSonic Frontiers SFD2 processor, replaced late during the
Now, it may be that Ihappened to hit
on aparticularly synergistic system interaudition period by the HDCD*-equipped
Mk.II version. (Love that HDCD!) The
action (Rowland and Dunlavy are both
located in Colorado Springs, so it could
digital links were the latest-series TARA
have something to do with that mounLabs RSC AES/EBU. All digital equiptain air), but Iwasn't about to search for
ment was plugged-in to aTice Series II
components that would make the Model
line conditioner; the preamp and power
2sound worse!
amp were plugged-in to separate, dediIn any case, my impression of the
cated AC lines. Interconnects and power
Rowland Model 2was the same with any
cables were TARA Labs RSC; speaker
of the three preamps, two D/A procescables included TARA Labs RSC and
Dunlavy Audio Labs Z-6. Speakers were
3Given anegative review, Standard Manufacturer's
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IVs (see
Comment No.2 is: "It's obvious that our product
reviews in Vol.17 No.4 and Vol.18 No3).
allowed the reviewer to hear, for the first time, the colMy 16' by 14' by 7.5' listening room has
orations of his system!'
WorldRadioHistory
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sors, and the two sets of loudspeaker
cables that were part of the system at one
time or another. Ialso know that it wasn't
amatter of the Model 2somehow compensating for loudspeaker colorations:
the Dunlavy SC-IV is as neutral and
accurate as just about any speaker out
there, with alinearity of impedance,
amplitude, and phase response that makes
it ideal for identifying the sound of other
components—especially amplifiers.
Rowland electronics have had areputation for sounding "dark," with atop
end on the soft side of neutral. A couple
of years ago Ihad a sample of the
Rowland Consonance preamp to compare with some preamps Iwas reviewing; although Iliked the Consonance
quite alot, Ithought it did sound abit soft
and forgiving.
The Model 2represented adistinct
change from the traditional "Rowland
Sound." The top sounded open and
extended, while maintaining exceptional
freedom from the "electronic" quality
that is the bane of solid-state amplifiers.
With the right source, like one of the
Reference Recordings HDCD releases
played through the HDCD-equipped
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II, instruments with significant treble energy
were reproduced with crispness as well
as delicacy.
Throughout the entire range, but
especially in the highs, the Model 2had
stunning transparency, providing resolution of detail but adding little sound
of its own. In fact, the aspect of the
Model 2's performance that impressed
me the most was its resolution. Parts of
the sonic landscape that were slightly
obscured with other amplifiers were
clear and distinct through the Model 2.
Depth and ambience seemed to be
limited mostly by the recording itself.
Through the Model 2, Icould also easily
hear the sonic effects of changes in associated equipment—such as the superiority of the Mk.II version of the Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 over the original.
Two areas of performance where
moderately powered amplifiers are often
thought to be compromised are dynamics and bass extension. The Krell KSA100S certainly suffers in these areas compared to its more powerful KSA-300S
stablemate. Ididn't have achance to
compare the Rowland Model 2with the
more powerful Rowland amplifiers;
however, the Model 2's dynamic liveliness
and firmness of bass response made it
easily competitive with the various other
high-powered amplifiers Ihad on hand.
My usual bass-and-dynamics torture
test, Mickey Hart's Planet Drum (Rykodisc RC-10206), was reproduced with

ahigh "startle factor:' the bass shaking
the floor in amanner that was only marginally less ,convincing than when using
ahigh-powered bass champ like the
Bryston 7B. Although Ino longer had
the Krell KSA-100S around for direct
comparison, my recollection was that the
Krell, which is rated at 100W, was less
dynamic and had subjectively less impressive bass response than the 75W
Rowland.4 The quality of the bass was
excellent: tight and tuneful.
In terms of sheer volume, the Rowland
Model 2 had no trouble driving the
Dunlavy SC-IVs to any level that Ifound
tolerable At levels that Ifound intolerable
(peaks of 103dB, "C"-weighting, on the
Radio Shack meter, which is known to
underestimate short-term peaks by about
6dB), the Bryston 7Bs and the Carver
Lightstar Reference did sound more
effortless, but this was apparent only in
direct comparison. In normal listening,
Inever felt the need for more power. I
should note, however, that my listening
room is small, and the Dunlavy SC-IVs
have a91dB sensitivity. Those with large
listening rooms and insensitive speakers
may not be satisfied with the Model 2's
75W. The Rowland Model 6 monoblocks, with their 150W/channel output,
would likely be more suitable in these
situations.5

SHOOT IT OUT
My formal listening to the Rowland
Model 2concluded with athree-way
shootout: matched-level comparisons
(peak spls around 90dB) among the
Model 2, the Threshold T-200, and the
Carver Lightstar (reviewed in Vol.18
No.4. and Vol.18 No.5, respectively). For
a test piece Iused Sylvia McNair's
recording of what has been called the
best American popular song ever written: Kern and Hammerstein's "All the
Things You Are" (from Sure Thing: The
Jerome Kern Song Book, Philips 442 1292). For this comparison, rather than concentrating on detail, imaging, depth, bass
extension, ambience, etc., I
just allowed
the sound to wash over me, and Iused
the extent of my involvement in the
music as an overall indicator of the system's effectiveness in creating an illusion
of reality.6
Ihave alot of respect for both the
Threshold T-200 and the Carver Light-
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Following the 1
2 -power, one-hour pre/
conditioning test, the Rowland Model
2's heatsinks were very warm, but not
hot, to the touch.
The Model 2measurements here are
all for balanced operation, and, unless
otherwise specified, the amplifier was in
its high-input-impedance mode. In this
configuration, the input impedance was
49.4k ohms (it measured 718 ohms in the
low-input-impedance mode). Its output impedance was under 0.02 ohms at
20Hz and lkHz, increasing to amaximum of 0.028 ohms at 20kHz.
The voltage gain of the Model 2was
26dB into 8ohms (32dB in the highgain setting, 24.7dB in the low-gain,
low-input-impedance configuration).
Its DC offset was unmeasurable in the
left channel and 03mV in the right. Signal/noise (unweighted, ref. 1W into 8
ohms) measured 87.3dB.
The Model 2is non-inverting using
the unbalanced adapters furnished by
Rowland. In the normal balanced mode,
pin 3 is positive, pin 2 negative—
opposite from the most common US
configuration.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the Rowland Model 2. The response
shown is for an 8ohm load; the 4ohm
6Ilistened to each amplifier several times, varying the
order of presentation, and used the Sonic Frontiers SFD2's polarity-reversal switch to compensate for the different XLR pin assignment conventions (pin-3 positive
for Rowland, pin-2 positive for Threshold and Carver).

op.

IS000
1.00,10
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4Of course, the difference between 100W and 75W is
only I.25dB.
5Although you have to look closely at each amplifier
to tell the difference between the Model 2and asingle
Model 6monoblock, the Model 6is not just abridged
Model 2. In fact, the Model 2cannot be bridged for
mono operation (it's already bridged); but, with suitable
adapters, apair of Model 2s could be used in abiamped
setup.
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star; I'm particularly fond of the Threshold, which Ihad thought worthy of a
Class A "Recommended Components"
rating (Vol.18 No.4).
Nevertheless, in the head-to-head
comparisons, my preference overall was
for the Rowland Model 2. With the
Rowland amp in the system, the illusion
of the presence of Sylvia McNair's voice
in the room was just abit more convincing; Ihad to do less work of imagination
to pretend that Iwas listening to areal
singer and real instruments rather than
an electro-mechanical contrivance.

4.000

o

Fig.I Rowland Model 2, frequency response at
I
W into 8ohms (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Bill Evans
At The Montreux Jazz Festival
V6-9 62

Coleman Hawkins
encounters Ben Webster
MG VS-6066
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Coleman Hawkins
Hawkins! Alive! At the Village Gate
VG-8509
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Tchaikovsky Capriccio Italien
Kondrashin, RCA Victor Symphony
Sibelius Symphony No.5
LSC 2405

Peiner,
BertaChicago
Music for
Symphony
Strings

LSC 2323

LSC 23 74

Finlandia Music of Grieg and Sibelius
Mackerras, London Proms Symphony
LSC 2336

Elgar Enigma Variations

Monteux, London Symphony
•Limited edition reissue series •Ultra-quiet HO-180 gram vinyl
LSC 24 18
•Remastering direct from original masters •Original cover art, record labels and lirer notes

UPCOMING RELEASES
JULY 1995'
LSC1831
Brahms Piano (to No.1 — Rubenstein, Reiner, (SO
MGVS.4043 Ello Fitzgerald Let No Mon Write My Epitaph
AUGUST 1995
1.5(1893
Ravel Daphne Chloe — Munch, ESO
1.5(2430
Rachmaiinoff Pagon.nni Variation — Rubinstein/Reiner, (SO
MOOSE] 49 Sonny Stitt Blows the Blues
SEPTEMBER
L5(1901
MGVS68358
LSC2465

1995
Tchoikonsky Sym. No. 6— Monteux, ESO
Johnny Hodges Blues aPlenty
Prokofiry Piano (outdo — Frager/Liebawitz

OCTOBER 1995
LSC2364
Mahler Sym. Na. 4— Reiner, (SO
1.052625
Mlhoud Creation — Munch, ESO
L5(2326
Claire de Lune — Agoult, [PRO

JANUARY 1996
LSC2251
floor Pomp &Circumstonte — Bliss, RSO
1.5(2185
Rachmaninov Sym. Na. 3— Butt, LSO
1.5(2489
Nowt( Sym. No. 2— Honteux, LSO

NOVEMBER
LSC2369
LSC2586
1.5(2288

FEBRUARY 1996
LSC2271
Rovelelndy Piano Clo. — Schweitzer, Munch. ESO
LSC2490
Dvorak Cello (to. — Patiagersky, Munch, BSO

1995
Tchoikovsky Sym. No. 4— Monleux, ESO
Gershen Piano (ta. — Wild, Fiedler, BP°
Prokofity Sym. No. 7— Martinon, PLO

DECEMBER 1995
13(2342
Sibelius Sym. No. 2— Monteux, LSO
LSC2077
Strauss Ill Eulenspiegel — Reiner, VP0

•first ever release on Living Stereo

MARCH 1996
VICSI 102
Beethoven Sym. No. 2/Wagner Siefried Odyll — Manteau, LSO
0(2212
Bizet L'Arlesienne Suites
APRIL 1996
LS(2230
Spain — Reiner, (SO

FOR INFORMATION ON THE ENTIRE CLASSIC RECORDS CATALOG, CALL 1 800 4-LSC-LPS.
ORDER DIRECTLY FROM

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, XS 67402-1905 • PHONE. 913-825-8609
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ORDERS: 800-716-3553 • FAX: 913-825-0156
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TIMES ONE RFS 400 POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
Solid-state stereo amplifier. Power output: 100Wpc into 8ohms (20dBVV), 200Wpc
into 4ohms (20dBW). Frequency response: I3Hz-200kHz -3dB. Sensitivity: 890mV
for full output. Input impedance: 5Ik ohms. Output impedance: 0.6 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz.
Harmonic distortion: <0.5% THD. Power consumption: 90W idle, 600W maxi-

33 lbs. Warranty: 5years. Serial number of rink reviewed: 92-0601. Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer Times One. West Coast: 1800 S. Robertson
Blvd., /419, Los Angeles, CA 90035. Tel: (310) 247-4848. Fax: (310) 273-7719. East
Coast: 17 W. 17th St., New York, NY. Tel: (212) 366-5466. Fax: (212) 633-9389.

mum (limited by 5A line fuse). Dimensions: 18.9" W by 13.4" Dby 5.25" H. Weight:

lthough Times One may be
considered arelatively recent
arrival on the hi-fi shores, the
company has actually been serving the
power-amplification needs of mastering and recording studios since 1981.
Times One's pro-sound clientele indudes
the likes of Masterdisc, CBS/Sony, Woodland Sound, and Oceanview Digital.
Brahm Segal, Times One's progenitor,
brings afresh and inventive perspective
to the design arena. His main thesis is
that an amplifier's performance in the
time domain is paramount to its musicality. Traditionally, frequency-domain
tests using steady-state signals (ie, sinewaves) have been used to assess the performance of audio amplifiers. Specifications such as frequency response, total
harmonic distortion, and intermodulation distortion were taken as the be-all
and end-all of amp design.
The specmanship con game indulged
in by the mass-market giants of the '70s
did much to create the popular myth that
the lower the THD the better the amplifier. Even today there are pundits who
argue that all sonic differences between
amps can be explained solely on the basis
of differences in frequency response and
distortion products. Iwould be the first
to agree—provided that music is purely
steady-state in nature.

A SINEWAVE

SYMPHONY
Composers have steadfastly refused to
write music for sinewave generators. I'm
sure that Beethoven would rather decompose in his grave than be reincarnated into amusical world ruled by puretone oscillators. Real musical instruments
produce tones that can generally be broken into three distinct parts: attack, sustain, and decay. The leading-edge and
decay portions of the waveform are
properly referred to as transients. While
the sustain part of the note is responsible
for pitch recognition and in part for
timbre, the attack is also critically important in defining an instrument's timbre.
This is arather surprising finding, as the
attack lasts only milliseconds. But as
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Times One RFS 400 power amplifier

makers of electronic musical instruments
have discovered the hard way, unless the
attack is reasonably well-duplicated, it's
impossible to electronically mimic the
timbre of an acoustic instrument.
If you find this hard to believe, try
listening to apiano recording played
backwards; le, with the decay and attack
transients reversed. If you could, for the
sake of argument, play Stereophile's recent
Robert Silverman CD backwards, you'd
be hard-pressed to recognize the piano
as such; it would sound rather like an
organ in timbre.
Brahm Segal is concerned precisely
with these delicate transients. While the
conventional THD and IM measurements provided by Times One indicate
good but not spectacular performance
in these areas, it's in the time domain that
the RFS 400 really shines. The design
emphasizes wide open-loop bandwidth
(1MHz), low group delay, and wide
phase margins for extremely fast pulse
response without overshoot or ringing.
The intent is to preserve the proper time
relationship between harmonics so as to
maintain waveform and transient fidelity.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
A combination of local and global feedback is used to ensure stable drive into
even highly reactive loads while maintaining amoderate output impedance.
Circuit topology is balanced from input
WorldRadioHistory

to output. However, both balanced XLR
and unbalanced (RCA jacks) inputs are
accommodated. The output stage operates push-pull using six power transistors
per channel, and is biased in class-AB.
Each power transistor is selected to
within 1% tolerance of its transfer function for optimum push-pull operation.
The power supply features "fast"
capacitors and acustom power transformer. For transient drive signals, it is
said to be able to swing large currents
into difficult loads. How about a20ms
burst of 45A (peak to peak) into a0.1
ohm load? That ought to take care of the
recent trend in dynamic loudspeaker
design toward short-circuit impedances.
The loudspeaker binding posts are by
Cardas. Inot only like the feel and looks
of these posts, but Ialso appreciate the
rhodium plating, which will prevent oxidation. Attention to detail is also reflected
in the choice of internal wire: lowinductance Litz type is used throughout
for all circuits.
The RFS 400 performed flawlessly in
my system over aperiod of many months.
Coming as it does from apro-sound culture that prizes ruggedness and reliability, Iexpected no less. Times One's fiveyear warranty surely reflects its degree
of confidence in this product.
GRANDSON OF AMPZILLA?
Remember the '70s? Disco, platform
187

shoes, bell-bottom pants, and, of course,
Great American Sound. GAS infiltrated
the high-end market with the Ampzilla
amplifier. Ampzilla and its progeny, the
Son of Ampzilla, redefined for the audio
world the musical potential of solid-state
amplification. And this was an audio
scene that was becoming disenchanted
with and weary of early solid-state sound,
as exemplified by mass-market receivers
and Dynaco separates. For someone like
me who was slowly gravitating back
toward tube sound, Ampzilla gave me a
good reason to pause.
The Dahlquist DQ-10 loudspeakers
driven by Ampzilla or its Son achieved
amilestone in the evolution of high-end
audio that Ican fondly recall to this day.
There's so much about the Times One's
sound that reminds me of the Ampzilla
that I'm tempted to wonder out loud: Is
this the Grandson of Ampzilla?
In common with Ampzilla, the Times
One displayed aprecocious flair for
rhythmic nuances. The music was propelled forward with the sort of swing
that set my foot tapping. Reproduction
of double bass proved to be an ideal arena
for showcasing this talent. A bassist of the
caliber of Scott LaFaro, on the Bill Evans
Trio's Waltz for Debby (Riverside RLP9399), was given full scope for rhythmic
expression. The varied beats, the accented
syllables were all resolved with great precision. Bass lines in general were tightly
defined. The upper bass was not only
tight but also full in character, yielding
full-bodied piano and cello timbres.
The power range of the orchestra came
across with satisfying dynamic bloom.
Quiet passages would flow and expand
linearly from soft to loud without ahint
of compression or congestion. It felt like
the punch of adragster: from zero to 60
in no seconds flat!
What was especially noteworthy was
the integration of the lower octaves into
acohesive whole. No one frequency range
appeared to dominate, nor was bass timing achieved at the expense of afull-bass
tonality. It was aclear case of awelloiled, mean bass machine moving forward with the sort of punch and crunch
that hitherto only awell-heeled Krell,
Mark Levinson, or aClasce'• could muster.

CONAN THE BARBARIAN

Many audiophiles have found "superior"
solid-state technology to be abrutish
bass barbarian engine without amusical soul. And until quite recently, I
thought that the charge of emotional
bankruptcy aimed at solid-state by tube
aficionados was entirely justified. However, several solid-state products that
have come my way in the past five years
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

have given me cause to amend that harsh
indictment. And the Times One proved
yet another example of asilicon heart
possessed of an emotional spark.
The Times One was able to consistently push my buttons. Peter McGrath
introduced me to Greg Brown, whose
Bathtub Blues (Red House RHR CD 42),
while always charming, can also be quite
moving. Tunes such as "Late Night
Radio" pack apunch that the Times
One was able to capture. The panoply
of feelings elicited by female voice came
through loud and clear. Lesley Olsher's
rendition of "Sing To Me," from Anyone
In Love (Black Dahlia Music BDM78001) holds special significance for me,
as you might expect. This bittersweet
ballad speaks directly to the heart, and
it was here that the RFS 400 verged on
reproducing the emotional impact of
much more expensive solid-state amps.
Soundstage transparency and clarity
were rather remarkable for a$2000 amp,
and they rivaled the standard set in these
areas by the Bryston 7B. Harmonic textures were reasonably liquid through the
midrange but a,bit coarse through the
treble, which lacked the air, purity, and
smoothness afforded by big-buck amps.
Treble transients were nicely controlled without the addition of glare or
zip to the harmonic tapestry. Although
not abright-sounding amp per se, the
Times One's direct and unsweetened
presentation of treble detail left bright
loudspeakers no place to hide. Unlike
some solid-state amps (eg, the Coda 2.5)
that paint the upper octaves with atubey
softness, the Times One's hardened portrait of treble transients left no room for
error. The Audiostatic ES-100 electrostatics were pushed in the wrong direction, becoming oppressively bright.
Even with naturally balanced speakers,
overly bright recordings became difficult
to tolerate.
Image outlines were nicely focused
within abelievable spatial perspective.
Although lacking total three-dimensional
palpability, spatial outlines were readily resolvable, allowing me to delineate
individual voices in achorus. Audience
participation, hand-clapping included,
on "The Night They Drove Old Dixie
Down:' from Joan Baez (A&M CD2506), was easy to discern, allowing me
to immerse myself in the original acoustic
space.

Unless otherwise noted, the results presented are for the unbalanced configuration.
Following the 1
/ -power, one-hour
2
preconditioning test, the RFS 400's heatsinks were hot to the touch. The RFS
400's input impedance measured 52.2k
ohms unbalanced and avery low 3k
ohms balanced. The latter may be an
intentional design objective, to mate with
an appropriate balanced-output preamplifier. In any event, it should be used in
its balanced mode only with apreamp
designed to drive such alow-power
amplifier input impedance The RFS 400
is non-inverting in the unbalanced mode;
in the balanced, pin 3is configured as the
positive leg, pin 2the negative—opposite
to the more common pin-2-positive/pin3-negative configuration.
The output impedance of the Times
One was just under 0.6 ohms through
the bass and midrange, increasing to a
maximum of 0.64 ohms at 20kHz. This
is fairly high for asolid-state amp and
may result in aslight variation in performance with different loudspeaker loads
(see below).
The voltage gain of the Times One
measured 30.1dB unbalanced into 8
ohms and virtually the same balanced
(29.8dB). The DC offset measured 64.2mV
in the left channel and 60.6mV in the
right—both figures slightly high, but not
alarmingly so. The signal/noise ratio
(unweighted, ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured 90.9dB over a22Hz-22kHz bandwidth (95.7dB A-weighted), and 85.1dB
unweighted with awider, 10Hz-50kHz
window.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the RFS 400 at low power (the balanced
response is virtually identical). Note that
we have added anew test here: checking
the frequency response (and also THD+
noise vs frequency and the 50Hz spectrum) into aload simulating areal loudspeaker load. The response into the latter
is also shown in fig.l. Note the variations
with frequency—a direct result of the
slightly high output impedance of the

—Dick Olsher

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
A full set of measurements of the Times
One RFS 400 was made in its unbalanced mode, with selected measurements
repeated for the balanced configuration.

Fig.1 Times One RFS 400, frequency response
at IW into 8ohms (top at 50kHz), at 2W
into 4ohms (middle at 50kHz), and into
simulated amplifier load (bottom at 50kHz)
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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RFS 400. This magnitude of variation
will be audible, as the changes occur over
wide bandwidths. The early low-frequency
rolloff in the Times One is also visible
in the lkHz squarewave response (fig.2),
indicated by aslight backward tilt of the
top and bottom edges. The 10kHz squarewave response (fig3) indicates avery fast
risetime with abarely visible cycle of
overshoot visible at the leading edge.
The crosstalk shown in fig.4 indicates
good performance, the only aberration
being adifference between the channels
in the balanced result. At the low levels
of crosstalk here, however, this is unlikely
to have any audible consequences.
The THD+N vs frequency curves are
plotted in fig.5. The distortion here is a
lot higher than typically encountered—
possibly the result of low overall negative
feedback. Note also here the result into
our simulated loudspeaker load. It follows the impedance curve of the load
closely; where the load peaks in magnitude, the distortion dips (the actual power
delivered to the load drops at this point

also because of the higher load impedance).' [Despite its high specjfied outputcurrent capability, this is obviously not an
amplifier comfortable-driving loads much below
8ohms!—Ed.]
The lkHz distortion waveform into
8ohms (fig.6) is heavily second-harmonic.
Into 2ohms, however (fig.7), there's a
clear sign of third harmonic as well. The
latter is also visible with a4ohm load,
(not shown), though to alesser extent.
The higher the current required, the
more odd-order harmonics appear in the
amplifier's output.
The spectrum of the RFS 400's output reproducing a50Hz sinewave at
133W output into 4ohms is shown in
1Since the power output here will vary with frequency,
we use the input voltage, which will result in the desired
power output into apure 8ohm load, then maintain that
input voltage while substituting the dummy loudspeaker load.
SIMI« lbw *MO*

fig.8. This is amediocre result. The distortion content is moderately high—
though the highest component is, at -44dB,
or 0.6%, less alarming in magnitude than
it appears in fig.8. The odd-order components also dominate slightly here.
Fig.9 is asimilar spectrum, this time
obtained at 67W into our simulated
loudspeaker load. The trend here is the
same as the result into an 8ohm resistive
load (not shown); though with alower
power output, the absolute levels are, of
course, somewhat lower—particularly
so at higher frequencies.
Fig.10 shows the amplifier's output
spectrum while reproducing acombined
19 +20kHz signal—it shows the intermodulation products resulting from an
input signal consisting of an equal combination of these two frequencies—at
124W into 4ohms. At higher power
outputs, clipping is visible on the waveform. This is not aparticularly impressive result, with the IM levels at -493dB
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Fig.5 limes One RFS 400, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from bottom to top at
2kHz): 2.83V into asimulated loudspeaker
load. IW into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
4W into 2ohms.

^
Fig.2 Times One RFS 400, small-signal kHz
squarewave into resistive load.
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Fig.8 Times One RFS 400, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 133W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.3 Times One RFS 400, small-signal I
OkHz
squarewave into resistive load.

Fig.6 Times One RFS 400, I
kHz waveform at
IW into 8ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.4 limes One RFS 400, crosstalk (from
bottom to top at 50kHz): R—L, L—R,
balanced; L—R, R—L, unbalanced
(I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.9 Times One RFS 400, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 67W into
simulated loudspeaker load (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Times One RFS 400, 'kHz waveform at
4W into 2ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.I0 limes One RFS 400, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
124W into 4ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Cable Store

No NBS Dealer In Your Area?
Call Us To Order
1-800-

-0204.

Otherwise

In/Between Audio-Lake Oswego, OR (503) 638-5767
Audio Calssics-Oklahoma City, OK (405) 842-3033
Audio Perfection-Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083
Front Row Center-Boca Raton, FL (407) 241-1767
Precision Audio-Moorpark, CA (805) 523-3005
Sound by Singer-New York, NY (212) 924-8600
Audio Excel-Guaynabo, PR (809) 790-1182
Overture-Wilmington, DE (302) 478-6050
International Distribution:
N.S.W. Australia-The Audio Connection
Bangkok, Thailand-Master Audio
Golden String International Ltd.
Dubai-Audiotech Electronics
Dusseldorf, Germany-lmpuls
Japan-Tokyo-HA. Hi -Fi.
Path Group-England
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(about 035%) at lkl-lz, and -46dB (about
-0.5%) at 18kHz and 21kHz. Still, as in
figs.8 and 9, the numbers might not be as
bothersome as the plots might indicate.
The manner in which the THD+ noise
percentage varies (with alkHz tone)
with output power is shown in fig.11.
This looks like across between tube
and solid-state results—that is, the distortion rises more rapidly than with typical solid-state amps, up to the clipping
level. Then, where atube amplifier would
usually clip gradually, the RFS 400 displays the abrupt increase in THD +N
typical of solid-state amplifiers. The RFS
400's discrete clipping levels (at 1%
THD+ N) are shown in Table 1.
Though the RFS 400's distortion
levels are higher than is typical of solid-

state amplifiers, they're within the area
of audible ambiguity—ie, they won't
necessarily have anoteworthy audible
effect, but they may be audible in some
circumstances. Users should also be
aware of the need for acompatible preamplifier if they desire to use the
balanced input, with its relatively low
input impedance.
—Thomas J. Norton

Do CONCLUDES
The Times One RFS 400 power amplifier requires careful load-matching to
achieve aneutral treble balance. It ought
to work best with loads that possess a
back-of-the-hall treble perspective. [It
also should not be used with speakers whose
impedance dips down much below 8ohms—Ed]
Optimally mated, this amp's many

virtues make for an engaging sonic personality. It isn't shy in terms of microdynamics or other finesse areas, such as
spatial resolution. Yet it can rock'n'roll
with complete confidence, blessed as it
is with an innate sense of bass timing and
ahefty current drive into awkward loads.
The $2000 price point is already
crowded with the likes of the Bryston 4B
($2095), the Coda 2.5 ($2350), the Forté
4A ($1790), and the McCormack Power
Drive DNA-1 ($1995). Pencil-in the
Times One RFS 400 as strong sonic
competition.
—Dick Olsher S

Table ITimes One RFS 400 Clipping
(I% THI1I+14 at IkHz)
Load
ohms

Fig.I I
Times One RFS 400, distortion (%) vs

output power (W) into (from bottom to
top at 100W): 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2
ohms

Both Channels
Drivel
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

8
55.8 (21.9) 155.5 (21.9)
(line)
120V
I
I
9V
4
236.8 (20.7) 239.8 (20.8)
(line)
117V
117V
2
(line)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
173

(22.4)
120V
279.7 (21.5)
120V
390.7 (19.9)

CLASSIC GAS
Introducirig the M-87AMPZILlA

After frfteen years, our loyal and dedcatecl
customers demanded anew generation d
our legendary AMPZ1I1.A. The M-87 is our
first fully balanced solid slule GOSS Amono
amplifierfrom inputto output at both 4
and
8ohms. Maiiculously handaufted printed
draft boards, individually inspected and
through ly tested USA made. Classic GAS.

A delicate,
transparent
power 1 el

.Sirem_rOze_

90 WATTS /Class A
160 WATTS /Class A
250 WATTS /Class AB
400 WATTS /Class AB

large
enough to
fill aconcert

We repair nid mode
boll; prole. sional and
cons mer audio
ailment."

Rainbow Electronics, 5800 Madison Are, Suite G. Sacramento CA 9 841 (9/6)334-7277
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8OHMS
4OHMS
2OHMS
1OHM

For additional information and complete
specifications on this truely remarkable
and affordable M-87 amplifier, contact us

diredlyat the factory.$1390 plus shipping.
Mal

11111111111111

GREAT AMERICAN SOUND CO.
1252 Blosser Lane/Will its, CA 95490
(707) 459-5700 /FAX (707) 459-2077

NORDOST
a-niline rfthiù"
Introduces

Interconnects

MARK LEVINSON
THIEL
MAGNEPAN
McINTOSH
KIMBER KABLE
ROTEL
PROCEED
PARADIGM

YOUR
COMPLETE
HUMILITY

LEVINSON
31•30.5.33.38

DEALER
FOR R&M

DEMO B&W WITH

FLATUNE I
NTERCONNECTS
by Nordost represent the state of the
art in connecting hi-fi equipment.
Using aunique patented Teflon®
extrusion technology, Nordost has
been able to make Flatline interconnects that are satisfying, transparent
and extremely accurate.

res

SOUND SYSTEMS
FOR PEOPLE WHO
WANT MORE

Trade-ins Accepted
(404) 729-0550
6806 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Atlanta GA 30360

WHY WE ARE UNIQUE
Every cable we make is manufactured to the highest standards and
tolerances. The degree of accuraq
and concentricity in the spacing of
conductors is unmatched in the cable
industry By utilizing flat extrusion
technology we are able to make
interconnects which have very low
capacitance, inductance and signal
loss. These are characteristics that
are very desirable if you want to heat
the music and not the cable. Each
cable is individually tested and
inspected before it leaves our factor\
Every Nordost Flatline Cable carries a
lifetime Warranty.

flat Lin cc--le=
Nordost Corporation
TEL: (508) 879-1.242
FAX: (508) 879-8197

Pal
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"For The Joy Of Music"
40+40 Watts Of

ingle -Ended, Pure Class A for $980.00

"Yes, this amplifier calls for some literary illusions of Biblical proportion—grab asmooth stone and
your sling and we will slay the mighty Goliath—wield the jaw bone of an ass and we'll lay waste to the
audio Philistines—RAISE YOUR GOLDEN TUBE HORNS and march with me seven times around
the high walls of unaffordable high-end and those walls will surely tumble down!"
Stu McCreary, Positive Feedback, V1.5 No.3
Call Solo Electronics at (510) 887-8016 for the Golden Tube Dealer nearest you
2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward CA 94545, FAX 887-1657, HANDCRAFTED IN USA
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER ELEVEN A POWER AMPLIFIER

/

nmy original review in October'94
(Vol.17 No.10) of Conrad-Johnson's
Premier Eleven power amp, Iwaxed
enthusiastic over what Ifelt to be atruly
special product. Did Isay waxed enthusiastic? Iwas so besotted that my
review read like alove letter to the Muscs
—specifically Euterpe, Polyhymnia, and
Terpsichore.
Tom Norton cast amore dispassionate
eye on the unit's measured characteristics
—which is the whole point of our specs
section—and wondered why the amplifier produced anomalous third-harmonic
hash when fed alkHz signal at moderate
power output (with spikes occurring
twice per cycle, yet). TJN speculated that
it had something to do with crossover
artifacts, and everyone involved decided
not to fret over it, since we all agreed that
the amp sounded great anyway. Nevertheless, about the time that the monoblock Premier Twelves were introduced,
C-J announced that the Premier Eleven
had been modified and would henceforth
be known as the Eleven A.'
Lew Johnson called one day and suggested that Igive the Twelves alisten.
Boy, was Iever tempted! But, in the
course of our chat, he mentioned the
mod they'd made to the Eleven. Iwas
dubious. "The chief enemy of good is
better:' stated Milton Greene—meaning,
Isuspect, that progress eradicates even
things generally conceded to be good.
Having experienced too many product
"improvements" that destroyed the very
attributes Ihad initially admired, Ihave
always harbored amuch more cynical
interpretation of his dictum.
"Gee, Lew, I'd rather listen to the
Eleven A."
"That could be arranged."
"A pair of them would allow me to biamp the Martin-Logan Aeriuses," I
purred.
"Sigh."
Thus, two Premier Eleven As found
their way to my listening room. The first
change was apparent as soon as Iconnected the speaker cables. The Eleven
As have hex nuts on the binding posts
rather than the cylindrical nuts with two
1The Eleven A has been shipping since January 1995.
If you're in doubt as to whether you have an Eleven or
an Eleven A, look at the serial-number plaque on the
rear of the amp. All Eleven As are designated as such
there. The cost to upgrade an Eleven to an Eleven A is
$275. Speaking of cost, by the time you read this, the
amp will list for $3495.
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flat sides that had caused me to snap off
the whole post as Icinched it tight with
an adjustable wrench. Now Icould use
my Postman. Hallelujah!
"You weren't the only one [to snap off
abinding post]," Lew chortled. "The old
posts were simply too awkward to use.
The new ones come from the same vendor and are composed of the same metal;
the only difference is the nut. We didn't
want to negatively affect the sound."
"So what other changes have been
introduced?"
"You're the critic, you tell me what
they do—then I'll tell you what we did!"
Fair dinkum. So as not to introduce
too vast achange in the system, Ibegan
by using just one Eleven A. The mighty
C-J Evolution 20SE preamp fed the amp
with signals from my Linn LP12/Ittok/
Audio-Technica ML-150 analog rig and
from McCormack's SST/DAC 1digital
combo. The Aeriuses were my primary
speaker—although ProAc 1Ses and
Metaphor 2s also saw duty. Transparent
Audio Music Wave Reference speaker
cables and Music Wave Ultra interconnects got the signals where they needed
to go.
No worries, mate! Everything Ivalued
in the original amp survived intact into
the Eleven A. The sense of pace, the illumination of the telling detail, the revelation—as if by artful accident—of the
subtlest inner voicing; it was all there.
But added to that was now agreater
sense of slam. Slam? That's the difference?
Weeellll—it's not exactly that cut and
dried. In my original review of the Prem
Eleven, Ilauded its ability to sort through
the dynamic, rhythmic, and timbral
complexities of Corigliano's Symphony
1(Erato 2292-61132-2), so Ithought it
appropriate to start my listening session
there. It sounded better—more emphatic,
with slightly less "slop" in the attacks,
or leading edges, of transients and tuttis.
But Ihadn't originally been aware of any
"slop" in the leading edges of transients.
Following one of those listening trails
that are sometimes inspired by arevelatory audition, Ihad an intense desire to
hear Mahler's Symphony 6, suddenly
finding in its despair and desperation (not
to mention its "rhythm of catastrophe")
acounterpart to the Corigliano. Boulez's
recent recording leading the Vienna Philharmonic (DG 445 835-2) has seen alot
of play in my system lately, as Ilike his

rejection of excess emotionalism here.
(The Sixth has enough doomed foreboding without the conductor milking it,
thank you very much.) Again, Ihad the
sense that the sound was tighter, more
controlled—the timpani rang out with
authority and clarity, and the Andante's
"axe-strokes of disaster" were chillingly
massive and unblunted.
Try as Imight to find adownside to
this gift of articulation, Icouldn't. Not
that Iwanted there to be aprice, mind
you; I
just couldn't believe that the improvement came without affecting what
turned me on in the first place. But that's
precisely the case: Icannot cite any way
in which the original Eleven's virtues
have been compromised. My lute recordings still charm with grace; chamber
music inhabits my room, gleaming with
the revealed sinew of its unobstructed
lines; and—now—my big orchestral
scores manifest asolidity that Iwasn't
even aware was (ever so slightly) lacking. And, no—I guess technically speaking it's not so much that the leading edge
is sharper or quicker, but rather that it
isn't spread out afterwards. The peak isn't
blurred—at least, that's how Iperceive
the effect.
During all of this listening, one other
aspect of the amplifier's performance
seemed improved: the biasing LEDs
didn't flash as much. Now, Imight not
have noticed this, but my buddy Ruben
thinks it his God-given duty to keep me
from getting aswelled head. He'll drop
by and carefully look the system over,
sussing out the changes since he last
visited, and—spotting a cable almost
forming a coil—will tut-tut quietly.
Previously he would always glance significantly at the flickering red lights and
pointedly ask, "Lose the adjustment
wand?" The Eleven Ajust didn't seem
to quiver its LEDs as coquettishly as the
old Eleven. Iknow it sounds dumb, but
it is adifference—one that led me to suspect that the amp was much more stable
at maintaining bias.
Feeling that Ihad fulfilled my part of
the challenge, Icalled Lew Johnson back
and demanded, "What did you guys
do?"
"All we really did was filter out just a
little bit of noise injected into the circuit
by the bias circuitry—those LEDs that
indicate that the tubes are at their correct bias point. Tom Norton, in the
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technical-evaluation portion of your
original review, attributed the problem
to some sort of crossover-notch distortion. It isn't. We put in avery simple little
filter to greatly attenuate the noise generated by the LEDs. That's the main
change? We also re-routed acouple of
ground paths."
"That's it?" Hmmm. "What LED you,
sorry, led you to make achange that
seems that minor?"
"Well, it was just atechnical thing.
One of the technicians here spotted an
anomalous waveform under certain circumstances and wanted to correct it.
Frankly, Ididn't consider it to be all that
important; Ithought we were dealing
with what we call abench phenomenon—
something that shows up in testing but
that has no consequence in the sound
room. So when we came up with acircuit change that eliminated it, my concern, frankly, was to be certain that we
hadn't made the sound worse. Iguess that
gives you some indication of how far offbase Iwas. Ianticipated no change—and
was praying that we didn't make it sound
worse—so Iwas stunned at the improvement. This was while we were working
on the Premier Twelves, so we had to
apply the circuit changes to the Eleven—
and it made us go back and redesign the
Premier Eights altogether."
"So," Iasked, waiting for Lew to congratulate me on my brilliance as an
observer, "why do the tubes stay biased
more stably now?"
"Offhand, Ican't conceive of agood
reason for that—except that, because of
the nature of the filter that we put in
there, it takes amore sustained highamplitude signal to make the LEDs light.
The filter is slowing down the response
of the LED circuit; but since it is really
only there to indicate aquiescent, or
steady-state, condition, it really doesn't
matter. Instead of being near instantaneous, we've introduced asecond oflag—or
less. That tends to smooth it out so that
the bright lights don't flash as often."
Dang! Caught confusing correlation
with causation again. Ihate when that
happens. Iasked aquestion from my
Baba Wawas book on interviewing:
"Have you guys learned any life lessons
from this experience?"
"In asense, yes. One doesn't want to
be too quick to make an assumption that
some observable phenomenon is too
insignificant to affect sound quality. I
suppose that oughtn't come as ashock,
because so many things that clearly affect
2Measurements of the new sample revealed the only
distortion component present to be the benign second
harmonic.
—JA

the sound of aproduct don't produce any
observable phenomena, as far as Ican tell.
So when we do have one, it shouldn't surprise us that it does have an effect."
Great answer! If Messrs. Conrad and
Johnson found it hard to believe that such
aminor mod could have such aprofound
effect, it was nothing compared to my
amazement upon finding out what had
produced the differences Iwas bearing.
Icontinued to audition the Eleven A
under varying circumstances. Ibiamped
the Aeriuses? Iauditioned the ultrarevealing WATT/Puppy 5s. Irocked out,
blissed out quietly, and ran the gamut
musically. Inever did perceive the Eleven
A as less than the straight Eleven, always
preferring the new, revised version. And
the cynic in me has been proven wrong
once again. Sometimes the chief enemy
of good is better.
—Wes Phillips

AUDIO RESEARCH SDPI
MULTICHANNEL MUSIC
PROCESSOR

T

ime constraints and logistical
problems meant that it was not
possible physically to include
the measurements with J. Gordon Holt's
review of the Audio Research SDP1 at
the beginning of this issue's Equipment
Reports section. This Follow-Up, therefore, should be read in conjunction with
the main review.
The Audio Research's input impedance was very high at around 1M ohms.
It will feature very low insertion loss for
the unprocessed Left and Right signals.
The source impedance of all the SDP1's
derived, unbalanced outputs was low, at
around 28 ohms.
The SDP1 has controls to optimize the
levels of the Surround and Center channels with respect to the main Left and
Right signals. The tracking of the three
separate level controls for the derived
channels was only fair, with atypical
error of around 0.2dB. The steps varied
between 2and 3dB at the very top and
bottom of the range, reducing to amore
useful ldB in the center. However, as
Peter Mitchell has written in these pages,
you really need at least 0.5dB-level resolution when optimizing the Surround
channels' levels.
With the Center level set to its maximum, the unit's gain was ahair above
unity with information in one channel
only, rising as expected to 6dB with the
same information present in both channels. (The SDP1's Center output is
derived by simply adding the Left and
3Highly recommended, by the way.

Right channels together.) With one channel driven, the maximum gain available
to the Surround channels was around
6dB, rising to just over 12dB when the
information in one channel was the same
as the other but opposite in polarity. (As
the SDP1 derives its surround information by subtracting the Left channel from
the Right, this situation gives the maximum Surround output.)
To my surprise, the frequency response
of the SDP1's derived channels—Center
and Surrounds—was not flat. As can be
seen in fig.1, the Center channel is shelved
down by 2dB above lkHz, which will
tend to prevent high-frequency images
from "clumping" in the center. The Surround channels have aresponse that
droops at both frequency extremes-3dB at 13Hz and 18kHz—as well as
cutting off sharply above 20kHz due to
the use ola digital delay line.
Leakage from either Center to Surrounds or Surrounds to Center was
around -60dB or below over most of the
audioband (fig.2), but rose slightly at
higher frequencies from the Surround
channels to the Center, reaching amaximum of -47dB at 20kHz. This is probably inconsequential, however.
A major source of problems with any
component that converts analog signals
to digital, as the SDP1 does for its surround channels, is input overload: above
acertain level, the A/D processor used
will hard-clip the signal, producing distortion. Fig.3 reveals that the SDP1's
ADC clips at an input level ofjust over
ARC SOP, Penpidu0e1(10).Freq..cy

SurraexleCente, ..

I0.1
300.
00

Fig.1 Audio Research SDP1, frequency response
at IV into 100k ohms set for unity gain
(Center top below IkHz, right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Audio Research SDP1, leakage from
Center to Surrounds (top below 'kHz) and
from Surrounds to Center (5dB/vertical
div.).
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2V RMS (unbalanced). This is ahigh
output level for apreamplifier—meaning
that the power amplifier used will also
be either clipping, orjust about to be. It
will be unlikely, therefore, that an SDP1
user will experience any surroundchannel overload with the unit placed
after the preamplifier in the signal chain.
If the unit is directly fed the output of a
CD player or D/A processor, however,
some models from Theta and Kinergetics
will over-drive the SDPI. (Note that this
input overload level is independent of the
setting of the SDP1's Surround level
controls.)
Gordon mentioned in his review that
he was bothered by aresidual whistle
"around 11kHz" in the sound of the
Audio Research. Fig.4 shows aspectrum
of one of the Surround outputs when no
signal was playing. There are indeed
some tones in the unit's output: the one
at 9.9kHz—pretty close to JGH's estimate—was present under all circumstances; the frequency of the lower component, around 5.6kHz in this graph,
was correlated with the time delay chosen (the longer the time delay, the lower
the tone's frequency).
What Ifind fascinating about this
graph is that all the spuriae are around
80dB down from anominal 2V output
level. Yet, in JGH's words, "The noise
...
was faintly audible during quiet program passages when the level was appropriately set." As these whistles were present on the Center output as well as on
both Surrounds, Iassume that this

resulted in "spatial unmasking"—ie, a
quiet tone that should have been hidden
by the music's spectral content is heard
by the listener, because it is perceived as
comingfrom adifferent direction than the
music. Audio Research needs to work a
little more to suppress these spuriae, I
think. (Incidentally, the unit had been
turned on for two hours when Imade
these measurements.)
Regarding distortion, plotting the
THD +noise percentage for the derived
channels (fig.5) was misleading, as the
actual distortion level was completely
swamped by the spurious noises. Looking at the spectrum of alow-frequency
tone (fig.6), we can see that the only significant harmonic present is the second
at 100Hz, and that, even into the demanding 600 ohm load, it is more than 80dB
down (0.01%). The Surround and Center channels were similar in this respect.
Though Iwould like to see (and not
hear) lower noise and spuriae levels, the
Audio Research SDPI is one of only two
products so far available (the other is the
all-digital Meridian 565, reviewed by
JGH in June '95) that offers music-lovers
who want to get into surround-sound
the means to do so without degrading
asystem's fundamental sound quality.I
As such, it can be highly recommended.
—John Atkinson S
IYes, it is possible to use aHome Theater Dolby Pro
Logic processor on music signals, but even the best I
have heard (the Proceed PAV) introduce some steering
artifacts.
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Fig.3 Audio Research SDPI, Surround channel
distortion (%) vs input voltage with level
control set to —4.7dB (curve is
independent of control setting).
0.0001.• ARC 9001

Fig.5 Audio Research SDPI, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at IV output level (from top to
bottom): Surround channel, Center
channel.
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Fig.4 Audio Research SDPI, spectrum of
Surround channel residual noise, DC22kHz, ref. 2V output.
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Fig.6 Audio Research SDPI, Surround channel,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC—I kHz, at
IV into 600 ohms with level control set to
its maximum (linear frequency scale).
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The Finest High-End
Audio and Video Systems
All Come With This

Andrew N. Singer
President
Sound By Singer, Ltd.

Indispensable Component.
Free!
19
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When you buy from us, you get the one
thing you absolutely need to make your
system look and sound its best.
You get us!
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Want state-of-the-art audio? You can't get it by merely buying
better equipment. You have to have the knowhow and creative vision to put it all together.
Krell KRA 200SAmplifier

For 18 years Andrew Singer and his staff of

dedicated professionals have designed, selected and assembled
complete state-of-the-art audio/video
systems that come as close as possible

L....
_-

to recreating the live experience. Combine

Krell DT-10 Transport

an obsession for quality that borders on mania with vast
expertise, experience and adeep love of music
and the result is high-end audio...done right.
So, call us. We'll help you realize your audio
dream.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

Si

)UND by SIN(

HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT

18 East 16th Street, (between Fifth Avenue and Union Square West)
New York, New York 10003 (212) 924-8600
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Accuphase, ADA, ADYTON, Adcom, AERIAL ACOUSTICS, AMC, AMX. Aragon by Mondial, ASC
(Tubetrap), AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Audio Access, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIO MATIERE, AudioQuest, AUDIO TRUTH, Aural
Symphonics, AYRE ACOUSTICS, BENZ MICRO, Billy Bags, B&W, Cal Audio Labs, CARDAS AUDIO, CEC, CHANG LIGHTSPEED, conrad
johnson, CONVERGENT AUDIO, Creek, Crestron, CWD, DAY SEOUERRA, DENON, Elite by Pioneer, ENERGY, Enlightened Audio Designs,
Epos, Faroudja, Fosgate. GOLDEN TUBE, Grado, GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES AUDIO, JIVIlabs, KINERGETICS, KRELL, KRELL AUDIO
STANDARD, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS), Magnum Dynalab. MARIGO, MARTIN LOGAN, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Niles,
Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Parasound, API Powerwedge, Proton, REGA, ROCKPORT, Rocksolid, Rockustics, ROKSAN, RoomTunes, Runco IDTV,
Salamander, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, SONOGRAPHE, SONLS FABER, Sound Anchors, Stax, Stewart, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta
Digital, Totem, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY (VAC), Van den Hul CARTRIDGES, Vandersteen, Velodyne,
Vidikron, VPI, Well Tempered, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS, Wilson Audio. WIREWORLD, YAMMAMURA
SYSTEMS, & more! New York City Exclusives are set in bold type.
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Harmonic Precision

2

The positive aspects
of this speaker could
consume volumes..."
The Echelon 3-way
loudspeaker by
Harmonic Precision
is based on aseries
crossover that is
truly phase-coherent.
The results are
spectacular.
"Component of
exceptional merit."
Martin DeWulf
Bound for Sound
»tillable from POW Intl Corp
To

$1,995/PAIR

ORD. CALL

800.779.1723

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr. — Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707
Fax: 813-948-2907

Fnx

419.255.3417
POW

mit.

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

Corp.. loot Montt.. Ot Sole 14, Toledo. OH

.

SpectrumAudio
Tire combination uf
our coaxial mounting
system and our

800.779.1723
F
A%
419.255.3417

critically aligned,
phase-coherent,
directional crossover
delivers incredible
fidelity. These
speakers can truly be
described as
"A breakthrough in
this price range
...rivals systems
costing many times
more."
Avallable Iron, POW Intl Corp

F
ROM $249/PAIR
•

PEW Intl. Corp.. i5oi Monroe Si. Suite.. Toledo, OH 43624
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In aword, everything. Introducing the Model Two digital to
analogue converter developed by Muse Electronics. Utilizing
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quiet rustle of tremolo
violins—just two notes, Eand
G#, barely sufficient to define
tll kLy ofE—heralds the beginning of
the spiritual journey that is Bruckner's
Symphony 7. Beneath it unfolds the
aspiring upward arpeggio that begins the
first subject—a long (21 bars) cello
melody variously doubled by horn,
violas, and clarinets as it proceeds through
avariety of keys. The lyrical, searching
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1995

second subject, characterized by the
Wagnerian gruppetto (turn), appears over
pulsing reeds and horns. (The influence
of Wagner, who died while Bruckner
was composing this work, will play a
prominent role elsewhere.) Summoning
brass pile on dissonances as this themegroup reaches aclimax, only to shift
abruptly into the mysterious, exotic third
theme in E-minor, itself culminating in
abrass fanfare before subsiding into a
WorldRadioHistory

pastoral episode for strings.
The development makes substantial
use of the technique of inversion; ie, of
turning themes "upside down" so as to
reverse their contours—a Brucknerian
compositional tic. Unison clarinets introduce the opening theme treated thus,
over intriguingly bare supporting textures. Subsequently, an inversion of the
second theme is the basis for an impassioned lyric outpouring by the cellos.
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"...I think it's akiller unit —one that performs far, far better than it's $449.00 price tag would indicate."
"What was far more important was the DAC-I's ability to portray all of the truly subtle signifiers..."
"The DAC-1 preserved the transparent nature of the recording nicely; Iwas especially impressed
with the sheer depth of the sound stage. The midbass was rich and lustrous —oh those cellas!"
"...the pace, the progression of note to note in the music, was magnificent."
Wes Phillips, Stereophile, Vol. 18 No. 4, April 1995
"The DAC-1's most compelling virtue is... [that] it bites into the music's rhythms sharply,
reproducing dynamic accents crisply and cleanly"
"...the DAC-1 is well balanced in its top to bottom tonality"
the DAC-1 renders sound stage dimensions superbly..."
Tom Milner, The Audio Adventure, VoL 2, No. I
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"The DAC-1 has abalanced presentation that Ifind myself enjoying increasingly as 1listen to this product."
"The refined airiness was there, as was the feeling that the DAC-1 sounded more effortless when
reproducing high level complex passages than the [Audio Alchemy] D1TB."
"The unit produces awonderful feeling of air, the width and depth of the sound stage
is greater than 1have ever heard on my system from CD's."
Bill Weigel, Positive Feedback, VoL 5, No. 3
Bill G E
"Sonically, the DAC-1's performance belies its low cost. The DAC-1 does exactly what
an entry level high-end product should do -it offers all of the essentials of true high-end sound."
"The DAC-I is very neutral in tonal character. It is refreshing to find alow-cost
digital product free of the brightness which can still be aproblem in digital playback Inner detail is
captured with high-resolution digital and analog circuitry rather than artificial treble brightness."
"The DAC- Iis an excellent entry level high-end product."

For Subscription Information The Audio Adventure -(800) 566-6617
Positive Feedback -(503) 235-9068
Audio Amateur -(603) 924-9464

"Anyone still using alow-to-mid-priced stand-alone CD player should consider
adding an outboard DIA converter to their system. The DAC-I fits the bill nicely with acost versus performance ratio
as good as any high-end product that I've encountered. You won't find abetter value from any audio manufacturen"
Gary Galo, Audio Amateur, #2/95

You have 30 clays to agree
or disagree with these guys.
At $449 US, the Assemblage DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in

The DAC-1's component list is exemplary. It employs a potted

digital conversion and comes with aSatisfaction Guarantee (return

toroidal power transformer, low ESR power supply capacitors, Crystal
CS8412 input receiver, NPC 5813 digital filter, and two Burr Brown

it within 30 days of purchase for a full refund), an Assembly
Guarantee (if you can't get it running, we will!), aTwo-Year Limited
Warranty and Toll Free Phone Support (U.S. &Canada only).

PCM1702 20- bit DACs. The output stage is adirect coupled, Class A
design, utilizing high speed Analog Devices AD844 and AD847 op
amps, film and foil polypropylene capacitors, and 1% metal film resis-

The DAC-1 Digital Processor comes in asmall package (only 9.5" x
2" x7") but it packs quite apunch. With its fully assembled and tested tors. It accepts both Co-Ax RCA and Toslink digital inputs.
We challenge you to find adigital processor anywhere near this
board and comprehensive, fully illustrated assembly manual -the DAC-

1goes together in asnap (typically about one hour) and requires only a price with better measured performance, component quality, and most
importantly, sound quality. Call us for more information, or to order.

soldering iron and afew hand tools. We've even included the solder!

Oh where, oh where could my catalog he...
We apologize for the delay -for once we can't blame it on

the postal service. If the catalog is not out by the time you
read this, it should be soon. Call us to place your advance

order, the $10.00 cost will not be charged until shipping.
We've been using this extra time to build an even better
catalog, and to add a lot more new goodies.
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Then flute and low strings play the third
theme simultaneously with its inversion,
creating amusical mirror image. A tutti
outburst based on the inverted first
theme leads into aturbulent passage,
which dissolves unexpectedly into the
recapitulation, during which all three
themes receive more elaborate treatment.
After apoignant episode based on the
last half of the opening theme, the opening arpeggio builds from pianissimo tofortissimo in atriumphant coda.
The Adagio second movement introduces the quartet of Wagner tubas—
smaller-bored instruments developed by
that composer for his opera orchestras—
intoning asolemn C#-minor chorale
doubled by low strings that builds gradually to afervent, mystical climax before
descending once more in range. A
brooding solo horn supported by the
tubas leads into the Moderato second
group, whose lyrical violin theme over
arocking accompaniment brings daylight. Both themes return with the textures embellished, with fragments of the
first subjected to some development.
The emotional center of the symphony arguably occurs at the chorale's
third appearance, over which violins
patiently embroider steady semiquavers;
as the textures rise and fill out, the harmony shifts unexpectedly into bright Cmajor for aclimactic affirmation. The
victory is fleeting as the tubas play a
mournful chorale, ostensibly inspired by
the news of Wagner's death, with unison horns adding anote of desperate
resolve at its peak. Unsettling melodic
wisps in the strings and solo woodwinds
return the music to C# for apeaceful
close.
Typically for Bruckner, the Scherzo
follows Beethoven's model, not only
in its tripartite (ABA) structure, but in
its compact power and drive. The three
principal motifs appear in short order:
an obsessively repeated one-bar string
figure; atriadic trumpet call, the movement's main theme; and asequential
answering phrase for legato strings. The
warmly singing strings and plaintive
woodwind chorales of the Trio provide
arespite before the literal return of the
Scherzo proper.
A bouncy violin figure, introduced
over the predictable tremolo and clearly
audible as acousin of the symphony's
opening theme, starts the Finale. The
resemblance produces acyclical, unifying
effect, as does the presence of thegruppetto in the second theme, alegato string
processional over awalking bass. This
motif wanders through avariety of keys,
reaching aunison statement derived from
the first theme, which in fact serves as the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

third. After abrief, energetic development that relies heavily on the inversion
technique, Bruckner surprises us by
recapitulating his themes in reverse order.
The coda is based on the movement's
opening motif, capped at its peak by a
brass statement of the symphony's opening arpeggio—salvation attained.

B

RUCKNER'S
ORCHESTRAL SONORITIES
ARE PATENTLY
DERIVED FROM
HIS ORGAN PLAYING.
This symphony essentially employs
the standard Romantic orchestra: double
woodwind, four horns, three trumpets,
three trombones, bass tuba (to which the
quartet of Wagner tubas is added), percussion, and strings. Bruckner's orchestral sonorities are patently derived from
his organ playing: he uses the sections
of the orchestra to create blocks of sound
similar to organ registrations, while his
building of climaxes by adding bright

doublings aurally resembles the effect
gained by use of the crescendo pedal. His
favored compositional techniques of
sequential repetition and frequent shortterm modulation are characteristic processes of organ improvisation as well.
The music's varied textures and brassy
climaxes make it asplendid stereo showcase, which undoubtedly accounts for its
growing popularity in the CD era.
Unlike its predecessors, the symphony
was acclaimed asuccess from the time
of its Leipzig premiere under Artur
Nikisch in 1883, the year of its composition. As aresult, Bruckner subjected
it to little revision; for once, the differences between the scholarly editions of
Leopold Novak and Robert Haas are
minimal, comprising minor changes in
the orchestration affecting perhaps 20
bars of music. The Novak edition also
incorporates tempo indications suggested by Nikisch in the outer movements, as well as acymbal clash and
triangle roll at the Adagio's climax—a
controversial effect, but one that most
conductors include.
Right off the bat we can pass over
those of the current and recent recordings marred by gross errors of execution
or production that need not be accepted

BRU CKNER'S SYMPHONY 7ON CD
Conductor!
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CD

Date

SPARS

Price

Orchestra

Number

Tr

Tr

Rec.

Code

Range

Abbado/VPO

DG 437 518

64:22

64:22

1992

DDD

F

Barenboim/CSO

DG 429 025

66:00

11:15:07

1979

ADD

F

Barenboim/BPO

Teldec 77118

70:40

70:40

1992

DDD

F

Couplings

Syms. 0-6, 8-9,
Choral Works

Béihm/VP0

Preiser 90192

67:36

67:36

1943

ADD

F

115hm/VP0

DG 419 858

65:58

65:58

1977

ADD

M

Celibidache/SDRSO

Andromeda 2513

66:52

66:52

I9P

A?D

F

Chailly/Berlin RSO

London 414 290

68:42

68:42

1984

DDD

F

d'Avalos/Philharmonia

ASV 625

61:40

61:40

1987

DDD

F

Furtwangler/BP0

Music & Arts 698

63:19

63:19

1951

AAD

F

Giulini/VP0

DG 419 627

67:52

67:52

1986

DDD

F

Haenchen/Netherlands PO

LaserLight 14 096

63:51

63:51

1991

DDD

B

Haitink/Concertgebouw

Philips 442 040

6028

9:51:58

1966

ADD

M

Haitink/Concertgebouw

Philips 434 155

65:04

65:04

1978

ADD

M
M

Horenstein/BPO

Koch 3-7022

58:35

58:35

1928

AAD

Inbal/Frankfurt RSO

Teldec 8.43259

63:42

63:42

1985

DDD

F

jochum/Staatskapelle Dresden EMI 62935

69:14

9:18:56

1979

ADD

M

Karajan/BPO

EMI 69923

68:02

68:02

1970/1

ADD

M

Karajan/BPO

DG 419 195

64:40

64:40

1976

ADD

F

Karajan/VPO

DG 429 226

66:15

66:15

1990

DDD

F

Klemperer/BPO

Music & Arts 751

60:44

75:11

1958

AAD

F

Klemperer/Philharmonia

EMI 69126

65:11

65:11

1960

ADD

M

Knappertsbusch/VPO

Music & Arts 209

62:19

62:19

1949

AAD

F

Konwitschny/LGO

Berlin Classics 2079

65:27

65:27

1958

ADD

M

López-Cobos/Cincinnati SO

Telarc 80188

66:38

66:38

1989

DDD

F

Maazel/BPO

EMI 49584

73:47

73:47

1988

DDD

F

Masur/NYP

Teldec 73243

63:28

63:28

1991

DDD

M

Matacic/Slovene PO

Denon 32C0-2035

65:46

65:46

1984

DDD

F

Pesek/Czech PO

Supraphon CO-72647

60:43

72:45

1986

DDD

F

Sinopoli/Staatskapelle Dresden DG 435 786

64:57

64:57

1991

DDD

F

Solti/CSO

London 417 631

68:32

68:32

1986

DDD

F

Steinberg/Pittsburgh SO

MCA 9825

60:31

2:25:48

1968

AAD

B

Szell/VPO

Sony 47646

63:55

63:55

1968

ADD

M

Walter/Columbia SO

Odyssey 45669

64:15

2:17:40

1963

ADD

B

Wand/Kiiln RSO

EMI 47748

64:50

64:50

1980

ADD

F

Wand/NDRSO

RCA 61398

64:05

64:05

1992

DDD

F

Welser-MóstfLPO

EMI 54434

60:49

60:49

1991

DDD

F
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Syms. 1- 6, 7-9
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Sympho
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Symphony 5
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in acompetitive field. (Yes, Iknow mistakes happen; but Ifind it odd that air
checks from historic concerts display
fewer errors than are permitted to pass
on modern studio recordings.) Subject
to immediate dismissal are the Pesek and
Giulini recordings—did no one on the
latter's production team catch the grinding viola dissonance in the Trio?—as well
as that of López-Cobos, despite gorgeous Telarc sound. Francesco d'Avalos's
performance isn't consistent enough
to justify overlooking the missed clarinet entry in the Finale. The engineers
sabotage Konwitschny's Gewandhaus
account by excising a bar from the
Scherzo. Sinopoli suffers from flaws of
both production (a single semiquaver
elided in the Adagio, bar 172) and execution (a ghastly wrong violin note in the
Finale, bar 279) on top of his quirky
interpretation, despite the rich, burnished
orchestral sound.
While the historical recordings can't
possibly convey the color and power of
this music, they serve as interesting documents of performance style. Jascha
Horenstein's 1928 studio recording is the
earliest, as well as the quickest. The Berlin Philharmonic doesn't sound very
large—there can't have been more than
four first violins—so between the lack
of grandeur in the sonority and the
ancient engineering, the climaxes aren't
terribly imposing. But the swift tempos
and light, clear textures will surprise
those who think of this music as thick
and turgid (which is true only when it
is thickly and turgidly performed). In the
first movement, the third subject and the
disquieting extension of the first-theme
recapitulation are hustled along. The
Adagio begins slowly, but the second
theme has aflowing Andante feeling.
The volcanic, driving Scherzo occasionally leaves the first horn struggling
to keep up, while the Novak edition's
tempo adjustments seem easy and natural
in this springy Finale.
But astring of air checks from the '40s
and '50s evinces asimilar use of mobile,
flexible tempos, stressing flow and longterm coherence above all—apparently
slow tempos and marmoreal textures do
not, after all, constitute authentic Germanic style in this music. Biihm's 1943
performance is positively volatile in his
adoption of unmarked accelerations,
although he finds the time to bring out
the Adagio's mystery as well as aplaintive, Grieg-like simplicity in the Trio's
chorales. Knappertsbusch's rhythmic
sturdiness ensures aperformance of dignity and breadth, but he too displays a
flexibility of tempo (within the Finale's
second group, for example) as well as
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

acoloristic sensitivity not ordinarily
associated with him. Furtwângler, like
Horenstein, keeps the textures lean and
the musical destinations clear, with his
vaunted flexibility producing some brief
patches of messy ensemble. His Finale is
among the most sharply characterized:
lightly pointed in the first theme, firm
and inexorable in the second, jubilantly
buoyant in the third. Klemperer in 1958
projects the first two movements with
tremendous power and thrust, but then
bogs down in the Trio, and is clumsy and
ill at ease with Nikisch's tempo adjustments in the Finale.

GEORGE SZELL

ACHIEVES EXCEPTIONAL
COHERENCE BY
ESCHEWING TRADITIONAL
UNMARKED TEMPO
CHANGES.
In fact, only Celibidache, who uses
slow tempos to frame aperformance of
immense concentration, offers a"traditional" outlook. He really leans on the
hairpin dynamics to sustain the long
phrases of the first two movements, and
enlivens the Finale's textures with attentive horn and woodwind detailing. As
with all of these historical documents,
the brass sound is prone to break-up in
the climaxes. (Andromeda's documentation is practically useless, by the way,
even listing different orchestras on the
booklet's front and back.)
Because of its tubby, opaque sonics,
Sony's recently issued Salzburg Festival
performance under George Sull belongs
with the historical performances despite
its later vintage. Szell achieves exceptional
coherence by eschewing traditional unmarked tempo changes—the Finale's second subject, for example, steps lively in
the same tempo as the first—and by
phrasing in such away as to connect
consecutive episodes. The Vienna Philharmonic doesn't play as precisely as
Szell's own Clevelanders—the brass tend
to be laggards—but their warm tone and
sense of tradition temper the conductor's
interpretive astringency.
Eugen Jochum emerges as the first
major champion of Bruckner's music in
the stereo era. His DG Seventh (429 0792, 9CDs) is almost alarmingly extravert,
sweeping the listener along on an irresistible flow and lyric intensity that takes
in plenty of orchestral detail. On the
minus side, much of the "soft" playing
isn't that at all, and the Adagio is very
WorldRadioHistory

slow, although well-sustained. The Berlin orchestra sounds bright and nasal, and
the early stereo favors the range extremes
at the expense of the middle voices.
Jochum's EMI remake retains the mobile
tempos and clear textures, but to amore
meditative overall effect. The recording
is pleasing, though abit artificial; the
Dresden orchestra's high strings are
glassier than ideal; and the Adagio still
crawls.
13Ohm and Klemperer did get to record this music in the studio, and in stereo.
Bohm, drawing luminous sonorities and
translucent textures from the Vienna
Philharmonic, limns the performance of
alifetime in the first movement, finding
anatural pace and flow as well as distinctive character (the lilting pastoral episode
before the development recalls Dvorák).
But the smudgy control that is incidental
here comes to pervade the Adagio, which
is compromised by too many soggy
landings and awkward transitions,
though the last two movements regain
somewhat the stature of the first. Klemperer benefits from excellent stereo
recording: with the violas and cellos
seated on opposite sides, the opening
theme truly engulfs the listener. The
Scherzo is terrifying and the Finale more
cogent than before, though collapsing
in acoda that loses the pulse But the first
movement is abit disjointed; and fuzzy
podium control, atypical of Klemperer
in 1960, doesn't serve the Adagio.
Bernard Haitink, that self-effacing but
perceptive musician, has recorded this
music twice with the Concertgebouw
Orchestra. His earlier account, currently
available in amid-price box, is asolid
one, projecting purely musical values
more strongly than dramatic ones, and
with tempos that seem effortlessly right.
The orchestra contributes deep, resonant
string tone and plangent, sonorous
brasses. They play even more characterfully on his judiciously multimiked
remake: the strings now have abewitching silken sheen, and the brasses are
round and full. Haitink's interpretation
follows the same outlines as before: the
climaxes seem underplayed at first, but
the cumulative impact builds inexorably.
Eliahu Inbal's more recent Teldec
recording shares some of Haitink's virtues. The conductor draws an unusually
lightweight, transparent "French" sonority from the Frankfurt orchestra, with
powerful yet springy brasses cutting
through the textures rather than weighing them down. (It sounds like atechnically more polished version of the
old Suisse Romande under Ansermet.)
Inbal's buoyant, graceful reading has no
shortage of character: soft string passages
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are really hushed and solo reeds attractively liquid, while the steady tempos of
the Finale make for terrifying brass
climaxes. The sound is clear, warm, and
unobtrusive. Deserving of honorable
mention are Abbado, who gets glorious
playing and recording but doesn't maintain interest in the music's more ruminant
passages, and Masur, whose distinctive
interpretation isn't ideally served by the
NYP's diffuse, swarthy strings and dubiously tuned reeds.
Conversely, Herbert von Karajan in
three tries never penetrated to this music's
core. CD processing brightens the overresonant acoustic of his first (EMI)
recording but can't repair the soggy
attacks, thick textures, or ponderous
manner—the dotted figures, which
should propel the second subject to its
climax, for instance, instead impede its
forward motion. His DG remake sounds
altogether clearer, but the string textures
are hyperintense and overprojected, the
tuttis forced and strident—the Adagio's
climax is afearful din. His final, Vienna
recording is better, more direct in manner, with aheartfelt lyric quality in the
big themes; some of the transitions are
still soggy, and the digital sound is borderline toppy.
Gunter Wand's analog recording
avoids boredom, but his approach
here is too plainspun, with insufficient

Lei

dynamic variety and afair number of
smudgy low-brass attacks, and the
recording is close and dry (were the clarinets miked up the bell?). His in-concert
remake is amajor improvement: now we
hear afull dynamic range, with conscientious attention to the soft end, and the
strings phrase sweetly. But the Adagio
lacks mystery and otherworldly calm,
the Finale's tempo shifts still feel gratuitous, and the recording misses the tonal
glow of the best items of this series.
Daniel Barenboim has been anotable
Bruckner crusader among his generation. His DG account is basically unaffected if overloud, at its best in an ominous Scherzo; elsewhere, the conductor's
understandable desire to exploit the
powerful Chicago brass leads him to
inject anote of portentous melodrama
into the proceedings. The close-miked
sound is glary and favors the brass (who
hardly needed the help), though Isuspect the curiously opaque textures are the
conductor's doing. His Berlin remake
benefits from airier sonics, clearer textures, and sweeter tone; this time, unincisive string attacks compromise his
Scherzo, but the Adagio brings some
lovely playing (as well as some mild tuba
gaffes)—the end of the second theme has
agentle, almost aching nostalgia. The
outer movements are often lovely, but
some episodes are still inflated and

overdrawn.
Among the recent deletions (they
don't last long now, do they?), young
Franz Welser-Me5st strikes aconvincing
balance between the requirements of
structure and detail in atruly traditional
(read: fast), propulsive reading; the grayish sound isn't state-of-the-art—soft
strings and reeds recede into the ambience—but EMI deserves congratulations for getting any sort of listenable
recording out of the Albert Hall. Solti's
lithe, athletic Finale can't compensate for
the first movement's dead spots or the
unalluring, frowzy Adagio, while the
lightweight sonority Maazel draws from
the Berlin Philharmonic doesn't support
his slowest-of-all tempos. Chailly's reading is inconsequential when it isn't torpid, while Lovro von Matacic, with a
scraggly orchestra in his final concert,
displays only brief flashes of his former
authority and musicianship.
At budget prices, Bruno Walter's warm,
humane reading is plausibly recorded,
and certainly more to the point than
Steinberg's loud, graceless lack of style.
Both of these are only available in
two-disc sets; the sole budget single is
Haenchen's tentatively played though
musicianly account, whose sonics lack
body and depth.
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rvo Part is perhaps the only
true "minimalist." Rather than
endlessly proliferating arpeggios à/a John Adams, Steve Reich, or
Philip Grass, Part founds his aesthetics
of composition and performance on "a
single note.. beautifully played." As
Part also says, "The complex and
many-faceted only confuses me." Each
of his five ECM recordings (all reviewed in these pages) embodies this
ethos of complete presence in the musical moment. When executed to the
levels of commitment demanded by
Part and ECM founder/producer Manfred Eicher, the aesthetic becomes the
spiritual, the musical act an act of
prayer.
Still, even the most ardent Part afidonado might blanch at the prospect
of this new Telarc CD, which contains
no less than six versions of the same
minimalist composition. Even among
Part's works, Prams is stripped-down:
originally composed in 1977 for string
quintet and wind quintet (versions not
included here), it comprises, as Richard
Rodda's notes tell us, "repetitions
(eight in the original version)...of a
hymn-like theme played above acontinuous drone on the interval of an
open fifth [and] separated by notes
played as or simulating drum taps. [The
repetitions] are transposed downward a
minor or major third on each appearance, so that the sonority grows lower
and richer as Fratres unfolds."
In other words, abare-bones formal
armature over which the musical flesh
is so thinly, tautly stretched that it
threatens to tear apart at the slightest
strain—and never does. After listening
several times through it, Ifound the
hour's worth of this disc devoted to
Fratres to be not nearly enough, and anything but tedious: the hymn theme just
keeps opening up and out in long
breaths, seeming to embrace more and
more significance, even profundity, with
each steady, studied, deliberate repetition. Not only could Ilisten to this disc
all day—I have.
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IFIAMMINGHI
The Orche5tro of Flonde
RUDOLF VVERTHE

PART: Fratres
Fratres for strings & percussion; Fratres for violin,
strings, & percussion; Fratres for wind octet &
percussion; Fratres for eight cellos; Fratres for
strings; Fratres for string quartet; Fratres for cello
& piano. Plus: Cantus in Memory of Benjamin
Britten, Summa, Festina Lente
Rudolf Werthen, IFiamminghi (The Orchestra
of Flanders)
Telarc CD-80387 (
CD only). James Mallinson,
prod.; Jack Renner, Tony Faulkner, engs.
DDD.TT:79:00

Part's monastic austerity is fully
matched by Rudolf Werthen's direction of the members of the ensemble
he founded: IFiamminghi, The Orchestra of Flanders. The almost static
pace he sets the music is unfaltering,
and in strings and winds alike is heard
atonally ideal balance of the severe and
the sonorous. Hats off, too, to percussionist Huub Righarts for his impeccably disciplined execution of these exercises in true microdynamics.
Speaking of percussion and dynamics: this is aTelarc recording, and there
is abass drum. Telarc has been maligned a good bit over the years by
audiophiles who've forgotten just how
BIG a sound a truly walloped bass
drum can make in the right hall. In
Fratres, the bass drum is never struck
louder than mf, more often p and pp,
but it's more convincingly revealing of
ambience cues and hall acoustic than
any number of blockbuster sessions on
this or any other label. The shuddering

WorldRadioHistory

decay of the drum sound lasts long
enough to fully map the floor plan of
Belgium's Basilica of Bonne Espérance,
Vellereille-les-Brayeux. Probably because of that venue's considerable reverberation, Freres is abit more closely
rniked than most Telarc recordings and
thus doesn't suffer from the subtle
smothering that nags at the sound of so
many of the label's larger-scaled projects. Soundstaging is convincing, to say
the least.
The disc is rounded out with Part's
Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten,
Summa, and Festina Lente. These are
very much companion pieces to Freres:
minimal themes explored in ineluctably unfolding variations and repetitions, meditations of haunted, detached
obsession. (The single theme of Festina
Lente, which means "Fast Slow," is
played simultaneously at speed, half
speed, and double-time.) Telarc hedges
its bets by breaking up the six versions
of Fratres with these shorter compositions—but this is easily remedied by
programming your CD player. In fact,
this disc offers ample programming opportunities: cue up the six Fratres right
in arow, or in order of increasing or
decreasing numbers of players, or just
the versions for strings, or in ascending
or descending order of playing time—
or just play this generous CD (79:00!)
straight through. I've tried all of these
lineups, and each works in its own
way—the different playing orders offer
up as many delights as do the different
versions of Fratres itself.
Musically and sonically, Fratres is the
only disc of Arvo Part's music deserving of aplace next to those directed by the composer himself. For a
company most kindly described as
"conservative" in its duplication on disc
of the standard orchestral and chamber
repertoires, Telarc has here outdone
itself. Sonically, Fratres is as good as any
recording they've made. Musically, it's
the most important disc in their entire
catalog—by along shot.
—Richard Lehnert
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BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3("Eroica")
Carlo Maria Giulini, La Scala Philharmonic
Sony Classical SK 58974 (CD only). David Motdey, prod.; Marcus Herzog, eng. DDD. TT:
59:41
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto, Two Romances for Violin & Orchestra
Salvatore Accardo, violin; Carlo Maria Giulini, La
Scala Philharmonic
Sony Classical SK 53287 (CD only). David Motdey, prod.; Marcus Helzog, eng. DDD. TI':
63:06
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9
Carlo Maria Giulini, Bayreuth Radio Orchestra
Sony Classical SK 53971 (CD only). David Mottley,
Wolfram Graul, prods.; Peter Urban, eng. DDD.
TI': 56:44

Though each of these releases is indelibly
stamped with an individuality generated
from the podium, this should not be
taken as abroad endorsement. At the
heart of Giulini's individuality is an expansiveness that in recent years has
become amauling mannerism.
The conductor's "Eroica," the latest installment in his now nearly complete
Beethoven cycle, is, like its predecessors,
afflicted with tempos so slow they drain
the music of all tension and drama, reducing it to a ludicrous caricature.
Doubtless, this symphony opened the
door to the 19th century—a harbinger of
the grandeur of many orchestral works to
come. But here it is not grand, merely
leaden. Were the La Scala Philharmonic—an ensemble of Milanese musicians
drawn from the opera orchestra and
other groups from that city—capable of
more color, some of Giulini's bizarre
breadth might have been more convincing. But paralleling his expansiveness is a
gray sonority that fails to enliven the performance's prevailing drabness. A firstmovement repeat serves only to protract
the embalming.
A similar dreamy dreariness, for which
Giulini is almost certainly responsible,
spoils Accardo's account of the Beethoven Violin Concerto. Tempos, especially in the first movement, are uncommonly slow. Thus, despite the violinist's
often beautiful sound and phrasing, the
music neither flows nor soars as it should,
and the buoyant humor of its finale is
neutralized by the same bland, colorless
breadth that spoils Giulini's "Eroica."
There have been other expansive
accounts of this work dating back to
Kreisler's 1926 recording, but they, at
least, boasted aspark and thrust produced
by more strongly accented, more sharply
profiled orchestral playing. The two romances filling out the disc fare somewhat
better but are of minor importance to the
whole.
Although Giulini's new Schubert 9
shares with the two Beethoven performances aprevailing expansiveness, it is a
far more convincing performance. Part of
its success is rooted in the Bayreuth
orchestra's being more virtuosic than its
Italian counterpart. Those familiar with
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

model, Brahms, was on the jury. Even
the Trio's orchestration for clarinet,
piano, and cello was in deference to that
written only four years earlier by
the conductor's Chicago Symphony reBrahms. However, Zemlinsky did procording of the work from the late '70s
vide an alternative to the clarinet part for
will find this one, if ashade slower, simiviolin, and it is this more successful verlar in overall conception. The first movesion that is given here.
ment unfolds at one basic tempo, the
The Beaux Arts plays with its usual
opening Andante being fairly fleet and
skill and refinement, and is recorded in a
leading into abroad Allegro ma non troppo
warm, mellow acoustic that beautifully
that begins without the acceleration that
enhances both music and performance.
usually accompanies its eruption.
Although Iwould have liked just alitThe second movement barely qualifies
tle more impetuosity and passion in the
as a "walking" Andante con moto, yet,
almost miraculously, Giulini maintains a Korngold, this disc would be adelighttwo-to-the-bar "motion." The Scherzo, if ful addition to any library.
—Barbara Jahn
broad, has awelcome gemütlich lilt, and
the finale seems faster than it actually is
as aresult of the clear articulation of its
reiterated triplets. Indeed, throughout
the performance the richness of detail
that Giulini's breadth secures drives
things forward to the closing chord—
played here, incidentally, with adiminuendo rather than with the more emotionally apt accent favored by most conductors.
The in-concert recording boasts presence, impact, and natural timbres without suffering from the daustrophobic
closeness that sometimes afflicts "live"
productions. Wisely, Giulini omits all
exposition repeats, observing only the
first and third of the four Schubert calls
for in the Scherzo. In short, if not for all
tastes and not an ideal prime edition to
own, this remains amusical conception
that has alife absent from the entombFranz Weiser-M(5st (above) has The Merry
ments of the two Beethoven works.
Widow in his blood. John Eliot Gardiner is no

CLASSICAL

—Mortimer H. Prank
KORNGOLD: Piano 'Frio, Op.1
ZEMLINSKY: Piano Trio, Op.3
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 434 072-2 (CD only). Hein Dekker, prod.;
Ko Witteveen, Jean-Marie Geijsen, engs. DDD.
TI': 60:54

Korngold became apupil of Zemlinsky
on the recommendation of Mahler, who,
having heard the 10-year-old's cantata
"Gold," thought him something of agenius. The Piano Trio was written only
two years later, but Idefy anybody who
did not have former knowledge to consider this the work of anyone less than an
extremely competent adult. There is already astrong sense of personality in the
powerful, lyrical writing, and the endless
supply of ideas, with the requisite skill to
develop them to their best advantage, is
quite phenomenal. To add that Bruno
Walter was the pianist at its first performance sums up, Ithink, its inherent
musical worth.
Zemlinsky had reached the comparatively mature age of 24 when he wrote
his Trio, which had the distinction of
winning aprize at the Vienna Conservatoire. While not wanting to disparage its
obvious qualities, this early recognition
was hardly surprising when its role
WorldRadioHistory

slouch either. Each conducts anew recording of
Lehár's operetta.

LEHÁR: Die Lustige Witwe (The Merry Widow)
Felicity Lott, Hanna; Thomas Hampson, Danilo;
Elzbieta Szmytka, Valendenne; John Alex; Camille; Glyndebourne Chorus, London Philharmonic, Franz Welser-Most
EMI CDC 5 55141 2 (CD only). Simon Woods,
prod.; John Kurlander, eng. DDD. TI': 74:08
Limited Edition, with English narration by Tom
Stoppard, spoken by Sir Dirk Bogarde
EMI CDCB 555152 2 (2 CDs only). DDD. TT:
101:49
LEHÁR: Die Lustige Waive (The Merry Widow)
Cheryl Studer, Hanna; Boje Skovkus, Danilo; Barbara Bonney, Valencienne; Rainer Trost, Camille;
Monteverdi Choir, Vienna Philharmonic, John
Eliot Gardiner
Deutsche Granunophon 439 911-2 (CD only).
Karl-August Naegler, prod.; Ulrich Vena, HansRudolf Muller, Stephan Flock, engs. DDD.
79:49

It's apparent within the first few minutes
of the EMI Merry Widow that Franz
Welser-Most knows exactly how this sort
of thing should "go." As pointed out by
Andrew Lamb in the booklet accompanying the recording, the opening orchestral passage "brilliantly sets the scene of
opulent glamour and bustle of aParisian
embassy."
Under Welser-Miises baton, the first
16 bars of the opening have an almost
211
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across the work on radio or at afriend's
could probably do afair job of playing
manic energy; the tempo is then prompthouse; the modern ear—mine, at least—
this music without aconductor (and posly pulled back, but the music's pulse and
does not find quite enough variation in
sibly in their sleep).
intensity are maintained. The young AusPurcell's music alone to place it without a
Although both Gardiner and Weisertrian conductor emphasizes rhythmic
guide in dramatic context. But it's deliMost approach the score with respect for
crispness throughout, but also knows
cious, and as sheer musical entertainestablished performance traditions, they
when to give in to the score's unabashed
ment,
it works. The dance rhythms are
evince
differences
in
the
details.
Gardiner
sentimentality. Despite their non-Viencompelling, the scoring (those recorders!)
tends to go for more legato; the singers
nese (or non-Hungarian) origins, orchesis colorful, and the vocal lines and comappear to have been encouraged to sing
tra and singers respond fully to Weiserbinations of voices are diverse enough to
long phrases without taking a breath.
Moses lead.
sustain alongish evening.
The
results
are
often
quite
lovely,
but
The casting is generally very good.
The singers here are ideal: Lorraine
occasionally there's aloss of spontaneity
Felicity Lott may not have the unique
Hunt just keeps getting better with each
vocal quality of Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and theatricality. With Welser-Móst,
recording, her voice as limber as it is
there's more of asense of the orchestra
from the '60s recording conducted by
lovely; both tenors make agreeable, exand
the
conductor
following
the
singers,
von Matadc (EMI CDCB 47177), but
pressive sounds; the basses mug appealas they would in a live performance
she has amost attractive voice and peringly when the text calls for it; and the
sonality; her "Vilja" is especially lovely. I (which, of course, theirs was).
others add to the fine ensemble. The inLike the EMI, the DG Widow has an
haven't been a great fan of Thomas
international cast. Cheryl Studer gives a strumentalists are topnotch as well, but
Hampson's work in the crossover area,
Norrington's leadership lacks the energy
terrific, appropriately flamboyant perforbut Imust admit that his Danilo is firstto keep the show as interesting as it must
mance as Hanna, and she sings like an
rate—even better than Eberhard Waechbe kept. Just compare it with the vibrant
angel. Her Danilo, Boje Skovkus, is more
ter with von Matadc. The role lies well
old Deller Consort version on Harmonia
routine: afine voice, but he doesn't make
for his high baritone, allowing him to
Mundi, or even the less-well-sung but
much of the character. (Hampson is
take some of the tenor-option notes, and
excellent set on Naxos. But if you love
much better.) Barbara Bonney's Valendhe captures the character's ennui and
Purcell—and in 1995, you'd better (it's the
enne
edges
out
her
counterpart
in
the
touch of arrogance. He sings "Lippen
tercentenary of his death)—you'll have to
EMI recording, and Rainer Trost is the
Schweigen" (aka the "Merry Widow
own arecording of this work. Pity we
best recorded Camille since Gedda—unWaltz") with acombination of strength
can't graft Hunt, et al, onto another set.
like
John
Mer,
he
doesn't
wimp
out
on
and tenderness that would melt any Pon—Robert Levine
the high C. Up-and-coming Welsh basstevedrian widow's heart.
John Aler has the unfortunate task of baritone Bryn Terfel is impressive in the
minor role of Baron Zeta. The sound
having to compete with the performance
quality of the DG recording is generally
of the young Nicolai Gedda for von
smoother and better balanced than the
Matadc, and, although he sings pleasantEMI.
ly enough, he lacks the honeyed voice
Buying advice? Don't even think about
and erotic intensity that Gedda brought
buying either of these recordings unless
to the role of Camille. His high C in
you already have the von Matacic. Other"Wie cine Rosenknospe" is secure, but it
wise, the honors are pretty even, the
has abit too much falsetto for my taste.
choice depending mostly on one's taste
Elzbieta Szmytka makes apert, if slightly
in singers. I'd get the DG for Studer,
overly fluttery, Valencienne, and the
Bonney, and Trost, the EMI for Hampminor roles of assorted Pontevedrian
son and Lott.
—Robert Deutsch
noblemen and Parisian playboys are sung
exceptionally well.
The EMI recording is based on aconPURCELL: The Fairy Queen
cert performance at London's Festival
Lorraine Hunt, Catherine Pierard, sopranos; Susan
Hall by the Glyndeboume Festival OpBickley, mezzo; Howard Crook, Mark Padmore,
era. The special two-disc Limited Edition
tenors; David Wilson-Johnson, Richard Wistreich, basses; Schütz Choir of London, London
includes English narration from the conThe Purcell tercentenary continues with Roger
Classical Players, Roger Norrington
cert especially written by Tom Stoppard
Norrington's new recording of The Fairy Queen.
EMI 555234 2(2 CDs only). Simon Woods, prod.
and spoken by Sir Dirk Bogarde. The
The singers are ideal.
DDD. TT: 2:02:06
narration is suitably droll, but Ifound it
tiresome well before the end, and Ican't
MAHLER: Symphony 10
The Fairy Queen is an example of the Enimgine anyone wanting to listen to it
Mark Wigglesworth, BBC National Orchestra of
glish
tradition
of
semi-opera—a
bastard
more than once. Stick with the single
Wales
art form if ever there was one. This, Pur- BBC MM124 (CD only). Mike George, prod.; Paul
CD, which contains all the music. The
Jenkins, eng. DDD. TT: 74:05
cell's 1692 setting of Shakespeare's A
recording could have used abit more hall
This recording accompanied the August 1994 issue of13BC
Midsummer Night's Dream, is cast in the
sound, but is otherwise fine.
Music Magazine. To order, call (800) 284-0200.
form of five masques, one for each act of
If arecording of Widow with aVienthe play; the actors have nothing to do
nese conductor and an English orchestra
Those enterprising folks at BBC Music
with the music, and the singers play no
works, then why not arecording with an
Magazine have done it again. Among the
part in the play's action. Even in 1692 it
English conductor and a Viennese orrecent CDs of concert recordings that acwas observed that it "was best to have
chestra? John Eliot Gardiner is aconduccompany their publication, they may just
either by itself;" and since the form has,
tor whose name Iassociate with baroque
have given us the best Mahler 10 on
happily, slipped into disuse, someone
music—stylistically about as far as you can
record.
get from operetta—but, according to a must have been listening.
Successful recordings of this music
Still, one would not want to do withrecent interview, he has long admired
have proved nearly as elusive as was
out Purcell's music, which is a sheer
The Merry Widow. In my book, at least,
Deryck Cooke's completion .of his "perdelight—playful and exuberant. Imust
that puts him on the right side of the
forming edition" from the composer's inadmit that it has taken me years to actuangels. Here he's waving his baton over
complete short score. Eugene Ormandy's
ally tell one act from the other if Icome
the Vienna Philharmonic, atroupe that
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995
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pioneering recording (CBS, nia) boasted
virtuoso playing by the Philadelphia Orchestra, but the conductor lacked idiomatic understanding to match his obvious enthusiasm. Wyn Morris (Philips,
nia), typically slow, was atypically pallid;
the intensity ofJames Levine (RCA) impresses on first hearing but doesn't wear
well; Eliahu Inbal's (Denon) is magnificently recorded, but the outer movements suffer from imprecise coordination and the tricky first Scherzo is cautiously negotiated.
I'm not familiar with Mark Wigglesworth's conducting, but on the strength
of this performance he is an individual as
well as an idiomatic Mahlerian. Anthony
Payne's brief note mentions the "deathhaunted nostalgia" of the opening
Adagio—certainly the familiar mood
when the movement is performed on its
own—but Wigglesworth's forthright
shaping, with the strings firm and confident in their wide leaps, gives the main
theme an optimistic cast, though the elegantly phrased chromatic second subject
troubles it with doubts. And the conductor has the sense not to overplay the fade
of the closing pages, which would render
the subsequent movements anticlimactic.
The volatile first Scherzo, with its stabbing accents, is complemented by aLandler Trio more lyrical and flowing, less
heavily bowed,
usual. The Purgatorio,
precisely articulated at arestrained tempo, has apiquant Hebraic flavor; the second Scherzo begins in aspirit similar to
that of Symphony 5, taking a darker
emotional turn as it proceeds. The Finale
is particularly remarkable for the sensitive color and mood changes between
sections of its slow introduction, exploiting the rich, unsettled effects of its Wagnerian chromaticism; and here the sense
of long-breathed nostalgia at the close is
finally appropriate.
The orchestra sounds marvelous, especially given the concert conditions. The
transparent ensemble sonority doesn't
preclude warmth and richness of tone,
and the players navigate the metrical hurdles of the first Scherzo with assurance.
The woodwinds produce awide range of
colors as needed: the solo flute, for example, is limpid in the Purgatorio, cool and
clear in the Finale, while double-reeds
are pungent. The horns are burnished
and expressive, but the otherwise fine
recording gives us strident trumpets at
the Adagio's "cry of pain." As for the ambience, the audience's coughing, annoying in the violas' opening phrases, subsides at the main theme's arrival, only to
erupt comically into averitable bronchial
fusillade between the first two movements.
If you're not already familiar with
BBC Music, you should be. Not only do
they manage to put out ahigh-quality
music journal complete with aconcert
CD (not asampler) every month, but the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

with his coloratura in "Those eyes, that
form" (Love's Goddess).
But this beautifully recorded disc will
satisfy any yearning one might have for
Purcell. It's afine cross-section of his religious music, covering 15 years of composition, and, weakish solo singers aside,
there's agreat deal to enjoy here. The instrumental playing—catch those bass violins—is great. But other than Purcell's
own "I was glad," can anyone think of a
title more insipid than Love's Goddess Sure
Was Blind?
—Robert Levine

Finally reissued: Deryck Cooke's essential
introduction to Wagner's Ring.

quality of the performances has proved
consistently high, making it one of the
best bargains in the field.

WAGNER/COOKE: An Introduction to Der
Ring des Nibelungen
Deryck Cooke, analysis, narration; Georg Solti,
Vienna Philharmonic
London 443 581-2 (2 CDs only). John Culshaw,
prod.; Gordon Parry, eng. ADD. TT: 2:20:52

A great part of the overpowering richness
of the musical texture of Wagner's mam—Stephen Francis Vasta
moth Ring cycle is his sophisticated use of
leitmotif (leading motive), or "moments of
PURCELL: Love's Goddess Sure Was Blind
musical feeling" (both terms are WagWith: Funeral Music for Queen Mary (complete);
ner's)—the basic musical DNA out of
Funeral Sentences, Two Elegies on the Death of Queen
which the work seems to create itself.
Mary; Two Latin Motets
Harry Christophers, The Sixteen, Orchestra of the
It's the rare Wagnerite who studies the
Sixteen
scores, or one of the many thematic
Collins Classics 14252 (CD only). Mark Blown,
guides of varying quality published over
prod.; Mike Hatch, eng. DDD. TT: 79:42
the last century. However, acquiring even
This well-packed disc (it comes with a the most basic beginner's knowledge of
warning that it might not track, but Ihad
the key leitmotifs and their branching
no trouble on three different layers) is
progeny can add entire dimensions to an
just abit of the Purcell onslaught 1995 is
appreciation of the work. Even those
bringing us. As far as Ican te, most of who consider themselves intimately fathe works here have been recorded
miliar with the Ring can be astounded at
before, but the notes proclaim that Love's
how the cycle opens up to them—indeed,
Goddess appears in its correct form for the
is transformed from merely exciting opfirst time, and the Funeral Musk has been
era to profound drama—once they begin
assembled as it was when it was originalto learn how the leitmotifs work.
ly played, with works by Toilet, Paisible,
The task seems adaunting one: the
and Morley included—also a recording
Ring's leitmotifs grow, evolve, turn into
first. Whatever—this is staggeringly beauor combine with one another with dizzytiful music, and avery rich evening's lising fluidity; and of almost 200 leitmotifs
tening.
of varying importance, no study guide
One often mistakes Purcell as "light";
has listed or named them all. Wagner
careful attention to any selection here
himself was reluctant to label or identify
will vouch for his depth and devotion.
them with too much specificity, knowing
The dissonances in the Funeral Sentences
instinctively that his musical expression
(particularly "In the midst of life") are
was far more emotionally precise than
jarring and most expressive, and, like the
were his verbal skills.
other choral pieces presented, benefit
Welcome back to the catalog, then,
from the Sixteen's musicality, attention to
after a long absence, Deryck Cooke's
detail, amazing tonal palette, and unique
excellent thematic introduction to the
blend.
Ring. Originally released in 1968 on
I've often found this group abit bloodthree well-packed LPs, this set strikes a
less, especially after hearing what inperfect balance: accessible enough to
your-face groups like the Hilliard Enprove fascinating to the Wagner-loving
semble and Marcel Peres's Ensemble Orneophyte, detailed enough to satisfy all
ganum can do with early music. But the
but the most erudite scholar.
problem here is the soloists. Libby CrabFollowing abrief set of examples of
tree's soprano is pretty but bland. Simon just what aleitmotif is, Cooke groups
Berridge's tenor is the reason why people
Wagner's themes into families, showing
have trouble with this type of music: it
in clear, easy-to-follow steps how most of
sounds unappealing and, frankly, unthe Ring's motifs evolve out of ahandful
healthy. (No, Idon't want Pavarotti here,
of root themes that mirror the work's
but someone with some warmth in the
most important dramatic threads. Each of
voice would help.) And Simon Birchell,
the 193 musical examples is written out
while not abad bass, does odd things
in musical notation in the booklet, and
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Cooke's analysis (he narrates it himself)
is a model of organization and clarity.
Listening carefully to this set and following the examples (it helps if you read music, but it's not essential) will take you
more than half of the way through the
Ring's dense musical forest.
The recorded musical examples are
excerpted from the Solti/VP0 Ring—still
the single best choice three decades after
its completion. Omitted from the original set are Solti's recordings of Wagner's
Siegfried Idyll (occasionally in print) and
his brief Kinderkatechismus, both of which
incorporate themes from the Ring. A
more serious omission is the transcript of
Cooke's narration. Otherwise, this
unique, invaluable, and entertaining
musical/dramatic introduction to one of
the greatest works of the Western canon
is very highly recommended.
—Richard Lehnert
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BRYARS: Incipit Vita Nova, Glorious Hill, Four
Elements, Sub Rosa
David James, countertenor; Hilliard Ensemble;
Gavin Bryan Ensemble
ECM New Series 1533 (78118-21533-2, CD only)
Manfred Eicher, prod.; Peter Laenger, Chris
Ekers, engs. DDD. TI': 56:37
GOEBBELS: La Jalousie, Red Run, Herakles 2,
Bereiung
Christoph Anden, Sprecher, Peter Rundel, Ensemble Modem
ECM New Series 1483 (78118-21483-2, CD only)
Manfred Eicher, prod.; Leslie Stuck, Andreas
Neubronner, engs. DDD. TI': 65:24
BUDD: She is aPhantom, In Delius' Sleep
Harold Budd, Zeitgeist
New Albion NA 066CD (CD only). Foster Reed,
prod.; Russ Borud, eng. DDD.
47:37
RZEWSKI: The People United Will Never Be
Defeated
Stephen Drury, piano
New Albion NA 063CD (CD only). Stephen
Drury, Joel Gordon, prods.; Joel Gordon, eng.
DDD. TI': 58:50

These four discs are atribute to the diversity of 20th-century music, the excellence dedicated to its recording, and the
commitment and understanding of its
supporting artists.
The first, featuring works by English
composer Gavin Bryars, is quite beautiful. The title work of the disc is an ethereal piece for countertenor voice, floating
sustained notes over timeless swatches of
sweet harmony for string trio. Glorious
Hill represents the first of many pieces
Bryars was to write for the Hilliard Ensemble. The reason behind his writing
for specific performers is immediately
apparent here—this piece hinges on the
Ensemble's facility to move between the
vocal techniques of numerous centuries;
its success lies with Bryars' knowledge of
this and his skill to utilize it.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

Harold Budd is one of four unclassifiable contemporary composers surveyed by Barbara
Jahn on CDs from New Albion and ECM.

The longest piece, Four Elements, is for
an 11-piece ensemble of mixed winds,
brass, keyboard, and percussion, with
again the countertenor voice. It was commissioned by the Rambert Dance Company, yet each part so exquisitely portrays
the nature of its element that visual illustration would seem superfluous. Finally,
Sub Rosa, for mixed sextet, is an "extend
cd paraphrase of and comment on"
American guitarist Bill FriselPs piece
"Throughout." Although the demands
made by these various ensembles are so
diverse, the ECM recording is superb
throughout, sensitivity to enhancing
acoustic and reverberation being particularly exemplary.
Heiner Goebbels' style could not be
more different, his starting point often
being literary inspiration; amontage of
everyday sounds—footsteps, cars starting,
voices—are at the heart of La Jalousie. Subtitled "noises from anovel," it illustrates a
passage from Alain Robbe-Grillees book
of the same name via quite excellent ensemble and recording &rity. The textual
inspiration for Herakles 2, apiece for five
brass players, drums, and sampler, is
never spoken, the structure of the music
merely being inspired by its "architecture." Befreiung, aconcertante scene for
narrator and ensemble, reminds me very
much of Berg's Sprechstimme style in
Wozzeck, while Red Run is aconcertante
version of aballet piece, which gives nine
notated "songs" to 11 instruments.
The next disc, Harold Budd's She is a
Phantom, has had me enthralled. It is the
most peaceful, relaxing, mesmeric work I
have ever had the pleasure to hear—a real
stress-buster. It's not unlike Nyman's
music to The Piano, not least of all for the
fact that it is broken down into 17 very
short sections with evocative titles: "Tiny
hands, big ideas" and "Handsome. The
spineless little prick was handsome"
should give you the idea. Hear it—it's a
wonderful disc, Zeitgeist providing the
exquisite woodwind, percussion, and
synthesized sounds that support Budd's
WorldRadioHistory

own piano and amazingly seductive
voice.
Finally, although the disc devoted to
Frederic Rzewski begins with arecording of the South American chant "The
People United Will Never Be Defeated,"
set up by the group Quilapayun at alive
concert in Buenos Aires, it is followed by
the set of Variations that the folk song inspired. Pianist Stephen Drury gives an
excellent account of this epic, almost
hour-long work. In it he successfully
draws together the individuals, depicted
by the diversity of the Variations, into a
unified whole. There are 36 Variations in
six sections: the first contains the most
straightforward, the second those emphasizing rhythm, the third melody, the
fourth counterpoint, the fifth harmony,
and the sixth finally combining all these
elements. Within these, Rzewski draws
upon awealth of established Variation
style, from Rachmaninoff-type Romanticism to 20th-century atonality and dissonance, with every varying shade in between. An interesting work, then, but
one that demands stamina from performer and listener.
—Barbara Jahn
PAUL O'DETTE: Italian Lute Music
Paul O'Dette, lutes
Harmonia Mundi (France) 907043 (CD only).
Christel Thielmann, prod.; Brad Michel, eng.
DDD. TI': 67:21
CHRISTIAN ZIMMERMAN: Italian Lute
Music
Christian Zimmerman, lutes
Antes BM-CD 31.9030 (CD only). Manuel Braun,
prod. DDD. 'IT: 49:49

Paul O'Dette has often been called one
of the finest living lutenists—if not the
finest—and there is certainly nothing on
his Italian disc that would indicate otherwise. His astonishing dexterity is, as always, entirely in the service of the music,
and his scholarly understanding of Renaissance composition informs, rather
than inhibits, his performance.
Christian Zimmerman is avery fine
musician as well, with considerable skill
in ornamentation. However, I prefer
O'Dette because of his more effective
dynamic shadings and superior phrasing.
In spite of this, Iwould recommend
Zimmerman as well, because he plays
some of the later 16th-century repertoire
which O'Dette does not.
The Italian composers on these two
discs, led by the famous Francesco da
Milano ("The Divine"), are, with the exception of Francesco himself, not as wellknown as the Elizabethans or the later
French school, but it was their stylistic
developments that set the stage for the
great European flowering of the lute.
Like aperformer playing divisions on a
ground, the later composers built solidly
on the foundations laid by the Italians,
with their fantasias and dance pieces, and
so Icommend both of these performances to those interested in the history of
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Renaissance and Baroque music as well
as those who simply enjoy the lute.
Paul O'Dette is given the usual excellent HM sound, but his colleague suffers
considerably from arecording thatis both
over-resonant and bass-heavy—so much
so, in fact, that Ifound my enjoyment of
the music considerably hampered. Antes
credits no engineer, so Imust lay all of the
blame on producer Braun, who would
appear to favor atruly waterlogged ambience.
—Les Berkley

PETER SEIM:TAT: Magische Tone
Arias by Beethoven, Cornelius, Flotow, Goldmark,
Mozart, Nicolai, Strauss, Wagner, Weber
Peter Seiffert, tenor, Mündmer Rundfunkorchester,
Jin Kout
RCA 61214-2 (CD only). Wolfram Graul, prod.
DDD. TI': 58:12

This is abeautiful-sounding recital by a
successful, forty-ish German tenor who
is almost unknown in this country. Until
recently, he hadn't recorded much—a
Fledermaus, a Zar und Zimmermann, the
role of Rinnuccio in Gianni Schicchi—not
exactly star-making parts. But lately a
dull EMI recital disc of Italian arias and
an interesting Max in BMG's Der Freischütz have made one wonder. This CD
of German arias suits him better than the
Italian disc did; both style and language—
particularly the latter—were big problems
there.
The singing is simply gorgeous. Seifferes voice is best described as agoodsize lyric. His mezza-voce approach to
"Horch, die Lerche," from Nicolai's
Merry Wives, is reminiscent of Wunderlich at his most melting; his way with
coloratura and his breath control are
exemplary in arias from La Clemenza di
Tito and Don Giovanni, and he sails
through the difficulties of Florestan's big
scene with ease. Rienzi's aria is handsome and noble, and we'd be lucky to
hear Erik's and Walther's arias sung so
well again. The Italian tenor's aria in
Rosenkavalier is presented in ringing tone,
and rarities by Cornelius and Goldmark
(the latter the title of the CD) are a
delight.
So what's wrong? Well, despite an alluring tone, fine musicality, and absolute
control over dynamics, Seiffert isn't
much of an interpreter. His sound is
heroic and sweet, but Inever got asense
of character. The Italian tenor isn't puffed
up, Florestan sounds as if he's been on
vacation, Lionel is all-purpose passionate,
Walther is lackadaisical, and so forth. In
other words, Seiffert never puts his stamp
on apiece as Wunderlich did in the Nicolai, or Gedda in the Goldmark. Granted,
these are hard acts to follow (Seiffert's
pianissimo high C at the close of the
Goldmark is impressive, but Gedda's was
hypnotic); but with atone and technique
as attractive and solid as he has, Seiffert
should be thinking more.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

What he seems to need is a good
coach or a smart conductor who can
advise, and he certainly gets nothing
from his conductor here. Kout is workmanlike at best, insensitive at worst—
rarely has the prelude to the second act of
Fidelio sounded so bland. The Munich
Radio Orchestra plays all the notes well,
without acare. The recorded sound is
flattering and full, without artificialities.
I'm being hard on Seiffert, but only
because he is so much in the running,
rather than so little. Give this atry—the
singing, in a tenor-poor world, gives
great pleasure, and, well, most tenors
don't differentiate that clearly between
characters anyway.
—Robert Levine
FALLA: La Vida Breve
Marta Senn, Salud; Cecilia Angel, Abuela; Elizabeth Almenar, Carmela; Pilar Rioja, dancer, Enrique Iglesias, flamenco singer (Cantaor); Fernando de la Mora, Paco; Ignacio Clapes, Fragua;
William Alvarado, baritone; Claudio Muskus,
Manuel; Schola Cantorum de Caracas, Rafael
Suarez Polyphonic Choir, Alberto Grau Choir;
Simón Bolivar SO of Venezuela, Eduardo Mata
Dorian DOR-90192 (CD only). David H. Walters,
prod.; Craig D. Dory, David H. Walters, engs.
DDD. TT: 57:42
VILLA LOBOS: Uirapurii
CHAVEZ: Suite de Caballos de Vapor
GINASTERA: Estancia
Eduardo Mata, Simón Bolivar SO of Venezuela
Dorian DOR-90211 (CD only). David H. Walters,
prod.; Brian C. Peters, David H. Walters, engs.
DDD. TI': 5703
JONGEN: Symphonie Concertante for
Organ es Orchestra
SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3("Organ")
Jean Guillou, organ; Eduardo Mata, Dallas SO
Dorian DOR-90200 (CD only). Brian C. Peters,
prod.; Craig D. Dory, Brian C. Peters, David H.
Walters, engs. DDD. TT: 68:42

These are, regrettably, among the last recordings made by the Mexican-born conductor, Eduardo Mata, before the private
plane crash that took his life shortly before the end of 1994. If some of his standard repertoire performances have not
always inspired me to rapturous praise,
the present ones certainly caused areevaluation: every one of the discs is an
outright winner in terms of stylistic understanding, splendid rhythmic vitality,
and a great feeling for lyric line. Of
course, these are all performances of
Spanish and Latin American scores; it is
quite obvious how much affinity Mata
had for such works.
La Vida Breve, Manuel de Falla's 1913
two-act opera masterpiece, with its Wagnerian chromaticism and darkly Iberian
atmosphere, lasts alittle less than an hour
and has previously been recorded several
times. Mata's interpretation, which includes some colorful improvised flamenco sections, could scarcely be bettered, so
gripping and moody is the direction. With
excellent (albeit, as is typical of Spanish
vocal production, abit tremulous) voices,
precise, beautifully shaped orchestral
playing, and amost vividly imaged recording, replete with adancer as part of
WorldRadioHistory

the stage simulation, this is afirst-rate
production, aided by an excellent presentation (texts and translations, as well as
comprehensive annotations). This is in
every way asplendid disc.
Both the colorful 1917 Villa Lobos ballet, Uirapurú, and Ginastera's 1941 Estancia, equally infectious in its exciting
rhythms, have been recorded before, but
they make very strong discmates here.
The noisy, socially realistic ballet from
1926-32 by Mexican composer Carlos
Chávez, from which the Horse-Power Suite
derives, is not quite on that level, being a
curious collage of quasi-popular tunes set
within amore serious ethnic framework.
It has its moments of entertaining imper-

The late Eduardo Mata's legacy of recordings
continues on three new Dorian discs.

tinence, but its 25-minute duration is
also abit repetitious. Once again, Mata's
direction is extraordinarily vital and precise with his Venezuelan orchestra, barring some slightly scrawny upper strings,
and. Dorian's reproduction will give your
system agood workout, almost anything
you select from the album will sound impressive, but Iwould opt for the first
movement, The Land Workers, of the Ginastera as an ideal start for showing off
one's system.
Another excellent showcase is the use
of the 1992 84-rank, 65-stop Lay Family
organ by C.B. Fisk in the Meyerson Symphony Center in Dallas with the Dallas
Symphony in the 1926 piece by the postWidor Belgian composer Joseph Jongen.
His often clangorous piece tends to
meander at times, but its condusion certainly offers an effective sonic spectacular, especially as convincingly recorded
here. The far-better-known Saint-Saëns,
however, makes just as good use of the
capabilities of the organ, sonorously
played here and in the Jongen by Jean
Guillou, and the performance of the often-recorded Symphony 3is notable for
Mata's sensitivity to the lyric elements
without any sacrifice of forward momentum. The conductor's attention to detail
219
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in the slow movement, with adelicacy
that almost approaches chamber music, is
also worth mentioning, as is his wellpaced buildup of grandeur in the finale.
Dorian's mid-hall microphone placement, with an excellent sense of depth
(especially in the Saint-Saëns), is impressive.
—Igor Kipnis
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ELLA FITZGERALD: Clap Hands, Here
Comes Charlie!
Ella Fitzgerald, vocals; Lou Levy, piano; Herb Ellis,
guitar, Joe Mondragon, bass; Stan Levey, drums
Classic V6-5043 (LP only; reissue of Verve V65043). Norman Granz, prod.; Bernie Grundman,
temastering. AAA. TI': 50:52
Verve 835 646-2 (CD only). Norman Granz, prod.
AAD. TI': 5931

Ifind it easy to understand those fans
who prefer the girlish Ella Fitzgerald
who sang so purely with the Chick
Webb band and its derivatives between
1935 and 1941. She was an instant charmer, aclear-voiced singer whose bounce
was irresistible. Still, my favorite Ella
came in the '50s and the '60s, when she
was making the famous Verve Songbooks
and records such as Like Someone in Love,
Ella Swings Lightly, and Clap Hands, Here
Comes Charlie!, the 1961 date that Classic
Records has reissued on a 180-gram
audiophile LP, and which PolyGram has
made available on asilver CD with three
previously unavailable performances from
an earlier session.
The Ella from this period offers added
nuances: abit of grit, asubtle playing
with volume and phrase, an inexplicable
broadening of her voice when she was
letting go. She still sounded as ingratiating as afavorite next-door neighbor, but
she was obviously more subtle than her
persona suggested. On these projects
there was little of the hepped-up, scatsinging Ella that Iheard live so often,
with mixed reactions.
Those subtleties are what Ihear in this
LP reissue, remastered by Bernie GrundSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

man. It's aremarkable record and aremarkable reissue: Ihesitate to say "better
than the original" only because it's been
years since Iheard that original. On an
intimate song such as "You're My Thrill,"
you feel that she's on astool afew yards
away: you can even hear an occasional
click in the back of her throat. The band
is set realistically behind her: the bass is
tight, and we hear such details as the bell
on "My Reverie" with startling clarity.
The beautiful recording would mean
less, of course, if she weren't singing a
fascinating repertoire—including "Night
in Tunisia," "Round Midnight," "Spring
Can Really Hang You Up the Most," and
"Cry Me aRiver"—and if she weren't at
the top of her bent. She is—all her fans
who prefer analog, and who are willing
to pay to hear the best-sounding version
of this memorable session, should get this
LP.
Not that there's a problem with
Verve's CD. The sound is excellent, although, on my system, it lacks the LP's
final presence. Most attractive about the
CD are the three additional cuts: "The
One ILove Belongs to Someone Else," "I
Got aGuy," and "This Could Be the Start
of Something Big." The small backup
band still features Lou Levy and Ellis, but
there are two bassists and two drummers
listed. Ican't judge which musicians were
in fact playing.
—Michael Ullman
WINSTON WALLS: Boss of the B-3 with Jack
McDuff
Winston Walls, Hammond B-3 organ, footpedals,
vocals; Jack McDuff, B-3; Gene Parker, tenor sax;
Chris Buzelli, guitar, Pistol Allen, drums
Schoolkids SKR 1516 (CD only). Stephen Bergman, Michael Lipton, prods.; Henry Weck, eng.
TI': 5705
DANNY GATTON/JOEY DEFRANCESCO:
Relentless
Danny Gatton, guitar; Joey DeFrancesco, B-3; John
Previti, bass; Tim Biery, drums
Big Mo 20232 (CD only). Danny Gatton, Ed Eastridge, prods.; Ed Eastridge, Greg Hartman, Ron
Freeland, engs. TI': 63:08
WAYNE PEET TRIO: Fully Engulfed
Wayne Peet, organ, organ & synth bass; G.E. Stinson, guitar; Lance Lee, drums, percussion, voice
9 Winds NWCD 0165 (CD only). Wayne Peet,
Nels Cline, prods., engs. DDD. TI': 69:03
MICHAEL SHRIEVE: Fascination
Michael Shrieve, drums; Bill Frisell, guitar; Wayne
Horvitz, organ
CMP CD 67 (CD only). Kurt Renker, prod.; Don
Gilmore, eng. DDD. TI': 53:22

The B-3 is back. Anyone unconvinced
need only check out the reissues of the
big names (Jimmy Smith, Jack McDuff)
and lesser-knowns (Big John Patton and
Lonnie Smith) alike; or the swarm of recent recordings by artists eager to add the
woody warmth of the Hammond to their
sound. John Abercrombie, Dave Sanborn, and Larry Goldings have all turned
to the organ for something that they find
missing in more modern keyboards.
These four CDs offer an interesting overview of what that something is, where it
came from, and where it might go.
WorldRadioHistory

Wmston Walls is one of those unheralded musicians who reside in towns all
over the world, wowing locals and anyone passing through with their worldclass talent. His first CD in athree-decade career is aperfect primer for those
who might wonder why anyone would
eschew the endless sounds of the modern
synth for the unwieldy monster that is
the Hammond.
Recorded so live you can smell the cigarette smoke, Walls waltzes us through
all the basics of barroom B-3 repertoire:
the blues, "Georgia On My Mind,"
"Canadian Sunset," the blues, "What a
Difference a Day Makes," and more
blues. (Actually, authentic barroom B-3
requires that everything become ablues.)
Even included is "How Great Thou Art,"
genuflecting to the organ's church roots.
Walls even goes head to head with legend Jack McDuff in agame of musical
dozens in which he proves that he is, if
not "the Boss of the B-3," definitely in
upper management.
Until recently, guitarist Danny Gatton
was also one of those unsung local legends. He recently won and lost amajorlabel contract that brought him some
well-deserved larger recognition while
putting him for atime on the unit-moving hot seat. Freed of that pressure, he
joined with fellow major-label reject Joey
DeFrancesco to record aCD of organbased jazz that may prove to be the high
point of both their careers.
On this last recording before his suicide, Gatton was finally able to unleash
his full talent in away that comfortably
integrated his mastery of many styles.
Country licks insinuate themselves into
Wayne Shortees "The Chess Players,"
and bebop riffs are rendered with rock
tone on Gatton's breakneck twist, "Gearheads."
"The Pits," aslow Roy Buchanan—style
blues, epitomizes what may be Gatton's
most enduring legacy. On this (and on
Relentless in general) he seems to have
brought DeFrancesco back to the basics.
I've criticized the young organist in the
past for musical shallowness, but on his
last record, Gatton seems to have taught
him and us that you can have prodigious
chops and apowerful soul.
Wayne Peees back-to-the-future organ experiment mines amore recent past
than the '50s barroom sound. Peet draws
on Larry Young's modernization of the
instrument during his stint with Tony
Williams' Lifetime. In fact, the CD has a
sound that recalls some of the murk of
those recordings without actually being
badly recorded. This makes artistic sense:
for this trio, sound is what it's about. Unlike the '70s jazz/rock experiments it recalls (in addition to Lifetime, there are
echoes of Alphonse Mouzon and early
Billy Cobham), Fully Engulfed is rarely
about chops. Rather, tunes like the title
cut and "Fred Attack" offer the rock en221
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ergy of that era, with amore '90s emphasis on texture and group interplay. Peet &
Co. manage to combine awide range of
dynamics, moods, grooves, and textures
into acohesive sound that's as much of
this era as it is evocative of another.
Michael Shrieve, on the other hand,
appears unclear as to exactly what he's
trying to evoke. Getting together with
fellow Seattle residents Frisell and Horvitz for ajam session and then editing the
results must have seemed like a good
idea at the time. With musicians of their
caliber, it's hard to produce bad music;
but producing unfocused, meandering
music is obviously less difficult. A funk
jam like "Sam the Man" suffers from a
combination of Shrieve's timid approach
and Horvitz's unwillingness to play anything resembling a bass line. Deconstruction is one thing; this razes it to the
ground. Shrieve's elephant walk, "Circus!
Circus!" is as heavily obvious as the
pachyderm it portrays.
So far, the drummer's reputation rests
on astunning performance as ayouth
with Santana at Woodstock '69. In the
past, he's had other good ideas that didn't
quite pan out—such as combining guitarists Andy Summers and David Torn.
Such concepts look good on paper, but
Shrieve must bring alittle more to the
party for them to succeed. —Michael Ross
GUY KLUCEVSEK: Manhattan Cascade
Guy Klucevsek, free-bass accordion
CRI Emergency Music CD 626 (CD). Guy Klucevsek, John Zorn, prods.; Bryce Goggin, Phil Lee,
Steve Cellum, Bobby Previte, Allan 'Ricker, cogs.
DDD. TI': 70:52

Guy Klucevsek can do it all. From the
wacky, chiaroscuro sound-patches of
John Zorn to the cyclical, sonic spirals of
Lois V. Vierk, nothing seems to be outside his grasp. As observed in aprevious
Stereophile review, Klucevsek easily transcends the mundane, beer-barrel joviality
so often associated with the accordion—
the Rodney Dangerfield of instruments.
Whatever the style, Klucevsek unfailingly creates music of multiple hues and
shades.
Manhattan Cascade is avividly recorded
collection of mostly short solo pieces that
admirably exploit IClucevsek's technique
and imagination. In the title piece, composer Lois V. Vierk effectively builds tension by layering repeating minimalist figures. The last four works are all polkas,
ranging from Christian Marclay's pointillistic "Ping Pong Polka" to the carnivallike "Phantom Polka" of Aaron Jay Kerins. Anthony Coleman, John King, Mary
Ellen Childs, Rolf Groesbeck, and actordiono himself also contribute original
compositions.
As with all Klucevsek releases, there's
plenty of surprising music here. Do your
ears afavor and check it out.
—Carl Baugher
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CARMEN McRAE: For Lady Day: Volume One
Carmen McRae, vocals; Zoot Sims, tenor sax; Marshall Otwell, piano; John Leftwich, bass; Donald
Bailey, drums
Novus 63163-2 (CD only). Larry Clothier, prod.;
Jim Anderson, eng. ADD. TI': 51:15

When Carmen McRae was ateenager
she was befriended by Irene Kitchens
(Wilson), the composer of "Some Other
Spring." Kitchens brought McRae to
meet Billie Holiday, and the young singer
demonstrated "Some Other Spring" to
her idol, who soon after made the definitive recording of that plaintive song.
Holiday and McRae then became unequal friends at agood time in Holiday's
life, when, as McRae said, Holiday "wasn't
going through the self-destruction that
she finally went through." When Holiday did become self-destructive, they
drifted apart in fact, but not evidently in
spirit—if we can believe McRae, who
dreamed that even after Holiday's death
she was occasionally in touch with her
through aOuija board.
In 1961, McRae made her first tribute
to Billie Holiday: the Columbia album
Lover Man, one of the great jazz vocal albums, regrettably not currently available.
McRae's tart, unsentimental style—agile
but finally restrained—her bittersweet
voice, and her articulate manner of dealing with alyric proved perfect for the
project. McRae evoked Billie's spirit, but
not her style. She proved equally adept at
the slowest of ballads—her "Lover Man"
is breathtakingly spacious—and at the uptempo swingers that Holiday loved so
much, such as "What aLittle Moonlight
Can Do" and "I Cried for You."
For Lady Day is almost as good as Lover
Man. Its source is a1983 live broadcast
from the Blue Note in New York. It was
recorded on 4" tape at 15ips, and it
sounds realistic—even to the sharp-edged
clinks of glasses in the background. McRae virtually flings out the first line of
"Miss Brown to You," and offers the rest
of the lyric in her clipped phrasing. She's
exuberant, growling abit as she crawls
upward. She's more intimate on "Good
Morning Heartache," aslow ballad she
keeps alive by accenting perfectly. Her
time is breathtakingly flexible.
She sings, a little behind the beat,
"Stop," pauses, then adds "haunt-ing me"
in asingle descending triplet. She's improvising, but her most extravagant interpretations seem at the service of song and
lyric. Her "God Bless the Child" will
never replace Holiday's own, but Idon't
know of any other version to compare to
McRae's. McRae finds humor where
Holiday didn't—in the molasses-slow
blues "Fine and Mellow," for instance.
For Lady Day has several wonderful
solos by another lost master, tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims, and uplifting work by
pianist Marshall Otwell. Sims and the
trio are featured on "I'm Going to Lock
My Heart," which has McRae playing
WorldRadioHistory
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Twelve years on, the late Carmen McRae's tribute to the late Billie Holiday is finally released.

rhythmic games with bassist John Leftwich and improvising with Sims.
Throughout, For Lady Day features
masterful singing that belongs with McRae's equally appealing tributes to Sarah
Vaughan and Thelonious Monk. Now, if
Columbia would only reissue Lover Man.
—Michael Ullman
ART PEPPER: Tokyo Debut
Art Pepper, alto sax; Cal Tjader, vibes; Clare
Fischer, keyboards; Bob Redfield, guitar, Rob
Fisher, bass; Peter Riso, drums; Poncho Sanchez,
percussion
Galaxy GCD-4201-2 (CD only). Yasumasa Okamoto, prod.; Masaaki Sasadi, eng. AAD. TT:
6625
ART PEPPER: The Complete Village Vanguard
Sessions
Art Pepper, alto sax, clariner, George Cables, piano;
George Mraz, bass; Elvin Jones, drums
Contemporary 9CCD-4417-2 (9 CDs only). Lester
Koenig, prod.; Bob Simpson, eng. ADD. TT:
9:0726

At the beginning of The Complete Village
Vanguard Sessions, in his first-ever performance in New York City and toward the
beginning of a comeback, Art Pepper
announces that he was there to make history. Does that sound confident?
In her notes, Laurie Pepper tells us Art
was terrified to play in New York, describes him staying up after these sessions
compulsively scribbling arrangements in
the bathroom until dawn. For Pepper,
playing well seemed alife-or-death issue.
In an interview Idid in 1979 with him
and Laurie, Pepper talked about his competitiveness, his driving need to be the
best.
A musician told him he was one of the
five or six greatest alto saxophonists in
jazz. He was miffed at first: who were
the others? He talked between clenched
teeth of an engagement when Eddie
Harris showed up and joined him on
stage. This was abattle. And he laughed
at his own reaction: Pepper was an expert
at analyzing his own neuroses. Having
spent most of adecade in prison and at
Synanon, Pepper was on methadone—a
drug that was destroying his liver. "If I
223
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live five more years," he said, "I will be
the greatest alto saxophonist ever." He
planned to best Charlie Parker.
He didn't survive those five years, and
he didn't surpass Parker. He was amarvel
nonetheless, his every performance tense
and engaged, lyrical and swinging. In his
comeback, there was anew edge to his
playing—more obvious emotion and a
certain recklessness. He would interrupt
the logical flow of asolo with Coltranederived swirls and patterns, squawk awkwardly, or squeeze anote upward. The
fluency and that bright sound remained,
but his solos were now full of cries and
whispers. His ballads were heart-wrenching. Unsure of everything else, he was
confident of his genius.
He had reasons to feel insecure going
to Japan in April 1977: Laurie was hiding
aweek's supply of methadone, abanned
substance in Japan. (Three years later,
Paul McCartney was arrested entering
Japan with marijuana.) The tour manager distrusted him: Pepper was hired as an
add-on to Cal Tjader's band in case anything went wrong with the presumably
unreliable saxophonist, and his presence
wasn't advertised.
Tokyo Debut comes from one of the
later concerts in that short tour. Ies typical if not stellar Pepper, featuring afast
"Cherokee," the ballad "Here's That
Rainy Day," and two bossa novas, these
with Tjader assisting. It sounds as if the
band was playing in acavernous room.
Pepper is clear enough, but Clare
Fischees electric keyboard sounds undefined, under water. There's no particular chemistry
between Pepper
and the rhythm section.
The Complete Village Vanguard Sessions
are adifferent story. By July 1977, Pepper
had already recorded with George
Cables and Elvin Jones. George Mraz
was alast-minute addition who fit right
in. Pepper was ready, determined, and
the band was tight and involved. Cables
solos exquisitely throughout. Pepper was
not particularly healthy—by Sunday night
he had collapsed at least once in exhaustion. One doesn't hear any fatigue in the
music, however, which is the best introduction to Art Pepper's last period of
music—and what one might call his musical lifestyle—that Iknow. These sessions
resulted in four LPs, three of which were
misleadingly titled by the nights on
which they were supposedly recorded. (I
was surprised to discover that the "Goodbye" that appeared on Thursday Night at
the Vanguard was played on Sunday, and so
on.)
The collection has all the issued sides
and 24 lengthy, previously unissued sides
from the nine sets the band played together. Most of these are alternate takes
of tunes already available—undoubtedly
Pepper never dreamed that the whole set
would be issued. There are several new
numbers, such as an extended "Stella By
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

One gig, nine CDs: Art Pepper's The Complete
Village Vanguard Sessions.

Starlight" and the new "Live at the Vanguard." All are well-recorded, in the
closely miked fashion of many Vanguard
sessions. There are many highlights, including the wide-open solo version of
"Over the Rainbow," the bopping
"Scrapple from the Apple," and Pepper's
probing versions of his downhome
"Blues for Heard." He's abit of ashowoff at times, ripping through "Cherokee"
at aspeed that tests even Elvin Jones.
Pepper dedicates the new "Goodbye"
to the late Hampton Hawes, and, as
Laurie mentions in her notes, he plays
with unparalleled intensity. After the fact,
Laurie felt that this date, this performance, was abreakthrough for Pepper: it
allowed him to play with greater freedom and emotion later. It's history, as Art
predicted. les also great live jazz, in some
ways casually organized, but wholly
committed.
—Michael Ullman
McCOY TYNER TRIO: Live at Sweet Basil
McCoy Tyner, piano; Avery Sharpe, bass; Aaron
Scott, drums
Evidence ECD 22106-2 (2 CDs only). Horst Liepolt, prod.; Kazunori Sugiyama, eng. AAD? TI':
92:14
McCOY TYNEFt/BOBBY HUTCHERSON:
Manhattan Moods
McCoy Tyner, piano; Bobby Hutcherson, vibes,
marimba
Blue Note CDP 8 28423 2 (CD only). Michael
Cuscuna, prod.; David Baker, eng. ADD. TI':
57:52

McCoy Tyner's powerful piano is one of
the most identifiable voices in all of jazz,
and he has recorded prolifically for 35
years. These facts create a high-class
problem: how to provide diversity in his
recorded canon. Manhattan Moods, a
piano/vibes duet album, is one of Tyner's many projects with alternative
instrumentation. Live at Sweet Basil is the
standard piano-trio format. But nothing
Tyner ever plays is "standard."
"Darn That Dream," from the trio
album, is avivid example of Tyner's creative process. It starts as aforcefully faithful reading of Jimmy Van Heusen's
WorldRadioHistory

theme, but as Tyner outlines it, his hands
are compelled to embellish and digress.
Gradually but relentlessly the intensity
escalates, and even from so soft aballad
Tyner's flood is eventually unleashed.
No other pianist has ever made the instrument sound so huge.
To experience Tyner is to be caught
up in astorm of piano, of thundering
chordal clusters and right-hand lightning.
The most restrained piece is Monk's
archetype, "'Round Midnight." But even
this has the feeling of vast power in reserve, as if a world-class weight-lifter
were engaging in needlepoint.
On Manhattan Moods, the beast in
Tyner sounds somewhat calmed by
Hutcherson's rich resonances. The ballads (songs as fine as "For Heaven's
Sake," "I Loves You Porgy," and "Dearly
Beloved") are deeply felt conversations
that ascend to luminous intertwined spirals.
Because Manhattan Moods is all about
sonorities, the sheer timbral luxuriance
of cascading treble perc-ussives that linger
in the air, it's unfortunate that it's not better recorded. Both instruments sound
overmiked, blurred at their edges. The
halo of vibrato around Hutcherson's
struck notes is pretty until it overloads
and distorts.
No more sonically distinguished, Live
at Sweet Basil is typical of Evidence's
strengths and weaknesses. It makes available important material previously issued
only in Japan, but does so with rather
casual attention to production values. An
excellent 60-minute album could have
been culled from the 92 minutes of tape
contained here.
Two sentences in Rafi Zaboes liner
notes for Live at Sweet Basil could have
been written about no other living jazz
pianist: "Tyner's classic style is still one of
the most thrilling sounds anyone has ever
made on the piano. It is one of the definitive styles of its epoch and in the history
of jazz in general." Because this pronouncement is true, these two releases
merit attention. If they're relatively
minor moments in the context of
Tyner's collected works, they would be
personal bests for just about anyone else.
—Thomas Conrad

POPULAR

ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Where It All
Begins
Epic EK 64232 (CD only). DDD. TI': 56:02
ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Second Set
Epic EK 66795 (CD only). DDD. TI': 71:54
Both: Tom Dowd, prod.; Jay Mark, eng., mix.
LITTLE FEAT: Ain't Had Enough Fun
Zoo 11097-2 (CD only). Bill Payne, Bill Wray, Ed
Chemey, prods.; Ed Chemey, eng. DDD.
69:46
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sistible grooves start with the first downbeat and just don't stop.
There are no late-Feat standards here
like "Hate to Lose Your Lovin,'" "Let It
Roll," "That's Her, She's Mine," or
"Those Feaell Steer Ya Wrong Sometimes"—all of them full of monster hooks
and overpowering momentum. But the
Feat have established such aunique body
of work over the years that when songs
like this album's "Cadillac Hotel" or
"Drivin' Blind" or "Romance Without
Finance" or "Shakeytown" come around
on the CD player, the fact that they
sound just like classic Feat songs is plenty
class enough. And the acoustic title track
Ain't Had Enough Fun yet? Try Little Feat's newest (third from left: new lead singer Shaun Murphy).
is adown-home, back-porch delight.
Ain't Had Enough Fun's main appeal?
Whenever Ihear recent albums by Little
Hand Jive," and "Mean Woman Blues"
Driven by ever-more-ferocious drumFeat or the Allman Brothers Band, I does the same for "Rollin' and Tumblin.' " mer Richie Hayward, it's the most rhyththink of that scene in Spielberg's Always:
Haynes's "Soulshine" is ploddinely optimically dense Feat album yet, adrumJohn Goodman's 300 lbs doing the Papa
mistic, while the slow blues of "Tempmees master class all by itself. Hayward is
Bear Boogie all over the screen. Goodtation is aGun" brings back Gregg's old
all over the metrical map ("Cajun Rage,"
man gets his bulk down, moving in at
dark side. Most revealing is "No One to
"All That You Can Stand"), constantly
least six directions at once and keeping
Run 'With," amiddle-aged lament about
changing his own rules and never drophis ample center of gravity plumb no
the fact that nobody wants to party any
ping the beat: the rock drummer's rock
matter what—an amazing sight.
more.
drummer.
Like Goodman's bod, the maximalist
But no one goes to an Allmans gig for
Two big changes: First, long-time Feat
sound of each of these venerable bands is
new frontiers in songwriting. On the live
cover artist Neon Park is dead. Second,
big to the point of bloat: multiple percusSecond Set, the follow-up to First Set of a lead vocalist Craig Fuller (who replaced
sionists; lead singers with weathered voices
few years back, the band gets down to
the late Lowell George), weary of The
rich in experience, scars, and substance
what they do best: long twin-guitar/perRoad, has resigned his Feathood for the
abuse; honky-tonkin' keyboardists; and
cussion blues-rock jams highlighted by
last time. He's replaced here by the
rhythm sections that consistently find
Betts's sweet-toned, lyrically structured
band's first female singer, Shaun Murphy,
grooves within grooves within grooves.
solos and Haynes's bluesier slide. In addiwith mixed results. Murphy sang great
But each band has played together so
tion to four tunes from Where It All Begins
backup vocals on the last three Feat allong that they're tight and loose enough
(all vast improvements over their studio
bums, and she's gutsy enough to hold her
to stop and turn on aflatpick—mature,
versions, especially "No One to Run
own. But though she's just fine on the
road-seasoned rocic/blues/boogiemeisWith") are "You Don't Love Me" (which
yearning "Borderline Blues," Murphy ofters so confident in their chops that they
took up awhole side of Fillmore East), an
ten sounds just too hard, punching every
make John Goodman shaking his bootie
acoustic (!) version of Betts's crowdword as if to prove how tough she is—the
look like David Byrne in aBig Suit.
pleasing "In Memory of Elizabeth Reed,"
classic former-session-singer syndrome.
But they don't get much respect for it.
a16-minute "Jessica" (which ends with
The Feat sound has always had aplayful,
These bands are well into their third decDonovan's "First There Is aMountain"—
slippery looseness—especially in the vocals.
ades; most of these guys are pushing 50—
some things don't change), and one of Murphy's determination to nail down
when the bloat, the ego, the sheer tawdry
the straightest blues the band has ever
every word with athroat-tearing rasp or
ridiculousness of The Life really start to
done: acowbell-clanking cover of Willie
belt doesn't give lyrics or listener a
show—and they're still doing what they
Dixon's "The Same Thing."
chance, and for the first time a Feat
did way back when. Who the hell cares?
All in all, agreat Allman Bros. concert,
singer sounds steas if she ain't havin'
These gmcan play.
with ahell of alot better sound—warm
enough fun. (Compare Murphy and guiThe
ans continue their twin-guiDDD from veteran producer Tom Dowd,
tarist Paul Barrère as they trade verses on
tar rave-ups; lead guitarist Warren
who does not like analog (see our inter"Big Bang Theory.") Maybe she was nerHaynes is fully settled-in now and does
view with him in June)—than you'd have
vous. I'd be.
almost as good ajob of imitating himself heard if you'd been there your bad self.
But despite the harsh highs and flat
as he does imitating the late Duane AllDowd produced both albums; the only
soundstage the Feat favor these days,
man. Gregg Allman is still a great
difference is that the percussion is more
Ain't Had Enough Fun is plenty fun in the
soul/blues moaner, though his B-3 playprominent in the live one; the whole
end. A masterful record in astyle that
ing won't break any records; nor does he
band sounds more goosed-along because
remains the exclusive property of aband
write much, leaving most of those chores
of it. Bottom line? They won't change
of American Originals who rank right up
to lead guitarist/vocalist Dickie Betts.
your life, but these are two rock-solid
there with The Band, Los Lobos, and the
And the now-formal membership of records.
Allmans: Little Feat. Long live Jurassic
Marc Quinones brings to three the
On their 13th album, Little Feat conRock anyway.
—Richard Lehnert
band's percussionists, which means that
tinue to hone their craft, cramming more
the Allmans' signature medium-tempo
New Orleans second-line syncopation
rockers have more densely packed backTHE BAND: Across the Great Divide
into a straight four than you'd think
Capitol CDP 89565-2 (3 CDs only). Dan Loggins,
beats than ever.
would tit. The 13 tracks on Ain't Had
compilation prod.; various engs. ADD. TI':
The new, live-in-the-studio Where It
Enough Fun are stone etudes in meticu3:36:30
All Begins is amini-history of the Alllously crafted hard funk, tough as aroot
THE BAND: Live at Watkins Glen
mans' blues roots in the guises of 10 new
and twice as deep. In fact, this generousCapitol CDP 831742-2 (CD). Wayne Watkins,
"Mountain Jam, Part XVIII"; "No One
prod.; Larry Walsh, remastering eng. AAD. TT:
ly long studio album is like the first third
4435
to Run With" recycles "Willie & the
of athree-hour Feat concert: the irreSTEREOPFHLE, AUGUST 1995
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It's no picnic hitting your peak too early.
Ask Gary Coleman. Ask the Bay City
Rollers.
Ask The Band. They wrote and recorded most of their greatest songs before they could even agree on aname.
And, as alive band, their worst gig ever
was their debut as The Band: a35-minute travesty at the Winterland with a
feverish Robbie Robertson pulled
through his paces by an on-stage hypnotist. Their best gig ever came two nights
later, as they honed their bar-band chops
to afine edge that they'd never quite
reach again.
All of which makes their three-CD
boxed set, Across the Great Divide, adifficult call. If you had to choose one Band
CD to take with you to adesert island,
you could do alot worse than disc one of
this compilation. With most of the meat
from Music from Big Pink, The Band
(although Imiss "Long Black Veil" and
"Jemima Surrender"), and the highlights
from Stage Fright, it documents one of the
richest caches in American popular music. But if you've read this far, you already
have those first three albums; and if you
don't, then put the magazine down zight
now and run to the record store.
Disc Two cherry-picks their last four
studio albums, but it's clear that only a
few of the cuts, such as "Acadian Driftwood," can go toe to toe with anything
on the first disc. The rarities disc, which
is this collection's raison d'être, ultimately
disappoints. It opens with atruly terrifying version of Who Do You Love, featuring
abarely post-pubescent Robbie Robertson summoning riffs from beyond the
grave; but the other not-so-rarities are
culled from the likes of The Basement
Tapes and The Last Waltz.
Nonetheless, real Band groupies (like
me) will pull out the plastic just to hear
the live Woodstock version of Ain't No
More Cane and Richard Manuers aching
version of "She Knows," recorded two
months before his death.
Unlike alot of material of the time,
Band albums aren't audiophile delights;
on this count, too, Across the Great Divide
is amixed bag. Larry Walsh's remastering
is better than earlier anthologies, such as
To Kingdom Come and Greatest Hits. The
levels are much higher than earlier CD
masterings, the bass is punchier, the midrange is more forward,and some of the
sparkle on Levon's cymbals and Robbie's
electric guitars was lopped off with the
tape hiss. Although it's darker than earlier CD versions, I'd call the remastering
an improvement, although Istill prefer
the LP versions—especially the MoFi
pressing of Musicfrom Big Pink
Live at Watkins Glen, which is excerpted on Across the Great Divide, just corroborates that they left their best shows in
San Francisco. Although it's obscured by
their association with rock's Great Improviser, Bob Dylan, The Band was at
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

their best in the security of the studio,
where they could tinker with every riff
until it cried. Concerts were strictly money gigs, so they didn't really get into the
spirit of playing the biggest rock show of
all time. Levon Helm reportedly asked
promoter Bill Graham for asound check,
at which point Graham gestured at the
crowd of a quarter million and said,
"What the fuck do you want me to do?
Ask 'em to move?"
The album cuts are done in faithful
versions, and the covers are pretty predictable. The highlight of the set is Garth
Hudson's Too Wet to Work, in which he
jams with apassing thunderstorm as his
bandmates scurry for cover, but even this
one sounds better than it, urn, sounds.
Sound quality is barely astep above bootleg.
Ultimately, this CD-inspired dust-offthose-tapes trend works in inverse relationship to the artist's abilities as editor.
Manic types like Dylan and Springsteen
churned songs out by the bushelful and
left some gems languishing for decades.
Careful guys like The Band fretted and
fussed over every note and released all
the important stuff then and there. Frustrating though it may be for the
archivists, maybe that's not so bad after
all.
—Allen St. John
ELVIS COSTELLO: .Kojak Variety
Warner Bros. 45903-2 (CD). Elvis Costello, prod.;
Kevin Killen, eng. AAD. TT: 53:54
ELVIS COSTELLO: Goodbye Cruel World
Rykodisc 20280 (CD only). Clive Langer, Alan
Winstanley, prods.; Roger Bechirian, remastering
eng. AAD. TT: 77:32
ELVIS COSTELLO & THE ATTRACTIONS:
Punch the Clock
Rykodisc 20279 (CD only). Clive Langer, Alan
Winstanley, prods.; Roger Bechirian, remastering
eng. AAD. TI': 67:07

Talk about a busman's holiday. What
does the best songwriter of the past 20 (»
years do in his spare time? He collects
other people's songs. His first attempt to
fill an album with his finds proves that
Elvis Costello's quite the pack rat. Kojak
Variety is aself-consciously eclectic musical journey of the middle of the 20th
century, running from Screamin' Jay
Hawkins to Randy Newman, with side
trips through Nat King Cole, the Louvin
Brothers, and Holland-Dozier-Holland.
Nor is this a five-countries-in-fourdays bus tour. Costello's secret is that he
mines these veins deep, choosing obscure
cuts that only die-hard fans of the artists
(among which Costello can count himself) would have even heard of. How
many records can ask the dueling musical
questions: "If Icall out your name like a
prayer /Would you leave me alone with
my tears?" and "How many wrinkles in a
pickle? / Where did eyeballs come
from?" Such exemplary musicology allows Costello to play the arrangements
reasonably straight—the way the Lord
and Burt Bacharach intended.
WorldRadioHistory

This set highlights also what agreat
singer Costello really is. Just compare his
version of "The Very Thought of You" to
Rickie Lee Jones's on Pop Pop and you'll
understand once and for all that being a
great singer has more to do with the
brain than the vocal chords. No, audiophiles, the sound isn't quite up to Pop Pop
standards, but by EC standards it's pretty
good—the steely edge that plagued his
Columbia releases seems gone for good.
For Costello, Kojak was obviously a
labor of love—just read his oh-so-detailed
liner notes—and asterling example of an
established artist using his juice with his
record company to take on apet project.
Kojak Variety isn't EC's best album, but it
may be his most fun.
His worst album? Well, the consensus
pick is Goodbye Cruel World. If that's the
case, it stands as atribute to his genius. In

Elvis Costello does the Kover thing on Kojok
Variety. Plus Ryko's remastered, much-expanded
reissues of Punch the Clock and Goodbye Cruel
World.

this Rykodisc reissue, Goodbye sounds
like, at the very least, abrilliant mistake.
His duet with Daryl Hall, "The Only
Flame in Town," is one of his most artistically successful commercial moves, and
songs like "Worthless Thing" and the
haunting "Peace in Our Time" remain
among my favorite Costello tracks.
Part of the credit goes to Roger
Bechirian's 20-bit remastering, which is
the best so far of Ryko's reissue series.
The Columbia issues, both LP and CD,
are so strident that Ifear that critics and
fans alike were turned off by the sound
and took it out on the music. Rykodisc
brings this album up to near-audiophile
standards, with a much more neutral
tonal balance and aconvincing, if artificial, depth to the soundstage.
And the extended-play selections are
probably the strongest in the series as
well. "Turning the Town Red" is absolutely infectious, and his duet with Nick
Lowe on "Baby, It's You" was kept out of
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circulation because record-company suits
thought it would draw attention away
from the "real" singles. For once they
were right. Ditto EC's version of Sam
Cooke's "Get Yourself Another Fool."
The four solo live cuts and the demo of
"Deportee" prove that there were definitely some songs hidden beneath all
that mid-'80s production. The added bonus, uncredited in the track listing, is a
Kafkaesque version of Richard Thompson's "Withered and Died."
Punch the Clock, one of Costello's highest-profile projects, isn't quite the same
revelation as Goodbye. The sound is much
improved—most notably the tighter,
more extended low bass—but this one
wasn't the victim of as much bad decision-making during the original mastering.
Likewise, the extended play doesn't
have as much buried treasure as Goodie,
but it's still worthwhile. If you need a
version of Yoko Ono's "Walking on Thin
Ice," this is as good as any and better than
most. And the live versions of "The
World and His Wife" and "Everyday I
Write the Book" are interesting if not
absolutely indispensable.
This Costellofest serves as Example
No.1478 of how time changes things. We
have an album of covers from the guy
who called Linda Rondstaes Mad Love
versions of his songs "Sheer torture.
Dreadful. A waste of vinyl." And the guy
who refused to include lyric sheets on his
first three albums so he could sell A Singing Dictionary has suddenly become the
Oscar Wilde of the album note.
In the reissue booklets, Costello rambles self-deprecatingly about the "gloomiest and least inspired days" that were the
Goodbye Cruel World sessions; he also recalls how Chet Baker ended up guesting
on "Shipbuilding." In the Kojak notes he
even tells you where to go record-shopping. I
jest not when Isay that you could
buy any of these albums for their remarkably frank and funny liner notes
alone. But buy them for the music instead. Who loves ya, baby? Ido.
—Allen St. John
HI TIMES: The Hi Records R&B Years
The Right Stuff T2-30584 (3 CDs only). Tom
Cartwright, Eli Okun, Cary E. Mansfield, reissue
prods.; Bill Inglot, mastering eng. AAD. TI':
3:19:14

Hi's best years of soul came as the waves
generated by Stax, Motown, and Atlantic
peaked. But the Memphis label pre-dated
all but the house that Ahmet Ertegun
built, generating hits long before their
early-'70s heyday. So successful with
jazzy, soulful, almost big-band instrumentals in their early days, Hi had hefty
hits with the likes of Bill Black's
"Smokey" before Al Green was out of
school. Disc one of this three-disc chronology proves this amply, leading off with
abatch of instrumentals—most by the laSTBREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

bel's future head producer/vice president
Willie Mitchell—laying the groundwork
for the Memphis soul sound of the Barkays, the MGs, and all that great '60s
protofunk.
But as innovative as Hi was in the late
'50s and early '60s, the label also released
its share of derivative stuff. Mitchell's
biggest hit as asolo artist was aversion of
King Curtis's "Soul Serenade." Kim Melvin's "Doin' the Pop Corn" had all the
earmarks of the earthshaking music
James Brown was making for King. Hits
of covered hits were SOP in the '50s and
'60s, but in retrospect, Hi's covers also
served as signposts. Willie Mitchell's version of Illinois Jacquees "Robin's Nest"
illustrated the swing of the pendulum into soul jazz, while Al Green's "I Wanna
Hold Your Hand" and "The Letter" illustrated his devotion to popc-raft.
Disc two covers the company's Hi
points, heavy with Al Green, Ann Peebles, and Syl Johnson. Like the records
made around this time in the former theater that held Stax Records and its studios, the quality of these sides has as
much to do with the extraordinary talent
of the singers as it does with the Hi house
band, the core of musicians gathered by
Mitchell in his role as A&R/Producer/Label VP. This disc finds acompany,
apool of talent, and abunch of players at
the peak of their groove and creativity.
Just a list of the tunes—"I Feel Like
Breaking Up Someone's Home," "Let's
Stay Together," "Take Me to the River"
(Syl Johnson's version), "I'm Still in Love
with You," "I Can't Stand the Rain"—
ought to be enough to conjure afire in
any bona fide soul fan's heart. The box is
worth it for this disc alone.
Side three finds the groove tarnishing,
the enthusiasm waning, but still contains
the occasional flashes of brilliance, like
Green's "Love and Happiness" and some
of the O.V. Wright sides everyone hoped
would save the label.
The best things about boxes like this
aren't the old favorites, but the great
tunes that might not otherwise have ever
gotten second hearings. Many of the
early Willie Mitchell sides here point to
one of the more interesting nexi of soul
and jazz. David Duke's (could it be?
naaaah) version of the Spencer Davis
Group's "Gimme Some Lovin""unearths
funk even Steve Winwood didn't know
was there. Even Gene Anderson's attempts at the Isleys"70s soul/funk update hold up better in context than they
probably sounded when originally
released.
Careful attention has been paid to the
details, from the eye-catching packaging
to Robert Gordon's exhaustive liner
notes and sidebars by Bill Dahl, Cary
Baker, Colin Escott, and David Nathan.
Bill Ingloes forever-awesome mastering
brings new sonic luster to tunes that exist
for many of us as scratchy sides from beWorldRadioHistory

fore we knew or cared how to handle records. It all comes together to make Hi
Times one of the best-considered, bestput-together, most listenable boxed sets
released in some time. —Hank Bordowitz
KING CRIMSON: Throb
Virgin 40313 2 (CD). King Crimson, David Bottrill, prods.; David Bottrill, Russell Kearney,
David Singleton, Noah Evens, George Glossop,
Tony Levin, Ton Prób, Ian Cooper, engs. TI':
56:39

The brief CD teaser VROOM offered a
sample of the new King Crimson double
trio. Now we have the full-blown album
in 'Thrak. While there is some duplication
of material between the two CDs
("Thrak," "VROOM," "Sex Sleep Eat
Drink Dream," "One Time"), Thrak features different mixes/versions and a
more finished conceptual feel. Sonics are
bright and edgy but very detailed, which
seems entirely appropriate to the music.
The aggressive, metallic Crimson of
old is everywhere evident. Surprising,
however, is the variety of stylistic approaches and the continuing prominence
of Adrian Belew. The Beatles-ish "Walking On Air" offers a soothing respite
amid the more austere textures, but also
conveys apoetic sense of moody lyricism
not usually associated with KC. Certainly, lyrics have always been an integral,
if not always successful, element in the
Crimson mix. Belew is now consistently
achieving ablend of words and music
that works to perfection. "Dinosaur,"
with its hook of "Somebody is digging
my bones," will surely be the most popular track. "VROOM," which appears
here in three separate guises, is basically
the sequel to "Red," with the same brutal
impact of the earlier power-trio composition.
Bruford's drumming is characteristically single-minded, and Fripp's atmospheric tone-shaping is as sharp and intelligent as ever. Tony Levin contributes
yeoman bass work, as on the funky, irresistible "People," and plays off Trey
Gunn's interlocking Stick lines to good
effect.
Crimheads (Fripp's term) should be
happy—this new Crimson is on apar with
the old. Arguably, Thrak is their best release since the Red LP of the mid-'70s,
and easily superior to the efforts of the
similarly configured early-'80s group.
—Carl Baugher
TILL THE NIGHT IS GONE: A Tribute to
Doc Pomus
Forward R2 71878 (CD). Richard Foos, Sham'
Felder, Will Bratton, Robin Lerner, exec. prods.;
many, many cogs. TI': 52:27
THE 6THS: Wasps' Nests
London 422-828 592-2 (CD). Stephin Merritt,
prod. TT: 45:26

Doc Pomus, who died in 1991, is one of
the giants of 20th-century popular music,
standing shoulder to shoulder with
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George Gershwin, Irving Berlin, and
Cole Porter. The fact that he turned out
alist of hits as long as your arm is only
the beginning; even more impressive is
the way he moved effortlessly from rock
to R&B and back again, writing hits for
the Drifters and Elvis with equal aplomb.
Do you see anybody these days penning
for both Mariah Carey and Boyz II Men?
Although Doc's songs were written to
spec, there's an unmistakable voice running through them, belying aspirit that's
sometimes bent but never broken. "Save
the Last Dance for Me," to pick one,
could be the theme song for co-dependency, but Pomus sells it so hard that it
becomes noble, not naïve.
But if Pomus isn't ahousehold name,
he's held in the highest esteem by his
peers. Lou Reed, who dedicated Magic
and Loss to Pomus, maintains, "He's not a
man among men; he's the sun." So it's
not surprisng that Till the Night Is Gone
does justice to his genius. These renditions—contributed by all-timers like B.B.
King, Dr. John, Los Lobos, the aforementioned Mr. Zimmerman—emphasize
Doc's bluesy side, from the simmering
spirituality of Irma Thomas's "There
Must Be aBetter World Somewhere" to
the N'wahlins frolick of The Band's
"Young Blood" to the surprising swing of
Dion's "Turn Me Loose." Reed, for his
part, deconstructs the melody of "This
Magic Moment"—all the better to highlight the lyrics.
Personal faves include Roseanne
Cash's feminist reading of "I Count the
Tears" and Brian Wilson's over-the-top
cover of "Sweets for My Sweet," but
there's not astinker in the bunch. You
might want to start from the end, then
hit repeat, just so you can hear Aaron
Neville sing "Last Dance" twice.
And just as the covers hang together,
so does the sound. The track-to-track
variability of so many tribute albums is
missing, and the sound is punchy, clean,
and warm when called for—amazing
when you think that each track was produced and engineered by a different
team. Buy it for the music and you'll stay
for the sound.
While they don't make 'em like Doc
Pomus anymore, Stephin Merritt may be
as close as we get nowadays. Merritt, the
brain behind the 6ths and another band,
the Magnetic Fields, labors in lowerManhattan obscurity—much of it selfimposed—churning out songs that have
the same crisp edge as Doc's best, and
then often turning them over to someone else to sing. On Wasps' Nests, Merritt
recruits hipsters like Barbara Manning,
Georgia Hubley (of Yo La Tengo), and
former R.E.M. producer Mitch Easter as
his alter egos. The result is avery special
album.
For all his alternative cachet, Merritt is
one post-modern who's neither allergic
to melody nor afraid to rhyme. His tunes,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

often plucked out on aCasiotone, insinuate themselves like nursery rhymes. If
you go through Wasps' Nests' lyric sheet
and pick out the cleverest lines, they'd
pass for They Might Be Giants. But Merritt never lets wordplay get in the way of
meaning. So great phrases like "I can't remember anything you've ever said /You
don't hold acandle to the movies in my
head" become more than just punchlines.
While Merritt shares Pomus's songcraft, his world view is alittle, um, darker. This is an album filled with love
songs, but they're all why-did-you-breakup-with-me?, why-I-wanna-break-upwith-you, or why-can't-I-find-somebody-to-break-up-with? songs. But the
common denominator is "why?" For all
his ironic detachment, Merritt, the reluctant romantic, admits that love—fife—isn't
much of aspectator sport: "They've got a
room in the back / Where the lonely
hearts go /You can get in on the act/Or
just take in the show."
The sound of Wasps' Nests is intentionally electronic, with vocals pushed way
down in the mix and the toy synths and
cheap guitars staring you right in the face.
It's hardly aperfectionist recording, but
at least here the less-than-stellar sonics
are part of the album's message. Buy it
for the music and you'll stay despite the
sound.
Stjohn

Terence Trent D'Arby (above) and Stevie
Wonder—two great singers on two new
albums.

realized, D'Arby has never really lived up
to his billing.
1
-1D's Vibrator may change all that.
With an occasional lighthearted interlude like "Supermodel Sandwich" to balance the heavier material, D'Arby mixes
it up with surprising rock/R&B/funk/
hip-hop hybrids that pay off: His material is consistently strong and original.
"Surrender" is terrific, the highlight of
the album. With acompelling, modern
groove and thoughtful lyrics, D'Arby
STEVIE WONDER: Conversation Peace
soars with intensity as he sings: "I took a
Motown 314 530 238-2 (CD). Stevie Wonder,
good look at my friends /And Isaw that
prod.; Van Arden, Jim Champagne, Ryan Foster,
they were thieves /Because they were
Anthony Gallagher, Tim Perkins, Robert Arbitstealing precious time / So Idropped
tier, engs. DDD. TI': 73:58
TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY: TTD's Vibrator
down on my knees and I/Surrendered."
Work/OK 67070 (CD). Terence Trent D'Arby,
Vocally, D'Arby's raspy, Sam Cooke—
prod.; Pete Lorimer, Craig Porteils, Ryan Arnold,
inflected testifying is offset by acrystalRandy Wine, Mike Stock, Darren Kramer, engs.
clear upper register of great power—a
TT: 6602
voice Rod Stewart would probably kill
Stevie Wonder is one of the great R&B/
for. Although ITD's Vibrator was along
soul singers of all time. His career-long
time coming (it's only his fourth album
relationship with Motown has resulted in
in eight years), with it D'Arby seems to
one of the cornerstone discographies in
have arrived at full maturity.
American popular music. Terence Trent
Wonder's Conversation Peace, an extenD'Arby has been touted as everything
sion of the approach taken on his soundfrom the next Sam Cooke to the heir
track for Jungle Fever, represents little in
apparent to the thrones of Michael
the way of new directions. Still, nobody
Jackson and Prince. Wonder and D'Arby
does this kind of tuneful, melodic R&B
have several things in common. Both are
any better than Stevie, and his voice is as
virtuoso vocalists whose expressive capasupple and compelling as ever.
bilities often seem unlimited, and both
Fans will likely be satisfied with this
are producers/arrangers/composers with
generously long collection of well-craftstrong personal visions.
ed pop tunes. There are a few trite,
Their differences are several. Judging
cutesy throwaways ("Take the Time
by their lyrics, Wonder and D'Arby
Out," "Tomorrow Robins Will Sing"),
would appear to have opposite philobut that's been the program on aStevie
sophical outlooks. Though Wonder's
Wonder album since the late '70s. Best is
sunny optimism can occasionally cloy
"My Love Is With You," an urgent, imand preach, for the most part he conveys
passioned plea for handgun eradication.
asensualist's view of life. D'Arby appears
Both CDs are admirably well-recordat heart to be aspiritualist—especially at
ed, with the Wonder disc a major imthis stage in his artistic growth. There's a provement over his atrociously shrill digsimilarity here to Prince's continuing
ital releases of the last decade. Converstruggle of flesh and spirit, but D'Arby's
sation Peace is a serviceable if less than
lyrics are more brooding and abstract—he
stunning release from aproven master;
seems to be continually searching. And
TTD's Vibrator heralds the full arrival of a
while Wonder's promise has long been
new master.
—Carl Baugher S
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Editor:
Our thanks to J. Gordon Holt for his
praise and constructive comments on the
Audio Research SDP1 Multichannel Music Processor—and particularly for his observation that "someone has finally done
music surround right." Audio Research is
delighted and gratified to be that "someone"!
A few clarifications, from our point of
view, might be useful to your readers.
Our objective in bringing the SDP1 to
market was to offer owners of existing
two-channel music systems ameans of
enhancing their experience of music first
and foremost, without degrading the performance of existing equipment as many
conventional surround processors do. In
other words, we wanted to offer them a
means of enjoying the multichannel
experience of music and filin soundtracks
in away that does not undermine what
they have already built up in investment
cost and effort. While the SDP1 does not
offer the superfluous features and operational modes of the typical surround
soundtracks, it does succeed (we believe)
in remaining true to well-recorded music
and film soundtrack, with functional controls that listeners can easily use.
That being said, we would also like to
address Gordon's caveats regarding the
SDP1. First, the delay options. The segmented delay control of the SDP1 offers
five settings between 22 and 45 milliseconds—a range that we determined empirically to offer agenerous selection of
enjoyable delay settings suitable to the
widely varying room dimensions used by
actual listeners. To date we have had literally no complaints—zero, nada—from
SDP1 owners about not being able to find
the setting that best suits their subjective
preferences or room sizes.
Second, bass response in asystem using
the SDP1 can be affected if the phase is
switched on the ng'ht rear channel, which
is factory-set to be electrically in phase
with the front channels. The let rear
channel is factory-set out of phase with
the fronts and right rear. Owners can
experiment with rear-channel phase to
determine best sonics for their installations. Flipping the phase on the left rear
channel puts both rear channels in phase
S
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with one another—which, in our listening
room, provides aslightly clearer rendition
of whatever recording is being used, but
with less pronounced surround effects on
soundtracks and slightly tighter bass.
Again, this is not amatter of audio political correctness, but asimple matter of
listener preference (as Gordon notes).
Also, readers should be advised that the
SDP1 has aset of "pass-through" outputs
that can be used to drive apowered subwoofer for increased levels of bass and
subsonic effects, if preferred.
Third, the noise level perceived by Gordon in the rear channels is in part dependent upon proximity to the listener, and is
also affected by the response characteristics of other system components—particularly the loudspeakers. The slight "whine"
he noted in the early Stereophile sample is a
warm-up phenomenon, in our experience, and disappears in 20 minutes or less.
(Some listeners will prefer to leave the
SDP1 on continuously.) We believe that
acomparison with conventional surround
processors will actually reveal lower overall
noise and distortion through the fullbandwidth SDP1, because it uses no steering logic, no noise-reduction, and no frequency limitation in the center and rear
channels. (Remember that most other surround processors limit rear-channel frequency response to 7kHz.) And, thus, you
hear no pumping artifacts or other sonic
strangeness through the SDP1—simply
less processing, for purer sound. With the
SDP1, we have tried to follow the ancient
therapeutic maxim of "First, do no
harm."
Caveats aside, we are delighted that
Gordon found so much to like about the
experience of music through the SDP1.
We too believe that, once recorded music
has been experienced through aproperly-set-up multichannel system—a remarkably easy task with the straightforward SDP1—conventional two-channel stereo sounds abit, well, conventional
by comparison. We think music- and
film-lovers will find much to like about
the SDP1 and its companion Multichannel Amplifier, the SDAl. Both can
be auditioned at authorized Audio Research retailers.
TERRY DORN
Vice President, Marketing & Sales
Audio Research
WorldRadioHistory
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PARAGON REGENT

Editor:
Martin Colloms is an excellent reviewer.
After reading his review of the Regent
loudspeaker, Ifeel that Stereophile readers
will be truthfully informed of the nature
of the Regent without hype or sensationalism. We at Paragon strive for integrity
in every aspect of our company. Martin
does great justice to our credo.
Idid, however, wish to address afew
issues that arose during the review.
Ibelieve Martin seemed to hint at a
slight aversion to the Regent's grilles. We
have improved them significantly by
using an imported fabric that has less
than 50% of the surface area of the previous grille fabric. The new fabric is far
more transparent when compared with
the previous grillecloth. With this improvement, the Regents are fit to be listened to with the grilles in place. We still
strongly recommend that serious listening
be done without grilles so that the Regent can have one less barrier to get
through before the music reaches an audiophile ear.
Iam quite impressed with Martin's analysis of the critical areas of the Regent. It
is true that the proximity of the 6.5" midrange/bass units to the tweeter leads to a
minor time aberration, but this same proximity of drivers allows the Regent to present the wonderful soundstaging and
imaging it is capable of delivering.
Another important feature to note is
the shape of the Regents. As with all Paragon products, the form follows the function. The minimal baffle design is what
allows the Regent to have the perspective, focus, and clarity that Martin found
so pleasing. Removing the "neck" of the
Regent would have adeleterious effect
on the width of the soundstage and imaging conciseness.
The Regents may not have Wilson-class
transparency, but neither do they carry a
Wilson-class price. As acompany, we have
set out to offer products that perform well
above their price level.
The Regent is not quite atrue D'Appolito design in that (as Martin explained) the crossover is not of an oddorder variety. By using aLinkwitz-Reilly
second-order filter, asymmetrically lobed
vertical radiation pattern can be achieved,
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given that the drivers have afavorable
time/phase relationship. This can be preferable in that there are large cancellation
nodes at specific angles (most noticeable
at crossover frequency) that help to control floor/ceiling reflections in abandwidth where the "standing waves" are
statistical in nature rather than discrete
(je, higher frequencies). By approaching
the design in this way, even horizontal
dispersion characteristics were maintained. This is agreat factor when considering that the Regents sound their best
with little or no toe-in. By carefully tailoring the horizontal dispersion, awider
and deeper soundstage can be manifested.
Image specificity is also clarified over a
wider window of listening positions.
The pressed-steel frames of the 17W75
midrange/bass units were aconcern for
us, as well. This is why each driver frame
is damped with an acoustic putty to reduce spurious ringing.
High-quality amplification and sources
are necessary to bring forth the full potential of the Regent. Often the Regent's
transparency simply reveals the nature of
the associated equipment. More than a
system's performance being an issue of
individual component quality, it is due to
system synever We have found that the
dynamic ability of the Regent varies greatly with different combinations of cables,
amplifiers, digital components, and analog
sources. Indeed, the dynamic ability of the
Regent is ahallmark penultimate to its
imaging and soundstaging ability. It is
always the fact, however, that one can
only hear what one hears.
Martin's in-room response indicates
that (at mace/listening position) the
upper-register response slopes downward
enough to possibly mute dynamics in that
range. This would support our findings
that the Regent sounds excellent when
the listening position is closer to them. I
know Martin found that the Regents
sounded better to him in the very far field,
but it could be asimple speaker/roominteraction issue.
All this science means little unless a
music system can bring you closer, emotionally, to the music. When the electronics, loudspeaker, and room are functioning with amagical synergy, the sound
can force alistener to be moved by the
passion of music. This has always been
ourieri
you again for the excellent review. May there always be music in your
life.
HANS00 KIM
Designer, Paragon
AUDIO ALCHEMY
DLC & 0M 150
Editor:
Thank you for the reviews on our DLC
preamplifier and 0M-150 power amplifier. We are pleased that Wes Phillips
and Lonnie Brownell were able to see the
"other side" of our product line. Our anaS
TEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

log products are getting the recognition
we, and others, feel they deserve!
While analog product may seem to
some to be diametrically opposite from
the area where Alchemy has made its
name, we don't agree. Our name has
been made by building the most costeffective digital-to-analog converters available. Our expertise working in the analog
domain on these products continues in
both the DLC and 0M-150. Each of
them is, in our words, "Alchemy unique,"
as the reviewers have so expertly described.
Mr. Phillips's experiences with the
DLC mimic those of our own. The thing
is so small and cute, how could it possibly
be any good? (Remember, that's what
they said about DAC-in-the-Box and
now DAC•MAN.) It really is; we urge
everyone to try one. By the way, we are
now using anew infrared emitter in the
RW-1 (Remote Wand) that allows it to
achieve the same distance and other
"acrobatics" as the learning remote Wes
tried.
Mr. Brownell has accurately described
the tube-like middle- and upper-range
sound of the 0M-150—our goal. We beg
to differ, however, with his conclusion
regarding the bass. During the amplifier's
development, several topologies were
evaluated for overall balance, speed, and
accuracy. Judging from the "comments"
section on our warranty cards, we feel we
have made the correct decision. We trust
that Lonnie will revisit this subject in his
Follow-Up. Perhaps at that time there
will be additional loudspeakers to listen
to, as well as other equipment on hand,
for him to compare against.
•
Though neither reviewer had the opportunity to evaluate the DLC/OM-150
combination, the units are complementary and represent an extraordinary value
in today's market of extremely high-priced
components.
Once again, thank you both for such
kind words.
PETER MADNICK
Vice President, Audio Alchemy
TIMES ONE RFS 400
Editor:
Thank you for the review of my product.
There are other models available that are
designed to work continuously into 2to
4ohm loads. They are mono and stereo
amplifier models, and are available at higher and lower power levels.
A new preamplifier is scheduled for
the near future. Please let us know what
products you would like to see available
to satisfy your needs. Call us or fax us for
dealer information or dealer inquiries.
BRAHM R. SEGAL
Times One Audio
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD 2 MK.II
Editor:
Iwas intrigued to read Mr. Charles Wm.
McIntyre, Jr.'s comments in July's "LetWorldRadioHistory

ters" section regarding his claim that our
SFD-2 Mk.II, as reviewed by Robert
Harley in the March 1995 Stereophile, was
aprototype and that our product is "vaporware."
In answer to both his charges, the answers are NO, unequivocally! As of the
writing of this letter (June 20, 1995), we
have shipped asubstantial number of SFD2Mk.IIs (twice our forecasted rate) to all
our markets, including the US. As of this
date, we will have been shipping the D-2
Mk.II for at least 13 weeks—initially to
our overseas distributors, later (late March/
early April) to our domestic dealer base.
Although we began shipping this product
afew weeks later than we had predicted
(due primarily to part-procurement issues), it was/is not avaporware product.
Regarding the issue of RH's unit being
aprototype, my previous Manufacturer's
Comment still stands. The first 12 production samples, which we released to
magazine reviewers and to the market (le,
sold to alimited number of dealers, distributors, and industry people), were not
different in any material/substantive way
from our current production units. They
were/are fully representative of what we
are currently producing.
It is unfortunate that, due to an unforeseen delay in production (three or four
weeks) coupled with a slightly longer
North American production launch (the
first production shipments went overseas), Mr. McIntyre could no longer consider purchasing our SFD-2 Mk.II digital
processor. However, let me assure your
readers that our highly regarded SFD-2
Mk.II digital processor is fully distributed
throughout our entire distribution base
around the world, including most of our
75 dealers.
CHRIS JOHNSON
President, Sonic Frontiers
LOGAN LABS & TUBES
Editor:
The report by Jonathan Scull pertaining
to tubed products at the Las Vegas CES
[April 1995, p.116] is not correct. The report of aprototype tuner is in error in
two regards. The tuner utilizes 19 tubes,
not 22 as stated. The tuner is not, and
never has been, the property of Cary
Audio Design, or of any of Cary Audio's
affiliated operations.
Dennis Had was grossly remiss in not
disclosing that this design, the topology,
and the intellectual rights are the propcity of Logan Laboratories.
At present, this unit is available—on a
limited production basis—as ahand-built
"signature" configuration, and is available
from Logan Laboratories, 1031 Montgomery Rd., Altamonte Springs, FL 327147419. Tel: (407) 862-5154.
Cary Audio no longer has access to the
tuner. Specifications for the tuner are
available on request. Logan Laboratories
also offers similar products within the
areas of preamplifiers and power ampli237
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fiers. As with the tuner, these products
are handcrafted as "signature" items.
Please note the error associated with
the tuner article. Iunderstand that you
share no blame for the source material.
Mr. Had simply told you the incorrect
story
K.E. LOGAN
Owner, Logan Laboratories
WAVESTREAM KINETICS
Editor:
On p.104 (paragraph 1) of the January'94
issue of Stereophile, DO causes the tree of
tube development to sprout from the
labor of two individuals: "It was up to
Armstrong and Langmuir, in their pioneering work, to place the hard-vacuum
triode on firm scientific ground." JNs footnote treads further out along the same
limb: "It was left mainly to Armstrong to
provide astrong theoretical footing for the
triode's behavior and to develop circuits
that made use of its properties."
While Armstrong is acknowledged to
be a methodical experimenter, this is
going too far. It is well-established that
van der Bijl developed the theoretical footing for triode behavior. A research physicist and colleague of Millikan, van der Be
determined the fundamental functional
equation for triodes, Ip = f(Ep+Eg), in
1913.1
That same year, on Millikan's recommendation, the Western Electric Company recruited van der Bij1 into the Research Branch. Van der Bes book, The
Iliermionic Vacuum Tube and Its Applications,2
was the centerpiece around which tube
theory in America evolved.3 5
Armstrong is remembered not so
much for his theoretical contributions as
for his many fundamental innovations in
radio broadcasting. It should be recognized, however, that Armstrong stood
upon the shoulders of Fessenden (continuous-wave transmission, heterodyne system) and Carson (modulation theory) in
much the same way that de Forest stood
upon the shoulders of Fleming (the
"Fleming valve," or detector tube) and
Edison (the "Edison effect").
DO also writes, in the same paragraph:
"Lee de Forest filed for aUS patent on
his Audion'—the first triode—on October
25, 1906, but never could explain why it
worked." es footnote sprinkles salt on
the wound: "Lee de Forest insisted that
the triode's behavior was due to the presence of gas in the primitive audion's soft
vacuum."
This is harsh judgment, indeed, gentlemen. All tubes prior to 1912 were essentially gas-discharge types; and it was
natural for de Forest to model the audion's behavior upon this principle. For
about seven years following the appearance of the audion in the patent literature, no one was able to explain how it
worked.
In 1913, Langmuir (having leaned
heavily upon the work of Richardson and
4
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Child) published his decisive paper. 6
Thus began the ascendancy of pure
thermionic emission as aworking theory-30 years after its incidental discovery
by Edison in 1883.
On p.104 (bottom of second column)
DO makes areference to push-pull operation: "Ironically, the push-pull stage was
already known in the '20s." As amatter
of interest, the push-pull circuit was
invented in 1912, by Colpitts (overall
head of the Research Branch at Western
Electric). DO is otherwise correct in that
the technique was not widely applied
until some years later.
Incidentally, it is widely acknowledged
that the vacuum-tube research team
headed by Arnold at Western Electrie
did as much to establish tube science in
America as did Langmuir and his team at
General Electric. 8 These two firms, and
to alesser extent Westinghouse and Raytheon, dominated tube manufacturing in
America until the rise of RCA and Sylvania.
For an inside look at the Western Electric Company, read "Tube Manufacturing
at Western Electric: The WE 300B," by
A.R. Balaton. 9 A prophetic statement appears on p.956 of this revealing article:
"Ultimately, the quality of the tube rests
upon the manual skills and experience of
the assembly workers."
Scorr FRANKLAND
Wavestream Kinetics

AUDIO

RESEARCH SDPI MEASUREMENTS
Editor:
As the Design Engineer chiefly responsible for the Audio Research SDP1 Multichannel Music Processor, Ihave afew
clarifying comments to make in response
to John Atkinson's technical Follow-Up
to J. Gordon Holes review.
First, the frequency response of the
SDP1 center channel is, according to our
measurements using an Audio Precision
analyzer, totally flat from DC to above
200kHz, with less than a 1dB dip at
either end of the frequency spectrum.
This part of the circuitry is direct-coupled
and has nothing in its signal path to affect
gain response over various frequencies.
To demonstrate this, the Audio Precision
was used to duplicate the test shown in
the Stereophde Equipment Report, with
totally flat results (see accompanying
1H.J. van der Eiji, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges., 15,
pp330-338, 1913; Phys. Rev., 12, pp.180-183, 1918.
2McGraw-Hill, Inc., NY, 1920.
3M.D. Fagen, ed., A History ofEngineering and Science in
the Bell System, the Early Years (1875-1925), Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., 1975, p262.
4E.L. Chaffee, pinny of Thennionic Vacuum Tubes, McGraw-Hill, Inc., NY, 1933, p.144.
5 T.S. Gray, Applied Electronics, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., NY, 2nd ed., 1954, p.181.
6I. Langmuir, "The Effect of Space Charge and Residual Gases on Therrnionic Currents in High Vacuum," Phys. Rev., 2, 1913, pp.461-476.
7 M.D. Fagen, ed., ibid., pp.362-368; 840-882;
967-973.
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measurement graph). This test was run
into various output loads (100k ohms,
600 ohms, and 150 ohms at 1V RMS,
lkHz), each with the same result. Note
that the rear channels extend a full
20Hz-20kHz as shown, unlike most processors.
w•
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Second, the SDP1 was designed with
consideration for headroom vs noise. The
limiting factor is the digital CODEC
chip (A/D and D/A on one chip), which
converts the rear-channel signal into and
back out of the digital domain. These
chips, or equivalent circuits using digital
delay lines, operate on asingle supply of
5V. This means that the analog output
capability is about 3V peak-to-peak, or
about 1V RIv1S. The SDP1 uses an input
buffer and balanced-to-single-ended converter that intentionally reduces the signal by 6dB in order to accept 2V RIvlS
prior to clipping, rather than the 1V such
systems typically accept. Further input
attenuation would increase the headroom specification, but at the expense of
signal/noise ratio. (Gain would be required after the digital delay, which
would boost the overall noise level.)
Atkinson mentions that, in an actual
system, it is unlikely that overloading
should be aproblem. Please keep in mind
that the SDP1 is designed to directly feed
the center- and rear-channel power amplifiers; if a high-output signal source
such as aTheta or Kinergetics D/A converter were to directly feed an amplifier
in any system, attenuation would have to
be applied prior to the power amps to
avoid clipping. Similarly, in a multichannel system using the SDP1, such
attenuation is also required to avoid clipping. Simple enough.
Finally, Iwould emphasize again that
the SDP1 does not rely upon frequency
rolloff to control rear-channel noise, as
do most conventional surround processors. Virtually all other processors truncate rear-channel information to 7kHz
for this very reason. The SDP1 was designed with great care to preserve the full
audio spectrum in the rear channels, with
unobtrusive noise levels. Ihope these
remarks help clarify Mr. Atkinson's comments.
THAD EARLY
Design Engineer, Audio Research
8W. Rupert Maclaurin & R. Joyce Harman, Invention
and Innovation in the Radio Industry, Macmillan Company, NY, 1949.
9J. Audio Eng. Soc, 37:11, Nov.1989, pp.950-958.
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Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Margate
Stereo Shoppe
Peppertree Plaza
5446 W. Sample Rd
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Camilla Dr
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Watalae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
307 E. Main St
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Music Direct
1304W. Washington Ave

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
2423 Concord Pike
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd 00-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy

Van L. Speakenvorks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
900 N. Elston Ave
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Hinsdale
Audio Consuitants
110 E. Ogden Ave
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St

WorldRadioHistory

Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
924 E. Glen
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
7127 W. Jefferson Blvd
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Lafayette
Sound Lab
3521 State Rd, 26 E.
IOWA
Bettendorl
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
3702 Beaver Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service &Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Latherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
MASSACHUSETTS
Bellingham
ROL Acoustics
26 Pearl St #15
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave

0Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound &Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester Hills
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd
Theodosia
Integrative Services
Hwy 160
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
2456 Central Ave
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
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aaudio technica

Since 1972

il

OrrOrOn
L'

auclioquest

Audio Technica
DR 500 LC

Bang&Olufsen

0 PICKERING

CARTRIDGES
Your analog source.

Stanton W.O.S. 100

SHURE
signC

Blue Oasis
Sumiko
Blue Point Special

s
e
raNTon

Dyntzwector
\Audio Technica
AT-ML150/

GRAD()
Grado Headphones

KONTAK

We even carry 78 rpm replacement styli

1-800-221-0906

VPI Mark IV Kit &
New Stand Alone
Motor Assembly

PlY State: 516-599-1112 FM: 516-599-2027
We accept Visa/Mastercard/Ambeiscover

LASC
Phono Alignment
Tool

for aFree Catalog send self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Lyle Cartridges, Dept. SP, Box 158,
Valley Stream, NY 11582

E

lf

Discwasher Zerostat

Dealer Inquiries Invited

GoocJwins Audio
NEW ENGLAND '
S LARGEST AUDIO SPECIALTY STORE
• HIGH END WITHOUT PRETENSE:
INFORMED AND SENSIBLE ADVICE
•CAREFULLY SELECTED COMPONENTS
FROM THE VERY AFFORDABLE TO THE ULTIMATE

=v

DEUVERV AND NOOK-UP AVAILABLE
TRADE INS WELCOME •1tOME THEATER

•ACURUS
•A/D/S
•AKG
•AUDIO CONTROL
•AUDIO STREAM
•B & K
•B & W
•B & W THX
•CELESTION

•CALIFORNIA
AUDIO LABS
•CONRADJOHNSON
•DEFINITIVE
TECHNOLOGY
•DYNACO
•EAD
•ESOTERIC

•FMS
•FOSGATE
•RAFLER
•KENWOOD
•KLIPSCH
•KRELL
•MONSTER CABLE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI

•NITTY GRITTY
•ONKYO
•PASS LABS
•POWER WEDGE
•ROTEL
•ROTEL
SOVEREIGN
•SANUS
•SIGNET

Li
•SONY
•SONY PRO
PORTABLE
•SOTA
•STANDESIGN
•STAX
•STRAIGHT WIRE
•SUMIKO
•TARGET

THE ULTIMATE IN HOME THEATER
Hours:

MON. -FRI. 11-8 SAT. 10-6 SUN. 12-5

NOT ALL LINES AVAILABLE

IN BOTH STORES, PLEASE CALL

870 Commonwealth Ave., Boston -Sh:ewsbury, Rte 9 Eastbound

617-734-8800

508-791-8200

WorldRadioHistory
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Upper Montclair
GSA Audio
193 Bellevue
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
812 Central Ave
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
2225 Wyoming NE NJ
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight &Sound
King's Shopping Plaza, Rt 202
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
Shopnte Plaza
3585 Route 9N.
Manalapan
American Buyers Club
Corner of Routes 33 &527
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo &Video
U.S. Route 1at Texas Ave

Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
ASound Look
301 N. Guadalupe St
Audio Designs
1711-9 Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Or
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Get In Here
720 St. Michaels Dr #0
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St

Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Hillsdale
Audio Plus
Route 23
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59
New York
Audio Arts Limited
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor
Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J&RMusic World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave

The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th &18th Sts
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Columbus
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
10327 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr

Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
1744 Willamette St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Ardmore
Denby Radio
120 W. Lancaster Ave
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
2000 Lincoln Way E.
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
4453 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Lancaster
GNP Stereo
2144 Columbia Ave
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St

New Jersey's Place
For
g End Audio

Hi h

Our staff has years of experience matching the
right equipment to your listening environment.
Large Selection -tube amplifiers, preamplifiers and CD Players.

Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35, Middletown NJ 07748
Open 7days aweek
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(908) 671-1559
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We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfect s)
for you.
To get started, call us today.
ask

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

REFERENCE

seA
esee*/*1

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AKG •ATLANTIC TECH
AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAM

AUDIO VIDEO
ASK USHOW.
LE ILLUSIONS •AU
SE •CAL AUDIO

CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD •DAHL •

ST
CARVER
ATE •GENESIS

GRADO •HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •JBL •LEXICON
MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MERIDIAN •NAD •NESTOROVIC •NILES •ONKYO
PARASOUND •PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC •PSB •ROOMTUNE
SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •SONY •STAX •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI

Suggested 1.,S.
Retail $2503/or.

717
CARY
MARK LEVINSON

if ....A triumph in full
range speaker design
at a price that real people can afford 55

MAGNEPAN
PROCEED
MCINTOSH
KIMBER KABLE
LEVINSON
THIEL
HOTEL
B&W
DEMO CARY WITH

Andloforest

Bound For Sound,95

Select Chapman
Dealers:
MidWest
The Sound
Investment
9820 West 115th Terrace
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 491-5483
Northeast
CSA Audio
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
(201) 744-0600
Southern California
Digital Audio
Productions
4441 Avocado Ave.
Yorta Linda, CA 92686
(714) 777-3835

(404) 729-0550

6806 Peachtree I
ndustrial Blvd. Atlanta GA 30360

WorldRadioHistory
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Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
226 W. King St
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Route 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy #J
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Dallas
Audio Home
14362 Marsh Lane
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy #6441

Home Entertainment
3510 Galleria
4419 W. Grove Dr
Krystal Clear Audio
2501 Oak Lawn #440
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. MD
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
6692 SW Freeway
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
Plano
Home Entertainment
3400 Preston Rd

Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
Williamsburg
Audio Dreamscapes
7434 Richmond Rd

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1

WASHINGTON
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Hawthorne Stereo
6319 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way

UTAH
Centerville
Evett &Shaw
605 N. 1250 W. #3
Ovation Audio
625 N. 1250 W. #2
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2209 Highland Dr
St. George
Crazy Bob's
155 N. Bluff

ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
The Gramophone
10180 101s1 St
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video
2000 Pennsylvania Ave

VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelburne Rd

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
1833 Oakridge Dr
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W Main St

WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Madison
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Mequon
Sound Designs
11126 N. Cedarburg Rd
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsvvay #M163

Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books &Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonics Audio &Video
1480 Merivale Rd

The

• CHANG
LIGHT
SPEED
• TIDDEO

Clearaudio cartridge

• MUSIC REFERENCE • MUSE

•KIMBER

• SOUND VALVES

stage, arm &

• TARGET • MORDAU1
NTSHORT

• MICROMEGA

ONLY $1499.00

• WHEATON TRIPLANER
• GRAHAM
• BENZMICRO

•• 1

• GOLD AERO

11.ra

•

• RPM
• KLYNE

*Powerful
•Ultra Reliable
•A True Classic

with built in phono

• NAIM • ARCAM • LYRA

• VPI • WIREWORLD

*Quiet Operation

VPI Junior Special

• TOWNS/
END •MERIDIAN

• SPENDOR

'
TECHNOLOGY

QUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décarie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 La jeunesse
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.

Music Reference
R/11-911
FsJW

• MELOS • CODA

• 1l DIBLE ILLUSIONS

• EMINENT

Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

FEATURING

Analog Shop

• MUSICAL DESIGN

Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Rude
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.

•,
4.:1•1 •

'çv
.,;
---,V.v. •

• SUMIKO

,

• SME

• OCNI

doe

• REGA
• AUDIOQUEST

"e<

•

• 0C9/ART-1

PHONE 716.742.2860
FAX 716.742.2859

• SOUND ANCHOR
• MAGNUM DYNALAB
• MIRAGE

Yes!... me stock Mobile Fidelity LP's.
used equipment/ trades welrome

ere.

ietkKI•4
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DENMARK

Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Raul Martinez
Tel./fax: (54) 1-585-1413

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio OImports
Tel: (61) 3-819-0173
Fax: (61) 3-819-0161

National Distributor
Vucht Vlijmen
Dumb Audio BV
Tel: (04108) 12-555
Fax: (04108) 17-583

COSTA RICA

Creation Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528

Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688

BELGIUM

Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi-Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14

BENELUX

Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel./fax: (506) 225-8231

National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-717-3057

HONG KONG

MEXICO
National Distributor
Mexico
Heaven Sound
Tel: (52) 5-563-3187
Fax: (52) 5-563-8110

Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 392-6368
Fax: (852) 392-6328
Jakarta 11230
MUS Electronics
Tel: (6221) 692-7840
Fax: (6221) 625-1133

Rat HiFi/Stereo
Tel: (31) 206-461-571
Fax: (31) 206-443-713

IRELAND

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-9449

ITALY

National Distributor
Wiesbaden
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067

NORWAY
National Distributor
Bergen
Audio Media
Tel./fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

JAPAN

PHILIPPINES

KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089

-4.•••

National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
Tel./fax: (63) 2-922-1108

POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel./fax: (48) 1-774-8154

WP._"11P"
MI Pa

IMI Wm/ jr
g •

LA's most exciting High-end Audio Shop
Join the growing community of audiophiles who have discovered Acoustic
Image.

The
Audiophiles'
Marketplace

NEW ZEALAND

National Distributor
Lucca
Sound &Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 03-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 03-5410-0622

GERMANY

STEREOPH ILE CLASSIFIED
505/983-9106

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam 1079 HR

INDONESIA

FRENCH WEST INDIES

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 58-589-742
Fax: (385) 58-40-376

National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-923-3168
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 524-8775
Fax: (852) 845-0746

St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel./fax: (596) 57-96-39

LUXEMBOURG

Musical Reference
4Rue de l'Eau

MALAYSIA

GREECE

FRANCE

National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sari
Tel: (33) 61-75-0664
Fax: (33) 61-735-882
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-3366
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222

BALTIC STATES

6000 Frankturt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Tel: (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

We are low key, no pressure people with extensive knowledge of

Calling HI-FI
Distributors
Around the
World:
You could be selling

Stereophile!

what makes good sound and music, and we have gathered the finest
sounding audio components from around the world. So come in or call- we
look forward to working with you.
These are a few of the products we represent.
turntables,

arms,

cartridges,

racks,

We also carry most

room treatments, and accessories.

Aerial
Graham
Audible Illusions
Highwire
Audion Silver Nights
Hovland
Benz-Micro
Joule Electra
Cary
Klyne
Densen
LA Audio
Dodson
McCormack
ESP
Mesa Engineering
Forsell
Micromega
Gold Aero
N.E.W.

OCM/Belles
Sonic Frontiers
Sound-Lab
Speaker Art
Swans
System Audio
Unity Audio
VAC
Well-Tempered
Whatmough

12668 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, California 91604
(BIB) 762-1501 or fax (BIB) 752-9709
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Call Nick King in London, England
Tel: (44)81 289 1571
Fax: (44) 81 289 1572
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PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 474-8709
Fax: (351) 475-1367

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
Tel./fax: (809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

RUSSIA
Moscow
AT Trade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel./fax: (65) 33-66-790

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton 1450
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
National Distributor
Dubai
AudioTech Electronics
Tel: (971) 4-225-233
Fax: (971) 4-228-663

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Middlesex
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Specialist Division Mercury
Centre
Central Way, Feltham
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-893-1140
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
The Listening Rooms
161 Old Brompton Rd
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio
Tel./fax: (44) 0602-284-147
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End Place
Reading
Reading Hi-Fi
Broad Street Mall
Sussex
John Jeffries
Pineridge, Sandy Cross

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Stereophile Chinese Edition
Taipei
Audio Vertex
Tel: (886) 2-873-6635
Fax: (886) 2-834-8555
THAILAND
Amarin Plaza
Elite Home Entertainment
Tel: (66) 2-381-2440
Fax: (66) 2-237-3940
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Limited
Tel: (0212) 241-6550
Fax: (0212) 241-6551

AUDIO CABLE
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at afraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation
literature.

& MORE

VENEZUELA
Caracas
Ardica
Tel: (58) 2-979-1844
Fax: (58) 2-976-1204

COMPONENTS
DACs

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City 010
Linh Electronics
6-53 3.2 Ave

Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners
Speakers

THIEL

& MORE

MARK LEVINSON
MAGNEPAN
MCINTOSH
KIMBER KABLE
ROTEL
PROCEED
PARADIGM
B&W
DEVY10 THIEL WITH
LEVINSON
31630.5.33.38

HOME THEATER
Decoders Dolby Prologic
Speakers
Subwoofers

& MORE

ACCESSORIES
& MORE
Send for afree, complete catalog
of all our AudioNideo products
that also includes wire and cable
demystifying literature, or phone
800 321 2108 24 hours per day.
Fax 609 428 1832

muourr-

(404) 729-0550

317 Provincetown Road

6806 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Atlanta GA 30360
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LA T INTERNATIONAL
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

"Music Matters"
BECAUSE MUSIC MATTERS,
WE OFFER THESE FINE PRODUCTS:
G
3G
3f,L,
D
.

THIEL Theta
BO

California Audio Labs

AVALON

)
LABS

WIRE(DORLO

Thiel

I
NAD ips

Audio Research
Classe' Audio

-

PLUS OVER 30 MORE BRANDS!
•FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
•30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
•EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
•FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING

elip

Get
An
Earfull.

Theta Digital
Martin Logan
California Audio Labs
NAD

VISA

4697 E.EVANS
DENVER, CO 80222

(303) 759-5505

VP'
Adcom
PSB Speakers

HMO IS BETTER HE SECOND TIME 1111011NOM
WM' NOT GMT NIGHTIE FIRST TIME

New,

is very Special!
Preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and
processors possessing performance no other
components have achieved!
spectral is the last step our clients take in advancing the
musicality of their system.
SPectral

Expanded Location!
1362 So. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.
San Jose, CA 95129
408.255.0735

(For the fortunate ones, the first and last step.)

Serving the music lover for over 20 years, Underground
Sound specializes in spectral to advance your musical
experience. Call us for advice or visit our 10,000 square
foot store with 7showrooms!
George Merrill's

BayArea Audio

2125 Central Ave. • Memphis, TN 38104 •(901)272-1275
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A UDI(J M ART
•

STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.18
No.8 (1971 through August 1995), and every
component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1
No.1. (Please note that an index does not
include the review or article texts.) Currently
available only on 51
/"or 3‘,4" floppy disks (MS
4
DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95 to
Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado
St., Santa Fe NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452, featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line shopping, e-mail, newsroom, library, conferences, and
more. For brochure, write TAN, 6930 Valjean Ave.
*205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747. Orfor information, call
our voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818) 7821676, fax (818) 780-6260.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee, Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary, Classé, Encore, EAD, Grado, Kimber, Magnum Dynalab/
OCM, Micromega, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc,
Straight Wire, Swans, Target, Transparent cables,
Well Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio
Excellence,
Liverpool,
NY,
(315)
451-2707.
Visa/MC/Amer.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: Audio Research, Krell, Linn, Martin-Logan, Vandersteen,
NHT, Spica, NEAR, Totem, Epos, JMIab, B&K,
Creek, LAD, Aragon, Acurus, Fourier, N.E.W.
Golden Tube, Micromega, CAL, TARA Labs, Purist,
Lexicon, etc. University Audio Shop, Madison, WI, (608)
284-0001.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-range—frequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal for
inside corners/parallel walls. Visa/MC. Acoustical
Panel Systems, Inc., (800)277-7978.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded
sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME owners: Upgrade through exchange!!! Trade-in older SME and Shure/SME tonearms for new and significantly updated Series II
improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New
SME headshells, Fluid Damper kits, damping fluid,
manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "78"
Archival Supplies,* P.O. Box 187, San Anselmo, CA
94979.
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for
Quad, Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel
Systems. New and used Quad equipment bought/
sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer
systems available. For further details, contact Mike or
Randy: QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop *108, Fredericksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703) 372-3713.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.35 per
word, $132 minimum on all commercial ads.
(A word is defined as one or more characters
with a space, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads must be prepaid
with order. Phone-in ads are credit-card only.
Master Charge, Visa, American Express.
MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or
CALL: (505) 983-9106. FAX: (505) 9836327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run
in the November 1995 Stereophile, you must
submit it by September 1, 1995. No refunds.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California—
Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem,
Rotel, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
SAVE 50-90% ON ARC, C.E.C„ Cello, Krell, Levinson, Rowland, Spectral, Threshold, Classé, Clements,
Duntech, Esoteric, Infinity, JBL, KEF, Meret,
Meridian, Merlin, Nakamichi, Quicksilver, Accuphase, etc. with your trade-in. Pre-owned upgrade
specialist since 1973. Super deals on Class A—rated
Accuphase electronics, AudioWorks" cables, Allegro
Sound Original Reference Tubes," best there is. Call
24 hours: (818) 377-5264, fax (818) 505-0149.
STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER networks.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers can improve highs, increase dynamics, and create abetter soundstage. The design guide is $2 (refundable). Allpass Technologies, Inc, 2844 Charmont Dr,
Apopka, FL 32703, (407) 786-0623.
RARE N.O.S. TUBES, selected for low noise and
matched, most in original boxes. Telefunken: 12AT7,
12AU7, 12AX7, 6DJ8, 6922, 6U8, ECC801S,
ECC802S, ECC803S, EF804S, EL34, EL84. Mullard
and Amperex: 12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7, M8136, M8137,
5AR4, 6DJ8, 65N7, 6CA4, 6922, 7308, EF86, EL86,
EL34, EL37. Philips and Siemens: 6227. 6922, 7308,
E288CC, E8OCC. RCA and Sylvania: 5751, 6FQ7,
12BHZ 7027A, 8417, 7591, 7199, 6L6GC,
6KG6/EL509, 65N7. CBS/Hytron 5814. B&K 707
tester. Voice/fax (801) 224-4809.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2 two-piece preamp,
original set of tubes and one set of Valvo tubes, nine
months old, ($3700) $2250. Call Don, (615) 731-0700.
MARK LEVINSON NO30.5 DAC $8900; ML
No2.7, $1900; Wilson WHOW 3, diamond-black
granite top, $5200; AudioQuest Diamond interconnect, 3.5m, $500; 1m, $250. (305) 235-8790.
McCOR/vIACK DAC-1 D/A converter, CAL Delta
transport, Snell C/V speakers. (215) 567-4626, PA.
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STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.18
No.8 (January 1987 through August 1995).
Also includes indices to "Building A Library"
and musician interviews. (Please note that an
index does not include the review texts.)
Available on 51
/"or 3:4" floppy disks (MS4
DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to
Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St.,
Santa Fe NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
DEMO AND USED: AudioQuesr, B&K ST-140
amplifier, $450; B&K M200 monoblock amplifiers,
$1200/pair, Conrad-Johnson MV50 amplifier, $1000;
Counterpoint SA3.1 preamp, $350; Essence
Amethyst Model 30, $1300/pair; Fosgate Three
MC110 speakers, $900; DSM-3610 surround processor, $600; Citation 23 tuner, $250; KEF 105 speakers,
$500; Levinson No28 preamp, $1500; No.27.5
amplifier, $3000; Linn Karik/Numerik, $3000;
!Cairn preamp, $1800; LK100 amplifier, $800; Klout
amp, $2950; KAN speakers, $375/pair, KAN stands,
$125/pair, Maranta LV-50OLDP, $500; Parasound
2200 II amplifier, $1100; Proceed PCD CD player,
$750; Rotel RCD-855 CD player, $225; Tandberg
TCD3014A cassette, $995; Vandersteen M3 speakers, $1595. Call (402) 391-3842.
HIGH-END SYSTEM FOR SALE; Cello, Wadia,
NBS, Spectral. (916) 893-1451, fax (916) 893-1461,
6pm-10pm, Chico, CA.
ATTENTION CLASSIFIED AD READERS:
Audio Advancements will be closed August 8-30. We
will be on our annual pursuit of high-end audio in
Europe and will be coming home with some more
goodies for "Ear Max." See you in September! (201)
633-1151.
PINK TRIANGLE BATTERY power supply (includes DC motor) for LP12 is amazing. Pink Triangle
and Wilson/Benesch turntables in stock now. Agents
of: Arcam, B&K, Benz-Micro, Creek, Duntech, Epos,
Graham, McCormack, Power Wedge, Townshend,
OCM, Woodside, X.1-0. All demo gear 15-40% off.
Used: LP12 Cirkus; Klyd; Nairn ARO, $2250; Klyne
SK5A with phono, $1150; LK1, $450; Klout, $2200;
280 Spark, $1000; ICarik SPS, $2300; Ekos, $1250;
Lingo, $800. Call for catalog, (616) 384-578Z The Aural
Kiosk, new location and showroom, 1509 Portage Rd, Kalamazoo, MI49003.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer—don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio Research,
AudioQuest, Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, Eminent Technology, Enlightened Audio, Kinergetics,
McCormack, Magro, Martin-Logan, Monster Cable,
NHT, Onkyo, PSB, Rotel, Sanus, Sumiko, van den
Hul, and more. (515) 255-2134.
WADIA TRANSPORT WT-2000 with Supgrade,
in box, best offer. Call (201) 858-3355 between 10am
and 4pm EST Mon.-Fri.
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AUDIO BEST: L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, Califorma. Hot components: Audible Illusion, Sound
Dynamics, NEAR M5OME, API Power Wedge,
Celestion, TARA, Counterpoint, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, SOTA, Spica, VM PS, Magnum, Fosgate,
Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight Wire,
Parasound, Pioneer. (909)861-5413.
TUBES—VINTAGE N.O.S. (new old stock).
Tremendous improvement over original parts! Individually selected to meet the highest specifications
(low noise). All popular small-signal types available,
American and European brands. New Russian 6550s
and EL34s! Superior to Sovtek, Chinese, or Tesla!
Better than N.O.S. at half the price! Fast shipping, liberal exchange policy, many satisfied customers.
Special promotion for Stereophile readers! Advantage
Tube Services, (305)746-7737
LEVINSON NO23.5 200Wpc amplifer, $4200.
(203) 346-0645 before 9pm EST
JADIS JA 200 amps, latest, like new, retail $20,500,
sell for $9995. (905) 886-6728.
KRELL KRC, $3700; KRC-2, $2200; both latest and
mint. (914) 667-5430.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, AudMmeca, Audio
Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang, Chario,
Coda, ¿pa, Dynavector, ET tonearrns, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JMIab, Kuzma, Magnum
Dynalab, Magro, Meret, Micromega, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle, Roksan,
Sonoran, Sound Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Totem,
Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and
more. Call/faxfohn Barnes at (303) 691-3407, 2341 W
Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 power amplifier, black faceplate, $1700; two pairs Litzlink interconnect and two pairs Litzline speaker cable. (713) 9743207 CST

C
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USED AND DEMO SALE: Infinity IRS Beta; Sonic
Frontiers
SFD-2;
Audio
Research
LS-1;
Counterpoint SA-2000, SA-4; RTR loudspeaker;
Mirage M-1; Avalon Radian, Eclipse; Krell KSA-50S,
'100S, '200S, original KSA-50; Bryston amplifiers;
Adcom GFA-565; Mark Levinson amplifiers;
Conrad-Johnson MF-2300, MF-2200, PV-12, PV-8;
Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy; miscellaneous Rotel
and Proceed digital. Call Audition Audio, (801) 4675918, fax (801) 467-0290.
REVIEW EQUIPMENT: Classé Six with remote,
82000; Krell MDA-500, $7000; MIT Z-Stabilizer, Z2, API Wedges, AudioQuest Diamond and Dragon
cable—all at cost; Telefunken N.O.S. 12AX7.
WANTED: cartridge analyzer. Call or fax (201) 4357291.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAKING
LOVE and sex is Audio Note Ongaku 211S power
amp, less than 20 hours, current design model
($89,000), 50% discount or $45,000. Call Doug, (907)
272-2923.
B&W 802 MATRDC III, $2500; Krell KSA-50S,
$2100; both eight months old, like new, with boxes
and manuals. Call Karl, (510) 839-2031.
NIVHEATON TRIPLANAR III Ultimate tonearm,
excellent condition, $990 OBO; Benz-Micro Reference cartridge, 10 hours use, $750 OBO; Sumiko
Fluxbuster, like new, $100 OBO. Call Steve (original
and current owner), (215) 575-1432 weekdays, (609) 7700834 evenings and weekends.
THIEL 3.6, birdseye maple, one month old, ($4750)
$3200; Monster M1000 Mk.II, 0.6m, ($150) $70.
(717) 629-0107
TWO 8' PAIR SYMO 5(Apogee), $240/pair, Classé
DR-8 with AC Reference cable, ($2800) $1325; two
NBS Power Cable II, ($900) $425/pair Sonoran 1.5m
balanced interconnect, $125. Steve, (704) 255-6119,
work.

COUNTERPOINT SA-5000, black, $2700; Micro
Seiki 1500FVG (with air-bearing and vacuum holddown) turntable with Target TT1 and 1" acrylic base,
$1500. All mint with boxes and manuals. (716) 5942078.
BEST AMPS IN WORLD, made in USA, AtmaSphere MA-2,200W, balanced monoblock tube amps,
re-tubed.Best offer, $15,000 new. Leave message. (402)
533-2314.
DAT TAPE. 120-minute and 180-minute, highestquality computer-grade (DDS) DAT tape. 120-minute prices (each): Fuji, $6.85; Dysan, $7.15; TDIC,
$6.15! 180-minute prices (each): Fuji, $7.78; Dysan,
$8.68; TDK, $6.68! Shipping: $3.50 for 1-10 tapes,
25 for each additional tape. All tapes 100% guaranteed. Payment by check or money order to: Digital
Out, PO. Box 426, Dept-SP Shelburne VT 05482.
KRELL MDA-500, retail $14,100, sell $6200; Hickok
539B, good, $225; 539C, good, $275; TV-7, good,
$150; all with manuals. Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi, new in box,
retail $555, sell $345. All plus shipping. (909) 9822386.
PROAC RESPONSE 1S with Sound Anchor stands,
two months old, $1600. (914) 627-7446.
PROCEED PAV, new in box, $3200; Martin-Logan
Monolith 2with new panel and crossover, $2700. Call
Ram, (518) 664-6000 days, (518) 371-1844 evenings and
weekends.
MSB SILVER CD player, Stereophile Class B (V01.18
No.4), ($2800) $1200; Michael Yee PA-1 amplifier,
($1300) $750; Symphonic RG-11, ($2200) $950;
ProAc Response 2, ($3000) $1500. (405) 624-5046.
KSS AUDIO 230W O'I'L monoblodcs, super driver
stage, mahogany with cages, low hours, $5400; Krell
ICBL, mint, $2200. Ed, (415)789-9622.
THIEL CS5 SPEAKERS, rosewood, mint condition.
Best offer. (201) 540-0877 work, (201) 539-4592 home

FFECTS RECYCLED

HOME THEATER

TOTAL SOUND •TOTAL SERVICE* TOTAL I
NSTALLATION

We Make It Sound Better.
SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATER
DESIGN & MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
Adcom, California Audio Lab,
Sonic Frontiers, Counterpoint,
JM Labs, Joseph Audio,
KEF Reference, Runco,
Chang- Lightspeed, Sunfire.
A/D/S, Atlantic Technologies, Audiocquest,
Bell'Oggetti, Boston Acoustics, Cal Audio,
Carver, Chesky, Recordings, Denon,
JBL Synthesis, MB Quart, Nakarnichi,
Niles, Panarnax, Paradigm, Premier,
PROTON, Sota, Stereostone,
Stewart Film Screen, Terk Technologies,
Town Crier, Velodyne and more.

POWER!

BRAND NAME

POWER
AMPS

YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

400 Northern Blvd. Great Neck N.Y. 11021

Tel. (516) 466 -4434
25o
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THE TRACKING ANGLE magazine is anew publication brought to you by Michael Fremer. Our mission is to comprehensively cover the world of popular music, especially reissues on vinyl and gold CDs,
with adetailed and entertaining focus on sound and
performance. Every issue will be packed with
reviews, interesting interviews with key industry
individuals, and lots of late-breaking news. We publish six times ayear. Issue #3 is out in mid-July. To
subscribe, send a check/money order for $32.33
(California residents), $30 (US), $40 (Canada and
Mexico), or $50 (the rest of the planet) payable to The
Packing Angle, P.O. Box 6449, SanJose CA 95150, USA.
Phone (408) 297-7686, fax (408) 283-0893.
ROWLAND 5AMP, black, balanced, $2300; Alón
IV speakers, black, $1725; Proceed PDT 3transport,
mint, $1295; Green Mountain Diamante speakers,
$2100 OBO. (812) 663-2338.
KRELL COMPONENTS: absolutely new KSA250 with '300S gold binding post, every possible
upgrade available made by Krell, looks like out-oftile-box, ($6900) $4200; new-in-the-box KSA-50S,
($3300) $2350; KSL-2 preamp, mint, ($2950) $1400.
Original boxes for everything, impeccable condition.
Lazare, (305) 220-6528. Let's make adeal. WANTED: Sonus Faber speakers.
EASTERN AUDIO—Select perfect-condition used
equipment with warranty. Digital: Aids CDT-1,
$1500; DPS-5T Mk.II, $1975; CAL Sigma, $450;
EM) DSP-7000 III (black, updated with HDCD,*
balanced), $1675; Meridian 208, $1180; Theta Data
II, $1375; Threshold DAC-1/e, $1350. Electronic:
ARC SP15 (black), $3000; CL-120 (with new Sovtek
6550), $3495; Conrad-Johnson PV8 (with phono),
$1000; Porté 4, $1255; Krell KSP-7B, $1350; KBL,
$2250; Levinson No28, $2095; McIntosh C36,
$1020; and much more. Call for details. Trades and
MC/Visa accepted. (718) 961-8256, 11am-7pm Fri.Wed., fax (718) 961-8315.

In Colorado

Basis Gold Debut Standard MK III

Basis

Graham

Benz Micro

AUDIO
UNLIMITED
Accuphase, Acoustic Energy,
Air Tight, AudioNote, Bitwise,
Coda, Ensemble, Harbeth, JM Labs,

KRELL KRC WITH PHONO, ($7400) $3650;
Krell CD DSP Mk.I Iwith acrylic lid, ($6000) $2950;
Krell MDA-300 amps, ($11,000) $4950; Denon TU800 tuner, ($400) $250; two pairs 1m balanced
AudioQuest Diamond x3, ($995) $495 each. All with
boxes and warranties. (708) 358-6189, leave message
TOTEM IBIV/IRE with stands, $1325; Acurus DIA
100, $650. Both mint. (908)280-2530 Wine 9pm EST
THETA PRO BASIC III, $1795; Aragon 4004
Mk.II, $1295; Alón IV, oak, $1895; AQ Lapis 1m,
$225. (816)792-5434.
MONITOR AUDIO—discontinued loudspeakers,
save $$$, Britain's finest, variety of models available:
Studio 5, 10, 15, and MA452, etc., $400 and up.
Brand-new with factory warranty. Visa accepted. Call
for best price. (905) 428-0135.
MONSTER CABLES, two pairs M1500 interconnects, 1m; one pair 15' M1.5 speaker cables. All mint,
$600. (712) 276-6723.

VANDERSTEEN 2C,e speakers, in black, nine
months old, ($1345) $895. Call Clark, (718)967-5683.
SELL: PRE-RECORDED RCA two-track openreel tapes. For free catalog, write: Tapes, 1215 Ravenwood Rd, Boulder, CO 80303.
BAG END SUBWOOFER system, clean to 8Hz,
one year old, mint, ($4800) $3200; Aragon 24k, $550;
B8cK Pro 10+ mono amps, $1200 OBO. (708) 2901102.
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONDITION with warranty: Levinson, Krell, Conrad-Johnson, Avalon, Forsell, Jadis, Wadia, and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list. MC/Visa accepted. (718)
961-8842, NY
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Call: 609.799.9664
Fax: 609.799.8480

E-mail:pp 00792@interramp.com
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A/ VCenter

Projects ir stomized to meet
your articular needs

We tave! Worldwide

NT

Audio
Racks

SystemS that work the
way yo want them to!

Our con mer &professional
services in ilude adiverse array of
quality co
nents &accessories,
expert co sultation &unrivaled
instal tion techniques.

SUPPORT

SIG

Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"14k will even design a piece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.

High-end
Audio &
Home
Theater

Unity, Vimak, YBA

STEREOPHILE,

ilikGrS
AUOIC)/VICJECD

"e---

Onix, Sota, Spendor, Symphonic Line,

Voice/Fax

0

CLASSÉ AUDIO 15, $1900; WireWorld Eclipse 6m
interconnect, $700; 10' speaker cable, $750; MIT 330
SG, 1m, $225. Glen, (205) 536-0459.

Magnum-Dynalab, Meret, Muse,

John Barnes
303-691-3407

IESI1,1,1(

_

Totally adjustable
shelving. UPS-able.

Call us today for your local dealer and
a copy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
We Manufacture:
•Audio Racks
•Laser Disc Storage
•TN. Recorder Tables
•Projector Tables
•Amp Stands
•Monitor Swivels
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Wall Brackets
•Speaker Stands
•Audio Dusters
•Turn Table Foundations
•Tube Flex Kits
•CD Storage Racks
•Custom Designs
Available
F3 NI IAA/BILLY BAGS
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4147 TRANSPORT ST.
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 644-2185
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FAX 644-0434
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Pure Analogue

VINYL SALE!
Now's your chance (and maybe your
last chance) to fill in RR LP titles
missing from your collection! Future
collectibles are now ON SALE,
while they last:

$5.00 OFF
suggested list prices
RR-5 through RR-57 LPs
Sale in effect through September 31, 1995
Call or Fax for complete listing.

New HDCD® Sampler
includes comparisons!
Hear for yourself the difference between the same signal recorded with
HDCD, and with two other widelyrespected digital converters.

APOGEE DUETTA Mk.II, $990 plus shipping; custom-designed center ribbon speaker for Duetta Mk.II,
$150 plus shipping; Sony DSP control amplifier TAE2000ESD, $500 plus shipping; Sony CD player CDPC95ES, $250 plus shipping. (908) 889-9342.
McCORA1ACK DIGITAL DRIVE DAC-1, $745;
Meridian 200 Mk.l I
Itransport/263 processor, $1325;
Sonic Frontiers SFS-40, $1095; Sonic Frontiers SFDIMil, $1545; Threshold T-400; Totem Model 1,
$1195; Aerial Ten-T; PS Audio Lambda balanced,
with AT&T, $1575; B&K EX4420 monoblocks,
$1495. Sealed with warranties. (601)982-7054.
AMPEX ATR700, 7.5 and 15ips, remote plus extras,
$295 plus shipping; Krohn Hite lab amplifier 101AR,
$85 plus shipping. (904) 873-1075.
LINDSAY-GEYER GREY 0.5m, $60; 1m, $75.
Excellent condition. Al, (707) 746-6454.
ROOMTUNES AND CORNERTUNES, black,
50% off, Standesign five-shelf rack, like new, $250;
Counterpoint SA-2 head amp, $525. (800) 207-8378,
askforiim Hatch.
B&W, THIEL, LEGACY, KEF, and other owners:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs—a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716)685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure.
TURNTABLES FOR SALE: Versa Dynamics 12,
$4500; Forsell Air Reference, $7000; Goldmund
Studio/3TF/Cones, $3500; also, Threshold FET ten
phono, $700; and MC cartridges. Ernesto, (714) 7271895 work, (714)249-8739 evenings PST
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HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy,
sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400,
or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little
Neck, NY 11363.

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! For 15 years we've delivered
something different: natural, musical results! Modifications for Adcom, B&K, Hailer, Philips-based/
Pioneer CD, Audio Alchemy DACs! Don't be ahighend pretender, be acontender! Musical Concepts, 5749
Westwood Dr, St. Charles, MO 63304, (314)447-0040.
FOR SALE: VP! HW-17 record cleaner, never used,
$550; Esoteric P-2 CD, $1600; and D-2, $1600; used
five hours; Elite LD-52 laserdisc player, mint, used under 10 hours, $1750. Phone (519) 836-8339 bdbre 9pm
EST
8' PAIR PURIST AUDIO Proteus biwire speaker
cables, ($3700) $1800 OBO. (404) 255-7609.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fil The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley,
is packed with inside secrets on getting high-end
sound at low prices, how to set up your system for the
best sound, and how to become a better listener.
With more than 450 pages and +200 photos and
illustrations, The Complete Guide to High-End Audio is
the ultimate reference book on high-quality music
reproduction. Written for beginners and experienced
listeners alike. Find out why Sam Tellig says, "Before
you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book." Only
$29.95 (softcover) or $39.95 (signed hardcover) plus
$4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full
money-back guarantee. Call toll-free: (800) 8485099 for your copy, or send check or Visa/MC information to Acapella Publishing, P.O. Box 80805,
Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
MARK LEVINSON NO27.5 amplifier, $3200;
No.38 preamplifier, $2800; Mirage M3si loudspeakers, $2000; Micromega Stage 3 CD player, $1000;
AudioQuest Midnight 3speaker cables, 6' biwire set
(four cables), $300; Madrigal HPC 26' balanced
interconnects, $350. All excellent with manuals and
boxes. Buyer pays half shipping. (901)278-5239.

I
NCLUDES COMEDINSONSI

never expected to hear in digital!
(HDCD Sampler Vol. II, RR-905CD)
At music & audio stores, or direct.
Check /Visa /MC /Amex /Discover
Free catalogue.

ORDERS: 800-336-8866
FAX: 415-355-1949

DAVID LEWIS
AUDIO LTD.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AIR TIGHT
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIOLAB
BASIS
BENZ-MICRO
B&KCOMPONENTS
CARY
CEC DIGITAL
CLASSÉ
CLEARFIELD
COUNTERPOINT
CREEK
DPA DIGITAL
DYNAVECTOR
EMINENT TECH.
EPOS
FANFARE FM
GENESIS
GRADO
GRAHAM
GREEN MOUNTAIN
HARBETH
HIGH WIRE
JADIS
KIMBER KABLE
KINERGETICS
KLYNE

Upstate
New York's

KOETSU
MELOS
MERIDIAN
METAPHOR
MICROMEGA
MONITOR AUDIO
MUSE
NAD
ORACLE
PARASOUND
PS AUDIO
PSB
REGA PLANAR
ROTEL
SCI-FI
SIGNET
SOTA
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
STAX
STRAIGHTWIRE
TARA LABS
TARGET
TOTEM
TRANSPARENT
UNITY AUDIO
VAC
VPI
WELL TEMPERED
WHEATON

Exclusive
Dealer For...

THIEL •MARK LfVWSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
SONUS FABIEH •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOQUEST
GOLDMUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excelkence

More than 70 minutes of music from
recent HDCD releases, including the
first symphony orchestra recordings
in HDCD: Jose Serebrier conducts
the Czech State Philharmnic in complete movements from the Janacek
Sinfoniena and Chadwick's popular
Symphonic Sketches. Strings like you

(215) 725-4080
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
Canada: May Audio Marketing 514-651-5707

801 0 BUST1ETON AVENUE
à".
`PhiladElphiA, PA 191 52

dA

71 6 •442 •6050
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THETA PRO BASIC II, balanced, excellent, $1250.
(407) 294-9907 until 11pm EST leave messagefifth ring.

SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 digital processor,
$2000. Mint with boxes and manuals. (714) 498-9522

MUSICAL CONCEPTS COMPACT DISC players-Enigma and Epoch with separate digital and analog sections. Phenomenally transparent CDT-4 transport. All with "Stable Platter"! We modify Philipsbased and Pioneer CDs, plus Audio Alchemy DACs!
We add "coax" output to CD/laserdisc with
"Optical." Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood Dr, St.
Charles, MO 63304, (314) 447-0040.

JADIS DEMO MODEL SALE! JPL, $3800; DPL,
$2600; JD1 CD, $7900; Defy-7 Mk.III, $4900; JA
500, $14,000. Full factory warranty, all sales final.
Lyric Hi-Fi, (800) 848-4981.

THE B&W 801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE:
The single most significant improvement you can
make to your 801/802-based audio system. Please
call or write for our complimentary literature. North
Creek Music Systems, Webb Building P.O. Box 1120-B,
Old Foie NY 13420, voice/fax (315) 369-2500.
ACCUPHASE C-202, C-280, F-15L, G-18, P-102,
P-600; Adcom 565; ASC Tube Traps; Audio
Research D150, D160, D400 Mk.II with Target,
SP3A1, SP6C1, SP-11 Mk.II; Bryston 10B, speaker
switch, Cello Performance, Suite, Strings; Carver 7T,
C9; Celestion 700; Crown Macro VFX2, M600;
Daniel I preamp with separate power supply;
Duotech 1000 cable enhancer, Dynaco ST70C3
ARC super mod with Telefunken input, DQ10 in
pleiciglass; Eagle 7A; Electro Voice 30" subwoofer
(NIB); Futterman OTL-1, NCP-2 preamp with
spare 6LF6; Haller 300 mono; JBL 240Ti; Krell KPA,
KBL; Mark Levinson ML2, ML3, ML6A, ML6B,
LNC1; Mesa Baron; MC275 Mk.II, C22 Mk.II;
Monarchy 22 (NIB); Nalcarnichi P5; Nelson Pass
Phantom Acoustical, Pass Lab 0; Phase Linear D500,
700B, 70011, 4000, cases; Quicksilver 8417 with cage;
Quad II, 33/303, tuner, Sound-Lab Al/B1, A3 with
wings; ECC81, ECC83 Telefunlcen, India, Yugo,
6LF6, 6550, KT88, 5U4, RCA connector for Phase
4000; Monster Cable Boots. Best offer. (408) 7372980, fax (408) 735-1426.

z

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

REPRESENTING:
APOGEE •AVALON •B&K •B&W •BASIS •BEL •
BENZ MICRO •CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CARDAS •CHESKY •CLASSE •COUNTERPOINT •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRADO •GRAHAM •
JEFF ROWLAND •KIMBER
RABEL •MAGNUM
DYNAIAB •MELOS •
MERET AUDIO •
MERIDIAN •MUSICAL
DESIGN •MIT •
PROTON •REFERENCE
UNE •REFERENCE
RECORDINGS •
RUNCO •SOUND
ANCHOR •SPECTRAL •
SPICA •STAX •
SUMIKO •
SYNERGISTIC
RESEARCH •TARA
LABS •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •
VAC •WILSON •
XL0 •YBA •
CD'S & LP'S
AU. MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
PROFESSIONAL SET UP
HOURS 10-5 MON-SAT
BY APPOINTMENT

S
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SOUND RETURN
... SOUND ADVICE

FOR SALE: CREEK 4140 series 2 integrated amplifier, almost new, only 20 months old, $250. Call
(814) 234-7353.

THE GENESIS 11.5
sets Class Astandards for
spectral coherence, harmonic
structure, holographic
imaging and low level detail
In order to achieve Class A
peformonce in your home,
owning the finest is last the
first step. You need careful
component matching, set-up,
and fine-tuning based on
solid acoustic principles
combined with ocdlical ear.
With every Genesis Signature
speaker system, we include
this level of personal
dedication to deliver the
promise of Class A
performance that
you deserve.

EXPOSURE XV, $850; AMC CVT-3030, $575;
Nains CDI, $2700. (407) 626-0674.
CHATEAU MONITORS, $750; Cary Triode amps,
$2400; preamp, $1700. WANTED: DH-500, GFA555, GFA-545. (801) 226-1018.
MOS ELECTRONICS, high-end audio and Home
Theater specialist. Excellent service, custom installation, free and warm consultation. Bryston, NEAR,
Acrotec, Air Tight, Accuphase, Foundation, Apollo,
and Hugo audiophile CD. Call (213) 724-2715, CA.
PROAC 4, EBONY 10 hours, ($20,000) $12,750;
new sealed PAD (two 8' pairs Proteus, $3400; 0.5m
biwire Colossus A offer), two 3m pairs Highwire,
$350/pair. (610)779-8643.
CEDAR DC-1 DIGITAL real-time tick-and-pop
declicker, ($16,500) $12,000 OBO; Rowland
Consummate, ($5950) $3900 OBO; Nakamiciti
1000 R-DAT transport, ($5900) $3900 OBO; Finial
LT-1X laser turntable, ($35,000) $15,000. Call (505)
662-1415, or (505) 667-1330.
MIT 770 REFERENCE speaker cables, 8', $4500/
pair; MIT 350 Reference CVT 25', $2150; Classé 25,
four months old, $2200; Krell MDA-500, $7000;
Infinity IRS Beta, $6000; CAT SL-1 signature with
black and silver faceplate, mint, $2500; Audio
Research DAC2, $1600. Call (514) 322-1186 days and
(514) 488-9980 evenings EST

▪ MUM

SOUND ADVICE
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA
PHONE: 707.442.4462
FAX: 707.442.5609
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The Van L. Stage Tais tfie first prodiiction
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane
Available factory direct for alimited time at $199.01 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featunng Products from

.Adcom 'Apogee .Aud(oDuest .Audio Innovations
.B&K .Cardes. hicago Audio Group
.Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio •Grado
•JM Labs. Kimber Kable sMcCormack. NSM
.Pinnacle .PS Audio. Rogers •Spectrum. Sunk°
.Taddeo .
Target .
Tice .Totem .
Van Den Hui
We a ooffer
.Repairs .Part •Kits. Reconmg

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
16151 297-4700 •(615) 292-1600

SOUND INVESTMENT

312 769 0773
5704 N

Western Avenue Chicago, IL
WorldRadioHistory

* Authorized Dealers for*
•ACOUSTICWHY
•ACHOTEC
•ACHE
•/UN
•APOGEE
•ADAM
•AUDIO QUEST
•8&K
•DOSE
•CAL
•CAMAS
•CHISTION
•CHANG AUDIO

•CODA
•DENON
•EPOS
•GRAN
•MARS
•KEE
•KINERGEIICS
•METH
•MOI
•NAKAMICHI
•ONICIO
•POWER WEDGE
•PREMIER
•PSB

•HAD
•ROCKSOEID
•ROGERS
•SME
•SONIC
FRONTIERS
•SOTA
•SUMIKO
•SOUNDWAVE
•SYMO
•¡ANNOY
•TARGET
•MORONS
•API.

and much more...

4Sound Rooms
137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel: (718) 321-1500 •Fax: (718) 321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted

60659
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FILKHO /PECIALIfT/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY AMEANS TO THAT END.
Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
Beyer
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
CWD
Dun layy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Janis

Lightstar
Signet
Meridian
Sonic Frontiers
Naim
Spendor
Paradigm
Spica
ProAc
Sumiko
Reference 3a Target
Rega
Theta
Roksan
Vandersteen
Rotel
VTL
cass>"

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

*Nowl Upstate
New Yorks
Exclusive Dealer for
Sonic Frontiers

Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B& K
B& W
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio

MAGNAN TYPE Vi interconnects, new 4' pairs,
RCA, $350; balanced, $435. (817) 536-3135.
CROWN MACRO REFERENCE, 20-bit-digital-ready, 1520Wpc into 8 ohms at 0.005 THD,
($4000) $2500. (219) 294-5405.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, SCR, Black Gate, Elna,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, Yamawura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
c
onnectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
rKD, Hexfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration-damping sheets and isolators, Deflex
Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Midwel Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA
94937, (415) 669-7181, fax (415)669-7558.

Counterpoint

BEAT PEA-ESP! You demand performance, quality,
and soul in your music and components. Why not
demand the same in software for you and your kids?
Bea-ESP! is afun, challenging, scientifically correct,
and colorful DOS software game for all ages and
player skills. No sex or violence! Educational. Rated
Requires 386 or better PC-compatible, VGA
color, mouse, and 1.7MB of hard-disk space. Only
$29 for your registered copy. Send name, address,
telephone, floppy size (3 1
/"or 51
2
/"), and check made
2
payable to: Triple-U Software, ST1/ PO. Box 189,
Wayland, MA 01778-0189. Allow three weeks.

Straight

Talk...1

,

Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of AudtaVideo and Car
Stereo, only a few MDR, in America mn
make jus statement and virtually
all of us or located in college
towns adjacent to
hi-lecb Universities.

Grado
Marant

Acurus

Nakamichi

Adcom

Niles Audio

McCormack

aid/s/
Alo
Alois
Alpine

Monitor Audio

Aragon

Rega

Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB

Rotel

AudioQuest

Rock Solid

B&K

Serum

Sharpvision
Signet

:e

&W

II 'oggetti

°airy° Integra
Phase Tech
Penernos

Sennheiser
Sharp Video

Snell

Cal Audio Lab Signet
Celestion
Snell

Spica
Sumiko

CWD
Denon

Sony
Sony ES

Dunlavy

Sound Anchor

Taddeo

Esoteric
Forte

Straight Wire
Sunfire

Transparent Audio

Hafler
Tara Labs
Kimber Kable Target

Vandersteen
Well Tempered

V

KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon

Threshold
Velodyne
VTL

McCormack

Yamaha,. &

Mirage

47 More at

Mitsubishi

KLEE'S Box 2

Monster Cable Larressieo KS 64046
M&K
NAD

12 Showrooms
M-T-W-T lOsinSpin

NEAR

FS Ifarn-fqm

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

718 264.0410

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog!
Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St, Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.
CLASSÉ SIX Mk.II with phono stage, ($3295)
$2295; borderline Class A. Aerial Ten-T speakers,
($5500) $3500; Aerial Ten-T speaker stands, brandnew, ($550) $400; PS Audio UltraLink with AT&T
input, ($2195) $1295; PS Audio UltraLink without
AT&T input, ($1995) $1095. Call (602) 760-0742.
ARAGON 4004 Mk.II, $1150; ARC LS-3 (silver),
$975; NEAR-50MEs, $900; Pioneer PD-65, $450.
All in flawless condition. Monster Sigma 2biwire, 8',
$400; Cardas Quadlink 5C RCA, lm, $100; Monster
1.5 RCA, $175; Target Beta 3W rack, $150. Call (214)
454-5359.
McINTOSH C-108, 50-W2, P-50-D, all mint. (901)
546-0668.
COMPLETE SET OF BACK ISSUES of Stereophile,
Spring I1968 through December 1994, $900 OBO.
Gregg, (520) 795-9730 daytime
CLASSÉ AUDIO MODEL 6 reference line with
remote and Model 25 amp, $2400 each. Micromcga
Duo CD-2 transport, $1995. Audio Note DAC-3
Signature vacuum-tube D/A converter, $3500. Mint
condition with boxes. Call Tom, (214)681-0821.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 (NIB), $2250; Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II remote, $3250; Levinson
No27.5, $3300; WATT/Puppy 5, $10,500. (206)
633-4000.
KRELL KRS-2 Reference preamp, $2195; Theta DS
Pre, $1495; Wadia WT-3200 transport, ($2500)
$1295. (716) 271-1415.

i "
4,,

"One of America's Finest

Creek

SCUMM
- OW
V

li&W 801 MATRIX II, walnut with golden flutes
and hoods, excellent condition, original boxes, $2700.
(216) 228-0973 after 8pm EST

LEVINSON NO23.5 AMPLIFIER, latest, mint,
original owner, $4600; Linn Mimik CD player, $950;
Counterpoint SA-220 amplifier, perfect, $1595. (504)
1,26-4353.

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

High
End.
Not
High
Price

MARK LEVINSON NO23.5, absolute mint condition, original owner, $4250 OBO. (305) 669-0252
daytime, (305) 251-4169 after 7pm.

A L) I)1( )/N, IDIE()
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PROAC RESPONSE 3, $3600/pair; Magnepan
MGHIA, $1200/pair; Acurus A250, $625; DIA 100,
$625; Melos MA-110, $600; Sony CDP-C701ES CD
changer, $295; ICenwood LO7C, $175; ICenwood
LO7M II monoblocks, $600/pair. Truly mint. Steve,
(415) 666-3309.
API POWER WEDGES, Acoustic Energy speakers,
Aucliolab electronics, Sumiko turntables and cartridges, SOTA turntables and speakers, Sentec electronics, SME tonearms, Target equipment supports.
Please call or write for more information. Sound
Savings Audio, (800) 985-1564, fax (713) ?74-0017.
KRELL: KST-100, $1695; MDA-300, $4950; PAM-1,
$1299. Audio Research: D-70, $1395; D-79, $1695;
D-110B, $1195; D-250, $3250; DAC-1, $1285. Bedini
BA-803 monos, ($6000) $2195. CAL Tempest Mk.I I,
$1199. (303) 871-0376, 9am-8pm MST
NAKAMICHI 1000MB, Staeophile Recommended
Component, June 1992 (Vol.15 No.6). Audiophile
multidisc transport. New, factory-sealed, and warranted! The world's finest CD changer/transport was
$6000. Limited quantity at $2495! San Francisco Stereo,
(415) 861-1044. Authorized Nakamichi dealer.
AUDIOLAB IN HOUSTON! Entire line of awardwinning electronics from this extraordinary British
manufacturer is now available, including the highly
acclaimed 8000T tuner, voted Stereophile Class A
(4/95, Vol.18 No.4), What Hi-Fi five stars (3/93), and
1993/1994 FBA Best AM/FM Tuner. Please call or
write for more information. Sound Savings Audio,
(800) 985-1564,fax (713) 974-0017
SIDEREALKAP—The world's most highly reviewed
audio capacitor. The SiderealKap is absolutely neutral
compared to ashort length of 99.9999%-pure silver
wire. Call, fax, or write now for application notes and
ordering information. SiderealKap, 1525 Brian Place
Escondido, CA 92025. Phone (619) 743-1997, fax (619)
743-2192.

Audio
Solutions
Audio Research

NHT

Theta Digital

Snell

McCormack

ProAc

Micromega

Paradigm

Pass Labs

Aerial Acoustics

Acurus

Audible Illusions

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Danwoody Rd.
Danwoody, Georgia 30338

404-804-8977
VPI
SOTA

Esoteric Audio
Kimber Kable

Sumiko
Sony ES
Sony Video
Magnum Dynalab

STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1995

WireWorld
Atlantis
Target
Grado

JADISJA 500 amps, perfect condition, $13,000. Call
or leave message, (510) 284-7264.
DISTINCTLY AMERICAN—Electron Kinetics and
early Eagle owners. Call for information on our factory upgrades with two-year warranty. New models
to choose from. EKSC (913) 780-4495.
CORNER AUDIO, PORTLAND, Oregon:
Quicksilver, BEL, Linaeum, EAD, Audio Physics,
Imrnedia, Michael Yee Audio, Spica, Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Tice, SOTA, Benz, 'Clyne, AMC, Sound
Anchors, RPM, Sumiko. Used and demos available,
trade-ins welcome. (503) 227-1943.
ROWLAND MODEL 5amp, $2895; Theta DS Pre
Generation III, $2395; Proceed PDT 2 transport,
$995; Thiel CS2 2, $1395. Excellent deal for complete system. (904) 426-8502.
MARK LEVINSON: PAIR of No20 amplifier+,
$4500; pair No20.6 amplifiers, $7750; pair Tice
Powerblocks, $550 each; balanced Straight Wire
Maestro interconnect, 14' pair, $200; 22' pair, $250;
balanced WireWorld Silver Eclipse interconnect, 1m
pair, $250; 3m, $500; WireWorld Silver Eclipse 1
m
speaker cable, $350; 1m Eclipse speaker cable, $200.
All OBO. (614)766-4434, askfor Art.
DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music. Zero-risk 30-day
audition. 1
m pair, $124, air-shipped free. Literature
available. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave.,
West Palm Beach, FL 33407 (407) 842-7316.
COMPACT-DISC CABINETS—exquisite, handmade, hand-finished CD cabinets. Solid walnut,
mahogany, teak, or black-lacquer finish. Unparalleled
quality and beauty. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call or
write for free brochure: Sound Stage Creations, P.O. Box
2554, Ponte Vedra, FL 32004, (904) 825-4387

and you will hear
asmall voice. It
is not a loud
voice, but it
speaks with knowledge and conviction. The
voice conveys honesty and genuine concern,
your needs remembered.
If you are tired of the shouting and
cacophony often found in today's world of mega
high-end audio-merchants, give me acall. I
think you'll appreciate my way of doing business. Summon the small voice today.
-Galen Carol
Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales,
VAC, Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VPI, Eminent Technology, Quad, Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica, SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver,
Celestion, Meridian, Magnum/Dynalab, SME, Lyra,
Berning, McCormick, Arcam, Totem, Reference Line,
Bright Star, CEC, PS Audio, Creek, Day-Sequerra, Audible Illusions...and many more! We carry virtually all
cable, cartridge, and accessory lines.
Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217

_OreALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,
Professional Installation &

Service

Imetent

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortophon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Rockford Fosgate, Polk Audio,
Stax, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynarnics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne,
Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 516-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
*
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

& Video Components

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...
,_/ea,ee id» Sete
e,e,ee
e
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Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
AVALON
CARDAS
CLASSE
C-J
DZURKO
HIGHWIRE
KUZMA
MAPLESHADE

MARTIN-LOGAN
METAPHOR
MICHAEL GREEN
MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE
NAKAMICHI
SOTA
SWANS

Voice: 210/805-9927 FAX: 210/805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
Audio One To One
WorldRadioHistory

Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92621

1050 E. Imperial Hwy.,

(714) 529-5634

255

ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA M510, 30ORMS,
dual-mono construction, arare piece, powerful and
sweet, mint, ($4500) $2495. (914) 895-9955.
THRESHOLD T-400 AMP, $3800; Threshold T-2
preamp, $3950; two Threshold T-100 amplifiers
$1900 each, $3700 pair; Energy Veteas 2.8, $3900. All
OBO. (208) 726-2355.
$40CARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite little
amplifier). $501:WFried Beta VI (fantastic!). We represent best-buy products from Arcam, B&IC, Fried,
Linaeum, Musical Concepts/Design, OCM /
Magnum Dynalab, NEAR, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette IN, (317) 474-9004, 1
1
am-7pm EST
SPECTRAL SDR-2000, $5000; Theta Gen.V, balanced, with AES/EBU, $3800; Transparent Super balanced interconnect, 20', $600; Ariston RD-80, MMT
ami, van den Hul MM-1, $350. Jo (415) 665-1608.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI PRO, ($1295) $800;
Adcom GDA-600, ($750) $500; Iluminad Digital
Link, ($175) $100—all for $1200. Conrad-Johnson
PV7 preamp, $350. (704) 299-8775.
ICRELL MDA-300 class-A monoblock amps in boxes, $6000 OBO; Audio Research LS5 Mk.II with
remote, $3800 OBO. Call John, (800) 356-8561.
APOGEE DUETTA II ribbon speakers, $1175; PS
Audio 100C amp, $475. (619) 746-3672.
PERFECT: CAT SL-1 Signature, $3100; Cary CAD5500, $650; Krell PAM-7, $1100; KRC-2, $2450;
KSA-80B, $2200; KSA-150, $2650; KSA-50S,
$2450; KSA-100S, $3575; KSA-200S, $4850; KSA300S, $6400; CD-DSP, $2100; Mark Levinson
No23.5, $4800; Marantz 7, $2300; Marantz 8, $1300;
Marantz 8B, $1400; ProAc speakers. Buy, sale, trade
welcome. COD or Visa/MC. Phone (908)688-8381.
NAIM, HARBETH, AUDIOLAB, Rega, Quicksilver, Bruce Moor, JA Michell, Klyne, Joule Electra,
Nestorovic, Quad, Aronov, Cardas, Target. (305)
891-9540.

Announcing the
Thiel CS7
We believe the CS7 sets a new
standard in loudspeaker
performance.
By combining
new design
techniques
and materials
with innovations and
refinements
developed
over the last
18 years, the
CS7 provides
an extraordinary realistic
and involving
listening
experience.

HAL's

STEREO & VIDEO
Alt. Rt. 1 & Texas Ave.
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

609-883-6338
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RECORDING ENGINEER/RADIO ANNOUNCER.
On-the-job training in major local recording studios/radio stations. Part-time, nights, weekends. No
experience required. Free brochure and recording
tells how. (800) 295-4433.
VORTEX MODIFICATIONS AND REPAIRS.
Albert von Schweikert is announcing service for
Vortex speakers. For information regarding new
modifications that put the Vortex Screens back at the
top of Recommended Speakers, call (619) 956-3073
orfax (619) 956-7515. World-class demo speakers also
available at reduced prices.
1 1 M MODEL 1 SPEAKERS, $1100; Adcom
GDA-600 D/A converter, $500; Theta Data Basic
transport, $1300. (310) 825-4268.
THETA GEN.V, balanced, silver, single-mode,
$6400; Data II, silver, single-mode, $3300; singlemode cable, $250; Optigue, $75; total package,
$6500. Thiel 3.6 custom quartered oak finish,
($4450) $3100. All postage paid in continental US
(704)464-0946 evenings, (704)728-1600 ext. 7205 days.

LPs/CDs/TApEs
WANTED: LONDON AND DECCA stereo analog LPs. Mint UK pressings only. Randall Goldman,
Box 3, Rancho Mirage CA 92270, phone/fax (619) 3232000.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3 overseas). LG's Jaye 53 Belleàntaine, Framingham, MA 01701.
TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SEVLSC/EMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and
30,000 CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton
Record Exchange 20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542,
(609) 921-0881.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
London ffss Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD,
British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax
(212) 496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt.
1B, New York NY 10023.
EMI REISSUES!!! Hume is official US distributor
for these limited-edition, numbered reissues. Classic
Records RCA Living Stereo/Verve jazz reissue LPs—
all available tides in stock. Columbia jazz and RCA
pop/jazz LPs coming soon. Enjoy our unique incentives. Hume Record Works, Ltd, phone (602) 331-0756,
fax (602) 968-8382.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole P.O. Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409,
phone/fax (914) 679-1054.
FREE LIST. Audiophile clsscic LPs. Butch, P.O. Box
684, Woodburn, OR 97071.
28,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, hard-tofind, out-of-print, mint, most sealed, 1950-1995.
Classical, soundtracks, original casts, pop vocal,
opera, rock, jazz, ethnic, greatest hits, country, soul,
piano/organ, religious, big-band, comedy, Latin, folk,
easy-listening, guitar, Christmas. Available individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.

GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me
last. Dealer for Alón, Aragon, Acurus, Audio
Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber,
Platinum, Sonic Frontiers, Space & Time, XL0.
Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh,
Marantz, Dyna, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV,
Jensen, Klyne, Mark Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad,
Sequerra, Altec, Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western
Electric, EMT, 33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Cork
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Established US
high-end audio manufacturer expanding distribution
needs capital. Those seriously interested in turning
love of music into financial opportunity (minimum
$50k investment), write to LA1B, Inc, 1144 Dunsinane
Hill, Chester Springs, PA 19425.
WANTED: dbx 120X-DS. Robert (213) 874-1000.
CASH PAID for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for:
AudioQuest, Audio Alchemy, B&K, Carver,
Marantz, NEAR, Paradigm, Philips, SOTA, Straight
Wire. Stereo Trading Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York
Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used
audio. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo) old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Leak,
Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Tatmoy, Altec speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Mark Levinson, ARC,
turntables, arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex,
Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts and
tools). Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316 or (718) 383-5352.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
NBS, Spectral, Them, Threshold, and Wadia without
calling us. New store in L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sennie
WILSON AUDIO SPECIALTIES, INC. is looking
to expand its sales department. Applicants must have
extensive high-end audio experience and prior retail
experience. No phone calls—send résumé to: Wilson
Audio Specialties, Inc, Attn: Kent Loughlin, VP Business
Administration, 2233 Mountain Vista Lane Provo, UT
84606.
QUADRAPHONIC EQUIPMEN: James, (713)
444-9215.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI, tube theater amps, corner
speakers, horn drivers, coax/triax speakers, crossovers, Altec, EV, Jensen, McIntosh, Dynaco, Scott,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
etc. Some high-end ARC, Linn, Conrad-Johnson,
speakers, etc. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane
Midwest City, OK 73110, (405) 737-3312.
WANTED: TWO SPECTRAL DMA-80M amplifiers in good condition. Call (614) 268-6915.

JAZZ BLUES, AND ROCK on vinyl, used, out-ofprint, and new audiophile reissues. Fair prices. Want
lists welcome. Write for free mailing list. Jim's Hot
Vinyl, P.O. Box 660592, Arcadia, CA 91066.

WANTED
WANTED: THRESHOLD S550E; Luxman M-05;
McIntosh 7200. Must be mint condition. (201) 9041755, leave message
LEGACY SUPER SATELLITES with aluminum
domes, 4ohm, 93.4dB, 61
2 "woofers, cherry-walnut
/
finish. (804) 436-9485.
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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es awonderful feeling ro completely create something in aplace where
nothing otherwise would have
been—a feeling shared right now by
Kathy Gornik of Thiel and Lew Johnson
of Conrad-Johnson. These two singlehandedly created the CES Specialty Audio
& Home Theater show (SA&HT), just
ended on June 19th in Chicago.
Last summer's last-Chicago-CES-ofall-time had been widely prrviewed as a
big flop, but exhibitors actually enjoyed
excellent business. Gornik and Johnson,
themselves some of the best utilizers of
any CES, tapped into this positive exhibitor sentiment and secured a commitment from the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) for another summer show
this year. The Gornik-Johnson recruiting
crew had to get 50 commitments; they
got 65, among them Stereophile (the first
to sign up).
Fortunately, the EIA was able to sign
up the Palmer House Hilton—a great
show hotel—as the site. The questions
raised over the past several years about the
need for asummer CES also dogged this
Show, but Gornik and Johnson successfully spearheaded room sales for the
Show, eventually selling over 100 rooms.
(To put this in perspective, the Stereophile
Show, which is widely thought of as very
successful, has sold more than 100 rooms
only twice in its nine years: the first New
York Show, in 1987; and the 1995 Los
Angeles Show, about which there's an
exhaustive report in this issue.)
Nevertheless, expectations for the firstever CES SA&HT were at an all-time
low. Just before the Show, two wellknown companies forwarded to me their
pre-Show dealer polls. For one, only five
out of 400 dealers were coming, and no
international distributors; for the other,
only five out of approximately 130 dealers were coming, and two international
distributors. In spite of pre-registration of
over 8000 attendees, at least half the
exhibitors thought there might well be
deserted hallways at the Palmer House.
That's not what happened. Opening
day, Saturday the 17th, saw almost 2000
attendees. The pace of the Show was excellent, with numerous bocRes in almost
every room but still plenty of time to
spend with each one. A show like this is
258
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afield day for journalists, who normally
have to fight their way to adecent seat
and frequently can't find anyone to speak
to about the product being introduced.
That was the other great thing about
the Show: the number of journalists.
According to CES, 156 attended, including full cadres from mainstream hi-fi magazines as well as many of the freelancers
who populate aregular CES. Because exhibitors had worked it out so that no two
press conferences were going on at once,
almost every journalist attended almost
every press conference—something that
never happens at aWinter CES.

THEWASPACEEXCELLENT,
OF THE
SHOW
WITH NUMEROUS BODIES
IN ALMOST EVERY ROOM.
Nor was the first day the only good day.
A lot of people thought that Sunday, June
18th—Father's Day—would be deserted,
but it was fully two-thirds as busy as Saturday. Neither was Monday abust, though it
was less busy than the previous two days.
(A number of exhibitors mentioned that
their business could have been done in
two days, though some felt that three
were necessary.) In the end, 2833 people
attended, with abit over half coming from
the four states nearest Chicago. The only
real negative was that dealer attendance, as
apercentage of total attendance, was felt
by many exhibitors to be light.
What really matters is that the exhibitors were happy. Iattended the CES
High-End Advisory Group meeting after
the Show, and not one exhibitor around
the table described the first CES SA&HT
as abust; most were very positive. A great
start, was the unanimous conclusion.
Gornik and Johnson had pulled it off:
where nothing had been scheduled for
summer 1995, they had created something of value to all the exhibitors and
attendees who were there. Make no mistake—it never would have happened
without Kathy and Lew.
That, however, isn't the end of the
story. CES had already announced a
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brand-new show, The Digital Destination,
to be held in Orlando, Florida, May
23-25, 1996 (Memorial Day weekend).
It was to go along with Habitech '96—a
home systems-integration trade show
recently purchased by the EIA—also
scheduled for the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando. At first The
Digital Destination seemed to be aresurrection of the interactive show that had
been scheduled for Philadelphia this
summer but has since been canceled, but
it's now become clear that TDD won't
include video games, such as Sega and
Nintendo, and will include alot of home
computers.
The conclusion of the CES SA&HT
story is that Orlando will be its site in
1996, at ahotel separate from TDD and
Habitech, but during the same days. Oddly, the announcement of the '96 Show
came out the day after the Chicago Show
ended; perhaps CES management was
awaiting the outcome of the 1995 CES
SA&HT before publicly committing
themselves to another one.
Exhibitor response to spending Memorial Day weekend in Orlando, with a
final day just three days prior to move-in
day at Stereophiles Hi-Fi '96 in Manhattan, was negative. Some exhibitors immediately committed to the new Orlando Show, but most wondered why Orlando, why Memorial Day, and why so
close to the Stereophile Show?
From a show-promoter's standpoint,
this ending to the 1995 CES SA&HT was
the ultimate nightmare. The EIA had
many obstacles to overcome, but overcome them they did. Appropriately modest expectations were far exceeded. A situation like that is the perfect venue and
timing for launching the next successful
venture, which exhibitors and attendees
alike are only too willing to embrace.
However, the strong negatives cited by
exhibitors about Orlando '96 substantially inhibit those end-of-show "endorphins" that naturally occur with a successful show. Only time will tell whether
CES can pull it off.
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THE PDT HTO HIG ER RESOLUTION
The Wadia 22 CD Transport and The Wadia 26
Decoding Computer offer listeners aclear
upgrade path to the pinnacle of Audio Purity.
With 32 times resampling, 19 bit signal recovery and true decoding computer priority, the
Wadi 3 26 delivers superior performance as an
affordable option. It also offers input capabilities for digital technology of the future.
The Wadia 22 CD Transport delivers a massive full disc-support transport system with
four digital outputs, including glass optical to
fully accommodate future component

Mt'

exchange.
The Wadia 22 and 26 offer the exhilaration of
pre%iously unheard tonal qualities...
performance once associated with only the
mot costly electronics.
To experience your music as you never

1111111111111111111110..
----

thought possible, audition these products at a
Wadia Dealer.

22 CD Transport
26 Decoding Comput

Well Milk
-

WaiYia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WIWorldRadioHistory
54022
PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

